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Preface

The present manuscript represents an attempt to write a modern mono-
graph on quantum mechanics that can be useful both to expert readers,
i.e. graduate students, lecturers, research workers, and to educated read-
ers who need to be introduced to quantum theory and its foundations. For
this purpose, part I covers the basic material which is necessary to under-
stand the transition from classical to wave mechanics: the key experiments
in the development of wave mechanics; classical dynamics with empha-
sis on canonical transformations and the Hamilton–Jacobi equation; the
Cauchy problem for the wave equation, the Helmholtz equation and the
eikonal approximation; physical arguments leading to the Schrödinger
equation and the basic properties of the wave function; quantum dynam-
ics in one-dimensional problems and the Schrödinger equation in a central
potential; introduction to spin and perturbation theory; and scattering
theory. We have tried to describe in detail how one arrives at some ideas
or some mathematical results, and what has been gained by introducing
a certain concept.

Indeed, the choice of a first chapter devoted to the experimental foun-
dations of quantum theory, despite being physics-oriented, selects a set
of readers who already know the basic properties of classical mechan-
ics and classical electrodynamics. Thus, undergraduate students should
study chapter 1 more than once. Moreover, the choice of topics in chap-
ter 1 serves as a motivation, in our opinion, for studying the material
described in chapters 2 and 3, so that the transition to wave mechanics is
as smooth and ‘natural’ as possible. A broad range of topics are presented
in chapter 7, devoted to perturbation theory. Within this framework, after
some elementary examples, we have described the nature of perturbative
series, with a brief outline of the various cases of physical interest: regu-
lar perturbation theory, asymptotic perturbation theory and summabil-
ity methods, spectral concentration and singular perturbations. Chapter

xiii
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8 starts along the advanced lines of the end of chapter 7, and describes a
lot of important material concerning scattering from potentials.

Advanced readers can begin from chapter 9, but we still recommend
that they first study part I, which contains material useful in later inves-
tigations. The Weyl quantization is presented in chapter 9, jointly with
the postulates of the currently accepted form of quantum mechanics. The
Weyl programme provides not only a geometric framework for a rigor-
ous formulation of canonical quantization, but also powerful tools for the
analysis of problems of current interest in quantum mechanics. We have
therefore tried to present such a topic, which is still omitted in many
textbooks, in a self-contained form. In the chapters devoted to harmonic
oscillators and angular momentum operators the emphasis is on algebraic
and group-theoretical methods. The same can be said about chapter 12,
devoted to algebraic methods for the analysis of Schrödinger operators.
The formalism of the density matrix is developed in detail in chapter 13,
which also studies some very important topics such as quantum entangle-
ment, hidden-variable theories and Bell inequalities; how to transfer the
polarization state of a photon to another photon thanks to the projection
postulate, the production of statistical mixtures and phase in quantum
mechanics.

Part III is devoted to a number of selected topics that reflect the au-
thors’ taste and are aimed at advanced research workers: statistical me-
chanics and black-body radiation; Lagrangian and phase-space formula-
tions of quantum mechanics; the no-interaction theorem and the need for
a quantum theory of fields.

The chapters are completed by a number of useful problems, although
the main purpose of the book remains the presentation of a conceptual
framework for a better understanding of quantum mechanics. Other im-
portant topics have not been included and might, by themselves, be the
object of a separate monograph, e.g. supersymmetric quantum mechan-
ics, quaternionic quantum mechanics and deformation quantization. But
we are aware that the present version already covers much more material
than the one that can be presented in a two-semester course. The ma-
terial in chapters 9–16 can be used by students reading for a master or
Ph.D. degree.

Our monograph contains much material which, although not new by it-
self, is presented in a way that makes the presentation rather original with
respect to currently available textbooks, e.g. part I is devoted to and built
around wave mechanics only; Hamiltonian methods and the Hamilton–
Jacobi equation in chapter 2; introduction of the symbol of differential op-
erators and eikonal approximation for the scalar wave equation in chapter
3; a systematic use of the symbol in the presentation of the Schrödinger
equation in chapter 4; the Pauli equation with time-dependent magnetic
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fields in chapter 6; the richness of examples in chapters 7 and 8; Weyl
quantization in chapter 9; algebraic methods for eigenvalue problems in
chapter 12; the Wigner theorem and geometrical phases in chapter 13;
and a geometrical proof of the no-interaction theorem in chapter 16.

So far we have defended, concisely, our reasons for writing yet another
book on quantum mechanics. The last word is now with the readers.
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Part I

From classical to wave mechanics





1
Experimental foundations

of quantum theory

This chapter begins with a brief outline of some of the key motivations
for considering a quantum theory: the early attempts to determine the
spectral distribution of energy density of black bodies; stability of atoms
and molecules; specific heats of solids; interference and diffraction of
light beams; polarization of photons. The experimental foundations of
wave mechanics are then presented in detail, but in a logical order quite
different from its historical development: photo-emission of electrons by
metallic surfaces, X- and γ-ray scattering from gases, liquids and solids,
interference experiments, atomic spectra and the Bohr hypotheses, the
experiment of Franck and Hertz, the Bragg experiment, diffraction of
electrons by a crystal of nickel (Davisson and Germer), and measure-
ments of position and velocity of an electron.

1.1 The need for a quantum theory

In the second half of the nineteenth century it seemed that the laws
of classical mechanics, developed by the genius of Newton, Lagrange,
Hamilton, Jacobi and Poincaré, the Maxwell theory of electromagnetic
phenomena and the laws of classical statistical mechanics could account
for all known physical phenomena. Still, it became gradually clear, after
several decades of experimental and theoretical work, that one has to for-
mulate a new kind of mechanics, which reduces to classical mechanics in a
suitable limit, and makes it possible to obtain a consistent description of
phenomena that cannot be understood within the classical framework. It
is now appropriate to present a brief outline of this new class of phenom-
ena, the systematic investigation of which is the object of the following
sections and of chapters 4 and 14.

(i) In his attempt to derive the law for the spectral distribution of energy
density of a body which is able to absorb all the radiant energy falling
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4 Experimental foundations of quantum theory

upon it, Planck was led to assume that the walls of such a body consist
of harmonic oscillators, which exchange energy with the electromagnetic
field inside the body only via integer multiples of a fundamental quan-
tity ε0. At this stage, to be consistent with another law that had been
derived in a thermodynamical way and was hence of universal validity,
the quantity ε0 turned out to be proportional to the frequency of the
radiation field, ε0 = hν, and a new constant of nature, h, with dimension
[energy] [time] and since then called the Planck constant, was introduced
for the first time. These problems are part of the general theory of heat
radiation (Planck 1991), and we have chosen to present them in some
detail in chapter 14, which is devoted to the transition from classical to
quantum statistical mechanics.

(ii) The crisis of classical physics, however, became even more evident
when attempts were made to account for the stability of atoms and
molecules. For example, if an atomic system, initially in an equilibrium
state, is perturbed for a short time, it begins oscillating, and such os-
cillations are eventually transmitted to the electromagnetic field in its
neighbourhood, so that the frequencies of the composite system can be
observed by means of a spectrograph. In classical physics, independent
of the precise form of the forces ruling the equilibrium stage, one would
expect to be able to include the various frequencies in a scheme where
some fundamental frequencies occur jointly with their harmonics. In con-
trast, the Ritz combination principle (see section 1.6) is found to hold,
according to which all frequencies can be expressed as differences between
some spectroscopic terms, the number of which is much smaller than the
number of observed frequencies (Duck and Sudarshan 2000).

(iii) If one tries to overcome the above difficulties by postulating that the
observed frequencies correspond to internal degrees of freedom of atomic
systems, whereas the unknown laws of atomic forces forbid the occurrence
of higher order harmonics (Dirac 1958), it becomes impossible to account
for the experimental values of specific heats of solids at low temperatures
(cf. section 14.8).

(iv) Interference and diffraction patterns of light can only be accounted for
using a wave-like theory. This property is ‘dual’ to a particle-like picture,
which is instead essential to understanding the emission of electrons by
metallic surfaces that are hit by electromagnetic radiation (section 1.3)
and the scattering of light by free electrons (section 1.4).

(v) It had already been a non-trivial achievement of Einstein to show that
the energy of the electromagnetic field consists of elementary quantities
W = hν, and it was as if these quanta of energy were localized in space
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(Einstein 1905). In a subsequent paper, Einstein analysed a gas com-
posed of several molecules that was able to emit or absorb radiation, and
proved that, in such processes, linear momentum should be exchanged
among the molecules, to avoid affecting the Maxwell distribution of ve-
locities (Einstein 1917). This ensures, in turn, that statistical equilibrium
is reached. Remarkably, the exchange of linear momentum cannot be ob-
tained, unless one postulates that, if spontaneous emission occurs, this
happens along a well-defined direction with corresponding vector �u, so
that the linear momentum reads as

�p =
W

c
�u =

hν

c
�u =

h

λ
�u. (1.1.1)

In contrast, if a molecule were able to emit radiation along all possible
directions, as predicted by classical electromagnetic theory, the Maxwell
distribution of velocities would be violated. There was, therefore, strong
evidence that spontaneous emission is directional. Under certain circum-
stances, electromagnetic radiation behaves as if it were made of elemen-
tary quantities of energy W = hν, with speed c and linear momentum
�p as in Eq. (1.1.1). One then deals with the concept of energy quanta of
the electromagnetic field, later called photons (Lewis 1926).

(vi) It is instructive, following Dirac (1958), to anticipate the description
of polarized photons in the quantum theory we are going to develop. It
is well known from experiments that the polarization of light is deeply
intertwined with its corpuscular properties, and one comes to the conclu-
sion that photons are, themselves, polarized. For example, a light beam
with linear polarization should be viewed as consisting of photons each
of which is linearly polarized in the same direction. Similarly, a light
beam with circular polarization consists of photons that are all circularly
polarized. One is thus led to say that each photon is in a given polar-
ization state. The problem arises of how to apply this new concept to
the spectral resolution of light into its polarized components, and to the
recombination of such components. For this purpose, let us consider a
light beam that passes through a tourmaline crystal, assuming that only
linearly polarized light, perpendicular to the optical axis of the crystal,
is found to emerge. According to classical electrodynamics, if the beam
is polarized perpendicularly to the optical axis O, it will pass through
the crystal while remaining unaffected; if its polarization is parallel to
O, the light beam is instead unable to pass through the crystal; lastly, if
the polarization direction of the beam forms an angle α with O, only a
fraction sin2 α passes through the crystal.

Let us assume, for simplicity, that the incoming beam consists of one
photon only, and that one can detect what comes out on the other side
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of the crystal. We will learn that, according to quantum mechanics, in a
number of experiments the whole photon is detected on the other side of
the crystal, with energy equal to that of the incoming photon, whereas,
in other circumstances, no photon is eventually detected. When a photon
is detected, its polarization turns out to be perpendicular to the optical
axis, but under no circumstances whatsoever shall we find, on the other
side of the crystal, only a fraction of the incoming photon. However, on
repeating the experiment a sufficiently large number of times, a photon
will eventually be detected for a number of times equal to a fraction
sin2 α of the total number of experiments. In other words, the photon is
found to have a probability sin2 α of passing through the tourmaline, and
a probability cos2 α of being, instead, absorbed by the tourmaline. A deep
property, which will be the object of several sections from now on, is then
found to emerge: when a series of experiments are performed, one can only
predict a set of possible results with the corresponding probabilities.

As we will see in the rest of the chapter, the interpretation provided
by quantum mechanics requires that a photon with oblique polarization
can be viewed as being in part in a polarization state parallel to O, and
in part in a polarization state perpendicular to O. In other words, a state
of oblique polarization results from a ‘superposition’ of polarizations that
are perpendicular and parallel to O. It is hence possible to decompose
any polarization state into two mutually orthogonal polarization states,
i.e. to express it as a superposition of such states.

Moreover, when we perform an observation, we can tell whether the
photon is polarized in a direction parallel or perpendicular to O, because
the measurement process makes the photon be in one of these two po-
larization states. Such a theoretical description requires a sudden change
from a linear superposition of polarization states (prior to measurement)
to a state where the polarization of the photon is either parallel or per-
pendicular to O (after the measurement).

Our brief outline has described many new problems that the general
reader is not expected to know already. Now that his intellectual curiosity
has been stimulated, we can begin a thorough investigation of all such
topics. The journey is not an easy one, but the effort to understand what
leads to a quantum theory will hopefully engender a better understanding
of the physical world.

1.2 Our path towards quantum theory

Unlike the historical development outlined in the previous section, our
path towards quantum theory, with emphasis on wave mechanics, will
rely on the following properties.
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(i) The photoelectric effect, Compton effect and interference phenom-
ena provide clear experimental evidence for the existence of photons.
‘Corpuscular’ and ‘wave’ behaviour require that we use both ‘attributes’,
therefore we need a relation between wave concepts and corpuscular con-
cepts. This is provided for photons by the Einstein identification (see
appendix 1.A) (

�k · d�x− ω dt
)

=
1
h̄

(
�p · d�x− p0 dx0

)
. (1.2.1a)

More precisely, light has a corpuscular nature that becomes evident tha-
nks to the photoelectric and Compton effects, but also a wave-like nature
as is shown by interference experiments. Although photons are massless,
one can associate to them a linear momentum �p = h̄�k, and their energy
equals h̄ω = hν.

(ii) The form of the emission and absorption spectra, and the Bohr hy-
potheses (section 1.6). Experimental evidence of the existence of energy
levels (section 1.7).

(iii) The wave-like behaviour of massive particles postulated by de Broglie
(1923)and found in the experiment of Davisson and Germer (1927,diffrac-
tion of electrons by a crystal of nickel). For such particles one can perform
the de Broglie identification(

�p · d�x− p0 dx0

)
= h̄

(
�k · d�x− ω dt

)
. (1.2.1b)

It is then possible to estimate when the corpuscular or wave-like aspects
of particles are relevant in some physical processes.

1.3 Photoelectric effect

In the analysis of black-body radiation one met, for the first time, the
hypothesis of quanta: whenever matter emits or absorbs radiation, it does
so in a sequence of elementary acts, in each of which an amount of energy
ε is emitted or absorbed proportional to the frequency ν of the radiation:
ε = hν, where h is the universal constant known as Planck’s constant. We
are now going to see how the ideas developed along similar lines make
it possible to obtain a satisfactory understanding of the photoelectric
effect.

The photoelectric effect was discovered by Hertz and Hallwachs in 1887.
The effect consists of the emission of electrons from the surface of a solid
when electromagnetic radiation is incident upon it (Hughes and DuBridge
1932, DuBridge 1933, Holton 2000). The three empirical laws of such
an effect are as follows (see figures 1.1 and 1.2; the Millikan experiment
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C I
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Fig. 1.1. The circuit used in the Millikan experiment. The energy with which
the electron leaves the surface is measured by the product of its charge with
the potential difference against which it is just able to drive itself before being
brought to rest. Millikan was careful enough to use only light for which the illu-
minated electrode was photoelectrically sensitive, but for which the surrounding
walls were not photosensitive.

V

B

A

0
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Fig. 1.2. Variation of the photoelectric current with voltage, for given values of
the intensity.
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quoted therein should not be confused with the measuremt of the electron
charge, also due to Millikan).

(i) The electrons are emitted only if the frequency of the incoming radia-
tion is greater than a certain value ν0, which is a peculiar property of the
metal used in the experiment, and is called the photoelectric threshold.

(ii) The velocities of the electrons emitted by the surface range from 0
to a maximum value of vmax. The kinetic energy corresponding to vmax

depends linearly on the frequency ν: Tmax = k(ν − ν0), k > 0. Tmax does
not depend on the intensity of the incoming radiation.

(iii) For a given value of the frequency ν of the incoming radiation, the
number of electrons emitted per cm2 per second is proportional to the
intensity.

These properties cannot be understood if one assumes that classical
electromagnetic theory rules the phenomenon. In particular, if one as-
sumes that the energy is uniformly distributed over the metallic surface,
it is unclear how the emission of electrons can occur when the intensity
of the radiation is extremely low (which would require a long time before
the electron would receive enough energy to escape from the metal). The
experiments of Lawrence and Beans showed that the time lag between the
incidence of radiation on a surface and the appearance of (photo)electrons
is less than 10−9 s.

However, the peculiar emission of electrons is naturally accounted for,
if Planck’s hypothesis is accepted. More precisely, one has to assume that
the energy of radiation is quantized not only when emission or absorption
occur, but can also travel in space in the form of elementary quanta
of radiation with energy hν. Correspondingly, the photoelectric effect
should be thought of as a collision process between the incoming quanta of
radiation and the electrons belonging to the atoms of the metallic surface.
According to this quantum scheme, the atom upon which the photon falls
receives, all at once, the energy hν. As a result of this process, an electron
can be emitted only if the energy hν is greater than the work function
W0:

hν > W0. (1.3.1)

The first experimental law, (i), is therefore understood, provided one
identifies the photoelectric threshold with W0

h :

ν0 =
W0

h
. (1.3.2)

If the inequality (1.3.1) is satisfied, the electron can leave the metallic
plate with an energy which, at the very best, is W = hν − W0, which
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implies
Wmax = h(ν − ν0). (1.3.3)

This agrees completely with the second law, (ii). Lastly, upon varying the
intensity of the incoming radiation, the number of quanta falling upon the
surface in a given time interval changes, but from the above formulae it
is clear that the energy of the quanta, and hence of the electrons emitted,
is not affected by the intensity.

In the experimental apparatus (see figure 1.1), ultraviolet or X-rays fall
upon a clean metal cathode, and an electrode collects the electrons that
are emitted with kinetic energy T = hν −W0. If V0 is the potential for
which the current vanishes, one has (see figure 1.3)

V0 =
hν

e
− W0

e
. (1.3.4)

4

90 11030 50 70
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ν
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V
)
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Fig. 1.3. Results of the Millikan experiment for the retarding potential V0 ex-
pressed as a function of frequency (Millikan 1916, c© the American Physical
Society). A linear relation is found between V0 and ν, and the slope of the corre-
sponding line is numerically equal to h

e . The intercept of such a line on the ν axis
is the lowest frequency at which the metal in question can be photoelectrically
active.
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The plot of V0(ν) is a straight line that intersects the ν-axis when ν = ν0.
The slope of the experimental curve makes it possible to measure Planck’s
constant (for this purpose, Millikan used monochromatic light). The value
of the ratio h

e is 4.14 × 10−15 V s, with h = 6.6 × 10−27 erg s.
Einstein made a highly non-trivial step, by postulating the existence

of elementary quanta of radiation which travel in space. This was far
more than what Planck had originally demanded in his attempt to un-
derstand black-body radiation. Note also that, strictly, Einstein was not
aiming to ‘explain’ the photoelectric effect. When he wrote his funda-
mental papers (Einstein 1905, 1917), the task of theoretical physicists was
not quite that of having to understand a well-established phenomenology,
since the Millikan measurements were made 10 years after the first Ein-
stein paper. Rather, Einstein developed some far-reaching ideas which,
in particular, can be applied to account for all known aspects of the
photoelectric effect. Indeed, in Einstein (1905), the author writes as
follows.
. . .The wave theory of light, which operates with continuous spatial

functions, has worked well in the representation of purely optical phe-
nomena and will probably never be replaced by another theory. It should
be kept in mind, however, that the optical observations refer to time av-
erages rather than instantaneous values. In spite of the complete exper-
imental confirmation of the theory as applied to diffraction, reflection,
refraction, dispersion, etc., it is still conceivable that the theory of light
which operates with continuous spatial functions may lead to contradic-
tions with experience when it is applied to the phenomena of emission
and transformation of light.

It seems to me that the observations associated with blackbody radiation,
fluorescence, the production of cathode rays by ultraviolet light, and other
related phenomena connected with the emission or transformation of light
are more readily understood if one assumes that the energy of light is
discontinuously distributed in space. In accordance with the assumption
to be considered here, the energy of a light ray spreading out from a point
source is not continuously distributed over an increasing space but consists
of a finite number of energy quanta which are localized at points in space,
which move without dividing, and which can only be produced and absorbed
as complete units.

1.4 Compton effect

Classically, a monochromatic plane wave of electromagnetic nature car-
ries momentum according to the relation p = E

c . Since E is quantized, one
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Detector

Crystal
slits

Lead collimating

Scatterer

Incident beam

Source
X-ray

θ

Fig. 1.4 Experimental setup for the Compton experiment.

is naturally led to ask whether the momentum is carried in the form of
quanta with absolute value hν

c . The Compton effect (Compton 1923a,b)
provides clear experimental evidence in favour of this conclusion, and
supports the existence of photons. For this purpose, the scattering of
monochromatic X- and γ-rays from gases, liquids and solids is stud-
ied in the laboratory (see figure 1.4). Under normal circumstances, the
X-rays pass through a material of low atomic weight (e.g. coal). A spec-
trograph made out of crystal collects and analyses the rays scattered in
a given direction. One then finds, jointly with the radiation scattered
by means of the process we are going to describe, yet another radi-
ation which is scattered without any change of its wavelength. There
exist two nearby lines: one of them has the same wavelength λ as the
incoming radiation, whereas the other line has a wavelength λ′ > λ.
The line for which the wavelength remains unaffected can be accounted
for by thinking that the incoming photon also meets the ‘deeper un-
derlying’ electrons of the scattering material. For such processes, the
mass of the whole atom is involved, which reduces the value of the shift
λ′−λ significantly, so that it becomes virtually unobservable. We are now
going to consider the scattering process involving the external electron
only.

Let us assume that the incoming radiation consists of photons having
frequency ν. Let me be the rest mass of the electron, �v its velocity after
collision with the photon and let ν′ be the frequency of the scattered
photon. The conservation laws that make it possible to obtain a theoret-
ical description of the phenomenon are the conservation of energy and
momentum, and the description has to be considered within a relativistic
setting. We denote by �l the unit vector along the direction of the incom-
ing photon, and by �u the unit vector along the direction of emission of
the scattered photon (see figure 1.5).
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Fig. 1.5. A photon with linear momentum �p0 collides with an electron at rest
and is scattered with momentum �p1, while the electron recoils with momentum
�p2.

The energy conservation reads, in our problem, as

mec
2 + hν =

mec
2√

1 − v2

c2

+ hν′. (1.4.1)

Moreover, taking into account that the momentum of the electron van-
ishes before the scattering takes place, the conservation of momentum
leads to

hν

c
�l =

me�v√
1 − v2

c2

+
hν′

c
�u. (1.4.2a)

If Eq. (1.4.2a) is projected onto the x- and y-axes it yields the equations
(see figure 1.5)

hν

c
=

hν′

c
cos θ + p cosφ, (1.4.2b)

hν′

c
sin θ = p sinφ, (1.4.2c)
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which, jointly with Eq. (1.4.1), are three equations from which one may
evaluate φ, the frequency ν′ of the scattered X-ray, and the momentum
p of the electron as functions of the scattering angle θ. Here attention
is focused on the formula for wavelength shift. First, setting β ≡ v

c , one
finds from Eq. (1.4.2a) that

m2
eβ

2c2

(1 − β2)
=

h2ν2

c2
+

h2ν′2

c2
− 2

hν

c

hν′

c
cos θ, (1.4.3)

where θ is the angle formed by the unit vectors �l and �u. Moreover, Eq.
(1.4.1) leads to

m2
e

(1 − β2)
=

(
me +

hν

c2
− hν′

c2

)2

. (1.4.4)

Thus, on using the identity

β2c2

(1 − β2)
= −c2 +

c2

m2
e

m2
e

(1 − β2)
, (1.4.5)

the comparison of Eqs. (1.4.3) and (1.4.4) yields

−m2
ec

2 + c2
(
me +

hν

c2
− hν′

c2

)2

=
h2ν2

c2
+

h2ν′2

c2
− 2

hν

c

hν′

c
cos θ. (1.4.6)

A number of cancellations are now found to occur, which significantly
simplifies the final result, i.e.

ν − ν′ =
hνν′

mec2
(1 − cos θ). (1.4.7)

However, the main object of interest is the formula for λ′ − λ, which is
obtained from Eq. (1.4.7) and the well-known relation between frequency
and wavelength: ν/c = 1/λ, ν′/c = 1/λ′. Hence one finds

λ′ − λ =
h

mec
(1 − cos θ), (1.4.8)

where
h

mec
= 0.0024 nm. (1.4.9)

Interestingly, the wavelength shift is maximal when cos θ = −1, and it
vanishes when cos θ = 1. In the actual experiments, the scattered pho-
tons are detected if in turn, they meet an atom that is able to absorb
them (provided that such an atom can emit, by means of the photoelec-
tric effect, an electron, the passage of which is visible on a photographic
plate).
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We can thus conclude that photons behave exactly as if they were
particles with energy hν and momentum hν

c . According to relativity the-
ory, developed by Einstein and Poincaré, the equation p = E

c is a peculiar
property of massless particles. Thus, we can say that photons behave like
massless particles.

The frequency shift is a peculiar property of a quantum theory which
relies on the existence of photons, because in the classical electromagnetic
theory no frequency shift would occur. To appreciate this, let us consider
the classical description of the phenomenon. On denoting the position
vector in R3 by �r, with Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), and by �k the wave
vector with corresponding components (kx, ky, kz), the electric field of
the incoming plane wave of frequency ν = ω

2π may be written in the form

�E = �E0 cos
(
�k · �r − ωt

)
, (1.4.10)

where the vector �E0 has components
(
E0x , E0y , E0z

)
independent of

(x, y, z, t). Strictly, one has then to build a wave packet from these el-
ementary solutions of the Maxwell equations, but Eq. (1.4.10) is all we
need to obtain the classical result. The electric field which varies in space
and time according to Eq. (1.4.10) generates a magnetic field that also
varies in space and time in a similar way. This is clearly seen from one of
the vacuum Maxwell equations, i.e. (we do not present the check of the
Maxwell equations for the divergences of �E and �B, but the reader can
easily perform it)

curl �E +
1
c

∂ �B

∂t
= 0, (1.4.11)

which can be integrated to find

�B = −c

∫
curl �E dt. (1.4.12)

Now the standard definition of the curl operator, jointly with Eq. (1.4.10),
implies that(

curl �E
)
x
≡ ∂Ez

∂y
− ∂Ey

∂z
=

(
kzE0y − kyE0z

)
sin

(
�k · �r − ωt

)
, (1.4.13)

(
curl �E

)
y
≡ ∂Ex

∂z
− ∂Ez

∂x
=

(
kxE0z − kzE0x

)
sin

(
�k · �r − ωt

)
, (1.4.14)

(
curl �E

)
z
≡ ∂Ey

∂x
− ∂Ex

∂y
=

(
kyE0x − kxE0y

)
sin

(
�k · �r − ωt

)
. (1.4.15)

The coefficients of the sin function on the right-hand sides of Eqs.
(1.4.13)–(1.4.15) are easily seen to be minus the components along the
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X,Y, Z axes, respectively, of the vector product �k ∧ �E0, and hence one
finds

curl �E = −�k ∧ �E0 sin
(
�k · �r − ωt

)
. (1.4.16)

By virtue of Eqs. (1.4.12) and (1.4.16) one finds

�B = �B0 cos
(
�k · �r − ωt

)
, (1.4.17)

where we have defined
�B0 ≡ c

ω
�k ∧ �E0. (1.4.18)

The force acting on the electron of charge e is, therefore,

�F = m
d
dt
�v = e

(
�E +

1
c
�v ∧ �B

)

= e

(
�E0 +

1
c
�v ∧ �B0

)
cos

(
�k · �r − ωt

)
, (1.4.19)

where, by virtue of Eq. (1.4.18), one finds(
�v ∧ �B0

)
x
≡ vyB0z − vzB0y

=
c

ω

[
vy

(
kxE0y − kyE0x

)
− vz

(
kzE0x − kxE0z

)]

=
c

ω

[
kx

(
�v · �E0

)
− E0x

(
�v · �k

)]
. (1.4.20)

Analogous equations hold for the other components of �v ∧ �B0 so that,
eventually,

�v ∧ �B0 =
c

ω

[
�k
(
�v · �E0

)
− �E0

(
�v · �k

)]
, (1.4.21)

which implies (see Eqs. (1.4.10) and (1.4.19))

m
d
dt
�v = e

{
�E +

1
ω

[
�k
(
�v · �E

)
− �E

(
�v · �k

)]}
, (1.4.22)

with
d
dt
�r = �v. (1.4.23)

The magnetic forces are negligible compared with the electric forces, so
that the acceleration of the electron reduces to d�v

dt = e
m

�E. By virtue of
its oscillatory motion, the electron begins to radiate a field which, at a
distance R, has components with magnitude (Jackson 1975)

| �E′| = | �B′| =
e

c2R
r̈ sinφ, (1.4.24)
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where c is the velocity of light and φ is the angle between the scattered
beam and the line along which the electron oscillates. Substituting for
the acceleration, one finds

| �E′| = | �B′| =
e2E sinφ

mc2R
. (1.4.25)

1.4.1 Thomson scattering

To sum up, in a classical model, the atomic electrons vibrate with the
same frequency as the incident radiation. These oscillating electrons, in
turn, radiate electromagnetic waves of the same frequency, leading to the
so-called Thomson scattering. This is a non-relativistic scattering process,
which describes X-ray scattering from electrons and γ-ray scattering from
protons. For a particle of charge q and mass m, the total Thompson
scattering cross-section (recall that the cross-section describes basically
the probability of the scattering process) reads as (Jackson 1975)

σT =
8π
3

(
q2

mc2

)2

. (1.4.26)

For electrons, σT = 0.665 × 10−24 cm2. The associated characteristic
length is

q2

mc2
= 2.82 × 10−13 cm (1.4.27)

and is called the classical electron radius.

1.5 Interference experiments

The wave-like nature of light is proved by the interference phenomena it
gives rise to. It is hence legitimate to ask the question: how can we accept
the existence of interference phenomena, if we think of light as consisting
of photons? There are, indeed, various devices that can produce interfer-
ence fringes. For example, a source S of monochromatic light illuminates
an opaque screen where two thin slits, close to each other, have been
produced. In passing through the slits, light is diffracted. On a plate L
located a distance from the slits, interference fringes are observed in the
area where overlapping occurs of the diffraction patterns produced from
the slits A and B, i.e. where light is simultaneously received from A and
B (see figure 1.6).

Another device is the Fresnel biprism (Born and Wolf 1959): the mono-
chromatic light emitted from S is incident on two coupled prisms P1
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Fig. 1.6 Diffraction pattern from a double slit.

and P2; light rays are deviated from P1 and P2 as if they were emitted
from two (virtual) coherent sources S′ and S′′. As in the previous device,
interference fringes are observed where light emitted both from P1 and
P2 is collected (see figure 1.7).

P
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P

L

S′′

S′

S
1

Fig. 1.7 Diffraction from a biprism.
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Fig. 1.8. Interference fringes with electrons, when they are deviated by an elec-
tric field.

Interestingly, the Fresnel biprism makes it possible to produce inter-
ference fringes with electrons. The source S is replaced by an electron
gun and the biprism is replaced by a metallic panel where a slit has been
produced. At the centre of the slit, a wire of silver-plated quartz is main-
tained at a potential slightly greater than the potential of the screen. The
electrons are deviated by the electric field of the slit, and they reach the
screen as if they were coming from two different sources (see figure 1.8).
For simplicity, we can consider the Fresnel biprism and talk about pho-
tons, but of course this discussion can be repeated in precisely the same
way for electrons.

How can one interpret the interference experiment in terms of photons?
It is clear that bright fringes result from the arrival of several photons,
whereas no photons arrive where dark fringes are observed. It therefore
seems that the various photons interact with each other so as to give
rise, on plate L, to an irregular distribution of photons, and hence bright
as well as dark fringes are observed. If this is the case, what is going to
happen if we reduce the intensity of the light emitted by S until only one
photon at a time travels from the source S to the plate L? The answer is
that we have then to increase the exposure time of the plate L, but even-
tually we will find the same interference fringes as discussed previously.
Thus, the interpretation based upon the interaction among photons is
incorrect: photons do not interfere with each other, but the only possible
conclusion is that the interference involves the single photon, just as in
the case of the superposition for polarization. However, according to a
particle picture, a photon (or an electron) starting from S and arriving
at L, either passes through A or passes through B. We shall say that, if it
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passes through A, it is in the state ψA (the concept of state will be fully
defined in chapter 9), whereas if it passes through B it is in the state ψB.
But if this were the correct description of the possible options, we would
be unable to account for the interference fringes. Indeed, if the photon is
in the state ψA this means, according to what we said above, that slit B
can be neglected (it is as if it had been closed down). Under such condi-
tions, it should be possible for the photon to arrive at all points on plate
L of the diffraction pattern produced from A, and hence also at those
points where dark fringes occur. The same holds, with A replaced by B,
if we say that the photon is in the state ψB. This means that a third op-
tion should be admissible, inconceivable from the classical viewpoint, and
different from ψA and ψB. We shall then say that photons are in a state
ψC , different from both ψA and ψB, but ψC should ‘be related’, somehow,
with both ψA and ψB. In other words, it is incorrect to say that photons
pass through A or through B, but it is as if each of them were passing, at
the same time, through both A and B. This conclusion is suggested by
the wave-like interpretation of the interference phenomenon: if only slit
A is open, there exists a wave A(x, y, z, t) in between the screen and L,
whereas, if only slit B is open, there exists a wave B(x, y, z, t) in between
the screen and L. If now both slits are opened up, the wave involved is
neither A(�r, t) nor B(�r, t), but C(�r, t) = A(�r, t) + B(�r, t).

But then, if the photon is passing ‘partly through A and partly through
B’, what should we expect if we place two photomultipliers F1 and F2 in
front of A and B, respectively, and a photon is emitted from S (see
figure 1.9)? Should we expect that F1 and F2 register, at the same
time, the passage of the photon? If this were the case, we would have
achieved, in the laboratory, the ‘division’ of a photon! What happens,
however, is that only one of the two photomultipliers registers the pas-
sage of the photon, and upon repeating the experiment several times
one finds that, on average, half of the events can be ascribed to F1 and
half of the events can be ascribed to F2. Does this mean that the exis-
tence of the state ψC is an incorrect assumption? Note, however, that
the presence of photomultipliers has made it impossible to observe the
interference fringes, since the photons are completely absorbed by such
devices.

At this stage, one might think that, with the help of a more sophis-
ticated experiment, one could still detect which path has been followed
by photons, while maintaining the ability to observe interference fringes.
For this purpose, one might think of placing a mirror S1 behind slit A,
and another mirror S2 behind slit B (see figure 1.10). Such mirrors can
be freely moved by hypothesis, so that, by observing their recoil, one
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Fig. 1.10 Double-slit experiment supplemented by mirrors.
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could (in principle) understand whether the photon passed through A or,
instead, through slit B. Still, once again, the result of the experiment is
negative: if one manages to observe the recoil of a mirror, no interference
fringes are detected. The wave-like interpretation of the failure is as fol-
lows: the recoil of the mirror affects the optical path of one of the rays,
to the extent that interference fringes are destroyed. In summary, we can
make some key statements.

(i) Interference fringes are also observed by sending only one photon at a
time. Thus, the single photon is found ‘to interfere with itself’.

(ii) It is incorrect to say that the single photon passes through slit A or
through slit B. There exists instead a third option, represented by a state
ψC , and deeply intertwined with both ψA and ψB.

(iii) A measurement which shows whether the photon passed through A
or through B perturbs the state of the photon to such an extent that
no interference fringes are detected. Thus, either we know which slit the
photon passed through, or we observe interference fringes. We cannot
achieve both goals: the two possibilities are incompatible.

1.6 Atomic spectra and the Bohr hypotheses

The frequencies that can be emitted by material bodies form their emis-
sion spectrum, whereas the frequencies that can be absorbed form their
absorption spectrum. For simplicity, we consider gases and vapours.

A device to obtain the emission and absorption spectra works as follows
(see figure 1.11). Some white light falls upon a balloon containing gas or
a vapour; a spectrograph, e.g. a prism P1, splits the light transmitted
from the gas into monochromatic components, which are collected on a
plate L1. On L1 one can see a continuous spectrum of light transmitted
from the gas, interrupted by dark lines corresponding to the absorption
frequencies of the gas. These dark lines form the absorption spectrum. To
instead obtain the emission spectrum, one has to transmit some energy
to the gas, which will eventually emit such energy in the form of electro-
magnetic radiation. This can be achieved in various ways: by heating the
material, by an electrical discharge, or by sending light into the material
as we outlined previously. By referring to this latter case for simplicity, if
we want to analyse the emitted light, we shall perform our observations
in a direction orthogonal to that of the incoming light (to avoid being
disturbed by such light). A second prism P2 is inserted to decompose
the radiation emitted from the gas, and this is collected on plate L2. On
L2 one can see, on a dark background, some bright lines corresponding
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Fig. 1.11. Experimental setup used to obtain the emission and absorption
spectra.

to the frequencies emitted from the gas. These lines form the emission
spectrum.

First, the observations show that the emission and absorption spectra
are quite different: the emission spectrum contains far more lines than
the absorption spectrum, and one can find, within it, all lines of the ab-
sorption spectrum. Moreover, if the incoming radiation has a spectrum of
frequencies ν greater than a certain value ν1, it is also possible to observe,
in the emission spectrum, lines corresponding to frequencies smaller than
ν1. To account for the emission and absorption spectra, Bohr made some
assumptions (Bohr 1913) that, as in the case of Einstein’s hypothesis,
disagree with classical physics, which was indeed unable to account for
the properties of the spectra. The basic idea was that privileged orbits
for atoms exist that are stable. If the electrons in the atom lie on one of
these orbits, they do not radiate. Such orbits are discrete, and hence the
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corresponding energy levels are discrete as well. The full set of hypotheses
are as follows (Bohr 1913, Herzberg 1944).

(I) An atom can only have a discrete set of energies starting from a
minimal energy: E1 < E2 < · · · < En < · · ·. These energy levels describe
only the bound states of an atom, i.e. states that correspond to bounded
classical orbits in phase space. The minimal energy state of an atomic
system is called the ground state.

(II) When an atomic system is in one of the above discrete energy levels
it does not radiate. The emission (respectively, absorption) of radiation
is associated with the transition of the electron from one orbit to another
of lower (respectively, higher) energy.

(III) The allowed orbits are those for which the integral of pdq along the
orbit is an integer multiple of the Planck constant.

We are now going to derive some consequences of the first two assump-
tions, whereas the third one will be applied in section 1.8.

(i) The spectra should be formed by lines for which the frequencies are
given by

νn,m =
|En − Em|

h
, (1.6.1)

with all possible values of En and Em. Each material, however, also has
to exhibit a continuous spectrum, which corresponds to transitions from
a bound state to ionization states (also called ‘continuum states’, because
Bohr’s hypothesis of discrete energies does not hold for them).

(ii) Bohr’s assumptions are compatible with Einstein’s hypothesis. In-
deed, if an atom radiates energy in the form of discrete quanta, when the
atom emits (or absorbs) a photon of frequency ν, its energy changes by
an amount hν.

(iii) It is then clear why the emission spectra are richer than the absorp-
tion spectra. Indeed, at room temperature, the vast majority of atoms
are in the ground state, and hence, in absorption, only the frequencies

ν1,n =
En − E1

h
(1.6.2)

are observed, which correspond to transitions from the ground state E1 to
the generic level En. Over a very short time period (of the order of 10−8

or 10−9 s), radiation is re-emitted in one or more transitions to lower
levels, until the ground state is reached. Thus, during the emission stage,
the whole spectrum given by the previous formula may be observed.
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(iv) From what we have said it follows that all frequencies of the emission
spectrum are obtained by taking differences of the frequencies of the
absorption spectrum:

|νn−νm| = |(En−E1)/h−(Em−E1)/h| = |(En−Em)/h| = νn,m. (1.6.3)

This property, which was already well known to spectroscopists prior to
Bohr’s work, was known as the Ritz combination principle. More precisely,
for a complex atom the lines of the spectrum can be classified into series,
each of them being of the form

1
λ

= R

(
1
m2

− 1
n2

)
, (1.6.4)

where n and m are integers, with m fixed and R being the Rydberg con-
stant. From this experimental discovery one finds that, on the one hand,
the frequency ν = c

λ is a ‘more natural’ parameter than the wavelength
λ for indexing the lines of the spectrum and, on the other hand, the spec-
trum is a set of differences of frequencies (or spectral terms), i.e. there
exists a set I of frequencies such that the spectrum is the set of differences

νij ≡ νi − νj (1.6.5)

of arbitrary pairs of elements of I. Thus, one can combine two frequencies
νij and νjk to obtain a third one, i.e.

νik = νij + νjk. (1.6.6)

Such a corollary is the precise statement of the Ritz combination principle:
the spectrum is endowed with a composition law, according to which the
sum of the frequencies νij and νlk is again a frequency of the spectrum
only when l = j. Their combination is then expressed by Eq. (1.6.6).

(v) From the knowledge of the absorption spectrum one can derive the
energies En, because, once the constant h is known, the absorption spec-
trum makes it possible to determine E2−E1, E3−E1, . . . , En−E1 and so
on, up to E∞ −E1. Moreover, if one sets to zero the energy correspond-
ing to the ionization threshold, i.e. to the limit level E∞, one obtains
E1 = −hν, where ν is the limit frequency of the spectrum (for frequen-
cies greater than ν one obtains a continuous spectrum and the atom is
ionized).

(vi) Spectroscopists had been able to group together the lines of a (emis-
sion) spectrum, in such a way that the frequencies, or, more precisely, the
wave numbers 1

λ = ν
c corresponding to the lines of a spectrum could be

expressed as differences between ‘spectroscopic terms’ (Balmer 1885):

1
λ

=
ν

c
= T (n) − T (m), (1.6.7)
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where n and m are positive integers. Each series is picked out by a partic-
ular value of n, and by all values of m greater than n. Thus, for example,
the first series (which is the absorption series) corresponds to the wave
numbers

1
λ

= T (1) − T (m), m > 1. (1.6.8)

Now according to Bohr the spectroscopic terms T (n) are nothing but the
energy levels divided by hc:

T (n) = −En

hc
, (1.6.9)

and the various series correspond to transitions which share the same
final level.

Property (iii) makes it possible to determine the energy levels of a
system. It is indeed possible to perform the analysis for the hydrogen
atom and hydrogen-like atoms, i.e. those systems where only one electron
is affected by the field of a nucleus of charge Ze, where Z is the atomic
number.

1.7 The experiment of Franck and Hertz

The experiment of Franck and Hertz, performed for the first time in 1914
(Franck and Hertz 1914), was intended to test directly the fundamental
postulate of Bohr, according to which an atom can only have a discrete
series of energy levels E0, E1, E2, . . . , corresponding to the frequencies
νi = −Ei

h , with i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The phenomenon under investigation is the
collision of an electron with a monatomic substance. The atoms of such
a substance are, to a large extent, in the ground state E0. If an electron
with a given kinetic energy collides with such an atom, which can be taken
to be at rest both before the collision (by virtue of the small magnitude
of its velocity, due to thermal agitation) and after this process (by virtue
of its large mass), the collision is necessarily elastic if T < E1−E0, where
E1 is the energy of the closest excited state. Thus, the atom remains in
its ground state, and the conservation of energy implies that the electron
is scattered in an arbitrary direction with the same kinetic energy, T . In
contrast, if T ≥ E1 − E0, inelastic collisions may occur that excite the
atom to a level with energy E1, while the electron is scattered with kinetic
energy

T ′ = T − (E1 − E0). (1.7.1)

The experiment is performed using a glass tube filled with monatomic
vapour. On one side of the tube there is a metal filament F , which is
heated by an auxiliary electric current. Electrons are emitted from F via
the thermionic effect. On the other side of the tube there is a grid G
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and a plate P . On taking the average potential of the filament as zero,
one ‘inserts’ in between F and P an electromotive force V − ε and a
weak electromotive force ε in between G and P . A galvanometer, which
is inserted in the circuit of P , makes it possible to measure the current at
P and to study its variation as V is increased. Such a current is due to the
electrons which, emitted from the filament, are attracted towards the grid,
where they arrive with a kinetic energy T = eV , unless inelastic collisions
occur. The electrons pass through the holes of the grid (overcoming the
presence of the ‘counterfield’) and a large number of them reach the plate
(despite the collisions occurring in between G and P ). This occurs because
the kinetic energy of the electrons is much larger than ε.

Since, for eV < E1−E0, only elastic collisions may occur in between F
and G, we have to expect that the higher the kinetic energy of the elec-
trons, the larger the number of electrons reaching the plate will be. The
experiment indeed shows that, for V increasing between 0 and the first
excitation potential E1−E0

e , the current detected at the plate increases
continuously (see figure 1.12). However, as soon as V takes on larger val-
ues, inelastic collisions may occur in the neighbourhood of the grid, and if
the density of the vapour is sufficiently high, a large number of electrons
lose almost all of their kinetic energy in such collisions. Hence they are no
longer able to reach the plate, because they do not have enough energy to
overcome the ‘counterfield’ between the grid and the plate. This leads to
a substantial reduction of the current registered at P . One now repeats
the process: a further increase of the potential enhances the current at
P provided that V remains smaller than the second excitation potential,
E2−E0

e , and so on. It is thus clear that one is measuring the excitation
potentials, and the experimental data are in good agreement with the
theoretical model.

It should be stressed that, when V increases so as to become larger than
integer multiples of E1−E0

e , the electron may undergo multiple collisions
instead of a single inelastic collision. One then finds that the current at
P starts decreasing for energies slightly larger than (E1 − E0), 2(E1 −
E0), 3(E1 − E0), . . . .

1.8 Wave-like behaviour and the Bragg experiment

In the light of a number of experimental results, one is led to formulate
some key assumptions:

(i) The existence of photons (Einstein 1905, 1917; sections 1.3 and 1.4);

(ii) Bohr’s assumption on the selection of classical orbits (Bohr 1913);
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I

V

Fig. 1.12. Variation of the current I detected at the plate as the potential V
is increased in the experiment of Franck and Hertz. For V increasing between 0
and the first excitation potential, the current I increases continuously. The sub-
sequent decrease results from inelastic collisions occurring in the neighbourhood
of the grid. All excitation potentials can be measured in this way.

(iii) Bohr’s formula for the frequency of the radiation emitted (see Eq.
(1.6.1)) and for the difference of the allowed values of energy.

These ad hoc assumptions make it possible to account successfully for
a large number of experimental results, and A. Haas was indeed able
to compute the Rydberg constant from elementary atomic parameters
(Haas 1910a,b, 1925). (The Balmer formula contained a new constant,
the Rydberg constant, in terms of which the energy differences of atomic
levels was expressed. To the extent that the atomic levels depend on the
energy of the electron subject to the Coulomb-like potential of the nucleus
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and the kinetic energy of the electron, it should be possible to relate the
Rydberg constant to the other fundamental constants. This relation was
deduced by Arthur Haas.) The resulting theoretical picture, however, is
not satisfactory, in that classical physics is amended just when we strictly
need to do so, but otherwise remains unaffected.

In 1923 L. de Broglie studied the following problem: the electromag-
netic radiation, which has always been considered (quite legitimately)
to be of a wave-like nature, also has a particle-like nature by virtue of
the existence of photons. The link between the wave and particle as-
pects is obtained with the help of the Planck constant. The Planck con-
stant, however, also plays a role, via the Bohr–Sommerfeld quantization
conditions (see below, Eq. (1.8.1)), in problems where one deals with
particles in the first place. Moreover, integer numbers occur in the quan-
tization condition, and it is well known to physicists that their occur-
rence is associated with wave-like phenomena (e.g. interference, station-
ary waves). Louis de Broglie was then led to study whether it was possible
to follow the opposite path, i.e. to look for a wave-like aspect in what
we always considered from a purely particle-like point of view (Holland
1993).

Let us consider, for example, an electron in a circular orbit in the
hydrogen atom, for which the Bohr–Sommerfeld condition∮

�p · d�q = nh (1.8.1)

implies that (with p = |�p|)
pL = nh, (1.8.2)

where L is the length of the orbit. (The concept of an orbit becomes
inappropriate when the full formalism of wave mechanics is developed,
but remains useful for our introductory remarks.)

Equation (1.8.1) is a particular case of a method which can be consid-
ered for all dynamical systems subject to forces that can be derived from
a potential and are independent of time. Let the given dynamical system
have N degrees of freedom, described by position coordinates q1, . . . , qN ,
with corresponding momenta p1, . . . , pN . On choosing the position coor-
dinates so as to achieve separation of variables, in that

∫ ∑N
j=1 pj dqj is

a sum of functions each of which depends on one variable only, one can
write that the integral of each term pj dqj taken over a complete cycle
of the variable qj should be equal to an integer multiple of the Planck
constant: ∮

pj dqj = njh, ∀j = 1, . . . , N. (1.8.3)
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These are the Bohr–Sommerfeld conditions. They can be stated in a form
independent of the choice of variables, as was shown by Einstein in 1917.
For this purpose one considers the Maupertuis action, for which dS =∑N

j=1 pj dqj (here there is some abuse of notation, since the right-hand
side is not an exact differential), and one remarks that such an expression
is invariant under point transformations. For any closed curve C in the
region R where the motion takes place, the desired invariant principle
can be stated in the form

∫
C

N∑
j=1

pj dqj = nh. (1.8.4)

If the integration is performed in a system of coordinates where the sep-
aration of variables is obtained, one can write

N∑
j=1

Kj

∮
pj dqj =

N∑
j=1

Kjnjh.

If the motions are bounded in space, the integral can be performed on
any cycle of an invariant torus, and the quantum numbers correspond to
the various independent cycles.

If we re-express Eq. (1.8.2) in the form L = nh
p , and bear in mind that,

for a photon, h
p = λ, we obtain the following interpretation, known as the

de Broglie hypothesis: to every particle one can associate a wave. The
relation between wavelength λ and momentum p is given, as in the case
of photons, by

λ =
h

p
. (1.8.5)

The allowed orbits are those which contain an integer number of wave-
lengths.

The Bohr quantization condition is therefore studied under a com-
pletely different point of view. So far it is not yet clear whether we have
only introduced a new terminology, or whether a more substantial step
has been made. In particular, we do not know what sort of wave we are
dealing with, and we are unable to identify it with a well-defined physical
concept. We can, however, consider some peculiar properties of wave-like
phenomena. In particular, it is well known that waves interfere, and hence,
if de Broglie waves exist, it should be possible to detect these wave-like
aspects by means of interference experiments. Before thinking of an ex-
periment that provides evidence of the wave-like behaviour of particles,
it is appropriate to gain an idea of the wavelengths we are dealing with.
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For a free particle, the formulae (1.8.5) and p =
√

2mE yield

λ =
h√

2mE
, (1.8.6)

which is the de Broglie wavelength. On expressing λ in nanometres and
E in electronvolts, one finds for an electron

λ =
1.24√
E

nm, (1.8.7)

and hence, for an electron with energy of 1 eV, λ equals 1.24 nm. Note
that, while for photons λ is inversely proportional to E, for massive parti-
cles λ is inversely proportional to the square root of E. Thus, for electrons
with an energy of the order of 100 eV, λ is of the order of a few Angstrom,
i.e. the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of X-rays’.

A way to provide evidence in favour of X-rays being (electromagnetic)
waves consists in analysing their reflection from a crystal. This phe-
nomenon is known as Bragg reflection. In a crystal, the regular distri-
bution of atoms (or ions) determines some grating planes for which the
mutual separation d is called the grating step. The grating step is usually
of the order of an Angstrom. If we let a beam of monochromatic X-rays
fall upon a crystal, at an angle θ with respect to the surface of the crystal
(see figure 1.13), and if we study the radiation emerging with the same
inclination θ, we notice that the radiation is reflected only for particular
values of θ, here denoted by θ1, θ2, . . . . More precisely, one either finds
some sharp maxima in the intensity of the reflected radiation, correspond-
ing to the angles θ1, θ2, . . . , or some minima, the intensity of which is very
small and, indeed, virtually zero. To account for this behaviour, one has
to think of the X-rays as being reflected by the various grating planes
(see figure 1.14). The waves reflected from two adjacent planes differ by
a phase shift, since they follow optical paths which differ by an amount
2d sin θ.

d

θ

grating planes

Fig. 1.13 A beam of monochromatic X-rays interacts with a grating.
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d sin

d

θ

θ

θ

Fig. 1.14 Reflection of X-rays by grating planes.

When 2d sin θ is an integer multiple of the wavelength λ one has con-
structive interference of the reflected waves, i.e. a maximum of the inten-
sity. If the crystal is slowly rotated, diffracted beams flash out momen-
tarily every time the crystal satisfies the Bragg condition (see below).
In contrast, if 2d sin θ is an odd multiple of λ

2 , this leads to destructive
interference of waves reflected from two adjacent planes, and hence no
reflected radiation is observed. In the intermediate cases, the waves re-
flected from several grating planes interfere with each other, and this
leads to an almost vanishing intensity. In summary, the maxima in the
intensity of the reflected radiation are obtained for θ such that

2d sin θ = nλ, (1.8.8)

which is called the Bragg condition. The number of maxima observed is
the maximum integer contained in 2d

λ . It is hence clear why, to observe
easily the phenomenon in the case of X-rays (for which λ ∼= 0.1 nm),
it is necessary to have d of the same order of magnitude as λ. Thus,
crystals are preferred in this type of experiments. Moreover, if the angles
θ occurring in the Bragg relation are known, one can determine λ if d is
known, or vice versa.

The same experiment was performed by Davisson and Germer in 1927,
but replacing X-rays by a beam of collimated electrons with the same
energy (within the experimental limits). It was then found that the elec-
trons were reflected only for particular values of θ, in agreement with
the Bragg condition. This phenomenon provided strong experimental ev-
idence in favour of the electrons having a wave-like behaviour. Moreover,
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the experiment of Davisson and Germer makes it possible to determine
λ from the Bragg relation, so that Eq. (1.8.6) is verified. A complete
description is given in the following section.

1.9 The experiment of Davisson and Germer

Shortly after the appearance of de Broglie’s original papers on wave me-
chanics, Elsasser (1925) had predicted that evidence for the wave nature
of particle mechanics would be found in the interaction between a beam of
electrons and a single crystal. He believed that evidence of this sort was
already provided by experimental curves found by Davisson and Kun-
sman, showing the angular distribution of electrons scattered by a target
of polycrystalline platinum. However, this was not quite the case, because
the maxima in the scattering curves for platinum are unrelated to crystal
structure.

At about the same time when Elsasser made his prediction, Davisson
and Germer were continuing their investigation of the angular distribution
of electrons scattered by a target of polycrystalline nickel. In April 1925,
an unpredictable accident occurred, i.e. a liquid-air bottle exploded at a
time when the target was at high temperature. Thus, the experimental
tube was broken, and the target was heavily oxidized by the inrushing air.
Interestingly, when the experiments were continued (after reducing the
oxide and removing a layer of the target), Davisson and Germer found
that the angular distribution of the scattered electrons had been com-
pletely changed. In particular, they were expecting that strong beams
would be found issuing from the crystal along its transparent directions,
i.e. the directions in which the atoms in the lattice are arranged along the
smallest number of lines per unit area. In contrast, strong beams were
found issuing from the crystal only when the speed of bombardment lies
near one or another of a series of critical values, and in directions quite
unrelated to crystal transparency (see figure 1.15).

Another peculiar property was a one-to-one correspondence between
the strongest beams and the Laue beams that would be found issuing
from the same crystal if the incident beam were a beam of X-rays. Certain
other beams were instead the analogues of optical diffraction beams from
plane reflection gratings.

By virtue of the similarities between the scattering of electrons by the
crystal and the scattering of waves by three- and two-dimensional grat-
ings, a description of the occurrence and behaviour of the electron diffrac-
tion beams in terms of the scattering of an equivalent wave radiation by
the atoms of the crystal, and its subsequent interference, was ‘not only
possible, but most simple and natural’, as Davisson and Germer pointed
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Fig. 1.15. The top two figures describe scattering of 75 V electrons from a block
of nickel (many small crystals). The bottom two figures describe scattering of
75 V electrons from several large nickel crystals (Davisson and Germer 1927, c©
the American Physical Society).

out. One then associates a wavelength with the incident electron beam,
which turns out to be in good agreement with the value h

mv of wave
mechanics (see also chapter 4).

The experimental apparatus used by Davisson and Germer consists of
an electron gun G, a target T and a double Faraday box collector C.
The electrons of the primary beam are emitted thermally from a tung-
sten ribbon F , and are projected from the gun into a field-free enclosure
containing the target and collector; the outer walls of the gun, the tar-
get, the outer box of the collector and the box enclosing these parts are
always held at the same potential. The beam of electrons is orthogonal
to the target. High-speed electrons, scattered within the small solid angle
defined by the collector opening, enter the inner box of the collector, and
eventually pass through a sensitive galvanometer. In contrast, electrons
leaving the target with speeds appreciably less than the speed of the in-
cident electrons, are excluded from the collector by a retarding potential
between the inner and outer boxes. The current of full speed electrons
entering the collector is proportional to the current incident upon the tar-
get, and is otherwise a function of the bombarding potential and of the
latitude and azimuth angles of the collector. One can thus perform three
types of measurement, in each of which two of the independent variables
are held constant, while the third is varied (Davisson and Germer 1927).
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Fig. 1.16. Typical colatitude scattering curve for the single nickel crystal
(Davisson and Germer 1927, c© the American Physical Society).

(i) When the bombarding potential and azimuth are fixed and exploration
is made in latitude a dependence of current upon angle is observed, which
is of the form shown in figure 1.16. The current of scattered electrons
vanishes in the plane of the target and increases regularly to a highest
value at the limit of observations; colatitude 20◦.

(ii) When the bombarding potential and latitude angle are fixed, and
exploration is made in azimuth, a variation of collector current is always
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observed, and this always exhibits the three-fold symmetry required by
the symmetry of the crystal. The curves show in general two sets of
maxima, and the crests in the azimuth curves are usually not pronounced.

(iii) In the third method of observation, the position of the collector is
fixed in one of the principal azimuths at one after another of a series of
colatitude angles, and at each such setting the current to the collector
is observed as a function of the bombarding potential. Although it is
impossible to keep the current constant in the incident beam, one can fix
the current to the second plate. Beginning at a colatitude of 20◦, a series
of such observations is made, over a predetermined voltage range, at 5◦

intervals to colatitude 80◦ or 85◦.

To figure out how the electron wavelength is measured in the Davisson–
Germer experiment, let us consider, for simplicity, a one-dimensional
model, where the incoming wave is diffracted from each atom (of the
crystal), represented by a point on a line. Constructive or destructive
interference may occur for the waves diffracted from the atoms. On de-
noting the separation between adjacent atoms by d, the angle formed by
the directions of the incoming and reflected beams by θ and with n an
integer ≥ 1, the condition for constructive interference is

d sin θ = nλ. (1.9.1)

In a typical diffraction experiment, Davisson and Germer were dealing
with d = 2.15 × 10−8 cm, a potential of 54 eV and a maximum was
observed for θ = 50◦. Thus, when n = 1, these experimental data led
to λ = 0.165 nm, which is in fairly good agreement with the theoretical
value in the non-relativistic limit, i.e.

λ ∼= h√
2mT

= 0.167 nm. (1.9.2)

Higher-order maxima, corresponding to greater values of the integer n,
were also observed, and they were all in good agreement with the theoret-
ical predictions. It is also clear, from Eq. (1.9.2), why a beam of electrons
was actually chosen: since they have a very small mass, the corresponding
wavelength is expected to be sufficiently large.

We conclude this section with a historical remark, which relies on the
Nobel Laureate speech delivered by Davisson in 1937. The experiment
performed by him and Germer in 1925 was not, at first, a proof of the
validity of wave mechanics. It was only in the summer of 1926 that the
physics community came to appreciate the relevance of such an investi-
gation for the wave-like picture of physical phenomena, after a number of
discussions between Davisson, Richardson, Born, Franck and other dis-
tinguished scientists. This kind of experiment has been repeated with
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protons, neutrons, helium atoms, ions, and in all these cases the Bragg
relation for material particles has been verified.

1.10 Position and velocity of an electron

Suppose we deal with an electron for which the velocity is known. We are
aiming to determine its position. For this purpose, one has to observe the
electron. Monochromatic light of wavelength λ is shone upon the electron,
and with the help of a microscope the light scattered from the electron
is collected. Such light is focused at a point P ′ (the image point), and
from the knowledge of the position of P ′ one can derive the location P of
the electron (see figure 1.17). This is the basic idea used to measure the
position of the particle (in the so-called Heisenberg microscope). Let us
now assess more carefully how such a device can work. First, recall that
each optical instrument has a finite resolution power. This means that,
given two points P1 and P2 separated by a distance δ (see figure 1.18),
there exists a δmin such that, if δ < δmin, the device is no longer able to
distinguish them. Let us see how this can happen. A lens gives rise to
diffraction, just as does a slit in a screen. Thus, the images of the points
are not points but diffraction patterns produced by the lens, i.e. they are
extended spots. Since each ray falling upon the lens gives rise to a cone
of rays with opening sin(α) ∼= λ

d , where d is the diameter of the lens, it

P′

P

v

x

light

Fig. 1.17 The Heisenberg microscope.
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P1

P2

δ

lens

Fig. 1.18 A lens in vacuum.

follows that the image of a point is a spot of dimension (see figures 1.19
and 1.20)

l2 sin(α) = l2
λ

d
. (1.10.1)

The images of the points P1 and P2 are distinguishable if the two spots
do not overlap. This occurs if

l2
λ

d
< δ

l2
l1
, (1.10.2a)

i.e. if
δ

l1
>

λ

d
. (1.10.2b)

α

d

Fig. 1.19 Diffraction cone from a slit.
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P α

l1

Fig. 1.20 The image of a point is a spot.

This means that, if one knows the location of the image point, one can
derive the position of the source with an uncertainty equal to

δmin = l1
λ

d
. (1.10.3)

Thus, to improve the resolution power of an optical device, one has to
decrease λ, increase d, or both.

If we now consider the Heisenberg microscope, we realize that the po-
sition of the electron is known with an uncertainty (cf. section 4.2)

∆x ≥ l1
λ

d
. (1.10.4a)

On the other hand, denoting by 2ϕ the angle under which the electron
‘sees’ the lens, one has

l1
d

= tan
(
π

2
− 2ϕ

)
=

cos 2ϕ
sin 2ϕ

,

which, at small ϕ, reduces to

l1
d

∼= 1
sin 2ϕ

∼= 1
2 sinϕ

,

and hence

∆x ≥ λ

2 sinϕ
. (1.10.4b)

∆x can be as large or as small as we like by varying the parameters l1, λ
and d appropriately (see figure 1.21).

Now that we have studied a position measurement, let us try to un-
derstand what can we say about the velocity of the electron. If we have
observed the electron with the help of a microscope, at least one photon
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l1
2ϕ

Fig. 1.21 Angle under which an electron ‘sees’ the lens.

has been scattered by the electron and has been able to pass through the
lens: we register its arrival at P ′ but we do not know where it passed
through the lens, i.e. its scattering direction. This implies that we cannot
determine the momentum of the scattered photon exactly, and hence the
amount of momentum exchanged by the electron and the photon. The
uncertainty in the x-component of the momentum of the scattered photon
is given by

∆px = 2
h

λ
sinϕ, (1.10.5)

which, by virtue of the conservation of momentum, is also the uncertainty
on the momentum of the electron, after its position has been measured.
More precisely, the Heisenberg microscope does not show that the electron
has an uncertainty ∆x∆p ∼= h, but only shows that such a relation for
photons only gives such an uncertain determination for the electron. In
other words, the electron has position and momentum but the tool with
which we observe, i.e. the photon, has both wave and particle properties,
and we are unable to specify both the location and the wavelength for
light. At best the Heisenberg microscope demonstrates how the wave–
particle duality is transmitted from the photon to the electron.

The uncertainty ∆px can be made small or large by varying l, λ and
d, but this affects severely the uncertainty of a position measurement, by
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virtue of the Heisenberg relation (see section 4.2)

∆x · ∆px ≥ h.

Note that, while it is possible to obtain a small value of ∆x, by decreasing
λ, at a classical level we might think of decreasing the intensity of the
radiation used to light up the electron as much as we like. By doing so,
we might try to decrease the amount of momentum given to the electron
arbitrarily. Of course, this argument is incorrect, since it does not take
into account the fact that, once λ has been fixed, the intensity cannot be
decreased by an arbitrary amount, by virtue of the fundamental equation
λp = h.

Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to the systematic development of wave
mechanics. Further material on the foundations of quantum theory can
be found in the work by Ter Haar (1967), van der Waerden (1968), Mehra
and Rechenberg (1982a–f, 1987a,b).

In this chapter we have seen that a quantum theory requires a kind
of unification of the particle and wave viewpoints. In the following two
chapters we shall summarize both aspects so that in chapter 4 we can
tackle their unification.

1.11 Problems

1.P1. The stopping voltage for an experiment leading to photoelectric effect with monochromatic
light falling upon a surface of Na is 1.85 V if the wavelength λ = 300 nm, and 0.82 V if λ = 400 nm.
Find:

(i) the Planck constant;

(ii) the work necessary to extract photoelectrons;

(iii) the photoelectric threshold.

1.P2. In a Compton scattering, the photon is deviated by an angle θ = π
2 (cf. figure 1.5) and the

momentum of the recoiling electron is 100 MeV/c. Find the wavelength of the incoming radiation.

Appendix 1.A
The phase 1-form

Our discussion of the Einstein–de Broglie relations in section 1.2 assumes that the reader is already
familiar with the phase 1-form in the classical theory of wave-like phenomena, but this is not neces-
sarily the case. We therefore find it appropriate to recall the following basic properties of the Fourier
expansion of a function.
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(i) The expansion of the function f : R
4 → C in monochromatic waves is described by the formulae

fω(�x) ≡ 1√
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
f(�x, t)eiωt dt, (1.A.1)

f(�x, t) =
1√
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
fω(�x)e−iωt dω. (1.A.2)

(ii) The expansion of f in plane waves is instead given by

fk(t) ≡ 1
(2π)3/2

∫
R3

f(�x, t)e−i�k·�x d3
x, (1.A.3)

f(�x, t) =
1

(2π)3/2

∫
R3

fk(t)ei�k·�x d3
k. (1.A.4)

(iii) Many applications deal with the expansion in monochromatic plane waves, for which

fkω ≡ 1
(2π)2

∫
R4

f(�x, t)e−i(�k·�x−ωt) d3
x dt, (1.A.5)

f(�x, t) =
1

(2π)2

∫
R4

fkωei(�k·�x−ωt) d3
k dω. (1.A.6)

In a similar way, a Fourier decomposition of differential forms can be considered, according to
which

Aµ(x, t) dxµ = dxµ
∫
R4

Aµ(k, ω)eikρxρ
d3

k dω, (1.A.7)

and

dA =
∫
R4

Aµ(�k, ω)(ikν dxν) ∧ dxµ eikρxρ
d3

k dω

=
i
2
dxν ∧ dxµ

∫
R4

(Aµkν − Aνkµ)eikρxρ
d3

k dω. (1.A.8)

The 1-form kν dxν is called the phase 1-form.
In analogy with phase space, the carrier space for Hamiltonian dynamics, parametrized by (p, x),

momentum and position, one may introduce the ‘optical phase space’ parametrized by (k, x), wave
vector and position. Therefore the optical phase 1-form plays the same role as the Liouville 1-form
for phase space.



2
Classical dynamics

The aim of this chapter is to consider various formalisms of classical
dynamics and their equivalence or lack of it. These considerations are
very important when studying the ‘classical limit’ of quantum mechanics,
i.e. which particular formulation of quantum mechanics will give rise, in
the limiting process, to a particular formulation of classical mechanics?

Our review of basic concepts and tools in classical mechanics begins
with the definition of Poisson brackets on functions on a manifold. The
Poisson bracket is any map which is antisymmetric, bilinear, satisfies
the Jacobi identity and obeys a fourth property (derivation) that relates
the Poisson bracket with the commutative associative product. Symplec-
tic geometry is then outlined, and an intrinsic definition of the Pois-
son bracket is given within that framework. The maps which preserve
the Poisson-bracket structure are canonical transformations. They are
presented in an implicit form in terms of the generating functions. The
expressions for the new canonical variables in terms of the old canonical
variables are non-linear in general, and they can be made explicit only lo-
cally. In the case of linear canonical transformations it can be extended to
global definitions. Once a symplectic potential is selected one may identify
four classes of generating functions of canonical transformations, and they
are all presented. This makes it possible to cast the equations of motion in
the simplest possible form after performing one set of canonical transfor-
mations. The problem of solving the Hamilton equations is then replaced
by the analysis of a partial differential equation known as the Hamilton–
Jacobi equation. In the time-dependent formulation, the solution is given
by the Hamilton principal function, which leads, in turn, to the solution
of the original problem for given initial conditions. If the Hamiltonian
does not depend explicitly on time, however, it is more appropriate
to re-express the Hamilton–Jacobi equation in a form that is solved
by the Hamilton characteristic function. Some simple but very useful

43
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applications of the Hamilton–Jacobi method are also studied, i.e. the
harmonic oscillator and motion in a central field. The chapter ends with
a brief introduction to geometrical optics.

2.1 Poisson brackets

In our geometrical presentation of classical dynamics we rely upon some
basic structures defined in appendices 2.A and 2.B, while the passage from
Newtonian to Lagrangian dynamics is summarized in appendix 2.E. Here
we are concerned with the Hamiltonian formalism, which is indeed usually
presented starting with the Lagrangian formalism, while Poisson brackets
are introduced afterwards. However, if classical mechanics is thought of as
a suitable limit of quantum mechanics, it is convenient to follow a different
route, i.e. we first consider a space endowed with Poisson brackets, then
we use the symplectic formalism and eventually we try to understand
whether it can result from a Lagrangian.

Given any (smooth) manifold M of dimension n, where n can be (for
the time being) either even or odd, a Poisson bracket is any map (F(M)
being the set of functions on M)

{ , } : F(M) ×F(M) → F(M)

having the following properties:

{f1, f2} = −{f2, f1} , (2.1.1)

{f1, λf2 + µf3} = λ {f1, f2} + µ {f1, f3} λ ∈ R, µ ∈ R, (2.1.2)

{f1, {f2, f3}} = {{f1, f2} , f3} + {f2, {f1, f3}} , (2.1.3)

{f1, f2f3} = {f1, f2} f3 + f2 {f1, f3} , (2.1.4)

for all f1, f2, f3 ∈ F(M). The manifold M , endowed with a Poisson
bracket, is said to be a Poisson manifold. Equations (2.1.1)–(2.1.3) ex-
press the antisymmetry, bilinearity and Jacobi identity, respectively, and
are the properties which define a Lie-algebra structure on any vector
space. The Jacobi identity may also be expressed as

{f1, {f2, f3}} + {f2, {f3, f1}} + {f3, {f1, f2}} = 0. (2.1.5)

This has a more algorithmic nature, but (2.1.3) has the advantage of
clarifying the link with the Leibniz rule for derivations. Property (2.1.4)
connects two different structures on F(M), i.e. Poisson brackets and
the commutative associative product f1 · f2. Note that antisymmetric
maps can be defined that obey (2.1.1)–(2.1.3) but not (2.1.4). For exam-
ple, on a vector space with ∂µ ≡ ∂

∂ξµ , the rule

[f1, f2] ≡ f1∂µf2 − f2∂µf1 (2.1.6)
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defines a Lie-algebra structure but does not satisfy (2.1.4) and hence is
not a Poisson bracket. Our definition makes it clear that the existence
of Poisson brackets does not put restrictions on the dimension of the
manifold. In this respect, they are more fundamental than symplectic
structures.

Properties (2.1.1)–(2.1.5) imply that every Poisson bracket determines
uniquely a contravariant skew-symmetric 2-tensor field (Jost 1964). If
ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn are coordinate functions one obtains a tensor field

Λ ≡ {ξj , ξk}
∂

∂ξj
∧ ∂

∂ξk
.

In particular, all properties, being tensorial, are independent of the par-
ticular coordinate system used to describe them.

As an example of a Poisson bracket on R3 one can consider (here Latin
indices run from 1 to 3)

{xi, xj} ≡ εijkxk. (2.1.7)

On using the Hamiltonian given by

H ≡ 1
2

(
I1x

2
1 + I2x

2
2 + I3x

2
3

)
, (2.1.8)

where I1, I2 and I3 are the moments of inertia of a rigid rotator, one then
finds equations of motion of the form

ẋ1 = {H,x1} = (I3 − I2)x2x3, (2.1.9)

ẋ2 = {H,x2} = (I1 − I3)x1x3, (2.1.10)

ẋ3 = {H,x3} = (I2 − I1)x1x2. (2.1.11)

It is now appropriate to introduce symplectic mechanics, so that the
general reader may appreciate the difference between the two schemes.

2.2 Symplectic geometry

Let M be a manifold of dimension n. If we consider a non-degenerate
Poisson bracket, i.e. such that{

ξi, ξj
}
≡ ωij

is an invertible matrix, we may define the inverse ωij by requiring

ωijω
jk = δ k

i . (2.2.1)

We define a tensorial quantity

ω ≡ 1
2
ωij dξi ∧ dξj , (2.2.2)
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which turns out to be a non-degenerate 2-form. This implies that the
dimension of the manifold M is necessarily even. Furthermore, the form
ω is closed: dω = 0. Indeed, it can be shown that{

ξi,
{
ξj , ξk

}}
=
{{

ξi, ξj
}
, ξk
}

+
{
ξj ,
{
ξi, ξk

}}
is equivalent to

∂

∂ξk
ωij +

∂

∂ξi
ωjk +

∂

∂ξj
ωki = 0,

i.e. dω = 0 (Jost 1964).
The pair (M,ω) is then called a symplectic manifold and ω is a symplec-

tic form. Note that the closure property does not imply that ω is exact.
This only holds locally, in a way which is made precise by the Poincaré
lemma.

Lemma. Let ω be such that dω = 0 on an open set U ⊂ M , which is
diffeomorphic to the open ball{

x ∈ Rn : |x|2 < 1
}
,

then ω = dθ for some symplectic potential θ defined on U .
A symplectic manifold such that ω = dθ globally is said to be an

exact symplectic manifold. The existence of a symplectic potential has
strong implications on the topology of the manifold M . Under additional
mild conditions (De Filippo et al. 1989) it can be shown that M is dif-
feomorphic to the cotangent bundle of some configuration manifold Q,
i.e. M ∼= T ∗Q. Under such conditions one can define a dual bundle TQ
that is the carrier space for a Lagrangian description of dynamics. From
here it should be clear that a Poisson description is more general than a
symplectic description, which in turn is more general than a Lagrangian
description (see appendix 2.E).

For any symplectic manifold, in the neighbourhood of each point it is
possible to define ‘canonical coordinates’ (q1, . . . , qn; p1, . . . , pn) for which
the symplectic form reads

ω = dqi ∧ dpi.

A choice of canonical coordinates amounts to choosing a symplectic po-
tential θ = pi dqi, which is defined up to an exact differential df . As for
the Poisson bracket among canonical coordinates, one finds{

qi, pj
}

= δij , (2.2.3)

{pi, pj} =
{
qi, qj

}
= 0. (2.2.4)
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By virtue of the derivation property (2.1.4), the Poisson bracket of any
two functions F,G therefore takes the form

{F,G} =
∂F

∂qj
∂G

∂pj
− ∂F

∂pj

∂G

∂qj
. (2.2.5)

For any function f which does not depend explicitly on time, one has the
time derivative along trajectories of some Hamiltonian dynamical vector
field

d
dt

f = {f,H} , (2.2.6)

while the Hamilton equations read

d
dt

qj =
{
qj , H

}
, (2.2.7a)

d
dt

pj = {pj , H} . (2.2.7b)

Thus, the general expression of the dynamical vector field is

d
dt

=
{
qj , H

} ∂

∂qj
+ {pj , H} ∂

∂pj
. (2.2.8)

If H depends on time, it is appropriate to use a time-dependent formalism,
and this will be developed in section 2.3.

If we start with a symplectic manifold (M,ω), it is possible to define a
Poisson bracket on it. More precisely, the map

{ , } : F(M) ×F(M) → F(M)

defined by

{f, h} ≡ ω(Xf , Xh) ≡ LXh
f, (2.2.9)

is a Poisson bracket, where Xf and Xh are given by

iXf
ω ≡

(
Xi

f ωij

)
dξj =

∂f

∂ξj
dξj = df, (2.2.10)

iXh
ω ≡

(
Xi

h ωij

)
dξj =

∂h

∂ξk
dξk = dh. (2.2.11)

Equation (2.2.10) (one can follow an analogous procedure for (2.2.11))
may be written in the form(

Xi
f ωij −

∂f

∂ξj

)
dξj = 0, (2.2.12)
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which implies (using the inverse of ωij defined in (2.2.1))

Xi
f =

∂f

∂ξj
ωji, (2.2.13)

and hence Xf reads

Xf =
∂f

∂ξj
ωjk ∂

∂ξk
. (2.2.14)

The local form of the associated Poisson brackets is therefore

{f, h} =
∂f

∂ξj
ωjk ∂h

∂ξk
. (2.2.15)

If a symplectic manifold (M,ω) or a Poisson manifold (M, { , }) is
given, a map φ : M → M is called a canonical transformation if and only
if

φ∗ {f, h} = {φ∗f, φ∗h} , ∀f, h ∈ F(M). (2.2.16)

This means that φ preserves the Poisson-bracket structure. Using canon-
ical coordinates for ω and the transformed symplectic structure φ∗ω, one
finds that φ is canonical if

dqi ∧ dpi = dQi ∧ dPi, (2.2.17)

where

Qi = Qi(q, p),

Pi = Pi(q, p),

represents the transformation φ.

Remark. The position of indices means that if we perform transforma-
tions among the q, the induced transformations on the P , deduced by
imposing the invariance of pi dqi, have the same property that a trans-
formation on vectors induces on ‘covectors’ (i.e. a transformation on a
vector space induces one on the dual). Therefore, in canonical coordi-
nates, a neighbourhood of a point of the manifold is represented as an
open subset of Rn × (Rn)∗.

If we identify Rn with ((Rn)∗)∗, we may also consider the invariance
of qi dpi, where now pi are viewed as ‘independent’ variables. From now
on, all our considerations will be mainly restricted to an exact symplectic
manifold, which in addition is assumed to be a vector space T ∗Rn ∼=
Rn × (Rn)∗.
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2.3 Generating functions of canonical transformations

Let W : Rn × Rn → R be a smooth real-valued function such that, at
all points of Rn × Rn, the Hessian matrix

HW ≡
∥∥∥∥∥ ∂2W

∂xk∂yh

∥∥∥∥∥
is invertible. We define two invertible maps

Rn × Rn → Rn × (Rn)∗,

i.e.

(x, y) →
(
x,

∂W

∂x

)
, (2.3.1)

and

(x, y) →
(
y,−∂W

∂y

)
, (2.3.2)

respectively. By putting them together we have a map

Rn × Rn → Rn × (Rn)∗×
[
Rn × (Rn)∗

]
,

for which the action reads

(x, y) →
(
x,

∂W

∂x
; y,−∂W

∂y

)
. (2.3.3)

On each ‘factor’ Rn × (Rn)∗ we have a canonical 1-form pk dxk and
Pk dyk, therefore on the ‘graph’ of our previous map we find

Pk dyk − pk dxk = −dW (x, y). (2.3.4)

The previous construction can be interpreted as follows: on some 2n-
dimensional sub-manifold Σ of

[
Rn × (Rn)∗

]
×
[
Rn × (Rn)∗

]
for which

the restriction of
dpk ∧ dxk − dPk ∧ dyk

vanishes identically, it is possible to find (at least locally) a function
W : Rn × Rn → R such that Eq. (2.3.4) holds, i.e.

d
(
Pk dyk − pk dxk

)
= 0

implies, for a sub-space U ⊂ Σ where the Poincaré lemma applies, that(
Pk dyk − pk dxk

)
|U = dW

for a function W defined on U . Thus, canonical transformations

φ : Rn × (Rn)∗ → Rn × (Rn)∗
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may be associated with ‘generating functions’ via the previous construc-
tion.

Remark. On any 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold (M,ω), any n-
dimensional sub-manifold Σ on which the restriction of ω identically van-
ishes is called a Lagrangian sub-manifold (Marmo et al. 1985). Our previ-
ous construction shows that canonical transformations ϕ : M → M may
be identified with Lagrangian sub-manifolds of M×M , with the symplec-
tic form being given by the difference of that on the first factor with that
on the second factor. Moreover, at least locally, every such sub-manifold
may be described as the graph of a map associated with a ‘generating
function’. Since the dual of (Rn)∗ is Rn, it is clear that we may identify
vectors and corresponding ‘covectors’ in many different ways.

2.3.1 Time-dependent Hamiltonian formalism

In a time-dependent formalism, the configuration space Q is replaced by
a factorizable ‘extended configuration space’ Q̃ ≡ Q×R. As long as we do
not use this factorizability property, whatever we have said in the general
case also holds in this ‘extended setting’. It should be mentioned that in
a non-relativistic framework one usually considers a given factorization
and this is called an Aristotelian setting. When the projection Q̃ → R is
preserved but no specific factorization is considered, one is in a Galilean
setting; if no factorization is used but Q̃ is endowed with a Lorentzian
metric, one is dealing with an Einstein setting. In what follows we shall
limit ourselves to the specific case of Q̃ ≡ R4. By considering the phase
space R4 × (R4)∗ we have a symplectic potential, or canonical 1-form,

θ = p0 dx0 + pk dxk. (2.3.5)

If we use the Hamiltonian function H = H(x, p) we have the equations
of motion

dx0

ds
=

∂H

∂p0
,

dxk

ds
=

∂H

∂pk
, (2.3.6)

dp0

ds
= − ∂H

∂x0
,

dpk
ds

= − ∂H

∂xk
. (2.3.7)

Note that s is an external parameter. When it is possible to identify a
coordinate function with the evolution parameter s, i.e. ∂H

∂p0
is nowhere

vanishing, we may set

dx0

ds
= 1, (2.3.8)
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which is equivalent to requiring the following special form for the Hamil-
tonian:

H = p0 + h(p1, p2, p3, x
k). (2.3.9)

Remark. When ∂H
∂p0

is nowhere vanishing one could think of reparame-
trizing the dynamical vector field by multiplying by the inverse of ∂H

∂p0
.

One should be aware, however, that the resulting vector field need no
longer be Hamiltonian. Still, we may define a surface Σ by fixing a value
of H (e.g. H = 0). On this sub-manifold the dynamics will be defined by
the kernel of dθ restricted to Σ, i.e.(

dpk ∧ dxk + dp0 ∧ ds
)∣∣∣

Σ
.

Since the parametrization is arbitrary we can now fix it by imposing the
condition (2.3.8).

If this identification is required to be preserved in going from one reference
frame to another, transformations should preserve dx0. Indeed, as ds is an
‘external parameter’, it should not be affected by point transformations.
Therefore all reference frames consistent with this identification will have
a common notion of simultaneity (see appendix 2.D).

If, instead of considering the equations of motion on R4 × R4, we
restrict them to a particular level set of H (see the previous remark), we
identify what is usually understood as a time-dependent formalism. By
selecting a specific level set of H, e.g. H = 0, we find on this sub-manifold
Σ0,

p0 = −h(p1, p2, p3, x
1, x2, x3;x0). (2.3.10)

The restriction of θ0 to this sub-manifold gives

θ = pk dxk − h(p, x;x0) dx0. (2.3.11)

If Eq. (2.3.9) is globally valid, Σ is isomorphic with T ∗R3 ×R. Of course
Σ, being odd-dimensional, can no longer be a symplectic manifold, never-
theless we may still consider generating functions on (T ∗R3)×(T ∗R3)×R
for which

dW =
(
pk dxk − hds

)
−
(
Pk dyk − h̃ds

)
, (2.3.12)

where we have used dx0 = ds. Equation (2.3.12) implies that

pk dxk − hds−
(
Pk dyk − h̃ds

)
=

∂W

∂xk
dxk +

∂W

∂yk
dyk +

∂W

∂s
ds. (2.3.13)
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Thus, we find the transformation described by

pk =
∂W

∂xk
, (2.3.14)

Pk = −∂W

∂yk
, (2.3.15)

h̃− h =
∂W

∂s
. (2.3.16)

The variable p0 has disappeared from this theory, and we only have vari-
ables (x, p; s). By virtue of Eq. (2.3.16) we can ask for a transformation
defined by a function W such that we have the result h̃ = 0, i.e. H = p̃0,
or we have to solve for W the following partial differential equation:

h

(
x,

∂W

∂xk
, s

)
+

∂W

∂s
= 0. (2.3.17)

This equation is usually called the Hamilton–Jacobi equation for the
Hamilton principal function W . We notice that in the (Pk, y

k) variables
h̃ vanishes and hence the associated Hamilton equations of motion are

dPk

ds
= 0,

dyk

ds
= 0,

dx0

ds
= 1.

Thus, if we find a globally defined principal function W solving Eq.
(2.3.17) and depending on additional parameters Y j such that

det

∥∥∥∥∥ ∂2W

∂xk∂Y j

∥∥∥∥∥ �= 0,

we can straighten out the flow completely. This rather strong result also
indicates that in most cases we will not be able to find a complete solution
of Eq. (2.3.17) globally defined on T ∗R3 × R.

In the Poisson-bracket formalism one now has
d
ds

f = {f,H} +
∂f

∂s
, (2.3.18)

with the general expression for a Hamiltonian vector field

d
ds

=
∂

∂s
+
{
xj , H

} ∂

∂xj
+ {pj , H} ∂

∂pj
. (2.3.19)

As far as Poisson brackets are concerned we use an ‘equal-time’ Poisson
bracket, i.e. for f, g also depending on time we have

{f, g} =
∂f

∂xj
∂g

∂pj
− ∂f

∂pj

∂g

∂xj
, (2.3.20)
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with time behaving as a parameter. In other words, the Poisson bracket
is such that the coordinate function x0 = s commutes with any function
f .

2.3.2 Dynamical time

In general, on any phase space, for any specific dynamical system, a dy-
namical time τD is any function on phase space satisfying

d
dt

τD = 1, (2.3.21)

or, for Hamiltonian systems,

{τD, H} = 1, (2.3.22)

i.e. any function canonically conjugate to H. Note that τD is defined up
to the addition of constants of motion. In this subsection we consider
dynamical time for a Galilean invariant two-particle system. This τD is
a function on the cotangent bundle of R6 satisfying the above equation
d
dtτD = 1 along the trajectory of the dynamical vector field. This dynam-
ical time is associated with the ‘free’ dynamics defined by H (readers not
familiar with the Galilei group are referred to appendix 2.B, where the
Galilei group is defined jointly with other groups).

Since true dynamical time must not depend on the choice of coordinates
origin, we take a system of two free particles with canonical coordinates
�q1, �p1, �q2, �p2. Then the Galilean generators are

�P = �p1 + �p2, (2.3.23)

�J = �q1 ∧ �p1 + �q2 ∧ �p2, (2.3.24)

H =
p2
1

2m1
+

p2
2

2m2
, (2.3.25)

�G = m1�q1 + m2�q2. (2.3.26)

Then �q1 − �q2, �p1, �p2 are translation invariant, while �q1, �q2,
�p1
m1

− �p2
m2

are
boost invariant. Thus, a dynamical time τD is defined by

τD ≡
(�q1 − �q2)·

(
�p1
m1

− �p2
m2

)
(

�p1
m1

− �p2
m2

)2 . (2.3.27)

This is invariant under �P , �G, �J but it is displaced by H, because

{τD, H} = 1.
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In the Galilean case we can also write down ‘cyclic time’ or other forms
of time when there is a Galilean invariant interaction. In particular, if

Hint =
1
4
(�q1 − �q2)2, (2.3.28)

the corresponding dynamical time is periodic and given by

τ = tan−1τD, (2.3.29)

where τD is given in (2.3.27).

2.3.3 Various generating functions

We have obtained a scheme where the transformation

(q, t; p,H) → (Q, t;P,K)

is canonical if a generating function W exists such that

pi dqi −H dt = Pi dQi −K dt + dW, (2.3.30)

where K is the new ‘Hamiltonian’, obtained from the original Hamiltonian
H by the equation (see problem 2.P6)

K(Q,P ; t) = H(q, p; t) +
∂W

∂t
. (2.3.31)

Remark. As we have seen in sections 2.2 and 2.3, this W depends on
the specific choice of canonical coordinate system, i.e. on the choice of
symplectic potential.

Independently of the choice of Hamiltonian function H, if one considers
the solutions of the Hamilton equations (for i = 1, . . . , n)

d
dt

qi =
∂H

∂pi
, (2.3.32)

d
dt

pi = −∂H

∂qi
, (2.3.33)

the new coordinates Qi and momenta Pi depend on the time in such a
way that, for all i = 1, . . . , n,

d
dt

Qi =
∂K

∂Pi
, (2.3.34)

d
dt

Pi = − ∂K

∂Qi
. (2.3.35)

The time-dependent canonical transformations obtained in such a way
are often called completely canonical.
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For a given Hamiltonian H, one looks for a time-dependent generating
function W on phase space such that K takes a particularly simple form.
This leads, in turn, to a set of Hamilton equations (2.3.34) and (2.3.35),
for which integration is straightforward, and a solution for the original
coordinates qi and momenta pi is eventually obtained (see the following
sections). In particular, it may happen that K vanishes, and hence the
right-hand sides of Eqs. (2.3.34) and (2.3.35) vanish as well. When this
is achieved, one says that the flow has been completely straightened out.
This is the case for Eq. (2.3.17).

We now summarize the schemes resulting from the various possibilities
(Whittaker 1937, Sudarshan and Mukunda 1974, Arnol’d 1978, Goldstein
1980, Abraham and Marsden 1985, José and Saletan 1998). For con-
venience of notation, we shall distinguish four generating functions, al-
though, strictly, one actually deals with a generating function obtained
by means of four different procedures. These are associated with vari-
ous choices of symplectic potential in the form pdq,−q dp, P dQ,−QdP .
It is clear that with many degrees of freedom one could select various
combinations on different sub-spaces.

(i) The generating function W1

In such a case one has∑
i

pi dqi −H(q, p; t) dt =
∑
i

Pi dQi −K dt + dW1(q,Q; t). (2.3.36)

Furthermore,

dW1(q,Q; t) =
∑
i

∂W1

∂qi
dqi +

∑
i

∂W1

∂Qi
dQi +

∂W1

∂t
dt. (2.3.37)

One therefore finds by comparison of the left- and right-hand sides of
(2.3.36) the equations

pi =
∂W1

∂qi
, (2.3.38)

Pi = −∂W1

∂Qi
, (2.3.39)

K1 = H +
∂W1

∂t
. (2.3.40)

(ii) The generating function W2
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Equation (2.3.39) suggests obtaining W2 from W1 via a Legendre trans-
form, defined as

W2(q, P ; t) ≡ W1(q,Q; t) +
∑
i

PiQ
i. (2.3.41)

We now re-express W1 from (2.3.41) and insert it into (2.3.36). Collecting
together the terms involving dPi and dqi one finds the equations

pi =
∂W2

∂qi
, (2.3.42)

Qi =
∂W2

∂Pi
, (2.3.43)

K2 = H +
∂W2

∂t
. (2.3.44)

(iii) The generating function W3

Equation (2.3.38) suggests obtaining W1 from W3 by means of the Leg-
endre transform

W1(q,Q; t) ≡
∑
i

piq
i + W3(Q, p; t). (2.3.45)

This relation is inserted into (2.3.36), and after taking the differential of
W3 and collecting similar terms one finds

Pi = −∂W3

∂Qi
, (2.3.46)

qi = −∂W3

∂pi
, (2.3.47)

K3 = H +
∂W3

∂t
. (2.3.48)

(iv) The W4 choice

Lastly, one may consider the generating function defined by

W4(p, P ; t) ≡ W1(q,Q; t) +
∑
i

PiQ
i −
∑
i

piq
i. (2.3.49)

The insertion of (2.3.49) into (2.3.36) yields∑
i

pi dqi −H =
∑
i

Pi dQi −K +
∑
i

∂W4

∂pi
dpi +

∑
i

∂W4

∂Pi
dPi
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+
∂W4

∂t
dt−

∑
i

(dPi)Qi −
∑
i

Pi dQi

+
∑
i

pi dqi +
∑
i

(dpi)qi, (2.3.50)

which implies

qi = −∂W4

∂pi
, (2.3.51)

Qi =
∂W4

∂Pi
, (2.3.52)

K4 = H +
∂W4

∂t
. (2.3.53)

In all of these cases we assume that at least locally we can solve for
the old variables in terms of the new, from (2.3.38) and (2.3.39). But
these may be degenerate and do not allow for explicit solution. These
degenerate cases can occur for all four generating functions, and can be
treated (Sudarshan and Mukunda 1974). This happens when the defining
equations cannot give the expressions for the new variables, but instead
there are auxiliary functional relations among a subset of them.

2.3.4 An example: particle in a repulsive potential

Consider the generating function (the 2m factor is absorbed into our
notation at some places, for simplicity)

W2(q, P ) ≡
∫ q

x0

√
P 2 − V (x) dx, (2.3.54)

with the associated equations

p =
∂W2

∂q
=
√
P 2 − V (q), (2.3.55)

q =
∂W2

∂P
=
∫ q

x0

P√
P 2 − V (x)

dx, (2.3.56)

or

P =
√
p2 + V (q), (2.3.57)

q =
∫ q

x0

P√
P 2 − V (x)

dx =
∫ q

x0

√
p2 + V (x)

p
dx, (2.3.58)

K2 = H +
∂W2

∂t
=

P 2

2m
. (2.3.59)

This transformation is defined for all q, p.
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2.3.5 The harmonic oscillator

Another example of local canonical transformation is given by the one-
dimensional harmonic oscillator with the generating function W1:

W1 =
m

2
ωq2 cotQ. (2.3.60)

According to (2.3.38) and (2.3.39) we obtain the old and new momenta
as

p =
∂W1

∂q
= mωq cotQ, (2.3.61)

P = −∂W1

∂Q
=

mωq2

2 sin2 Q
. (2.3.62)

Equation (2.3.62) may be solved for q:

q =

√
2P
mω

sinQ, (2.3.63)

where Q is defined only modulo 2π, and the result may be inserted into
(2.3.61) to give

p =
√

2mωP cosQ. (2.3.64)

By virtue of (2.3.63) and (2.3.64), the Hamiltonian H = p2

2m + mω2

2 q2

becomes linear in P :

H = ω P, (2.3.65)

and hence is cyclic with respect to Q. The equation of motion for Q is
Q̇ = ∂H

∂P = ω, which implies

Q = ωt + α. (2.3.66)

This leads to (see Eq. (2.3.63))

q =

√
2P
mω

sin(ωt + α). (2.3.67)

We must note, however, that this transformation is not global and the
topology of the coordinate manifold −∞ < q < +∞ is changed into
the periodic compact phase space 0 ≤ Q < 2π (mod 2π). In fact all the
so-called ‘canonical transformations’ to action-angle variables have this
effect; and so does the discussion in section 2.5.2 (cf. Eq. (2.5.20)). But
in the case of the free particle discussed in section 2.5.1 one can make the
definition global.
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2.4 Hamilton and Hamilton–Jacobi equations

Starting with the Hamilton equations (2.3.6) and (2.3.7), solutions are
given by

q(s) = q(q(0), p(0), s0; s), (2.4.1)

p(s) = p(q(0), p(0), s0; s). (2.4.2)

This can be thought of as a transformation from ‘initial’ position and
momenta to ‘final’ position and momenta (q, p). Differentiability of the
pair (q(s), p(s)) with respect to the initial conditions and the invertibility
of the map are ruled by the standard theorems on solutions of ordinary
differential equations (Yosida 1991).

This transformation is known to be canonical. The existence of so-
lutions for −∞ ≤ s ≤ ∞ and for any initial condition gives rise to a
one-parameter group of canonical transformations. The vector field

Γ ≡ ∂

∂s
+

∂H

∂pk

∂

∂xk
− ∂H

∂xk
∂

∂pk
(2.4.3)

is referred to as the infinitesimal generator of this one-parameter group
of canonical transformations.

Let us now consider the function W defined by

W (x0, s0;xf , s) ≡
∫ xf ,sf

x0,s0

(pdx− hds), (2.4.4)

where the integral is evaluated along a solution of the Hamilton equations
passing through (x0, s0) and (xf , s). We are considering neighbourhoods
of (x0, s0) and (xf , s) such that for any pair of points, one in the first
neighbourhood and one in the second, there is a unique solution. When
this is not the case, W is multi-valued. On fixing the initial value s0 of s
and letting (x0, x, s) vary, and by taking the differential of both sides of
(2.4.4) we find

dW = (pdx− hds)|(xf ,sf ) − (pdx− h ds)|(x0,s0) , (2.4.5)

i.e.

∂W

∂xk0
dxk0 +

∂W

∂xkf
dxkf +

∂W

∂sf
dsf

= pf,k dxkf − hf dsf − p0,k dxk0 , (2.4.6)

which implies

p0,k = −∂W

∂xk0
, (2.4.7)
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pf,k =
∂W

∂xkf
, (2.4.8)

∂W

∂sf
+ hf

(
xf ,

∂W

∂xf
, sf

)
= 0. (2.4.9)

To sum up, we have found the interesting result that the integral of
the action along a solution, when the initial instant of time is fixed but
the initial position and the final position are considered to be variable,
provides a solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation. Conversely, if W is
a solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation, from

p0,k = −∂W

∂xk0
(x0, xf , s; s0), (2.4.10)

on solving with respect to xf via the implicit function theorem to obtain

xf (s) = xf (x0, s0, s),

and setting

pf,k =
∂W

∂xf
(x0, xf (s), s, s0), (2.4.11)

we obtain a solution of the Hamilton equations. We therefore conclude
that a one-to-one correspondence exists between families of solutions of
the Hamilton–Jacobi equation and families of solutions of the Hamilton
equations. According to the discussion following Eq. (2.3.17), this im-
plies that with respect to the ‘initial conditions’ thought of as (Pk, y

k)
variables, one has

dP0,k

ds
= 0,

dx0,k

ds
= 0.

As a last remark we note that, in the course of evaluating (see Eq.
(2.4.4))

W =
∫ x,s

x0,s0

(pdx′ − hds), (2.4.12)

when we integrate along a solution of the Hamilton equations, if the
Hamiltonian is time-independent the function h is a constant of motion
and hence we have

W =
∫ x,s

x0,s0

pdx′ − h(x0, x)(s− s0). (2.4.13)

This means that, on solving the Hamilton–Jacobi equation for time-
independent Hamiltonian functions it is possible to use separation of
variables, requiring linearity in the evolution parameter.
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2.5 The Hamilton principal function

Now we are going to investigate the Hamilton principal function in three
cases of physical interest, i.e. the free particle, the one-dimensional har-
monic oscillator and a system having a time-dependent Hamiltonian. The
detailed steps are as follows.

2.5.1 Free particle on a line

For a free particle on a line, the Hamiltonian is

H =
p2

2m
, (2.5.1)

and we consider two complete integrals of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation
of the form

W1(q,Q1, t) =
m(q −Q1)2

2t
, t > 0, (2.5.2)

and

W2(q,Q2, t) = qQ2 −
Q2

2

2m
t. (2.5.3)

From W1 one finds

p = m
(q −Q1)

t
, (2.5.4)

with P1 and p constant, so that the equations of motion are solved by

q(t) =
p

m
t + Q1, (2.5.5)

where Q1 = q0 = q(0) and P1 = p0 = p(0). The principal function W2

leads to

p = Q2 = constant, (2.5.6)

P2 = −q +
Q2

m
t, (2.5.7)

i.e. Q2 = p0 and P2 = −q0.
While W1 is singular for fixed q as t → 0+, W2 is a complete integral

corresponding to the Cauchy data

W0(q) = W (q, t = 0) = Qq. (2.5.8)

If the mass is set to 1 for simplicity of notation, the initial condition

W0(q) =
q2

2
(2.5.9)
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provides a solution with

W (q, t) =
q2

(1 + t)
, t > −1. (2.5.10)

This is not a complete integral because there are no free constants. In
general we may say that complete integrals, when viewed as functions on
phase space, are related by

dW
dt

≡ LΓW =
∂W

∂qi
q̇i +

∂W

∂t
= piq̇

i −H ≡ L. (2.5.11)

Thus, if W1 and W2 are two complete integrals of the Hamilton–Jacobi
equation, one has

d
dt

(W1 −W2) = 0, (2.5.12)

i.e. any two complete integrals may differ by a constant of motion. Hence
one can write

W (q, t; q0, t0) =
∫
γ
Ldt + W0. (2.5.13)

2.5.2 One-dimensional harmonic oscillator

For a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, the Hamiltonian reads

H =
p2

2m
+

k

2
q2, (2.5.14)

and hence the Hamilton–Jacobi equation takes the form

1
2m

(
∂W/∂q

)2
+

k

2
q2 +

∂W

∂t
= 0. (2.5.15)

This suggests using separation of variables and looking for a solution in
the form (see Eq. (2.4.13))

W (q, α, t) = S(q, α) − αt, (2.5.16)

which implies (
∂S/∂q

)2
= mk

(2α
k

− q2
)
. (2.5.17)

One can thus express the unknown function W as

W =
√
mk

∫ √2α
k

− q2 dq − αt. (2.5.18)

The general formula (2.3.43) shows that the coordinate Q is

Q =
∂W

∂α
=
√

m

k

∫ dq√
2α/k − q2

− t. (2.5.19)
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The integral (2.5.19) can be evaluated exactly to give

q =

√
2α
k

cosω(t + Q). (2.5.20)

For example, if we choose the initial conditions

p0 = p(t = 0) = 0, (2.5.21)

q0 = q(t = 0) �= 0, (2.5.22)

we find that α = kq20
2 = mω2q20

2 , and Q has to vanish.

2.5.3 Time-dependent Hamiltonian

We here consider a system for which the Hamiltonian depends explicitly
on time and has the form

H =
p2

2m
−mktq. (2.5.23)

The resulting equations of motion are solved by

q(t) = q0 +
p0

m
t +

1
6
kt3, (2.5.24)

p(t) = mq̇(t) = p0 +
1
2
mkt2. (2.5.25)

The Lagrangian associated to the Hamiltonian (2.5.23) is

L =
p2

2m
+ mktq. (2.5.26)

Along a trajectory parametrized by the initial conditions (q0, p0) it reads,
by virtue of (2.5.24) and (2.5.25),

L(t) =
p2
0

2m
+ mkq0t +

3
2
kp0t

2 +
7
24

mk2t4. (2.5.27)

The integration with respect to time yields therefore (see Eqs. (2.4.4) and
(2.5.13))

W (q, t; q0, 0) =
∫ t

0
L(t′) dt′

=
p2
0

2m
t +

mkq0
2

t2 +
kp0

2
t3 +

7mk2

120
t5. (2.5.28)

Note now that Eq. (2.5.24) makes it possible to express the initial condi-
tion p0 in the form

p0 = m
(q − q0)

t
− 1

6
mkt2, (2.5.29)
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and its insertion into (2.5.28) yields the desired formula for the principal
function in terms of q, the initial condition q0 and the time, i.e.

W (q, q0; t) =
m

2

{
(q − q0)2

t
+

k

3
(2q + q0)t2 −

1
45

k2t5
}
. (2.5.30)

It can be checked that such a principal function satisfies the Hamilton–
Jacobi equation

∂W

∂t
+

1
2m

(
∂W

∂q

)2

−mktq = 0. (2.5.31)

2.6 The characteristic function

Subsection 2.5.2 studied the case when the Hamiltonian does not depend
explicitly on time. It suggests that, in all such cases, one can set

W (qi, αi, t) = S(qi, αi) − αt, (2.6.1)

and hence the Hamilton–Jacobi equation reduces to

H

(
qi,

∂S

∂qi

)
= α. (2.6.2)

The unknown function S is called the Hamilton characteristic function.
The resulting scheme differs from that obtained by applying the principal
function, and is as follows.

The Hamilton–Jacobi equation takes the form (2.6.2), and the first-
order equations of motion read as

d
dt

Qi =
∂K

∂Pi
= νi, (2.6.3)

d
dt

Pi = − ∂K

∂Qi
= 0. (2.6.4)

Their integration yields (where βi are some constants)

Qi = νit + βi, (2.6.5)

Pi = γi(α1, . . . , αn). (2.6.6)

The integration of (2.6.5) and (2.6.6) involves n − 1 constants which,
jointly with α1, form a set of n independent constants. One can then
solve locally for

qi = qi(βk, γk, t), (2.6.7)

βi = βi
(
qk(0), p

(0)
k

)
, (2.6.8)
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γi = γi
(
qk(0), p

(0)
k

)
. (2.6.9)

As a further application, let us consider the motion in a central po-
tential. The Hamiltonian of a particle of mass m can then be written
as

H =
1

2m

(
p2
r +

p2
φ

r2

)
+ V (r). (2.6.10)

The Hamiltonian is cyclic with respect to φ, and hence we are led to write
the characteristic function S as the sum

S(r, φ) = S1(r) + αφφ, (2.6.11)

where αφ is the momentum conjugate to φ. The Hamilton–Jacobi equa-
tion therefore reads as

1
2m

[(
∂S1/∂r

)2
+

α2
φ

r2

]
+ V (r) = α (2.6.12)

and hence S is given by

S =
∫ √

2m(α− V (r)) −
α2
φ

r2
dr + αφφ. (2.6.13)

Differentiation of S with respect to α and αφ enables one to derive the
time evolution of r, and the equation of the orbit, respectively. The appli-
cation of the method leads to the following integrals (Landau and Lifshitz
1960, Goldstein 1980):

t + β1 =
∂S

∂α
=
∫

m dr√
2m[α− V (r)] − α2

φ/r
2
, (2.6.14)

β2 =
∂S

∂αφ
= −

∫
αφ dr

r2
√

2m[α− V (r)] − α2
φ/r

2
+ φ. (2.6.15)

To evaluate these integrals it is convenient to set u ≡ 1
r . The orbit may or

may not be closed, depending on the form of V (r). In many applications,
V (r) contains finitely many negative powers of r. The signs of the various
coefficients, e.g.

V (r) =
σ

r
+

τ

r3
, (2.6.16)

play a crucial role and deserve careful investigation (see problem 2.P5).
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2.6.1 Principal versus characteristic function

To appreciate the difference between the principal and the characteristic
function, we now give two examples. First, a free particle in R3 has, for
t > t0, the principal function

W (q, t) =
m(q − q0)2

2(t− t0)
, (2.6.17)

while the characteristic function reads as

S(E, q) =
√

2mE|q − q0|. (2.6.18)

These formulae correspond to ‘spherical wave fronts’ (section 3.3), whe-
reas plane-wave fronts are associated with the principal function

W (q, t) = p · q − p2

2m
t, (2.6.19)

with the characteristic function

S(E, q) = p · q, (2.6.20)

since E = p2

2m .
If 0 < t − t0 < π

ω , the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator has the
principal function

W (q, t) =
mω

2 sinω(t− t0)

[
(q2 + q2

0) cosω(t− t0) − 2qq0
]
, (2.6.21)

while the characteristic function reads as

S(E, q) =
E

ω
arcsin

(√
m

2E
ωq

)
+

√
mE

2
q

√
1 − mω2q2

2E
. (2.6.22)

2.7 Hamilton equations associated with metric tensors

Consider again the Hamilton equations (2.3.6) and (2.3.7), and assume
we have a solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation (2.3.17). Using the
replacement pk = ∂W

∂xk we may turn the Hamilton equation for xk into an
equation on the configuration space only:

dxk

ds
=

∂H

∂pk

(
x,

∂W

∂x
, s

)
. (2.7.1)

Solutions of this ordinary differential equation define a congruence of
lines on the configuration space usually called ‘rays’ in analogy with ge-
ometrical optics (see section 2.8). If we use a solution W on Q × R we
determine a sub-space on the extended configuration space by setting
W = c, e.g. W = 0. By intersecting this sub-space with the sub-manifold
s = constant, we obtain a codimension-2 surface for each value of the
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constant, therefore if we let s increase, for instance, we find a ‘moving’
codimension-1 surface on the sub-space W = 0. The congruence defined
by Eq. (2.7.1) when considered with respect to these ‘wave fronts’ behaves
like a family of ‘rays’. Instead of showing this construction in general, we
shall perform it in the particular case in which the starting relation is
quadratic in the momenta, i.e. it is associated with a metric tensor on
space–time (see appendix 2.D).

We therefore consider the Hamiltonian function

H ≡ 1
2
gabpapb (2.7.2)

on R4 × (R4)∗, where gab(x) dxa ⊗ dxb is the metric on R4, and the
‘contravariant’ form of the metric tensor is defined by

gabgbc = δac. (2.7.3)

The associated Hamilton–Jacobi equation is given by

gab
∂W

∂xa
∂W

∂xb
= 0. (2.7.4)

The differential equation for the congruence of trajectories on R4 is given
by

dxa

ds
= gab

∂W

∂xb
, (2.7.5)

where W is a solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation. Note that

dW
ds

=
∂W

∂xa
dxa

ds
=

∂W

∂xa
gab

∂W

∂xb
= 0,

i.e. W is a constant of motion for the dynamics associated with Eq. (2.7.5).
In particular, the associated vector field is tangent to each level set, i.e.
trajectories of Eq. (2.7.5) with initial conditions on W = constant will
remain on the surface. Moreover,

dx0

ds
= g0b∂W

∂xb
�= 0

shows that the congruence of trajectories is transverse to the sub-manifold
s = constant.

The level surfaces of W , for which W (x) = constant, define 3-surfaces
with null normal vector (hence they are called null 3-surfaces). By also
setting s equal to a constant, one finds for various values of s a ‘moving
surface’ in R3, i.e. a ‘wave front’ (Synge 1954, Guckenheimer 1973). The
solutions of the equation (cf. Eq. (2.7.5))

dxi

ds
= gai

∂W

∂xa
(2.7.6)
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are transversel to the ‘wave fronts’. Our general considerations show that
either we start with trajectories and, by integration of pk dxk−h ds along
them, we find W , or we start with a solution W and find the trajectories.
We have checked that the two viewpoints are completely equivalent.

So far we have been associating equations of motion on R4 × (R4)∗

with a given function H. Our previous example of a Hamiltonian function
shows that, in the case of the flat Minkowski metric ηab dxa ⊗ dxb, the
expression

ηabpapb = −p2
0 + p2

1 + p2
2 + p2

3 = −m2
0c

2 (2.7.7)

is the square of the energy–momentum of a particle with rest mass m0.
This defines a codimension-1 surface, here denoted by Σm0 . Possible mo-
tions of a particle of mass m0 are associated only with initial conditions on
the ‘mass shell’, therefore the motion should take place not on R4×(R4)∗

but only on Σm0 , the ‘mass shell’. The associated equations are

dxa

ds
= ηabpb, (2.7.8)

dpa
ds

= 0, (2.7.9)

subject to the restriction (2.7.7), and the associated Hamilton–Jacobi
equation is given by (cf. Eq. (2.7.4))

ηab
∂W

∂xa
∂W

∂xb
= −m2

0c
2. (2.7.10)

This shows that the particular choice of sub-manifold Σ, which we in-
troduced in the time-dependent formalism has, in this case, a physical
interpretation connected with the mass of the particle. Therefore the
Hamiltonian function H = ηabpapb on R4 × (R4)∗ describes all relativis-
tic particles with all possible values of the mass.

2.8 Introduction to geometrical optics

Geometrical optics is a mathematical theory of light rays. It is not con-
cerned with the properties of light rays as waves (i.e. wave propagation,
wavelength and frequency), but studies their properties as pencils of rays.
It relies on three fundamental laws.

(i) The law of rectilinear propagation in a homogeneous medium.

(ii) The law of reflection, i.e. the angles of incidence and reflection on a
smooth plane are equal.

(iii) The law of refraction: if θ and θ′ are the angles of incidence and
refraction of a light ray refracted from a uniform medium to a second
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uniform medium, and if n and n′ are the refractive indices of the first
and second medium, respectively, then

n sin θ = n′ sin θ′. (2.8.1)

These three laws follow from the Fermat principle, which states that
the path of a light ray travelling from a point A′ to A in a medium with
refractive index n(P ) at the point P is such that the integral, called the
optical distance from A′ to A:∫ A

A′
n(P ) ds,

attains its extremal value, where ds is the line element along the path.
Therefore, the Fermat principle may be taken as a foundation of geo-
metrical optics and is the analogue of the variational principle in particle
dynamics, i.e. the Maupertuis principle according to which

δ

∫ √
2m[h− U(P )] ds = 0. (2.8.2)

This principle is satisfied by the path of a particle of mass m having con-
stant total energy h and passing through a field of potential U(P ). The
quantity

√
2m[h− U(P )] corresponds to the refractive index n. A geomet-

rical view of the world lines, that is, parametrized objects in relativistic
mechanics, is given in Mukunda and Sudarshan (1981) and Balachandran
et al. (1982a, 1984).

An optical system works as follows. A ray starts at a point P i ≡ (�r i)
and traces a direction determined by the unit vector �v i. After interact-
ing with the optical apparatus the ray reaches a point P f ≡ (�rf ) in
the direction determined by �vf . The fundamental problem of geometrical
optics requires, once the initial data (�r i, �v i) and a specification of the
optical apparatus are given, to determine the final quantities (�rf , �vf ).
The most relevant result of the method developed by Hamilton is ex-
pressed by the statement: any map associated with an optic apparatus is
a canonical transformation, and hence it has a generating function called
the characteristic function (or eikonal).

Optical rays travel in a three-dimensional medium parametrized by
Cartesian orthogonal coordinates (x, y, z), characterized by a medium
function n(�r) = n(x, y, z). A homogeneous medium corresponds to n =
constant. In vacuum n = 1, whereas any other medium has n > 1. Usually
the z coordinate is taken to play the same role as time in mechanics. We
assume that the optical path intersects each plane z = constant at one
point. It is therefore possible to introduce a map

γ : R → R2 : z → (q1(z), q2(z)).
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We denote by Πi and Πf the initial and final plane, which are also called
the plane of the object and the plane of the image, respectively. When the
optical path does not possess discontinuities in the ‘velocities’ it is possible
to use the standard ‘indirect method’ to find solutions of the variational
problems. To stress the analogy with motion of material particles we
introduce an optical Lagrangian given by

L ≡ n
√

1 + q̇2
1 + q̇2

2, (2.8.3)

with

q̇1 =
dx
dz

, q̇2 =
dy
dz

. (2.8.4)

The optical distance is defined using the expression for the line element:

(ds)2 = (dx)2 + (dy)2 + (dz)2 (2.8.5)

and setting ∫ P f

P i
n ds =

∫ zf

zi
n(q1, q2; z)

√
1 + q̇2

1 + q̇2
2 dz. (2.8.6)

The integrand on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.8.6) is called the optical
Lagrangian L. As usual, the equations for the rays are given by the Euler–
Lagrange equations (here k = 1, 2)

d
dz

∂L
∂q̇k

− ∂L
∂qk

= 0. (2.8.7)

Using the Legendre transform we introduce the ‘optical phase space’.
The Hamiltonian formulation follows by introducing the optical direction
cosines

pk ≡ ∂L
∂q̇k

, (2.8.8)

and setting, as usual,

H ≡ q̇1p1 + q̇2p2 − L. (2.8.9)

More specifically, the definitions (2.8.8) lead to

pk = n(q1, q2; z)
q̇k√

1 + q̇2
1 + q̇2

2

. (2.8.10)

Note that �p ≡ (p1, p2) and �q ≡ (q1, q2) satisfy the condition

p2
1 + p2

2 = n2 q̇2
1 + q̇2

2

(1 + q̇2
1 + q̇2

2)
= (n sin θ)2 ≤ n2, (2.8.11)
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where

|�̇q| =
∣∣∣∣d�qdz

∣∣∣∣ = tan θ, (2.8.12)

with θ being the angle between the ray and the optical axis. In particular,

(sin θ)2 =
(dq1)2 + (dq2)2

[(dz)2 + (dq1)2 + (dq2)2]
=

q̇2
1 + q̇2

2

(1 + q̇2
1 + q̇2

2)
. (2.8.13)

Rays parallel to the optical axis have p = 0. The optical phase space is
R2 ×D2, i.e. one deals with ‘momenta’ on a disc

D2 ≡
{
�p ∈ R2 : p2 ≤ n2

}
. (2.8.14)

Using the linear form (cf. Eq. (2.3.11))

θ = p1 dq1 + p2 dq2 −H dz, (2.8.15)

the variation of the integral along the light path may be written as
(cf. Eq. (2.4.5))

θ(A) − θ(A′) = dS(A′, A), (2.8.16)

because the ‘evolution’ along light paths defines a canonical transfor-
mation, by virtue of their property of being solutions of a variational
problem. Thus, the optical direction cosines and the Hamiltonians of the
system at A′ and A are given by

∂S

∂qik
= pik, (2.8.17)

∂S

∂zi
= −Hi,

∂S

∂zf
= Hf , (2.8.18)

∂S

∂qfk
= −pfk , (2.8.19)

and hence (
∂S

∂qi1

)2

+

(
∂S

∂qi2

)2

+
(
∂S

∂zi

)2

= (ni)2, (2.8.20)

(
∂S

∂qf1

)2

+

(
∂S

∂qf2

)2

+
(
∂S

∂zf

)2

= (nf )2. (2.8.21)

As a corollary of these relations one obtains the Malus theorem (Born
and Wolf 1959), which states that a pencil of light rays perpendicular to
a given surface at a given moment remains perpendicular to the surface
after an arbitrary number of reflections and refractions.
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2.8.1 Variational principles

The Maupertuis principle mentioned earlier is a formulation of the vari-
ational problem appropriate for the case in which one has only to deter-
mine the path of a mechanical system, without reference to time. On
assuming that the energy is conserved:

H(q, p) = E = constant, (2.8.22)

and that the final time t varies, while the initial and final coordinates
(qiin, q

i
fin) and initial time t0 are fixed, the action functional

I ≡
∫ (∑

i

pi dqi −H dt

)
(2.8.23)

has to fulfil the variational condition

δI + Eδt = 0. (2.8.24)

By virtue of these assumptions, Eq. (2.8.24) reduces to finding the ex-
tremals of the reduced action

I0 ≡
∫ ∑

i

pi dqi, (2.8.25)

with respect to all paths that satisfy the law (2.8.22) of conservation
of energy and pass through the final point at any instant t. The action
I is defined on all paths joining the initial point and the final point. Only
when we evaluate it along a solution of the Hamilton equations does its
value coincide with W obtained in Eq. (2.4.4).

In particular, for a particle of unit mass one has (ds being the line
element along the path)

E − U(q) =
1
2

(
ds
dt

)2

, (2.8.26)

and hence

pi dqi =
(

ds
dt

)2

dt =
√

2[E − U(q)] ds. (2.8.27)

One therefore deals with the variational problem

δ

∫ A

A′

√
2[E − U(q)] ds = 0, (2.8.28)

subject to the conservation of energy

p2

2
+ U(q) = E. (2.8.29)
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On making the identification

p(E, x, y, z) =
c

λ(ω, x, y, z)
, (2.8.30)

the two variational principles, for particle dynamics at fixed energy, and
light rays at fixed frequency, are therefore found to coincide.

2.9 Problems

2.P1. The following equations of motion are given on R
3:

d
dt

x =
(z − y)

1 + (x + y + z)2
, (2.9.1)

d
dt

y =
(x − z)

1 + (x + y + z)2
, (2.9.2)

d
dt

z =
(y − x)

1 + (x + y + z)2
. (2.9.3)

Setting x1 = x, x2 = y, x3 = z, find a definition of Poisson bracket for {xi, xj}, and among any two
functions F and G, such that the above equations can be written as Hamilton equations

d
dt

xi = {xi, H} . (2.9.4)

Find the corresponding Hamiltonian function H.

2.P2. Recall the Poisson brackets {
q
i
, q

j
}

= 0, (2.9.5)

{pi, pj} = 0, (2.9.6){
q
i
, pj

}
= δ

i
j . (2.9.7)

For a charged particle moving under the influence of an electromagnetic field, derive the Poisson
brackets

{
vi, q

j
}

and {vi, vj} , bearing in mind that pi = mvi + e
cAi, where e is the charge of the

particle.

Long hint: the condition (2.9.6) implies that

{vi, vj} =
e

mc
[{Aj , vi} + {vj , Ai}] . (2.9.8)

Now for any pair of functions F and G of the (q, v) coordinates one has

{F,G} =
∂F

∂qk

{
q
k
, q

l
} ∂G

∂ql
+

∂F

∂vk

{
v
k
, v

l
} ∂G

∂vl

+
∂F

∂qk

{
q
k
, v

l
} ∂G

∂vl
+

∂F

∂vk

{
v
k
, q

l
} ∂G

∂ql
, (2.9.9)

and hence

{pi, Aj} = −∂Aj

∂qi
, (2.9.10)

because {
vi, q

j
}

=
1
m

{
pi, q

j
}

= − 1
m

δ
j
i . (2.9.11)

Eventually, these equations lead to

{vi, vj} =
e

mc

[
− 1

m

∂Ai

∂qj
+

1
m

∂Aj

∂qi

]
=

e

m2c
ε

k
ij Bk. (2.9.12)
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2.P3. Can one find a Newtonian description of the equations of motion of a charged particle, when
the radiation reaction is taken into account? Write an essay on this topic, after reading sections 17.1,
17.2 and 17.6 of Jackson (1975).

2.P4. Try to obtain the various generating functions of canonical transformations by replacing in a
suitable way the P dQ-like 1-forms. For example, which generating function is obtained if Pi dQi is
replaced by −Qi dPi?

2.P5. Study under which conditions closed orbits occur in the central potential (2.6.16), after re-
ducing the problem to a one-dimensional case. Hint: Equation (2.6.10) suggests defining the effective
potential

Ṽ (r) ≡
p2
φ

2mr2
+ V (r). (2.9.13)

2.P6. Prove that the ‘new Hamiltonian’ K is related to the original Hamiltonian H by Eq. (2.3.31).
Hint: study the variational problems for which the functionals∫ t2

t1

[
PiQ̇

i − K(Q,P ; t)
]
dt

and ∫ t2

t1

[
piq̇

i − H(q, p; t)
]
dt

should be stationary, and hence derive Eq. (2.3.31). You may instead follow the derivation in section
5.3.3 of José and Saletan (1998).

2.P7. Solve by exponentiation the system

d
dt

x = Vx,
d
dt

y = Vy,
d
dt

z = Vz, (2.9.14)

d
dt

Vx = 2Vy +
∂U

∂x
,

d
dt

Vy = −2Vx +
∂U

∂y
,

d
dt

Vz =
∂U

∂z
, (2.9.15)

where U is a smooth function of x, y and z. Apply the general formula to the particular case when

U(x, y, z) =
1
2
(x2 + y

2) +
(1 − µ)

r1
+

µ

r2
, (2.9.16)

where µ is a real parameter, while r1 and r2 are defined by

(r1)2 ≡ (µ + x)2 + y
2 + z

2
, (2.9.17)

(r2)2 ≡ (1 − µ − x)2 + y
2 + z

2
. (2.9.18)

These equations describe the restricted three-body problem (Pars 1965, Szebehely 1967). Can you
find a constant of motion?

Appendix 2.A
Vector fields

When we first learn the intrinsic definition of tangent vectors, we think of them as an equivalence
class of curves at a point p of some manifold M . The equivalence relation is that two curves are
tangent at the point p. The equivalence class of a particular curve σ is denoted by [σ]. A vector field
X on a C∞ manifold M is a smooth assignment of a tangent vector Xp ∈ Tp(M) for each point
p ∈ M . By smooth we mean that, for all f ∈ C∞(M), the function

p ∈ M → (Xf)(p) ≡ Xp(f)
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is C∞. Thus, a vector field may be viewed as a map

X : C∞(M) → C
∞(M)

in which f → X(f) is defined as above. The function X(f) is called the Lie derivative (see appendix
2.C) of the function f along the vector field X, and is usually denoted by LXf .

A vector field can also be defined as a smooth cross-section of the tangent bundle TM . In other
words, TM is a bundle over M with projection map π. A vector field is instead a map from M to
TM , such that its composition with the projection yields the identity map on M . Such a map from
M to TM is C∞.

The map f → X(f) has the following properties (Marmo et al. 1985, Isham 1989, José and Saletan
1998):

X(f + h) = X(f) + X(h) ∀f, h ∈ C
∞(M), (2.A.1)

X(rf) = rX(f) ∀f ∈ C
∞(M) and r ∈ R, (2.A.2)

X(fh) = fX(h) + hX(f) ∀f, h ∈ C
∞(M). (2.A.3)

These formulae should be compared with those defining a derivation at a point p ∈ M . These are
maps v : C∞(M) → R such that

v(f + h) = v(f) + v(h) ∀f, h ∈ C
∞(M), (2.A.4)

v(rf) = rv(f) ∀f ∈ C
∞(M) and r ∈ R, (2.A.5)

v(fh) = f(p)v(h) + h(p)v(f) ∀f, h ∈ C
∞(M). (2.A.6)

The set of all derivations at p ∈ M is denoted by DpM .
Equations (2.A.1) and (2.A.2) show that X is a linear map from the vector space C∞(M) into

itself, and (2.A.3) shows that X is a derivation of the set C∞(M). It is therefore possible to define
a vector field as a derivation of the set of functions C∞(M) satisfying (2.A.1)–(2.A.3). Such a map
assigns a derivation, in the sense of (2.A.4)–(2.A.6), to each point p ∈ M , denoted Xp and defined
by

Xp(f) ≡ [X(f)](p), (2.A.7)
for each f ∈ C∞(M). By construction, Xp satisfies Eqs. (2.A.4)–(2.A.6). But then the map p → Xp

assigns a field of tangent vectors, and this assignment is smooth. Thus, a completely equivalent way
of defining a vector field in the first place is to regard it as a derivation on the set C∞(M). This
alternative approach, where one goes from a vector field to a derivation at a point p ∈ M , is useful
in many applications. If (U, φ) is a local coordinate chart on the manifold M , the derivations Xp

associated with a vector field X defined on U make it possible to express (Xf)(p) as

(Xf)(p) = Xp(f) =
m∑

µ=1

Xp(xµ)
(

∂

∂xµ

)
p

f, (2.A.8)

which implies that

X =
m∑

µ=1

X(xµ)
∂

∂xµ
. (2.A.9)

This formula shows the precise sense in which a vector field may be viewed as a first-order differential
operator on the functions on a manifold. The functions X(xµ) are defined on the open set U that
defines the coordinate chart with the coordinate functions xµ, and are the components of the vector
field X with respect to this coordinate system.

A crucial question is whether or not one can ‘multiply’ two vector fields X and Y to obtain a
third field. Indeed, we know that X and Y can be viewed as linear maps of C∞(M) into itself, and
hence we can define the composite map X · Y : C∞(M) → C∞(M) as

X · Y (f) ≡ X(Y f). (2.A.10)
By construction, this is a linear map, in that it satisfies (2.A.1) and (2.A.2). However, (2.A.10) is
not a vector field since it fails to satisfy (2.A.3). In contrast, one finds

X · Y (fh) = X(Y (fh)) = X(hY (f) + fY (h))
= X(h)Y (f) + hX(Y (f))

+ X(f)Y (h) + fX(Y (h)), (2.A.11)
which does not equal hX(Y (f)) + fX(Y (h)). However, one also has

Y · X(fh) = Y (h)X(f) + hY (X(f)) + Y (f)X(h) + fY (X(h)). (2.A.12)
One can now subtract (2.A.11) and (2.A.12) to find(

X · Y − Y · X
)

(fh) = h(X · Y − Y · X)(f) + f

(
X · Y − Y · X

)
(h). (2.A.13)
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We have thus found that X · Y − Y · X is a vector field, even though the individual pieces X · Y
and Y · X are not. The new vector field just obtained is called the commutator of X and Y , and is
denoted by [X,Y ]. If X,Y and Z are any three vector fields on M , their commutators satisfy the
Jacobi identity:

[X, [Y, Z]] + [Y, [Z,X]] + [Z, [X,Y ]] = 0. (2.A.14)
The consideration of such structures becomes natural within the framework of Lie algebras, as shown
in appendix 2.B.

In our book we are interested in the interpretation of vector fields suggested by systems of first-
order differential equations. More precisely, we know that, given any differential equation

ẋ = F (x, y), (2.A.15)

ẏ = G(x, y), (2.A.16)
one defines the derivative of functions along solutions by setting

d
dt

f =
∂f

∂x

dx
dt

+
∂f

∂y

dy
dt

=
(
F

∂

∂x
+ G

∂

∂y

)
f. (2.A.17)

The homogeneous first-order differential operator

X ≡ F
∂

∂x
+ G

∂

∂y
(2.A.18)

is called a vector field. If our differential equation admits solutions for any initial condition from −∞
to +∞ in time, it defines the action of a one-parameter group of transformations. The vector field
associated with the differential equation is called the infinitesimal generator of the one-parameter
group φt and is said to be a complete vector field.

Appendix 2.B
Lie algebras and basic group theory

The notion of Lie algebra is introduced to deal with several ordinary differential equations at the
same time. Their integration gives rise to the notion of the action of a many-parameter group of
transformations, instead of a one-parameter group of transformations.

A vector space E over the real or complex numbers is said to be a Lie algebra if a bilinear map
E × E → E exists, often denoted by [ , ], such that

[u, v] = −[v, u], (2.B.1)

[u, [v, w]] = [[u, v], w] + [v, [u,w]]. (2.B.2)
Equation (2.B.2) describes the fundamental Jacobi identity, and is written in a way that emphasizes
the link with the Leibniz rule for derivations.

Examples of Lie algebras are provided by n × n matrices with real or complex coefficients, for
which the bilinear map is defined by

[A,B] ≡ A·B − B·A, (2.B.3)
where the dot denotes the row by column product. Yet another familiar example is provided by the
vector product on three-dimensional vector spaces:

[�u,�v] ≡ �u × �v. (2.B.4)
The reader may check that (2.B.1) and (2.B.2) are then satisfied. A realization of E is a map
ρ from E to the linear transformations on some vector space F , with the property ρ([X,Y ]) =
ρ(X)ρ(Y ) − ρ(Y )ρ(X).

Algebras

In general, an associative algebra is meant to be a vector space endowed with an associative and
bilinear multiplication map, for which therefore

(xy)z = x(yz), (2.B.5)

(αx + βy)z = α(xz) + β(yz), (2.B.6)
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x(βy + γz) = β(xy) + γ(xz), (2.B.7)

for all vectors x, y, z and all scalars α, β, γ. The associativity can be replaced by other requirements,
and indeed Lie algebras are non-associative. An algebra A is said to have an identity 1I if

1Ia = a1I = a ∀a ∈ A. (2.B.8)

Given a ∈ A, its inverse a−1, if it exists, is an element of A such that

a
−1

a = aa
−1 = 1I. (2.B.9)

Commutative algebras are those particular algebras for which ab = ba ∀a, b ∈ A. The centre is a
subset given by the elements a ∈ A such that

ax = xa ∀x ∈ A. (2.B.10)

Groups and sub-groups

A group is a set G such that:

(i) a binary operation is defined, usually called a product and denoted by ·, for which

g1 · g2 = g3 ∈ G, ∀g1, g2 ∈ G; (2.B.11)

(ii) the product is associative, i.e.

g1 · (g2 · g3) = (g1 · g2) · g3; (2.B.12)

(iii) the identity exists, i.e. an element 1I such that

1Ig = g1I = g, ∀g ∈ G; (2.B.13)

(iv) any element g of G has an inverse γ ≡ g−1, which satisfies the condition

gγ = γg = 1I. (2.B.14)

Note that the product need not be commutative, i.e. g1 · g2 �= g2 · g1 in general.
In part II we will need the concept of topological group. Now G is endowed with a topology com-

patible with the group structure, i.e. all group operations are continuous in the given topology. When
the topology is actually that resulting from a differentiable structure on G and the group operations
are smooth (differentiable), then the group becomes a Lie group. In many physical situations the
group is actually defined as a group of transformations, therefore it arises from infinitesimal gen-
erators, i.e. by integrating simultaneously a set of vector fields. Since the integration may give rise
to various problems, it is common to introduce Lie groups on their own and then show that the
infinitesimal generators of a Lie group define a Lie algebra.

Sub-groups of a given group G are sub-sets of G closed under the binary operation defining
the group. When the group G is a topological group, the sub-group should be a topological group
with the induced topology. When the sub-set is a differentiable sub-manifold compatible with the
composition law, the sub-group is a Lie sub-group.

The general linear group GL(n,R)

An important example of a Lie group, considered directly as a group of linear transformations, is
the set of linear transformations represented as invertible matrices from R

n into itself. This set is
clearly a group under the usual multiplication of matrices, the unit matrix acts like the identity. The
invertibility requirement means that the set we are considering is the inverse image of (R − {0})
under det : Mat(n,R) → R. Since the determinant is a polynomial map, it is clear that the inverse
image of (R − {0}) is an open sub-manifold of R

n2
. The binary operation defined by the matrix

product is clearly differentiable, and hence the group GL(n,R) is a Lie group. Since the set is the
inverse image of a disconnected set, (R − {0}), GL(n,R) is not connected.

Examples of groups of interest for physical applications are the Euclidean and rotation groups,
the Galilei group and the Poincaré group (see below). In physics they arise again as transformation
groups acting on space–time (or their higher-dimensional generalizations).

Euclidean and rotation group

A first important example of group is provided here by the Euclidean group on R
3, i.e. the group of

affine transformations that preserve the length of vectors (the length of vectors being evaluated with
a Euclidean metric g). It contains translations and linear homogeneous transformations that satisfy
the condition

g(Tx, Ty) = g(x, y). (2.B.15)
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Using a basis for R
3, e.g. orthonormal vectors represented by row or column vectors of the form

(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), a generic matrix

R ≡

α1 α2 α3
β1 β2 β3
γ1 γ2 γ3

 (2.B.16)

represents a rotation if

g(�α, �α) = g(�β, �β) = g(�γ,�γ) = 1, (2.B.17)

g(�α, �β) = g(�α,�γ) = g(�β,�γ) = 0. (2.B.18)

It is easy to show that these six conditions imply that R is a rotation matrix if and only if its
transpose equals its inverse. Now we see that

(R1R2) t(R1R2) = R1R2
t
R2

t
R1 = 1I.

Thus, the product of two rotations is again a rotation, and the identity matrix is of course a rotation.
By virtue of all these properties, the set of rotations is a sub-group of the group of invertible matrices.
The rotation group is denoted by O(3) (the rotation matrices having a +1 determinant are the group
SO(3)). It is three-dimensional because one has to subtract from the dimension of R

9 the number of
relations in (2.B.17) and (2.B.18). Note that the defining relations of the sub-group O(3) of GL(3,R)
are differentiable and satisfy the condition for the application of the implicit function theorem. Thus,
the set O(3) is a closed differentiable sub-manifold of GL(3,R), compatible with the composition
law, and hence is a Lie (sub)group.

For the affine part of the Euclidean group, one has to introduce it as a sub-group of GL(4,R) of
the form  1 0 0 a

0 1 0 b
0 0 1 c
0 0 0 1

 ,

acting on elements of the form

 x
y
z
1

.

Galilei group

The Galilei group expresses the geometrical invariance properties of the equations of motion of a
non-relativistic classical dynamical system when the system is isolated from external influences. The
general Galilei transformation G(R,�v, �ξ, τ) takes a point of space–time with coordinates x1, x2, x3, t
to another point with coordinates x′

1, x
′
2, x

′
3, t

′ given by

�x
′ = R�x + �vt + �ξ, (2.B.19)

t
′ = t + τ, (2.B.20)

where R ∈ SO(3), �ξ and �v are fixed vectors in R
3, and τ is a real constant. The resulting group

multiplication law is

G(R2, �v2, �ξ2, τ2)G(R1, �v1, �ξ1, τ1)
= G(R2R1, R2�v1 + �v2, R2�ξ1 + �ξ2 + �v2τ1, τ2 + τ1). (2.B.21)

The one-parameter sub-groups are rotations about a fixed axis, transformations to frames moving
in a fixed direction, displacements of the origin in a fixed direction, and time displacements. These
correspond to fixed axes of rotation for R (three sub-groups), fixed directions of �v (three sub-groups),
fixed directions of �ξ (three sub-groups) and time displacements (one sub-group). The Galilei group is
hence 10-dimensional. The commutation relations for its Lie algebra, when realized on phase-space
(e.g. the cotangent bundle of R

3), are

{Mα,Mβ} = εαβγMγ , (2.B.22)

{Mα, Pβ} = εαβγPγ , (2.B.23)

{Mα, Gβ} = εαβγGγ , (2.B.24)

{H,Gα} = −Pα, (2.B.25)

{Mα, H} = {Pα, Gβ} = {Gα, Gβ} = {Pα, Pβ} = {Pα, H} = 0, (2.B.26)
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where Mα is the infinitesimal generator of rotations about the α-axis, Gα of Galilei transformations
to frames moving in the fixed α-direction, Pα of displacements of the origin in the α-direction and
H of time displacements.

Lorentz and Poincaré groups

The Lorentz group is defined with the Euclidean metric g being replaced by the Minkowski metric
η in (2.B.15). One still has η(Tx, Ty) = η(x, y), and by virtue of the signature of the metric, if one
writes

T ≡

α0 α1 α2 α3
β0 β1 β2 β3
γ0 γ1 γ2 γ3
δ0 δ1 δ2 δ3

 (2.B.27)

one finds
η(α, α) = −1, η(β, β) = η(γ, γ) = η(δ, δ) = 1, (2.B.28)

η(ρ, σ) = 0 ∀ρ �= σ, (2.B.29)

for all ρ, σ = α, β, γ, δ. These 10 independent conditions determine a six-parameter group in the
16-dimensional space of 4 × 4 matrices. On adding to this the linear homogeneous transformations
known as space–time translations one obtains the Poincaré group. More precisely, this is the abstract
group isomorphic to the geometric group of transformations of a ‘world point’ (�r, t) as follows.

(i) Space displacements: �r′ = �r + �a, t′ = t.

(ii) Time displacements: �r′ = �r, t′ = t + b.

(iii) Moving frames:

�r
′ =

(�v ∧ �r) ∧ �v

v2
+

�v

v2

�v · �r − v2t√
1 − v2

, |�v| < 1, (2.B.30)

t
′ =

t − �v · �r√
1 − v2

. (2.B.31)

(iv) Space rotations: �r ′ = R �r, t′ = t.
If we represent the general transformation by T (�a, b, �v, R), with the convention

T (�a, b, �v, R) = T (�a, 0,�0, 1I)T (�0, b,�0, 1I)T (�0, 0, �v, 1I)T (�0, 0,�0, R), (2.B.32)

the effect of a general transformation on (�r, t) is

�r
′ = �a +

(�v ∧ R�r) ∧ �v

v2
+

�v

v2

�v · R�r − v2t√
1 − v2

, (2.B.33)

t
′ = b +

t − �v · R�r√
1 − v2

. (2.B.34)

Actually the group that we have so far defined is the connected Lie group, since we have not con-
sidered the inversion operations

Rp : �r
′ = −�r, t

′ = t,

RT : �r
′ = �r, t

′ = −t,

RTRp = RS : �r
′ = −�r, t

′ = −t.

Thus, the group we have defined may be more properly called the connected proper inhomogeneous
orthochronous Lorentz group. We refer to this briefly as the Poincaré group.

One can exhibit an inverse for every element T (�a, b, �v, R) and show that a multiplication exists
which is associative so that one has a group; moreover the composition functions zr ≡ fr(x, y), with
x = (�a, b, �v, R), etc. are differentiable functions of x and y, so that the system thus defined is a Lie
group with 10 parameters, which is clearly non-commutative. The 10 generators in the Lie algebra
are defined with the help of a Poisson bracket on T∗

R
4 as:

�P = {Pj} , j = 1, 2, 3; space displacement,

H = P0, time displacement,

�K = {Kj} , j = 1, 2, 3; moving frames,

�J = {Jj} , j = 1, 2, 3; space rotations.
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The composition law for the Poincaré group is then equivalent to the following bracket relations for
the generators:

{Pj , Pk} = 0, {Pj , H} = 0, {Kj , Pk} = δjkH, {Jj , Pk} = εjklPl, (2.B.35)

{Kj , H} = Pj , {Jj , H} = 0, (2.B.36)

{Kj , Kk} = −εjklJl, {Jj , Kk} = εjklKl, (2.B.37)

{Jj , Jk} = εjklJl. (2.B.38)

From our experience with the rotation, Euclidean and Galilei groups, we know that, as applied to
dynamical systems, generally the infinitesimal generators (i.e. the elements of the Lie algebra) have
an immediate physical interpretation. We then expect a similar situation to also arise for the Poincaré
group. By the close correspondence with the Galilei group, we identify �P with linear momentum,
H with the energy and �J with the angular momentum. We may also consider �K to be a relativistic
‘moment’. Bearing this in mind we may now look at the Poisson-bracket relations; the generators
now play a dual role. On the one hand, they represent generators of infinitesimal transformations
and on the other hand, they represent physical quantities. Thus, the Poisson-bracket relations

{Jj , Pk} = εjklPl

may be interpreted either as stating that the linear momentum transforms like a vector under a
rotation (i.e. the increment in �P in an infinitesimal rotation is at right angles to itself and the axis
of rotation) or as stating that the angular momentum increases by a quantity proportional to the
normal component of momentum under a displacement. Similarly, the first of the relations (2.B.36)
may be taken to mean that the energy changes on transforming to a moving frame by a quantity
proportional to the component of linear momentum along the direction of relative velocity. Equally
well it may be taken to mean that the relativistic moment �K is not a constant but changes linearly
with respect to time by a quantity proportional to the linear momentum.

Unitary group

The unitary matrices A of degree n form the elements of the n2-parameter unitary group U(n),
which leaves the Hermitian form

∑n
i=1 ziz

∗
i invariant.

Since the unitarity of the matrices A requires that AA† = A†A = 1I, the range of the matrix
elements aij is restricted by the requirement that∑

l

aila
∗
lj = δij , (2.B.41)

and hence |aij |2 ≤ 1. Thus, in this case the domain of the n2 parameters is bounded, and U(n) is
found to be a compact group.

Appendix 2.C
Some basic geometrical operations

In this appendix we also use the following geometrical concepts.

(i) Exterior product of forms. Given two 1-forms A = aµ dxµ and B = bν dxν , their exterior product,
denoted by the wedge symbol, is defined as

A ∧ B ≡ aµbν dxµ ∧ dxν =
1
2
(aµbν − aνbµ) dxµ ∧ dxν

, (2.C.1)

where

dxµ ∧ dxν = det
(

dxµ 0
0 dxν

)
. (2.C.2)

The exterior product generalizes the vector product to any number of dimensions and moreover has
the advantage of being associative, unlike the vector product. One has

(A ∧ B) ∧ C = A ∧ (B ∧ C) = aµbνcρ dxµ ∧ dxν ∧ dxρ
. (2.C.3)
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Furthermore, for forms of any degree one finds

α ∧ β = (−1)|α||β|
β ∧ α, (2.C.4)

where |α| and |β| are the degrees of the forms α and β, respectively.

(ii) Exterior derivative of forms. For any 1-form g df , the differential operator d, called the exterior
derivative, is extended by setting

d(g df) = dg ∧ df, (2.C.5)

and, in general,

d(α ∧ β) = dα ∧ β + (−1)|α|
α ∧ dβ. (2.C.6)

(iii) Contraction (or inner multiplication) of forms. Given a 1-form df and a vector field X, they
can be contracted to yield a function h, which is written as

h ≡ iX df ≡ df(X) = X
k ∂f

∂xk
, (2.C.7)

where the last equality holds in a local chart. If α and β are 1-forms, their wedge product previously
defined is the 2-form α ∧ β such that

iX(α ∧ β) = (iXα)β − (iXβ)α. (2.C.8)

The operation of contraction can be further extended to forms of higher degree. For example, if α is
an n-form and β a p-form, then

iX(α ∧ β) = (iXα) ∧ β + (−1)nα ∧ (iXβ). (2.C.9)

Note that iX(α∧β) is itself a form, of degree n+ p− 1, so that contraction (or inner multiplication)
is a degree-lowering operation on forms.

(iv) Lie derivatives. The action of a first-order differential operator on functions is called Lie deriva-
tive. For example, if X is the vector field given in Eq. (2.A.18), one defines

LXf ≡ F
∂f

∂x
+ G

∂f

∂y
. (2.C.10)

The notation LX is used when the definition of a Lie derivative is extended to tensor fields. The
action of LX is indeed extended to forms and to tensors by setting

LX df = dLXf, (2.C.11)

and requiring that the Leibniz rule with respect to tensor product should be satisfied, i.e.

LX

(
a df ⊗ dg

)
=
(
LXa

)
df ⊗ dg + a

(
dLX f

)
⊗ dg

+ a df⊗
(

dLX g

)
. (2.C.12)

One then finds

LX

(
df ∧ dg

)
=
(

dLX f

)
∧ dg + df∧

(
dLX g

)
. (2.C.13)

It is possible to extend the Lie derivative to vector fields by setting (see appendix 2.A)

(LXY )(f) ≡ LX(LY f) − LY (LXf) ≡ L[X,Y ]f. (2.C.14)

Using the Leibniz rule we can extend the Lie derivative to any tensor field (being formed with tensor
products of forms and vector fields). A fundamental identity is the Cartan identity, which is known
to provide a rule for the evaluation of the Lie derivative along a vector field X by composing the
action of iX with the exterior differentiation as follows:

LX = iX d + d iX . (2.C.15)

The two derivations coincide on functions and both commute with the exterior derivative. Both are
extended to forms using the Leibniz rule, therefore they coincide on forms. It should be noticed that
LX is defined on all tensor fields, while iX d + d iX is defined on forms only.

As an example of the application of these structures, consider rotations in the plane. They are
expressed by (

x(θ)
y(θ)

)
=
(

cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

)(
x
y

)
. (2.C.16)
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The orbit is a circle, because

x
2(θ1) + y

2(θ1) = x
2(θ2) + y

2(θ2), ∀ θ1, θ2. (2.C.17)

If Eq. (2.C.16) is viewed as expressing a flow, we can ask which is the differential equation having
x(θ) and y(θ) as the solution, i.e.[ d

dθ

(
x(θ)
y(θ)

)]
θ=0

=
(

0 1
−1 0

)(
x
y

)
. (2.C.18)

This equation is solved by exponentiation, bearing in mind that

exp
[
θ

(
0 1
−1 0

)]
= cos θ

(
1 0
0 1

)
+ sin θ

(
0 1
−1 0

)
. (2.C.19)

Eq. (2.C.18) can also be expressed by means of a vector field

Γ ≡ a
∂

∂x
+ b

∂

∂y
=

d
dθ

, (2.C.20)

and one finds the following Lie derivatives:

LΓx =
d
dθ

x(θ)
∣∣∣∣
θ=0

= y, (2.C.21)

LΓy =
d
dθ

y(θ)
∣∣∣∣
θ=0

= −x. (2.C.22)

Thus, the vector field

Γ ≡ y
∂

∂x
− x

∂

∂y
(2.C.23)

is the infinitesimal generator of rotations in the plane. It is a tensor quantity, and hence is independent
of any choice of coordinates.

Digression. The transition from the algebra to the Lie group is achieved by solving a simul-
taneous set of first-order differential equations. Each equation gives rise to a one-parameter group
of transformations, and the different parameters of the equations determine the parameters of the
Lie group of transformations. When the differential equations can be written as linear differential
equations, the solutions are simply found by exponentiation, i.e. ẋ = Ax is solved by x(t) = etAx0,
where x0 is the initial condition. If we replace A with the associated vector field XA ≡ A k

j ξj ∂

∂ξk
,

when considering the Taylor expansion of the exponential we need to make sense of expressions
such as XA · XA · · · ·XA appearing in the series expansion. When the full Lie group is considered
we encounter expressions such as Xa · Xb · · · ·Xc. When these expressions are considered for a Lie
algebra, independent of the particular way we realize its elements (i.e. matrices, vector fields or other
structures), the previous expressions give rise to the notion of enveloping algebra. Given a Lie algebra
g, we introduce its tensor algebra T (g) ≡

∑
r T r(g), with T 1(g) ≡ g, T 2(g) ≡ g ⊗ g, and so on. Any

realization ρ of g extends to a realization of T (g) by setting

ρ(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xk) ≡ ρ(x1) · · · ρ(xk).

Since ρ is a realization, the induced ρ is identically vanishing on the ideal J(g) of T (g) (i.e. a sub-set
of T (g) closed under multiplication by all the elements of T (g)) generated by elements of the form

X ⊗ Y − Y ⊗ X − [X,Y ].

Therefore it is effective on the quotient T (g)/J(g). This quotient is called the universal enveloping
algebra of g and is denoted by U(g).

Casimir elements of the Lie algebra g are elements of U(g) and belong to the centre of U(g). It is
an important property that every unitary representation of a Lie group G gives rise to a self-adjoint
representation of its Lie algebra g. The representatives of the Casimir elements, called Casimir oper-
ators, commute with all representatives of G and generate an Abelian algebra. Thus, by virtue of the
Schur lemma (Wybourne 1974), in an irreducible representation every Casimir operator is a multi-
ple of the identity operator. Such numbers make it possible to label the irreducible representation.
In particular, the universal enveloping algebra of the Poincaré group has two independent Casimir
elements. They are interpreted in terms of mass and a particular kind of angular momentum (the
latter being called spin in the language of chapter 6).
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Appendix 2.D
Space–time

The unification of space and time into a four-dimensional continuum seems to reflect all we know
about the structure of our world up to scales of order 10−13 cm (Hawking and Ellis 1973).

Aristotelian space–time, where both space and time are absolute, is simply the Cartesian product
R

4 = R
3 × R, where R stands for time and R

3 for space. Usually it is taken to be equipped with a
Euclidean structure. Linear transformations preserving the Euclidean structure constitute the group
of Euclidean motions.

Galilean and Newtonian space–times differ from Aristotelean space–time in that time remains
absolute but space becomes relativistic. It is not a Cartesian product but there is a projection
t : R

4 → R, which associates with any event m ∈ R
4 the corresponding instant of time t = t(m). The

inverse image t−1(a) is the space of simultaneous events in R
4. The group of motions of Galilean

space that preserves the structure defined by the projection and the Euclidean structure on every
t−1(a), a ∈ R, is the 10-parameter Galilean group.

The space–time of the Einstein theory of special relativity is known as Minkowski space–time.
Here the space of events is endowed with a Minkowski metric, and the group of motions preserving
this metric is the inhomogeneous Lorentz group (also called the Poincaré group). Eventually, the
Einstein theory of gravitation, known as general relativity, is characterized by a metric of Lorentzian
signature (−,+,+,+) (also called of hyperbolic type), and is associated with the group of smooth
coordinate transformations, i.e. space–time diffeomorphisms.

Appendix 2.E
From Newton to Euler–Lagrange

In Newtonian mechanics, the equations of motion are written as second-order differential equations
(Newton 1999)

m
d2xi

dt2
= F

i

(
x,

dx
dt

)
. (2.E.1)

With these equations we associate a set of first-order differential equations of the form
d
dt

x
i = v

i
, (2.E.2)

d
dt

(mv
i) = F

i
. (2.E.3)

On the other hand, with any set of first-order differential equations we can associate a first-order
differential operator, for which the action on functions is given by

d
dt

f =
∂f

∂xi

dxi

dt
+

∂f

∂vi

dvi

dt
. (2.E.4)

If d
dtm vanishes, one obtains from Eqs. (2.E.2)–(2.E.4) that

d
dt

f =
(
v
i ∂

∂xi
+

F i

m

∂

∂vi

)
f, (2.E.5)

and hence df
dt is nothing but the Lie derivative of f along the vector field (see appendices 2.A and

2.C)

Γ ≡ v
i ∂

∂xi
+

F i

m

∂

∂vi
. (2.E.6)
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Equations (2.E.2) and (2.E.3) show that all (time-independent) mechanical systems of Newtonian
type can be described by systems of equations of the form

ẏ = f(y),

where (y) ≡ (x, v). The set of solutions of such equation defines the flow of the dynamical system
associated with the map

y ∈ R
2n → f(y) ∈ R

2n
.

An important theorem guarantees that if, for some y0 ∈ R
2n, one has f(y0) �= 0, the flow in a

neighbourhood of y0 can be described as a ‘uniform rectilinear motion’, provided a suitable choice
of coordinate system is made. One then achieves what is called the straightening of the flow (this
idea is exploited in section 2.3). The required change of coordinates will ‘mix’, in general, positions
and velocities.

In a Lagrangian formulation, the variational problem, that requires the stationarity of the action
functional under suitable boundary conditions, leads to the Euler–Lagrange equations (Lagrange
1788)

d
dt

∂L
∂vi

− ∂L
∂xi

= 0, (2.E.7)

where L is the Lagrangian, and the relation between positions xi and velocities vi is that given
in Eq. (2.E.2). With our notation, the differential of L, assumed to be a function of positions and
velocities only, reads as

dL =
∂L
∂xi

dxi +
∂L
∂vi

dvi
. (2.E.8)

Thus, if we multiply Eq. (2.E.7) by dxi, use the Leibniz rule and bear in mind that

d
dt

dxi = d
d
dt

x
i = dvi

, (2.E.9)

we obtain the intrinsic (i.e. coordinate-independent) form of the Euler–Lagrange equations, for a
time-independent Lagrangian, as

d
dt

(
∂L
∂vi

dxi

)
− dL = 0. (2.E.10)

This property shows that Euler–Lagrange equations are naturally expressed in terms of differential
forms, while Newton equations involve vector fields in the first place.

In general, the Euler–Lagrange equations cannot be given a Newtonian form. This crucial point
can be appreciated by writing in explicit form the action of d

dt on ∂L
∂vi in (2.E.7), which leads to

∂2L
∂vi∂vj

dvj

dt
+

∂2L
∂vi∂xj

dxj

dt
− ∂L

∂xi
= 0. (2.E.11)

It is now clear that, if

det
(

∂2L
∂vi∂vj

)
�= 0, (2.E.12)

it is possible to express d
dtv

j from (2.E.11) and hence cast the Euler–Lagrange equations in New-
tonian form. However, in many relevant physical applications the condition (2.E.12) is not satisfied
(e.g. the relativistic free particle, Abelian and non-Abelian gauge theories, Einstein’s theory of grav-
itation). The converse problem, i.e. providing a Lagrangian description for a given set of Newtonian
equations of motion, is highly non-trivial and is known as the inverse problem in the calculus of
variations (Morandi et al. 1990).

A physical system S is said to have a symmetry property if it is invariant under an invertible map,
which is called a symmetry (transformation) of S. The identity, the inverse and the composition of
symmetry transformations are symmetries, and hence the set of all symmetries of S forms a group
called the symmetry group of S.

Symmetries are very often connected with constants of motion (conservation laws) via a La-
grangian description. To exhibit this link, we multiply (2.E.7) by some functions Ai depending on
the x coordinates. We denote by δAL the following expression:

δAL ≡ A
i ∂L
∂xi

+
dAi

dt
∂L
∂vi

= A
i ∂L
∂xi

+
∂Ai

∂xj
v
j ∂L
∂vi

. (2.E.13)

The above procedure, jointly with the Leibniz rule, leads to

d
dt

(
A

i ∂L
∂vi

)
− δAL = 0. (2.E.14)
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When δAL = df
dt , we find a version of Noether’s theorem, i.e.

d
dt

(
A

i ∂L
∂vi

− f

)
= 0. (2.E.15)

Thus, Ai ∂L
∂vi − f is a constant of motion. It should be stressed that in general, in Eq. (2.E.15), Ai is

not required to be a function only of positions xi. When this is the case we say we are dealing with
infinitesimal point transformations. For example, if

A
i = ẋ

i =
dxi

dt
, (2.E.16)

then Eq. (2.E.13) leads to

δAL = ẋ
i ∂L
∂xi

+
dẋi

dt
∂L
∂ẋi

=
d
dt

L, (2.E.17)

and one finds
d
dt

(
ẋ
i ∂L
∂ẋi

− L
)

= 0, (2.E.18)

i.e. a conservation of ‘energy’ for time-independent Lagrangians.



3
Wave equations

A physics-oriented review is first given of wave equations: examples, the
Cauchy problem, solutions in various coordinates, their symmetries, how
to build a wave packet. Fourier analysis and dispersion relations are then
introduced, and here the key tool is the symbol of differential operators,
which makes it possible to study them in terms of algebraic polynomials
involving cotangent-bundle variables. Further basic material deals with
geometrical optics from the wave equation, phase and group velocity (and
their dual relationship in momentum space), the Helmholtz equation and
the eikonal approximation for the scalar wave equation.

The Schrödinger equation is then derived with emphasis on the wave
packet and its relation to classical behaviour in the light of the Einstein–
de Broglie relation. For this purpose, it is shown that it is possible to build
a wave packet for which the wave-like properties manifest themselves
for distances of the order of atomic dimensions. The Fourier transform
with respect to time of the wave packet obeys the stationary Schrödinger
equation, while the wave function is found to obey a partial differential
equation which is of first order in time.

3.1 The wave equation

The wave equation occurs in several branches of classical physics, e.g. the
theory of sound, electromagnetic phenomena in vacuum and in material
media, and elastic vibrations of material bodies. We consider first the sim-
plest situation, i.e. the propagation of waves in a homogeneous, isotropic
and stationary medium. Propagation is characterized by the refractive
index n, a quantity that is independent of the point in space-time. If c
represents a fundamental velocity (c is the velocity of sound in acoustics,

86
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and the velocity of light in electrodynamics) one can write

�u =

(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2

)
u =

n2

c2
∂2u

∂t2
, (3.1.1)

or
u = 0, (3.1.2)

where a fourth coordinate x0 ≡ ct is introduced to write

u =

(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2
− n2 ∂2

∂x2
0

)
u = 0. (3.1.3)

Many other partial differential equations arise in the description of partic-
ular physical phenomena. For example, one can study the Laplace equa-
tion

�u = 0 (3.1.4)

or the Poisson equation
�u = −ρ. (3.1.5)

The latter is known, in the theory of gravitation, as the expression of
the field-theoretical approach, as opposed to the action-at-a-distance ap-
proach of Newton. The operator � is known as the Laplace operator. In
Cartesian coordinates in R3 it reads as

� ≡ ∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2
, (3.1.6)

while its coordinate-free definition is

� ≡ div grad. (3.1.7)

These same equations are fundamental for electrostatic and magnetic
fields.

In the general theory of elasticity one has, as a special case, the equation
for the transverse vibrations of a thin disc:

�2u = − 1
c2

∂2u

∂t2
, (3.1.8)

with

�2 ≡ �� =
∂4

∂x4
+ 2

∂4

∂x2∂y2
+

∂4

∂y4
, (3.1.9)

where, for dimensional reasons, c does not stand for the velocity of sound
in the elastic material, as it does in acoustics. Analogously, the equation
for an oscillating elastic rod is

∂4u

∂x4
= − 1

c2
∂2u

∂t2
. (3.1.10)
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Another type of equations arise in equalization processes. As a chief
representative one may mention the heat equation (equalization of energy
differences). One should point out that diffusion (equalization of differ-
ences of material densities), elastic conduction (equalization of potential
differences) all follow the same pattern. These equations are represented
by

�u =
1
k

∂u

∂t
, (3.1.11)

where k is the thermal conductivity.
All previous equations display similarities that result from the invari-

ance under rotations and translations. Such invariance properties hold
because we are dealing with isotropic and homogeneous media. The dif-
ferential operator associated with this invariance is the Laplacian �. In
the case of the space-time invariance of relativity this role is played by
the d’Alembert operator . For the case of an anisotropic medium, the
Laplacian is replaced by the operator

v2
x

∂2

∂x2
+ v2

y

∂2

∂y2
+ v2

z

∂2

∂z2
.

The coefficients of second derivatives may also depend on position in
inhomogeneous media. An example is provided by light propagation in
the atmosphere.

3.2 Cauchy problem for the wave equation

In this section we consider the solutions of the homogeneous and isotropic
wave equations by means of the Fourier transform. For this purpose, we
consider the Cauchy problem(

�− 1
v2

∂2

∂t2

)
u(�x, t) = 0, (3.2.1)

u(�x, 0) = ϕ0(�x), (3.2.2)

∂u

∂t
(�x, 0) = ϕ1(�x), (3.2.3)

where u(�x, t) is a wave function, � is the Laplacian in Cartesian coordi-
nates on R3 and v (having dimension of velocity) is taken to be constant.
The problem is well posed if the initial data ϕ0 and ϕ1 are sufficiently
regular.

The crucial step in our analysis is the Fourier transform of Eq. (3.2.1)
with respect to the spatial variable, i.e.

(2π)−3/2
∫

R3
e−i�k·�x � u(�x, t) d3x
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= (2π)−3/2
∫

R3

1
v2

e−i�k·�x∂
2u

∂t2
(�x, t) d3x. (3.2.4)

To ensure that all the operations we are performing are meaningful, we
assume that u(�x, t) is a C∞ function that decreases rapidly at infinity
with respect to the �x variable, for all values of t. Moreover, we assume
that the absolute values of the first and second derivatives of u with
respect to t remain smaller than some functions f1 and f2, which are
integrable on R3, for all finite intervals (0, T ). The latter assumption is
a sufficient condition for us to be able to interchange the operations of
second derivative with respect to t and integration over R3.

If such conditions are satisfied, one finds, from the definition of the
Fourier transform:

ũ(�k, t) ≡ (2π)−3/2
∫

R3
e−i�k·�xu(�x, t) d3x, (3.2.5)

the equation (see the left-hand side of (3.2.4))

(2π)−3/2
∫

R3
e−i�k·�x � u(�x, t) d3x = −k2ũ(�k, t), (3.2.6)

and, eventually, (
1
v2

∂2

∂t2
+ k2

)
ũ(�k, t) = 0, (3.2.7)

with v2 independent of x, in that ∂v2

∂x = 0. The general solution of Eq.
(3.2.7) is

ũ(�k, t) = A(�k)e−iωt + B(�k)eiωt, (3.2.8)

where ω ≡ kv.
We now have to take the Fourier transforms of our initial data, i.e.

ũ(�k, 0) = ϕ̃0(�k), (3.2.9)

∂ũ

∂t
(�k, 0) = ϕ̃1(�k). (3.2.10)

On using (3.2.8), this leads to

ϕ̃0(�k) = A(�k) + B(�k), (3.2.11)

ϕ̃1(�k) = iω
[
B(�k) −A(�k)

]
, (3.2.12)

and hence

A(�k) =
1
2

[
ϕ̃0(�k) +

i
ω
ϕ̃1(�k)

]
, (3.2.13)

B(�k) =
1
2

[
ϕ̃0(�k) − i

ω
ϕ̃1(�k)

]
. (3.2.14)
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Last, on anti-transforming, one finds

u(�x, t) = (2π)−3/2
[∫

R3
A(�k)ei(�k·�x−ωt) d3k

+
∫

R3
B(�k)ei(�k·�x+ωt) d3k

]
, (3.2.15)

and it is now possible to prove that such a function solves the Cauchy
problem given by (3.2.1)–(3.2.3).

3.3 Fundamental solutions

The previous section describes how to approach in rigorous terms the
solution of the wave equation by a Fourier transform. The underlying
idea is that the space of solutions is a vector space because the equation
is linear, and therefore it makes sense to look for a basis of this vector
space (we have used monochromatic plane waves). Of course, in infinite
dimensions the use of bases in vector spaces is much more subtle than in
finite dimensions (more relevant than the question of convergence, when
we deal with infinite sums, is the question of completeness of the system
of functions used as a basis). For instance, if the function u is meant to
represent the electric and magnetic field, it is meaningful to require that
it should be square integrable, but if it represents the vector potential this
requirement is not justified. In this section we consider other solutions of
the wave equations which may exhibit other features.

3.3.1 Wave equations in spherical polar coordinates

Using the change of variables from Cartesian coordinates to spherical
polar coordinates x = r sin θ cosϕ, y = r sin θ sinϕ, z = r cos θ one obtains

u =
1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2∂u

∂r

)
+

1
r2 sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂u

∂θ

)
+

1
r2 sin2 θ

∂2u

∂ϕ2
− n2

c2
∂2u

∂t2

= 0. (3.3.1)

It is also possible to use cylindrical coordinates

x = r cosϕ, y = r sinϕ, z = z

to obtain(
∂2

∂r2
+

1
r

∂

∂r
+

1
r2

∂2

∂ϕ2
+

∂2

∂z2
− n2

c2
∂2

∂t2

)
u = 0. (3.3.2)
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For the spherically symmetric solutions one easily finds that

u(r, t) =
1
r
f

(
r − ct

n

)
+

1
r
g

(
r +

ct

n

)
. (3.3.3)

Here the first term represents an outgoing wave and the second term an
incoming wave. Similarly, one can find cylindrically symmetric solutions.
Less useful solutions are provided by functions such as

u =
1
6
(x2 + y2 + z2) − c2

n2
t2. (3.3.4)

What we would like to stress in this section is that, because the same
mathematical equation may describe different physical phenomena, de-
pending on the identification of physical variables we will find that some
mathematical solutions may be disposed of by virtue of the physical in-
terpretation.

3.4 Symmetries of wave equations

It is quite usual (often justified by simplicity requirements) to find the
discussion of the wave equation in one space and one time dimension, i.e.(

n2

c2
∂2

∂t2
− ∂2

∂x2

)
u = 0. (3.4.1)

This equation is usually rewritten in the form(
n

c

∂

∂t
− ∂

∂x

) (
n

c

∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x

)
u = 0, (3.4.2)

which shows that

u = f

(
x− c

n
t

)
+ g

(
x +

c

n
t

)
(3.4.3)

is a general solution.
Since any unit vector in R3 can be transformed into any other by per-

forming a rotation, it is clear that, by virtue of the rotational invariance
of the d’Alembert operator, if R represents the rotation

R

 1
0
0

 =

 k1

k2

k3

 , (3.4.4)

one obtains

uR = f

(
k1x + k2y + k3z −

c

n
t

)
+ g

(
k1x + k2y + k3z +

c

n
t

)
. (3.4.5)
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More generally, we may apply any symmetry of the wave equation to any
one of the previous solutions to obtain new solutions. It is therefore quite
evident that knowledge of the full symmetry group of our equation may
be a powerful tool for generating solutions.

By exploiting the previous remark, we may transform the solution of
the Cauchy problem for the wave equation (3.2.1)–(3.2.3) for one space
dimension:

u(x, t) =
ϕ0(nx− ct) + ϕ0(nx + ct)

2

+
n

2c

∫ nx+ct

nx−ct
ϕ1(s) ds, (3.4.6)

into one in R4, provided that the initial conditions are also transformed.

3.5 Wave packets

Monochromatic plane waves (appendix 1.A), which have been used as a
family of fundamental solutions to build general ones, represent an ex-
cessive idealization, since they are everywhere in space and exist forever.
Actually, a wave occupies a bounded region of space at each given time,
and always has a limited duration. Such a wave is what we call a wave
packet. We use combinations

uk(x, t) = A(k)eik(x−vt) + B(k)eik(x+vt) (3.5.1)

to build wave packets

u(x, t) =
∫

R3
uk(x, t) d3k. (3.5.2)

The more sharply we want to ‘localize’ our solution in space, the larger
will be the number of monochromatic waves we have to use in the pro-
cess of building our packet. If δk = k2 − k1 is the width of the interval of
monochromatic waves we use and δx = x2 − x1 is the width of the inter-
val in space where our solution is localized, general results from Fourier
analysis imply that

(δk)(δx) ≥ 1. (3.5.3)

Any phenomenon dealing with waves therefore leads to a form of inde-
terminacy.

3.6 Fourier analysis and dispersion relations

The solution method based on Fourier analysis relies on the use of mono-
chromatic plane waves

φ(x, t) = ei(kx±ωt). (3.6.1)
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When they are used as a fundamental family of solutions one finds

∂2φ

∂t2
= −ω2φ,

∂2φ

∂x2
= −k2φ, (3.6.2)

and hence φ is an elementary solution of the wave equation (3.2.1) pro-
vided that

ω2n2 − k2c2 = 0. (3.6.3)

The optical phase-space 1-form k dx − ω dt that we have used in the
Einstein–de Broglie identification (section 1.2)

�p · d�x− E dt = h̄(�k · d�x− ωdt), (3.6.4)

evaluated along the solution φ, satisfies

−iφ−1 dφ = k dx− ω dt. (3.6.5)

The use of (k, ω) as additional variables with respect to (x, t) suggests
interpreting n2ω2

c2
−k2 as a function on T ∗R4 when is the d’Alembert

operator on R4. We can extend the map associating Eq. (3.6.3) with the
wave equation to any other partial differential equation.

3.6.1 The symbol of differential operators

Given any differential operator D on R4 we define a map

σ : D → σ(D) ≡ e−αkµx
µ

D eαkµx
µ

, (3.6.6)

with σ(D) ∈ F(T ∗R4), i.e. the set of functions on the cotangent bundle
of R4. For D = one obtains

σ( ) = α2
(
�k · �k − n2k2

0). (3.6.7)

For D = ∂4

∂x4 + n2

c2
∂2

∂t2
one finds

σ(D) = α4k4
x + α2n2k2

0. (3.6.8)

If the d’Alembert operator acquires a mass term, one has

σ( −m2
0c

2) = α2
(
�k · �k − n2k2

0

)
−m2

0c
2. (3.6.9)

By setting σ(D) = 0 one finds necessary conditions for eαkµx
µ

to be an
elementary solution of the corresponding differential equation Du = 0.
The function σ(D) is called the symbol of D and it represents a function
on T ∗R4 if D is a differential operator on R4. From the definition it
follows that σ is a linear map. The order of the differential operator
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becomes the degree of the polynomial in k for the function on T ∗R4. In
general,

D =
∑
m

am(x)
(

∂

∂x

)m

(3.6.10)

is mapped onto

σ(D) =
∑
m

am(x)αmkm. (3.6.11)

First-order differential operators such as �a · ∂
∂�x and ∂

∂x0
are mapped onto

α�a · �k and αk0, respectively. If �a is any constant vector, all operators
generated by taking powers of �a · ∂

∂�x and ∂
∂x0

with constant coefficients
constitute an associative algebra. The map σ becomes a map between
this algebra and the algebra of polynomials in k with constant coeffi-
cients. The map is a homomorphism of algebras and is invertible, i.e.
with any constant-coefficient polynomial on (R4)∗ ⊂ T ∗R4 it associates
a constant-coefficient differential operator.

It should be stressed that, since the algebra on the set of functions on
the cotangent bundle of R4 is always commutative, the homomorphism
is guaranteed whenever one considers the algebra of differential opera-
tors generated by using commuting generators, even if the coefficients
are not constant (for instance, as provided by any non-linear realization
of the translation group). We recall that T ∗R4 = R4 × (R4)∗, with lo-
cal coordinates (�x, t;�k, ω) can also be considered as the cotangent bundle
constructed on (R4)∗, i.e. using as ‘independent variables’ the momenta
instead of positions. In this way we would consider differential operators
with generators ∂

∂kµ
. The symbol then becomes a polynomial in the x

variables, and the associated canonical 1-form is xµ dkµ−tdω. By exploit-
ing this property, a Lagrangian sub-manifold of T ∗R4 may be identified
either as a graph of dW : R4 → T ∗R4 or as a graph of

dW̃ : (R4)∗ → T ∗(R4)∗.

The transition from one representation to the other is achieved via the
Fourier transform.

3.6.2 Dispersion relations

The use of complex-valued functions to describe elementary solutions and
to make a full use of Fourier analysis requires that we also accept complex-
valued functions on T ∗R4, and therefore as symbols. In particular, it
means that in Eq. (3.6.6) α can be a complex number, which is what we
assume here. The equation σ(D) = 0, associated with any operator on
R4, is usually called the dispersion relation. It shows how the frequency ω
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depends on the wave vector (and hence on the wavelength). For constant-
coefficient equations for which the solution may be written as a wave
packet

ψ(�x, t) =
∫

R3
A(k)ei[�k·�x−ω(k)t] d3k, (3.6.12)

with A being smooth and with compact support away from the origin:
A ∈ C∞

0 (R3), one has

∂ψ

∂t
=

∫
R3

−iω(k)A(k)ei[�k·�x−ω(k)t] d3k, (3.6.13)

∂ψ

∂xl
=

∫
R3

iklA(k)ei[�k·�x−ω(k)t] d3k, ∀l = 1, 2, 3. (3.6.14)

This leads to the following prescription for deriving the dispersion relation
associated to the equation Dψ = 0 (having set α = i):

∂

∂t
→ −iω,

∂

∂�x
→ i�k.

In the above expressions for ψ and its partial derivatives and throughout
the following presentation, we denote by d3k = dk1 dk2 dk3 the volume
element in the three-dimensional wave-vector space (which by the above
identification may be called the momentum space). We also have to stress
that (3.6.13) is not a four-dimensional Fourier integral as might be used
to give an integral representation of any function of the variables xµ.
The integral should be understood as being made on the sub-manifold
of R4 defined by σ(D) = 0, i.e. ω = ω(k). When this sub-manifold is in
one-to-one correspondence with R3 we may integrate over it and use the
measure d3k.

For the operator

D ≡
r∑

q=0

Bq
∂q

∂xq
+

s∑
j=0

Cj
∂j

∂tj
(3.6.15)

the dispersion relation therefore reads as
r∑

q=0

Bq(ik)q +
s∑

j=0

Cj(−iω(k))j = 0. (3.6.16)

And vice versa, if the dispersion relation is given, one can recover the
associated equation via the prescription

ω → i
∂

∂t
, �k → −i

∂

∂�x
.

With every form of the dispersion relation (σ(D; k, ω) being our nota-
tion for the symbol D in the coordinates k, ω)

σ(D; k, ω) = 0 (3.6.17)
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one can therefore associate a wave equation, along with a Hamilton–
Jacobi equation

σ

(
D;

(
∂W

∂�x
,
∂W

∂t

))
= 0. (3.6.18)

When the differential operators are no longer constant-coefficient opera-
tors, ordering problems arise in associating a differential operator with a
function on T ∗R4, but of course, the Hamilton–Jacobi equation remains
well defined. Various examples of dispersion relation are now given (while
the proper physical interpretation of some equations is postponed).

(a) The dispersion relation

ω(k) =
h̄k2

2m
(3.6.19)

leads to the non-relativistic wave equation(
ih̄

∂

∂t
+

h̄2

2m
�

)
ψ = 0. (3.6.20)

(b) The dispersion relation

ω = c
√
k2 + χ2, (3.6.21)

leads to the relativistic wave equation(
i
∂

∂t
− c

√
−� +χ2

)
ψ = 0. (3.6.22)

The ‘nice’ property of this equation is its first-order nature in the time
variable. However, it is non-linear in �, and hence it is very difficult to
extend it when external forces occur. This is a particular instance of the
Salpeter equation (Bethe and Salpeter 1957).

(c) On squaring up the dispersion relation (3.6.22) one finds the Klein–
Gordon equation (Klein 1926, Gordon 1926)(

− χ2
)
ψ = 0. (3.6.23)

(d) If one takes

ω = ±
√
α2k2 + β2 (3.6.24)

one finds the equation(
∂2

∂t2
− α2 ∂2

∂x2
+ β2

)
ϕ = 0. (3.6.25)
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(e) The choice
ω = ±γk2 (3.6.26)

leads to (
∂2

∂t2
+ γ2 ∂4

∂x4

)
ϕ = 0. (3.6.27)

(f) The dispersion relation

ω = αk − βk3 (3.6.28)

implies, for ϕ, the equation(
∂

∂t
+ α

∂

∂x
+ β

∂3

∂x3

)
ϕ = 0. (3.6.29)

(g) An integral equation for ϕ can also be obtained, e.g.

∂ϕ

∂t
+

∫ ∞

−∞
G(x− ξ)

∂ϕ

∂ξ
dξ = 0, (3.6.30)

where G, the kernel, is a given function. Equation (3.6.30) admits ele-
mentary solutions with amplitude A, frequency ω and wave number k,
i.e.

ϕ(x, t) = Aei(kx−ωt), (3.6.31)

provided that

−iωeikx +
∫ ∞

−∞
G(x− ξ)ikeikξ dξ = 0, (3.6.32)

which implies

C(k) ≡ ω

k
=

∫ ∞

−∞
G(η)e−ikη dη. (3.6.33)

The right-hand side of Eq. (3.6.33) is the Fourier transform of the kernel,
and hence from the inversion formula one finds

G(x− ξ) =
1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
C(k)eik(x−ξ) dk. (3.6.34)

It is thus possible to obtain any dispersion relation by choosing the kernel
G as the Fourier transform of the desired phase velocity. To go beyond
the class of constant-coefficient equations let us point out that, if the
elementary solutions are proportional to ei[�k·�x−ω(k)t], one can then write,
at least formally,

ϕ(�x, t) =
∫

R3
F (�k)ei[�k·�x−ω(k)t] d3k, (3.6.35)
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which is required to be a solution. The arbitrary function F can be chosen
in such a way as to satisfy the given initial (or boundary) conditions,
provided that such conditions are sufficiently regular to admit a Fourier
transform. If there exist n modes, with n distinct roots of ω(k), there will
be n distinct terms like the previous one, with n arbitrary functions F (�k).
It will then be appropriate to assign n initial conditions to determine the
solution. For example, if ω(k) = ±W (k), one has in one dimension

ϕ(x, t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
F1(k)ei[kx−W (k)t] dk+

∫ ∞

−∞
F2(k)ei[kx+W (k)t] dk, (3.6.36)

with initial conditions ϕ(x, 0) = ϕ0(x) and ∂ϕ
∂t (x, 0) = ϕ1(x). Taking into

account the initial conditions, we require that

ϕ0(x) =
∫ ∞

−∞
[F1(k) + F2(k)]eikx dk, (3.6.37)

ϕ1(x) = −i
∫ ∞

−∞
W (k)[F1(k) − F2(k)]eikx dk. (3.6.38)

The inverse formulae yield

F1(k) + F2(k) = φ0(k) =
1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
ϕ0(x)e−ikx dx, (3.6.39)

−iW (k)[F1(k) − F2(k)] = φ1(k) =
1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
ϕ1(x)e−ikx dx, (3.6.40)

and hence F1 and F2 are determined by

F1(k) =
1
2

[
φ0(k) + i

φ1(k)
W (k)

]
, (3.6.41)

F2(k) =
1
2

[
φ0(k) − i

φ1(k)
W (k)

]
. (3.6.42)

Since ϕ0(x) and ϕ1(x) are real-valued, one has φ0(−k) = φ∗
0(k) and

φ1(−k) = φ∗
1(k), where the star denotes complex conjugation. Hence it

follows that, for W (k) odd,

F1(−k) = F ∗
1 (k), F2(−k) = F ∗

2 (k), (3.6.43)

and for W (k) even:

F1(−k) = F ∗
2 (k), F2(−k) = F ∗

1 (k). (3.6.44)

Note that real-valued initial conditions lead to real-valued solutions. A
standard solution, from which the other can be derived, is obtained by
imposing that

ϕ0(x) = δ(x), ϕ1(x) = 0. (3.6.45)
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This implies that F1(k) = F2(k) = 1
4π , and hence

ϕ(x, t) =
1
π

∫ ∞

0
(cos kx)[cosW (k)t] dk. (3.6.46)

Of course, this formal integral should be interpreted within the framework
of generalized functions, i.e. distribution theory.

3.7 Geometrical optics from the wave equation

We may now use the transition from Hamilton equations to Lagrange
equations to find the usual description of geometrical optics as discussed
in section 2.8. Starting with the operator

≡ �− n2

c2
∂2

∂t2
, (3.7.1)

and using the symbol σ : → σ( ) defined by

σ( ) ≡ e−i(�k·�x−ωt) ei(�k·�x−ωt) (3.7.2)

one finds

σ( ) = (i�k)2 − n2

c2
(−iω)2 =

n2ω2

c2
− (�k)2. (3.7.3)

This function on T ∗R4 can be used to define the Hamilton equations of
motion associated with the symplectic structure

d�k ∧ d�x− dω ∧ dt

and the Hamilton–Jacobi equation associated with the zero-level set

Σ0 ≡
{
(ω,�k) : σ( ) = 0

}
⊂ T ∗R4.

One then has
n2

c2

(
∂W

∂t

)2

−
(
∂W

∂�x

)2

= 0, (3.7.4)

and
d�x
ds

=
∂σ( )

∂�k
,

dx0

ds
=

∂σ( )
∂ω

, (3.7.5)

d�k
ds

= −∂σ( )
∂�x

,
dω
ds

= −∂σ( )
∂x0

. (3.7.6)

If the refractive index is independent of x0 but depends on �x, one finds the
equations of motion restricted to Σ0. They are called the characteristic
and bicharacteristic equations, respectively. If one writes u(x) in the form

u(xµ) = a(xµ)eiW (xµ)ν
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with W the phase, a real-valued function, and a the amplitude, ν the
frequency, Eq. (3.7.4) provides us with a phase while the amplitude a is
evaluated by integration along the solutions of (3.7.5) and (3.7.6).

It is convenient to use the time-dependent formalism directly as devel-
oped in section 2.3 to take into account the restriction to Σ0. We set

h ≡ c2

2n2

(
k2
1 + k2

2 + k2
3

)
(3.7.7)

and find the associated Hamiltonian vector field (see Eq. (2.3.19))

Γh =
∂

∂t
+

1
n2

(
k1

∂

∂x
+ k2

∂

∂y
+ k3

∂

∂z

)
+

k2
1 + k2

2 + k2
3

n2

(
∂n

∂x

∂

∂k1
+

∂n

∂y

∂

∂k2
+

∂n

∂z

∂

∂k3

)
. (3.7.8)

If n is independent of time, one looks for solutions of the Hamilton–Jacobi
equation of the form

W = S(x, y, z) − ct. (3.7.9)

In this way one obtains the equation

gradS · gradS = n2, (3.7.10)

known as the eikonal equation. For any such solution, the space part of
the Hamiltonian vector field on R3 is given by

Γ =
1
n2

∂S

∂�x

∂

∂�x
, (3.7.11)

having replaced �k = ∂S
∂�x , because Γh is tangent to the graph of dW in

Σ0 ⊂ T ∗R4. The congruence of solutions defined by Γ represents the
‘rays’ associated with the ‘wave fronts’ in R3 defined by S = constant.

Remark. Having the Hamiltonian h we can use it to associate an optical
Lagrangian and repeat the analysis performed in section 2.8.

3.8 Phase and group velocity

For wave-like phenomena, the surface in space-time defined by the equa-
tion (with our notation, k0S expresses a function which reduces to the
familiar �k · �x when the refractive index n equals 1)

k0S − ωt = 0 (3.8.1)

defines for each t a surface in configuration space. When t varies we obtain
a family of surfaces in configuration space parametrized by t, i.e. the wave
front for which the location varies in time in agreement with S = ωt

k0
. The
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constant-phase surfaces in space-time are therefore characterized by the
equation

k0 dS − ωdt = 0, (3.8.2)

i.e.

k0
∂S

∂�x
d�x = ω dt, (3.8.3)

and this implies
∂S

∂�x

d�x
dt

=
ω

k0
, (3.8.4)

which yields the phase velocity

vf ≡ |d�x/dt| =
ω

k0

1
|grad S| =

ω

nk0
, (3.8.5)

because the vectors d�x
dt and ∂S

∂�x are parallel (from the Hamilton equations
d�x
dt = �p = ∂S

∂�x when evaluated for the particular solution of the Hamilton–
Jacobi equation). Such a property holds provided that the Hamiltonian
has the form p2

2m + V (x). It should be stressed that the phase velocity
is defined for any S, and its specific value depends on the particular
equation by requiring that the graph of

dS : M → T ∗M

should be contained in the sub-space defined by the dispersion relation.
Now consider two solutions Φ1 and Φ2 of the wave equation with

slightly different frequencies and moving along the x-axis with cosine
form, i.e.

Φ1 = A cos(ω1t− k1x), (3.8.6)

Φ2 = A cos(ω2t− k2x), (3.8.7)

where k1 ≡ 2π
λ1

and k2 ≡ 2π
λ2

. The amplitudes of Φ1 and Φ2 are taken to
coincide for simplicity. The superposition

Φ ≡ Φ1 + Φ2 (3.8.8)

exhibits some beats with total amplitude varying between 0 and 2A (cor-
respondingly, an amplitude modulation is said to occur). On setting

ω1 ≡ ω + ε, ω2 ≡ ω − ε, (3.8.9)

k1 ≡ k + α, k2 ≡ k − α, (3.8.10)

it is possible to express Φ in the form

Φ = 2A cos(εt− αx) cos(ωt− kx). (3.8.11)
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Such a superposition of solutions may therefore be viewed as a plane wave
with mean angular frequency ω and wavelength λ = 2π

k , but with variable
amplitude

A′ = 2A cos(εt− αx). (3.8.12)

This modulated amplitude travels with velocity

V =
ε

α
=

ω1 − ω2

k1 − k2

∼= dω
dk

≡ vg, (3.8.13)

which is called the group velocity.
For a thorough treatment, we should actually consider the wave packet

(here ν ≡ ω
2π , �κ ≡ �k

2π , and �r has components r1 = x, r2 = y, r3 = z)

u(�r, t) =
∫

R3
A(�κ)e−2πνit+2πi(κxx+κyy+κzz) d3κ, (3.8.14)

which is a superposition of plane waves with propagation vectors and
frequencies very close to each other, i.e. A(�κ) is significantly different
from zero only around some given value (see below). By construction, at
a given time t0 the wave packet is non-vanishing only in a narrow spatial
region around a point with coordinates (x0, y0, z0). On denoting by �κ0

the associated mean value of �κ one can therefore set

κl = κ0
l + δκl, ∀l = 1, 2, 3, (3.8.15)

and the frequency ν can be expressed, to a first approximation, by

ν = ν0 +
3∑

l=1

∂ν

∂κl
δκl, (3.8.16)

where the partial derivatives of ν are evaluated at the mean value of κ.
Upon making these approximations, the wave packet can be re-expressed
in the form (Majorana 1938)

u(�r, t) = eiρ
∫

R3
A(�κ) exp

[
2πi

3∑
l=1

δκl

(
rl − ∂ν

∂κl
t

)]
d3κ, (3.8.17)

where

ρ ≡ −2πν0t + 2π�κ0 · �r. (3.8.18)

The group velocity is the vector �v in R3 with components

vl ≡ ∂ν

∂κl
. (3.8.19)

Its meaning is that, up to the phase factor

eiϕ ≡ e−2πiν0t+2πi�κ0·τ�v, (3.8.20)
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the vibration u takes at time t + τ (at the point with position vector
�r + �vτ) the same value it had at �r at time t, i.e.

u(�r + �vτ, t + τ) = eiϕu(�r, t). (3.8.21)

Since u is assumed to represent a wave packet at time t, which is therefore
non-vanishing only as one gets closer and closer to �r, the group velocity
turns out to be the velocity at which the wave packet is effectively moving,
in a first approximation, without being deformed. For the modulus of the
group velocity one has, upon taking ν = ν(κx, κy, κz) = ν(κ),

v =
dν
dκ

=
dω
dk

. (3.8.22)

This differs from the phase velocity defined in Eq. (3.8.5), and the relation
among the two is given by

1
vg

=
dk
dω

=
d(nk0)

dω

=
d(ω/vf )

dω
=

1
vf

− ω

v2
f

dvf
dω

. (3.8.23)

This derivation of the group velocity depends specifically on the dynam-
ics, i.e. the surface Σ or the Hamiltonian H or the dispersion relation.
The relation between the group velocity and the phase velocity relies on
the fact that

grad(dS) ⊂ Σ

or that H is constant on the graph of dS.

Remark. We have seen that the phase velocity is associated with con-
stant-phase surfaces in R3, i.e. (we now set n = 1 for simplicity)

�k · d�x− ω dt = dW = 0,

implying �k · d�x
dt = ω. Here we have used the phase expressed in terms of

independent variables (�x, t), i.e. associated with

dW : R4 → T ∗R4.

If we use, instead, (�k, ω) ∈ (R4)∗ as independent variables, the same
sub-manifold in T ∗R4 may be represented as a graph

dW̃ : (R4)∗ → T ∗(R4)∗.

The associated constant-phase surface in ‘momentum space’ reads

dW̃ = �x · d�k − tdω = 0, (3.8.24)
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which implies that

�x = t
dω

d�k
. (3.8.25)

Thus, the group velocity dω

d�k
may also be viewed as the phase velocity in

momentum space.

3.9 The Helmholtz equation

If a partial differential equation is invariant under time translations, it is
possible to Fourier transform it with respect to time. Thus, if the wave
function u solves the wave equation (3.2.1), its partial Fourier transform
with respect to time is defined by

ϕ(�x, ω) ≡ 1√
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
u(�x, t)eiωt dt, (3.9.1)

so that, using an inverse transformation, u(�x, t) can be expressed as

u(�x, t) =
1√
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
ϕ(�x, ω)e−iωt dω. (3.9.2)

The sign +iω in Eq. (3.9.1) results from the convention (−,+,+,+) for
the Minkowski metric ηab, once we bear in mind that x0 = ct, k0 = ω

c ,
and

−ikbxb = −iηcdkcxd = −iη00k0x0 − iηprkpxr,

with p and r ranging from 1 to 3.
Another fundamental equation is obtained by expressing u(�x, t) accord-

ing to Eq. (3.9.2) in the wave equation (3.2.1). One then finds∫ ∞

−∞

[
�ϕ(�x, ω) +

ω2

v2
ϕ(�x, ω)

]
e−iωt dω = 0, (3.9.3)

which implies, for the Fourier transform with respect to time,(
� +

ω2

v2

)
ϕ(�x, ω) = 0. (3.9.4)

Equation (3.9.4) is known as the Helmholtz equation associated with the
wave equation (3.2.1). In mathematical language one can say that to the
wave equation, which is hyperbolic, one can associate an elliptic equation,
i.e. the Helmholtz equation, via a Fourier transform with respect to the
time.

If the parameter v depends on the frequency, for each fixed value of ω
the plane-wave elementary solutions are still given by Eq. (3.6.1). How-
ever, it is no longer true that the resulting wave function is the sum of
two functions of �x−�vt and �x+�vt. In physical language, one can say that
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the wave described by u(�x, t) changes its shape during the propagation.
The dispersion relation reads (as is clear from previous discussions, this
is connected with the surface Σ in T ∗R4)

ω(k) = ±kv(ω(k)), (3.9.5)

the crucial difference with respect to Eq. (3.6.3) now relies on the func-
tional dependence of v on ω(k). More precisely, in such a case it is the
single monochromatic component

Φ(�x, ω, t) ≡ ϕ(�x, ω)e−iωt (3.9.6)

that obeys the wave equation[
�− 1

v2(ω)
∂2

∂t2

]
Φ(�x, ω, t) = 0. (3.9.7)

This leads to the Helmholtz equation for ϕ(�x, ω):[
� +

ω2

v2(ω)

]
ϕ(�x, ω) = 0. (3.9.8)

3.10 Eikonal approximation for the scalar wave equation

If the velocity parameter v depends on both �x and ω(k), also the form
(3.9.5) of the dispersion relation is lost (in addition to the impossibility
of expressing u(�x, t) as the combination of two functions of �x − �vt and
�x + �vt). We only know that every monochromatic component obeys the
‘wave equation’ [

�− 1
v2(�x, ω)

∂2

∂t2

]
Φ(�x, ω, t) = 0, (3.10.1)

with a corresponding Helmholtz equation[
� +

ω2

v2(�x, ω)

]
ϕ(�x, ω) = 0. (3.10.2)

This analysis will find an important application in section 3.11, where the
arguments leading to the fundamental equation of wave mechanics will
be presented in detail.

It is of course easier to work with constant-coefficient partial differential
operators, and for example the existence of Green functions is guaranteed
by a theorem of Malgrange (1955) and Ehrenpreis (1954) (see section IX.5
of Reed and Simon (1975)). For operators with variable coefficients the
corresponding analysis is, in general, more difficult (Garabedian 1964).
However, if the relative variation of v(�x, ω) is much smaller than 1 over
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distances of the order of the wavelength, we may look for approximate
solutions of Eq. (3.10.1) in the form

Φ(�x, ω, t) = A(�x, ω)eiF (�x,t;�k,ω), (3.10.3)

where F is a real-valued function of its arguments �x, t,�k and ω. Of course,
Eq. (3.10.3) is the familiar Gauss expression of complex-valued quantities,
but the nature of the approximations will be made clear below. By virtue
of this ansatz, we can already say that the equation for F will involve
the coordinates of the cotangent bundle of R4. Moreover, we require that
the elementary solutions of our partial differential equation with variable
coefficients should reduce to

A(ω)ei[�k·�x−ω(k)t]

when v is a constant. The equation obeyed by u(�x, t) is in general integro-
differential (see problem 3.P2). In building the wave packet we look for a
fundamental system of solutions so that every solution can be expressed
through it. The insertion of the ansatz (3.10.3) into the wave equation
(3.10.1) leads to (with C.C. denoting complex conjugation){

A

[
(�A)
A

− (grad F )2 +
1
v2

(
∂F

∂t

)2
]

+ iA

[
2
(grad F ) · (grad A)

A
+ �F − 1

v2

∂2F

∂t2

]}
eiF

+ C.C. = 0. (3.10.4)

Hereafter we shall assume that the amplitude A is a slowly varying func-
tion, in that

|grad A|
|A| � 1

λ
, (3.10.5)

| �A|
|A| � 1

λ2
, (3.10.6)

where the spatial variation of the wavelength is taken to obey the restric-
tions

|grad λ| � 1, (3.10.7)

|λ(�λ)| � 1. (3.10.8)

One has now to split A into its real and imaginary parts. In particular,
if A is assumed to be real-valued one finds eventually the equations

(�A)
A

− (grad F )2 +
1
v2

(
∂F

∂t

)2

= 0, (3.10.9)
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2
(grad F ) · (grad A)

A
+ �F − 1

v2

∂2F

∂t2
= 0. (3.10.10)

Equations (3.10.9) and (3.10.10) ‘replace’ the dispersion relation when v
also depends on �x but has a small relative variation in the sense specified
above. If (�A)

A satisfies the inequality (3.10.6), these equations reduce to

(grad F )2 =
1

v2(�x, ω)

(
∂F

∂t

)2

. (3.10.11)

Moreover, if F is a linear function of t, one finds

(grad F ) · (grad A) = −1
2
A�F. (3.10.12)

The form of Eq. (3.10.12) suggests multiplying both sides by A, so that
it reads as

1
2
(grad F ) · (grad A2) = −1

2
A2 �F, (3.10.13)

which implies

div
(
A2grad F

)
= 0. (3.10.14)

Now on taking

F = k0S(�x, ω) − ω(k)t, (3.10.15)

Eq. (3.10.11) leads to the eikonal equation for S:

(grad S)2 =
ω2

v2(�x, ω)
1
k2
0

=
c2

v2(�x, ω)
≡ n2(�x, ω). (3.10.16)

Furthermore, if A is independent of �x so that we may choose an F of the
form �k · �x− ω(k)t, Eq. (3.10.9) reduces to

−k2 +
ω2

v2
= 0,

whereas Eq. (3.10.10) reduces to an identity. Note also that, by virtue of
(3.10.15), one finds

grad F = k0 grad S, (3.10.17)

and Eq. (3.10.14) may be re-expressed in the form

div
(
A2 grad S

)
= 0, (3.10.18)

since k0 is a constant. The quantity A2 gradS can be interpreted as the
analogue of the Poynting vector (Jackson 1975) for the scalar field ψ ≡
Ae−ik0S .
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3.10.1 Application: from the eikonal to the Schrödinger equation

We now recall from sections 2.3 the Hamilton–Jacobi equation of classical
mechanics:

H

(
x,

∂W

∂x

)
+

∂W

∂t
= 0, (3.10.19)

and we focus on the Hamilton principal function W = S(x, α) − Et
appropriate for the case when the Hamiltonian is independent of time:
H = p2

2m + V (x). Of course, α is the notation for the set of parameters
on which the complete integral of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation depends
in this case. Equation (3.10.19) can also be written, in Cartesian coordi-
nates, in the form

1
2m

[(
∂S

∂x

)2

+
(
∂S

∂y

)2

+
(
∂S

∂z

)2
]

+ V = E, (3.10.20)

or
(grad S)2 = 2m(E − V ). (3.10.21)

On the other hand, we know from the analysis of the scalar ‘wave equa-
tion’ with the velocity parameter depending on both position and fre-
quency that if the amplitude A satisfies the inequality (3.10.6) one finds
the eikonal equation (3.10.16), where S is defined by the ansatz (see Eqs.
(3.10.3) and (3.10.15))

Φ(�x, ω, t) = A(�x, ω)ei[k0S(�x,ω)−ωt]. (3.10.22)

The formal analogy between the eikonal equation and the Hamilton–
Jacobi equation for a particle in a potential is one of the properties that
suggests a wave mechanics might exist from which classical mechanics
can be obtained as a limit, in the same way that geometrical optics can
be obtained as a limit from wave optics (see figure 3.1). We are now going
to investigate in detail how a corresponding wave mechanics can be con-
structed. We will see that the construction is, by no means, unique, but
nevertheless consistent. The key elements of our analysis will be as follows.

(i) It is possible to build a wave packet such that the wave-like properties
manifest themselves for distances of the order of atomic dimensions.

(ii) The velocity of the wave packet is the group velocity, and it reduces,
in the classical limit, to the velocity of a classical particle.

(iii) The Fourier transform with respect to time of the wave packet obeys
a second-order differential equation, if one proceeds by analogy with the
properties of geometrical optics. Such an equation yields, in the eikonal
approximation, the Hamilton–Jacobi equation.
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Wave optics Wave mechanics

Geometrical optics Point particle mechanics

Wave packet Point mass

Pencilsof rays Collection of trajectories

Group velocity Velocity

Phase velocity No simple analogue

Refractive index Potential

Frequency Energy

Fig. 3.1 Optics–mechanics analogy.

(iv) The equation for the ‘wave function’ ψ(�x, t) can be assumed to be of
first order in time. At this point the analogy with classical wave equation
ceases.

The naturally occurring question is what should be the starting point
in the attempt to build a theory that describes wave-like properties. As
a first step, we consider waves, i.e. oscillating functions of time, by writ-
ing eif(x,t), where f(x, t) is expected to be related to Hamilton’s principal
function W , because W (x, t) is the analogue of the function which charac-
terizes the eikonal approximation. The f(x, t) we are looking for, however,
cannot be simply equal to W (x, t), because, by definition, W = S − Et,
which has dimensions of energy multiplied by time. For f to be dimension-
less we have thus to introduce a physical quantity that also has dimen-
sions of energy multiplied by time. The experiments described in chapter
1 suggest identifying this with the Planck constant h. Thus, the oscillat-
ing functions of time that we are going to consider are the exponentials
(cf. Eq. (2.6.1))

ei
[S(x,α)−Et]

h ,

which correspond to ei(k0S−ωt) (note that, instead of k0S (cf. Eq.
(3.10.15)), we now consider only S). With our notation, α denotes the
triple of parameters α1, α2, α3, with α3 ≡ E, and corresponding
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integration measure d3α ≡ dα1 dα2 dα3 = dα1 dα2 dE (see below). Since
we are aiming to build a wave-like theory, we use the functions written
above to build the wave packet

ψ(x, t) ≡
∫

A(α)ei
[S(x,α)−Et]

h d3α. (3.10.23a)

A fundamental remark is now in order: we are considering as funda-
mental quantities those of wave-like type, and hence we are going to build
a purely wave-like theory, where for the time being the concept of energy
does not occur. What is meaningful is the ratio E

h , which, for dimensional
reasons, is identified with a frequency ν. Only after showing that, in the
‘classical limit’, Eq. (3.10.23a) describes the motion of a particle, can the
quantity E be interpreted as the energy of the particle. Thus, we are not
studying a system with a definite energy, but rather a system with a given
set of frequencies. In other words, what is meaningful for us are wave-like
quantities, which, in a suitable classical limit, are reduced to classical
quantities. The fact that, in this classical limit, we want to recover the
Hamilton–Jacobi equation does not mean that E admits immediately to
a classical interpretation. Our limit in principle will give equations on the
optical phase space. Only from the Einstein–de Broglie relation can the
identification with ‘particle attributes’ be made.

Having stressed this crucial point we remark that, by virtue of our
notation for the α parameters, the wave packet can be written in the
form (cf. Schrödinger in Ludwig (1968))

ψ(x, t) =
∫

A(α1, α2, E)ei
[S(x,α1,α2,E)−Et]

h dα1 dα2 dE, (3.10.23b)

where S is a solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation for fixed values
of E,α1 and α2. Hereafter, whenever we mention the mean value of E
and of the wavelength, we mean what follows. The original wave packet is
obtained by integration over a continuous set of values of the parameter
E, where the integrand contains a function of E for which the values
differ substantially from 0 only in the neighbourhood of a certain value
E′. The corresponding mean frequency of the wave packet is

〈ν〉 ≡ E′

h
≡ 〈E〉

h
,

where the concept of mean frequency is actually already familiar from the
definition of group velocity in section 3.8. We thus want a certain mean
value 〈E〉 to equal the product of h with a certain mean frequency, but
some checks of the orders of magnitude are in order, before we can claim
that, in the classical limit, such a relation holds. The order of magnitude
of h is such that, in the theory we are going to construct, the wave-like
properties manifest themselves at a microscopic level, but disappear at
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a macroscopic level, where the laws of classical mechanics provide the
appropriate description of physical phenomena. This is in full agreement
with what we expect from requiring that the Einstein–de Broglie relation
should hold.

For the time being, we have considered the integral (3.10.23b), where
S solves the equation (3.10.21). From these assumptions one finds that
the W = constant surfaces (which are defined on space-time) move with
velocity E√

2m(E−V )
, which is the phase velocity vf . This occurs because

on such surfaces one has

dS − E dt = 0,

which implies

gradS · d�x
dt

= E.

If d�x
dt is orthogonal to the surface σ, it is parallel to the gradient of S,

and hence

vf ≡
∣∣∣∣d�xdt

∣∣∣∣ =
E

|gradS| =
E√

2m(E − V )
. (3.10.24)

This makes it possible to define the de Broglie wavelength

λ ≡ vf
ν

=
h√

2m(E − V )
. (3.10.25)

Such a λ is a wave-like quantity that is independent of the lowest value
of the parameter E, since it depends on (E − V ). In the classical limit,
one thus finds the mean value of the wavelength

〈λ(x)〉 =
h√

2m(〈E〉 − V )
. (3.10.26)

After this, a second check is in order, i.e. whether the group velocity vg

turns out to be equal, in the classical limit, to the velocity of the particle.
For this purpose, recall from section 3.8 that

vg =
dω
dk

=
d2πν

d(2π/λ)
=

dν
d(1/λ)

=
dν

d(ν/vf )

= h
dν

d
√

2m(hν − V )
= h

1
d
dν

√
2m(hν − V )

=
√

2m(hν − V )
m

=
√

2m(E − V )
m

. (3.10.27)

In the classical limit, the right-hand side of Eq. (3.10.27) becomes the

ratio
√

2m(〈E〉−V )

m .
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Now, instead of considering any value of E over which we integrate in
Eq. (3.10.23b), we consider the maximum of the wave packet, and hence
we compute all quantities for the value E = Emax = 〈E〉; the velocity
of the wave packet is the group velocity, and is related to the average
value 〈E〉 in the same way in which the velocity of the classical particle
is related to the energy of such a particle. This is the precise meaning
of Eq. (3.10.27). In the classical limit, Eq. (3.10.27) therefore shows that
the group velocity reduces to the velocity of a classical particle, because

〈E〉 − V =
m

2
v2.

We have thus obtained a wave-like perturbation localized in a region,
and which varies in time according to a classical trajectory. It is already a
non-trivial achievement having shown that one can ‘mimic’ the motion of
a classical particle by means of the motion of a wave (it is as if the classical
particle were being turned into a wave; only our inability to understand
the nature of the phenomena led us to think of particles instead of waves).
On the other hand, although we have shown that a wave group exists
which follows the trajectory of classical particles, we have not yet derived
the wave equation we were looking for (we have, indeed, only the ‘would-
be solutions’ of such an equation). For this purpose, let us now recall that,
for the scalar wave equation, the following Helmholtz equation holds for
the Fourier transform with respect to time (cf. Eq. (3.9.4)):(

� + k2
0n

2
)
ϕ(�x, ω) = 0, (3.10.28)

which can be re-expressed as(
� +

4π2ν2

v2
f

)
ϕ(�x, ω) = 0. (3.10.29)

But we know, from the previous analysis, that

vf =
hν√

2m(E − V )
. (3.10.30)

Thus, the wave equation we are looking for is (cf. Fermi 1965)[
� +

8π2m(E − V )
h2

]
ϕ(�x, ω) = 0. (3.10.31)

This is, by construction, an equation for the Fourier transform ϕ. On
setting h̄ ≡ h

2π , it reads, eventually, as(
− h̄2

2m
� +V

)
ϕ(�x, ω) = Eϕ(�x, ω). (3.10.32)
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It should be stressed, however, that this is not the only differential equa-
tion which, in the eikonal approximation, yields the Hamilton–Jacobi
equation.

The problem now arises of finding an equation for ψ(�x, t). Indeed, the
Helmholtz equation (3.9.4), which is a second-order partial differential
equation for the Fourier transform with respect to time of the wave func-
tion, leads, in the eikonal approximation, to Eq. (3.10.16), which is for-
mally analogous to the Hamilton–Jacobi equation (3.10.21). Thus, if a
wave mechanics exists, leading to Eq. (3.10.21) in the eikonal approxi-
mation, we find for the Fourier transform with respect to time, defined
as

ϕ(�x, ω) ≡ 1√
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
ψ(�x, t)eiωt dt, (3.10.33)

the second-order equation (3.10.32). The very existence of the trans-
form (3.10.33) is a non-trivial assumption that we need to derive a time-
dependent equation for ψ(�x, t). At this stage we exploit the identity∫ ∞

−∞

∂ψ

∂t
eiωt dt = −iω

∫ ∞

−∞
ψ(�x, t)eiωt dt. (3.10.34)

By virtue of (3.10.33) and (3.10.34), and of the identification E = h̄ω
from the Einstein–de Broglie relation, Eq. (3.10.32) leads to∫ ∞

−∞

(
− h̄2

2m
� +V

)
ψ(�x, t)eiωt dt =

∫ ∞

−∞
ih̄
∂ψ

∂t
eiωt dt, (3.10.35)

and hence ‘one can’ assume that the desired ‘wave equation’ has the form

ih̄
∂

∂t
ψ(�x, t) = Hψ(�x, t). (3.10.36)

The first-order derivative with respect to t results from the linearity in
E of Eq. (3.10.32). At the same time one can derive another equation for
the complex conjugate wave function:

−ih̄
∂

∂t
ψ∗(�x, t) = Hψ∗(�x, t). (3.10.37)

Since we have been led by formal analogy (and physical considera-
tions), starting from a second-order equation for the Fourier transform
with respect to time, no uniqueness theorem for the wave equation solved
by ψ(�x, t) can be proved on purely mathematical grounds (see problem
4.P1). Note also that Eq. (3.10.36) is an equation which is of first or-
der in the time variable and has a complex coefficient. These properties
were not familiar when Schrödinger tried to formulate the quantization
as an eigenvalue problem (motivated by his familiarity with the theory
of vibrating bodies and partial differential equations), and indeed he first
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proposed a ‘wave equation’ with real coefficients (see problem 4.P1). The
price to be paid, however, was the occurrence of fourth-order derivatives
with respect to the spatial variables (cf. the theory of elastic solids), and
this property was undesirable from the point of view of the initial-value
problem (Schrödinger 1977).

3.11 Problems

3.P1. Suppose one studies the wave equation for u(x, t) in one spatial dimension with vanishing
Cauchy data at t = 0 for x > 0, and knowing that u(0, t) = φ(t) for t > 0. Find the form of u(x, t)
when both x and t are positive.

3.P2. If the single monochromatic component obeys the ‘wave equation’ (3.10.1), prove that u(�x, t)
obeys the integro-differential equation

�u(�x, t) +
1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dω

ω2

v2(�x, ω)

∫ ∞

−∞
dτ u(�x, τ)eiω(τ−t) = 0. (3.11.1)

Thus, at a deeper level, wave-like phenomena in material media are associated to the analysis of
integro-differential operators (Maslov and Fedoriuk 1981).

3.P3. A candle emits light that is received by a screen of area 1 cm2 located at a distance of
3 m. Find the distribution of energy on the surface of the screen.



4
Wave mechanics

This chapter begins by exploiting the Einstein–de Broglie relation and the
notion of symbol, as defined in Eq. (3.6.6). The following steps are the
local and global conservation laws associated to the Schrödinger equation,
the probabilistic interpretation of the wave function, the spreading of
wave packets and transformation properties of wave functions.

The solution of the Schrödinger equation for a given initial condition is
then studied. For this purpose, one first expands the initial condition in
terms of eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian operator. This is then ‘prop-
agated’ to determine the evolution of the wave function. Thus, one is led
to consider the Green kernel of the Schrödinger equation, and the bound-
ary conditions on the wave function that lead to complete knowledge of
stationary states. A dynamics involving an isometric non-unitary opera-
tor is also studied. The chapter ends with an elementary introduction to
harmonic oscillators and to the JWKB method in wave mechanics, plus
examples on the Bohr–Sommerfeld quantization.

4.1 From classical to wave mechanics

The correspondence between differential operators and polynomials in k
relies on the notion of the symbol defined in Eq. (3.6.6). Now we are aim-
ing to pass from a function on phase space, i.e. the classical Hamiltonian,
to an operator which, by analogy, is called the Hamiltonian operator.
Such a transition is non-trivial because the map from symbols to op-
erators contains some ambiguity. Such a transition is always possible if
polynomials in p have constant coefficients. When this is not the case,
i.e. if the coefficients are functions on the configuration space, there is an
obvious ambiguity in the association of an operator with xp or px, for
instance. A first way out would be to consider ordered polynomials, i.e.
all p should occur to the right before a differential operator is associated
with it. In this way we would obtain an isomorphism of vector spaces

115
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between ordered polynomials of a given degree and differential operators
of a given order. However the correspondence, even though one-to-one,
will not be an algebra isomorphism. The pointwise product of polynomials
is commutative while the operator product is not commutative (indeed
this property is responsible for the uncertainty relations as treated in
section 4.2).

If we use the Einstein–de Broglie identification in the form

�p · d�x−H dt = h̄(�k · d�x− ω dt),

the symbol of an operator reads, in general, as

σ(D) = e−
i
h̄ (�p·�x−Et) D e

i
h̄ (�p·�x−Et), (4.1.1)

which yields

σ

(
∂

∂t

)
= − i

h̄
E, (4.1.2)

and

σ

(
∂

∂�x

)
=

i
h̄
�p. (4.1.3)

These properties justify the associations

E → ih̄
∂

∂t
, �p → −ih̄

∂

∂�x
,

already encountered in section 3.6. Moreover, by virtue of the definition
(3.6.6), the symbol of a multiplication operator is the operator itself,
viewed as a function. We therefore write, using a hat to denote operators,

V (�x) → V̂ (�x), xi → x̂i,

and we associate to the classical Hamiltonian

H =
p2

2m
+ V (�x)

the Hamiltonian operator

1
2m

(
−ih̄

∂

∂�x

)2

+ V̂ (�x).

Thus, since classically p2

2m + V (x) = E, we eventually obtain the partial
differential equation

ih̄
∂ψ

∂t
= − h̄2

2m
∂2ψ

∂�x2
+ V̂ (�x)ψ, (4.1.4)

bearing in mind that operator equations like ours can be turned into par-
tial differential equations, once the operators therein are viewed as acting
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on suitable ‘functions’. The passage from the classical Hamiltonian to the
Hamiltonian operator is called ‘quantization’, and is the counterpart of
the quantization rules of the old quantum theory mentioned in chapter 1.
The symbol map, however, is severely affected by the frame of reference.
For example, the symbol map is invertible if the coefficients of the differ-
ential operator D are constant, but on changing coordinates, in general
one obtains a variable-coefficient operator, so that inversion of the symbol
map is no longer possible. We are therefore forced to quantize in Carte-
sian coordinates, although nothing prevents us from changing coordinates
once we are dealing with differential operators.

Remark. The Schrödinger equation (4.1.4) just obtained belongs for-
mally to the same scheme as the heat equation. However, since the real
constant of thermal conductivity occurring therein is replaced here by
the imaginary constant ih̄

2m , the Schrödinger equation describes oscilla-
tions rather than equalization processes. One can see this more clearly
on passing to the Helmholtz equation. Then the ‘stationary’ Schrödinger
equation becomes, in the free case,(

� +
2mE

h̄2

)
ϕ = 0,

which has the same form as what we would obtain from the wave equation
on letting 2mE

h̄2 be replaced by ω2

c2
(cf. Eq. (3.10.2)).

The ground is now ready for the investigation of all properties of a
quantum theory based on a wave equation, and this is the object of the
present sections. Here we are going to show that, in wave mechanics, the
wave function obeys a local and a corresponding, global conservation law.
This result leads to the consideration of square-integrable functions on
R3, and to the physical interpretation of the wave function. Some key
properties of wave packets are eventually studied.

4.1.1 Continuity equation

Now we consider the Schrödinger equation (4.1.4) and its complex con-
jugate equation which is automatically satisfied:

−ih̄
∂ψ∗

∂t
=

(
− h̄2

2m
� +V

)
ψ∗(�x, t), (4.1.5)

and we multiply (4.1.4) by ψ∗(�x, t), and (4.1.5) by ψ(�x, t). On subtracting
one equation from the other one then finds

− h̄2

2m

(
ψ∗ � ψ − ψ � ψ∗

)
= ih̄

(
ψ∗∂ψ

∂t
+ ψ

∂ψ∗

∂t

)
. (4.1.6)
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Interestingly, on defining

�j ≡ h̄

2mi

[
ψ∗grad(ψ) − ψ grad(ψ∗)

]
, (4.1.7)

and ρ ≡ ψ∗ψ, Eq. (4.1.6) takes the form of the continuity equation for a
current:

∂ρ

∂t
+ div(�j) = 0. (4.1.8a)

This is a local conservation law. If one integrates the continuity equation
on a volume V, the divergence theorem yields∫

V

∂

∂t
ψ∗ψ d3x =

∂

∂t

∫
V
ψ∗ψ d3x

=
d
dt

∫
V
ψ∗ψ d3x

= − h̄

2mi

∫
σ

(
ψ∗∂ψ

∂n
− ψ

∂ψ∗

∂n

)
dσ, (4.1.8b)

where σ is the boundary surface of V and ∂
∂n denotes differentiation along

the direction normal to σ. Thus, if ψ vanishes in a sufficiently rapid way
as |�x| → ∞, and if its first derivatives remain bounded in that limit, the
integral on the right-hand side of (4.1.8b) vanishes when the surface σ is
pushed off to infinity. The volume V extends then to the whole of R3,
and one finds the global conservation property

d
dt

∫
R3

ψ∗ψ d3x = 0,

which shows that the integral of |ψ|2 over the whole space is independent
of t. By virtue of the linearity of the Schrödinger equation, if ψ is square-
integrable, one can then rescale the wave function so that the integral is
set to 1: ∫

R3
ψ∗ψ d3x = 1.

It is therefore clear that we are considering a theory for which the wave
functions belong to the space of square-integrable functions on R3. With
the notation of appendix 4.A, this is a Hilbert space. The probabilistic
interpretation of ψ, presented in subsection 4.1.2, is then tenable.

For a wave function that is square-integrable on R3, one can write

ψ(�x, t) = (2πh̄)−3/2
∫
R3

A(�p)ei(�p·�x−Et)/h̄ d3p, (4.1.9a)

and its complex conjugate is

ψ∗(�x, t) = (2πh̄)−3/2
∫
R3

A∗(�p)e−i(�p·�x−Et)/h̄ d3p, (4.1.10a)
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where E = E(p). Now by setting

ϕ(�p, t) ≡ A(�p)e−iEt/h̄ (4.1.11)

one can re-express the above formulae as

ψ(�x, t) = (2πh̄)−3/2
∫
R3

ϕ(�p, t)ei�p·�x/h̄ d3p, (4.1.9b)

ψ∗(�x, t) = (2πh̄)−3/2
∫
R3

ϕ∗(�p, t)e−i�p·�x/h̄ d3p. (4.1.10b)

These equations imply that the spatial Fourier transform of the wave
function can be expressed as

ϕ(�p, t) = (2πh̄)−3/2
∫
R3

ψ(�x, t)e−i�p·�x/h̄ d3x, (4.1.12)

and hence, from (4.1.11),

A(�p) = (2πh̄)−3/2
∫
R3

ψ(�x, t)e−i(�p·�x−Et)/h̄ d3x. (4.1.13)

Moreover, the following relation, known as the Parseval lemma (Hörman-
der 1983), holds:∫

R3
ψ∗ψ d3x =

∫
R3

ϕ∗ϕd3p =
∫
R3

A∗Ad3p. (4.1.14)

It should be emphasized that, on passing from the x- to the p-integration
via a Fourier transform, the position operator becomes a first-order dif-
ferential operator:

x : ϕ → ih̄
∂ϕ

∂p
,

whereas the momentum operator acts in a multiplicative way:

p : ϕ → p ϕ.

These equations define the momentum representation (see figure 4.1),
which is the wave-mechanical counterpart of the well-known transforma-
tion in classical mechanics:

(p, q) → (P = −q,Q = p),

i.e. a canonical transformation because of the identity

p dq = −q dp + d(pq).
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The momentum representation amounts to considering as ‘independent
variables’, to express our operators, the momenta p instead of the posi-
tions q. This alternative option looks rather natural if one bears in mind
our subsection 3.6.1, which implies that symbols can be polynomials in
the q or p variables depending on which basis is chosen for the cotangent
bundle and hence for square-integrable functions on the dual of R4 or on
R4 itself.

4.1.2 Physical interpretation of the wave function

Let us now consider the physical meaning which can be attributed to
ψ(�x, t). Born’s proposal was to regard

ρ(�x, t) d3x = ψ∗(�x, t)ψ(�x, t) d3x (4.1.15)

as a probability measure. In other words, this quantity should represent
the probability of observing a particle at time t within the volume element

Classical dynamical variable Coordinate repr. Momentum repr.

E h̄ ∂
∂t

E

x x h̄ ∂
∂p

p − h̄ ∂
∂x

p

xn xn ( h̄)n ∂n

∂pn

pn (−

i

i

i

i

ih̄)n ∂n

∂xn pn

p2

2m
− h̄2

2m
� p2

2m

Fig. 4.1 Coordinate vs. momentum representation.
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d3x around the point for which the position vector is �x. Similarly, the
quantity

ρ(�p, t) d3p = ϕ∗(�p, t)ϕ(�p, t) d3p (4.1.16)

represents the probability of observing a particle at time t within the
‘volume element’ d3p around the point with momentum �p. This inter-
pretation is possible if ψ is square-integrable and normalized. Born was
led to his postulate by comparing how the scattering of a particle by a
potential is described in classical and quantum mechanics. For example,
if an electron is allowed to interact with a short-range potential, and if
a screen is placed at a distance from the interaction region of a few me-
tres, the electron is always detected at a fixed point on the screen. On
repeating the experiment, the electron is detected at a different point,
and so on. After several experiments, the fraction of the number of times
the electron is detected at �x at time t is proportional to |ψ(�x, t)|2, which
is therefore the probability density of such an event. Remarkably, the
electron exhibits both a corpuscular and a wave-like nature by virtue
of the probabilistic interpretation of its wave function. This means that
the ‘quantum electron’ does not coincide with the notion of a ‘classical
electron’ we may have developed in a classical framework.

We will entertain the idea that, in quantum mechanics, no elemen-
tary phenomenon is a phenomenon unless it is registered (Wheeler and
Zurek 1983). For example, it would be meaningless to say that a parti-
cle passed through a hole in a wall unless one has a measuring device
which provides evidence that it did so. Ultimately, we have to give up
the attempt to describe the particle motion as if we could use what we
are familiar with from everyday experience. We have instead to limit our-
selves to an abstract mathematical description, which makes it possible
to extract information from the experiments that we are able to perform.
This crucial point (which is still receiving careful consideration in the
current literature) is well emphasized by the interference from a double
slit. Now, in the light of the previous paragraphs on the properties and
meaning of the wave function, we are in a position to perform a more
careful investigation, which should be compared with section 1.5.

Suppose that a beam of electrons emitted from the source S, and having
a sufficiently well-defined energy, hits a screen Σ1 with two slits F1 and
F2. A second screen Σ2 is placed thereafter (see figure 4.2). To each
electron of the beam one can associate a wave which is partially reflected
from Σ1 and partially diffracted through the two slits. Now let ψ1 and ψ2

represent the two diffracted waves. The full wave in the neighbourhood
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Fig. 4.2 Double-slit experiment with two screens.

of Σ2 is given by
ψ(�x, t) = ψ1(�x, t) + ψ2(�x, t). (4.1.17)

Thus, bearing in mind what one knows from the analysis of the continuity
equation, one can say that the probability that a detector D placed on
Σ2 detects, in a given time interval, the particle, is given by

�j · �ndσ =
h̄

2mi

[
ψ∗grad(ψ) − ψ grad(ψ∗)

]
· �n dσ

=
h̄

2mi

{[
ψ∗

1 + ψ∗
2

]
grad

[
ψ1 + ψ2

]
−
[
ψ1 + ψ2

]
grad

[
ψ∗

1 + ψ∗
2

]}
· �n dσ, (4.1.18)

where, according to a standard notation, �n is the normal to Σ2 and dσ
denotes the section of the detector, which is viewed as being ‘infinitesi-
mal’. Since all electrons are (essentially) under the same conditions, the
temporal average of Eq. (4.1.18) represents the effective flux of electrons
through D per unit time. As the position of the detector on the screen
varies, the observed flux is expected to exhibit the sequence of maxima
and minima, which is typical of an interference process.
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x

Fig. 4.3. Probability distribution in a Young experiment in the four cases:
(i) no detector is placed; (ii) a detector in front of slit 1; (iii) a detector in
front of slit 2; (iv) detectors in front of both slits.

However, one may want to supplement the experimental apparatus, by
inserting yet more detectors, C1 and C2, in front of the slits F1 and F2,
respectively. This is a highly non-trivial point: taking into account the
dimensions of the slits F1 and F2, one sees that it is extremely difficult to
build detectors that are able to distinguish particles passing through F1

from particles passing through F2. Thus, from now on, we are describing
what is, strictly, a gedanken experiment, i.e. a conceptual construction
which is consistent with all the rules of the theory, but whose actual
implementation is very difficult (see, however, the encouraging progress
described in Scully et al. (1991)). With this understanding, we can now
distinguish the following cases (see figure 4.3).

(i) Some particles interact with the detector C1, and hence we can say
that they passed through the slit F1. Their flux is proportional to

�j1 · �ndσ =
h̄

2mi

[
ψ∗

1 grad(ψ1) − ψ1 grad(ψ∗
1)
]
· �n dσ. (4.1.19)

(ii) The other particles interact with the detector C2, and hence it is
legitimate to say that they passed through the slit F2. Their flux is
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proportional to

�j2 · �ndσ =
h̄

2mi

[
ψ∗

2 grad(ψ2) − ψ2 grad(ψ∗
2)
]
· �n dσ. (4.1.20)

(iii) The total flux is thus proportional to �j1 · �n dσ +�j2 · �ndσ.

It should be stressed that �j1 +�j2 �= �j. The reason is that �j also contains,
from Eq. (4.1.18), the ‘interference terms’

ψ∗
1 grad(ψ2), ψ∗

2 grad(ψ1), ψ1 grad(ψ∗
2), ψ2 grad(ψ∗

1),

which are absent from �j1 +�j2.
It is now necessary to interpret the scheme just outlined. If the electron

were a particle without wave-like properties, the ‘conventional wisdom’
resulting from everyday experience would suggest that, to reach the de-
tector D on Σ2, it should always pass through F1 or F2. This would imply,
in turn, that the total flux is always proportional to

(
�j1 · �n +�j2 · �n

)
dσ,

whether or not the detectors C1 and C2 are placed in front of the two
slits. However, this conclusion contradicts all that is known from diffrac-
tion and interference experiments on electrons. The crucial point is, as
we stated before, that one can only say that the electron passed through
F1 or F2 upon placing the detectors C1 and C2. Thus, the particle pic-
ture, without any reference to wave-like properties, is inconsistent (for a
related discussion, see Sudarshan and Rothman (1991)).

On the other hand, the purely wave-like description is also inappropri-
ate, because it disagrees with the property of the detectors of being able
to register the passage of only one electron at a time. In other words,
when the detectors C1 and C2 are placed in front of F1 and F2, only one
of them (either C1 or C2) provides evidence of the passage of the electron.
Moreover, if the single detector D on the screen Σ2 is replaced by a set
of detectors distributed all over the surface of Σ2, only one detector at a
time is able to indicate the passage of electrons, and this phenomenon oc-
curs in a random way. The statistical distribution of countings, however,
agrees with the predictions obtained from the Schrödinger equation. Fur-
thermore, the current of electrons can be reduced so that no more than
one electron is present in the apparatus at any time, thus showing that
an electron interferes with itself.

For recent theoretical developments on interference experiments, we re-
fer the reader to the work in Bimonte and Musto (2003a,b) and references
therein.
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4.1.3 Mean values

The probabilistic interpretation of the wave function ψ makes it possible
to define mean values, and hence the formalism developed so far leads to
a number of simple properties, which can be tested against observation.
For example, one can define the mean values of position and momentum
operators,

〈xl〉 ≡
∫
R3

ψ∗xlψ d3x, (4.1.21)

〈pl〉 ≡
∫
R3

ϕ∗plϕd3p. (4.1.22)

The corresponding standard deviations can also be defined, i.e.

〈(�xl)2〉 ≡
∫
R3

ψ∗(xl − 〈xl〉)2ψ d3x, (4.1.23)

〈(�pl)2〉 ≡
∫
R3

ϕ∗(pl − 〈pl〉)2ϕd3p. (4.1.24)

The formulae described so far can be generalized to entire rational func-
tions of xl and pl:

〈F (xl)〉 =
∫
R3

ψ∗F (xl)ψ d3x =
∫
R3

ϕ∗F
(

ih̄
∂

∂pl

)
ϕd3p, (4.1.25)

〈F (pl)〉 =
∫
R3

ψ∗F
(
h̄

i
∂

∂xl

)
ψ d3x =

∫
R3

ϕ∗F (pl)ϕd3p. (4.1.26)

Indeed, weaker conditions on F can also be considered, e.g. C2 functions
with a rapid fall off. Moreover, elementary differentiation, e.g.

ψ∗∂
2ψ

∂x2
l

=
∂

∂xl

(
ψ∗ ∂ψ

∂xl

)
− ∂ψ∗

∂xl

∂ψ

∂xl
,

can be used to compute the following mean values:

〈p2
l 〉 =

∫
R3

ϕ∗p2
l ϕd3p =

∫
R3

ψ∗
(
−h̄2 ∂2

∂x2
l

)
ψ d3x

= h̄2
∫
R3

∂ψ∗

∂xl

∂ψ

∂xl
d3x, (4.1.27)

〈x2
l 〉 =

∫
R3

ψ∗x2
l ψ d3x =

∫
R3

ϕ∗
(
−h̄2 ∂2

∂p2
l

)
ϕd3p

= h̄2
∫
R3

∂ϕ∗

∂pl

∂ϕ

∂pl
d3p. (4.1.28)
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In the course of deriving the results (4.1.27) and (4.1.28) we have imposed,
once more, suitable fall-off conditions at infinity on the wave function, so
that all total derivatives give a vanishing contribution.

To understand how the mean value 〈xl〉 evolves in time with a dynamics
ruled by H = p2

2m + V (x), we now perform some formal manipulations.
By virtue of Eq. (4.1.9b), one finds

〈xl〉 = (2πh̄)−3/2
∫
R3

xlψ
∗ d3x

∫
R3

ϕ(p)ei�p·�x/h̄ d3p

= (2πh̄)−3/2
∫
R3

ψ∗ d3x

∫
R3

ϕ(p)
h̄

i
∂

∂pl

(
ei�p·�x/h̄

)
d3p. (4.1.29)

Now we use the Leibniz rule in the integrand to express∫
R3

h̄

i
ϕ(p)

∂

∂pl

(
ei�p·�x/h̄

)
d3p =

∫
R3

h̄

i
∂

∂pl

[
ϕ(p)ei�p·�x/h̄

]
d3p

−
∫
R3

h̄

i
∂ϕ

∂pl
ei�p·�x/h̄ d3p. (4.1.30)

The total derivative on the right-hand side of the first line of (4.1.30)
can be studied for each component of the momentum. For example, when
l = 1, one finds (Σ being here a domain in momentum space)∫
Σ

h̄

i
∂

∂p1

[
ϕ(p)ei�p·�x/h̄

]
dp1 dp2 dp3 =

∫
Σ

h̄

i
d
(
ϕei�p·�x/h̄ dp2 dp3

)
=
∫
∂Σ

h̄

i
ϕei�p·�x/h̄ dp2 dp3 = 0, (4.1.31)

because ϕ vanishes on ∂Σ, and an analogous procedure can be applied
when l = 2, 3. Thus, the total derivative yields a vanishing contribution
upon integration (on requiring the usual fall-off conditions at infinity),
and Eq. (4.1.29) leads to

〈xl〉 = (2πh̄)−3/2
∫
R3

ψ∗ d3x

∫
R3

ih̄
∂ϕ

∂pl
ei�p·�x/h̄ d3p

= (2πh̄)−3/2
∫
R3

ih̄
∂ϕ

∂pl
d3p

∫
R3

ψ∗ei�p·�x/h̄ d3x

=
∫
R3

ϕ∗ih̄
∂ϕ

∂pl
d3p, (4.1.32)

where we have used Eq. (4.1.12) after interchanging the order of integra-
tions. Now we express ϕ(�p, t) by means of (4.1.11), to find

〈xl〉 =
∫
R3

A∗(�p)eiEt/h̄ih̄
∂

∂pl

[
A(�p)e−iEt/h̄

]
d3p

=
∫
R3

A∗(�p)ih̄
∂A

∂pl
d3p + t

∫
R3

∂E

∂pl
A∗Ad3p, (4.1.33)
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because ∂
∂pl

e−iEt = −i ∂E∂pl e
−iEt. Thus, differentiation with respect to time

yields (bearing in mind that E = p2

2m + V (x))

d
dt

〈xl〉 =
∫
R3

∂E

∂pl
A∗Ad3p = 〈∂E/∂pl〉 = 〈vl〉 = 〈pl/m〉. (4.1.34)

Similarly, for a system of N particles, for which the Hamiltonian reads

Ĥ =
N∑
j=1

p̂2
j

2mj
+ V (x̂1, . . . , x̂N ), (4.1.35)

one finds
d
dt

〈xj〉 =
1
mj

〈pj〉, (4.1.36)

jointly with

d
dt

〈pj〉 = −
〈
∂V

∂xj

〉
. (4.1.37)

The result expressed by Eqs. (4.1.36) and (4.1.37) is known as the Ehren-
fest theorem (Ehrenfest 1927). It is crucial to compute first the partial
derivatives with respect to xj and then to take the mean value in Eq.
(4.1.37). If these operations are performed in the opposite order, one no
longer obtains the time derivative of the mean value of pj if V is an arbi-
trary function of q and p. The theorem can be extended to functions of q
and p which are at most quadratic in p, provided the Hamiltonians are of
the form p2

2m + V (x). The modifications necessary for generic dynamical
variables were discovered in Moyal (1949). To appreciate the points raised
here, consider a one-dimensional model where the first derivative of the
potential can be expanded in a power series:

V ′(x) = V ′(〈x〉t) + (x− 〈x〉t)V ′′(〈x〉t)

+
1
2!

(x− 〈x〉t)(x− 〈x〉t)V ′′′(〈x〉t) + · · · . (4.1.38)

The resulting mean value of V ′(x) is then equal to

〈V ′(x)〉t = V ′(〈x〉t) +
(�x)2t

2
V ′′′(〈x〉t) + · · · . (4.1.39)

The first correction to the formula expressing complete analogy between
equations of motion for mean values and classical equations of motion for
dynamical variables is therefore found to involve the third derivative of
the potential, evaluated at a point equal to the mean value of position at
time t.
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Of course, if the mean values of x and p vanish, the previous analysis
provides the time rate of change of the ‘localization’:

〈(�xl)2〉 and 〈(�pl)2〉.

When a wave packet is considered which, at t = 0, is localized in a certain
interval, what is going to happen during the time evolution? It is clear
that, if the wave packet were to remain localized in an interval of the
same dimensions, we could then think of such a packet as describing a
‘particle’ (see the analysis in the end of the following section).

4.1.4 Eigenstates and eigenvalues

In our introductory presentation of wave mechanics we can now call
‘eigenstates’ of any quantity A depending on the q and p variables those
particular wave functions for which the standard deviation of A vanishes.
The mean value of A in such a state can therefore be viewed as its ‘eigen-
value’. This would imply that the probability distribution is concentrated
on a specific value. Moreover, if the mean value of A is constant in time
on all states ψ for which the Hamiltonian has vanishing dispersion, A is
said to be a constant of motion.

4.2 Uncertainty relations for position and momentum

We have seen that wave functions in R3 can be written in the form
(4.1.9a). Moreover, on using the factorization (4.1.11) for the spatial
Fourier transform of the wave function, one can also express such a trans-
form as in (4.1.12). We have also learned that the quantities ψ∗ψ and ϕ∗ϕ
are probability densities that make it possible to define mean values of
functions of x and p.

The uncertainty relations result directly from Fourier analysis and
hence are not an exclusive property of quantum mechanics. A possible
formulation is as follows: a non-vanishing function and its Fourier trans-
form cannot be both localized with precision. Indeed, in the framework
of classical physics, if f(t) represents the amplitude of a signal (e.g. an
acoustic wave or an electromagnetic wave) at time t, its Fourier transform
f̃ shows how f is constructed from sine waves of various frequencies. The
uncertainty relation expresses a restriction with respect to the measure-
ment in which the signal can be bounded in time and in the frequency
band.

The previous statement can be made more explicit by considering the
mean values (4.1.21) and (4.1.22) with quadratic deviations (4.1.23) and
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(4.1.24), respectively. If one then takes the positive-definite quantity

K ≡
∣∣∣∣x− 〈x〉
2(�x)2

ψ +
∂ψ

∂x

∣∣∣∣2 ≥ 0, (4.2.1)

the integration over R3 yields∫
R3

K d3x =
1
h̄2 (�p)2ψ − 1

4
1

(�x)2ψ
≥ 0, (4.2.2)

which implies

(�p)2ψ(�x)2ψ ≥ h̄2

4
. (4.2.3)

This inequality is invariant under scale changes and displacements in p
and x. But it is not canonically invariant, even though the commutation
relations among x and p can be shown to be invariant under a larger
group including a rotation in the x, p variables. Therefore there must
be a stronger relation between the uncertainties. This was discovered in
Robertson (1930) and in Schrödinger (1930), and is mentioned in chapter
9 (dealing with more advanced aspects). To prove the inequality (4.2.2)
we can simplify the calculation by taking a ψ(x, t) in which the mean
values (4.1.21) and (4.1.22) vanish. These assumptions lead to

K =
x2

4〈x2〉2ψψ
∗ +

∂ψ

∂x

∂ψ∗

∂x
+

x

2〈x2〉

(
ψ
∂ψ∗

∂x
+ ψ∗∂ψ

∂x

)
=

1
4〈x2〉2

(
x2 − 2〈x2〉

)
ψ∗ψ +

∂ψ

∂x

∂ψ∗

∂x

+
1
2

∂

∂x

(
x

〈x2〉ψψ
∗
)
. (4.2.4)

By virtue of (4.2.4) one finds∫
R3

K d3x = −1
4
〈x2〉ψ
〈x2〉2ψ

+
1
h̄2 〈p

2〉ψ ≥ 0, (4.2.5)

where we have used the fall off at infinity of the wave function and the
general property (4.2.1). This completes the proof of (4.2.2) in the par-
ticular case considered here.

Note that the inequality (4.2.5) reduces to an equality only when the
integrand vanishes. This condition leads to the first-order equation

x

2〈x2〉ψ +
∂ψ

∂x
= 0, (4.2.6)

which is solved by a Gaussian curve, i.e.

ψ = C e
−1

4
x2

〈x2〉 , (4.2.7)
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whereC is a normalization constant. More precisely, this is a one-parameter
family of Gaussian curves that will be encountered again in section 10.3.

4.2.1 Uncertainty relations in relativistic systems

The Heisenberg uncertainty relation for position and momentum op-
erators, and its generalizations to polynomials of higher degree than
quadratic, is usually considered for non-relativistic particle position and
momentum. Any measurement of position tends to concentrate the wave
function in the neighbourhood of a suitable point. This process of a wave
function ‘shrinking’ in coordinate space is taken as if it is instantaneous
without any further discussion. As Schrödinger has emphasized any mea-
surement is a process that takes place over a small interval of time. The
instantaneous collapse of the wave function into the neighbourhood of a
given point is both unnecessary and unphysical. Nevertheless we would
like to see how this is seen in another moving inertial frame.

For this purpose we may choose the simplest system of a free particle
of mass m. The canonical variables q and p transform as follows:

p‖ → p‖ cosh(ν) + ω sinh(ν), (4.2.8)

p⊥ → p⊥, (4.2.9)

q‖ →
[
cosh(ν) +

p‖

ω
sinh(ν)

]−1

q‖, (4.2.10)

with a more complicated transformation law for q⊥. We can easily verify
that this is a canonical transformation, and hence the measurements of q
and p will yield the familiar Heisenberg relation. The non-linear transfor-
mations given above signify highly non-local behaviour of the coordinate
q‖ in so far as it depends non-trivially on functions of the momentum.
So while the classical phase points go into phase points, at the quantum
level this is not so.

The wave function of a particle of mass m localized at q0 is ψ(p) =
eipq0ω−1/2, where ω ≡

√
p2 + m2. Under a Lorentz transformation this

wave function is no longer localized at any point but spread out all over
the configuration space (Newton and Wigner 1949, Wightman and Schwe-
ber 1955). Hence the appearance in the new frame is not shrinking to the
neighbourhood of some point, but is seen as being non-zero over a very
extended region in space. Of course in the new frame there are states
localized in some region, but the inverse image in the original frame is
not of a localized state.

We therefore conclude that there are no paradoxes in the context of
the Heisenberg uncertainty relation in relativistic systems.
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4.3 Transformation properties of wave functions

To understand how the standard deviation evolves in time one can use the
mean values of x2 and p2 provided that the mean values of x and p vanish.
We shall perform this calculation by transforming our description from a
reference frame to another one by using the Galilei transformations. To
achieve this it is necessary to first discuss the transformation properties
of the Schrödinger equation, as we do hereafter.

When the transformation properties of the Schrödinger equation and
of the wave function are analysed, it can be useful to assess the role
played by the action S ≡

∫
Ldt =

∫
(pdq−H dt) (see sub-section 3.10.1).

Our analysis begins with classical considerations. For this purpose,
let us consider the map (f being a smooth function depending on x
and t)

(x, p) →
(
x, p +

∂f

∂x

)
, (4.3.1a)

which implies, from the definition Ldt ≡ pdx−H dt, the transformation
property

L′ = L +
df
dt

, (4.3.1b)

provided that the velocity v is identified with dx
dt , because then

p′ =
∂L′

∂v
= p +

∂

∂v

(
dx
dt

∂f

∂x

)
= p +

∂f

∂x
.

Thus, the momentum variable, p, is gauge-dependent (see Eq. (4.3.1a)),
whereas the resulting Lagrangians lead to the same equations of motion.
A physically significant transformation of this type is generated by the
map �p → �p + �a, �x → �x. This amounts to using (�p + �a) · d�x as the phase
1-form on T ∗R3.

In wave mechanics, if one evaluates the mean values of the quantum-
mechanical operators, which correspond to the left- and right-hand sides
of (4.3.1a), one finds

〈p〉 =
∫
R3

d3x ψ∗ h̄

i
∂

∂x
ψ, (4.3.2)

〈p′〉 =
∫
R3

d3x ψ∗
(
h̄

i
∂

∂x
ψ +

∂f

∂x
ψ

)
, (4.3.3)

and hence the mean values of p and p′ do not coincide. This is a clear
indication that the wave function cannot remain unaffected, but has to
change if we want to make sure that the mean value of 〈p〉 remains the
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same. The desired transformation law is written here in the form

ψ′ = e−if/h̄ ψ. (4.3.4)

Note that it is possible to arrive at the same conclusion, i.e. the form
of Eq. (4.3.4), using the formula (3.10.23b) for the wave function, jointly
with Eq. (4.3.1b) and the definition of the action S′ ≡

∫
L′ dt. By explicit

calculation one then finds

〈p′〉 =
∫
R3

d3x (ψ′)∗
(
h̄

i
∂

∂x
ψ′
)

+
∫
R3

d3x ψ∗∂f

∂x
ψ

=
∫
R3

d3xψ∗ h̄

i
∂ψ

∂x
= 〈p〉. (4.3.5)

Remark. In higher-dimensional configuration spaces, the operators as-
sociated with pk + ∂f

∂xk
, i.e. h̄

i
∂

∂xk
+ ∂f

∂xk
, constitute a commuting set

of differential operators and therefore can be used in setting the corre-
spondence between polynomials and differential operators. This amounts
to defining the symbol with the exponential of αkµxµ + f(x), then (cf.
(3.6.6))

e−αkµx
µ−f(x) ∂

∂xν
eαkµx

µ+f(x) = αkν +
∂f

∂xν
.

One sees here very clearly the occurrence of a ‘gauge transformation’, in
the way it is usually understood.

Let us now study point transformations that change the Lagrangian
by a total time derivative, as in (4.3.1b). In particular, bearing in mind
that we are interested in transformations such that the mean value of p
vanishes, we consider the Galilei transformations. For this purpose, let us
consider two frames Σ and Σ′ with coordinates (x, t) and (x′, t′), respec-
tively. We assume that the coordinate transformation is that resulting
from the Galilei group:

x′ = x− x0 − vt, t′ = t, (4.3.6)

which implies that ẋ′ = ẋ − v. One thus finds that the Lagrangian L =
1
2mẋ2 transforms as follows:

L′ =
1
2
m(ẋ′)2 =

1
2
mẋ2 +

1
2
mv2 −mẋv

= L − d
dt

(
mxv − 1

2
mv2t

)
. (4.3.7)

The comparison with Eq. (4.3.4) and the consideration of physical dimen-
sions therefore shows that the wave function undergoes the transforma-
tion

ψ′ = e
i
h̄ (mxv−1

2mv2t) ψ. (4.3.8)
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4.3.1 Direct approach to the transformation
properties of the Schrödinger equation

Let us now consider the effect of the transformations (4.3.6) on the dif-
ferential operator occurring in the Schrödinger equation. Indeed, the el-
ementary rules of differentiation of composite functions yield

∂

∂t′
=

∂t

∂t′
∂

∂t
+

∂�x

∂t′
∂

∂�x
=

∂

∂t
+ �v

∂

∂�x
, (4.3.9)

∂

∂�x
=

∂t′

∂�x

∂

∂t′
+

∂�x′

∂�x

∂

∂�x′
=

∂

∂�x′
, (4.3.10)

which implies

ih̄
∂

∂t′
+

h̄2

2m
�′ = ih̄

(
∂

∂t
+ �v

∂

∂�x

)
+

h̄2

2m
� . (4.3.11)

By virtue of Eqs. (4.3.4) and (4.3.11) one has

ψ′(x′, t′) = e
i
h̄ (1

2mv2t−m�v·�x) ψ(x, t). (4.3.12)

Therefore, in the frame Σ′, one finds that ψ′(x′, t′) solves the equation(
ih̄

∂

∂t′
+

h̄2

2m
�′
)
ψ′ = 0, (4.3.13)

if ψ solves the equation (
ih̄

∂

∂t
+

h̄2

2m
�
)
ψ = 0 (4.3.14)

in the frame Σ. This happens because the left-hand sides of Eqs. (4.3.13)
and (4.3.14) differ by the function

eif/h̄

{
−∂f

∂t
ψ − �v

∂f

∂�x
ψ + ih̄�v

∂ψ

∂�x

+
h̄2

2m

3∑
l=1

[
2i
h̄

∂f

∂xl

∂ψ

∂xl
+

i
h̄

∂2f

∂x2
l

ψ − 1
h̄2

( ∂f
∂xl

)2
ψ

]}
,

which is found to vanish if f = 1
2mv2t−m�v · �x.

Remark. Note that the phase of a plane wave: i
h̄

(
�p · �x − Et

)
is not

invariant under Galilei transformations, because

p′x′ − E′t′ = (px− Et) +
1
2
mv2t−m�v · �x. (4.3.15)

From the relation �p · d�x−H dt ≡ Ldt, it follows that the phase changes
exactly by the quantity occurring in the variation of the Lagrangian. The
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transformation (4.3.4) is called a gauge transformation, and the physical
quantities that remain invariant under such transformations are called
gauge-invariant. The analysis performed in this section shows therefore
that the wave function of quantum mechanics does not change as a
(scalar) function under transformations of reference frames. Its deeper
meaning can only become clear after a thorough investigation of the ge-
ometrical formulation of modern physical theories, but this task goes
beyond the limits of an introductory course.

4.3.2 Width of the wave packet

As an application of the transformation properties that we have just
derived, let us now consider how the mean quadratic deviation of position
and momentum evolves in time for a free particle. This calculation is quite
important to understanding whether a wave packet ‘localized’ in a certain
interval [x−δx, x+δx] remains localized and hence may be identified with
a sort of particle. Of course, if the mean values of pl and xl vanish, the
mean quadratic deviations coincide with 〈p2

l 〉 and 〈x2
l 〉, respectively. We

can thus think of choosing a reference frame where 〈pl〉 = 0, and then
perform a translation of coordinates so that 〈xl〉 = 0 as well. For this
purpose (as we anticipated after Eq. (4.3.5)) we define a suitable change
of coordinates consisting of the Galilei transformations (4.3.6). We then
consider

x′l ≡ xl − 〈xl〉ψ

= xl −
∫
R3

A∗ih̄
∂A

∂pl
d3p− t

∫
R3

∂E

∂pl
A∗Ad3p, (4.3.16)

and we perform the identifications

x0 ≡
∫
R3

A∗ih̄
∂A

∂pl
d3p, (4.3.17)

vl ≡
∫
R3

∂E

∂pl
A∗Ad3p. (4.3.18)

We now take into account that we are dealing with a free particle:

E =
1

2m
p2 =⇒ ∂E

∂�p
=

�p

m
= �v.

The Galilei transformation induces the following transformation on the
momenta:

p′l = pl −mvl = pl −m

∫
R3

∂E

∂pl
A∗Ad3p

= pl −
∫
R3

plA
∗Ad3p = pl − 〈pl〉ψ. (4.3.19)
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In the frame Σ′ we hence obtain

〈x′l〉ψ = 0, 〈p′l〉ψ = 0. (4.3.20)

We now evaluate the mean values of p′2l and x′2l , omitting hereafter, for
simplicity of notation, the ‘prime’. For the former, one finds

〈p2
l 〉 =

∫
R3

p2
l ϕ

∗ϕd3p =
∫
R3

2mEϕ∗ϕd3p

=
∫
R3

2mEA∗Ad3p, (4.3.21)

which is a constant in time. Moreover, by virtue of Eq. (4.1.11), one finds

〈x2
l 〉 = h̄2

∫
R3

∂ϕ∗

∂pl

∂ϕ

∂pl
d3p = h̄2

∫
R3

∂A∗

∂pl

∂A

∂pl
d3p

+ ih̄t

∫
R3

∂E

∂pl

(
A∗ ∂A

∂pl
−A

∂A∗

∂pl

)
d3p

+ t2
∫
R3

(
∂E

∂pl

)2

A∗Ad3p. (4.3.22)

On using the well-known property �̇x = ∂E
∂�p = �p

m , one can re-express the
result (4.3.22) in the form

〈(�x)2〉ψ = h̄2
∫
R3

∂A∗

∂�p
· ∂A
∂�p

d3p + i
h̄t

m

∫
R3

�p ·
(
A∗∂A

∂�p
−A

∂A∗

∂�p

)
d3p

+
t2

m2
〈(�p)2〉ψ. (4.3.23)

One thus finds that the wave packet has a ‘width’ that grows rapidly after
the passage through a minimum; it also grows rapidly for earlier times.

The result (4.3.23) can also be expressed in terms of the wave function
ψ(�x, t). Let us denote by ψ0 the initial value of the wave function: ψ0 ≡
ψ(�x, 0). The mean value of x2 at the time t = 0 is given by

〈x2(0)〉ψ =
∫
R3

ψ∗
0x

2ψ0 d3x, (4.3.24)

while

�j(0) =
h̄

2mi

(
ψ∗

0 gradψ0 − ψ0 gradψ∗
0

)
(4.3.25)

is the value of the current �j(t) at t = 0. One thus finds

〈x2(t)〉ψ = 〈x2(0)〉ψ + 2t
∫
R3

�x ·�j(0) d3x +
t2

m2
〈p2〉ψ. (4.3.26)
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It is also possible to re-express the result in the original frame Σ:

〈(�x)2〉ψ = 〈(�x(0))2〉ψ + 2t
∫
R3

(
�x− 〈�x〉

)
·
[
�j(0) − ρ(0)

m
�p
]
d3x

+
t2

m2
〈[�p(0)]2〉ψ. (4.3.27)

This relation holds for both positive and negative times.
Having established the physical interpretation of the Schrödinger equa-

tion and its solutions, our next task is an outline of the basic steps which
are necessary to solve the Schrödinger equation.

4.4 Green kernel of the Schrödinger equation

The main technical problem of wave mechanics is the solution of the
Schrödinger equation once an initial condition is given. We are going to
see that two key steps should be undertaken for this purpose, i.e.

(i) to find (at least implicitly) eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the
Hamiltonian operator H (taken to be independent of t), once a domain of
essential self-adjointness for H (see appendix 4.A) has been determined;

(ii) to evaluate the Green kernel, which makes it possible to ‘propagate’
the initial condition and hence leads to complete knowledge of the wave
function at all times.

To begin our analysis it is helpful to consider a simpler problem, i.e.
how to solve the linear equation

dϕ
dt

= Aϕ (4.4.1)

on a finite-dimensional vector space V . If the matrix A is diagonalizable
and all eigenvalues are simple (i.e. without degeneracy), the space V has
a basis of right eigenvectors {vj}:

Avj = εjvj , (4.4.2)

and the initial condition can be expanded in the form

ϕ(0) =
N∑

k=1

Bkvk, (4.4.3)

where the coefficients of linear combination are obtained by using the left
eigenvectors vj satisfying

vjA = εjv
j

in the form
Bj = (vj , ϕ(0)), (4.4.4)
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since left and right eigenvectors belonging to different eigenvalues are
orthogonal, i.e.

(vj , vk) = δjk. (4.4.5)

The solution of our first-order equation is thus found to be

ϕ(t) = etAϕ(0) =
N∑

k=1

Bkvk eεkt, (4.4.6)

because any power of the matrix A acts as a multiplication operator on
the right eigenvectors vk:

Arvk = (εk)rvk ∀r = 0, 1, . . . (4.4.7)

by virtue of the eigenvalue equation (4.4.2). The left and right eigenvec-
tors are conjugates of each other if the matrix A is Hermitian: (A∗)T = A.

Similarly, in quantum mechanics if we assume that H possesses a com-
plete set of orthonormal eigenvectors {uj}:

Huj(�x) = Ejuj(�x). (4.4.8)

Then the initial condition for the Schrödinger equation can be expanded
as

ψ(�x, 0) =
∞∑
j=1

Cjuj(�x), (4.4.9)

where the Fourier coefficients Cj can be computed using the formula

Cj =
∫
R3

d3x′ u∗j (�x
′)ψ(�x′, 0), (4.4.10)

since eigenvectors belonging to different eigenvalues are orthogonal:∫
R3

d3x u∗j (�x)ul(�x) = δjl.

The solution of the initial-value problem for the Schrödinger equation is
thus found to be (bearing in mind that our equation is of first order in
the time variable)

ψ(�x, t) = e−itH/h̄ψ(�x, 0) =
∞∑
j=1

Cj

∞∑
r=0

(−it/h̄)r

r!
Hruj(�x)

=
∞∑
j=1

Cjuj(�x)e−iEjt/h̄, (4.4.11)

where we have used the ‘formal’ Taylor series for e−itH/h̄, jointly with the
eigenvalue equation (4.4.8) and the purely discrete nature of the spectrum
of H (for a generalization, see below). In other words, the general solution
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is expressed as an infinite sum of elementary solutions uj(�x)e−iEjt/h̄, and
it is now clear why, to use this approach, one first needs to solve the
eigenvalue problem for the stationary Schrödinger equation (4.4.8).

Another useful expression of the solution is obtained after inserting the
result (4.4.10) for the coefficients Cj into Eq. (4.4.11), which leads to

ψ(�x, t) =
∞∑
j=1

∫
d3x′ u∗j (�x

′)ψ(�x′, 0)uj(�x)e−iEjt/h̄

=
∫

d3x′G(�x, �x′; t)ψ(�x′, 0), (4.4.12)

where G(�x, �x′; t) is the standard notation for the Green function (see the
comments below):

G(�x, �x′; t) ≡
∞∑

n=1

u∗n(�x′)un(�x)e−iEnt/h̄. (4.4.13)

In other words, once the initial condition ψ(�x, 0) is known, the solution
at a time t �= 0 is obtained by means of Eq. (4.4.12), where G(�x, �x′; t) is
the Green kernel of the operator e−itH/h̄. This is, by definition, a solution
for t �= 0 of the equation(

ih̄
∂

∂t
−H(x)

)
G(�x, �x′; t) = 0, (4.4.14)

subject to the initial condition (where ρ is a suitably smooth function)

lim
t→0

∫
d3x′G(�x, �x′; t)ρ(�x′) = ρ(�x). (4.4.15)

This is a more careful way to express the distributional behaviour of the
Green kernel. In the physics literature, Eqs. (4.4.14) and (4.4.15) are more
frequently re-expressed as follows:

G(�x, �x′, t) = θ(t)
∞∑

n=1

u∗n(�x′)un(�x)e−iEnt/h̄, (4.4.16a)

(
ih̄

∂

∂t
−H(x)

)
G(�x, �x′; t) = δ(�x, �x′)δ(t), (4.4.16b)

G(�x, �x′; 0) = δ(�x, �x′), (4.4.16c)

where we have multiplied the right-hand side of the definition (4.4.13) by
θ(t) (θ being the step function) to recover the effect of δ(t) in Eq. (4.4.16b)
(see the details given in section 15.1). On considering the equations
(4.4.11) and (4.4.12) one therefore says that G(�x, �x′; t) is the Schrödinger
kernel for the one-parameter strongly continuous unitary group e−itH/h̄

(cf. chapter 9). It propagates both forward and backward in time. Some
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authors prefer to say that the kernel (4.4.13) is the propagator, while the
kernel (4.4.16a), which incorporates the step function, is called the Green
function.

Note that in Eq. (4.4.12) the initial condition ψ(�x′, 0) can be any vector
in the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space of the problem, since one deals
with an integral. On the other hand, the formal exponentiation used in
(4.4.11) would require, in general, a C∞ initial condition. However, if the
Hilbert space can be decomposed into a direct sum of finite-dimensional
sub-spaces invariant under H, the operator H becomes a Hermitian ma-
trix on every single sub-space, and hence the exponentiation reduces to
the well-defined operation used in the finite-dimensional case.

We should now stress that the hypothesis of a purely discrete spectrum
for H is very restrictive. For example, the stationary Schrödinger equation
for a free particle

− h̄2

2m
�u = Eu, (4.4.17)

has a continuous spectrum E = h̄2k2

2m , since E = h̄ω, and the disper-
sion relation is then ω = h̄k2

2m . The corresponding solutions (also called
improper eigenfunctions)

uk(�x) = ei�k·�x, (4.4.18)

are not, by themselves, normalizable. They are, however, of algebraic
growth, in that, as |�x| → ∞, one can find a polynomial p such that (see
section 4.6)

|uk(�x)| ≤ p(x). (4.4.19)

One can thus form a meaningful wave packet for the general solution by
means of a Fourier transform:

ψ(�x, t) = (2π)−3/2
∫
R3

d3k ei�k·�x e−ih̄k2t/2m û(k), (4.4.20)

where

û(k) = (2π)−3/2
∫
R3

d3x e−i�k·�x ψ(�x, 0). (4.4.21)

Remark. In general, the spectrum of H, assumed to be self-adjoint, may
consist of a discrete part σd and a continuous part σc, and hence the
general solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation reads as

ψ(�x, t) =
∫
σ(H)

dµ(E)
∑
α

Cα(E)ψE,α(�x)e−iEt/h̄. (4.4.22)
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With our notation, the symbol∫
σ(H)

dµ(E)

is a condensed notation for the summation over discrete eigenvalues and
integration over the continuous spectrum. The corresponding spectral
representation of the Hamiltonian operator reads as (see items (iv) and
(v) in appendix 4.A)

H =
∫

λ dÊλ =
∑
λ∈σd

λP̂λ +
∫
λ∈σc

λ dÊλ. (4.4.23)

This holds by virtue of the Lebesgue decomposition of a measure on R:
any measure is the sum of a part dµac = f(α) dα, with f ≥ 0 and locally
integrable, which is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure dα; a part dµp concentrated on some separate points

dµp = dα
∑
n

cnδ(α− αn), αn ∈ R,

and a remainder dµs, the singular spectrum. This last part is ‘pathologi-
cal’ and will not occur in the problems considered in our book (although
there exist one-electron band models with a non-empty singular spec-
trum). Each of the three pieces of the measure is concentrated on null
sets with respect to the others, and L2(R,dµ) admits an orthogonal de-
composition as

L2(R,dµ) = L2(R,dµp) ⊕ L2(R,dµac) ⊕ L2(R,dµs).

4.4.1 Free particle

A Green-function approach to the Schrödinger equation for a free par-
ticle is rather instructive. For this purpose, we look for a ‘fundamental
solution’ of Eq. (4.4.14) which is singular at t− t′ = 0 in such a way that,
for every finite region of integration, one has

lim
t→t′

∫
V
G(�x− �x′; t− t′) d3x′ = 1 if �x− �x′ is in V, (4.4.24)

and 0 otherwise. Since the Schrödinger equation is linear, the desired
solution is obtained from the integral (cf. Eq. (4.4.12))

ψ(�x, t) =
∫

G(�x− �x′; t− t′)ψ(�x′, t′) d3x′, (4.4.25)

where G solves the equation (cf. Eq. (4.4.14))(
ih̄

∂

∂t
+

h̄2

2m
�
)
G(�x− �x′; t− t′) = 0 for t �= t′, (4.4.26)
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and satisfies the initial condition (cf. Eq. (4.4.15))

G(�x− �x′; 0) = δ(�x− �x′). (4.4.27)

For a free particle in one dimension, the Green function is given by (we
set x′ = 0 for simplicity)

G(x, 0, t) =
C√
t
e

im
2h̄

x2
t . (4.4.28)

The calculation shows indeed that, ∀t �= 0, such a G(x, 0, t) solves the
equation (see appendix 4.B)

∂G

∂t
=

ih̄
2m

∂2G

∂x2
. (4.4.29)

Moreover, motivated by (4.4.24), we consider the integral∫ x2

x1

G(x, 0, t) dx = C

√
2h̄
m

∫ √
m
2h̄

x2√
t

√
m
2h̄

x1√
t

eiξ2 dξ. (4.4.30)

Now we recall that, if a → ∞ and b → ∞, one has

lim
a,b→∞

∫ b

a
eiξ2 dξ = 0, (4.4.31)

whereas, if a → −∞ and b → ∞, one finds∫ b

a
eiξ2 dξ →

∫ ∞

−∞
eiξ2 dξ =

√
πeiπ4 . (4.4.32)

By virtue of (4.4.30)–(4.4.32), the property (4.4.24) is indeed satisfied, the
origin corresponding to x = 0, and the region V to the interval [x1, x2],
with

C = e−iπ4

√
m

2πh̄
. (4.4.33)

In R3, one can thus write (see Eq. (4.B.20))

G(�x,�0, t) = G(x1, 0, t)G(x2, 0, t)G(x3, 0, t)

= e−i3π4

(
m

2πh̄

)3/2

t−3/2e
im
2h̄

(x2
1+x2

2+x2
3)

t , (4.4.34)

and this formula should be used to evaluate the right-hand side of Eq.
(4.4.25). As an example, let us consider a one-dimensional wave packet
which, at t = 0, is given by

ψ(x′, 0) = C̃ e−(x′/2�0x)2+ imvx′
h̄ , (4.4.35)
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where C̃ is a constant, and �0x is the mean quadratic deviation at t = 0.
By virtue of Eq. (4.4.25), adapted to our one-dimensional problem, one
finds (use (4.4.28) with x replaced by x− x′, and (4.4.33))

ψ(x, t) = γ(m/h̄t)1/2e−iπ4 e
imx2
2h̄t

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

{[
im
2h̄t

− 1
(2 �0 x)2

]
x′

2

+
im
h̄t

(vt− x)x′
}

dx′. (4.4.36)

In this equation, γ ≡ C̃√
2π

, and one deals with an integral of the kind∫ ∞

−∞
e−ax2+2ibx dx =

√
π

a
e−b2/a. (4.4.37)

Thus, on defining

(2 � x)2 ≡ (2 �0 x)2
{

1 +
[

2h̄t
m(2 �0 x)2

]2}
, (4.4.38)

one finds

|ψ(x, t)|2 =
∣∣∣C̃∣∣∣2 (�0x)

(�x)
e
− (x−vt)2

2(�x)2 . (4.4.39)

The physical interpretation is that the centre of the wave packet moves
with velocity v, and its spreading in time is described by Eq. (4.4.38). In
particular, for �x to become twice as large as �0x, one has to wait for
a time

t = 2
√

3
m

h̄
(�0x)2. (4.4.40)

Thus, if m = 1.7 × 10−24 g (as for the hydrogen atom), with �0x =
10−8 cm, one finds t = 5.5 × 10−13 s. In contrast, if m = 10−3 g, with
�0x = 10−3 cm, one finds t ∼= 3.3×1018 s, i.e. a time of the order of 1011

years! Finally, the evolution is time symmetric, so for t < 0 there is also
a greater spread.

4.5 Example of isometric non-unitary operator

Although one normally studies unitary operators in quantum dynamics,
it may be now instructive to study a problem where the dynamics involves
a non-unitary operator. For this purpose, we consider a massive particle
moving on the positive half-line and reflected totally and elastically at the
origin. The mathematical formulation is obtained in terms of a complex-
valued function defined on R+ × R, with x ∈ R+ and t ∈ R:

ψ : R+ × R → C : (x, t) → ψ(x, t),
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which obeys the equation (v being a constant with the dimension of
velocity)

ih̄
∂ψ

∂t
= v

h̄

i
∂ψ

∂x
, (4.5.1a)

and the conditions ∫ ∞

0
|ψ(x, t)|2 dx < ∞, (4.5.2)

ψ(0, t) = 0 ∀t. (4.5.3)
First, note that the operator

A ≡ v
h̄

i
∂

∂x
, (4.5.4)

which plays the role of the ‘Hamiltonian’ operator in Eq. (4.5.1a), is
symmetric on the domain D specified by the above conditions, because,
on defining for any f and g ∈ D,

(f, g) ≡
∫ ∞

0
f∗(x, 0)g(x, 0) dx, (4.5.5)

one finds

(g,Af) − (Ag, f) =
h̄

i

[
g∗(x, 0)f(x, 0)

]x=∞

x=0
= 0. (4.5.6)

The evaluation of the left-hand side of (4.5.6) involves an integration by
parts, which is performed with the help of the identity

h̄

i
∂

∂x
(g∗f) = −

(
h̄

i
∂g

∂x

)∗
f +

h̄

i
g∗

∂f

∂x
. (4.5.7)

On the other hand, the boundary condition (4.5.3) is so ‘strong’ that the
functions in the domain of the adjoint of A are not forced to obey it as
well (see also the example of section 5.4, where we study the operator i d

dx
on the space of square-integrable functions on the closed interval [0, 1]).
Thus, the operator A is not ‘diagonalizable’. This does not prevent us,
however, from being able to solve Eq. (4.5.1a), which can be cast in the
more convenient form (

∂

∂t
+ v

∂

∂x

)
ψ(x, t) = 0, (4.5.1b)

solved by
ψ(x, t) = f(x− vt). (4.5.8)

In general, such solutions may have a distributional nature, but we are not
concerned with such properties. For our purposes, it is more important
to remark that the vector field in Eq. (4.5.1b), i.e.

Γ ≡ ∂

∂t
+ v

∂

∂x
, (4.5.9)
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maps the initial condition ψ(x, 0) into ψ(x, t) and preserves the length of
vectors. The associated flow, however, is not unitary. This is clear if we
bear in mind that the solution (4.5.8) is, by construction, constant on the
lines of the equation

x = vt + c, (4.5.10)

where c is a constant. Consider now, in particular, the line passing through
the origin, for which c vanishes. As t varies in the closed interval [0, τ ],
the boundary condition (4.5.3) implies that only functions vanishing as
x ∈ [0, vτ ] are obtained by the application of U ≡ e−iAt

h̄ to the initial
condition, because then

ψ(x, t) = f(x− vt) = f(0) = ψ(0, 0) = 0.

Thus, the inverse of U is not defined on the functions which, at t = τ , are
non-vanishing as x ∈ [0, vτ ], and hence the operator A cannot be diago-
nalized on the set of complex-valued functions satisfying (4.5.1)–(4.5.3).

In other words, if an equation of the type

ih̄
∂ψ

∂t
= Aψ (4.5.11)

is studied with a non-self-adjoint operator A, a temporal evolution may
still exist, but is no longer described by a unitary operator.

Another example of an isometric operator is the map of the free parti-
cle continuum wave functions on to the continuum states of particles in
an attractive potential with one or more bound states, for example the
Hulthén potential (Hulthén 1942, 1943): V (r) ≡ − ABe−Br

(1−e−Br)
.

4.6 Boundary conditions

The eigenvalue problem for the Hamiltonian operator cannot be solved
unless we specify the class of potentials we are interested in, with the as-
sociated boundary conditions and self-adjointness domain for H. A great
variety of potentials can indeed occur in the investigation of physical phe-
nomena, e.g. central potentials behaving as r−n (n ≥ 1), Yukawa terms
e−µr

r , isotropic and anisotropic harmonic oscillators, polynomials of suit-
able degree, Laurent series, logarithmic terms and periodic potentials.

Here we study the Schrödinger equation for stationary states (cf. Eq.
(4.4.8)) (

− h̄2

2m
� +V (x)

)
u(x) = Eu(x), (4.6.1)

where the potential is taken to be of the form

V (x) =
l∑

j=1

gj
|�x− �xj |

+ V1(x), (4.6.2)
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with gj being real constants and V1 being such that: (i) it is continuous
with the exception of a finite number of surfaces σ1, σ2, . . . , σr, where it
has finite discontinuities; (ii) it is bounded from below; (iii) it can diverge
at infinity, but not faster than a polynomial. The points x1, . . . , xl and
the surfaces σ1, . . . , σr are said to be the singular points and singular
surfaces of the potential V , respectively. Hereafter, we shall denote by H
the Hamiltonian operator in round brackets on the left-hand side of Eq.
(4.6.1), by D0(H) the set

D0(H) ≡
{
f ∈ L2(R3) : f ∈ C2(R3),

[
− h̄2

2m
� +V (x)

]
f ∈ L2(R3)

}
, (4.6.3)

and by D(H) the (as yet unknown) domain where H is self-adjoint. In
general, it is not easy to know explicitly a priori the self-adjointness do-
main D(H), but this technical difficulty will not affect what we are going
to do. The set D0(H) represents a possible characterization of the domain
of H, and for u ∈ D0(H) Eq. (4.6.1) may be viewed as an ordinary differ-
ential equation in C2(R3). However, if the potential has singularities, Eq.
(4.6.1) does not have solutions in C2(R3), and hence the (formal) eigen-
value equation does not have solutions belonging to D0(H). In contrast,
for a singularity-free potential, it can be proved that the eigenfunctions of
H in the self-adjointness domain D(H) coincide with the eigenfunctions
in D0(H).

First, note that, if q is any element of C∞
0 (R3) (the consideration of

this space is suggested by the property of H being essentially self-adjoint
on it), one can study, for any locally integrable function u, the equation

(u,Hq) = E(u, q), (4.6.4a)

or, explicitly (our scalar product being anti-linear in the first argument),∫
R3

d3x u∗(x)

(
− h̄2

2m
� +V (x)

)
q(x) = E

∫
R3

d3x u∗(x)q(x). (4.6.4b)

It is therefore meaningful to consider solutions of Eq. (4.6.4b), whether
or not they belong to the Hilbert space L2(R3). Such solutions are said
to be generalized (or weak) solutions of Eq. (4.6.1). The eigenfunctions of
H in D(H) are then those particular generalized solutions of Eq. (4.6.1)
that belong to L2(R3).

The generalized solutions of Eq. (4.6.1) possess four fundamental prop-
erties.

(i) They are of class C2 outside the singularity set S of the potential V.
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(ii) They are ordinary solutions of Eq. (4.6.1) outside S.

(iii) On the singular surfaces, they are continuous jointly with their nor-
mal derivatives:

u+(x) = u−(x) x ∈ σi, (4.6.5)

∂u+(x)
∂n

=
∂u−(x)

∂n
x ∈ σi, (4.6.6)

where the ± labels are used for the limiting values of such functions on the
two sides of the singular surfaces. These equations express the boundary
conditions in the eigenvalue problem for the Hamiltonian operator.

(iv) At the singular points they take a finite value, in that

lim
x→xj

u(x) = finite quantity. (4.6.7)

Property (i) is a theorem due to Weyl (Weyl 1940, Hellwig 1964), and
will not be proved here. Property (ii) follows because, if (i) holds, and if
q vanishes in a neighbourhood of the singularities, one finds∫

R3
d3x u∗(x) � q(x) −

∫
R3

d3x [�u∗(x)]q(x)

=
∫
R3

d3x div
[
u∗(grad q) − (grad u∗)q

]
= 0, (4.6.8)

and hence Eq. (4.6.4b) becomes (since we can bring u∗ to the right of the
Laplace operator)∫

R3
d3x

[(
− h̄2

2m
� +V (x)

)
u∗(x)

]
q(x) = E

∫
R3

d3x u∗(x)q(x). (4.6.9)

By virtue of the arbitrariness in the choice of q, Eq. (4.6.9) leads to Eq.
(4.6.1) outside the singularity set S.

Lastly, to prove (iii) and (iv), which play a key role in all the applica-
tions of quantum mechanics, we surround the singular surfaces by narrow
tubes, and the singular points by spheres ω of radius rj . This is necessary
to be able to apply the divergence theorem. On taking a function q of
arbitrary form, one then finds (cf. Eq. (4.6.8))∫

R3
d3x u∗(x) � q(x) −

∫
R3

d3x [�u∗(x)]q(x)

= −
∑
i

∫
σi

dσ
[(

u∗+
∂q

∂n
− ∂u∗+

∂n
q

)
−
(
u∗−

∂q

∂n
− ∂u∗−

∂n
q

)]

−
∑
j

lim
rj→0

∫
ω(xj ,rj)

dσj

(
u∗

∂q

∂nj
− ∂u∗

∂nj
q

)
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= −
∑
i

∫
σi

dσ
[
(u+ − u−)∗

∂q

∂n
−
(
∂u+

∂n
− ∂u−

∂n

)∗
q

]

−
∑
j

lim
rj→0

r2
j

∫
dΩ

(
u∗

∂q

∂rj
− ∂u∗

∂rj
q

)
. (4.6.10)

If Eq. (4.6.4b) is satisfied, and if Eq. (4.6.1) holds up to a zero-measure
set, the boundary terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.6.10) have to
vanish, since the left-hand side is zero by virtue of

�u∗ = −2m
h̄2 (E − V )u∗

and ∫
R3

d3x u∗ � q = −2m
h̄2

∫
R3

d3x u∗(E − V )q.

Bearing in mind that q and its normal derivative can be fixed in an arbi-
trary way on the singular surfaces, and also the arbitrariness in choosing
the values of q at the singular points, one finds that the boundary con-
ditions (4.6.5) and (4.6.6) are indeed satisfied. Lastly, to prove the result
(4.6.7), one should bear in mind that, since the potential is taken to be of
the form (4.6.2), the solutions of Eq. (4.6.1) behave, in a neighbourhood
of the singular points, as rνj , with ν = 0,±1,±2, . . .. Hence one finds the
qualitative behaviour

r2
j

∂u

∂rj
∼ νrν+1

j ∼ νrju,

which implies (remember that dσj = r2
j dΩ)

lim
rj→0

∫
dΩ r2

j

(
u∗

∂q

∂rj
− ∂u∗

∂rj
q

)
= −ν lim

rj→0

∫
dΩ rju

∗q. (4.6.11)

Since such a limit should vanish for any q, ν cannot take negative values,
which leads in turn to the condition (4.6.7). Conversely, it is obvious that
a function u satisfying the properties (i)–(iv) is a generalized solution of
Eq. (4.6.1).

In summary, if the potential V is everywhere continuous, the ordinary
solutions of Eq. (4.6.1) are also generalized solutions. If V has a finite
number of singularities, however, the space is divided by the discontinu-
ity surfaces into a number of disconnected regions Di. After finding the
ordinary solutions of Eq. (4.6.1) within each Di, the boundary conditions
(4.6.5) and (4.6.6) make it possible to match such ordinary solutions and
hence to extend the solution to the whole space, with the exception of
the singular points xj . Among the (infinitely many) solutions built in this
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way, those satisfying the finiteness property (4.6.7) at the singular points
are the desired generalized solutions of Eq. (4.6.1). Moreover, to pick out
the eigenfunctions of H, one has to choose, among the generalized solu-
tions obtained with the above procedure, those belonging to the Hilbert
space L2(R3). This is only possible for some real and discrete values
of E.

In the applications of wave mechanics we shall use the boundary con-
ditions (4.6.5) and (4.6.6), but the reader should be aware that it is not
strictly necessary that these equations be satisfied (indeed, they are not
satisfied for an infinite potential step!). It is sufficient to require continuity
of the density ψ∗ψ and the current i

2

(
ψ∗gradψ−ψ gradψ∗

)
. This leaves

an arbitrary phase in ψ between two regions. Such a phase is irrelevant
and can be set to zero for convenience.

4.6.1 Particle confined by a potential

If the potential has an infinite jump, this may be viewed as the limiting
case of a problem where the discontinuity of V is finite (as one takes the
limit for the ‘jump’ tending to infinity), and hence the above rules for
the boundary conditions can be applied to solve all quantum-mechanical
problems. For example, if a particle of energy E ∈ ]0, V0[ and mass m is
subject to the potential

Ṽ (x) = V0 x ∈ ]−∞,−a[, (4.6.12a)

Ṽ (x) = 0 x ∈ ]−a, a[, (4.6.12b)

Ṽ (x) = V0 x ∈ ]a,∞[, (4.6.12c)

the solutions of the Schrödinger equation for stationary states read, on

setting Γ ≡
√

2m(V0−E)

h̄ , κ ≡
√

2mE
h̄ ,

u1(x) = A1eΓx + A2e−Γx = A1eΓx x ∈ ]−∞,−a[, (4.6.13)

u2(x) = A3 cosκx + A4 sinκx x ∈ ]−a, a[, (4.6.14)

u3(x) = A5eΓx + A6e−Γx = A6e−Γx x ∈ ]a,∞[, (4.6.15)

where we have set A2 = A5 = 0 to obtain a wave function ∈ L2(R,dx).
The continuity conditions at x = −a and at x = a:

lim
x→−a−

u1(x) = lim
x→−a+

u2(x), (4.6.16)

lim
x→−a−

u′1(x) = lim
x→−a+

u′2(x), (4.6.17)
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lim
x→a−

u2(x) = lim
x→a+

u3(x), (4.6.18)

lim
x→a−

u′2(x) = lim
x→a+

u′3(x), (4.6.19)

lead to the homogeneous system

A1e−Γa −A3 cosκa + A4 sinκa = 0, (4.6.20)

A1e−Γa − κ

Γ
A3 sinκa− κ

Γ
A4 cosκa = 0, (4.6.21)

A3 cosκa + A4 sinκa−A6e−Γa = 0, (4.6.22)

−A3 sinκa + A4 cosκa +
Γ
κ
A6e−Γa = 0. (4.6.23)

To find a non-trivial solution for A1, A3, A4, A6, the determinant of the
matrix of coefficients should vanish, and this leads to the eigenvalue con-
dition

2κΓ cos(2κa)+
(
Γ2 − κ2

)
sin(2κa) = 0. (4.6.24)

When V0 → ∞, Eq. (4.6.24) reduces to Γ2 sin(2κa) = 0, which implies

sin(2κa) = 0, (4.6.25)

an equation solved by 2κa = nπ, and hence one recovers the well-known
spectrum

En = n2 h̄2π2

8ma2
∀ n = 1, 2, . . . (4.6.26)

for the particle confined within the closed interval [−a, a] by the infinite-
wall potential

V (x) = ∞ x ∈ ]−∞,−a[, (4.6.27a)

V (x) = 0 x ∈ ]−a, a[, (4.6.27b)

V (x) = ∞ x ∈ ]a,∞[. (4.6.27c)

Note also that, when V0 → ∞, u1(x) in (4.6.13) and u3(x) in (4.6.15)
tend to zero for any value of x. This is why one says that, in the potential
(4.6.27), the wave function vanishes outside the interval ]−a, a[. Further-
more, (4.6.17) and (4.6.19) no longer hold, but uu′ is continuous at these
points.
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4.6.2 Improper eigenfunctions

Another little bit of notation is now necessary to characterize an impor-
tant class of ‘eigenfunctions’ that frequently occur. For this purpose, we
say that {uW (x)} is a family of improper eigenfunctions of the Hamilto-
nian operator if the following conditions hold:

(i) {uW } is continuous, or at least locally integrable, with respect to the
parameter W in a subset σ of the real line, with positive measure;

(ii) each function uW is a generalized solution of Eq. (4.6.1) for the specific
value of W (and hence satisfies the regularity properties and the boundary
conditions previously derived);

(iii) for any interval (W,W +δW ) having intersection of positive measure
with σ, the eigen-differential

F(W,W+δW )u(x) ≡
∫ W+δW

W
dγ uγ(x) (4.6.28)

belongs to L2(R) and is non-vanishing.

The improper eigenfunctions are, in general, tempered distributions. The
class of ordinary functions, which correspond to tempered distributions,
can be essentially identified with the set of locally integrable functions
of algebraic growth. By definition, the latter are functions bounded at
infinity by a polynomial: for each u there exists r ∈ N such that, as
|x| → ∞, one finds

|u(x)| ≤
r∑

s=0

asx
s. (4.6.29)

The property of having algebraic growth can be used, for differential
operators, as a requisite to select solutions of the (formal) eigenvalue
equation among which one should look for eigenfunctions. For example,
according to this criterion, one should rule out solutions of the form (see
Eqs. (4.6.13) and (4.6.15))

e
√
W |x| W > 0,

whereas, in L2(R), one can build wave functions ψ(x, t) from the improper
eigenfunctions

ei
√
Wx, e−i

√
Wx W > 0.

In L2(Rp), with p > 1, some extra care is necessary to select suitable
improper eigenfunctions.
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4.7 Harmonic oscillator

One of the few systems for which the Schrödinger equation can be solved
is the harmonic oscillator (for more examples, see chapters 5 and 12).
From a physical point of view, all cases when ‘equilibrium states’ are
approached can be studied using harmonic oscillators.

4.7.1 One-dimensional oscillator

Our analysis begins with the Schrödinger equation for stationary states
of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, i.e.(

− h̄2

2m
d2

dx2
+

m

2
ω2x2

)
ψn = Enψn. (4.7.1)

Rather than using a direct approach for the solution of this equation, we
rely upon some ‘ad hoc’ methods, which nevertheless can also be exploited
for other problems. For this purpose, we notice that Eq. (4.7.1) can be
factorized in the form

− h̄2

2m

(
d
dx

− mω

h̄
x

)(
d
dx

+
mω

h̄
x

)
ψn =

(
En − h̄ω

2

)
ψn, (4.7.2)

because the Leibniz rule implies that

d
dx

(xψn) = x
d
dx

ψn + ψn. (4.7.3)

The factorized form (4.7.2) shows that the operator d
dx − mω

h̄ x makes it
possible to generate a new solution from a given one. Thus, the function
ψn+1 defined by

ψn+1 ≡
(

d
dx

− mω

h̄
x

)
ψn, (4.7.4)

is a solution of Eq. (4.7.1) with eigenvalue En + h̄ω, and the function

ψn−1 ≡
(

d
dx

+
mω

h̄
x

)
ψn (4.7.5)

solves Eq. (4.7.1) with eigenvalue En − h̄ω. The latter property follows
easily from the factorization

− h̄2

2m

(
d
dx

+
mω

h̄
x

)(
d
dx

− mω

h̄
x

)
ψn =

(
En +

h̄ω

2

)
ψn (4.7.6)

and from the relation

Ĥ

(
d
dx

+
mω

h̄
x

)
ψn = (En − h̄ω)

(
d
dx

+
mω

h̄
x

)
ψn. (4.7.7)
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Repeated application shows that Ĥ
(

d
dx + mω

h̄ x
)r

ψn is equal to

(En − rh̄ω)
(

d
dx + mω

h̄ x
)r

ψn. Such properties suggest calling the oper-

ators d
dx − mω

h̄ x and d
dx + mω

h̄ x the creation and annihilation operators,
respectively.

At this stage, a naturally occurring question is whether one can obtain
negative energy eigenvalues by repeated application of the annihilation
operator. Indeed, if ψ0 is a normalized eigenfunction belonging to the
eigenvalue E0 such that E0 > 0, E0 − h̄ω < 0, one can define ψ−1 ≡(

d
dx + mω

h̄ x
)
ψ0, and integration by parts, jointly with Eq. (4.7.2), yields∫ ∞

−∞
ψ∗
−1ψ−1 dx =

∫ ∞

−∞
ψ∗

0

[(
− d

dx
+

mω

h̄
x

)(
d
dx

+
mω

h̄
x

)
ψ0

]
dx

=
2m
h̄2

(
E0 −

h̄ω

2

)
. (4.7.8)

If E0 were smaller than h̄ω
2 we would obtain a negative norm of ψ−1,

which is impossible. If E0 were larger than h̄ω
2 (but smaller than h̄ω), we

might iterate the procedure and consider

ψ−2 ≡
(

d
dx

+
mω

h̄
x

)
ψ−1, (4.7.9)

the ‘norm’ of which would then be negative by construction. To avoid
having such inconsistencies we can only accept that E0 = h̄ω

2 , which
leads to (

d
dx

+
mω

h̄
x

)
ψ0 = 0. (4.7.10)

This is a first-order equation, which is solved by separation of variables
to find

ψ0 = K0 e−
mωx2

2h̄ , (4.7.11)

where K0 is a normalization constant obtained by requiring that

K2
0

∫ ∞

−∞
e−

mωx2
h̄ dx = 1, (4.7.12)

which implies

K0 =
(
mω

πh̄

)1/4

. (4.7.13)

All the eigenfunctions of the harmonic oscillator can be built starting
from the ground state ψ0 and repeatedly applying the creation operator
d
dx − mω

h̄ x. In such a way one obtains

ψn(x) = Kn

(
d
dx

− mω

h̄
x

)n

ψ0, n ∈ N , (4.7.14)
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where the normalization constant Kn is such that

K2
n =

(
h̄

mω

)n√mω

πh̄

1
2nn!

. (4.7.15)

4.7.2 Hermite polynomials

Note now that(
d
dx

+
mω

h̄
x

)
ψ = e−

mωx2
2h̄

d
dx

(
e

mωx2
2h̄ ψ

)
. (4.7.16)

The generalization to arbitrary powers of the annihilation and creation
operators is straightforward:(

d
dx

+
mω

h̄
x

)n

ψ = e−
mωx2

2h̄
dn

dxn

(
e

mωx2
2h̄ ψ

)
(4.7.17)

and (
d
dx

− mω

h̄
x

)n

ψ = e
mωx2

2h̄
dn

dxn

(
e−

mωx2
2h̄ ψ

)
. (4.7.18)

This remark leads to the introduction of the Hermite polynomials. This
means that, on defining the variable

ξ ≡
√

mω

h̄
x, (4.7.19)

we deal with

Hn(ξ) ≡ (−1)neξ
2 dn

dξn
e−ξ2 . (4.7.20)

By virtue of (4.7.18), the term on the right-hand side of (4.7.20) can be
re-expressed in the form

eξ
2/2
(

d
dξ

− ξ

)n

e−ξ2/2 = eξ
2 dn

dξn
e−ξ2 . (4.7.21)

The Hermite polynomials therefore make it possible to write, for the
harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions,

ψn(ξ) = K̃nHn(ξ)e−ξ2/2, (4.7.22)

having set

K̃n ≡ Kn

(
mω

h̄

)n/2

(−1)n. (4.7.23)

For example, for the lowest values of the integer n, the Hermite polyno-
mials read as

H0(ξ) = 1, H1(ξ) = 2ξ, (4.7.24)
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H2(ξ) = 4ξ2 − 2, H3(ξ) = 8ξ3 − 12ξ. (4.7.25)

Thus, the eigenfunctions are even or odd depending on whether n is even
or odd, respectively:

ψ2k(x) = ψ2k(−x), (4.7.26)

ψ2k+1(x) = −ψ2k+1(−x). (4.7.27)

The previous results can be used to discuss the harmonic oscillator in
three dimensions. In this case, the potential reads as

U(x, y, z) =
m

2

(
ω2

1x
2 + ω2

2y
2 + ω2

3z
2
)
, (4.7.28)

and the corresponding eigenvalue equation for the Hamiltonian operator
is [

− h̄2

2m

(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2

)
+ U(x, y, z)

]
ψE = EψE . (4.7.29)

Such an equation can be solved by separation of variables, i.e. by writing

ψE(x, y, z) = ψn1(x)ψn2(y)ψn3(z), (4.7.30)

where ψn1 , ψn2 and ψn3 are eigenfunctions of the one-dimensional har-
monic oscillator. One thus obtains

E = h̄ω1

(
n1 +

1
2

)
+ h̄ω2

(
n2 +

1
2

)
+ h̄ω3

(
n3 +

1
2

)
. (4.7.31)

In particular, if two frequencies coincide, e.g. ω = ω1 = ω2 �= ω3, one
finds

E = h̄ω(n1 + n2 + 1) + h̄ω3

(
n3 +

1
2

)
. (4.7.32)

If all frequencies are equal: ω = ω1 = ω2 = ω3, one has

E = h̄ω

(
n1 + n2 + n3 +

3
2

)
. (4.7.33)

If the frequencies coincide the resulting energy levels are degenerate.
On defining

n ≡ n1 + n2 + n3, (4.7.34)

we remark that all eigenfunctions obtained as a product of one-dimensio-
nal eigenfunctions for which the indices add up to n belong to the same
eigenvalue E. The number of such eigenfunctions can be easily evaluated
by pointing out that it is given by the number of ways in which we can
choose the integers n1 and n2 subject to the condition

0 ≤ n1 + n2 ≤ n.
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Since for n1 + n2 = j, with j ≤ n, there exist j + 1 ways of choosing n1

and n2 so that their sum equals j, one finds that the desired degeneracy
is given by (in the isotropic case)

n∑
j=0

(j + 1) =
(n + 1)(n + 2)

2
. (4.7.35)

Moreover, some degeneracy may survive if the frequencies are rational,
i.e. there exist some integers j1, j2 and j3 for which

j1ω1 = j2ω2 = j3ω3. (4.7.36)

4.8 JWKB solutions of the Schrödinger equation

The constant of nature that is a peculiar property of quantum mechan-
ics with respect to classical mechanics is the Planck constant h. Thus,
if quantum mechanics is more fundamental, because it leads to a good
understanding of atomic physics unlike classical theory, it is of particular
interest to find a method that expresses in a quantitative and predictive
way by ‘how much’ quantum theory differs from classical theory, and re-
lates this to the Planck constant. This is made possible by the JWKB
method (Jeffreys–Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin), which evaluates the wave
function by means of an asymptotic expansion (see appendix 4.C) in
powers of h̄ (Froman and Froman 1965). To zeroth order in h̄ one has to
recover the Hamilton–Jacobi equation, plus corrections that we are going
to compute. The method turns out to be a valuable tool in obtaining ap-
proximate solutions of the Schrödinger equation in cases where an exact
analytic solution is very difficult or impossible (e.g. with long-range po-
tentials, or phenomenological potentials that approximate a very involved
configuration in nuclear structure). For this purpose, in the Schrödinger
equation we now look for solutions in the form

ψ(�x, t) = A(�x, t)eiW (�x,t)/h̄, (4.8.1)

where A and W are real-valued functions (if A were complex, one might
absorb its phase into the definition of W ). This means that a purely os-
cillatory behaviour is modulated by some function of �x and t, i.e. the
prefactor A. On separating the real and imaginary parts of the result-
ing equation, one finds (cf. Merzbacher (1961), where the prefactor A is
instead absorbed into the definition of W )

∂A

∂t
= − 1

2m

[
A�W + 2(gradA) · (gradW )

]
, (4.8.2)

∂W

∂t
= −

[
(gradW )2

2m
+ V (�x) − h̄2

2m
(�A)
A

]
. (4.8.3)
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On defining

ρ(�x, t) ≡ A2(�x, t) = |ψ|2, (4.8.4)

�v ≡ 1
m

gradW, (4.8.5)

equation (4.8.2) leads to the continuity equation (cf. Eq. (4.1.8a))

∂ρ

∂t
+ div(ρ�v) = 0. (4.8.6)

Moreover, if one neglects in Eq. (4.8.3) the term proportional to h̄2, one
obtains the Hamilton–Jacobi equation associated with the Hamiltonian
H = p2

2m + V (�x). Recall, in fact, that this can be obtained from the
relation

H(�p, �x) = E, (4.8.7)

bearing in mind that the equation

dW = �p · d�x− E dt (4.8.8)

leads to

�p =
∂W

∂�x
, E = −∂W

∂t
. (4.8.9)

Under such conditions, W reduces to a complete integral of the Hamilton–
Jacobi equation

(gradW )2

2m
+ V (x) = E,

and it is possible to show that (appendix 4.B)

ρ =

∣∣∣∣∣det

(
∂2W

∂xi∂αk

)∣∣∣∣∣
solves the continuity equation (4.8.6). One then finds an approximate
solution of the Schrödinger equation of the form ψ =

√
ρ e

iW
h̄ .

In general, the term proportional to h̄2 in Eq. (4.8.3) may be viewed
as a quantum-mechanical ‘correction’ to the classical potential, so that
the JWKB Lagrangian reads

L =
m

2
v2 −

[
V (�x) − h̄2

2m
(�A)
A

]
, (4.8.10)

with

m
d�v
dt

= −grad

[
V (�x) − h̄2

2m
(�A)
A

]
. (4.8.11)
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An equivalent (and useful) expression of Eq. (4.8.3) is obtained in terms
of ρ(�x, t) defined in Eq. (4.8.4):

∂W

∂t
= −

{
(gradW )2

2m
+ V − h̄2

4m

[
(�ρ)
ρ

− 1
2

(grad ρ)2

ρ2

]}
. (4.8.12)

It is now instructive to consider the eikonal approximation for the sta-
tionary Schrödinger equation in one spatial dimension, i.e. we study[

− h̄2

2m
d2

dx2
+ V (x)

]
ϕE = EϕE , (4.8.13)

and we look for solutions in the form A(x)eiS(x)/h̄. We then obtain

d2ϕ

dx2
=

[
d2A

dx2
+

2i
h̄

dA
dx

dS
dx

+
i
h̄
A

d2S

dx2
− A

h̄2

(
dS
dx

)2
]

eiS/h̄. (4.8.14)

The resulting non-linear equation is

A

[
1

2m

(
dS
dx

)2

+ V (x) − E

]
− ih̄

2m

(
2
dA
dx

dS
dx

+ A
d2S

dx2

)
− h̄2

2m
d2A

dx2
= 0.

(4.8.15)

On neglecting second-order terms in h̄, one finds

dS
dx

= ±
√

2m[E − V (x)] = ±p(x), (4.8.16)

S(x) = S(x0) ±
∫ x

x0

p(y) dy. (4.8.17)

The second large bracketed term in (4.8.15), with imaginary coefficient,
can be written in the form

2
dA
dx

p + A
dp
dx

=
1
A

d
dx

(A2p) = 0. (4.8.18)

Now ϕ∗
EϕE = A2 yields

ϕ∗
EϕE

p

m
= A2 p

m
, (4.8.19)

which is invariant under translations by virtue of (4.8.18). One thus ob-
tains

A =
C√
p
. (4.8.20)

This implies that approximate solutions take the form

ϕ±
E(x) =

C±√
p
e±

i
h̄

∫
p dx, (4.8.21)
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where

p =
√

2m[E − V (x)]. (4.8.22)

We are here assuming that E − V (x) > 0, but in general E − V (x) may
have zeros that separate regions where E − V (x) > 0 from regions where
E − V (x) < 0. The problem then arises of deriving junction conditions
for stationary states (Merzbacher 1961, Maslov and Fedoriuk 1981).

The result (4.8.21) may be re-expressed in terms of the initial condi-
tions, and hence one has

ϕ±
E(x) = ϕ±

E(x0)

√
p(x0)
p(x)

e
± i

h̄

∫ x

x0
p(y) dy

. (4.8.23)

More precisely, using

E =
p2(x0)

2m
+ V (x0)

one finds
dS
dx

(x, p0(x0)) = ±
√
p2
0(x0) + 2m[V (x0) − V (x)] = ±p(x).

Hence one obtains
∂2S

∂x∂p0
= ∓p0(x0)

p(x)
,

which leads, in turn, to ρ =
∣∣∣p(x0)
p(x)

∣∣∣ and to the result expressed by (4.8.23).

If the term of order h̄2 is not neglected in Eq. (4.8.15), one obtains the
equation

A

[
1

2m

(
dS
dx

)2

+ V (x) − E

]
=

h̄2

2m
d2A

dx2
, (4.8.24)

which leads to (see Eq. (4.8.22))

dS
dx

= ±
√
p2(x) +

h̄2

A

d2A

dx2
= ±p

√
1 +

h̄2

p2

1
A

d2A

dx2
. (4.8.25)

For sufficiently large values of p, we consider a series expansion of Eq.
(4.8.25) in the form

dS
dx

= ±
[
p(x) +

h̄2

2pA
d2A

dx2
+ · · ·

]
. (4.8.26)

To this order, A is proportional to 1√
p , and one obtains

dS
dx

∼=
[
p(x) +

1
2
h̄2p(x)−1/2 d2

dx2
p(x)−1/2

]
. (4.8.27)
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The integration of Eq. (4.8.27) yields

S(x) = S(x0) ±
(∫ x

x0

p(y) dy + δS

)
, (4.8.28)

with

δS =
h̄2

2

∫ x

x0

p(y)−1/2 d2

dy2
p(y)−1/2 dy. (4.8.29)

Thus, a better approximation for ϕE is given by

ϕ±
E(x) = ϕ±

E(x0)

√
p(x0)
p(x)

e
± i

h̄

[∫ x

x0
p(y) dy+δS

]
. (4.8.30)

The transition from quantum to classical mechanics is formally anal-
ogous to the transition from wave optics to geometrical optics. It is thus
possible to use this formal analogy to understand under which conditions
one can use classical mechanics instead of quantum mechanics. For this
purpose, one has to require that (cf. Eq. (3.10.7))

λ

2π
|gradλ|

λ
= |grad(λ/2π)| � 1. (4.8.31)

Thus, the equation (3.10.25) for the wavelength in the Schrödinger theory
makes it possible to re-express the inequality (4.8.31) in the form

mh̄

[2m(E − V )]3/2
|gradV | � 1. (4.8.32)

A more convenient form of the inequality is obtained by considering the
modulus of the velocity and the modulus of the acceleration of the par-
ticle:

[2m(E − V )]1/2 = mv, (4.8.33)

|gradV | = ma. (4.8.34)

Hence one finds the condition (Fock 1978)

h̄a

mv3
� 1. (4.8.35)

Moreover, denoting by r the curvature radius of the orbit of the particle,
one finds

a2 =

(
v2

r

)2

+
(

dv
dt

)2

, (4.8.36)

which implies

a ≥ v2

r
, (4.8.37)
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and hence, from (4.8.35),
h̄

mvr
� 1. (4.8.38)

Interestingly, on denoting by λ the de Broglie wavelength, one thus finds
the desired condition in the form

λ

2πr
� 1. (4.8.39)

4.8.1 On the meaning of semi-classical

In a more mathematical presentation, one starts from the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation for which a Cauchy problem with rapidly oscillating
initial data is studied. The initial condition is written in the form

ψ(�x, 0) = ψ0(�x)e
i
h̄S0(�x), (4.8.40)

where the potential V and S0 are real-valued and infinitely differentiable,
and ψ0 is taken to be infinitely differentiable and with compact support.
One then looks for an asymptotic solution with initial condition (4.8.40)
as h̄ → 0+ and �x ∈ R3, within an arbitrary finite time t. The correspond-
ing asymptotic formulae are said to be a semi-classical approximation or
semi-classical asymptotics whenever they are expressed only in terms of
functions that characterize the underlying classical mechanics (Maslov
and Fedoriuk 1981). Note that, when the limit h̄ → 0 is used, this is not
exactly a limit in the usual sense one has learned in analysis, since h̄ is
not a dimensionless quantity.

4.8.2 Example: α-decay

Two kinds of spontaneous emission are known to exist in nature: α- and
β-decay. Experiments in which a sufficiently large number of α-particles
enter a chamber with a thin mica window and are collected show that α-
rays correspond to positively charged particles with a q

m ratio that is the
same as that of a doubly ionized helium atom: He++. Their identification
with He++ is made possible because, when a gas of α-particles produces
light, it indeed reveals the spectroscopic lines of He++. An important
quantitative law of α-decay was discovered, at the experimental level, by
Geiger and Nuttall in 1911. It states that the velocity v of the α-particle,
and the mean life T of the emitting nucleus, are related by the empirical
equation

log(T ) = A + B log(v), (4.8.41)

where the constants A and B can be determined in the laboratory. We are
now aiming to develop an elementary theory of α-decay, following Born
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(1969). For further details, we refer the reader to the work in Gamow
(1928) and Fermi (1950).

Let V (r) be the potential for a particle emitted by a nucleus of atomic
number Z. By virtue of the shielding effect, it is as if the particle were
‘feeling’ the effect of a field with residual atomic number Z − 2. At large
distances, i.e. for r > r0, the resulting potential is Coulombian, while for
r < r0 the precise form of V (r) is not known, but for phenomenological
reasons we expect it should have the shape of a crater (the α-particle
being ‘trapped’ in the field of the nucleus). In other words, we consider
a potential such that

V (r) = −V0 < 0 if r ∈ ]0, r0[, (4.8.42)

V (r) =
2(Z − 2)e2

r
if r > r0, (4.8.43)

and a positive value of the energy E such that E < V if r ∈ ]r0, r1[,
E = V at r = r1 and E > V if r > r1. The emission frequency, ν, can
be expressed as the product of the number n of times that the α-particle
hits against the crater with probability p that it can ‘tunnel’ through
the barrier given by the crater: ν = np. To find p, one has to solve the
stationary Schrödinger equation with the lowest possible value of angular
momentum (see section 5.4). The part of the stationary state depending
on spatial variables is written as ϕ(r) = ψ(r)

r , where ψ(r) satisfies the
equation {

d2

dr2
+

2m
h̄2 [E − V (r)]

}
ψ = 0. (4.8.44)

In between r0 and r1, the wave function is exponentially damped, and
hence one has, approximately,

p = |ψ(r1)/ψ(r0)|2. (4.8.45)

In such an intermediate region the potential is well approximated by the
Coulomb part (4.8.43). For large values of the atomic number Z, one thus
looks for solutions of Eq. (4.8.44) in the form (cf. Eq. (4.8.1))

ψ = exp
[
y(r)
h̄

]
, (4.8.46)

which leads to a non-linear equation for y:

h̄y′′ + y′
2 − F (r) = 0, (4.8.47)

having defined

F (r) ≡ 2m

[
−E +

2(Z − 2)e2

r

]
. (4.8.48)
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If the term h̄y′′ can be neglected in Eq. (4.8.47), one finds

y(r) =
∫ r

a

√
F (x) dx, (4.8.49)

ψ(r1)
ψ(r0)

= exp
[
y(r1) − y(r0)

h̄

]
= exp

[
1
h̄

∫ r

r0

√
F (x) dx

]
. (4.8.50)

The integral occurring in Eq. (4.8.50) is non-trivial but only involves
standard techniques (e.g. Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1965)), so that one
can eventually express the probability as

p = exp

[
−(2n0 − sin 2n0)

8πe2

h

(Z − 2)
v

]
, (4.8.51)

where n0 is a root of the equation

cos2 n0 =
r0E

2(Z − 2)e2
. (4.8.52)

For small values of the energy E of α-particles, and for a deep crater, the
probability can be approximated as follows:

p = exp
[
−8π2e2

(Z − 2)
hv

+
16πe
h

√
m(Z − 2)r0

]
. (4.8.53)

The decay constant, νD, is thus given by

log(νD) = log(h/4mr2
0) − 8π2e2

(Z − 2)
hv

+
16πe
h

√
m(Z − 2)r0. (4.8.54)

Indeed, Eq. (4.8.54) differs from the empirical law (4.8.41), because it
predicts that log(νD) depends linearly on 1

v . Moreover, it introduces a
dependence on Z and r0. However, the discrepancy is not very severe from
the point of view of the actual values taken by the physical parameters:
the velocity varies in between 1.4 × 109 and 2 × 109 cm s−1, and the
variation of Z and r0 is negligible for the elements of radioactive series.
Note also that the range of values of the decay constant is quite large,
since 8π2e2

h is very large.

4.9 From wave mechanics to Bohr–Sommerfeld

Suppose we can solve the Schrödinger equation by making the geometrical-
optics approximation, according to which

ψE,α(x, y, z, t) = A e
2πi
h [Et−S(x,y,z,α)], (4.9.1)

where S is a complete integral of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation. For the
wave function to be single-valued at each space-time point, it is necessary
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that along any closed curve Ck where the propagation takes place one can
write ∫

Ck

pj dqj = h nk(E,α). (4.9.2)

Interestingly, one therefore recovers the Einstein formulation of the Bohr–
Sommerfeld quantization conditions.

Thus, if we can obtain a solution of the Schrödinger equation with the
help of a complete integral of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation as in (4.9.1),
wave mechanics yields immediately an interpretation of the previously
‘ad hoc’ Bohr–Sommerfeld conditions. It is now instructive to consider in
detail some applications of the Bohr–Sommerfeld method, first outlined
in section 1.8. They are as follows.

4.9.1 Quantization of Keplerian motion

Recall that, in classical mechanics, for a particle of mass m in a central
potential, the kinetic energy in polar coordinates reads as

T =
m

2

(
ṙ2 + r2θ̇2

)
, (4.9.3)

with associated momenta

pr =
∂T

∂ṙ
= mṙ, pθ =

∂T

∂θ̇
= mr2θ̇. (4.9.4)

The conservation of angular momentum (area law) implies that pθ is a
constant of motion. The Coulomb law makes it possible to write

H = E =
m

2

(
ṙ2 + r2θ̇2

)
− k

r
. (4.9.5)

On solving with respect to mṙ, and replacing pθ with γ, one finds

pr = mṙ = ±
√

2mE − γ2

r2
+

2mk

r
= ±

√
ϕ(r). (4.9.6)

If E is negative, ϕ(r) has two positive roots r1 and r2, and the modulus
of �r lies in between such roots. This is therefore a periodic motion.

The Bohr–Sommerfeld condition for the azimuth variable is∫
Cθ

pj dqj =
∮

pθ dθ = 2πγ = n1h, (4.9.7)

which implies that γ = n1
h
2π , where n1 is called the azimuth quantum

number. The second quantization condition reads as∫
Cr

pj dqj =
∮

pr dr = n2h, (4.9.8)
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where n2 is called the radial quantum number. Now the integral (4.9.8)
can be expressed in the form∫ r2

r1

√
ϕ(r) dr +

∫ r1

r2

−
√
ϕ(r) dr = 2

∫ r2

r1

√
ϕ(r) dr. (4.9.9)

Note that it is possible to express p in terms of q, which is necessary
to evaluate the Bohr–Sommerfeld integrals, starting from the Hamilton–
Jacobi equation

1
2m

[(
∂S

∂r

)2

+
1
r2

(
∂S

∂θ

)2
]
− k

r
= E. (4.9.10)

On setting ∂S
∂θ = γ one finds for pr = ∂S

∂r the result (4.9.6). The Jacobi
function

S = γθ +
∮

pr dr (4.9.11)

is a complete integral because it contains two arbitrary constants, i.e. the
pair (γ,E). The admissible values of these constants are determined from
the quantization conditions (4.9.7) and (4.9.8). Sommerfeld was able to
evaluate, with the help of the residue method, the integral in Eq. (4.9.8).
On equating the result to n2h, and replacing γ with n1

h
2π , he found, for

the energy of the orbit characterized by the quantum numbers n1 and
n2, the formula

En1,n2 = − 2πme4

h2(n1 + n2)2
. (4.9.12)

Note that the energy of bound states depends only on the sum n1 + n2,
and this feature leads to degeneracy of the eigenvalues.

4.9.2 Harmonic oscillator

The one-dimensional harmonic oscillator has a classical Hamiltonian

H =
p2

2m
+

k

2
x2, (4.9.13)

and hence the Newton equation is solved by

x(t) = A sin

√ k

m
t + α

 . (4.9.14)

Over a period, one has

S(x) =
∫ x

x0

px′ dx′ = m

∫ x

x0

v dx′. (4.9.15)
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Thus, on defining ν ≡ 1
2π

√
k
m , one finds

J =
∮

dS =
∮

mv dx = m

∫ 1/ν

0
v2 dt

= 4π2ν2A2m

∫ 1/ν

0
cos2

√ k

m
t + α

dt

= 2π2νmA2. (4.9.16)

The energy E of the particle equals the kinetic energy that it has on
passing through the equilibrium position, because at such a point the
potential energy vanishes. One can thus write

E

ω
=

J

2π
= nh̄. (4.9.17)

The Bohr–Sommerfeld method leads therefore to energy eigenvalues
which are integer multiples of h̄ω:

E = 0, h̄ω, 2h̄ω, . . . , nh̄ω, . . . (4.9.18)

unlike the experimentally verified result of section 4.7, according to which
all of the above values should be corrected by adding 1

2 h̄ω.

4.9.3 Rotator in a plane

A particle of mass m moving on a circle of radius R has kinetic energy

T =
m

2
R2θ̇2, (4.9.19)

with azimuthal momentum

pθ =
∂T

∂θ̇
= mR2θ̇. (4.9.20)

The Bohr–Sommerfeld quantization condition yields∫ 2π

0
mR2θ̇ dθ =

∫ 2π

0
mvR dθ = nh, (4.9.21)

which implies

mvR =
nh

2π
, (4.9.22)

and hence

En = T =
m

2
v2 =

n2h2

8π2mR2
=

n2h2

8π2I
, (4.9.23)

where I = mR2 is the moment of inertia of the rotator.
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On the other hand, the Schrödinger equation for stationary states
reads, in our case, as

1
R2

d2a

dθ2
+

8π2m

h2
Ea = 0, (4.9.24)

which is solved by

a(θ) = A sin
[
2π
h

√
2mER(θ − θ0)

]
, (4.9.25)

where A and θ0 are integration constants. For a to be a well-defined
function of θ, the following periodicity condition should hold:

a(θ) = a(θ + 2π), (4.9.26)

which leads to

2π
√

2mE

h
R = n, (4.9.27)

and hence one finds again the formula (4.9.23) for the energy eigenvalues.
The eigenfunctions belonging to these eigenvalues are

an(θ) = A sinn(θ − θ0), (4.9.28)

and the resulting wave function reads

ψn(θ, t) = A sinn(θ − θ0) e
2πi
h (Ent+α). (4.9.29)

Note that the above eigenfunctions are an orthogonal system, in that∫ 2π

0
aralR dθ = 0 if r �= l. (4.9.30)

The requirement of normalization implies that A = 1√
πR

, because

A2
∫ 2π

0
sin2[n(θ − θ0)] dθ = πR. (4.9.31)

By virtue of (4.9.29), the probability density takes the form

ψnψ
∗
n = A2 sin2[n(θ − θ0)], (4.9.32)

and hence does not evolve in time. The corresponding current (see the
definition (4.1.7)) is found to vanish.
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4.10 Problems
4.P1. Consider the equation originally studied by Schrödinger to construct wave mechanics:

∂2

∂t2
ψ(�x, t) = −H2

h̄2 ψ(�x, t). (4.10.1)

(i) Which initial conditions are necessary to solve Eq. (4.10.1)?

(ii) How many conditions on partial derivatives with respect to �x are necessary to specify the Cauchy
problem?

(iii) Prove that Eq. (4.10.1) is compatible with Eq. (3.10.32) for the Fourier transform of ψ.

(iv) Derive how ψ(�x, t) depends on the initial conditions and on the Green kernel of the Hamiltonian
operator.

(v) Re-express Eq. (4.10.1) in first-order form. Is it possible to associate to such a first-order partial
differential equation a local conservation law?

4.P2. What would be the effect in the Schrödinger equation

ih̄
∂

∂t
ψ(�x, t) =

[
− h̄2

2m
� +V (�x)

]
ψ(�x, t) (4.10.2)

of a complex-valued potential?

4.P3. The Schrödinger equation in a central potential U(r) leads to the analysis, in n spatial dimen-
sions, of the following equation for stationary states:[

d2

dr2
+

(n − 1)
r

d
dr

− l(l + n − 2)
r2

+ κ

]
ψ(r) = V (r)ψ(r), (4.10.3)

where κ ≡ 2mE
h̄2 , V (r) ≡ 2m

h̄2 U(r).

(i) Look for JWKB solutions: ψ(r) = A(r)e
i
h̄

S(r), deriving the differential equations for the functions
A and S.

(ii) Compute, to first order in h̄, the prefactor A(r) and the phase S(r).

(iii) Evaluate the corrections resulting from O(h̄2) terms.

Hint: use the method of section 4.8, and then look at section 4 of Esposito (1998a).

Appendix 4.A
Glossary of functional analysis

This appendix describes, without proofs, some basic notions and results of functional analysis that
are needed in the present chapter and in the rest of our book. By doing so, we hope that our
manuscript will be eventually self-contained. For more extensive treatments, the reader is referred to
the work in von Neumann (1955), Gel’fand and Vilenkin (1964), Gel’fand and Shilov (1967), Reed
and Simon (1980).
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(i) Inner product spaces and Hilbert spaces. A complex vector space V is called an inner product
space if there exists a complex-valued function (·, ·) on V × V that satisfies the following conditions
∀x, y, z ∈ V and ∀α ∈ C:

(x, x) ≥ 0, and (x, x) = 0 ⇐⇒ x = 0, (4.A.1)

(x, y + z) = (x, y) + (x, z), (4.A.2)

(x, αy) = α(x, y), (4.A.3)

(x, y) = (y, x)∗, (4.A.4)
where ∗ is the operation of complex conjugation. For example, on denoting by C[a, b] the complex-
valued continuous functions on the closed interval [a, b], the inner product of f and g ∈ C[a, b] may
be defined by

(f, g) ≡
∫ b

a

f
∗(x)g(x) dx. (4.A.5)

If x and y are vectors of an inner product space, the Schwarz inequality holds:
|(x, y)| ≤ ‖x‖ ‖y‖. (4.A.6)

Every inner product space V is a normed linear space with the norm

‖x‖ ≡
√

(x, x). (4.A.7)

Thus, one has a natural metric

d(x, y) ≡
√

(x − y, x − y) (4.A.8)

in V , and the notion of completeness: V is complete if all Cauchy sequences converge.
A complete inner product space is, by definition, a Hilbert space, whereas inner product spaces

(without the completeness property) are also called pre-Hilbert spaces. In the applications, separa-
bility (i.e. existence of a countable basis) of Hilbert spaces will be assumed. As a first example, we
consider L2[a, b], i.e. the set of complex-valued measurable functions on the closed interval [a, b] such
that ∫ b

a

|f(x)|2 dx < ∞, (4.A.9)

with inner product given by Eq. (4.A.5). The set L2[a, b] is complete and is hence a Hilbert space.

(ii) Maps between Hilbert spaces. Two Hilbert spaces H1 and H2 are said to be isomorphic if there
exist invertible maps U from H1 onto H2 such that

(Ux,Uy)H2 = (x, y)H1 , ∀x, y ∈ H1. (4.A.10)

In particular, an isomorphism of a Hilbert space H onto itself is called an automorphism of a Hilbert
space. The set of all automorphisms of H is a group, and is called the automorphism group of H,
denoted by Aut(H).

The set of pairs 〈x, y〉 with x ∈ H1, y ∈ H2 is a Hilbert space with inner product

(〈x1, y1〉, 〈x2, y2〉) ≡ (x1, x2)H1 + (y1, y2)H2 . (4.A.11)

The resulting space is the direct sum of Hilbert spaces H1 and H2, and is denoted by H1 ⊕ H2.
Now for all ϕ1 ∈ H1 and ϕ2 ∈ H2, let us denote by ϕ1 ⊗ ϕ2 the actions of bilinear forms on

H1 × H2 given by (
ϕ1 ⊗ ϕ2

)
〈ψ1, ψ2〉 ≡ (ψ1, ϕ1) (ψ2, ϕ2). (4.A.12)

Let Λ be the set of finite linear combinations of such conjugate linear forms endowed with an inner
product defined by (

ϕ × ψ, η × µ

)
≡ (ϕ, η) (ψ, µ). (4.A.13)

The tensor product of H1 and H2, denoted by H1 ⊗H2, is defined as the completion of Λ under the
inner product given by Eq. (4.A.13).

(iii) Operators on Hilbert spaces. The Hellinger–Toeplitz theorem (1910) states that, if A is an
everywhere defined linear operator on a Hilbert space H, with

(Ax, y) = (x,Ay), ∀x, y ∈ H,

then A is bounded, i.e. for some C ≥ 0 one has ‖Ax‖ ≤ C‖x‖, ∀x ∈ H. Thus, if B is an unbounded
operator (e.g. differential operators are, in general, unbounded), it cannot be everywhere defined, but
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is only defined on a sub-space D(B), called the domain of B, of the Hilbert space H. For example,
defining what one means by B+C or BC, if B and C are unbounded, may be difficult. In particular,
the sum B + C is only defined on D(B) ∩ D(C), which might be the empty set!

(1) By definition, an operator
A : D(A) → H

on a Hilbert space H is a linear map from its domain, a linear sub-space of H, into H. Unless
otherwise stated, we will assume that the domain, denoted by D(A), is dense. The graph Γ(A) of A
is the set of pairs {

〈ϕ,Aϕ〉|ϕ ∈ D(A)
}
.

The operator A is closed if its graph is a closed subset of H × H.

(2) If A and B are operators on H, and if the graph of B includes the graph of A, B is said to be an
extension of A, and one writes A ⊂ B. This implies that D(A) ⊂ D(B) and Bϕ = Aϕ, ∀ϕ ∈ D(A).

(3) An operator A is closable if it has a closed extension. Every closable operator has a smallest
closed extension, called its closure and denoted by A.

(4) Let A be a densely defined linear operator on a Hilbert space H, and let D(A†) be the set of
ϕ ∈ H for which there exists an η ∈ H with

(Aψ,ϕ) = (ψ, η), ∀ψ ∈ D(A). (4.A.14)

For each such ϕ ∈ D(A†), one defines

A
†
ϕ ≡ η. (4.A.15)

The operator A† is, by definition, the adjoint of A.

(5) A densely defined operator A on a Hilbert space is called symmetric, or Hermitian, if D(A) ⊂
D(A†) and Aϕ = A†ϕ, ∀ϕ ∈ D(A). This implies that A is symmetric if and only if

(Aϕ,ψ) = (ϕ,Aψ), ∀ϕ,ψ ∈ D(A). (4.A.16)

(6) A densely defined operator A is called self-adjoint if and only if it is symmetric and its domain
coincides with the domain of its adjoint: D(A) = D(A†). This condition on the domains is crucial.
In sections 4.5 and 5.4 we give examples of symmetric operators that are not self-adjoint.

(7) A symmetric operator A is called essentially self-adjoint if its closure, A, is self-adjoint. One can
then prove that a necessary and sufficient condition for A to be essentially self-adjoint is that A has
one and only one self-adjoint extension.

(8) Given a symmetric operator A on a Hilbert space H, its self-adjointness can be proved by studying
the equations

A
†
ϕ = ±iϕ. (4.A.17)

On defining the deficiency sub-spaces

H+(A) ≡
{
ϕ ∈ D(A†) : A†

ϕ = iϕ
}
, (4.A.18)

H−(A) ≡
{
ϕ ∈ D(A†) : A†

ϕ = −iϕ
}
, (4.A.19)

the operator A turns out to be self-adjoint if its deficiency indices, defined by

n±(A) ≡ dim H±(A), (4.A.20)

satisfy the condition
n+(A) = n−(A) = 0. (4.A.21)

In other words, one looks for vectors in the domain of the operator which are also eigenfunctions
of its adjoint belonging to the eigenvalue +i or −i. The dimensions of the spaces of solutions of
such equations are the deficiency indices of the operator A, and they should both vanish if A is
self-adjoint. At first sight, this condition might seem a bit odd, but is almost straightforward if one
remarks that, by virtue of self-adjointness, if the first equation in (4.A.17) holds (i.e. with +i), then
also

Aϕ = iϕ, (4.A.22)
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because D(A) = D(A†). This leads to (the inner product being anti-linear in the first argument,
according to (4.A.5))

−i(ϕ, ϕ) = (iϕ, ϕ) = (Aϕ,ϕ) = (ϕ,A
†
ϕ)

= (ϕ,Aϕ) = (ϕ, iϕ) = i(ϕ, ϕ), (4.A.23)

which implies that ϕ = 0. Similarly, one proves that the second equation in (4.A.17) has no solutions
if A is self-adjoint:

i(ϕ, ϕ) = (−iϕ, ϕ) = (Aϕ,ϕ) = (ϕ,A
†
ϕ)

= (ϕ,Aϕ) = (ϕ,−iϕ) = −i(ϕ, ϕ). (4.A.24)

If the deficiency indices are equal but non-vanishing, then A has self-adjoint extensions. An example
with n+ = n− = 1 is the operator i d

dx on square-integrable functions on [a, b] with periodic boundary
conditions. For L2(−∞, a) this operator is not self-adjoint since n− = 1, n+ = 0, while for L2(R) it
has n+ = n− = 0 and hence is self-adjoint.

(iv) Spectral resolution of operators. The proper treatment of Eq. (4.4.23) requires some care. For
this purpose, let us first consider a bounded self-adjoint operator A defined on a separable Hilbert
space H. It can be proved that, for each interval I = (α, β) on the real axis, there exists a maximal
invariant subspace HI ⊂ H for which the quadratic form (Ax, x) takes values in the interval (α, β)
for ‖x‖ = 1. Thus, the restriction of the operator A to the subspace HI realizes a map of that
subspace into itself, which differs in norm from multiplication by the number α by no more than
β − α (Gel’fand and Shilov 1967). The projection operator of the subspace HI is denoted here by
E(I). Moreover, if Iλ

−∞ denotes the interval (−∞, λ), the projector E(Iλ
−∞) will be abbreviated as

Iλ. The set of all projectors E(I) is called the spectral family of the operator A. If A is a compact
operator, i.e. if it maps any bounded set into a compact set, the spectral family E(I) consists of the
projectors on the subspaces spanned by the eigenvectors for which the eigenvalues lie in the interval

I. In the general case, one can decompose the interval
[
− ‖A‖, ‖A‖

]
of the real axis, ∀ε > 0, into a

sum of intervals Ij (j = 1, 2, . . . , N ;N ≤ 2
ε‖A‖) of length smaller than ε, such that the Hilbert space

H is decomposed into the orthogonal sum of subspaces HI . In each of these subspaces, the operator
A acts as a map which differs in norm by less than ε from multiplication with the eigenvalue λj .
Hence the operator A differs, in norm, by less than ε from the operator

n∑
j=1

λjE(Ij),

throughout the whole Hilbert space. For ε → 0 this sum converges to a limit which is often denoted
as

A =
∫ ∞

−∞
λ dEλ. (4.A.25)

The integration in (4.A.25) is actually a Stieltjes integral over the interval[
−‖A‖, ‖A‖

]
,

and we need to be more precise. The correct way to interpret Eq. (4.A.25) is expressed by the formula

(Af, g) =
∫ ∞

−∞
λ d(Eλf, g), ∀f, g ∈ H. (4.A.26)

This is the spectral resolution of the operator A, which replaces the eigenvector expansion valid for
finite-dimensional or compact operators.

The work in von Neumann (1955) extended these results to the case of an unbounded self-adjoint
operator A, which is defined on a dense subset HA of the Hilbert space H. For self-adjoint operators,
one can construct invariant subspaces HI with the properties described above, but the interval[
−‖A‖, ‖A‖

]
is replaced by the whole real axis, since an unbounded operator has no finite norm.

The theorem on the spectral decomposition of a self-adjoint operator can be stated after defining
the concept of a resolution of unity. For this purpose, suppose that to every interval I = [a, b)
on the real line there corresponds a bounded self-adjoint operator E(I) in a Hilbert space H, and
that the following three properties are satisfied.

(1) For any two intervals I1 and I2

E(I1)E(I2) = E(I1 ∩ I2), (4.A.27)
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(2) The asymptotic conditions hold according to which
lim

x→+∞
(E(x)f, g) = (f, g), ∀f, g ∈ H, (4.A.28)

lim
x→−∞

(E(x)f, g) = 0, ∀f, g ∈ H, (4.A.29)

where
E(x) ≡ E(Ix), (4.A.30)

and Ix is the interval (−∞, x).

(3) If the interval I is a countable union of non-intersecting intervals, i.e. I = ∪∞
n=1In, then

E(I) =
∞∑

n=1

E(In). (4.A.31)

A system of operators E(I) with the above properties is called a resolution of unity. From Eq.
(4.A.27) it follows that for any interval I one has E2(I) = E(I). This implies that E(I) is a projection
operator, projecting the space H onto the subspace HI ≡ E(I)H. The operators E(I) are positive-
definite for any f ∈ H, because

(E(I)f, f) = (E2(I)f, f) = (E(I)f, E(I)f) ≥ 0. (4.A.32)
For any interval I and any element f of the Hilbert space H one defines

µf (I) ≡ (E(I)f, f). (4.A.33)

By construction, µf (I) is a countably additive positive measure defined on the intervals I, and is
called the spectral measure corresponding, by the resolution of unity E(I), to the element f .

The theorem on the spectral decomposition of a self-adjoint operator can be now stated as follows
(Gel’fand and Vilenkin 1964).

T.1 Let A be a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H. Then there exists a resolution of unity
E(I) such that the operator A is defined on the set ΩA of those elements f ∈ H for which the integral∫ ∞

−∞
x
2 dµf (x)

converges. The operator A is given, for these elements f , by the formula

Af =
∫ ∞

−∞
x d(E(x)f), (4.A.34)

i.e. for all f, g ∈ ΩA one has

(Af, g) =
∫ ∞

−∞
x d(E(x)f, g). (4.A.35)

(v) Cyclic operators. A self-adjoint operator A is called a cyclic operator if there exists a vector f
such that the linear combinations of the vectors E(I)f are everywhere dense in H. The vector f
is called a cyclic vector. If A is a cyclic operator, the Hilbert space H can be realized as a space
L2

f of square-integrable functions ϕ with respect to the measure µf (I), whereby to the operator A

corresponds the operator of multiplication of the functions ϕ by x. The domain of definition of A by
this realization consists of those functions ϕ ∈ L2

f for which the integral∫ ∞

−∞
x
2|ϕ(x)|2 dµf (x)

converges.
This realization can be achieved as follows. With each vector of the form E(I)f one associates

the characteristic function of the interval I:
E(I)f → χI(x).

In particular, one associates with f the function identically equal to 1 on the real line:
f → 1.

Such a correspondence is isometric, i.e.

‖E(I)f‖2 =
∫ ∞

−∞
|χI(x)|2 dµf (x). (4.A.36)

In fact, one has (Gel’fand and Vilenkin 1964)

‖E(I)f‖2 = (E(I)f, E(I)f) = (E(I)f, f)

= µf (I) =
∫
I

dµf (x) =
∫ ∞

−∞
|χI(x)|2 dµf (x). (4.A.37)
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The isometric correspondence E(I)f → χI(x) is then extended using linear combinations and passing
to the limit. Since, on the one hand, the linear combinations of the vectors E(I)f are everywhere
dense in H, and, on the other hand, the linear combinations of the characteristic functions χI are
everywhere dense in L2

f , the isometry between H and L2
f is proved (Gel’fand and Vilenkin 1964).

Note now that, from Eqs. (4.A.27) and (4.A.35), one finds for any interval I the equality

(AE(I)f, g) =
∫ ∞

−∞
x d(E(x)E(I)f, g) =

∫
I

x d(E(x)f, g). (4.A.38)

In particular, on taking g = f , this leads to

(AE(I)f, f) =
∫
I

x d(E(x)f, f) =
∫
I

x dµf (x)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
x χI(x) dµf (x). (4.A.39)

Equation (4.A.39) shows that to the operator A there corresponds in L2
f the operator mapping the

characteristic functions χI into the functions xχI(x). Since the functions χI form an everywhere
dense set in L2

f , we have proved that, for the realization considered here, there corresponds to A the
operator of multiplication by x of the functions ϕ ∈ L2

f (Gel’fand and Vilenkin 1964).

(vi) If ϕ is an eigenfunction of the operator A, it satisfies the eigenvalue equation Aϕ = λϕ, and
hence ϕ belongs to the kernel of (A − λ1I), in that (A − λ1I)ϕ = 0. The operator (A − µ1I) may
therefore fail to be invertible. The inverse

Rµ(A) ≡ (A − µ1I)−1
, (4.A.40)

when it exists, is called the resolvent, and µ is then said to belong to the resolvent set. The spectrum
of the operator A can thus be identified as the set of singularities of the resolvent Rµ(A). The spectra
may be discrete, continuous or singular (see comments following Eq. (4.4.23)).

(vii) The Dirac notation. In parts II and III of our monograph, we shall use the Dirac notation for
ket and bra vectors. Originally, Dirac wrote the scalar product between a pair of vectors as 〈ψ|φ〉,
and called it a ‘bracket’. He then split the bracket in two, and thought of it as a combination of the
‘bra’ 〈ψ| and the ‘ket’ |φ〉, which, at this stage, were viewed as entities in their own right. Of course,
the ket |φ〉 is just an alternative notation for the vector φ in an abstract Hilbert space H. However,
a ‘bra’ really belongs to the dual space of H, here denoted by H∗, and hence is a linear map from H
into the set of complex numbers. In the case of a Hilbert space, it can be shown that a one-to-one
correspondence exists between bras and kets, and 〈ψ|φ〉 can be thought of as being either the scalar
product between vectors |ψ〉 and |φ〉 or the value of the dual vector 〈ψ| on the vector |φ〉. In the
applications, kets are often written down using the quantum numbers relevant for the problem that
is being studied. With the Dirac notation, the tensor product of two states |ψ〉 and |φ〉 is written as
|ψ〉|φ〉, i.e. |ψ〉 ⊗ |φ〉 ≡ |ψ〉|φ〉. For a recent and detailed assessment of the Dirac notation, we refer
the reader to the work in Gieres (2000).

Appendix 4.B
JWKB approximation

If the function W solves the time-dependent Hamilton–Jacobi equation, it is possible to prove that
the continuity equation

div
(

ρ

m
gradW

)
+

∂ρ

∂t
= 0 (4.B.1)

is solved by

ρ =

∣∣∣∣∣det
(

∂2W

∂xi∂x0
j

)∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.B.2)

and hence

ψ = √
ρe

iW
h̄ (4.B.3)
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is an approximate solution of the Schrödinger equation determined from the solution of the Hamilton–
Jacobi equation. To see in detail how all of this works, let us consider a complete integral of the
Hamilton–Jacobi equation (hence depending on as many parameters as the number of variables) and
let us define (with αk being basically the initial data)

∂W

∂αk

≡ βk. (4.B.4)

Hereafter we deal with

(xj , pj) ∈ T
∗
R

3
, (αk, βk) ∈ T

∗
R

3
, t ∈ R.

βk are constants of motion because
∂

∂αk

∂W

∂t
= − ∂

∂αk

[ 1
2m

(grad W )2 + V (x)
]

implies that
∂

∂t

∂W

∂αk

= −grad W

m

∂

∂�x

∂W

∂αk

,

and eventually

LXβk ≡
(

∂

∂t
+

grad W

m

∂

∂�x

)
βk = 0.

One then studies a vector field

Y ≡ ρ

(
∂

∂t
+ vi

∂

∂xi

)
chosen in such a way that

dβ1 ∧ dβ2 ∧ dβ3 =
(

∂2W

∂α1∂x1
dx1 +

∂2W

∂α1∂x2
dx2

+
∂2W

∂α1∂x3
dx3 +

∂2W

∂α1∂t
dt
)

∧
(

∂2W

∂α2∂x1
dx1 +

∂2W

∂α2∂x2
dx2 +

∂2W

∂α2∂x3
dx3 +

∂2W

∂α2∂t
dt
)

∧
(

∂2W

∂α3∂x1
dx1 +

∂2W

∂α3∂x2
dx2 +

∂2W

∂α3∂x3
dx3 +

∂2W

∂α3∂t
dt
)

= ρ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 − ρv1 dt ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3

− ρv2 dx1 ∧ dt ∧ dx3 − ρv3 dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dt
= iY (dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3). (4.B.5)

By application of iY to both sides of Eq. (4.B.5) we find that βk are also constants of motion for
the vector field Y , since (iY )2 = 0 and hence iY (dβ1 ∧ dβ2 ∧ dβ3) = 0. Thus, the vector field Y is
proportional to

∂

∂t
+

gradW

m

∂

∂�x

because β1, β2, β3 are independent constants of motion for the two vector fields X and Y . The explicit
computation shows that

ρ =

∣∣∣∣∣det
(

∂2W

∂xj∂αk

)∣∣∣∣∣ . (4.B.6)

The vector field Y is now found to have vanishing divergence by virtue of the identity

d(iY (dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3)) = (div Y )(dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3) (4.B.7)

and bearing in mind that d2 = 0:

d(dβ1 ∧ dβ2 ∧ dβ3) = 0, (4.B.8)

because the left-hand side of (4.B.7) is equal to the differential of our volume form by virtue of
(4.B.5), which vanishes according to (4.B.8). One therefore obtains, eventually,

div(ρ�v) +
∂ρ

∂t
= 0, (4.B.9)
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with

�v =
gradW

m
, (4.B.10)

and ρ given by (4.B.2).
A simple but important application of (4.B.2) and (4.B.3) is provided by the quantum-mechanical

analysis of a free particle of mass m, for which the classical solution of the equations of motion is
x = x0 + vxt, y = y0 + vyt, z = z0 + vzt. (4.B.11)

Thus, upon integration of the Lagrangian along the motion one finds

W =
∫ t

0

mv2

2
dt′ =

mv2

2
t, (4.B.12)

i.e.

W =
m

2t

[
(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2 + (z − z0)2

]
. (4.B.13)

The second derivatives of W read
∂2W

∂x∂x0
=

∂2W

∂y∂y0
=

∂2W

∂z∂z0
= −m

t
, (4.B.14)

and hence the formula (4.B.2) leads to ρ = (m
t )3 . By virtue of (4.B.3), one finds eventually

ψ = C

(
m

t

)3/2

e
im
2h̄t

[(x−x0)2+(y−y0)2+(z−z0)2]
, (4.B.15)

where C is a dimensionful constant. The insertion of (4.B.15) into the Schrödinger equation shows
that we have obtained (in this particular case) an exact solution for all t �= 0, i.e. the Schrödinger
kernel (also called the Green function) for the free particle (see section 4.4). It is possible to show
that this situation prevails for all quadratic Hamiltonians.

Appendix 4.C
Asymptotic expansions

In our book we need a few key definitions concerning asymptotic expansions and their properties (the
concept was first introduced in Poincaré (1886), which is a seminal paper on the irregular integrals
of linear equations).

Let f be a function defined in an unbounded domain Ω. A power series
∑∞

n=0 anz
−n, convergent

or divergent, is said to be the asymptotic expansion of f if, for all fixed values of the integer N , one
has

f(z) =
N∑

n=0

anz
−n + O(z−(N+1)), (4.C.1)

as z tends to ∞. Hence one finds
lim

z→∞
z
N |f(z) − SN (z)| = 0, (4.C.2)

where SN is the sum of the first N + 1 terms of the series, and one writes

f(z) ∼
∞∑

n=0

anz
−n as z → ∞. (4.C.3)

The asymptotic expansions (hereafter denoted by A.E.) have some basic properties, which are stan-
dard (by now) but very useful. They are as follows.

(i) The A.E. of f , if it exists, is unique.

(ii) A.E. may be summed, i.e. if f(z) ∼
∑∞

n=0 anz
−n and g(z) ∼

∑∞
n=0 bnz

−n, then

ρf(z) + σg(z) ∼
∞∑

n=0

(
ρan + σbn

)
z
−n

, (4.C.4)

as z tends to ∞ in Ω.
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(iii) A.E. can be multiplied, i.e.

f(z)g(z) ∼
∞∑

n=0

cnz
−n

, (4.C.5)

where cn ≡
∑n

s=0 asbn−s.

(iv) If f is continuous in the domain Ω defined by |z| > a, arg(z) ∈ [θ0, θ1], and if (4.C.3) holds,
then ∫ ∞

z

[
f(t) − a0 − a1

t

]
dt ∼

∞∑
n=1

an+1

n
z
−n

, (4.C.6)

as z → ∞ in Ω, where the integration is taken along a line z → ∞ with fixed argument. This is what
one means by term-by-term integration of A.E.

(v) Term-by-term differentiation can also be performed, provided that, in the domain Ω defined by
the conditions |z| > R, arg(z) ∈ ]θ0, θ1[, the function f satisfying (4.C.3) has a continuous derivative
f ′, and f ′ has an A.E. as z → ∞ in Ω. One then finds

f
′(z) ∼ −

∞∑
n=1

nanz
−(n+1) as z → ∞ in Ω. (4.C.7)

It should be stressed that, if f admits an asymptotic expansion, and one writes

f(z) =
N∑

n=0

anz
−n + RN (z), (4.C.8)

the ‘rest’ does not tend to 0 as N → ∞, but the series approximates very well the value of f as
z → ∞, once that N has been fixed. If this cannot be repeated for all values of N , one has the weaker
concept of a series that is asymptotic to a function up to some finite order as z → ∞. An example
of how (4.C.1) works is provided by

f(z) ≡
∫ ∞

z

ez−y

y
dy =

1
z

N∑
n=0

(−1)nn!
zn

+ RN+1(z). (4.C.9)

The result (4.C.9) is obtained after repeated integration by parts. The series on the right-hand side
of (4.C.9) diverges for all values of z. Nevertheless, if one keeps N fixed, the rest tends to 0 as z → ∞:

|RN (z)| = N !
∫ ∞

z

ez−y

yN+1
dy <

N !
zN+1

. (4.C.10)
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Applications of wave mechanics

One-dimensional problems are studied as an introduction to quantum dy-
namics, i.e. reflection and transmission of a wave packet, the step-like po-
tential and the tunnelling effect. Stationary states of a particle in a linear
potential are then considered and the basic properties of Bessel functions
are introduced. After this, the Schrödinger equation in a central potential
is analysed in detail. As an application, the Balmer formula for bound
states of the hydrogen atom is derived. At this stage, a self-consistent
treatment of angular momentum is presented, and the homomorphism
between the rotation group in three dimensions and the SU(2) group is
constructed. The chapter ends with a derivation of energy bands in the
presence of periodic potentials.

5.1 Reflection and transmission

The investigation of reflection and transmission of wave packets eluci-
dates many peculiar properties of the quantum-mechanical analysis of
the motion of particles or beams of particles. For example, let a parti-
cle of mass m and positive energy, W > 0, move in the one-dimensional
potential

V (x) = −|V0| if x ∈ ]−b, b[, 0 if |x| > b. (5.1.1)

Since also W + |V0| is positive, one finds the improper eigenfunctions

uI(x) = Aeikx + Be−ikx, (5.1.2)

uII(x) = Ceikx + De−ikx, (5.1.3)

uIII(x) = Eeikx + F e−ikx, (5.1.4)

where k ≡
√

2mW/h̄, k ≡
√

2m(W + |V0|)/h̄, and the labels I, II, III refer
to the intervals x ∈ ]−∞,−b[, x ∈ ]−b, b[, x ∈ ]b,∞[, respectively. Recall

176
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from subsection 4.6.2 that these stationary ‘states’ are not in Hilbert
space, but are used to build a normalizable wave function. Thus, in this
problem, the eigendifferential∫ k+δk

k
dγ uγ(x)

belongs to L2(R) for any k and δk and for any choice of the two arbitrary
constants in Eqs. (5.1.2)–(5.1.4). This means that the whole interval W >
0 belongs to the continuous spectrum of H, and a twofold degeneracy
occurs. In the problems studied here, the choice of a particular formal
solution of the eigenvalue equation is made in such a way that it is then
possible to build a wave function satisfying certain asymptotic conditions.
For potentials vanishing at infinity more rapidly than 1

|�x| one requires
that it should be possible to build a wave function ψ(�x, t) which, for
t → −∞ or t → +∞ behaves as a free particle, before interacting (or after
interacting) with the potential for t ≈ 0. In one-dimensional problems one
can also make statements on the motion of the particle in the presence
of potentials that remain non-vanishing at infinity. In such a case an
asymptotic condition as t → −∞ is obtained by imposing that the particle
should be located at x → +∞ or at x → −∞, and that it should move
towards the origin, hence specifying how the linear momentum is directed
as t → −∞. Similarly, as t → +∞, one can impose that the particle is
located at x → +∞ or at x → −∞ and that it is moving away from the
origin.

We may exploit the arbitrariness in the value of two constants by choos-
ing

F = 0, A =
1√
2πh̄

. (5.1.5)

Of course, we might have chosen, instead of F = 0, the alternative condi-
tion E = 0. The value for A is chosen to make it easier to compare with
the case of the free particle (cf. section 4.4), although the crucial role will
be played by ratios of coefficients involving A. We set (bearing in mind
that p ≡ h̄k)

β(p) ≡ B

A
, ε(p) ≡ E

A
. (5.1.6)

The improper eigenfunctions resulting from our choice of parameters are
thus

u(+)
p (x) =

1√
2πh̄

[
e

i
h̄px + β(p)e−

i
h̄px

]
if x < −b, (5.1.7)

u(+)
p (x) =

1√
2πh̄

ε(p)e
i
h̄px if x > b. (5.1.8)
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Of course, nothing prevents us from writing the form of u+
p (x) if x ∈

]−b, b[, but this calculation is not relevant for the analysis of reflection
and transmission coefficients, and is hence omitted.

One is eventually interested in a solution ψ(x, t) of the time-depen-
dent Schrödinger equation, which consists of a wave packet built from
the above improper eigenfunctions, according to the well-established rule
(cf. section 4.4)

ψ(x, t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
dp c(p)u(+)

p (x)e−
i
h̄

p2
2m t. (5.1.9)

By virtue of Eqs. (5.1.7) and (5.1.8), Eq. (5.1.9) leads to a first non-trivial
result:

ψ(x, t) = ψin(x, t) + ψrifl(x, t) =
1√
2πh̄

∫ ∞

−∞
dp c(p)e

i
h̄(px− p2

2m t)

+
1√
2πh̄

∫ ∞

−∞
dp c(p)β(p)e−

i
h̄(px+ p2

2m t) if x < −b, (5.1.10)

ψ(x, t) = ψtr(x, t) =
1√
2πh̄

∫ ∞

−∞
dp c(p)ε(p)e

i
h̄ (px− p2

2m t) if x > b.

(5.1.11)
If c(p) is sufficiently smooth and takes non-vanishing values only in a small
neighbourhood of a particular value p0 of p, such formulae describe wave
packets moving with speed p0

m ,−p0
m , p0

m , respectively, without a sensible
spreading effect. The first and third wave packet move from the left to
the right, while the second wave packet moves from the right to the left
(appendix 5.A).

In other words, at the beginning of the motion, ψ(x, t) coincides with
a solution of the Schrödinger equation for a free particle, and represents
a wave packet moving from the left to the right. When such a packet
reaches the region where the potential takes a non-vanishing value it
splits into two new packets, one of which is transmitted, while the other
is reflected. Both packets have eventually the same speed, in magnitude,
as the initial packet. From the physical point of view, the solution (5.1.7)–
(5.1.9), jointly with the hypothesis that c(p) differs from zero only for p in
the neighbourhood of a value p0, describes a particle which has a certain
probability τ of being transmitted, and a probability ρ of being reflected.
Unlike classical mechanics, τ is, in general, smaller than 1, and ρ does
not vanish.

To complete the calculations of general nature note first that, as t →
−∞, one has∫ ∞

−∞
dx |ψ(x, t)|2 −→

∫ ∞

−∞
dx |ψin(x, t)|2 =

∫ ∞

−∞
dp |c(p)|2. (5.1.12)
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On the other hand, the terms on both sides of Eq. (5.1.12) are essentially
independent of time, and hence should also coincide for finite values of the
time variable. The normalizability condition of ψ(x, t) therefore implies∫ ∞

−∞
dp |c(p)|2 = 1. (5.1.13)

Now the probability that, at large t, the particle has been transmitted,
is given by (c(p) being of compact support)

τ ≡ lim
t→∞

∫ ∞

b
dx |ψ(x, t)|2 =

∫ ∞

−∞
dx |ψtr(x, t)|2

=
∫ ∞

−∞
dp |c(p)|2|ε(p)|2

∼ |ε(p0)|2
∫ ∞

−∞
dp |c(p)|2 = |ε(p0)|2, (5.1.14)

where we have used the Parseval lemma to go from the x- to the p-
integration, and, in the last equality, we have used Eq. (5.1.13). Moreover,
the reflection probability can be evaluated as follows:

ρ ≡ lim
t→∞

∫ −b

−∞
dx |ψ(x, t)|2 =

∫ ∞

−∞
dx |ψrifl(x, t)|2

=
∫ ∞

−∞
dp |c(p)|2|β(p)|2 ∼ |β(p0)|2, (5.1.15)

where we have again used the Parseval lemma and the property of c
of being a function with compact support, jointly with Eq. (5.1.13). The
explicit calculation in the potential (5.1.1), bearing in mind the definitions
(5.1.6), shows that

ρ + τ = 1. (5.1.16)

Indeed, the continuity conditions at the points −b and b lead to the system

A
(
e−ikb + βeikb

)
= Ce−ikb + Deikb, (5.1.17)

kA
(
e−ikb − βeikb

)
= k

(
Ce−ikb −Deikb

)
, (5.1.18)

Ceikb + De−ikb = Aεeikb, (5.1.19)

k
(
Ceikb −De−ikb

)
= Aεk eikb, (5.1.20)

which, on setting

γ ≡ k

k
, (5.1.21)
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is solved by

β =
2i sin(2kb)e−2i(k+k)b(1 − γ)/(1 + γ)[

(1−γ)2

(1+γ)2
− e−4ikb

] , (5.1.22)

ε = − 4γe−2i(k+k)b

(1 + γ)2
[
(1−γ)2

(1+γ)2
− e−4ikb

] , (5.1.23)

and a patient check shows that |β|2 + |ε|2 = 1, because |β|2 + |ε|2 is found
to coincide with the ratio F (γ,k)

F (γ,k) , where

F (γ, k) ≡ 16γ2

(1 + γ)4
+ 4

(1 − γ)2

(1 + γ)2
sin2(2kγb). (5.1.24)

The functions ρ and τ are called the reflection and transmission coef-
ficient, respectively. The underlying reason for such names is that, if a
sufficiently large number N of particles, all with the same initial value of
the momentum, move in the potential (5.1.1), then by virtue of the ‘law of
big numbers’ the number of reflected particles is ρN , and the number of
transmitted particles is τN . Indeed, if one considers a beam of particles,
all of them under the same initial conditions, and in sufficiently large
number so that statistical fluctuations can be neglected, then |ψ|2 d3x
can describe the percentage of particles observed within the volume d3x.
Similarly, if a beam of particles of sufficiently high intensity is available,
all of them being in the same initial conditions, it is possible to interpret
the quantity (cf. Eq. (4.1.18))

�j · �n dσ dt

as the percentage of particles that cross the surface dσ in the time interval
dt. This interpretation holds both for charged and neutral particles. What
we say remains true if the relative phase of the wave function between
the two regions is arbitrary (see the remarks prior to subsection 4.6.1).

5.2 Step-like potential: tunnelling effect

We know from section 4.6 that, whenever the potential in the Schrödinger
equation has finite discontinuities at some points, one can impose, corre-
spondingly, continuity conditions on the wave function and its first deriva-
tive. These boundary conditions ensure (essential) self-adjointness of the
Hamiltonian operator, under suitable assumptions on the potential (Reed
and Simon 1975). Consider, for simplicity, the stationary Schrödinger
equation in one-dimensional problems. According to this scheme, in each
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open interval of the real line where the potential is continuous, one has
to solve the second-order equation{

d2

dx2
+

2m
h̄2 [E − Vi(x)]

}
u = 0, (5.2.1)

where Vi is the potential in the interval Ii, subject to the continuity
conditions

lim
x→x−

i

u(x) = lim
x→x+

i

u(x), (5.2.2)

lim
x→x−

i

du
dx

= lim
x→x+

i

du
dx

, (5.2.3)

where xi denote the various discontinuity points of the potential V (x).

5.2.1 Step-like potential

A first non-trivial consequence of these properties is that, if a beam of
particles with the same mass m and energy E > W enters a region where
the potential is step-like and given by

V (x) = 0 if x < 0, W if x > 0, (5.2.4)

one has a solution of the kind (Squires 1995)

u(x) = eiκx + Re−iκx if x < 0, (5.2.5)

u(x) = T eiγx if x > 0, (5.2.6)

where κ2 ≡ 2mE
h̄2 , γ2 ≡ 2m(E−W )

h̄2 , and the application of (5.2.2) and
(5.2.3) leads to the system

1 + R = T, (5.2.7)

iκ(1 −R) = iTγ, (5.2.8)

which implies

R =
1 − γ/κ

1 + γ/κ
, T =

2
1 + γ/κ

. (5.2.9)

Note that the irrelevance of the phase of the wave function at interfaces
would make no difference to the calculation of the R and T for a step-
like potential. The solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
is then found to be (hereafter p ≡ h̄κ, p ≡ h̄γ)

ψ(x, t) =
1√
2πh̄

∫ ∞

−∞
c(p)

[
e

i
h̄

(
px− p2

2m t

)
+ R(p)e

− i
h̄

(
px+ p2

2m t

)]
dp,

(5.2.10)
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if x < 0, and

ψ(x, t) =
1√
2πh̄

∫ ∞

−∞
c(p)T (p)e

i
h̄ [px−E(p)t] dp (5.2.11)

if x > 0. The integration variable is p for both wave packets. However,
the latter reads (factors of

√
2πh̄ are here omitted for simplicity)

ψII(x, t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
f(p, t)e

i
h̄px dp, (5.2.12)

where

f(p, t) ≡ c(p)T (p)e−
i
h̄E(p)t, (5.2.13)

whereas, to be able to apply the Parseval lemma, we would like it to be
able to express ψII in the form

ψII(x, t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
ψ̃II(p, t)e

i
h̄px dp. (5.2.14)

Since the integrals (5.2.12) and (5.2.14) represent the same wave packet,
we have to change variables in Eq. (5.2.12), writing

ψII(x, t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
f(p(p), t)

dp
dp

e
i
h̄px dp, (5.2.15)

and hence the spatial Fourier transform of the wave packet ψII reads

ψ̃II(p, t) = f(p(p), t)
dp
dp

=
p

p
c(p)T (p)e−

i
h̄E(p)t, (5.2.16)

having exploited the property

dp
dp

=
d
dp

(
p2 + 2mW

)1/2
=

p

p
. (5.2.17)

Now the Parseval lemma and the mean-value theorem yield (since c(p)
has compact support)

(ψII, ψII) =
(
ψ̃II, ψ̃II

)
=

∫ ∞

−∞
|c(p(p))|2|T (p(p))|2 p

p

p

p
dp

=
p

p
|T |2

∫ ∞

−∞
|c(p(p))|2 p

p
dp

=
p

p
|T |2

∫ ∞

−∞
|c(p)|2 dp =

p

p
|T |2

=
γ

κ
|T |2. (5.2.18)
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This is the transmission coefficient

τ ≡ lim
t→∞

∫ ∞

0
|ψ(x, t)|2 dx =

γ

κ
|T |2, (5.2.19)

under the assumption that the apparatuses used for preparation and de-
tection refer to the same state.

The evaluation of the reflection coefficient is easier, since no change of
measure is necessary when V (x) = 0 for x ∈ (−∞, 0). One then finds

ρ ≡ lim
t→∞

∫ 0

−∞
|ψ(x, t)|2 dx = |R|2. (5.2.20)

Thus, although all particles have energy greater than W , a non-vanishing
fraction is reflected, and is expressed by |R|2. A consistency check shows
that

1 = |R|2 +
γ

κ
|T |2 = |R|2 +

p

p
|T |2. (5.2.21)

The stationary phase method (see appendix 5.A) shows that, as t → ∞,
the first of the two terms in (5.2.10) does not contribute at all, because it
corresponds to a wave packet located at x = +∞, i.e. outside the domain
of validity of (5.2.10). Thus, as t → ∞, Eq. (5.2.10) reduces to a reflected
wave packet located at x = −∞. Moreover, in the limit t → ∞, Eq.
(5.2.11) indeed describes a wave packet located at x = +∞, which is
an acceptable asymptotic solution, because it agrees with the domain of
definition of Eq. (5.2.11).

In contrast, if all particles have energy E < W , the stationary state
again takes the form (5.2.5) if x < 0, but for x > 0 is a decreasing
exponential:

u(x) = Qe−Γx if x > 0, (5.2.22)

where Γ2 ≡ 2m(W−E)
h̄2 . Thus, the application of (5.2.2) and (5.2.3) leads

instead to the system

1 + R = Q, (5.2.23)

iκ(1 −R) = −ΓQ, (5.2.24)

the solution of which is (Squires 1995)

R =
1 − iΓ/κ
1 + iΓ/κ

, Q =
2

1 + iΓ/κ
. (5.2.25)

Interestingly, although all particles have energy smaller than W , a non-
vanishing solution of the Schrödinger equation for stationary states exists
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if x > 0. However, if one defines ρ ≡ Γ
κ ≡ tan θ, one finds from (5.2.25)

that
R = e−2iθ, (5.2.26)

while the stationary state for x > 0 reads (see Eq. (5.2.22))

u(x) = 2e−iθ cos θ e−Γx. (5.2.27)

It should be stressed that, from (5.2.26), the definition of reflection co-
efficient used so far, jointly with the stationary phase method, implies
that

ρ = |R|2 = 1, (5.2.28)

i.e. all particles are reflected. This is in agreement with Eq. (5.2.27), be-
cause the exponential fall-off of u implies that ψ(x, t) tends to 0 as t → ∞
when x → ∞. Thus, it would be incorrect to claim that the transmission
coefficient is |Q|2, with Q expressed by the second equation in (5.2.25).
Waves falling off exponentially like (5.2.27) are called ‘evanescent waves’,
and carry no current or momentum. But the density does not vanish
abruptly; the waves are continuous across the boundary and gradually
tend to zero far from the boundary.

5.2.2 Tunnelling effect

The above potential can be modified to show that quantum mechanics
makes it possible to build a theoretical model for penetration through
a potential barrier. This is called the tunnelling effect. The complete
scheme, in one-dimensional problems, requires the introduction of a po-
tential V such that

V (x) = 0 if x < 0 or x > a, W if x ∈ ]0, a[, (5.2.29)

and a beam of particles of mass m and energy E < W is affected by V (x).
By virtue of (5.2.29), one deals with three regions. The corresponding
forms of the stationary states are:

u(x) = u1(x) = eiκx + Re−iκx if x < 0, (5.2.30)

u(x) = u2(x) = AeΓx + Be−Γx if x ∈ ]0, a[, (5.2.31)

u(x) = u3(x) = T eiκx if x > a. (5.2.32)

Of course, since we deal with three second-order differential equations
with four boundary conditions, resulting from the application of (5.2.2)
and (5.2.3) at x = 0 and a, we expect to have in general 6 − 4 = 2
unknown coefficients. At this stage, physical considerations concerning
reflected and transmitted particles, suggested by the simpler examples
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discussed at the beginning of this section and in section 5.1, lead to
(5.2.30)–(5.2.32), where the number of coefficients, i.e. A,B,R and T , is
equal to the number of boundary conditions. Indeed, from (5.2.2) and
(5.2.3) one has

u1(0) = u2(0), u′1(0) = u′2(0), u2(a) = u3(a), u′2(a) = u′3(a).
(5.2.33)

The insertion of (5.2.30)–(5.2.32) into (5.2.33) leads to

1 + R = A + B, (5.2.34)

iκ(1 −R) = Γ(A−B), (5.2.35)

AeΓa + Be−Γa = T eiκa, (5.2.36)

Γ
(
AeΓa −Be−Γa

)
= iTκeiκa. (5.2.37)

It is now convenient to define new parameters:

ρ ≡ Γ
κ
, θ ≡ Γa, δ ≡ κa. (5.2.38)

In terms of them, one finds (from Eqs. (5.2.36) and (5.2.37))

A =
1
2

(
1 +

i
ρ

)
T eiδ−θ, (5.2.39)

B =
1
2

(
1 − i

ρ

)
T eiδ+θ. (5.2.40)

One now inserts (5.2.39) and (5.2.40) into (5.2.34) and (5.2.35). On adding
term by term, this yields

4e−iδ = T

[(
2 +

i
ρ
− iρ

)
e−θ +

(
2 + iρ− i

ρ

)
eθ

]
. (5.2.41)

The exponentials on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.2.41) are now re-
expressed in terms of the well-known hyperbolic functions, so that the
formula for the coefficient T reads

T =
e−iδ[

cosh θ + i
2

(
ρ− 1

ρ

)
sinh θ

] . (5.2.42)

Thus, the fraction of transmitted particles is

F = |T |2 =

[
1 +

(ρ2 + 1)2

4ρ2
sinh2 θ

]−1

=

[
1 +

1
4

W 2

E(W − E)
sinh2 Γa

]−1

, (5.2.43)
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because ρ2 = W−E
E . In particular, in the limit as W → ∞ and a → 0,

while Wa = b = constant (this corresponds to the delta-like potential),
the result (5.2.43) reduces to (Squires 1995)

F =

(
1 +

mb2

2h̄2E

)−1

. (5.2.44)

This calculation shows once again that, when the potential has an infinite
discontinuity, one can first consider a problem where it takes finite values,
and then evaluate the limit on the solution obtained with finite values of
V (cf. Eqs. (4.6.12)–(4.6.27)). However, one can instead impose bound-
ary conditions on the density and the current as we mentioned prior to
subsection 4.6.1.

5.3 Linear potential

The quantum-mechanical analysis of a particle of mass m moving in
the homogeneous gravitational field over the Earth’s surface is a non-
trivial problem that deserves careful consideration. In our investigation,
the Earth is assumed to reflect the particle elastically. Denoting by x the
height over the Earth’s surface, the gravitational potential is V (x) = mgx,
and one has to solve the stationary Schrödinger equation for a one-
dimensional problem in a linear potential:[

d2

dx2
+

2m
h̄2 (E −mgx)

]
u(x) = 0, (5.3.1)

with x ≥ 0. Classically, the region x > E
mg is forbidden, whereas only

x ∈
[
0, E

mg

]
is allowed, because E = p2

2m + mgx ≥ mgx. The boundary
conditions are elastic reflection at x = 0:

u(0) = 0, (5.3.2)

which may be obtained by considering V (x) = ∞ for x < 0, jointly with
fall-off condition at infinity (to ensure normalizability of our solution):

lim
x→∞

u(x) = 0. (5.3.3)

It is now convenient to introduce the dimensionless parameter λ, and the
parameter l having dimension of length, defined by the equations (Flügge
1971)

2mE

h̄2 ≡ λ

l2
,

2m2g

h̄2 ≡ 1
l3
. (5.3.4)

In terms of these parameters, Eq. (5.3.1) reads(
d2

dx2
+

λ

l2
− x

l3

)
u = 0. (5.3.5)
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Equation (5.3.5) suggests defining a new independent variable, i.e.

ξ ≡ x

l
− λ, (5.3.6)

so that the Schrödinger equation takes the form(
d2

dξ2
− ξ

)
u = 0. (5.3.7)

The boundary conditions (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) now read as

u(−λ) = 0, lim
ξ→∞

u(ξ) = 0. (5.3.8)

Following what we know from appendix 5.B, we want to re-express Eq.
(5.3.7) in terms of the Bessel equation. This means that we want to
transform Eq. (5.3.7) into an equation with a Fuchsian singularity at the
origin. Indeed, if one defines

u(ξ) ≡ ξp y(ξ), (5.3.9)

one finds the equation[
d2

dξ2
+

2p
ξ

d
dξ

+
p(p− 1)

ξ2
− ξ

]
y = 0. (5.3.10)

Equation (5.3.10) has a Fuchsian singularity at ξ = 0 (corresponding to
x = lλ), but is not yet of the Bessel type, because the term linear in
ξ survives in the square brackets. However, if we introduce yet another
parameter, here denoted by α, and define instead

u(ξ) ≡ ξp y

(
1
α
ξα

)
, (5.3.11)

we find, setting

χ(ξ) ≡ 1
α
ξα, (5.3.12)

the second-order equation[
d2

dχ2
+ (α + 2p− 1)

1
ξα

d
dχ

+
p(p− 1)

ξ2α
− ξ3−2α

]
y = 0. (5.3.13)

At this stage, no term linear in ξ occurs provided that one takes α = 3
2 .

Moreover, if p = 1
2 , Eq. (5.3.13) becomes[

d2

dχ2
+

1
χ

d
dχ

−
(

1
4α2

χ2
+ 1

)]
y = 0. (5.3.14)
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The regular solution of Eq. (5.3.14) is (up to a multiplicative constant)

y = Iρ

(
1
α
ξα

)
, (5.3.15)

where

ρ =

√
1

4α2
= ±1

3
= ρ±. (5.3.16)

Denoting by C a constant, one thus finds

u(ξ) = Cξp
[
Iρ+

(
1
α
ξα

)
+ Iρ−

(
1
α
ξα

)]
= C

√
ξ

[
I1/3

(
2
3
ξ3/2

)
+ I−1/3

(
2
3
ξ3/2

)]
, (5.3.17)

where we have set equal to 1 the relative weight of I1/3 and I−1/3. More
precisely, if ξ is negative (i.e. x ≤ lλ), the general solution is obtained
from ordinary Bessel functions in the form

u(ξ) = C̃
√
|ξ|

[
J1/3

(
2
3
|ξ|3/2

)
+ J−1/3

(
2
3
|ξ|3/2

)]
, (5.3.18)

which is obtained by analytic continuation of (5.3.17). The first bound-
ary condition in (5.3.8) implies therefore the following equation for the
eigenvalues:

J1/3

(
2
3
λ3/2

)
+ J−1/3

(
2
3
λ3/2

)
= 0. (5.3.19)

Equation (5.3.19) provides a good example of a general feature: with a
few exceptions, the equation obeyed by the eigenvalues by virtue of the
boundary conditions yields them only implicitly, i.e. as the zeros of some
function (cf. Eq. (4.6.24)). Such zeros are known, numerically, to a high
accuracy, but one cannot generate analytic formulae for their exact evalu-
ation. Nevertheless, one can obtain some useful asymptotic estimates. In
our case, if λ is much greater than 1, one can use the asymptotic formulae
valid at large z:

J1/3(z) ∼
√

2
πz

cos
(
z − 5π

12

)
+ O

(
z−3/2

)
, (5.3.20)

J−1/3(z) ∼
√

2
πz

cos
(
z − π

12

)
+ O

(
z−3/2

)
. (5.3.21)

These properties, jointly with (5.3.19) and the identity

cos γ + cos δ = 2 cos
(
γ + δ

2

)
cos

(
γ − δ

2

)
, (5.3.22)
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lead to

cos
(

2
3
λ3/2 − π

4

)
= 0, (5.3.23)

which implies (n being an integer)

2
3
λ3/2 − π

4
= −π

2
+ nπ, (5.3.24)

i.e. (Flügge 1971)
2
3
λ3/2 =

(
2n− 1

2

)
π

2
, (5.3.25)

and hence, from (5.3.4),

En =
h̄2

2ml2

[
3π
4

(
2n− 1

2

)]2/3

. (5.3.26)

A plot shows that the energy eigenvalues tend to get closer and closer.
Unlike the classical analysis of the problem, which is confined to the

interval ξ ∈ [−λ, 0], in quantum mechanics one also finds a non-trivial
(generalized) solution at positive values of ξ. In particular, as ξ → ∞,
the general solution of Eq. (5.3.14), i.e.

y(ξ) = C1Iρ

(
1
α
ξα

)
+ C2Kρ

(
1
α
ξα

)
, (5.3.27)

reduces to (see Eq. (5.3.8))

y(ξ) = C2K1/3

(
2
3
ξ3/2

)
, (5.3.28)

because I1/3 increases exponentially at infinity, and hence cannot repre-
sent a wave function. In contrast, K1/3 decreases exponentially at infinity,
and one finds, from

Kν(z) ∼
√

π

2z
e−z as z → ∞, (5.3.29)

the result (see Eq. (5.3.11))

u(ξ) ∼ C2

2
√
π
ξ−1/4 e−2/3ξ3/2

as ξ → ∞. (5.3.30)

This is therefore another example of an evanescent wave. Note also that
no eigenvalue condition is obtained from the asymptotic behaviour.

In the literature, the solution u(ξ) is known to be the Airy function.
Its integral representation can be obtained by solving our problem in
the momentum representation. In other words, we know that the Fourier
transform makes it possible to associate the symbol with a differential
operator. If φ(p) denotes the Fourier transform of u(x), the operator p̂
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acts as multiplication, and the operator x̂ is a first-order operator (see
chapter 4):

p̂ φ(p) = p φ(p), (5.3.31)

x̂ φ(p) = ih̄
∂φ

∂p
. (5.3.32)

The resulting form of the stationary Schrödinger equation is

p2

2m
φ(p) + imgh̄φ′(p) = E φ(p), (5.3.33)

which implies
φ′

φ
=

(2mE − p2)
2ih̄m2g

. (5.3.34)

The general solution of this equation is

φ(p) = N exp

[
− iE
mgh̄

p +
ip3

6m2gh̄

]
, (5.3.35)

where N is an integration constant. Thus, defining

µ ≡ p

(2m2gh̄)1/3
, (5.3.36)

one finds

u(x) = N

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

[
i
3
µ3 + iµ

(mgx− E)
(mg2h̄2/2)1/3

]
dµ. (5.3.37)

The link with the integral representation of the Airy function, denoted
by Φ, is now clear, because (cf. Airy 1838)

Φ(x) ≡ 1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

(
ixξ +

i
3
ξ3

)
dξ. (5.3.38)

Note that, in the momentum representation, the differential equation is
solved more easily. One pays, however, a non-trivial price, because the
boundary condition (5.3.2) is expressed by the vanishing of an integral:

u(0) = 0 = N

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

[
i
3
µ3 − iµE

(mg2h̄2/2)1/3

]
dµ. (5.3.39)

On using the identity eiz = cos(z) + i sin(z), and bearing in mind that
cos is an even function, Eq. (5.3.39) may be re-expressed as an integral
equation where only the cos function occurs in the integrand (Mavromatis
1987). This yields, implicitly, the eigenvalues E. Agreement with Eq.
(5.3.19) is proved upon inserting therein the integral representation of
Bessel functions.
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5.4 The Schrödinger equation in a central potential

A central potential in R3 is a real-valued function that only depends on
the magnitude r ≡

√
x2 + y2 + z2 of the position vector, where x, y, z are

Cartesian coordinates in R3. Our aim is to build a general formalism to
analyse the Hamiltonian

H =
1

2m

(
p2
x + p2

y + p2
z

)
+ V, (5.4.1a)

where px, py, pz are Cartesian components of the linear momentum, and
V is a central potential. By virtue of the hypothesis on the potential, the
symmetry group of our problem is the rotation group in three dimensions
(see section 5.6), since the rotations preserve the length of vectors in R3

and their real nature. In classical mechanics it is therefore convenient to
pass from Cartesian to spherical coordinates in R3. On doing so, p2 can
be re-expressed by considering the orbital angular momentum �L ≡ �r ∧ �p
and the ‘radial component’ pr ≡ �r

r · �p of the linear momentum. By virtue
of the identity

L2 = r2p2 − (�r · �p)2

one then finds

H =
1

2m

(
p2
r +

L2

r2

)
+ V (r). (5.4.1b)

In quantum mechanics, we have to find an operator realization of the
counterpart of the classical Hamiltonian (5.4.1b). For this purpose, our
first problem is the construction of the operator p̂r in a central potential.
Indeed, one has the classical formula

pr ≡ �r

r
· �p =

1
2

(
�r

r
· �p + �p · �r

r

)
. (5.4.2)

However, in quantum mechanics, if we were to consider, naively, the op-
erator

D̂r ≡ �r

r
· �p =

h̄

i

(
x

r

∂

∂x
+

y

r

∂

∂y
+

z

r

∂

∂z

)
=

h̄

i
∂

∂r
, (5.4.3)

we would realize that this is not the appropriate choice. What happens
is that D̂r is not Hermitian, because

D̂†
r ≡ �p · �r

r
=

h̄

i

(
∂

∂x

x

r
+

∂

∂y

y

r
+

∂

∂z

z

r

)
=

h̄

i

(
3
r

+ x
∂

∂x
r−1 + y

∂

∂y
r−1 + z

∂

∂z
r−1 +

x

r

∂

∂x
+

y

r

∂

∂y
+

z

r

∂

∂z

)
=

h̄

i

[
3
r
− (x2 + y2 + z2)

r3
+

∂

∂r

]
=

h̄

i

(
∂

∂r
+

2
r

)
. (5.4.4)
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The calculations (5.4.3) and (5.4.4) suggest defining (Dirac 1958)

p̂r ≡ 1
2

(
D̂r + D̂†

r

)
=

h̄

i

(
∂

∂r
+

1
r

)
. (5.4.5)

Of course, the formula (5.4.5) can also be derived from the scalar product

(f, g) ≡
∫ ∞

0
f∗(r)g(r)r2 dr.

This operator is Hermitian by construction, and obeys the desired form
of the commutation rules:[

r̂, p̂r
]
≡ r̂ p̂r − p̂r r̂ = ih̄. (5.4.6)

Moreover, it leads to the following form of the operator p̂2
r:

p̂2
r = −h̄2

(
∂2

∂r2
+

2
r

∂

∂r

)
= − h̄2

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2 ∂

∂r

)

= − h̄2

r

∂2

∂r2
(r·). (5.4.7)

Note that the conditions of regularity at the origin, and square integra-
bility on (0,∞), imply that p̂r is symmetric on

C∞
0

(
R3 − {0}

)
,

whereas p̂2
r is self-adjoint. Without giving too many details, we can, how-

ever, make contact with what one knows in one-dimensional problems
concerning these sorts of issues.

Let T be the operator i d
dx on L2(0, 1), with domain (for simplicity, we

consider a closed interval)

D(T ) = {ϕ : ϕ ∈ AC[0, 1], ϕ(0) = 0 = ϕ(1)} . (5.4.8)

In other words, the domain of T consists of absolutely continuous func-
tions in [0, 1] that vanish at the end points of such interval. The adjoint
of T , here denoted by T †, is again the operator i d

dx , and for ϕ ∈ D(T )
and ψ ∈ D(T †) one finds(

Tϕ, ψ
)
−

(
ϕ, T †ψ

)
= −i[ϕ∗(1)ψ(1) − ϕ∗(0)ψ(0)] = 0. (5.4.9)

It is hence clear that the boundary conditions on the functions ∈ D(T )
are so ‘strong’ that no boundary conditions whatsover are necessary for
the functions ∈ D(T †). This is why T is not self-adjoint (although one
can obtain a family of self-adjoint extensions by requiring proportionality
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of the boundary values at 0 and 1). However, if one studies the operator
A ≡ d2

dx2 on L2(0, 1), the condition(
Au, v

)
−

(
u,A†v

)
= 0 (5.4.10)

is fulfilled if and only if both the functions ∈ D(A) and the functions
∈ D(A†) obey the same boundary conditions, because integration by
parts leads to the condition(

du∗

dx
v − u∗

dv
dx

)1

0
= 0, (5.4.11)

which is satisfied if both u ∈ D(A) and v ∈ D(A†) vanish at 0 and at 1.
Now we can come back to our original problem, and we remark that

the symmetry of the problem makes it possible to look for solutions of
the stationary Schrödinger equation in the form

ψ(r, θ, ϕ) = R(r)Y (θ, ϕ), (5.4.12)

where θ and ϕ are the angular variables occurring in the change of coor-
dinates (θ ∈ [0, π], ϕ ∈ [0, 2π[)

x = r sin θ cosϕ, (5.4.13)

y = r sin θ sinϕ, (5.4.14)

z = r cos θ. (5.4.15)

Separation of variables in our eigenvalue equation therefore leads, for
some real parameter λ, to the equations

d
dr

(
r2 dR

dr

)
+

2mr2

h̄2

[
E − V (r)

]
R = λR(r), (5.4.16)

1
sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂Y

∂θ

)
+

1
sin2 θ

∂2Y

∂ϕ2
= −λY (θ, ϕ). (5.4.17)

At this stage, we make a further separation of variables, and look for
Y (θ, ϕ) in the form of a product

Y (θ, ϕ) = Ỹ (θ)σ(ϕ). (5.4.18)

This leads to ordinary differential equations for σ and Ỹ , respectively:(
d2

dϕ2
+ µ

)
σ = 0, (5.4.19)

[
1

sin θ

d
dθ

(
sin θ

d
dθ

)
+

(
λ− µ

sin2 θ

)]
Ỹ = 0. (5.4.20)
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If one imposes the periodicity conditions

σ(0) = σ(2π), σ′(0) = σ′(2π), (5.4.21)

these imply that, in the general form of the solution:

σ(ϕ) = A + Bϕ if µ = 0, (5.4.22)

σ(ϕ) = Aei
√
µϕ + Be−i

√
µϕ if µ �= 0, (5.4.23)

one has to set B = 0, while
√
µ is an integer. Thus, one has

σm(ϕ) = Ameimϕ, m = 0,±1,±2 . . . . (5.4.24)

The constant Am is equal to 1√
2π

, from the condition∫ 2π

0
|σm|2 dϕ = 1. (5.4.25)

At a deeper level, the integer values of m, including 0, are the spectrum
of the z-component of the orbital angular momentum (cf. section 11.1 for
the general theory of angular momentum operators).

The change of variable

η ≡ cos θ (5.4.26)

therefore turns Eq. (5.4.20) into[
d2

dη2
− 2η

(1 − η2)
d
dη

+
λ

(1 − η2)
− m2

(1 − η)2(1 + η)2

]
Ỹ = 0. (5.4.27)

This equation has Fuchsian singularities at η = 1 and −1. In the (left)
neighbourhood of η = 1, it has two linearly independent integrals

Y1(η) = (1 − η)|m|/2h1(η), (5.4.28)

Y2(η) = (1 − η)|m|/2h1(η) log(1 − η) + (1 − η)−|m|/2h2(η), (5.4.29)

where the functions h1 and h2 are regular at η = 1. Moreover, in the
(right) neighbourhood of η = −1, its linearly independent integrals are

Ỹ1(η) = (1 + η)|m|/2h̃1(η), (5.4.30)

Ỹ2(η) = (1 + η)|m|/2h̃1(η) log(1 + η) + (1 + η)−|m|/2h̃2(η), (5.4.31)

where the functions h̃1 and h̃2 are regular at η = −1. Thus, regularity of
Ỹ for η ∈ [−1, 1] picks out a solution that can be written in the form

Ỹ (η) = (1 − η2)|m|/2f(η), (5.4.32)
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where the function f is regular at η = 1 and −1. The power series for f(η)
involves numerical coefficients Cs, which turn out to obey the recurrence
relations (s being an integer)

Cs+2 =

[
(s + |m|)(s + |m| + 1) − λ

]
(s + 2)(s + 1)

Cs, (5.4.33)

by virtue of (5.4.27) and (5.4.32). One now remarks that, if these coeffi-
cients were all non-vanishing, one would find

lim
s→∞

|Cs/Cs+2| = 1, (5.4.34)

and hence the radius of convergence of the series for f would not be
greater than 1, leading in turn to infinitely many coefficients and to a
solution that is not square-integrable on S2. This means that, in contrast,
an integer p exists such that

Cp �= 0, Cp+2 = 0, (5.4.35)

and the corresponding value of λ is

λp = (p + |m|)(p + |m| + 1). (5.4.36)

At a deeper level, Eq. (5.4.36) reflects the general properties of harmonic
polynomials and of the operator L2 ≡ L2

x + L2
y + L2

z (see section 5.6).
In Eq. (5.4.16) it is now convenient to set

R(r) ≡ u(r)
r

. (5.4.37)

The function R is square integrable with respect to the measure r2 dr,
whereas the function u is square integrable with respect to the measure
dr. In our analysis of the eigenvalue problem in a central potential, we
are interested in a subspace of L2(R3), which is invariant under rotations
and is spanned by vectors of the form (5.4.12), where, after considering
(5.4.37), one studies the eigenvalue equation (where E denotes the desired
eigenvalues){

d2

dr2
+

2m
h̄2

[
E − V (r) − l(l + 1)h̄2

2mr2

]}
u = 0, (5.4.38)

for a particle of mass m. Equation (5.4.38) should be supplemented by
the L2 condition ∫ ∞

0
|u(r)|2 dr < ∞, (5.4.39)

and the boundary condition ensuring essential self-adjointness of the
Hamiltonian operator:

u(0) = 0. (5.4.40a)
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In other words, Eq. (5.4.38) holds in the sense of differential operators
on L2(0,∞) with the boundary condition (5.4.40a), rather than in the
sense of classical differential equations. If the potential V is C∞ with
compact support, a theorem ensures that the solutions of (5.4.38) are
C∞ (this goes under the name of the elliptic regularity theorem). In the
applications of section 5.5, we will see that regularity of u, for given values
of l and E, is specified, more precisely, by the conditions

ul(0, E) = 0, (5.4.40b)

lim
r→0

r−l−1ul(r, E) = 1. (5.4.41)

5.5 Hydrogen atom

The investigation of the hydrogen atom is a two-body problem in quan-
tum mechanics. Before quantization, one has a classical Hamiltonian

H =
p2
n

2mn
+

p2
e

2me
− e2

|�xn − �xe|
, (5.5.1)

where the subscripts ‘n’ and ‘e’ refer to the nucleus and the electron,
respectively. What we are really interested in is the relative motion of
the electron and the nucleus. For this purpose, we pass to new variables
according to the standard formulae for two-body problems:

�P ≡ �pn + �pe, �X ≡

(
me�xe + mn�xn

)
(me + mn)

, (5.5.2)

�pen ≡

(
mn�pe −me�pn

)
(me + mn)

, �r ≡ �xe − �xn. (5.5.3)

These formulae are obtained by requiring that a canonical transformation
is performed on going from (�xe, �xn, �pe, �pn) to (�r, �X, �pen, �P ). The resulting
form of the Hamiltonian reads as

H =
P 2

2M
+

p2
en

2µ
− e2

r
, (5.5.4)

where µ is the reduced mass:

µ ≡ mnme

(mn + me)
. (5.5.5)

At this stage, we quantize in the coordinate representation, and factorize
the stationary state as

ψ( �X, r) = Ω( �X)ψ(�r). (5.5.6)
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The centre-of-mass degrees of freedom represent a free particle and
are encoded into Ω( �X). The motion of the electron with respect to the
nucleus is instead associated to ψ(�r). In the frame where the centre of
mass is at rest, ψ(�r) obeys a stationary Schrödinger equation in a central
field, and hence can be written as in (5.4.12). Bearing in mind (5.4.37)
and (5.4.38), and defining

a ≡ h̄2

µe2
, ν ≡ µe2

h̄
√−2µE

, � ≡ r(νa)−1, (5.5.7)

our form of the stationary Schrödinger equation becomes{
d2

d�2
+

[
−1 +

2ν
�

− l(l + 1)
�2

]}
u(�) = 0. (5.5.8)

For the time being, ν is only a real-valued parameter, and this is em-
phasized by the choice of a Greek letter. This equation has a Fuchsian
singularity at � = 0, and is a particular case of a more general class of
differential equations, i.e.

Gy ≡
[

d2

dx2
+

(
A +

B

x

)
d
dx

+
(
C +

D

x
+

F

x2

)]
y(x) = 0. (5.5.9)

If one sets
y(x) ≡ eαx xβ f(x), (5.5.10)

one finds that
Gy = eαx xβ G̃f, (5.5.11)

where

G̃ ≡ d2

dx2
+

(
Ã +

B̃

x

)
d
dx

+

(
C̃ +

D̃

x
+

F̃

x2

)
, (5.5.12)

with
Ã ≡ A + 2α, (5.5.13)

B̃ ≡ B + 2β, (5.5.14)

C̃ ≡ C + αA + α2, (5.5.15)

D̃ ≡ D + αB + (A + 2α)β, (5.5.16)

F̃ ≡ F + (B − 1)β + β2. (5.5.17)

Thus, the transformations (5.5.10) preserve Eq. (5.5.9) in that

G̃f = 0. (5.5.18)
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For some choices of α and ρ (see below) it is then clear that one can set
C̃ = F̃ = 0. In this case, defining

ζ ≡ −Ã x, b ≡ D̃

Ã
, c ≡ B̃, (5.5.19)

Eq. (5.5.18) reduces to the confluent hypergeometric equation[
d2

dζ2
+

(
c

ζ
− 1

)
d
dζ

− b

ζ

]
f = 0. (5.5.20)

This is a second-order differential equation with a Fuchsian singularity at
the origin where the coefficients of first- and zeroth-order derivative both
have a first-order pole at ζ = 0. Its general solution reads as

f(ζ) = Q 1F1(b, c; ζ) + Q̃ζ1−c
1F1(b− c + 1, 2 − c; ζ), (5.5.21)

where Q and Q̃ are some constants, and 1F1 can be expressed by the
series

1F1(b, c;x) =
∞∑
k=0

(b)k
(c)k

xk

k!
= 1 +

b

c
x +

b(b + 1)
c(c + 1)

x2

2!
+ · · · . (5.5.22)

Note now that the second-order operator in Eq. (5.5.8) is obtained from
that in Eq. (5.5.9) by setting A = B = 0, C = −1, D = 2ν, F = −l(l+1).
Thus, imposing C̃ = F̃ = 0, one finds, from (5.5.15) and (5.5.17), the
algebraic equations

−1 + α2 = 0, (5.5.23)

−l(l + 1) − β + β2 = 0, (5.5.24)

which are solved by α+ = 1, α− = −1, β+ = l + 1, β− = −l. Regularity
of the solution at � = 0 picks out β+ = l + 1, and square integrability
on (0,∞) selects α− = −1. By virtue of (5.5.13), (5.5.14) and (5.5.16)
one thus finds Ã = −2, B̃ = 2(l + 1) = c, D̃ = 2(ν − l − 1), and hence
b = l + 1 − ν. In the general formula (5.5.21) one has therefore to set
Q̃ = 0 to ensure regularity of f (and u) at � = 0, which implies

u(�) = Q�l+1e−
1F1(l + 1 − ν, 2(l + 1); 2�). (5.5.25)

At this stage, we only need to use a simple but important property of
confluent hypergeometric functions according to which, as x → ∞, one
has the asymptotic expansion

1F1(b, c;x) ∼ Γ(c)
Γ(b)

exxb−c. (5.5.26)
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In our problem, Γ(c) = Γ(2(l + 1)) with l ≥ 0, and hence Γ(c) does not
vanish. However, since the Γ-function is a meromorphic function with
simple poles at 0,−1,−2, . . . , the term

1
Γ(b)

=
1

Γ(l + 1 − ν)

has simple zeros at 0,−1,−2, . . . , for which

l + 1 − ν = 0, l + 1 − ν = −1, l + 1 − ν = −2, . . . .

These are the only admissible values of ν, since otherwise our solution
u(�) would fail to be square integrable on (0,∞). This analysis proves
that ν can only take the integer values n = l + 1, l + 2, l + 3, . . . . Such a
property leads, in turn, to the Balmer formula for the energy spectrum
of bound states (see the second definition in (5.5.7)):

En = −µe4

2h̄2

1
n2

. (5.5.27)

The number n is called the principal quantum number, and is ≥ 1. For a
given value of n, there exist n2 linearly independent states with the same
energy. The quantum number l takes all integer values from 0 to n − 1,
while m ranges over all values from −l to +l, including 0 (see Eq. (5.4.24)).
For example, the values l = 0, 1, 2 correspond to the so-called s-, p- and
d-wave sectors, respectively (sharp, principal, diffuse). From the allowed
ranges, it is clear that there exist one 1s state (n = 1, l = m = 0), one 2s
state (n = 2, l = m = 0), three 2p states (n = 2, l = 1,m = −1, 0, 1), one
3s state (n = 3, l = m = 0), three 3p states (n = 3, l = 1,m = −1, 0, 1),
five 3d states (n = 3, l = 2,m = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2), and so on.

For the first few values of the quantum numbers n, l, one has for ex-
ample, for hydrogen-like atoms (see Eq. (5.4.37), bearing in mind that Z
is the atomic number),

R10(r) = (Z/a0)3/22e−
1
2ρ1 , (5.5.28)

R20(r) = (Z/a0)3/2
1

2
√

2
(2 − ρ2)e−

1
2ρ2 , (5.5.29)

R21(r) = (Z/a0)3/2
1

2
√

6
ρ2e−

1
2ρ2 , (5.5.30)

R30(r) = (Z/a0)3/2
1

9
√

3

(
6 − 6ρ3 + ρ2

3

)
e−

1
2ρ3 , (5.5.31)

R31(r) = (Z/a0)3/2
1

9
√

6
(4 − ρ3)ρ3e−

1
2ρ3 , (5.5.32)
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R32(r) = (Z/a0)3/2
1

9
√

30
ρ2
3e

−1
2ρ3 , (5.5.33)

where

ρn(r) ≡ 2Zr

na0
. (5.5.34)

The occurrence of factors which decrease exponentially (which are, of
course, expected from (5.5.25)), implies that the probability of finding
the electron at large distances becomes very small indeed. Here, very
large means a few times the Bohr radius a0. Nevertheless, it is a non-
trivial property of quantum mechanics that such a probability can be
considered for all (positive) values of r.

5.5.1 A simpler derivation of the Balmer formula

We have just derived the Balmer formula from the zeros of the Γ-function
occurring in the asymptotic expansion of the hypergeometric function.
However, if the reader does not remember the basic properties of special
functions, he can still derive the Balmer formula. For this purpose, one
can start from the eigenvalue equation (5.4.38), with m replaced by µ,
and look for solutions in the form

u(r) = e−wrf(r), (5.5.35)

where w2 ≡ −ε ≡ 2µ|E|
h̄2 . Of course, one only takes into account a decreas-

ing exponential, to ensure that u ∈ L2(0,∞). At this stage, one writes
(see appendix 5.B)

f(r) = rs
∞∑
k=0

akr
k, (5.5.36)

where the parameter s will be derived by imposing regularity at the origin.
Differentiation of u with respect to r yields

u′′ =
(
f ′′ − 2wf ′ + w2f

)
e−wr, (5.5.37)

and hence equation (5.5.36), jointly with (5.5.35), leads to the equation

a0

[
s(s− 1) − l(l + 1)

]
rs−2

+
∞∑
k=0

ak+1

[
(k + s + 1)(k + s) − l(l + 1)

]
rk+s−1

+
∞∑
k=0

ak

[
2µe2

h̄2 − 2w(k + s)

]
rk+s−1 = 0. (5.5.38)
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The idea is, of course, to use the property according to which, if

∞∑
k=0

bkr
k = 0 ∀r,

then bk = 0 ∀k. The coefficient a0 should not vanish, and hence one has
to set to zero what is multiplied by a0, i.e.

s(s− 1) − l(l + 1) = 0. (5.5.39)

Among the two roots of Eq. (5.5.39): s1 = l + 1, s2 = −l, only s1 is
compatible with having a regular solution at r = 0.

From the remaining part of Eq. (5.5.38), one finds recurrence relations
among ak+1 and ak. If the algorithm could be implemented for all inte-
ger values of k, nothing would guarantee that the series expressing f(r)
through (5.5.36) is convergent. This would lead, in turn, to a solution
u(r) that is not square integrable on (0,∞). One thus finds that a value
k∗ of k exists such that

ak∗ �= 0, (5.5.40)

but

ak∗+1 = 0. (5.5.41)

In other words, the series in (5.5.36) actually reduces to a polynomial,
and one finds (recall that s1 = l + 1)

µe2

h̄2 − w
(
k∗ + s1

)
= 0. (5.5.42)

The comparison with the definition of w leads to

ε = −µe4

2h̄2

1
n2

, (5.5.43)

which is indeed the Balmer formula for bound states of the hydrogen
atom (we have set n ≡ k∗ + s1 ≡ k∗ + l + 1).

5.6 Introduction to angular momentum

The results of sections 5.4 and 5.5 are best understood if one uses the
quantum theory of angular momentum. However, we are not yet ready to
study a rigorous mathematical formulation of quantum mechanics (see,
in particular, chapters 9 and 11), and hence we limit ourselves to an
introductory presentation. The key steps of our analysis are as follows.
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5.6.1 Lie algebra of O(3) and associated vector fields

We begin with classical considerations concerning rotations, first defined
in appendix 2.B, by pointing out that if we associate to any vector �u in
R3 the linear transformation defined by

R�u(�v) ≡ �u× �v, (5.6.1)

in a given orthonormal basis we can associate a 3 × 3 matrix with R�u.
One thus finds, associated with the unit vectors �ux, �uy, �uz,

Rx

 0
1
0

 =

 0
0
1

 , Rx

 1
0
0

 =

 0
0
0

 , Rx

 0
0
1

 =

 0
−1
0

 , (5.6.2)

which implies

Rx =

 0 0 0
0 0 −1
0 1 0

 , (5.6.3)

while a calculation along the same lines yields

Ry =

 0 0 1
0 0 0
−1 0 0

 , (5.6.4)

Rz =

 0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

 . (5.6.5)

The Lie algebra of the connected component SO(3) of O(3) is generated
by the matrices Rx,Ry,Rz. Note now that to any matrix A we can
associate the vector field

XA ≡ xjAi
j

∂

∂xi
. (5.6.6)

Although the matrix A and the vector field XA contain the same infor-
mation, the analysis in terms of XA makes it possible to consider the
effect of non-linear transformations upon it. For our purposes, the use
of vector fields also has the advantage of making it very clear that they
correspond to angular momentum (see below).

By virtue of (5.6.3)–(5.6.6) we obtain the following form of infinitesimal
generators of rotations viewed as vector fields:

Rx = y
∂

∂z
− z

∂

∂y
, (5.6.7)

Ry = z
∂

∂x
− x

∂

∂z
, (5.6.8)
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Rz = x
∂

∂y
− y

∂

∂x
. (5.6.9)

Since we have replaced the matrices (5.6.3)–(5.6.5) with vector fields
according to (5.6.7)–(5.6.9), it is now possible to perform generic co-
ordinate transformations. For example, in the spherical coordinates de-
fined by (5.4.13)–(5.4.15), the formulae (5.6.7)–(5.6.9), which imply (here
R1 ≡ Rx, R

2 ≡ Ry, R
3 ≡ Rz)

Rixj = −εijk xk, (5.6.10)

lead to

Rx = − sinϕ
∂

∂θ
− cosϕ cot θ

∂

∂ϕ
, (5.6.11)

Ry = cosϕ
∂

∂θ
− sinϕ cot θ

∂

∂ϕ
, (5.6.12)

Rz =
∂

∂ϕ
. (5.6.13)

Note also that, by exploiting the invariance of pi dqi, the momenta
pr, pθ and pϕ can be derived by requiring that

px dx + py dy + pz dz = pr dr + pθ dθ + pϕ dϕ. (5.6.14)

For this purpose one has to evaluate the differentials dx,dy and dz from
(5.4.13)–(5.4.15), i.e. dx

dy
dz

 =

 sin θ cosϕ r cos θ cosϕ −r sin θ sinϕ
sin θ sinϕ r cos θ sinϕ r sin θ cosϕ

cos θ −r sin θ 0

  dr
dθ
dϕ

 , (5.6.15)

and the insertion of the formulae (5.6.15) into Eq. (5.6.14) leads to pr
pθ
pϕ

 =

 sin θ cosϕ sin θ sinϕ cos θ
r cos θ cosϕ r cos θ sinϕ −r sin θ
−r sin θ sinϕ r sin θ cosϕ 0

  px
py
pz

 . (5.6.16)

5.6.2 Quantum definition of angular momentum

Using the association between symbols and operators, i.e.

x̂ = x, ŷ = y, ẑ = z, (5.6.17a)

p̂x ≡ h̄

i
∂

∂x
, p̂y ≡ h̄

i
∂

∂y
, p̂z ≡ h̄

i
∂

∂z
, (5.6.17b)
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we are led to associate an operator with the orbital angular momentum
according to the prescription

L̂x ≡ h̄

i
Rx = y

h̄

i
∂

∂z
− z

h̄

i
∂

∂y

= ŷp̂z − ẑp̂y, (5.6.18)

along with the other components

L̂y ≡ h̄

i
Ry = ẑp̂x − x̂p̂z, (5.6.19)

L̂z ≡ h̄

i
Rz = x̂p̂y − ŷp̂x. (5.6.20)

These operators obey the commutation relations

L̂jL̂k − L̂kL̂j = ih̄εjksL̂s, (5.6.21)

In spherical coordinates, having obtained the formulae (5.6.11)–(5.6.13)
for the classical operators, the quantum operators read as

L̂x ≡ h̄

i
Rx = − h̄

i

(
sinϕ

∂

∂θ
+ cosϕ cot θ

∂

∂ϕ

)
, (5.6.22)

L̂y ≡ h̄

i
Ry =

h̄

i

(
cosϕ

∂

∂θ
− sinϕ cot θ

∂

∂ϕ

)
, (5.6.23)

L̂z ≡ h̄

i
Rz =

h̄

i
∂

∂ϕ
. (5.6.24)

We recall from section 4.1 that we are forced to quantize in Cartesian
coordinates (cf. DeWitt 1952), while changes of coordinates can be per-
formed only after we have obtained the operator. The reader should also
remember what we have found in section 5.4 about the operator p̂r to
obtain a well-defined (formally) self-adjoint operator.

Interestingly, the quantum operator defined in (5.6.18)–(5.6.20) turns
out to be essentially self-adjoint on the set of linear combinations of vec-
tors of the kind (Thirring 1981)

ψk ≡ e−r2/2 xk1 yk2 zk3 , (5.6.25)

where ki ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}. The sub-space

Dk ≡ {ψk : k1 + k2 + k3 ≤ k} (5.6.26)

is finite-dimensional, and hence the operator �L is represented by finite-
dimensional matrices.
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5.6.3 Harmonic polynomials and spherical harmonics

On considering the transition from Cartesian coordinates to spherical po-
lar coordinates, we pass from R3 to S2 × R+. It is reasonable to expect
that, for problems with rotational symmetry, S2 × R+ is more conve-
nient than R3. On R3, we know that ∂

∂x ,
∂
∂y and ∂

∂z generate translations
and commute. When polar coordinates are used, one looks for operators
compatible with the split S2 × R+. A possible choice is given by the
operators

x
∂

∂y
− y

∂

∂x
, y

∂

∂z
− z

∂

∂y
, z

∂

∂x
− x

∂

∂z
,

x
∂

∂x
+ y

∂

∂y
+ z

∂

∂z
.

We now look for the base of a Hilbert space on S2, which should be
completed by specifying its dependence on r ∈ R+. Indeed, starting from
the above first-order operators, one can see that polynomials of degree l in
the variables x, y, z, generated by the monomials xmynzl−m−n, form an
invariant space of dimension (l+1)(l+2)

2 , since the generators of rotations
are homogeneous of degree 0. Note that an invariant sub-space exists,
defined by polynomials of the form

(
x2 + y2 + z2

)
Pl−2, where Pl−2 are

the homogeneous polynomials of degree l − 2 (their space has dimension
l(l−1)

2 ). Another invariant sub-space Hl can be built as follows. Let  be
the second-order operator defined by

 ≡ ∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2
. (5.6.27)

By construction,  is a map  : Pl → Pl−2. Since the algebra of the
rotation group commutes with , one has that

Ker ≡ Hl (5.6.28)

is an invariant sub-space. By definition, the elements of Hl are the har-
monic polynomials.

The solutions of the corresponding Laplace equation: Pl = 0, can be
found by introducing new variables

u ≡ 1
2
(x + iy), v ≡ 1

2
(x− iy), (5.6.29)

in terms of which  reads as

 =
∂2

∂u∂v
+

∂2

∂z2
. (5.6.30)
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If Pl is a homogeneous polynomial of degree l in u, v, z, then it is also
homogeneous in x, y, z. Some solutions of the Laplace equation can be im-
mediately written: ul, vl, ul−1z, vl−1z. One can now look for solutions of
the form ul−mvm, m = 0, 1, . . . , l. These are not, by themselves, solutions
of our second-order equation, because

(ul−mvm) = (l −m)mul−m−1vm−1. (5.6.31)

As a first step, one tries to ‘compensate’ the term on the right-hand side
of (5.6.31) by adding the term

(−1)(l −m)mul−m−1vm−1 z
2

2
.

One then finds


(
ul−mvm − (l −m)mul−m−1vm−1z2

2

)

= −(l −m)(l −m− 1)m(m− 1)ul−m−2vm−2z2

2
. (5.6.32)

This result makes it necessary to introduce yet another ‘compensating’
term, now of the form

(l −m)(l −m− 1)m(m− 1)ul−m−2vm−2z4

4!
.

The iteration of this algorithm leads, eventually, to a harmonic polyno-
mial of degree l, which can be written in the form

fl,m(u, v, z) =
al,m∑
p=0

(−1)p(l −m)!m!
(l −m− p)!(m− p)!(2p)!

ul−m−pvm−pz2p, (5.6.33)

where al,m ≡ min(l −m,m). Note that, in all terms of the sum defining
fl,m, the exponent of u minus the exponent of v equals l − 2m. There
exist l + 1 functions of the form (5.6.33).

Similarly, one can start from a term of the kind ul−mvm−1z, where
m = 1, 2, . . . , l. This gives rise to solutions of the Laplace equation of the
form

hl,m(u, v, z) =
bl,m∑
p=0

(−1)p(l −m)!(m− 1)!ul−m−pvm−p−1z2p+1

(l −m− p)!(m− p− 1)!(2p + 1)!
,

(5.6.34)

where bl,m ≡ min(l − m,m − 1). In all terms of the sum defining hl,m,
the exponent of u minus the exponent of v equals l− 2m+1. There exist
l solutions of the form (5.6.34).
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Thus, there exist 2l+1 harmonic polynomials of degree l. They can be
labelled by the number s, which, by definition, is the difference between
the exponent of u and the exponent of v. On dividing by rl the harmonic
polynomials of degree l, here denoted by Kl,s, one obtains the spherical
harmonics. Using the fact that Rx, Ry, Rz commute with the Laplacian,
we may derive the same result by iterating the action of these operators
on the starting solutions.

The rotation group acts on the space of functions Kl,s and defines the
representation l(R). If R represents a rotation about the z-axis, one
has the transformation property

x′ = x cosφ + y sinφ, (5.6.35)

y′ = −x sinφ + y cosφ, (5.6.36)

z′ = z, (5.6.37)

which implies

2u′ = x′ + iy′ = e−iφx + ie−iφy = 2e−iφu. (5.6.38)

Hence one finds that v, defined in (5.6.29), transforms as v′ = eiφv. These
basic rules imply the following transformation property for monomials:

uα vβ zγ → ei(β−α)φ uα vβ zγ , (5.6.39)

and hence

Kl,s(R−1�x) = e−isφ Kl,s(�x). (5.6.40)

The matrix which represents the rotation about the z-axis is therefore

l(R)st = e−isφ δst. (5.6.41)

The results of section 5.4 are easily re-interpreted in terms of spherical
harmonics and orbital angular momentum. What happens is that, in h̄ =
1 units, the Laplacian in spherical coordinates reads as

LP = −
(

∂2

∂r2
+

2
r

∂

∂r

)
− 1

r2
L2, (5.6.42)

where

L2 =
1

sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂

∂θ

)
+

1
sin2 θ

∂2

∂ϕ2
. (5.6.43)

On the other hand, the harmonic polynomials obey the Laplace equation

LP

(
rlYl(θ, ϕ)

)
= 0, (5.6.44)
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which implies

L2Yl(θ, ϕ) = −l(l + 1)Yl(θ, ϕ), (5.6.45)

by virtue of (5.6.42). The quantum operator L̂2 is then equal to −h̄2L2,
and hence has eigenvalues l(l + 1)h̄2.

In spherical coordinates, the components of the orbital angular mo-
mentum take the form (5.6.22)–(5.6.24). In particular, Eq. (5.6.24) leads
immediately to the spectrum in (5.4.24), if the first boundary condition
in (5.4.21) is imposed. Other useful formulae are those for the raising and
lowering operators:

L̂+ ≡ L̂x + iL̂y = h̄eiϕ
(

∂

∂θ
+ i cot θ

∂

∂ϕ

)
, (5.6.46)

L̂− ≡ L̂x − iL̂y = h̄e−iϕ
(
− ∂

∂θ
+ i cot θ

∂

∂ϕ

)
. (5.6.47)

They are called in this way because the operator L− maps the eigenfunc-
tion of Lz with eigenvalue m into the eigenfunction of Lz with eigenvalue
m− 1, and in general one has (for some constant Nkm)

Ykm = Nkm[(L̂x − iL̂y)/h̄]k−mYkk. (5.6.48)

Some formulae for spherical harmonics that are frequently used in the
applications are as follows:

Y0,0 =
1√
4π

, (5.6.49)

Y1,0 =

√
3
4π

cos θ, (5.6.50)

Y1,±1 = ∓
√

3
8π

sin θ e±iϕ, (5.6.51)

Y2,0 =

√
5

16π

(
3 cos2 θ − 1

)
, (5.6.52)

Y2,±1 = ∓
√

15
8π

(cos θ)(sin θ)e±iϕ, (5.6.53)

Y2,±2 =

√
15
32π

sin2 θ e±2iϕ. (5.6.54)
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One can prove that the spherical harmonics Ykm(θ, ϕ) form an or-
thonormal system, i.e.∫ 2π

0
dϕ

∫ π

0
dθ sin θ Y ∗

km(θ, ϕ)Yk′m′(θ, ϕ) = δkk′δmm′ . (5.6.55)

Moreover, such functions also form a complete system, because every
square-integrable function on S2 can be expanded according to the rela-
tion

f(θ, ϕ) =
∞∑
k=0

k∑
m=−k

CkmYkm(θ, ϕ), (5.6.56)

where the Fourier coefficients Ckm are given by

Ckm =
∫ 2π

0
dϕ

∫ π

0
dθ sin θ Y ∗

km(θ, ϕ)f(θ, ϕ), (5.6.57)

and satisfy the condition
∞∑
k=0

k∑
m=−k

|Ckm|2 = 1. (5.6.58)

The property expressed by (5.6.58) suggests interpreting |Ckm|2 as the
probability of finding the eigenvalues k(k + 1)h̄2 and mh̄ on performing
a measurement of L̂2 and L̂z in the state described by the wave function
f(θ, ϕ). For example, such an interpretation can be applied to the state

f(θ, ϕ) =

√
3
8π

(
sin θ sinϕ + i cos θ

)
, (5.6.59)

after re-expressing it as a linear combination of spherical harmonics with
the help of (5.6.50) and (5.6.51), i.e.

f(θ, ϕ) = i
(

1√
2
Y1,0 +

1
2
Y1,1 +

1
2
Y1,−1

)
. (5.6.60)

5.6.4 Back to central potentials in R3

We can now gain a better understanding of the Schrödinger equation in
a central potential in R3, first studied in section 5.4. Indeed, if E is an
eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian operator Ĥ = p̂2

2m + V̂ , then the set{
ψ : Ĥψ = Eψ

}
is a rotationally invariant sub-space of the general set of square-integrable
functions on R3, and hence is spanned by vectors of the form

ψ(r, θ, ϕ) = r−1u(r)Ylm(θ, ϕ), (5.6.61)
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where Ylm are the spherical harmonics and∫ ∞

0
|u(r)|2 dr < ∞. (5.6.62)

The number l is called the angular momentum quantum number of ψ,
and u(r) obeys the differential equation (5.4.38), with boundary condition
u(0) = 0. The form of Eq. (5.4.38) is obtained upon using the classical
formula p2 = p2

r+ L2

r2
(see Eq. (5.4.1b)), the relation L̂2 = −h̄2L2, and the

eigenvalue equation (5.6.43). Moreover, the operators Ĥ, L̂2, L̂z commute
with one another:

(ĤL̂2−L̂2Ĥ) = 0, (ĤL̂z−L̂zĤ) = 0, (L̂2L̂z−L̂zL̂
2) = 0, (5.6.63)

and have common eigenvectors

Ĥψ(r, θ, ϕ) = Eψ(r, θ, ϕ), (5.6.64)

L̂2ψ(r, θ, ϕ) = l(l + 1)h̄2ψ(r, θ, ϕ), (5.6.65)

L̂zψ(r, θ, ϕ) = mh̄ψ(r, θ, ϕ), (5.6.66)

where the integer m ranges from −l to +l, including 0.
As a further example, we now consider the isotropic harmonic oscillator

in three dimensions. The angular part of the stationary states is given by
the spherical harmonics as we just mentioned, while Eq. (5.4.38) reads,
in this case, as[

d2

dr2
+

2mE

h̄2 − m2ω2

h̄2 r2 − l(l + 1)
r2

]
u(r) = 0. (5.6.67)

We now define (Flügge 1971)

2mE

h̄2 ≡ k2,
mω

h̄
≡ λ,

k2

2λ
≡ E

h̄ω
≡ µ, (5.6.68)

and point out that, as r → 0, the regular solution of Eq. (5.6.67) is
proportional to rl+1, while, as r → ∞, the square-integrable solution
behaves as e−

λ
2 r2 . These properties suggest looking for an exact solution

in the form
u(r) = rl+1e−

λ
2 r2v(r). (5.6.69)

Moreover, it is convenient to define the new independent variable

t ≡ λr2, (5.6.70)

so that the Schrödinger equation for stationary states takes the form{
t
d2

dt2
+

[(
l +

3
2

)
− t

] d
dt

−
[1
2

(
l +

3
2

)
− µ

2

]}
v(r) = 0. (5.6.71)
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This is a Kummer equation (Kummer 1836), for which the general integral
is

v(r) = Ca 1F1

(
1
2

(
l +

3
2
− µ

)
, l +

3
2
;λr2

)
+ Cbr

−(2l+1)
1F1

(
1
2

(
−l +

1
2
− µ

)
,−l +

1
2
;λr2

)
. (5.6.72)

However, to obtain a square-integrable solution ∀l �= 0, we have to set
Cb = 0. From now on the procedure is very similar to the case of the
hydrogen atom (cf. section 5.5). Since, as x → ∞, a confluent hyper-
geometric function behaves as in (5.5.26), this implies that u(r) would
diverge exponentially at large r:

u(r) ∼ rl+1e
λ
2 r2r−(l+3

2+µ).

We then exploit the fact that the inverse of the Γ-function is a func-
tion with simple zeros, and hence the series can reduce to a polynomial
provided that

b =
1
2

(
l +

3
2
− µ

)
= −nr, (5.6.73)

which leads to the spectrum

E =
(

2nr + l +
3
2

)
h̄ω, (5.6.74)

where the radial quantum number nr takes all values 0, 1, 2, . . . . The
complete L2 solution in spherical coordinates therefore reads as

ψ(r, θ, ϕ) = Crle−
λ
2 r2

1F1

(
−nr, l +

3
2
;λr2

)
Ylm(θ, ϕ), (5.6.75)

where C is a normalization constant, and the degeneracy is that evaluated
in section 4.7, with n ≡ 2nr + l.

5.7 Homomorphism between SU(2) and SO(3)

In the previous section we have studied the rotation group in R3 more
thoroughly. As a manifold, this can be viewed as a sub-manifold of R9

defined by equations (2.B.19) and (2.B.20). To investigate its topological
properties, it is more convenient to consider its double cover, i.e. the
group SU(2) of 2×2 unitary matrices with unit determinant. The present
section is therefore devoted to the relation between these two groups. We
shall see that the two groups are related by a homomorphism. In general,
for any two groups G1 and G2, a homomorphism is a map φ : G1 → G2

such that

φ(g1 · g2) = φ(g1)φ(g2),
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φ(g−1) = (φ(g))−1.

The work in this section follows closely the presentation in Wigner (1959),
which relies in turn on a method suggested by H. Weyl. We begin with
some elementary results in the theory of matrices, which turn out to be
very useful for our purposes.

(i) A matrix which transforms every real vector into a real vector is
itself real, i.e. all its elements are real. If this matrix is applied to the kth
unit vector (which has kth component = 1, with all others vanishing),
the result is the vector which forms the kth row of the matrix. Thus, this
row must be real. But this argument can be applied to all k, and hence
all the rows of the matrix must be real.

(ii) It is also well known that a matrix O is orthogonal if it preserves
the scalar product of two arbitrary vectors, i.e. if (see appendix 2.B)

(�a,�b) = (O�a,O�b). (5.7.1)

An equivalent condition can be stated in terms of one arbitrary vector:
a matrix O is orthogonal if the length of every single arbitrary vector
�v is left unchanged under transformation by O. Consider now two arbi-
trary vectors �a and �b, and write �v = �a + �b. Then our condition for the
orthogonality of O is

(�v,�v) = (O�v,O�v). (5.7.2)

By virtue of the symmetry of the scalar product: (�a,�b) = (�b,�a), this yields

(�a +�b,�a +�b) = (�a,�a) + (�b,�b) + 2(�a,�b)

= (O�a,O�a) + (O�b,O�b) + 2(O�a,O�b). (5.7.3)

However, orthogonality also implies that (�a,�a) equals (O�a,O�a), and the
same with �a replaced by �b. It then follows from (5.7.3) that (appendix
2.B)

(�a,�b) = (O�a,O�b), (5.7.4)

which implies that O is orthogonal. It can be shown, in a similar way,
that U is unitary only if (�v,�v) = (U�v,U�v) holds for every vector.

By definition, a matrix that leaves each real vector real, and leaves the
length of every vector unchanged and preserves the origin, is a rotation
(see appendix 2.B). Indeed, when all lengths are equal in the original and
transformed figures, the angles must also be equal; hence the transforma-
tion is merely a rotation.
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(iii) We now want to determine the general form of a two-dimensional
unitary matrix

u =
(
a b
c d

)
(5.7.5)

of determinant +1 by considering the elements of the product

uu† = 1I. (5.7.6)

Recall that the † operation means taking the complex conjugate and
then the transpose of the original matrix. Thus, the condition (5.7.6)
implies that

a∗c + b∗d = 0, (5.7.7)

which leads to c = −b∗d/a∗. The insertion of this result into the condition
of unit determinant:

ad− bc = 1, (5.7.8)

yields
(
aa∗ + bb∗

)
d/a∗ = 1. Moreover, since aa∗ + bb∗ = 1 from (5.7.6),

it follows that d = a∗ and c = −b∗. The general two-dimensional unitary
matrix with unit determinant is hence

u =
(

a b
−b∗ a∗

)
, (5.7.9)

where, of course, we still have to require that aa∗ + bb∗ = 1. Note that,
if one writes a = y0 + iy3 and b = y1 + iy2, one finds

detu = y2
0 + y2

1 + y2
2 + y2

3 = 1.

This is the equation of a unit 3-sphere centred at the origin, which means
that SU(2) has 3-sphere topology and is hence simply connected (the
n-sphere is simply connected for all n > 1). More precisely, SU(2) is
homeomorphic to S3 ⊂ R4, where we remark that S3 can be obtained as
the quotient space

(
R4 − {0}

)
/R+.

Consider now the so-called Pauli matrices:

σx ≡
(

0 1
1 0

)
, (5.7.10)

σy ≡
(

0 −i
i 0

)
, (5.7.11)

σz ≡
(

1 0
0 −1

)
. (5.7.12)

Every traceless two-dimensional matrix, here denoted by h, can be ex-
pressed as a linear combination of these matrices:

h = xσx + yσy + zσz = (r, σ). (5.7.13)
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Explicitly, one has

h =
(

z x− iy
x + iy −z

)
. (5.7.14)

In particular, if x, y, and z are real, then h is Hermitian.
If one transforms h by an arbitrary unitary matrix u with unit deter-

minant, one again obtains a matrix with zero trace, h = uhu†. Thus, h
can also be written as a linear combination of σx, σy, σz:

h = uhu† = u(r, σ)u† = x′σx + y′σy + z′σz = (r′, σ), (5.7.15)

and in matrix form we write(
a b

−b∗ a∗

) (
z x− iy

x + iy −z

) (
a∗ −b
b∗ a

)
=

(
z′ x′ − iy′

x′ + iy′ −z′

)
. (5.7.16)

Equation (5.7.16) determines x′, y′, z′ as linear functions of x, y, z. The
transformation Ru, which carries r = (x, y, z) into Rur = r′ = (x′, y′, z′),
can be found from Eq. (5.7.16). It is

x′ =
1
2

(
a2 + a∗2 − b2 − b∗2

)
x +

i
2

(
a∗2 − a2 + b∗2 − b2

)
y

−
(
a∗b∗ + ab

)
z, (5.7.17)

y′ =
i
2

(
a2 − a∗2 + b∗2 − b2

)
x +

1
2

(
a2 + a∗2 + b2 + b∗2

)
y

+ i
(
a∗b∗ − ab

)
z, (5.7.18)

z′ = (a∗b + ab∗)x + i(a∗b− ab∗)y + (aa∗ − bb∗)z. (5.7.19)

The particular form of the matrix Ru does not matter; it is important
only that

x′2 + y′2 + z′2 = x2 + y2 + z2, (5.7.20)

since
deth = deth,

u being an element of SU(2). According to the analysis in (ii), this implies
that the transformation Ru must be orthogonal. Such a property can also
be seen directly from (5.7.17)–(5.7.19).

Moreover, h is Hermitian if h is. In other words, r′ = (x′, y′, z′) is real
if r = (x, y, z) is real. This implies, by virtue of (i), that Ru is pure
real, as can also be seen directly from (5.7.17)–(5.7.19). Thus, Ru is a
rotation: every two-dimensional unitary matrix u of unit determinant
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corresponds to a three-dimensional rotation Ru; the correspondence is
given by (5.7.15) or (5.7.16).

It should be stressed that the determinant of Ru is +1, since as u
is changed continuously into a unit matrix, Ru goes continuously into
the three-dimensional unit matrix. If its determinant were −1 at the
beginning of this process, it would have to make the jump to +1. This is
impossible, since the function ‘det’ is continuous, and hence the matrices
with negative determinant cannot be connected to the identity of the
group (appendix 2.B). As a corollary of these properties, Ru is a pure
rotation for all u.

The above correspondence is such that the product qu of two uni-
tary matrices q and u corresponds to the product Rqu = Rq · Ru of the
corresponding rotations. According to (5.7.15), applied to q instead of u,

q(r, σ)q† =
(
Rqr, σ

)
, (5.7.21)

and upon transformation with u this yields

uq(r, σ)q†u† = u(Rqr, σ)u† = (RuRqr, σ) = (Ruqr, σ), (5.7.22)

using (5.7.15) again, with Rqr replacing r and uq replacing u. Thus,
a homomorphism exists between the group of two-dimensional unitary
matrices of determinant +1 (the group SU(2)) and three-dimensional
rotations; the correspondence is given by (5.7.15) or (5.7.17)–(5.7.19).
However, we note that so far we have not shown that the homomorphism
exists between the SU(2) group and the whole connected component of
the rotation group (called pure rotation group by Wigner). This would
imply that Ru ranges over all rotations as u covers the whole unitary
group. This will be proved shortly. It should also be noticed that the ho-
momorphism is not an isomorphism, since more than one unitary matrix
corresponds to the same rotation (see below).

We first assume that u is a diagonal matrix, here denoted by u1(α) (i.e.
we set b = 0, and, for convenience, we write a = e−

i
2α). Then |a2| = 1

and α is real:

u1(α) =
(

e−
i
2α 0
0 e

i
2α

)
. (5.7.23)

From (5.7.17)–(5.7.19) one can see that the corresponding rotation:

Ru1 =

 cosα sinα 0
− sinα cosα 0

0 0 1

 (5.7.24)
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is a rotation about Z through an angle α. Next, we assume that u is real:

u2(β) =

 cos β
2 − sin β

2

sin β
2 cos β

2

 . (5.7.25)

From (5.7.17)–(5.7.19) the corresponding rotation is found to be

Ru2 =

 cosβ 0 − sinβ
0 1 0

sinβ 0 cosβ

 , (5.7.26)

i.e. a rotation about Y through an angle β. The product of the three
unitary matrices u1(α)u2(β)u1(γ), with α, β, γ ∈ S1, corresponds to the
product of a rotation about Z through an angle γ, about Y through
β, and about Z through α, in other words, to a rotation with Euler
angles α, β, γ. It follows from this that the correspondence defined in
(5.7.15) not only specified a three-dimensional rotation for every two-
dimensional unitary matrix, but also at least one unitary matrix for every
pure rotation. Specifically, the matrix(

e−
i
2α 0
0 e

i
2α

) (
cos β

2 − sin β
2

sin β
2 cos β

2

) (
e−

i
2γ 0

0 e
i
2γ

)

=

(
e−

i
2α cos β

2 e−
i
2γ −e−

i
2α sin β

2 e
i
2γ

e
i
2α sin β

2 e−
i
2γ e

i
2α cos β

2 e
i
2γ

)
(5.7.27)

corresponds to the rotation {αβγ}. Thus, the homomorphism is, in fact,
a homomorphism of the group SU(2) onto the whole three-dimensional
connected component of the rotation group.

The question remains of the multiplicity of the homomorphism, i.e.
how many unitary matrices u correspond to the same rotation. For this
purpose, it is sufficient to check how many unitary matrices u0 correspond
to the identity of the rotation group, i.e. to the transformation x′ =
x, y′ = y, z′ = z. For these particular u0s, the identity u0hu†

0 = h should
hold for all h; this can only be the case when u0 is a constant matrix:
b = 0 and a = a∗, u0 = ±1I (since |a|2 + |b|2 = 1). Thus, the two unitary
matrices +1I and −1I, and only these, correspond to the identity of the
rotation group. These two elements form an invariant sub-group of the
group SU(2), and the elements u and −u, and only those, correspond to
the same rotation. Indeed, on defining

χ ≡
(−1 0

0 −1

)
,

one can express the 2 × 2 identity matrix as(
1 0
0 1

)
= χ2,
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and hence from the identity

u(�r · �σ)u† = uχ(�r · �σ)χu†

it follows that, if u → Ru, then also uχ → Ru, so that our homomorphism
is two-to-one.

Alternatively, one can simply note that only the half-Euler-angles occur
in (5.7.27). The Euler angles are determined by a rotation only up to a
multiple of 2π; the half-angles, only up to a multiple of π. This implies
that the trigonometric functions in (5.7.27) are determined only up to a
sign.

A very important result has been thus obtained: there exists a two-
to-one homomorphism of the group of two-dimensional unitary matrices
with determinant 1 onto the three-dimensional connected component of
the rotation group: there is a one-to-one correspondence between pairs of
unitary matrices u and −u and rotations Ru in such a way that, from
uq = t it also follows that RuRq = Rt; conversely, from RuRq = Rt, one
has that uq = ±t. If the unitary matrix u is known, the corresponding
rotation is best obtained from (5.7.17)–(5.7.19). Conversely, the unitary
matrix for a rotation {αβγ} is best found from (5.7.27), showing that
SU(2) covers the whole connected component of the rotation group.

5.8 Energy bands with periodic potentials

In one-dimensional problems, a periodic potential for which

V (x + l) = V (x) (5.8.1)

can be applied to obtain an approximate description of quantum beha-
viour of electrons in a metal, and is therefore of high physical relevance.
The resulting energy spectrum turns out to be purely continuous and
consists of a set of intervals called energy bands. The allowed energies
range from a minimum value through to +∞, and in general the larger
the energy the larger the width of the band.

By virtue of (5.8.1), if ϕ(x) solves the stationary Schrödinger equation
then so does ϕ(x+l). On denoting by ϕ1 and ϕ2 two linearly independent
solutions one can therefore write(

ϕ1(x + l)
ϕ2(x + l)

)
=

(
C11 C12

C21 C22

) (
ϕ1(x)
ϕ2(x)

)
, (5.8.2)

where Cij are some coefficients. Note now that, for any linear combination
u of ϕ1 and ϕ2, i.e.

u(x) = Aϕ1(x) + Bϕ2(x), (5.8.3)

if one requires
u(x + l) = λu(x), (5.8.4)
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one finds from (5.8.2) the equation(
AC11 + BC21

)
ϕ1(x)+

(
AC12 + BC22

)
ϕ2(x)

= λ
[
Aϕ1(x) + Bϕ2(x)

]
. (5.8.5)

This leads to the linear homogeneous system(
C11 − λ

)
A + C21B = 0, (5.8.6)

C12A+
(
C22 − λ

)
B = 0, (5.8.7)

which has non-trivial solutions if and only if(
C11 − λ

)(
C22 − λ

)
− C12C21 = 0. (5.8.8)

The corresponding roots λ1 and λ2 are such that

u1(x + l) = λ1u1(x), (5.8.9)

u2(x + l) = λ2u2(x), (5.8.10)

and hence the Wronskian, defined by

W (x) ≡ (u1u
′
2 − u′1u2)(x), (5.8.11)

satisfies the condition

W (x + l) = λ1λ2W (x). (5.8.12)

On the other hand, the Wronskian of the stationary Schrödinger equation
is independent of x, and hence

λ1λ2 = 1. (5.8.13)

Equally well, with C11C22 − C12C21 = 1, the product of the roots of

λ2 − (C11 + C22)λ + detC = 0

must be λ1λ2 = detC = 1. Repeated application of translations by l
yields the equations

u1(x + nl) = (λ1)nu1(x), (5.8.14)

u2(x + nl) = (λ2)nu2(x). (5.8.15)

Now if it were possible to obtain |λ1| > 1 and hence |λ2| < 1, u1 would
blow up exponentially fast as x → +∞, and u2 would diverge exponen-
tially as x → −∞. None of them is of algebraic growth and no acceptable
improper eigenfunction exists under such circumstances. We are therefore
left with the case

|λ1| = |λ2| = 1. (5.8.16)
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A real-valued k therefore exists for which λ1 = eikl = λ−1
2 . Values of k

are determined up to multiples of π
l , and if one assumes

−π

l
≤ k ≤ π

l
, (5.8.17)

equations (5.8.9) and (5.8.10) can be described by a single equation, i.e.

u(x + l) = uk(x + l) = eikluk(x). (5.8.18)

This implies that uk(x) takes the form

uk(x) = eikxvk(x), (5.8.19)

where vk is a function with period l: vk(x+l) = vk(x). Note that the eigen-
differential built from uk(x) is always square-integrable on R, because∫ k+δk

k
uγ(x) dγ = 2vk(x)

sin δk
2 x

x
ei(k+ δk

2 )x. (5.8.20)

Equation (5.8.18) expresses periodicity of improper eigenfunctions in the
presence of a periodic potential, and this property is the Bloch theor-
em (Bloch 1928). When the linear combination (5.8.3) is inserted into
(5.8.18) one obtains the equation

Aϕ1(x + l) + Bϕ2(x + l) = eikl
[
Aϕ1(x) + Bϕ2(x)

]
. (5.8.21)

Both sides of this equation solve the same second-order equation, and
they agree for all x if and only if they and their first derivatives agree at
x = 0, i.e.

Aϕ1(l) + Bϕ2(l) = eikl
[
Aϕ1(0) + Bϕ2(0)

]
, (5.8.22)

Aϕ′
1(l) + Bϕ′

2(l) = eikl
[
Aϕ′

1(0) + Bϕ′
2(0)

]
. (5.8.23)

This linear homogeneous system has non-trivial solutions for A and B if
and only if the determinant of the matrix of coefficients vanishes. Bearing
in mind that the Wronskian is independent of x, and hence W (l) = W (0)
(see Eq. (5.8.11)), one obtains the equation

ei2kl +
Γ

W (0)
eikl + 1 = 0, (5.8.24)

where

Γ ≡ ϕ2(0)ϕ′
1(l) + ϕ2(l)ϕ′

1(0) − ϕ1(0)ϕ′
2(l) − ϕ1(l)ϕ′

2(0). (5.8.25)

Equation (5.8.24) can be re-expressed in the form

eikl
[
2 cos kl +

Γ
W (0)

]
= 0, (5.8.26)
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which eventually yields

cos kl = − Γ
2W (0)

. (5.8.27)

Since −1 ≤ cos kl ≤ 1, the energy bands correspond to those energy
values for which the right-hand side of Eq. (5.8.27) takes values in the
closed interval [−1, 1].

5.9 Problems

5.P1. For a one-dimensional potential with a finite step, the wave function and its derivative are
continuous across the step. Compute the wave function for V → ∞ and comment on the result: are
the continuity conditions satisfied? Moreover, re-express the boundary conditions in terms of density
and current as is first suggested prior to subsection 4.6.1.

5.P2. Consider the motion of a particle of mass m and energy E in the one-dimensional potential

V (x) = 0 if x ∈ ]−a, a[, ∞ if |x| > a. (5.9.1)

(i) Find the normalized solutions of the Schrödinger equation for stationary states, with the corre-
sponding energies.

(ii) Plot the wave functions for the four lowest energy values.

(iii) Analyse the parity properties of the wave functions.

(iv) Consider, eventually, the potential

Ṽ (x) = 0 if x ∈ ]−a, a[, W > E if |x| > a, (5.9.2)

and solve the problem with the potential (5.9.1) as a limiting case of the problem with the potential
(5.9.2), when W → ∞.

(v) Prove that the Hamiltonian operator is self-adjoint with the boundary conditions describing the
case of an infinite potential wall.

5.P3. A particle of mass m and energy E > 0 interacts with the one-dimensional potential

V (x) = 0 if x < −b, −|U0| if x ∈ ]−b, b[, 0 if x > b. (5.9.3)

(i) Solve the Schrödinger equation for stationary states in the three regions.

(ii) Compute the reflection and transmission coefficients.

(iii) Compute the particular values of the energy for which the reflection coefficient vanishes.

(iv) What happens if, instead, −|U0| < E < 0 or E ≤ −|U0|?

5.P4. A particle of energy E interacts with the potential

V (x) = V1 if x ∈ ]−∞, 0[, (5.9.4a)

V (x) = V2 if x ∈ ]0,∞[, (5.9.4b)

where V1 > 0, V2 > V1.

(i) Solve the Schrödinger equation for stationary states in the two intervals, in the three cases E < V1,
E ∈ ]V1, V2[, E > V2, and interpret the result.
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(ii) If E > V2, solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, and analyse the behaviour of the
solution as t → ∞.

(iii) Compute the reflection and transmission coefficients if E is greater than V2.

5.P5. A beam of particles with energy E ∈ ]0,W [ interacts with the following potential in one spatial
dimension:

V (x) = 0 if x < 0 or x > a, (5.9.5a)

V (x) = W if x ∈ ]0, a[. (5.9.5b)

(i) Solve the Schrödinger equation for stationary states in the three intervals.

(ii) Compute the fraction of particles which enter the region where x > a, and try to describe the
behaviour of the wave function ψ(x, t) as t → ∞ in such a region.

(iii) When W → ∞ and a → 0 in such a way that their product remains constant, prove that the
fraction of particles entering the region with x > a remains non-vanishing.

5.P6. A current of electrons, with initial energy W , is emitted by a metallic surface, in the positive
x-direction, and a homogeneous electric field, �E, is applied in the same direction. One wants to study
the corresponding one-dimensional Schrödinger equation. For this purpose, consider the characteristic
length l and the dimensionless energy parameter, λ, defined by the equations

2meE

h̄2 ≡ 1
l3

,
2mW

h̄2 ≡ λ

l2
. (5.9.6)

Find the approximate form of the solution when x is much larger than l.
As a next step, denoting by u(x) the spatial part of the wave function, compute when x 	 l the

flux of particles, defined by the equation

ϕ ≡ h̄

2mi

(
u
∗ du

dx
− u

du∗

dx

)
, (5.9.7)

and the density of particles: ρ ≡ u∗u. Find, from the ratio ϕ
ρ , the velocity of the electrons.

5.P7. Consider the motion of a particle of mass m in a central potential. As a first step, discuss
in detail the construction of the Hamiltonian operator. After this, consider the potential having the
form

V (r) = V0 if r ≤ a, 0 if r > a, (5.9.8)

and study the existence of bound states when the quantum number l takes the values 0, 1, 2, with
positive and negative values of V0.

A valuable collection of problems in quantum mechanics can be found in Flügge (1971), Ter Haar
(1975), Grechko et al. (1977), Mavromatis (1987), Squires (1995), Lim (1998) and Lizzi et al. (1999).

Appendix 5.A
Stationary phase method

The stationary phase method makes it possible to study integrals of the type

I(t) ≡
∫ ∞

−∞
ϕ(x)eitF (x) dx, (5.A.1)

where ϕ is a function with compact support. At large values of |t|, the exponential eitF (x) oscillates
rapidly and hence its contributions to the integral tend to cancel each other, with the exception of
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points where F ′(x) vanishes, which correspond to a slow variation of F . Any point x0 such that

F
′(x0) = 0 (5.A.2)

is called a stationary phase point. What is crucial is to understand whether or not x0 belongs to the
support of ϕ. In the affirmative case, the significant contribution to I(t), as |t| → +∞, is given by
those points x in the neighbourhood of x0. In contrast, if x0 does not belong to the support of ϕ,
I(t) tends rapidly to zero as |t| → +∞. More precisely, many relevant applications of the method
rely on the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1 Let ϕ ∈ C∞
0 (R), and let F ∈ C∞

0 (R) be a real-valued function, such that the equation
F ′(x) = 0 has a unique solution x0 belonging to the support of ϕ, where F ′′(x) 
= 0. The integral
(5.A.1) then has the asymptotic expansion

I(t) ∼ eitF (x0)
n∑

j=0

aj(ϕ, F )t−j− 1
2 + O

(
t
−n− 3

2

)
. (5.A.3)

In sections 5.1 and 5.2, the stationary phase method has been applied to wave packets of the form

ψI(x, t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
CI(p)

[
e

i
h̄

(
px− p2

2mt

)
+ R(p)e

− i
h̄

(
px+ p2

2mt

)]
dp, (5.A.4)

ψII(x, t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
CII(p)T (p)e

i
h̄

(
p̃x− p2

2mt

)
dp. (5.A.5)

With our notation, CI and CII are functions with compact support, and all functions

R, T,CI, CII

have, in general, a phase depending on p:

CI(p) = χ1(p) eiϕ1(p)
, (5.A.6)

R(p) = χ2(p) eiϕ2(p)
, (5.A.7)

CII(p) = χ3(p) eiϕ3(p)
, (5.A.8)

T (p) = χ4(p) eiϕ4(p)
. (5.A.9)

Moreover, ψI is defined for x ∈ ]−∞,−a[, ψII is defined for x ∈ ]a,∞[, with a ≥ 0, and p̃ either
coincides with p or is a more complicated function of p: p̃ = p̃(p). Thus, stationarity of the phase
implies, for the two parts of ψI, the conditions(

∂ϕ1

∂p
+

x

h̄
− p

m

t

h̄

)
p=p1

= 0, (5.A.10a)

(
∂ϕ1

∂p
+

∂ϕ2

∂p
− x

h̄
− p

m

t

h̄

)
p=p2

= 0, (5.A.11a)

whereas, for ψII, it leads to the equation(
∂ϕ3

∂p
+

∂ϕ4

∂p
+

x

h̄

∂p̃

∂p
− p

m

t

h̄

)
p=p3

= 0. (5.A.12a)

These equations may be re-expressed in the form

x =
p1

m
t − h̄

∂ϕ1

∂p

∣∣∣∣
p1

, (5.A.10b)

x = −p2

m
t + h̄

∂(ϕ1 + ϕ2)
∂p

∣∣∣∣∣
p2

, (5.A.11b)

x =
p3

m
t − h̄

∂(ϕ3 + ϕ4)
∂p

∣∣∣∣∣
p3

. (5.A.12b)

The following comments are now in order.

(i) As t → ∞, Eq. (5.A.10b) implies that x → ∞, which is incompatible with the domain of definition
of ψI. This implies that no incident packet survives after the interaction with a potential of compact
support, in agreement with what is expected on physical grounds.
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(ii) As t → ∞, Eq. (5.A.11b) implies that x → −∞, which is compatible with the domain of definition
of ψI. Thus, after the interaction with the potential, the only asymptotic state in the negative x region
is a reflected wave packet.

(iii) As t → ∞, Eq. (5.A.12b) implies that x → ∞, which is compatible with the domain of definition
of ψII. Thus, after the interaction with the potential, the only asymptotic state in the positive x
region is a transmitted wave packet.

(iv) All the above conclusions hold for a state which, as t → −∞, describes a free particle located
at x = −∞ and moving from the left to the right with velocity p1

m . However, one might equally well
require that, as t → −∞, the initial wave packet is located at x = +∞, and evaluate the probability
of detecting an asymptotic state (i.e. as t → ∞) at x = −∞ after the interaction with a short-range
potential.

(v) The localization of the wave packet at large times does not contradict the spreading of the wave
packet evaluated in section 4.3, because the former results from an asymptotic calculation, whereas
the latter refers to finite time intervals.

Appendix 5.B
Bessel functions

In the applications of quantum mechanics one quite often deals with second-order differential equa-
tions for which the coefficients are, themselves, some function of the independent variable x:[

d2

dx2
+ p(x)

d
dx

+ q(x)
]
y(x) = 0. (5.B.1)

Although the functions p and q may be singular at some points, the solution of Eq. (5.B.1) may
remain regular therein. A well-known theorem on this problem is due to Fuchs (1866), and can be
formulated for differential equations of arbitrary order, although we focus on the second-order case.
The Fuchs theorem states that a necessary and sufficient condition for the singular point x0 to be
regular (i.e. the solution is regular at x0) is that p and q take the form (cf. Eq. (5.5.9))

p(x) =
α(x)

(x − x0)
, (5.B.2)

q(x) =
β(x)

(x − x0)2
, (5.B.3)

for some holomorphic functions α and β which are regular at x0. In other words, p should have a
pole at x0 of order not greater than 1, and q should have a pole at x0 of order not greater than 2. If
Eqs. (5.B.2) and (5.B.3) hold, the point x0 is said to be a Fuchsian singularity (or a regular singular
point) for Eq. (5.B.1). In the neighbourhood of a Fuchsian singularity, one can look for a solution in
the form

y(x) = (x − x0)r
∞∑

k=0

ak(x − x0)k, (5.B.4)

where the parameter r is found by solving an algebraic equation of degree 2. In particular, if x0 = 0,
and considering the series expansions of α and β:

α(x) =
∞∑

k=0

αkx
k
, (5.B.5)

β(x) =
∞∑

k=0

βkx
k
, (5.B.6)

the algebraic equation for r reduces to

r
2 + (α0 − 1)r + β0 = 0. (5.B.7)
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Interestingly, the operator in Eq. (5.B.1) can then be mapped into a constant-coefficient operator
upon defining the independent variable X ≡ log(x), and provided that

p(x) =
α0

x
, q(x) =

β0

x2
.

Such a transformation property is peculiar to the Fuchsian case. The roots r1 and r2 of Eq. (5.B.7)
are called characteristic exponents of Eq. (5.B.1). The difference r1 − r2 may or may not be an
integer. In both cases, an integral of Eq. (5.B.1) is

y1(x) = x
r1

∞∑
k=0

akx
k
. (5.B.8)

Moreover, if r1 − r2 is not an integer, a second, linearly independent integral of Eq. (5.B.1) is of the
form

y2(x) = x
r2

∞∑
k=0

bkx
k
. (5.B.9)

However, if r1 − r2 is an integer, one can prove that the second independent solution of Eq. (5.B.1)
reads (cf. Eqs. (5.4.29) and (5.4.31))

ỹ2(x) = y1(x) log(x) + x
r2−r1ψ(x)y1(x), (5.B.10)

where ψ is a holomorphic function, regular at the origin.
The Bessel equation is a particular case of a second-order differential equation with a Fuchsian

singularity at the origin: [
d2

dx2
+

1
x

d
dx

+
(

1 − λ2

x2

)]
y(x) = 0, (5.B.11)

where λ may take, in general, complex values. The corresponding integral is called a Bessel function
of the first kind and can be written in the form (Watson 1966)

Jλ(x) =
(
x

2

)λ ∞∑
m=0

(−1)m

m!Γ(λ + m + 1)

(
x

2

)2m

, (5.B.12)

where Γ is the meromorphic function known as the Γ-function, defined by

Γ(z) ≡
∫ ∞

0
e−y

y
z−1 dy

=
∞∑
l=0

(−1)l

l!(z + l)
+

∫ ∞

1
e−y

y
z−1 dy. (5.B.13)

Such a notation means that the second line of Eq. (5.B.13) is the analytic extension of the Γ-function,
originally defined on the half-plane Re(z) > 0. This yields a meromorphic function, with poles at
0,−1,−2, . . . ,−∞.

The function x−λJλ(x) is an entire function (i.e. analytic on the whole complex plane) which, at
x = 0, takes the value 1

2λΓ(λ+1)
. If 2λ is not an integer, the general solution of Eq. (5.B.11) is (cf.

Eq. (5.3.18))
y(x) = C1Jλ(x) + C2J−λ(x), (5.B.14)

for some constants C1 and C2.
Bessel functions of the second kind are instead given by

Yλ(x) ≡ Jλ(x) cos(λπ) − J−λ(x)
sin(λπ)

, (5.B.15)

with the property that, for integer values of n,

Yn(x) ≡ lim
λ→n

Yλ(x). (5.B.16)

The general solution of the Bessel equation (5.B.11) is therefore

y(x) = B1Jλ(x) + B2Yλ(x), (5.B.17)

for some constants B1 and B2.
The second-order equation [

d2

dx2
+

1
x

d
dx

−
(

1 +
λ2

x2

)]
y(x) = 0 (5.B.18)
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is instead solved by the so-called modified Bessel functions:

Iλ(x) ≡ i−λ
Jλ(ix), (5.B.19)

Kλ(x) ≡ I−λ(x) − Iλ(x)
sin(λπ)

, (5.B.20)

Kn(x) ≡ lim
λ→n

Kλ(x), (5.B.21)

and the general solution of Eq. (5.B.18) is
y(x) = A1Iλ(x) + A2Kλ(x), (5.B.22)

for some constants A1 and A2. The function Iλ has a finite limit as x → 0 and increases exponentially
at infinity, whereas the converse holds for Kλ.

Spherical Bessel functions are, by definition, the solutions of the equation (l being an integer ≥ 0){
d2

dx2
+

2
x

d
dx

+
[
1 − l(l + 1)

x2

]}
y(x) = 0. (5.B.23)

The two linearly independent integrals of Eq. (5.B.23) are

jl(x) ≡ (−1)lxl

( 1
x

d
dx

)l
[
(sin x)

x

]
, (5.B.24)

nl(x) ≡ (−1)l+1
x
l

( 1
x

d
dx

)l
[
(cos x)

x

]
. (5.B.25)

For example, the explicit calculation shows that

j0(x) =
(sin x)

x
, (5.B.26)

j1(x) =
(sin x)
x2

− (cos x)
x

, (5.B.27)

n0(x) = − (cos x)
x

, (5.B.28)

n1(x) = − (cos x)
x2

− (sin x)
x

. (5.B.29)

A monograph would not be enough to derive all properties of Bessel functions, with their applications
to theoretical physics and mathematics. Our appendix ends instead with the asymptotic expansion
of Bessel functions of integer order as x → ∞ (see applications in (5.3.20) and (5.3.21)):

Jn(x) ∼

√
2
πx

cos
(
x − nπ

2
− π

4

)
+ O

(
x
−3/2

)
, (5.B.30)

which is obtained from the integral representation of Bessel functions:

Jn(x) =
1
2π

∫ π

−π

ei(x sin θ−nθ)dθ. (5.B.31)



6
Introduction to spin

First, the experimental foundations for the existence of a new dynamical
variable, the spin of particles, are presented. The Pauli equation is then
derived in detail, two applications are given and the energy levels of a
particle with spin in a constant magnetic field are studied. This is the
analysis of Landau levels, which can be performed using the known results
on the spectrum of harmonic oscillators.

6.1 Stern–Gerlach experiment and electron spin

The hypothesis that the electron has a magnetic moment and an angu-
lar momentum, in short a ‘spin’, was first suggested in Uhlenbeck and
Goudsmit (1926). They noticed, even before the discovery of quantum
mechanics, that a complete description of spectra was not possible un-
less a magnetic moment and a mechanical moment were ascribed to the
electron, and hence the concept of an electron as a point charge was
insufficient. First, let us therefore try to understand how can one asso-
ciate a magnetic moment to an atomic system. For this purpose, consider
for simplicity the Bohr model of an hydrogen atom, where the electron
moves along a circular orbit and rotates with orbital angular momentum
�L. A moving charge is equivalent to an electric current, hence an electron
along a circular orbit can be treated as a loop along which an electric
current flows, and such a loop has a magnetic moment. Starting from
the magnetic moment associated to each individual electron, a magnetic
moment for the whole atom can be derived. Indeed, a current i along a
loop enclosing a small area Sδ gives rise to a dipole magnetic moment

�M = �n
i

c
Sδ, (6.1.1)

where �n is the normal to the plane containing the loop. If the loop has
a uniform charge density ρe with magnitude e0

2πr , the modulus of �M

226
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therefore reads as (e = −e0 being the charge of the electron)

M =
e0v

2πr
πr2

c
=

e0vr

2c
=

e0L

2mc
. (6.1.2)

Since the rotation of the electron is opposite to the current, the corre-
sponding vectors are related by

�M = − e0
2mc

�L. (6.1.3)

The Bohr quantization rules suggest replacing the orbital angular mo-
mentum by �L

h̄ in Eq. (6.1.3) (see Eqs. (5.6.28)–(5.6.30)), and hence we
write eventually

�M = − e0h̄

2mc

�L

h̄
= −µB

�L

h̄
. (6.1.4)

The quantity

µB ≡ e0h̄

2mc

has, of course, the dimensions of a magnetic moment and is called the
Bohr magneton (equal to 0.9274×10−20 erg gauss−1. In general, a system
of electrons with total angular momentum �J has a magnetic moment �M

antiparallel to �J and one usually writes

�M = −gµB

�J

h̄
, (6.1.5)

where g is called the gyromagnetic ratio.
If an atom with magnetic moment �M is affected by a magnetic field �B,

the interaction potential is

VI = − �M · �B ≡ HI , (6.1.6)

so that the resulting Hamilton equations read as

d�x
dt

=
�p

m
, (6.1.7)

d�p
dt

= −∂HI

∂�x
= �M · ∂

�B

∂�x
. (6.1.8)

These formulae make it clear that it is the gradient of the magnetic field
that really plays the key role in the equations of motion. In particular,
if the magnetic field is uniform, the total force on the magnetic dipole is
vanishing.

We now describe in some detail the key steps in the experimental de-
tection of spin. First, in Gerlach and Stern (1922) the authors measured
the possible values of the magnetic dipole moment for silver atoms by
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sending a beam of these atoms throughout a non-uniform magnetic field.
In this experiment, a beam of neutral atoms is formed by evaporating
silver from an oven. The beam is collimated by a diaphragm and it enters
a magnet (see figure 6.1). The cross-sectional view of the magnet shows
that it produces a field that increases in intensity in the z-direction, which
is also the direction of the magnetic field itself in the region of the beam.
Since the atoms are neutral overall, the only net force acting on them
is a force proportional to Mz and the gradient of the external magnetic
field. Each atom is hence deflected, in passing through the non-uniform
magnetic field, by an amount that is proportional to Mz. This means that
the beam is analysed into components, depending on the various values
of Mz. Lastly, deflected atoms strike a metallic plate, upon which they
condense and leave a visible trace. According to the general properties
of angular momentum operators, Mz can only take discrete values (see
section 5.6)

Mz = −gl µB ml, (6.1.9)

where ml ranges from −l to +l, including 0. Thus, according to quantum
mechanics, the deflected beam should be split into several discrete com-
ponents, and for all orientations of the analysing magnet. In other words,
the experimental setting consists of an oven, a collimator, a magnet and
eventually a detector plate. The magnet acts essentially as a measur-
ing device, which investigates the quantization of the component of the
magnetic dipole moment along a z-axis. Such an axis is defined by the
direction in which its field increases in intensity.

Stern and Gerlach found that the beam of silver atoms is split into
two discrete components, one component being bent in the positive z-
direction and the other bent in the negative z-direction. Moreover, they

y

x

z

S

Magnet cross section

Source

Collimator

Magnet

Detector

N

Fig. 6.1. Experimental apparatus used in the Stern–Gerlach experiment
(Gottfried 1966, by kind permission of Professor Gottfried ( c© 1966, reprinted
by permission of Perseus Books Publishers, a member of Perseus Books, L.L.C)).
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found that these results hold independently of the choice of the z-direc-
tion. The experiment was repeated using several other species of atoms,
and in all cases it was found that the deflected beam is split into two,
or more, discrete components. However, these experimental data were
puzzling for a simple but fundamental reason: since l is an integer, the
number of possible values of Mz is always odd. This is incompatible with
the beam of silver atoms being split into only two components, both of
which are deflected.

Besides all this in 1927 Phipps and Taylor used the Stern–Gerlach tech-
nique on a beam of hydrogen atoms. This was a crucial test, since these
atoms contain a single electron. The atoms in the beam were kept in their
ground state by virtue of the relatively low temperature of the oven, and
hence the quantum mechanical theory predicts that the quantum num-
ber l can only take the 0 value, and correspondingly ml vanishes as well.
Thus, if only the orbital angular momentum were involved, one would
expect that the beam should be unaffected by the non-uniform magnetic
field. Interestingly, however, Phipps and Taylor found that the beam was
split into two symmetrically deflected components. This implies in turn
that a sort of magnetic dipole moment exists in the atom, though not
quite of the sort suggested by the theory of orbital angular momentum.
Note that we are treating the translational degree of freedom classically,
and using the quantum spin in the external magnetic field.

The data obtained by Phipps and Taylor can indeed be understood if
the formalism described in section 5.6 holds for the spin angular momen-
tum. In other words, one is led to assume that a new (quantum) number
ms exists, which implies the existence of a new degree of freedom, the
possible values of which range from −s to +s, as is true of the quan-
tum numbers ml and l for orbital angular momentum. To agree with the
results by Phipps and Taylor, the two possible values of ms are

ms = −1
2
, +

1
2
, (6.1.10)

and hence s can only take the value

s =
1
2
. (6.1.11)

As far as the very idea of electron spin is concerned, credit is given,
appropriately, to Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck, as was stated at the beginning
of this section. In 1925 they were young graduate students who were
trying to understand why certain lines of the optical spectra of hydrogen
atom and alkali atoms consist of a closely spaced pair of lines. They were
thus dealing with the fine structure of these atoms, and proposed that
the electron has an intrinsic angular momentum and magnetic dipole
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moment with the properties outlined above. The non-trivial step was to
assign a fourth quantum number to the electron, rather than the three
that would be obtained from the (usual) Schrödinger theory. They tried
to understand the electron spin in terms of a model where the electron
is rotating. However, Lorentz studied the electromagnetic properties of
rotating electrons, and was able to show that serious inconsistencies would
result from such a model. In particular, the magnetic energy would be so
large that, by the equivalence of mass and energy, the electron would have
a larger mass than the proton, and would be bigger than the whole atom!
None of the people concerned, including Wolfgang Pauli, were aware of
Elie Cartan’s discovery of spinors (Cartan 1938) and their properties.
Thus, the understanding of the underlying reasons for the existence of
electron spin was completely lacking when Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck first
brought their idea to the attention of the scientific community (thanks
to the enthusiastic support of Ehrenfest).

In ‘classical physics’, the Hamiltonian description of a non-relativistic
particle with spin can be obtained by considering the vectors �x, �p and �s,
and requiring the fundamental Poisson brackets

{xi, xj} = {pi, pj} = 0, (6.1.12)

{xi, pj} = δij , (6.1.13)

{sj , xk} = {sj , pk} = 0, {si, sj} = εijksk. (6.1.14)

On using the Hamiltonian H ≡ H0 + µ�s · �B, the resulting Hamilton
equations of motion read as

ẋi =
pi
m
, (6.1.15)

ṗi = −µsj∂iBj , (6.1.16)

ṡi = µεijkBjsk. (6.1.17)

6.2 Wave functions with spin

Wave functions for particles with spins are represented by column vectors
of square-integrable functions on R3, with norm given by (in this section
we study the stationary theory)

‖ψ‖2 = (ψ,ψ) =
∫

d3xψ†(�x)ψ(�x)

=
∫

d3x
(
ψ∗

1ψ1 + ψ∗
2ψ2 + · · · + ψ∗

2s+1ψ2s+1

)
. (6.2.1)
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Let us now consider in more detail this non-relativistic formalism for the
electron, which is a particle of spin 1

2 . Its wave function reads as

ψ(�x) =
(
ψ1(�x)
ψ2(�x)

)
= ψ1(�x)

(
1
0

)
+ ψ2(�x)

(
0
1

)
. (6.2.2)

Thus, on defining

χ+ ≡
(

1
0

)
, (6.2.3)

χ− ≡
(

0
1

)
, (6.2.4)

one can write

ψ(�x) = ψ1(�x)χ+ + ψ2(�x)χ−. (6.2.5)

The column vectors χ+ and χ− are a basis in the space C2 of spin-states
for a spin-1

2 particle. They are orthonormal, because

(χ+, χ+) = (χ−, χ−) = 1, (6.2.6)

(χ+, χ−) = 0. (6.2.7)

Moreover, every element χ of C2 can be written as a linear combination
of χ+ and χ−, i.e.

χ = C+χ+ + C−χ−, (6.2.8)

where

C+ = (χ+, χ), (6.2.9)

C− = (χ−, χ). (6.2.10)

Our basis vectors χ+ and χ− form therefore a complete orthonormal
system in C2.

Given now the spin operators

Ŝx ≡ h̄

2
σx, Ŝy ≡ h̄

2
σy, Ŝz ≡ h̄

2
σz, (6.2.11)

where σx, σy and σz can be represented by 2×2 matrices coinciding with
the Pauli matrices, one finds that, by virtue of (5.7.10)–(5.7.12), these
operators obey the commutation relations of angular momentum:

ŜkŜl − ŜlŜk = ih̄εklmŜm. (6.2.12)

Moreover, one has

Ŝ2χ± =
3
4
h̄2χ±, (6.2.13)
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Ŝzχ± = ± h̄

2
χ±. (6.2.14)

The ‘raising’ and ‘lowering’ operators can also be defined:

Ŝ+ ≡ Ŝx + iŜy, (6.2.15)

Ŝ− ≡ Ŝx − iŜy, (6.2.16)

for which

Ŝ+χ+ = 0, Ŝ+χ− = h̄χ+, Ŝ−χ+ = h̄χ−, Ŝ−χ− = 0. (6.2.17)

As a corollary, Ŝ+ and Ŝ− are nilpotent, in that Ŝ2
+ = Ŝ2

− = 0.
Furthermore, bearing in mind the split (6.2.2) one finds

Ŝxψ(�x) =
h̄

2

[
ψ2(�x)χ+ + ψ1(�x)χ−

]
, (6.2.18)

Ŝyψ(�x) = − ih̄
2

[
ψ2(�x)χ+ − ψ1(�x)χ−

]
, (6.2.19)

Ŝzψ(�x) =
h̄

2

[
ψ1(�x)χ+ − ψ2(�x)χ−

]
, (6.2.20)

Ŝ2ψ(�x) =
3
4
h̄2ψ(�x). (6.2.21)

Several examples concerning spin in quantum mechanics can be found in
Cohen-Tannoudji et al. (1977a,b).

6.2.1 Addition of orbital and spin angular momentum

On considering the quantum theory of the electron in Cartesian coordi-
nates in R3, and bearing in mind the definition (5.6.18)–(5.6.20) of its
orbital angular momentum, we are led to define its total angular momen-
tum Ĵ by the equations

Ĵx ≡ L̂x + Ŝx, Ĵy ≡ L̂y + Ŝy, Ĵz ≡ L̂z + Ŝz. (6.2.22)

By virtue of the relations (5.6.21) and (6.2.12), and assuming that the
orbital and spin angular momentum commute:

L̂kŜm − ŜmL̂k = 0, ∀k,m = 1, 2, 3, (6.2.23)

the operators Ĵx, Ĵy and Ĵz are indeed found to obey the commutation
relations of angular momentum. In other words, one obtains

ĴkĴl − ĴlĴk =
(
L̂kL̂l − L̂lL̂k

)
+

(
ŜkŜl − ŜlŜk

)
= ih̄εklm

(
L̂m + Ŝm

)
= ih̄εklmĴm. (6.2.24)
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The use of Cartesian coordinates is not mandatory. For example, the oper-
ators of total angular momentum can be written in spherical coordinates
using the standard transformation formulae (Fock 1978). In this chapter
we limit ourselves to the above properties, while the deeper nature of our
operations is described in sections 11.1 and 11.4.

In addition to infinitesimal rotations one can calculate the effect of
finite rotations, including rotations through 2π around any axis. For spin
1
2 this rotation, which is no rotation at all, is represented by −1I rather
than by the identity. These representations of rotations are sometimes
called ‘double valued’.

6.3 The Pauli equation

The analysis of an electron in an external electromagnetic field is an im-
portant problem in quantum mechanics. As we mentioned in appendix
1.A, one can describe the electromagnetic field in terms of the potential
Aµ, with components (φ,Ax, Ay, Az). With our notation, φ corresponds
to the temporal component (the so-called ‘scalar potential’), and Ax, Ay

and Az are the components of the vector potential in Cartesian coordi-
nates. When the relativistic effects are negligible, the Lagrangian is thus
found to be (see appendix 6.A)

L =
m

2

(
ẋ2 + ẏ2 + ż2) − e0

c

(
ẋAx + ẏAy + żAz

)
+ e0φ. (6.3.1)

Interestingly, the canonical momenta pi ≡ ∂L
∂q̇i

do not coincide with the
kinematic momenta (i.e. the components of linear momentum) Px ≡
mẋ, Py ≡ mẏ, Pz ≡ mż, but one finds

pk = mẋk − e0
c
Ak = Pk − e0

c
Ak. (6.3.2)

The energy of the particle is a quadratic function of ẋ, ẏ and ż, without
linear terms, because one has

E = ẋpx + ẏpy + żpz − L =
m

2

(
ẋ2 + ẏ2 + ż2

)
− e0φ. (6.3.3)

Thus, on using (again) Eq. (6.3.2), one can eventually express the Hamil-
tonian in terms of the canonical momenta as

H =
1

2m

[(
px +

e0
c
Ax

)2
+

(
py +

e0
c
Ay

)2
+

(
pz +

e0
c
Az

)2
]
−e0φ. (6.3.4)

Note that the terms linear in the velocities disappear in the Hamiltonian,
by virtue of the Euler theorem on homogeneous functions. If the external
magnetic field vanishes, a gauge choice makes it possible to write

H =
1

2m

(
p2
x + p2

y + p2
z

)
− e0φ. (6.3.5)
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Because of the existence of spin, the quantum Hamiltonian operator has
to act on wave functions

ψ : R3 → C2.

Thus, our three momentum operators should be combined into a 2 × 2
matrix-valued operator. Our experience with the matrix (5.7.14) suggests
considering the operator

�σ · �p =
h̄

i

(
∂
∂z

∂
∂x − i ∂

∂y
∂
∂x + i ∂

∂y − ∂
∂z

)
. (6.3.6)

Thus, on taking into account the electron spin, the Hamiltonian operator
is taken to be

H0 =
1

2m

(
�σ · �p

)2
+ U(x, y, z)σ0. (6.3.7)

If the external magnetic field vanishes, however, no new effect can be
appreciated, and the operator H0 acts in a diagonal way on the wave
function.

In contrast, when an external magnetic field �B is switched on, it is
convenient to use the gauge-invariant kinematic momenta Px, Py and Pz.
By virtue of Eq. (6.3.2) one obtains

i
h̄

(PyPz − PzPy) =
e0
c

(
∂Az

∂y
− ∂Ay

∂z

)
=

e0
c
Bx, (6.3.8)

i
h̄

(PzPx − PxPz) =
e0
c

(
∂Ax

∂z
− ∂Az

∂x

)
=

e0
c
By, (6.3.9)

i
h̄

(PxPy − PyPx) =
e0
c

(
∂Ay

∂x
− ∂Ax

∂y

)
=

e0
c
Bz. (6.3.10)

The crucial step in building the Hamiltonian operator with spin is now to
use the gauge-invariant kinematic momenta by writing (cf. Eq. (6.3.4))

H =
1

2m

(
�σ · �P

)2
+ U(x, y, z)σ0. (6.3.11)

On using the labels 1, 2 and 3 for the components along the x-, y- and
z-axes, respectively, this leads to the lengthy but useful formula

H =
1

2m

(
σ2

1P
2
1 + σ2

2P
2
2 + σ2

3P
2
3 + σ1σ2P1P2 + σ2σ1P2P1

+ σ1σ3P1P3 + σ3σ1P3P1 + σ2σ3P2P3 + σ3σ2P3P2

)
+ U(x, y, z)σ0. (6.3.12)
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The cross-terms in Eq. (6.3.12) are conveniently rearranged with the help
of the identity

σjσk = δjk + iεjklσl,

and hence one finds

H = H̃0 +
1

2m

[
σ1σ2(P1P2 − P2P1) + σ2σ3(P2P3 − P3P2)

+ σ3σ1(P3P1 − P1P3)
]

= H̃0 + µB�σ · �B, (6.3.13)

where

H̃0 ≡ 1
2m

(
σ2

1P
2
1 + σ2

2P
2
2 + σ2

3P
2
3

)
+ U(x, y, z)σ0. (6.3.14)

The Pauli equation for a particle with spin in an external magnetic field
is therefore

ih̄
∂ψ

∂t
= Hψ, (6.3.15)

with the Hamiltonian H given by Eq. (6.3.13). The coupling term �σ · �B
was derived by Pauli in a highly original way, at a time when the relativis-
tic quantum theory of the electron was not yet developed. It should be
stressed, however, that such a theory (see section 16.1), due to Dirac
(1928, 1958), can be used to put on firmer ground the ad hoc non-
relativistic derivation of Pauli, in which ‘spin degrees of freedom’ are
added ‘by hand’.

6.4 Solutions of the Pauli equation

In the Pauli equation (6.3.15) only the term µB�σ · �B in the Hamiltonian
depends on the spin operators. Thus, on solving Eq. (6.3.15) by separation
of variables, with X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Ŝ2 and Ŝz as fundamental operators, the time
evolution of that part of the wave function depending on spin variables
is ruled by the equation (here µ is the magnetic moment)

ih̄
∂χ

∂t
= −2µ

h̄
�B · �Sχ, (6.4.1)

where

χ(�S, t) =

(
χ1(�S, t)
χ2(�S, t)

)
= χ1(�S, t)χ+ + χ2(�S, t)χ−. (6.4.2)

Two important features are hence found to emerge:

(i) the Pauli equation leads to a coupled system of first-order differential
equations, to be solved for given initial conditions;
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(ii) the operator on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.4.1) may be time-
dependent. Thus, some care is necessary to map the problem into one
for which the well-known exponentiation of time-independent matrices
can be applied (see Eqs. (4.4.1)–(4.4.7)).

Following Landau and Lifshitz (1958), we first consider the Pauli equa-
tion for a neutral particle of spin 1

2 in a magnetic field �B for which the
only non-vanishing component is directed along the z-axis: Bz = B(t).
Its explicit form is not specified. Equations (6.4.1) and (6.4.2) therefore
lead to a first-order system which, in this particular case, is decoupled:

∂χ1

∂t
=

iµB
h̄

χ1, (6.4.3)

∂χ2

∂t
= − iµB

h̄
χ2. (6.4.4)

The solution is hence given by

χ1(�S, t) = C1e
iµ
h̄

∫ t

t0
B(t′) dt′

, (6.4.5)

χ2(�S, t) = C2 e
− iµ

h̄

∫ t

t0
B(t′) dt′

, (6.4.6)

where the constants C1 and C2 can be determined once the initial con-
ditions are given.

In a second example, we consider instead a magnetic field �B with com-
ponents (Landau and Lifshitz 1958)

Bx = B sin θ cosωt, (6.4.7)

By = B sin θ sinωt, (6.4.8)

Bz = B cos θ. (6.4.9)

In this case, the modulus of �B is constant in time, whereas all its com-
ponents change smoothly according to (6.4.7)–(6.4.9). Thus, the Pauli
equation can be expressed by the coupled system

ih̄
∂

∂t

(
χ1

χ2

)
= −µB

(
cos θ sin θ e−iωt

sin θ eiωt − cos θ

) (
χ1

χ2

)
. (6.4.10)

The matrix on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.4.10) depends explicitly on
time. We can map our equation into an equivalent equation where the
time dependence of the matrix disappears on setting

φ1 ≡ e
i
2ωt χ1, (6.4.11)

φ2 ≡ e−
i
2ωt χ2. (6.4.12)
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On using (6.4.10)–(6.4.12) and the Leibniz rule one then finds the first-
order equation

∂

∂t

(
φ1

φ2

)
=

i
2

(
(ω + 2ωB cos θ) 2ωB sin θ

2ωB sin θ −(ω + 2ωB cos θ)

) (
φ1

φ2

)
, (6.4.13)

where ωB ≡ µB
h̄ . The system (6.4.13) can be decoupled by acting with

∂
∂t on both sides and then using the original first-order equations again.
One then finds

φ1(�S, t) = A1e
i
2Ωt + A2e−

i
2Ωt, (6.4.14)

φ2(�S, t) = C1e
i
2Ωt + C2e−

i
2Ωt, (6.4.15)

where

Ω ≡
√

(ω + 2ωB cos θ)2 + 4ω2
B sin2 θ, (6.4.16)

C1 ≡ 2ωB sin θ

(Ω + ω + 2ωB cos θ)
A1, (6.4.17)

C2 ≡ −2ωB sin θ

(Ω − ω − 2ωB cos θ)
A2. (6.4.18)

At this stage, a naturally occurring problem is how to solve the Pauli
equation in an external magnetic field of a more general nature. For this
purpose, we assume that the components Bx, By and Bz of the mag-
netic field are at least of class C2 in the time variable, but are otherwise
arbitrary. The Pauli equation (6.4.1) now leads to the system

∂

∂t

(
χ1

χ2

)
=

iµ
h̄

(
Bz Bx − iBy

Bx + iBy −Bz

) (
χ1

χ2

)
, (6.4.19)

which implies (
∂

∂t
− iµ

h̄
Bz

)
χ1 =

iµ
h̄

(Bx − iBy)χ2, (6.4.20)

(
∂

∂t
+

iµ
h̄
Bz

)
χ2 =

iµ
h̄

(Bx + iBy)χ1. (6.4.21)

We can now express χ1 from Eq. (6.4.21) in the form

χ1 = (iµ/h̄)−1(Bx + iBy)−1
(
∂

∂t
+

iµ
h̄
Bz

)
χ2. (6.4.22)

Its insertion into Eq. (6.4.20) leads to the second-order equation[
∂2

∂t2
+ P (t)

∂

∂t
+ Q(t)

]
χ2 = 0, (6.4.23)
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where, on setting (ρ and θ being real-valued functions)

Bx(t) + iBy(t) ≡ ρ(t)eiθ(t), (6.4.24)

Bx(t) − iBy(t) ≡ ρ(t)e−iθ(t), (6.4.25)

Bz(t) ≡ b(t), (6.4.26)

one finds

P (t) ≡ −
(
ρ̇

ρ
+ iθ̇

)
, (6.4.27)

Q(t) ≡ iµ
h̄

(
ḃ− ρ̇

ρ
b− iθ̇b

)
+

µ2

h̄2 (b2 + ρ2). (6.4.28)

The equation for χ2 can be mapped into a simpler equation upon defining

K(t) ≡ χ2(t) exp
[∫ 1

2
P (t) dt

]
. (6.4.29)

The function K is then found to obey the differential equation[
∂2

∂t2
+ I(t)

]
K(t) = 0, (6.4.30)

where

I(t) ≡ Q(t) − 1
4
P 2(t) − 1

2
∂P

∂t
. (6.4.31)

If one is able to find K from Eq. (6.4.30), one obtains χ2 from the defi-
nition (6.4.29) and eventually χ1 from (6.4.22), i.e.

χ1(t) =
e−iθ

ρ

(
− ih̄

µ

∂

∂t
+ b

)
χ2(t), (6.4.32)

bearing in mind that

ρ(t) =
√
B2

x(t) + B2
y(t), (6.4.33)

θ(t) = tan−1
(
By(t)
Bx(t)

)
, (6.4.34)

as is clear from the definitions (6.4.24) and (6.4.25).
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6.5 Landau levels

Here we are interested in the energy levels of a particle with spin in a
time-independent constant magnetic field. We will see that a deep link
exists between this problem and the spectrum of harmonic oscillators
(Landau 1930).

It is convenient to take the vector potential in the form

Ax = −By, (6.5.1)

Ay = Az = 0, (6.5.2)

if the magnetic field is directed along the z-axis. Denoting by

µ̂ =
µ

s
ŝ (6.5.3)

the intrinsic magnetic moment of the particle of mass m and charge e,
where ŝ is the spin operator of the particle, the Hamiltonian operator
reads (Landau and Lifshitz 1958)

Ĥ =
1

2m

(
p̂x +

eB

c
ŷ
)2

+
p̂2
y

2m
+

p̂2
z

2m
− µ

s
Bŝz, (6.5.4)

where p̂i ≡ mv̂i + e
c Âi, ∀i = x, y, z. Since ŝx and ŝy do not contribute

to the Hamiltonian operator, the projection of the spin operator along
the z-axis is a conserved quantity. Hereafter, we shall thus replace ŝz by
its eigenvalue sz = σ. At this stage, since µ

s is a constant, the stationary
state in the Schrödinger equation may be expressed as the product of
a function ϕ depending on spatial coordinates only, with a function ψ̃,
depending on sx, sy and sz. The equation obeyed by ϕ is

1
2m

[(
p̂x +

eB

c
ŷ
)2

+ p̂2
y + p̂2

z

]
ϕ− µ

s
σBϕ = Eϕ. (6.5.5)

The Hamiltonian of this form of the stationary Schrödinger equation does
not depend explicitly on x and z. This implies that px and pz are con-
served quantities of our problem, and ϕ may be expressed in the form

ϕ(x, y, z) = e
i
h̄ (pxx+pzz) χ(y). (6.5.6)

Note that the eigenvalues px and pz take all values from −∞ to +∞.
Moreover, since Az = 0, the pz component of the canonical momentum
coincides with the z component of the linear momentum, and hence the
component vz of the velocity of the particle may take arbitrary values.
This peculiar property is expressed by saying that the motion along the
field is not quantized.
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On requiring that

p̂x ≡ h̄

i
∂

∂x
, p̂y ≡ h̄

i
∂

∂y
, p̂z ≡ h̄

i
∂

∂z
,

as is always the case for canonical momenta in Cartesian coordinates, the
insertion of (6.5.6) into (6.5.5) leads to

χ′′ +
2m
h̄2

[(
E +

µσ

s
B − p2

z

2m

)
− m

2
ω2
B(y − y0)2

]
χ = 0, (6.5.7)

where we have defined

y0 ≡ −cpx
eB

, (6.5.8)

ωB ≡ |e|B
mc

. (6.5.9)

Note that Eq. (6.5.7) is the stationary Schrödinger equation for a one-
dimensional harmonic oscillator of frequency ωB, and we know from
chapter 4 that the energy eigenvalues are

(
n + 1

2

)
h̄ωB. In other words,

one has

En =
(
n +

1
2

)
h̄ωB +

p2
z

2m
− µσ

s
B. (6.5.10)

For an electron, one has µ
s = − |e|h̄

mc , so that the energy spectrum becomes

En =
(
n +

1
2

+ σ
)
h̄ωB +

p2
z

2m
. (6.5.11)

The corresponding eigenfunctions are expressed through the Hermite
polynomials in the standard way

χn(y) =
1

π1/4a
1/2
B

√
2nn!

exp

[
−(y − y0)2

2a2
B

]
Hn

(
y − y0

aB

)
, (6.5.12)

where aB ≡
√

h̄
mωB

.
A striking consequence of (6.5.10) is that, since px does not contribute

to the energy spectrum, while it ranges continuously over all values from
−∞ to +∞, the energy levels have an infinite degeneracy. It is usually
suggested that such an infinite degeneracy may be removed by confining
the motion in the xy plane to a large but finite area. The problem remains,
however, to understand what is the deeper underlying reason for the
occurrence of such an infinite degeneracy, from the point of view of the
general formalism of quantum mechanics. For this purpose one needs a
more advanced treatment, which is presented in section 10.2.
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6.6 Problems
6.P1. A particle with spin is affected by a homogeneous magnetic field. Find the eigenvalues of the
Hamiltonian when the vector potential takes the forms

Ax = −By, Ay = Az = 0, (6.6.1)

Ax = 0, Ay = −Bz, Az = 0, (6.6.2)

Ax = Ay = 0, Az = −Bx. (6.6.3)

Discuss, in all three cases, how the eigenvalues depend on the conserved quantities and on the
parameters of the particle with spin. Analyse the degeneracy of the eigenvalues. How do the above
choices for the vector potential differ from the choices

Ax = −B

2
y, Ay =

B

2
x, Az = 0, (6.6.4)

Ax = 0, Ay = −B

2
z, Az =

B

2
y, (6.6.5)

Ax =
B

2
z, Ay = 0, Az = −B

2
x. (6.6.6)

Show that the particle motion is unaffected. Such freedom to change the vector potential is a case
of gauge invariance.

6.P2. Derive in a neater way the result (6.3.13), after writing the commutation relations (6.3.8)–
(6.3.10) in the concise form

i
h̄

(
PkPl − PlPk

)
=

e0

c
εklmBm (6.6.7)

and using the identity

εijkεklm =
(
δilδjm − δimδjl

)
. (6.6.8)

6.P3. Find the JWKB solution of the Pauli equation for a particle of spin 1
2 . If in doubt, compare

your result with section 6 of the work in Bolte and Keppeler (1999).

6.P4. Let W be a smooth function such that |W (x)| → ∞ when |x| → ∞, and consider the self-
adjoint operators

Q1 ≡ 1
2

[
σ1p + σ2W (x)

]
, (6.6.9)

Q2 ≡ 1
2

[
σ2p − σ1W (x)

]
. (6.6.10)

One can then build the Hamiltonian operator

H ≡ Q
2
1 + Q

2
2 =

1
2

{
1I

[
−h̄

2 d2

dx2
+ W

2(x)
]

+ h̄σ3
dW
dx

}
. (6.6.11)

(i) Prove that, for any state vector ψ, one has

(ψ,Hψ) ≥ 0. (6.6.12)

(ii) The Hamiltonian has an eigenstate with vanishing energy if W (x) has an odd number of zeros.
Find such a state. (Hint: for the underlying ideas, see the work in Witten (1981).)
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Appendix 6.A
Lagrangian of a charged particle

In classical electrodynamics, a particle of charge q and mass m is described by the Lagrangian

L =
m

2
δijv

i
v
j − q

[
φ(�x, t) − 1

c
v
j
Aj(�x, t)

]
, (6.A.1)

where φ is the scalar potential and Aj are the components of the vector potential. The Lorentz force
is indeed easily obtained from such a Lagrangian because (recall that ∂vj

∂vi = δ j
i )

∂L
∂vi

= mvi +
q

c
Ai, (6.A.2)

d
dt

∂L
∂vi

=
d
dt

(mvi) +
q

c

(
∂Ai

∂t
+

∂Ai

∂xj

dxj

dt

)

=
d
dt

(mvi) +
q

c

(
∂Ai

∂t
+ v

j ∂Ai

∂xj

)
, (6.A.3)

∂L
∂xi

= −q

(
∂φ

∂xi
− 1

c
v
j ∂Aj

∂xi

)
, (6.A.4)

and hence the Euler–Lagrange equations read as

d
dt

(mvi) = q

(
− ∂φ

∂xi
− 1

c

∂Ai

∂t

)
+

q

c
v
j

(
∂Aj

∂xi
− ∂Ai

∂xj

)
= q

[
Ei +

1
c

(
�v ∧ �B

)
i

]
, (6.A.5)

which are the three components of the Lorentz force, but expressed in a form involving covariant
vectors (or covectors), in agreement with what we know from chapter 2 concerning differential forms
and Euler–Lagrange equations. Note that, to obtain the last line of Eq. (6.A.5), we have used the
simple but non-trivial identity

(
�v ∧ �B

)
i

= ε
jk
i vjBk = ε

k
ij v

j
ε

lp
k

∂

∂xl
Ap

= ε
k

ij ε
lp

k v
j ∂

∂xl
Ap =

(
δ

l
i δ

p
j − δ

p
i δ

l
j

)
v
j ∂Ap

∂xl

= v
j

(
∂Aj

∂xi
− ∂Ai

∂xj

)
. (6.A.6)

In section 6.3, we have q = −e0 for the electron.

Appendix 6.B
Chargedparticle in amonopolefield

The electric charge has an electric field isotropically and radially distributed about it. To describe
the motion of a charged particle in an ‘external’ field we have to use the coupling of the charge
with the scalar potential, and the momentum of the particle is gauge invariantly coupled with the
replacement �p → �p − e �A. The magnetic monopole has a radial isotropic magnetic field and may be
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treated in terms of a vector potential �A(�r), the curl of which produces this radial magnetic field. For
this purpose we need to solve the equation

curl �A(�r ) = �B(�r ) =
g�r

r3
. (6.B.1)

A particular solution is

Ax(�r ) =
gy

r(r − z)
, Ay(�r ) = − gx

r(r − z)
, Az(�r ) = 0. (6.B.2)

In polar coordinates this reads as

Ax =
g

r

sin θ sinϕ

(1 − cos θ)
, Ay = − g

r

sin θ cosϕ
(1 − cos θ)

, Az = 0. (6.B.3)

This vector potential is defined everywhere except along the positive z-axis, θ = 0. There is no
singularity in the magnetic field (except at the origin) and it is spherically symmetric. So there must
exist other solutions for �A(�r ) that have the singularity elsewhere. In particular, we may choose

Ax = − g

r

sin θ sinϕ

(1 + cos θ)
, Ay =

g

r

sin θ cosϕ
(1 + cos θ)

, Az = 0, (6.B.4)

which has a singularity along the negative z-axis (θ = π). The difference between them is a pure
gauge term for which the curl vanishes, and the gauge transformation is singular along the whole
z-axis.

If we now demand, along with Dirac, that the charged particle wave function be single-valued
(Dirac 1931), there is some restriction:

e

∮
�A · d�r = 2nπ, (6.B.5)

since this is the phase change around a closed loop. This integral is best evaluated along the equator
θ = π

2 . Then d�r = r dϕ̂ and hence

eg =
2nπ∮
r�a · dϕ̂

, (6.B.6)

where �a is the vector potential divided by g. The resulting magnetic flux crossing the hemisphere
limited by the equator is then quantized as well.

The wave function of a charged particle in a generic monopole field cannot be defined by a single
function everywhere on the sphere of any radius around the monopole. Instead we have two wave
functions, one which is valid everywhere except in a small solid angle along the positive z-axis, and
the other everywhere except in a small solid angle along the negative z-axis. Such wave functions are
discussed later in section 11.7. An extensive analysis of monopole fields can be found in Balachandran
et al. (1983, 1991) and Marmo and Rubano (1988).



7
Perturbation theory

The subject of perturbation theory in non-relativistic quantum mechan-
ics is introduced. First, perturbation theory for stationary states in the
absence of degeneracy is studied. The case of nearby levels, perturbations
of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, the occurrence of degeneracy,
Stark and Zeeman effects are then described in detail. After a brief outline
of the variational method, the Dyson series for time-dependent perturba-
tion theory is derived, with application to harmonic perturbations. The
Fermi golden rule is also presented. The chapter ends with an assessment
of four branches of the subject: regular perturbation theory, asymptotic
perturbation theory, and summability methods, spectral concentration
and singular perturbations.

7.1 Approximate methods for stationary states

It is frequently the case, in physical problems, that the full Hamiltonian
operator H consists of an operator H0 whose eigenvalues and eigenfunc-
tions are known exactly, and a second term V resulting from a variety of
sources (e.g. the interaction with an electric field, or a magnetic field, or
the relativistic corrections to the kinetic energy, or the effects of spin).
The problems and aims of perturbation theory for stationary states can
be therefore summarized as follows.

(i) Once the domain of (essential) self-adjointness of the ‘unperturbed’
Hamiltonian H0 is determined, find on which domain the ‘sum’ H =
H0 + V represents an (essentially) self-adjoint operator (the reader should
remember from appendix 4. A that in general, once some operators A
and B are given, the intersection of their domains, on which their sum is
defined, might be the empty set).

244
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(ii) Use the explicit knowledge of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of H0 to
compute eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of H as a series of ‘corrections’
resulting from V .

(iii) To pick out in V a suitable (dimensionless) parameter λ that makes
it possible to use perturbation techniques.

(iv) To understand in what sense the smallness of λ makes it possible
to evaluate ‘small corrections’ to the spectrum of H0. For example, one
might find that any non-vanishing value of λ may even change the na-
ture of the spectrum, in that an unperturbed Hamiltonian with discrete
spectrum is mapped into a full Hamiltonian with a continuous spectrum.
This is indeed the case in some relevant applications, and the task of
the physicist is then to understand the meaning of the algorithm he has
developed to deal with such cases.

(v) To understand whether the perturbation series obtained for eigenval-
ues and eigenfunctions are convergent or, instead, are asymptotic expan-
sions. In the latter case, one will eventually face the task of performing a
more detailed analysis of the asymptotic series, so as to obtain a proper
understanding of why they encode all relevant information about the
‘correction’ one is interested in.

For the time being, we shall focus on applications of the formalism to a
number of problems, while the reader more interested in the mathematical
foundations of our operations is referred to section 7.10 and appendix 7.A.
At this stage, we assume that H can be split into the sum of two terms

H = H0 + λW, (7.1.1)

with H0 such that its eigenvalues and eigenfunctions can be determined
exactly. The operators H0 and λW are taken to be self-adjoint on the
same domain. It is hence possible to choose as a ‘reference frame’ the
base of eigenvectors of H0, and regard λW as a ‘small’ time-independent
perturbation. Let

H0ϕn = E(0)
n ϕn (7.1.2)

be the eigenvalue equation for H0, which is solved (by hypothesis) with
ϕn normalized and non-degenerate. The eigenvalue equation for the full
Hamiltonian, with eigenvector ψ, can be re-expressed in the form

H0ψ = (E1I − λW )ψ. (7.1.3)

For ε ∈ R one therefore has

(ε1I −H0)ψ = [(ε− E)1I + λW ]ψ, (7.1.4)
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and, formally,

ψ = (ε1I −H0)−1[(ε− E)1I + λW ]ψ. (7.1.5)

This expression has only a formal value because ψ also occurs on the right-
hand side, and (ε1I−H0)−1 becomes meaningless as soon as ε happens to
coincide with an eigenvalue of H0. It is therefore convenient to introduce
the projection operator

Q ≡ 1I − ϕn(ϕn, ·), (7.1.6)

which, by construction, rules out the eigenfunction ϕn in that the latter
is annihilated by Q. On taking for ψ the condition

(ϕn, ψ) = 1, (7.1.7)

one finds
ψ = ϕn + Qψ, (7.1.8)

which implies, from (7.1.5),

ψ = ϕn + Q(ε1I −H0)−1[(ε− E)1I + λW ]ψ. (7.1.9)

If the state [(ε − E)1I + λW ]ψ turns out to be proportional to ϕn when
ε = E

(0)
n , the operator Q is able to get rid of the resulting singularity,

because
Q(ε1I −H0)−1ϕn = 0, (7.1.10)

and hence the expression of ψ becomes regular. Note now that, by virtue
of Eq. (7.1.9), one obtains

ψ = ϕn

+ Q(ε1I −H0)−1[(ε− E)1I + λW ]

·
{
ϕn + Q(ε1I −H0)−1[(ε− E)1I + λW ]ψ

}
, (7.1.11)

and, by repeated application of (7.1.9),

ψ =
∞∑
r=0

{
Q(ε1I −H0)−1[(ε− E)1I + λW ]

}r
ϕn. (7.1.12)

It is rather hard to study the convergence of this series expansion, and
when the assumptions concerning the decomposition (7.1.1) of the
Hamiltonian are not satisfied, it only yields an asymptotic expansion of
the eigenvector (see section 7.10). Note also what follows.

(1) The state ϕn is an arbitrary eigenfunction of H0, and hence the
method makes it possible to evaluate any eigenfunction of H starting
from the eigenfunctions of H0.
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(2) The state ψ is not normalized.

To find the corresponding energy eigenvalue E it is enough to take the
scalar product of Eq. (7.1.3) with ϕn. One then obtains

(ϕn, H0ψ) = E(ϕn, ψ) − λ(ϕn,Wψ), (7.1.13)

which implies, by virtue of (7.1.7),

E − E(0)
n = λ(ϕn,Wψ). (7.1.14)

It is now possible to obtain a series expansion for the eigenvalue by virtue
of (7.1.12) and (7.1.14), i.e.

λ

(
ϕn,W

∞∑
r=0

{
Q(ε1I −H0)−1[(ε− E)1I + λW ]

}r
ϕn

)
= E − E(0)

n . (7.1.15)

It is possible to choose ε in different ways so as to simplify the resulting
formulae, and this procedure is described in the following subsections.

7.1.1 Rayleigh–Schrödinger expansion

If ε is set equal to E
(0)
n , Eq. (7.1.12) leads to

ψ =
∞∑
r=0

{
Q(E(0)

n 1I −H0)−1
[
(E(0)

n − E)1I + λW
]}r

ϕn

= λ0ψ(0) + λ1ψ(1) + λ2ψ(2) + · · · , (7.1.16)

where ψ(0) ≡ ϕn. The first-order term in the eigenvector is therefore

λ1ψ(1) = Q(E(0)
n 1I −H0)−1

[
(E(0)

n − E)1I + λW
]
ϕn

=
(
E(0)

n − E
)
Q(E(0)

n 1I −H0)−1ϕn

+ Q(E(0)
n 1I −H0)−1λWϕn

= Q(E(0)
n 1I −H0)−1λWϕn

=
∑
m

Q(E(0)
n 1I −H0)−1λϕm(ϕm,Wϕn)

=
∑
m�=n

λ(ϕm,Wϕn)

(E(0)
n − E

(0)
m )

ϕm, (7.1.17)

where we have inserted a resolution of the identity and then used the
property expressed by Eq. (7.1.10). From Eq. (7.1.17) it is clear that a
necessary (but not sufficient!) condition for the convergence of the series
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is ∣∣∣∣∣ (ϕm,Wϕn)

(E(0)
n − E

(0)
m )

∣∣∣∣∣� 1. (7.1.18)

As far as the energy is concerned, the expansion (7.1.15) becomes

E = E(0)
n

+

(
ϕn, λW

∞∑
r=0

{
Q(E(0)

n 1I −H0)−1
[
(E(0)

n − E)1I + λW
]}r

ϕn

)
= E(0)

n + E(1)
n + E(2)

n + · · · . (7.1.19)

Thus, to first order in λ, one finds

E(1)
n = (ϕn, λWϕn). (7.1.20)

Moreover, to second order in λ,

E(2)
n =

{
ϕn, λWQ(E(0)

n 1I −H0)−1
[
(E(0)

n − E)1I + λW
]
ϕn

}
=
∑
k �=n

|(ϕn, λWϕk)|2

(E(0)
n − E

(0)
k )

, (7.1.21)

where we have again made use of a resolution of the identity. Note that, for
the lowest eigenvalue: E(0)

n = E
(0)
0 , the second-order correction (7.1.21)

is always negative.
The calculation of ψ can also be pushed to second order:

ψ(2) = Q(E(0)
n 1I −H0)−1

[
(E(0)

n − E)1I + λW
]

· Q(E(0)
n 1I −H0)−1

[
(E(0)

n − E)1I + λW
]
ϕn

=
∑
k �=n

∑
l �=n

ϕk

(E(0)
n − E

(0)
k )

(
ϕk,
[
(E(0)

n − E)1I + λW
]
ϕl

)
· 1

(E(0)
n − E

(0)
l )

(
ϕl,
[
(E(0)

n − E)1I + λW
]
ϕn

)
=

∑
k �=n,l �=n

δkl(E(0)
n − E)

(ϕk, λWϕn)

(E(0)
n − E

(0)
k )2

ϕk

+
∑

k �=n,l �=n

(ϕk, λWϕl)(ϕl, λWϕn)

(E(0)
n − E

(0)
k )(E(0)

n − E
(0)
l )

ϕk. (7.1.22)

This formula is incomplete because it contains the unknown eigenvalue
E. On the other hand, ψ(2) should be of second order in λ, and hence
one can replace E with its first-order approximation given in (7.1.14).
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7.1.2 Brillouin–Wigner expansion

This algorithm consists in setting ε = E in the formulae (7.1.12) and
(7.1.15). This leads to

ψ =
∞∑
r=0

{
Q(E1I −H0)−1λW

}r
ϕn, (7.1.23)

E = E(0)
n +

(
ϕn, λW

∞∑
r=0

{
Q(E1I −H0)−1λW

}r
ϕn

)
. (7.1.24)

The resulting terms in the expansion of the eigenvector are, for the first
few orders,

ψ(0) = ϕn, (7.1.25)

ψ(1) = Q(E1I −H0)−1λWϕn, (7.1.26)

ψ(2) = Q(E1I −H0)−1λWQ(E1I −H0)−1λWϕn, (7.1.27)

whereas for the energy eigenvalue one finds that E
(1)
n is again given by

(7.1.20), while

E(2)
n =

∑
m�=n

|(ϕn, λWϕm)|2

(E − E
(0)
m )

. (7.1.28)

This scheme is well suited for a preliminary investigation of systems for
which the first-order contribution to the energy vanishes, and the unper-
turbed situation exhibits degenerate or almost degenerate levels (see the
next section).

7.1.3 Remark on quasi-stationary states

On taking the limit as the parameter λ → 0, eigenfunctions and eigen-
values of the full Hamiltonian H are expected to be turned in a continu-
ous way into eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the original, unperturbed
Hamiltonian H0. In some relevant cases, however, the perturbation may
turn a discrete spectrum into a continuous one. For example, in a one-
dimensional problem with potential energy

U(x) =
1
2
mω2x2 + λx3, (7.1.29)

the spectrum is discrete when λ = 0 and coincides with the spectrum of
a harmonic oscillator. However, if λ does not vanish, the resulting Hamil-
tonian operator acquires a continuous spectrum. This Hamiltonian is un-
bounded from below and hence is physically unacceptable. In this case,
perturbation theory describes non-stationary states, in that the particle
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can enter the region of negative values of x and then escape to infinity.
Nevertheless, as λ → 0, the probability of such processes is negligibly
small, and the resulting perturbative states are called quasi-stationary.

7.2 Very close levels

It is clear from the previous analysis that, if (E0
l − E0

n) is very small for
some n, the perturbative formulae become unreliable, since the ‘correc-
tion’ is actually very large. Nevertheless, if there are only a few eigenvalues
in a small neighbourhood of E0

l , it is possible to modify the procedure so
as to avoid inconsistent results. To prove this property, let us consider the
case when the unperturbed Hamiltonian, H0, has two nearby eigenvalues
E0

1 and E0
2 with eigenfunctions ϕ1 and ϕ2, respectively:

H0ϕ1 = E0
1ϕ1, (7.2.1)

H0ϕ2 = E0
2ϕ2. (7.2.2)

Let us now look for solutions of Eq. (7.1.3) in the form

ψ = aϕ1 + bϕ2. (7.2.3)

This means that we study the equation (Davydov 1981)

(H − E)(aϕ1 + bϕ2) = 0, (7.2.4)

which leads, by taking scalar products with ϕ1 and ϕ2, to the equations(
ϕ1, (H − E)(aϕ1 + bϕ2)

)
= 0, (7.2.5)

(
ϕ2, (H − E)(aϕ1 + bϕ2)

)
= 0. (7.2.6)

Thus, defining Hij ≡
(
ϕi, Hϕj

)
∀i, j = 1, 2, and bearing in mind that(

ϕi, ϕj

)
= δij , one obtains the homogeneous linear system

(H11 − E)a + H12b = 0, (7.2.7)

H21a + (H22 − E)b = 0. (7.2.8)

Non-trivial solutions for a and b only exist if the determinant of the
matrix of coefficients vanishes, which implies

E2 − (H11 + H22)E + H11H22 −H12H21 = 0. (7.2.9)

This equation admits two roots:

E1,2 =
1
2
(H11 + H22) ±

1
2

√
(H11 −H22)2 + 4|H12|2. (7.2.10)
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We now distinguish two limiting cases:

|H11 −H22| � |H12|, (7.2.11)

or
|H11 −H22| � |H12|. (7.2.12)

If the inequality (7.2.11) is satisfied, one finds

E1 =
1
2
(H11 + H22) +

1
2
(H11 −H22)

√√√√1 +
4|H12|2

(H11 −H22)2

∼= 1
2
(H11 + H22) +

1
2
(H11 −H22)

[
1 +

2|H12|2
(H11 −H22)2

]

= H11 +
|H12|2

(H11 −H22)

= E0
1 + V11 +

|V12|2
(E0

1 + V11 − E0
2 − V22)

, (7.2.13)

and, similarly,

E2
∼= H22 −

|H12|2
(H11 −H22)

= E0
2 + V22 +

|V12|2
(E0

2 + V22 − E0
1 − V11)

. (7.2.14)

In contrast, if the inequality (7.2.12) holds, the energy eigenvalues are
given by

E =
1
2
(H11 + H22) ± |H12|

√
1 +

(H11 −H22)2

4|H12|2

∼= 1
2
(H11 + H22) ±

[
|H12| +

(H11 −H22)2

8|H12|

]
. (7.2.15)

A useful parametrization of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions is obtained
by using the ‘exact’ formula (7.2.10) and then defining

tanβ ≡ 2H12

(H11 −H22)
. (7.2.16)

If E = E1, the ratio a
b is then found to be (see Eq. (7.2.7))

(a/b)1 =
H12

(E1 −H11)
=

tanβ

−1 +
√

1 + tan2β

=
sinβ

(1 − cosβ)
= cot

β

2
. (7.2.17)
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At this stage, on imposing the normalization condition for the linear
combination (7.2.3) one finds b = sin β

2 , and hence

ψ1 = ϕ1 cos
β

2
+ ϕ2 sin

β

2
. (7.2.18)

An entirely analogous procedure yields, when E = E2, the result

ψ2 = −ϕ1 sin
β

2
+ ϕ2 cos

β

2
. (7.2.19)

7.3 Anharmonic oscillator

Given a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, here we consider a per-
turbed potential (Grechko et al. 1977)

U(x̂) =
1
2
mω2x̂2 + ε1x̂

3 + ε2x̂
4, (7.3.1)

where ε1 and ε2 are two ‘small’ parameters. Our aim is to evaluate how
the energy spectrum and the eigenfunctions are affected by the addition
of ε1x̂3 + ε2x̂

4 to the unperturbed potential 1
2mω2x̂2.

Our problem provides a non-trivial application of time-independent
perturbation theory in the non-degenerate case, and we can apply the
standard formulae of section 7.1 (see, however, section 7.10):

En ∼ E0
n + (ψ0

n, Ŵψ0
n) +

∑
k �=n

|(ψ0
n, Ŵψ0

k)|
2

(E0
n − E0

k)
, (7.3.2)

ψn ∼ ψ0
n +

∑
k �=n

(ψ0
k, Ŵψ0

n)
(E0

n − E0
k)

ψ0
k, (7.3.3)

where, defining ξ ≡ x
√

mω
h̄ , one has

ψ0
n = Cne−ξ2/2 Hn(ξ), (7.3.4)

(ψ0
k, Ŵψ0

n) = (ψ0
k, Ŵ1ψ

0
n) + (ψ0

k, Ŵ2ψ
0
n), (7.3.5)

Ŵ1 ≡ ε1x̂
3, (7.3.6)

Ŵ2 ≡ ε2x̂
4. (7.3.7)

The building blocks of our calculation for the anharmonic oscillator are
the matrix elements

(ψ0
n, x̂ψ

0
k) =

√
h̄

2mω

(√
nδn,k+1 +

√
n + 1 δn,k−1

)
. (7.3.8)
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Consider first the effect of Ŵ1. Its matrix elements are

(ψ0
n, Ŵ1ψ

0
k) = ε1(ψ0

n, x̂
3ψ0

k) = ε1
∑
l

(ψ0
n, x̂

2ψ0
l )(ψ

0
l , x̂ψ

0
k), (7.3.9)

where we have inserted a resolution of the identity. In an analogous way,
the matrix elements (ψ0

n, x̂
2ψ0

l ) can be evaluated as follows:

(ψ0
n, x̂

2ψ0
l ) =

∑
p

(ψ0
n, x̂ψ

0
p)(ψ

0
p, x̂ψ

0
l )

=
h̄

2mω

∑
p

(√
nδn,p+1 +

√
n + 1 δn+1,p

)
×
(√

pδp,l+1 +
√
p + 1 δl,p+1

)
=

h̄

2mω

[√
n(l + 1)

∑
p

δn−1,pδp,l+1

+
√

(n + 1)(l + 1)
∑
p

δn+1,pδp,l+1

+
√
nl
∑
p

δn−1,pδp,l−1 +
√

(n + 1)l
∑
p

δn+1,pδp,l−1

]
.

(7.3.10)

At this stage, we remark that√
n(l + 1)

∑
p

δn−1,pδp,l+1 =
√
n(l + 1)δn−1,l+1

=
√
n(n− 1)δn,l+2, (7.3.11)

and, similarly,√
(n + 1)(l + 1)

∑
p

δn+1,pδp,l+1 = (n + 1)δn,l, (7.3.12)

√
nl
∑
p

δn−1,pδp,l−1 = nδn,l, (7.3.13)

√
(n + 1)l

∑
p

δn+1,pδp,l−1 =
√

(n + 1)(n + 2)δn,l−2. (7.3.14)

This leads to

(ψ0
n, x̂

2ψ0
l ) =

h̄

2mω

[√
n(n− 1)δn,l+2 + (2n + 1)δn,l

+
√

(n + 1)(n + 2)δn,l−2

]
, (7.3.15)
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which implies (see Eqs. (7.3.8) and (7.3.9))

(ψ0
n, x̂

3ψ0
k) =

( h̄

2mω

)3/2[√
n(n− 1)(n− 2)δn,k+3 + 3n3/2δn,k+1

+ 3(n + 1)3/2δn,k−1

+
√

(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3)δn,k−3

]
. (7.3.16)

This implies that (ψ0
n, Ŵ1ψ

0
n) = 0, and hence Ŵ1 only contributes to

second-order corrections of the energy spectrum, when k equals n±1 and
n± 3. The complete formula for first-order corrections to the eigenfunc-
tions is therefore (see Eq. (7.3.3))

ψn ∼ ψ0
n + ε1

[
ψ0
n−3

√
n(n− 1)(n− 2)

3h̄ω
+ ψ0

n−1

3n3/2

h̄ω

+ ψ0
n+1

3(n + 1)3/2

−h̄ω

+ ψ0
n+3

√
(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3)

−3h̄ω

]( h̄

2mω

)3/2
. (7.3.17)

It should be stressed that Ŵ2 does not contribute to (7.3.17), since ε2 is
of higher order with respect to ε1, in that

ε2
(ε1)2

= O(1). (7.3.18)

The term Ŵ2, however, affects the energy spectrum (see the expansion
(7.3.2)). Indeed, one has

(ψ0
n, Ŵ2ψ

0
n) = ε2(ψ0

n, x̂
4ψ0

n), (7.3.19)

where

(ψ0
n, x̂

4ψ0
n) =

∑
k

(ψ0
n, x̂

3ψ0
k)(ψ

0
k, x̂ψ

0
n)

=
( h̄

2mω

)2[
3n3/2√nδn−1,n−1 + 3(n + 1)3/2

√
n + 1δn+1,n+1

]
= 3
(
2n2 + 2n + 1

)( h̄

2mω

)2
, (7.3.20)

which implies

En ∼
(
n +

1
2

)
h̄ω + ε2(ψ0

n, x̂
4ψ0

n)

+ (ε1)2
[ |(ψ0

n, x̂
3ψ0

n−3)|
2

3h̄ω
+

|(ψ0
n, x̂

3ψ0
n−1)|

2

h̄ω
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+
|(ψ0

n, x̂
3ψ0

n+1)|
2

−h̄ω
+

|(ψ0
n, x̂

3ψ0
n+3)|

2

−3h̄ω

]
=
(
n +

1
2

)
h̄ω + 3ε2

( h̄

2mω

)2(
2n2 + 2n + 1

)
− (ε1)2

h̄ω

( h̄

2mω

)3(
30n2 + 30n + 11

)
. (7.3.21)

On defining

σ ≡
√

h̄

2mω
, (7.3.22)

A ≡ 6ε2 − 15
ε21

mω2
, B ≡ 3ε2 −

11
2

ε21
mω2

, (7.3.23)

the result (7.3.21) may be cast in the very convenient form

En ∼
(
n +

1
2

)
h̄ω + σ4

[
An(n + 1) + B

]
, (7.3.24)

which implies that, to avoid level-crossing (i.e. a sign change of perturbed
eigenvalues for sufficiently large values of n), one should impose the fol-
lowing inequality:

ε2 >
5
2

ε21
mω2

. (7.3.25)

7.4 Occurrence of degeneracy

Let us assume that the level with energy E0
l has a degeneracy of multiplic-

ity f . This is indeed what happens in the majority of physical problems
(e.g. the hydrogen atom or the harmonic oscillator in dimension greater
than 1). As a zeroth-order approximation one may consider the linear
combination

ψl =
f∑

k=1

akϕlk, (7.4.1)

where ϕlk are taken to be solutions of the equation

(H0 − E0
l 1I)ϕlk = 0. (7.4.2)

The insertion of the combination (7.4.1) into the eigenvalue equation
(7.1.3), jointly with the scalar product with the unperturbed eigenfunc-
tions (cf. Eqs. (7.2.5)–(7.2.8)), leads to a homogeneous linear system of
f equations:

f∑
k=1

(
Hmk − Elδmk

)
ak = 0 ∀m = 1, 2, . . . , f. (7.4.3)
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The condition for finding non-trivial solutions is, of course, that the de-
terminant of the matrix of coefficients should vanish:

det
(
Hmk − Elδmk

)
= 0. (7.4.4)

This yields an algebraic equation of degree f in the unknown El. Such
an equation is called the secular equation. In particular, it may happen
that all roots are distinct. If this turns out to be the case, the effect of
the perturbation is to remove the degeneracy completely, and the level
with energy E0

l splits into f distinct levels, for each of which a different
eigenfunction exists:

ψlk =
∑
m

amkϕm. (7.4.5)

In Eq. (7.4.5), the coefficients amk are evaluated by replacing El with Elk

in the system (7.4.3).
If some roots of the secular equation (7.4.4) coincide, however, the

perturbation does not completely remove the degeneracy, and in the fol-
lowing section one can find a first concrete example of how this method
works. At a deeper level, the occurrence of degenerate eigenvalues can
be dealt with as follows. Let ε0 ≡ E

(0)
a be a degenerate eigenvalue of

the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0, with eigenspace H(0) having dimen-
sion d > 1. Let i be a degeneracy label ranging from 1 to d, and let
us assume that the full Hamiltonian (7.1.1) has eigenvalues E

(λ)
i and

eigenfunctions ϕi
λ:

Hϕi
λ = E

(λ)
i ϕi

λ (7.4.6)

given by the (formal) power series

E
(λ)
i = ε0 +

∞∑
n=1

λnεn,i, (7.4.7)

ϕi
λ = χi

0 +
∞∑

n=1

λnχi
n. (7.4.8)

The projector onto the eigenspace H(0) reads as

P (0) ≡
d∑

k=1

χk
0

(
χk

0 , ·
)
, (7.4.9)

because the unperturbed eigenfunctions are taken to be mutually orthog-
onal: (

χi
0, χ

j
0

)
= δij . (7.4.10)
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One therefore finds

H0P
(0) = P (0)H0 = ε0P

(0), (7.4.11)

χi
0 = P (0)χi

0. (7.4.12)

Moreover, on denoting by β the degeneracy label for the unperturbed
eigenfunctions Φβ

b belonging to the eigenvalue E
(0)
b , with b 	= a, the pro-

jector onto the orthogonal complement H(0)
⊥ can be expressed in the form

Q(0) =
∑
b �=a

∑
β

Φβ
b

(
Φβ
b , ·
)
. (7.4.13)

Of course, the sum of the complementary projectors P (0) and Q(0) yields
the identity:

P (0) + Q(0) = 1I. (7.4.14)

We now assume the validity of the condition(
χi

0, ϕ
i
λ

)
= 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , d, (7.4.15)

which implies, by virtue of (7.4.8) and (7.4.10), that(
χi

0, χ
i
p

)
= δp,0. (7.4.16)

Equations (7.4.6)–(7.4.8) therefore yield

λ
[
(H0 − ε1I)χi

1 + Wχi
0

]
+ λ2

[
(H0 − ε1I)χi

2 + Wχi
1

]
+ O(λ3)

= λε1,iχ
i
0 + λ2(ε2,iχi

0 + ε1,iχ
i
1) + O(λ3), (7.4.17a)

i.e. the fundamental equation

(H0 − ε01I)χi
p + Wχi

p−1 −
p∑

n=1

εn,iχ
i
p−n = 0, (7.4.17b)

for all p = 1, 2, . . . ,∞ and for all i = 1, . . . , d. First, we project Eq.
(7.4.17b) onto the eigenspace H(0) by applying the projector P (0) defined
in (7.4.9). This yields

P (0)Wχi
p−1 =

p∑
n=1

εn,iP
(0)χi

p−n. (7.4.18)

Secondly, we project Eq. (7.4.17b) onto the base vectors of H(0)
⊥ and find

(
Φβ
b , χ

i
p

)
= −

(
Φβ
b ,Wχi

p−1

)
(E(0)

b − ε0)
+

p∑
n=1

εn,i

(
Φβ
b , χ

i
p−n

)
(E(0)

b − ε0)
. (7.4.19)
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When p = 1, which corresponds to first-order corrections, Eqs. (7.4.12)
and (7.4.18) lead to

P (0)WP (0)χi
0 = ε1,iχ

i
0 ∀i = 1, . . . , d, (7.4.20)

which is an eigenvalue equation for the restriction to H(0) of the self-
adjoint operator P (0)WP (0). One then finds the secular equation already
encountered in (7.4.4), and we first assume that P (0)WP (0) has a non-
degenerate spectrum when restricted to H(0). The first-order correction
to the eigenfunctions is then obtained from Eq. (7.4.19) in the form

(
Φβ
b , χ

i
1

)
= −

(
Φβ
b ,Wχi

0

)
(E(0)

b − ε0)
. (7.4.21)

This equation determines the components of χi
1 (see Eq. (7.4.8)) in the

orthogonal complement of H(0). A basis-independent form of Eq. (7.4.21)
is obtained upon multiplying both sides by the unperturbed eigenfunction
Φβ
b . Summation over all values of b and β and use of (7.4.13) therefore

yields

Q(0)χi
1 = −(H0 − ε01I)−1Q(0)Wχi

0

= −Q(0)(H0 − ε01I)−1Q(0)Wχi
0, (7.4.22)

where the right-hand side is entirely known, and insertion of Q(0) on the
last line occurs for later convenience (to avoid apparent singularities in
subsequent calculations).

Second-order corrections to the eigenvalues are obtained from (7.4.18),
because this leads to

P (0)Wχi
1 − ε1,iP

(0)χi
1 − ε2,iχ

i
0 = 0, (7.4.23)

by virtue of (7.4.12). On taking the scalar product of Eq. (7.4.23) with
the unperturbed eigenfunctions χj

0 one finds

ε2,iδij =
(
χj

0, P
(0)Wχi

1

)
− ε1,i

(
χj

0, χ
i
1

)
, (7.4.24)

by virtue of (7.4.12). Now we also use the identity (7.4.14) to express

P (0)W = P (0)W
(
P (0) + Q(0)

)
on the right-hand side of Eq. (7.4.24). This eventually leads to

ε2,iδij = (ε1,j − ε1,i)
(
χj

0, χ
i
1

)
+
(
χj

0,WQ(0)χi
1

)
, (7.4.25)

by virtue of the secular equation (7.4.20) with i replaced by j, and after
again using the identity (7.4.12). Thus, when i = j, Eqs. (7.4.22) and
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(7.4.25) lead to

ε2,i = −
(
χi

0, P
(0)WQ(0)(H0 − ε01I)−1Q(0)Wχi

0

)
, (7.4.26)

for all i = 1, . . . , d. Moreover, when i 	= j, Eqs. (7.4.22) and (7.4.25) yield

(
χj

0, χ
i
1

)
=

(
χj

0,WQ(0)(H0 − ε01I)−1Q(0)Wχi
0

)
(ε1,j − ε1,i)

. (7.4.27)

This formula, jointly with the orthogonality
(
χi

0, χ
i
1

)
= 0, resulting from

(7.4.16), determines completely all components of the first-order correc-
tion χi

1 in the eigenspace H(0). For generic values of p ≥ 2, the method
determines therefore the correction εp,i of order p to the eigenvalues, the
components of the vector χi

p−1 in the eigenspace H(0), and the com-

ponents of the vector χi
p in the orthogonal complement H(0)

⊥ , for all
i = 1, . . . , d.

Last, if the secular equation (7.4.20) has multiple roots, one faces the
problem of finding eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian

H = H(0,0) + λW (1), (7.4.28)

where

H(0,0) ≡ H0 + P (0)WP (0), (7.4.29)

W (1) ≡ W − P (0)WP (0). (7.4.30)

One can then apply all previous formulae for perturbations of degenerate
eigenvalues, with a degeneracy d̃ < d.

7.5 Stark effect

The Stark effect consists in the splitting of the energy levels of the hydro-
gen atom (or other atoms) resulting from the application of an electric
field (Stark 1914). If an electric field is applied, its effect is viewed as a
perturbation, and is evaluated within the framework of time-independent
perturbation theory for degenerate levels.

Here we are interested in the first-order Stark effect on the n = 2
states of the hydrogen atom. Indeed, we know from section 5.4 that,
when the quantum number n = 2 for the hydrogen atom, the quan-
tum number l takes the values 0 and 1, and the quantum number m
takes the values −1, 0, 1. Thus, there exist four bound states with n = 2:
u2,0,0, u2,1,−1, u2,1,0 and u2,1,1, and they all have the same energy E0.
The perturbation Hamiltonian H(1) for an electron of charge −e0 in an
electric field �E directed along the z-axis is H(1) = e0Ez. Note that the
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first-order correction of the energy for any bound state un,l,m vanishes
(hereafter, dV is the integration measure in spherical coordinates):

E(1) = e0E

∫
u∗n,l,m z un,l,m dV = 0. (7.5.1)

This happens because the state un,l,m has either positive parity (if l is
even) or negative parity (if l is odd), while z = r cos θ is an odd function,
so that the integral (7.5.1), evaluated over the whole of R3, vanishes by
construction (the integrand being an odd function, just as z is).

Non-vanishing values for first-order corrections of the energy levels can
only be obtained from states that are neither even nor odd, and hence
are linear combinations of states of opposite parity. The selection rule
for matrix elements of the perturbation H(1) is obtained by virtue of the
general formula (here C is a parameter depending on l,m, l′,m′ and Pm

l
denotes Legendre polynomials)(
un′,l′,m′ , ẑun,l,m

)
= C

∫ ∞

0
R∗

n′,l′Rnlr
3 dr

×
∫ 1

−1
ξPm′

l′ (ξ)Pm
l (ξ) dξ

∫ 2π

0
ei(m−m′)ϕ dϕ

=
(
Rn′,l′ , r̂Rn,l

)
δm,m′

(
CAδl′,l+1 + CBδl′,l−1

)
,

(7.5.2)

where

CA ≡
√

(l + m + 1)(l −m + 1)
(2l + 1)(2l + 3)

, (7.5.3)

CB ≡
√

(l + m)(l −m)
(2l − 1)(2l + 1)

. (7.5.4)

This implies that H(1) has non-vanishing matrix elements if and only if
m′ −m = 0 and l′ − l = ±1.

As a first step, we compute the matrix elements of H(1) on the basis
given by the states u2,0,0, u2,1,−1, u2,1,0 and u2,1,1. By virtue of (7.5.1),
all diagonal matrix elements vanish in this case: H(1)

ii = 0. The orthog-
onality properties of the eigenfunctions with different values of m lead
to a further simplification of the calculation, and the only non-vanishing
matrix elements of H(1) turn out to be those particular off-diagonal el-
ements corresponding to bound states with the same value of m: u2,1,0

and u2,0,0. Recall now that

u2,0,0(r, θ, ϕ) = R2,0(r)Y0,0(θ, ϕ), (7.5.5)

u2,1,0(r, θ, ϕ) = R2,1(r)Y1,0(θ, ϕ), (7.5.6)
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with right-hand sides evaluated from Eqs. (5.5.29), (5.5.30) and (5.6.49),
(5.6.50). This leads to (Squires 1995)

H
(1)
34 = H

(1)
43 = e0E

∫
u∗2,1,0 z u2,0,0 dV

=
e0E

16

( Z
a0

)4
×
∫ ∞

0
r4
(
2 − Zr

a0

)
e−Zr/a0 dr

∫ π

0
cos2 θ sin θ dθ. (7.5.7)

It is now convenient to introduce a new integration variable y defined by

rZ ≡ y. (7.5.8)

Moreover, we note that
∫ π
0 cos2 θ sin θ dθ = 2

3 , by exploiting integration
by parts. Thus, the formula for H

(1)
34 reduces to

H
(1)
34 =

2
3
e0E
( 1
2a0

)4 1
Z

∫ ∞

0
y4
(
2 − y

a0

)
e−y/a0 dy. (7.5.9)

At this stage, we can use the formula∫ ∞

0
yne−y/a0 dy = n!an+1

0 . (7.5.10)

Therefore, defining

ε ≡ 3e0E
a0

Z
, (7.5.11)

the matrix of H(1) on the basis of the four states with n = 2 is found to
be

H
(1)
ij =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −ε
0 0 −ε 0

 . (7.5.12)

As we mentioned before, since the four unperturbed states have the same
energy, we are dealing with perturbation theory in the degenerate case. It
is clear from (7.5.12) that two eigenvalues of H(1)

ij vanish, and their eigen-
vectors are u2,1,1 and u2,1,−1, respectively. The non-trivial contribution

to the energy spectrum results from the 2×2 sub-matrix
(

0 −ε
−ε 0

)
. Its

eigenvalues are λ+ = +ε and λ− = −ε. In the former case, the eigenvector
solves the equation (

0 −ε
−ε 0

)(
u1

u2

)
=
(
εu1

εu2

)
,
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and hence is proportional to
(

1
−1

)
, while in the latter case it solves the

equation (
0 −ε
−ε 0

)(
v1

v2

)
=
(−εv1

−εv2

)
,

and is therefore proportional to
(

1
1

)
. The corresponding normalized

eigenvectors to first order are (see Eq. (7.4.5))

uλ+ =
1√
2

(
1
−1

)(
u2,1,0, u2,0,0

)
=

1√
2

(
u2,1,0 − u2,0,0

)
, (7.5.13)

uλ− =
1√
2

(
1
1

)(
u2,1,0, u2,0,0

)
=

1√
2

(
u2,1,0 + u2,0,0

)
. (7.5.14)

Note that u2,1,0 has negative parity, while u2,0,0 has positive parity. Thus,
in agreement with our initial remarks, the eigenfunctions of the problem
turn out to have mixed parity. To first order in perturbation theory, the
energies are then found to be

E0, E0, E0 + 3e0E
a0

Z
, E0 − 3e0E

a0

Z
.

Interestingly, this simple calculation shows that there can only be a
first-order Stark effect when degenerate states exist with different values
of the quantum number l. By virtue of the first-order Stark effect, the
hydrogen atom behaves as if it had a permanent electric dipole moment of
magnitude 3e0a0. This dipole moment can be parallel, or anti-parallel, or
orthogonal to the external electric field. In general, however, the ground
states of atoms and nuclei are non-degenerate, and hence do not possess
such a permanent electric dipole moment (Squires 1995). To second order
in perturbation theory, the Stark effect provides a correction to the energy
levels proportional to the square of the magnitude of the electric field.
This term corresponds to an induced electric dipole moment.

We cannot conclude this section, however, without emphasizing a cru-
cial point. The perturbation occurring in the Stark effect is unbounded
from below and unbounded with respect to the comparison Hamiltonian,
and this is a source of non-trivial features. Indeed, in suitable units, the
Stark effect on a hydrogen-like atom is described by the Hamiltonian
operator

H(E) = −�−Z

r
+ 2Ex3 (7.5.15)

acting on L2(R3), where 2E > 0 is the uniform electric field directed
along the x3-axis (either x or y or z), Z is the atomic number and
r ≡

√
x2 + y2 + z2. The spectrum of H(E) is absolutely continuous in
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(−∞,∞), while the spectrum of the unperturbed operator H(0) for the
hydrogen atom is discrete along (−∞, 0). The spectral theory of this
problem is then treated within the framework of asymptotic perturba-
tion theory based upon strong convergence of resolvents as E → 0 (see
section 7.10 and appendix 7.A).

It should be stressed that usual perturbation theory fails when there
is an energy degeneracy. We have just seen that the Stark effect requires
a suitable choice of the unperturbed states to get meaningful results.
Quite a different problem arises when the degeneracy cannot be removed
by such a choice. This occurs in the case of scattering of the continuum
states by a potential (chapter 8). The choice of the boundary conditions
for the actual physical state determines whether there are spherically di-
verging or converging waves. These boundary conditions define the ‘in’
and ‘out’ states and can be incorporated into the perturbation theory by
making the energy denominators have an infinitesimal negative or posi-
tive imaginary part. This choice is called the ‘Sommerfeld radiation con-
dition’ (Sommerfeld 1964) and resolves the Poincaré catastrophe which
is encountered in the study of perturbations of periodic orbits (Poincaré
1908). We will see related problems in the study of harmonic perturba-
tions in subsection 7.8.1. More generally, whenever there is a coupling of
discrete states with continuum states.

7.6 Zeeman effect

Another good example of how an external field may remove the degen-
eracy of the original problem is provided by the Zeeman effect (Zeeman
1897a,b). In this case, the lines of the emission spectrum of an atomic
system are split into several nearby components, when a magnetic field of
sufficiently high intensity (e.g. of the order of 103 G) is switched on. This
phenomenon may occur in hydrogen-like atoms and alkali metals. The
quantum-mechanical interpretation requires that the electron for which
the Schrödinger equation in an external electromagnetic field is written
is affected by the potential U(r) describing the effects of the nucleus and
of the ‘interior electrons’. Moreover, an external magnetic field is applied.
The resulting canonical momenta contain the kinematic momenta and a
term proportional to the vector potential as we know from section 6.3, so
that the Hamiltonian operator for an electron of charge e = −e0 reads

Ĥ =
3∑

k=1

1
2me

(
p̂k − e

c
Âk

)2

+ eV̂ + Û , (7.6.1)
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where V̂ is the operator corresponding to the scalar potential of the clas-
sical theory. We now use the operator identity (no summation over k)(

p̂k − e

c
Âk

)2

= p̂2
k − e

c

(
p̂kÂk + Âkp̂k

)
+

e2

c2
Â2

k, (7.6.2)

and another basic result:

p̂ · Â =
h̄

i

3∑
k=1

∂

∂xk
Âk· = Â · p̂− ih̄divÂ. (7.6.3)

The Hamiltonian operator (7.6.1) is thus found to read as

Ĥ =
p̂2

2me
+

e0
mec

Â · p̂− ie0h̄
2mec

divÂ

+
e20

2mec2
Â2 − e0V̂ + Û . (7.6.4)

Now we assume, for simplicity, that the scalar potential vanishes:

V̂ = 0. (7.6.5)

Moreover, since the external magnetic field is generated by bodies of
macroscopic dimensions, it can be taken to be uniform, in a first approx-
imation, over distances of the order of atomic dimensions: �B(�x, t) = �B0.
The form (7.6.4) suggests choosing the Coulomb gauge to further simplify
the calculations:

divÂ = 0. (7.6.6)

The form of the vector potential compatible with the above assumptions
is thus found to be

�A =
1
2
�B0 ∧ �x. (7.6.7)

Its insertion into (7.6.4) makes it necessary to derive the identity(
�B0 ∧ �x

)
· �p = εklmBlxmpk = −Blεlkmxmpk

= Blεlmkxmpk = Bl

(
�x ∧ �p

)
l
= �B0 · �L. (7.6.8)

The desired Hamiltonian operator therefore reads as

Ĥ =
p̂2

2me
+

e0
2mec

�B0 · �L +
e20

8mec2

(
�B0 ∧ �x

)2
+ Û(r). (7.6.9)

In a first approximation we now neglect the term quadratic in �B0 and
we choose

�B0 = (0, 0, B0), (7.6.10)
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i.e. an external magnetic field directed along the z-axis. By virtue of our
assumptions, the Hamiltonian operator reduces to

Ĥ =
p̂2

2me
+ Û(r) +

e0
2mec

B0L̂z = Ĥ0 +
e0

2mec
B0L̂z. (7.6.11)

The operators Ĥ0, L̂
2 and L̂z have common eigenvectors, here denoted

by unlm, with eigenvalue equations

Ĥ0unlm = W
(0)
nl unlm, (7.6.12)

L̂2unlm = l(l + 1)h̄2unlm, (7.6.13)

L̂zunlm = mh̄unlm. (7.6.14)

The resulting eigenvalue equation for the full Hamiltonian is

Ĥunlm =
(
W

(0)
nl + mµBB0

)
unlm. (7.6.15a)

Thus, on neglecting contributions quadratic in B0, the external mag-
netic field does not affect the eigenfunctions but modifies the eigenvalues,
which are given by

Wnlm = W
(0)
nl + mµBB0. (7.6.15b)

This means that the original invariance under rotations has been spoiled
by the magnetic field, which has introduced a privileged direction. Each
‘unperturbed’ energy level W

(0)
nl is therefore split into 2l + 1 distinct

components. For example, in the transition (n, l,m) → (n′, l′,m′) one
now has the frequency

νnl→n′l′ =
Wnlm −Wn′l′m′

h

= ν
(0)
nl→n′l′ − (δm)

µBB0

h
. (7.6.16)

For (δm) = 0,±1 this leads to the three spectral lines

ν
(0)
nl→n′l′ −

µBB0

h
, ν

(0)
nl→n′l′ , ν

(0)
nl→n′l′ +

µBB0

h
.

Such a theoretical model provides results in good agreement with observa-
tion only if the intensity of the magnetic field is so high that fine-structure
corrections are negligible. The latter result from a relativistic evaluation
of the Hamiltonian operator in a central potential, and lead to energy
levels depending both on n and l. For example, fine-structure corrections
cannot be neglected in the analysis of the D1 and D2 spectral lines of
sodium, which are split into six and four components, respectively.
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The so-called normal Zeeman effect inherits its name from the pos-
sibility of obtaining a classical description of the effect, resulting from
the precession of the orbital angular momentum associated with the elec-
tron while it moves around the nucleus (cf. section 6.1). The anomalous
Zeeman effect is observed in alkali metals under the influence of weak
magnetic fields, and does not admit a classical interpretation. The tran-
sition from the anomalous to the normal Zeeman effect as the intensity of
the external magnetic field is increased is called the Paschen–Back effect
(Paschen and Back 1912, 1913).

7.7 Variational method

The variational method can be used to evaluate to high accuracy the
lowest eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian operator, and hence deserves a brief
description in our chapter. At a deeper level, it is possible to consider the
perturbation theory of self-adjoint families of operators as a special case
of the variational method (Harrell 1977), but we shall not be concerned
with such advanced aspects.

The method relies on the following theorem: given a normalized vector
ψ of a Hilbert space H, the mean value of the Hamiltonian operator
(taken to be self-adjoint on a suitable domain, or essentially self-adjoint)
in the state ψ satisfies the inequality

(ψ,Hψ) ≥ E0, (7.7.1)

where E0 is the lowest eigenvalue of H. The proof (we assume, for sim-
plicity, that H has a purely discrete spectrum) is obtained by considering
a complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors of H, here denoted by {ϕn}:

Hϕn = Enϕn, (7.7.2)

and then expanding ψ in terms of ϕn: ψ =
∑∞

n=0 anϕn. Bearing in mind
that ψ is normalized, one then finds that

(ψ,Hψ) =
∞∑

n=0

|an|2En ≥
∞∑

n=0

|an|2E0 = E0,

i.e. the inequality (7.7.1). The variational method aims to find the min-
imum of (ψ,Hψ) with ψ ∈ H, and this is achieved by introducing a
number of unknown parameters. If the minimum found in this way is the
absolute minimum, the problem is solved and one has

E0 = min(ψ,Hψ). (7.7.3)

The search for the minimum of the functional (ψ,Hψ), subject to the
normalization condition

(ψ,ψ) = 1, (7.7.4)
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is performed by requiring that the following variation should vanish:

δ
[
(ψ,Hψ) − λ(ψ,ψ)

]
= 0, (7.7.5)

where λ is a Lagrange multiplier related to the constraint (7.7.4). This
leads to the equation

(δψ,Hψ) + (ψ,Hδψ) − λ(δψ, ψ) − λ(ψ, δψ) = 0. (7.7.6)

Thus, if one assumes that the variation of the parameters occurring in ψ
makes it possible to regard δψ and its dual as independent of each other,
Eq. (7.7.6) leads to the two equations

(δψ,Hψ) − λ(δψ, ψ) = 0, (7.7.7)

(ψ,Hδψ) − λ(ψ, δψ) = 0, (7.7.8)

and hence
Hψ = λψ. (7.7.9)

Once ψ is expanded in terms of ϕn, the diagonalization of H in the
basis {ϕn} makes it possible to determine the coefficients an, which can
be taken as the variational parameters. For practical purposes, only a
finite number of terms can be taken into account in such an expansion,
and hence, at least in principle, the test vector ψ is no longer able to
span the whole Hilbert space H. Nevertheless, for a careful choice of the
resulting sub-space (in particular, the exact ground state should belong
to the sub-space), the variational method turns out to be of practical
utility.

It should be stressed that, in the search for the minimum of (ψ,Hψ),
the variational method provides an estimate of the eigenvalue which is
more accurate than the estimate of the corresponding eigenfunction. In
other words, if the error in the evaluation of δψ is taken to be of first
order, this leads to a second-order error in the estimate of E0. This is
clearly seen by writing

E0 = (ψ0, Hψ0), (7.7.10)

with the corresponding error

Eδ ≡ (ψ,Hψ) − E0, (7.7.11)

because the method has provided the approximate solution

ψ = ψ0 + δψ, (7.7.12)

which should be inserted into the formula (7.7.11) for the error Eδ.
Once the exact eigenvalue E0 for the ground state has been found,

the variational method can be applied again to determine the energy of
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the first excited level. One has then to make sure, however, that only
the part of the Hilbert space consisting of all vectors orthogonal to ψ0 is
being ‘explored’, so that in the resulting sub-space the lowest eigenvalue
is indeed the first excited level of the Hamiltonian. To rule out ψ0 from
the test vector, it is enough to choose ψ and χ in such a way that

ψ = χ− ψ0(ψ0, χ). (7.7.13)

This test state vector is, by construction, orthogonal to ψ0, because

(ψ0, ψ) = (ψ0, χ) − (ψ0, ψ0)(ψ0, χ) = (ψ0, χ) − (ψ0, χ) = 0. (7.7.14)

As an example, let us consider the Hamiltonian of the one-dimensional
harmonic oscillator:

H = − h̄2

2m
d2

dx2
+

1
2
mω2x2. (7.7.15)

With our choice of test function, we try to work with just one param-
eter, and we bear in mind that, as x → ±∞, the wave function should
approach zero. We are thus led to consider an even function of x of the
kind

ψ0(x, α) = A exp
(
−1

2
αx2
)
. (7.7.16)

The normalization of ψ0 determines A = (α/π)1/4, and the integral in
(7.7.1) becomes in our case

J(α) =
∫ ∞

−∞
ψ∗

0(x, α)Hψ0(x, α) dx =
1
4

(
h̄2α

m
+

mω2

α

)
, (7.7.17)

where we have used the well-known result∫ ∞

−∞
e−αx2

dx =
√

π

α
. (7.7.18)

The minimum of J is obtained for α = α0 = mω/h̄, which implies

E0 = J(α0) =
h̄ω

2
, (7.7.19)

ψ0(x, α0) = (mω/πh̄)1/4 exp

(
−mωx2

2h̄

)
. (7.7.20)

Note that the results (7.7.19) and (7.7.20) coincide with the exact values
of the ground-state energy and ground-state wave function, respectively.

Remarkably, thanks to a result of Barnes et al. (1976), it is possible
to also find a lower limit for the energy E0 of the ground state (unlike
the upper limit provided by the Rayleigh–Ritz method). To outline the
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result, it is necessary to recall the classical partition function (V being
the potential for a neutral scalar particle in a static field)

I(β) ≡
∫

e−βV (x) dnx (7.7.21)

and the quantum partition function (cf. chapter 14)

Z(β) ≡ Tre−βH =
∞∑
k=0

(
ϕk, e−βHϕk

)
. (7.7.22)

At this stage, starting from the relation between E0 and Z(β):

E0 = − lim
β→∞

1
β

logZ(β), (7.7.23)

one can prove the inequality

E0 ≥ maxω>0

{
ω

[
n +

n

2
log(π/ω) − log(I(ω−1))

]}
, (7.7.24)

after finding a suitable majorization for Z(β).

7.8 Time-dependent formalism

The time-dependent formalism in perturbation theory is appropriate for
the description of quantum systems that are weakly interacting with other
physical systems, so that the full Hamiltonian reads

H = H0 + εV (t), (7.8.1)

where H0 is an essentially self-adjoint comparison Hamiltonian indepen-
dent of time, V is a given function of time and ε is a small dimensionless
parameter. For example, this may happen for an atom in an electro-
magnetic field. One is then mainly interested in the probability that the
system, initially in an eigenstate of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0,
performs a transition to any other eigenstate. Typically, these are the
probabilities that an atom can receive or emit energy by virtue of the in-
teraction with electromagnetic radiation. The mathematical description
of such processes is as follows.

Let ψ(t) be the state of the system at time t. In quantum mechanics,
this solves the equation

ih̄
d
dt

ψ(t) = H(t)ψ(t), (7.8.2)

for a given initial condition ψ(t0). The wave function ψ(�x, t) studied so
far is recovered from the state vector ψ(t) in a way that becomes clear
with the help of the Dirac notation defined in appendix 4.A. On denoting
by |x〉 a generalized solution of the eigenvalue equation for the position
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operator x̂, with associated bra written as 〈x|, and writing | 〉t for the
state vector ψ(t) at time t, one has

ψ(�x, t) = 〈x| 〉t =
∫

R3
δ3(�x− �ξ)ψ(�ξ, t) d3ξ. (7.8.3)

The propagator U(t, t0) maps, by definition, ψ(t0) into ψ(t):

ψ(t) = U(t, t0)ψ(t0), (7.8.4)

and hence satisfies the equation

ih̄
d
dt

U(t, t0) = H(t)U(t, t0), (7.8.5)

with initial condition U(t0, t0) = 1. Since the time-dependent part εV (t)
in the Hamiltonian is supposed to be a ‘small’ perturbation of H0 (see
below), the idea is that U should differ by a small amount from the
unperturbed propagator:

U0(t, t0) = U0(t− t0) = exp
[
−i(t− t0)H0/h̄

]
. (7.8.6)

One is thus led to set
U = U0 W, (7.8.7)

where W is another unitary operator, which encodes all the effects re-
sulting from the interaction. In other words, since the full Hamiltonian
depends on time, the propagator U(t, t0) cannot depend on the difference
t− t0, but its evaluation is reduced to a series of ‘corrections’ of the un-
perturbed propagator U0(t, t0) = U0(t − t0), thanks to the introduction
of the unitary operator W . The insertion of Eq. (7.8.7) into Eq. (7.8.5)
yields

ih̄
d
dt

W (t, t0) = εU†
0 (t− t0)V (t)U0(t− t0)W (t, t0). (7.8.8)

We now look for a solution in the form

W (t, t0) ∼
∞∑

n=0

εnWn(t, t0). (7.8.9)

Once more, we should stress that we are dealing with formal series. The
right-hand side may or may not converge for a given form of V (t), and
we are assuming that W (t, t0) has an asymptotic expansion. With this
understanding, and defining

Vint(t, t0) ≡ U†
0 (t, t0)V (t)U0(t, t0), (7.8.10)

one finds, ∀n ≥ 0, a recursive set of differential equations

ih̄
d
dt

Wn+1(t, t0) = Vint(t, t0)Wn(t, t0). (7.8.11)
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The initial condition W (t0, t0) = 1 leads to the initial data

W0(t0, t0) = 1, (7.8.12)

Wn(t0, t0) = 0, ∀n > 0, (7.8.13)

and hence the various terms are given by

W1(t, t0) = − i
h̄

∫ t

t0

Vint(τ, t0) dτ, (7.8.14)

W2(t, t0) = − i
h̄

∫ t

t0

Vint(τ, t0)W1(τ, t0) dτ, (7.8.15)

...

Wn+1(t, t0) = − i
h̄

∫ t

t0

Vint(τ, t0)Wn(τ, t0) dτ. (7.8.16)

We can now insert into each integral the form of Wn given by the previous
equation. The resulting series is the Dyson series (Dyson 1949), with

W2(t, t0) = (−i/h̄)2
∫ t

t0

∫ t1

t0

Vint(t1, t0)Vint(t2, t0) dt1 dt2, (7.8.17)

W3(t, t0) = (−i/h̄)3

×
∫ t

t0

∫ t1

t0

∫ t2

t0

Vint(t1, t0)Vint(t2, t0)Vint(t3, t0) dt1 dt2 dt3, (7.8.18)

and so on. Note that, in the multiple integral defining Wn(t, t0), the
operators Vint(t, t0) are ordered chronologically in that, if t > t′, Vint(t, t0)
is to the left of Vint(t′, t0). Thus, on using the symbol of chronological
ordering for which

TH(t1)H(t2) · · ·H(tn) = θ(t1, t2, . . . , tn)H(t1)H(t2) · · ·H(tn), (7.8.19)

with

θ(t1, t2, . . . , tn) = 1 if t1 > t2 > · · · > tn, 0 otherwise, (7.8.20)

one finds

W (t, t0) = T exp
[
− iε
h̄

∫ t

t0

Vint(τ, t0) dτ
]
. (7.8.21)

Needless to say, the calculation of the right-hand side of Eq. (7.8.21) is,
in general, quite cumbersome, despite the elegance of the formula.
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7.8.1 Harmonic perturbations

We can now evaluate, approximately, the transition amplitude from an
eigenstate ϕn of H0 to another eigenstate ϕm under the action of the
perturbation εV (t). To first order in ε, one has

An→m(t, t0) =
(
ϕm, U(t, t0)ϕn

)
= exp

[
− i
h̄
Em(t− t0)

](
ϕm,W (t, t0)ϕn

)
, (7.8.22)

where(
ϕm,W (t, t0)ϕn

)
∼ δnm − iε

h̄

∫ t

t0

(
ϕm, Vint(τ, t0)ϕn

)
dτ + O(ε2)

= δnm − iε
h̄

∫ t

t0

e[(i/h̄)(Em−En)(τ−t0)]
(
ϕm, V (τ)ϕn

)
dτ

+ O(ε2). (7.8.23)

It is quite interesting to consider the case of harmonic perturbations, for
which V (t) takes the form

V (t) = B e−iωt + B† eiωt, (7.8.24)

where B is a given operator in the Hilbert space of the problem. Note
that, if one studies such a perturbation in a finite interval (0, T ) one finds,
for m 	= n,

An→m(T ) =
(
ϕm, εBϕn

)1 − ei(ωmn−ω)T

h̄(ωmn − ω)

+
(
ϕm, εB†ϕn

)1 − ei(ωmn+ω)T

h̄(ωmn + ω)
, (7.8.25)

having defined ωmn ≡ Em−En
h̄ . Interestingly, this shows that the pertur-

bation may lead to transitions even between states with Bohr frequencies
ωmn that differ from the frequency ω in Eq. (7.8.24). However, the tran-
sition probability |An→m(T )|2 receives the dominant contribution either
from the region ωmn

∼= ω, or from the region ωmn
∼= −ω. The former

corresponds to resonant absorption (the quantum system receives energy
from the external perturbation, and the final state has energy Em > En),
while the latter corresponds to resonant emission. It should be stressed
that, when first-order effects provide a good approximation, one finds(

ϕm, εBϕn

)
� h̄ω for resonant absorption, (7.8.26)

(
ϕm, εB†ϕn

)
� h̄ω for resonant emission. (7.8.27)
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Fig. 7.1. The curve shows the behaviour of the transition probability Pnm as a
function of ω at a fixed instant of time t in the presence of harmonic perturbations
V0eiωt. Such a transition probability is substantially different from zero when
the energy Em of the final state lies in a narrow neighbourhood of (En ± h̄ω).
When a resonance occurs, Pnm attains a maximum equal to |(ϕm,V0ϕn)|2

h̄2 . When
the difference |ω − ωmn| increases, Pnm oscillates in between 0 and the value
4|(ϕm,V0ϕn)|2
h̄2(ω−ωmn)2 .

In the case of resonant absorption one can keep only the first term on
the right-hand side of Eq. (7.8.25), and this leads to the following formula
for the transition probability (see figure 7.1):

|An→m(T )|2 ∼ |(ϕm, εBϕn)|2

h̄2

{
sin[(ω − ωmn)T/2]

(ω − ωmn)/2

}2

. (7.8.28)
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Bearing in mind that

lim
τ→∞

sin2 ατ

α2τ
= πδ(α),

one can then define the transition probability per unit time:

R ≡ lim
T→∞

1
T
|An→m(T )|2 ∼ 2π

h̄
|(ϕm, εBϕn)|2δ(h̄ω−Em+En). (7.8.29)

Note that this expression for R is symmetric in T , i.e. R(−T ) = R(T ).

7.8.2 Fermi golden rule

So far, we have assumed that the system has an entirely discrete energy
spectrum. However, if one allows for transitions from a discrete level
Ei to a final level Ef belonging to the continuous spectrum, one has
to integrate the expression (7.8.29), taking into account the number of
energy eigenstates in between E and E +dE. This number is denoted by
n(E) dE, and the formula for R becomes

R ∼ 2π
h̄
|(ϕf , Bϕi)|2n(Ef ), (7.8.30)

where Ef = Ei + h̄ω. The formula (7.8.30) is said to describe the Fermi
golden rule (cf. Fermi 1932). A proper understanding of the Fermi golden
rule can be obtained after studying the problem of resonances. This is a
more advanced topic, for which we refer the reader to section 8.7.

7.9 Limiting cases of time-dependent theory

If the eigenvalue problem for the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 is com-
pletely solved, with eigenvectors ϕn and eigenvalues E

(0)
n , the previous

calculations are equivalent to expanding the state vector ψ(t) for the full
Hamiltonian H in the form (assuming, for simplicity, a purely discrete
spectrum of H0)

ψ(t) =
∞∑

n=1

cn(t)e−iE(0)
n t/h̄ϕn, (7.9.1)

with coefficients cn representing the ‘weight’ at time t with which the
stationary state ϕn contributes to the superposition that makes it possible
to build ψ(t). Such coefficients solve the system

ih̄
dcn(t)

dt
=

∞∑
m=1

cm(t)
(
ϕn, εVint(t)ϕm

)
, (7.9.2)
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and hence are given by

cn(t) = cn(0) − i
h̄

∞∑
m=1

∫ t

0
cm(t′)

(
ϕn, εVint(t′)ϕm

)
dt′. (7.9.3)

The Hamiltonians H0 and H are here taken to be self-adjoint on the same
domain, with the perturbation modifying the expansion of ψ valid for the
stationary theory and breaking the invariance under time translations.
The recurrence formulae for the various terms in the operator W lead to
the following perturbative scheme for the evaluation of cn(t):

cn(t) = c(0)n + c(1)n (t) + c(2)n (t) + · · · , (7.9.4)

where, for all r = 0, 1, 2, . . . , one has

c(r+1)
n (t) = − i

h̄

∞∑
m=1

∫ t

0
c(r)m (t′)

(
ϕn, εVint(t′)ϕm

)
dt′. (7.9.5)

According to the scheme outlined in section 7.8, if the system is initially
in the state ϕi, the quantity

Pif (t) = |cf (t)|2 (7.9.6)

can be interpreted as the probability that the system performs the tran-
sition from ϕi to the state ϕf as a result of the perturbation switched on
in between the instants of time 0 and t. One can obtain a picture of the
transition from the state ϕi to the state ϕf by considering the probability
amplitude at the various orders of the perturbation expansion. The dia-
gram in figure 7.2 represents the amplitude cf (t) exp[−iE

(0)
f t/h̄] relative

to the state ϕf in the superposition (7.9.1), reached at time t and to first
order according to the formula

c
(1)
f (t) = − i

h̄
c
(0)
i

∫ t

0

(
ϕf , εVint(t′)ϕi

)
dt′. (7.9.7)

Fig. 7.2 Transition amplitude to first order in perturbation theory.
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The segments in figure 7.2 describe the temporal evolution of the system
according to the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0: from time 0 to time t′,
with t′ in between 0 and t, the system remains in state ϕi, and its state
vector is simply multiplied by the phase factor e−iE

(0)
i t/h̄. At time t′ the

perturbation εV (t′) leads to the transition from the state ϕi to the state
ϕf , hence the matrix element

(
ϕf , εVintϕi

)
and the factor − i

h̄ . Lastly,
the system evolves towards the final state ϕf from the instant t′ to the
instant t according to the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0. This yields an

‘evolution factor’ e−iE
(0)
f

(t−t′)/h̄. Since the instant t′ is a generic instant
of time in between 0 and t, one has to ‘sum’ over all possible values of t′.
We therefore consider

a
(1)
f (t)e−iE

(0)
f

t/h̄

= − i
h̄

∫ t

0
e−iE

(0)
f

(t−t′)/h̄
(
ϕf , εV (t′)ϕi

)
e−iE

(0)
i t′/h̄ dt′,

which is equal to

− i
h̄

∫ t

0

(
ϕf , εVint(t′)ϕi

)
e−iE

(0)
f

t/h̄ dt′.

In the same way, the diagram in figure 7.3 represents the same ampli-
tude evaluated at second order by using the formula

a
(2)
f (t) =

1
2!

(−i/h̄)2
∞∑

m=1

∫ t

0
dt′
∫ t

0
dt′′

T
(
ϕf , εVint(t′)ϕm

)(
ϕm, εVint(t′′)ϕi

)
. (7.9.8)

In this case, two interactions with the perturbation occur, at the instant
t′′ and at the instant t′ ≥ t′′. The first interaction is responsible for the
transition of the system from state ϕi to the intermediate state ϕm, while
the second leads to the transition from state ϕm to the final state ϕf . In
the intermediate state the system evolves in between t′′ and t′ according
to the unperturbed Hamiltonian. The instant t′ is always subsequent
to t′′ by virtue of the action of the time-ordering operator. Both the
intermediate state ϕm and the instants t′ and t′′ should be summed over
in all possible ways. The intermediate state is therefore a virtual state, i.e.
one of the infinitely many intermediate states through which the system
can pass on its way towards the final state ϕf .
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Fig. 7.3 Transition amplitude to second order in perturbation theory.

In the first-order formula for the transition probability (see Eq.
(7.8.23))

Pif (t) =
1
h̄2

∣∣∣∣∫ t

0

(
ϕf , εVint(t′)ϕi

)
dt′
∣∣∣∣2

=
1
h̄2

∣∣∣∣∫ t

0

(
ϕf , εV (t′)ϕi

)
eiωfit

′
dt′
∣∣∣∣2, (7.9.9)

if the perturbation has a finite duration, i.e. V (t) 	= 0 only if t ∈ ]0, τ [,
one can integrate by parts to find

Pif (τ) =
1

h̄2ω2
fi

∣∣∣∣∫ τ

0
eiωfit

d
dt

(
ϕf , εV (t)ϕi

)
dt
∣∣∣∣2. (7.9.10)

The following limiting cases turn out to be of physical interest.

7.9.1 Adiabatic switch on and off of the perturbation

The variation of interaction energy during an oscillation period of the
system is small with respect to the energy jump in between initial and
final state, i.e. ∣∣∣∣ ddt

(
ϕf , εV (t)ϕi

)∣∣∣∣� h̄ω2
fi. (7.9.11)

Since the time derivative of the matrix element of the perturbation re-
mains basically constant during the interval ]0, τ [, the factor eiωfit in the
integrand is the only important one, and hence one finds

Pif (τ) =
4

h̄2ω4
fi

∣∣∣∣ ddt
(
ϕf , εV (t)ϕi

)∣∣∣∣2 sin2
(

1
2
ωfiτ

)
. (7.9.12)
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Thus, if the condition (7.9.11) holds, the transition probability is much
smaller than 1, i.e. the initial state ϕi is not abandoned after a time τ .
This expression is also symmetric in τ , but the physical interpretation of
it as a transition rate is possible only for τ > 0.

7.9.2 Perturbation suddenly switched on

Under such conditions, one has instead (cf. Eq. (7.9.11))∣∣∣∣ ddt
(
ϕf , εV (t)ϕi

)∣∣∣∣� h̄ω2
fi. (7.9.13)

The dominant contribution to the integral occurring in (7.9.10) is ob-
tained from the integrand when the perturbation is switched on. If Vfi is
the peak value of the matrix element of the perturbation, one obtains

Pif (τ) =
1

h̄2ω2
fi

|Vfi|2. (7.9.14)

It should be stressed that we are working under the assumption that first-
order perturbation theory can be successfully applied. For example, for a
harmonic perturbation

V (t) ≡ V0eiωt, (7.9.15)

this means that (cf. Eq. (7.8.26))∣∣∣(ϕf , V0ϕi

)∣∣∣� h̄ωfi. (7.9.16)

7.9.3 Two-level system

For a two-level system, however, the perturbation

V (t) ≡ V0(x)
[
eiωtϕ1(ϕ2, ·) + e−iωtϕ2(ϕ1, ·)

]
(7.9.17)

can be treated exactly. In such a case, only two eigenvectors of the un-
perturbed Hamiltonian exist, for which

H0ϕ1 = E
(0)
1 ϕ1, (7.9.18a)

H0ϕ2 = E
(0)
2 ϕ2, (7.9.18b)

and the expansion (7.9.1) reduces to

ψ(t) = c1(t)e−iE
(0)
1 t/h̄ϕ1 + c2(t)e−iE

(0)
2 t/h̄ϕ2. (7.9.19)

Its insertion into the Schrödinger equation leads to the system

ih̄
dc1(t)

dt
= εγ11c2(t)ei(δω)t + εγ12c1(t)e−iωt, (7.9.20)
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ih̄
dc2(t)

dt
= εγ∗12c2(t)e

iωt + εγ22c1(t)e−i(δω)t, (7.9.21)

where γαβ ≡
(
ϕα, V0ϕβ

)
(which reduces to γδαβ if V0 = constant γ),

(δω) ≡ ω−ω0 and ω0 is defined by h̄ω0 ≡ E
(0)
2 −E

(0)
1 . The solution of such

a system of equations becomes easier if the frequency of the perturbation
is close to the proper frequency of the system, i.e. if

|(δω)| � ω0. (7.9.22)

In such a case the terms oscillating with frequency ω have vanishing
average over time intervals comparable with the oscillation period 2τ =
2π
ω , and hence can be neglected with respect to the terms oscillating slowly
with frequency (δω). Thus, on defining the variables

a1,2(t) ≡
1
2τ

∫ t+τ

t−τ
c1,2(t′) dt′, (7.9.23)

one finds the differential equations

ih̄
da1(t)

dt
= εγ11a2(t)ei(δω)t, (7.9.24)

ih̄
da2(t)

dt
= εγ22a1(t)e−i(δω)t, (7.9.25)

which imply [
d2

dt2
− i(δω)

d
dt

+ Ω2

]
a1(t) = 0, (7.9.26)

[
d2

dt2
+ i(δω)

d
dt

+ Ω2

]
a2(t) = 0, (7.9.27)

having defined

h̄2Ω2 ≡ ε2γ11γ22. (7.9.28)

The solutions of Eqs. (7.9.26) and (7.9.27) are therefore of the type

a1(t) = ei(δω)t/2
(
A cos

αt

2
+ B sin

αt

2

)
, (7.9.29)

a2(t) = e−i(δω)t/2
(
C cos

αt

2
+ D sin

αt

2

)
, (7.9.30)

where

α ≡
√

(δω)2 + 4Ω2. (7.9.31)
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If V0 reduces to a constant γ as we mentioned earlier, so that γ11 =
γ22 = γ, and if the system is initially in its ground state, for which

a1(0) = 1, a2(0) = 0, (7.9.32)

one has

A = 1, C = 0. (7.9.33)

On inserting these solutions into the first-order system one obtains

B = −i
(δω)
α

, D = −2i
γ

h̄α
. (7.9.34)

The probability of finding the system in its excited state is therefore

|a2(t)|2 =
4Ω2

[(δω)2 + 4Ω2]
sin2
(
αt

2

)
, (7.9.35)

while the probability of again finding the system in the ground state is
given by

|a1(t)|2 = cos2
(
αt

2

)
+

(δω)2

[(δω)2 + 4Ω2]
sin2
(
αt

2

)
. (7.9.36)

The evolution in time of |a2(t)|2 exhibits a clearly visible maximum in the
limiting case for which (δω) → 0. This is therefore a typical resonating
behaviour. As time passes, the system oscillates in between the ground
state and the excited state with frequency α

2π .

7.10 The nature of perturbative series

The careful reader might have been worrying about the nature of the
perturbative expansions used so far. Indeed, at least four cases may occur.

7.10.1 Regular perturbation theory

Let H0 be the unperturbed Hamiltonian, which is assumed to admit
a domain of self-adjointness D(H0). Moreover, let V be the perturba-
tion potential, with domain D(V ) including D(H0), and let us define the
Hamiltonian H(β) ≡ H0 + βV with domain D(H0) ∩ D(V ). The series
for the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions are convergent Taylor series
(Kato 1995) provided that V (and hence βV ) is bounded with respect to
H0. This means there exist some real parameters a and b such that

‖V ϕ‖ ≤ a ‖H0ϕ‖ + b ‖ϕ‖ ∀ϕ ∈ D(H0). (7.10.1)

More precisely, for H0 a closed operator with non-empty resolvent set,
the condition D(H0) ⊂ D(V ), jointly with the H0-boundedness prop-
erty for V expressed by (7.10.1), is a necessary and sufficient condition
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to realize H(β) as an analytic family of type (A). This means that the
domain of H(β) is independent of β, and that, ∀ψ ∈ D(H0) ∩ D(V ),
H(β)ψ is a vector-valued analytic function of β. Remarkably, one can
then prove that the isolated non-degenerate eigenvalue E(β) of H(β) is
analytic near β = 0 (Reed and Simon 1978, Kato 1995). The Kato–Rellich
theorem ensures that, if H0 is self-adjoint, and if βV is symmetric and
bounded with respect to H0 with a < 1, then H0 + βV is self-adjoint on
D(H0).

7.10.2 Asymptotic perturbation theory

It may happen that the series for the eigenvalues provides only an asymp-
totic expansion. For example, this is the case for a perturbative evalu-
ation of the ground-state energy of the anharmonic oscillator, with the
Hamiltonian (cf. Kunihiro 1998)

H ≡ p2 + x2 + βx4, β > 0, (7.10.2)

where dimensionless units are used for simplicity. To be more precise,
we need to define what is a strongly asymptotic series for an analytic
function. Following Reed and Simon (1978), we say that the function E,
analytic in the sector

Sβ ≡
{
β : |β| ∈ ]0, B[, |argβ| < π

2
+ ε

}
, (7.10.3)

obeys a strong asymptotic condition and has
∞∑

n=0

anβ
n

as a strongly asymptotic series if there exist some constants C and σ such
that ∣∣∣∣∣E(β) −

N∑
n=0

anβ
n

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ CσN+1(N + 1)!|β|N+1, (7.10.4)

for all N , and for all β in Sβ. Interestingly, unlike the case of ordinary
asymptotic expansions (cf. appendix 4.C), if the series

∑∞
n=0 anβ

n is a
strongly asymptotic series for two analytic functions f and g, then f and
g do actually coincide: f = g. The energy levels for the Hamiltonian
(7.10.2) obey a strong asymptotic condition.

A theorem of Watson (1912) makes it possible to obtain a powerful
summability method (see below). According to such a theorem, if E(β)
has
∑∞

n=0 anβ
n as a strongly asymptotic series in the sector

S̃β ≡
{
β : |β| ∈ ]0, B[, |argβ| ≤ π

2
+ ε

}
, (7.10.5)
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then, on considering the function g defined by

g(z) ≡
∞∑

n=0

an
n!

zn, (7.10.6)

which, by virtue of the strongly asymptotic condition, is analytic in a
circle around z = 0, the following properties hold:

(1) g has an analytic continuation to the region

{z : |arg z| < ε} .

(2) If |β| < B and |arg β| < ε, then∫ ∞

0
|g(βx)|e−x dx < ∞. (7.10.7)

(3) If |β| < B and |arg β| < ε, then

E(β) =
∫ ∞

0
g(βx)e−x dx. (7.10.8)

This is the precise meaning of the statement according to which a fi-
nite result is obtained from a divergent series. The function g is called
the Borel transform of the sequence {an}∞n=0, and the right-hand side of
(7.10.8) is the corresponding inverse Borel transform.

When the Hamiltonian (7.10.2) is considered, the inverse Borel trans-
form converges to E for any β with a positive real part. However, if one
studies the perturbed Hamiltonian

H̃ = p2 + x2 + βx2m, (7.10.9)

one has to consider a modified Borel transform, i.e.

g(z) ≡
∞∑

n=0

an
[n(m− 1)]!

zn. (7.10.10)

If β is positive and small, one then finds (cf. Eq. (7.10.8))

E(β) =
∫ ∞

0
g(βxm−1)e−x dx. (7.10.11)

7.10.3 Spectral concentration

It may happen that, to an isolated unperturbed eigenvalue, there corre-
sponds a perturbative series which is finite term by term, but with no per-
turbed eigenvalue. This happens if all the eigenvalues of H0 are drowned
into the continuous spectrum when the perturbation βV is turned on.
A relevant example is provided by the Stark effect studied in section
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7.5 (Graffi and Grecchi 1978). To spell out what we mean, we first de-
fine pseudo-eigenvalues and pseudo-eigenvectors. For this purpose, one
considers a family H(β) of self-adjoint operators defined for β real and
small, so that H(β) → H0 as β → 0 in the strong resolvent sense (see
appendix 7.A). Let E0 be an isolated non-degenerate eigenvalue of H0,
with normalized eigenvector ψ0. One then says that a family of vectors
ψ(β), β ∈ R, and numbers E0 + βE1 is a first-order pseudo-eigenvector
and a first-order pseudo-eigenvalue, respectively, if and only if

lim
β→0

‖ψ(β) − ψ0‖ = 0, (7.10.12)

lim
β→0

1
β
‖(H(β) − E0 − βE1)ψ(β)‖ = 0. (7.10.13)

In our calculations of section 7.5, the first eigenvalue above the ground
state is four-fold degenerate, and splits into one two-dimensional pseudo-
eigenvalue and two one-dimensional pseudo-eigenvalues, to first order.
Our calculations therein mean that we have found four linearly indepen-
dent first-order pseudo-eigenvectors converging to vectors ψi satisfying
H0ψi = − 1

16ψi (in suitable units).
In colloquial language, one can say that the spectrum of H0 + βV

bunches up in the neighbourhood of the unperturbed eigenvalue, and that
the centre of this spectral concentration is given by an asymptotic series
(Reed and Simon 1978). To obtain a precise formulation of this concept,
we need to state the following theorem (Reed and Simon 1978).

If the sequence of operators H(β) → H0 in a strong resolvent sense as
β → 0, with all the H(β) self-adjoint, and if E0 is an isolated non-
degenerate eigenvalue of H0, and I is an interval such that

I ∩ σ(H0) = {E0} , (7.10.14)

then there exists a function f , obeying

lim
β→0

f(β)
β

= 0, (7.10.15)

so that part of the spectrum of H(β) in I is asymptotically in the
interval

Iβ ≡
(
E0 + βE1 − f(β), E0 + βE1 + f(β)

)
(7.10.16)

if and only if E0 + βE1 is a first-order pseudo-eigenvalue for H(β).
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7.10.4 Singular perturbation theory

There exists a family of perturbations of the discrete spectrum that leaves
the spectrum discrete but is more singular than all previous cases. A
typical example is provided by the Hamiltonian H0 + βV , where

H0 ≡ − d2

dx2
+ x2 on L2(R,dx), (7.10.17)

V (x) ≡ x−α. (7.10.18)

If α > 1, this family is discontinuous at β = 0. In other words, H0 +
βV converges as β → 0, in a strong resolvent sense, to an operator H̃0

different from H0 (Esposito 2000, Klauder 2000).
If H(β) is set equal to H̃0 when β = 0, the resulting family is analytic

at β = 0 if α ∈ [1, 2[. Moreover, if α ∈ [2, 3[, the eigenvalues are given
by asymptotic series to first order provided that β > 0. Furthermore one
finds, for some c 	= 0 (Klauder 1973, Simon 1973a, De Facio and Hammer
1974, Klauder and Detwiler 1975, Harrell 1977),

E(β) − E(0) = cβ log(β) + O(β) if α = 3, (7.10.19)

E(β) − E(0) = cβ1/(α−2) + o(β1/(α−2)) if α > 3. (7.10.20)

7.11 More about singular perturbations

In the literature on quantum-mechanical problems, an important role is
played by the ‘spiked’ harmonic oscillator in three spatial dimensions.
This is a system where the radial part ψ(r) of the wave function is ruled
by the Hamiltonian operator

H̃(α, λ) ≡ − d2

dr2
+ r2 +

l(l + 1)
r2

+
λ

rα
, (7.11.1)

in the sense that H̃(α, λ) acts on ϕ(r) ≡ rψ(r). In the s-wave case (i.e.
when the angular momentum quantum number l vanishes) H̃(α, λ) re-
duces to

H(α, λ) ≡ − d2

dr2
+ r2 +

λ

rα
≡ H(α, 0) + λV, (7.11.2)

where H(α, 0) is formally equal to the simple harmonic oscillator Hamil-
tonian, r belongs to the interval [0,∞] and V ≡ r−α. For any fixed value
of λ, the potential term in (7.11.2) diverges as r → 0 in such a way that
the operator H(α, λ) acts on wave functions that vanish at the origin:

ϕ(0) = 0. (7.11.3)
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More precisely, the imposition of Eq. (7.11.3) is necessary since not all
functions in the domain of H(α, 0) are in the domain of V . Thus, when
λ → 0 and α is fixed, the operator H(α, λ) converges to an operator
formally equal to the unperturbed operator H0 ≡ − d2

dr2
+ r2, but supple-

mented by the Dirichlet boundary condition (7.11.3) for all functions in
its domain. This means that the unperturbed operator H0, for which the
boundary condition (7.11.3) is not necessary, differs from the limiting op-
erator H(α, 0), for which Eq. (7.11.3) is instead necessary to characterize
the domain.

The full potential in (7.11.1) or (7.11.2) inherits the name spiked from
a pronounced peak near the origin for λ > 0, and its consideration is
suggested by many concrete problems in chemical, nuclear and particle
physics. Note now that for α > 2 and integer, the Hamiltonian operators
(7.11.1) or (7.11.2) lead to a non-Fuchsian singularity at r = 0 of the
stationary Schrödinger equation, because their potential term has a pole
of order > 2 therein. For α not integer the singularity is not a pole but a
branch point. Subsection 7.11.1 outlines the method developed in Harrell
(1977) for dealing with such singularities in a perturbative analysis. A
non-trivial extension is studied in subsection 7.11.2, i.e. a model where
the perturbation potential contains both an inverse power and a linear
term. Concluding remarks are presented in subsection 7.11.3.

7.11.1 The Harrell method

The method developed by Harrell relies on the choice of suitable trial
functions for self-adjoint operators (i.e. normalized vectors in their do-
main) and on the following lemma (Harrell 1977).

Lemma. If ψλ is a trial function for the self-adjoint operator T +
λT ′, where both T and T ′ are self-adjoint and E(0) is an isolated, non-
degenerate stable eigenvalue of T , and E(λ) is a continuous function such
that the scalar product

(
ψλ, [T + λT ′ − E(λ)]ψλ

)
tends to 0 as λ tends

to 0, and∥∥[T + λT ′ − E(λ)]ψλ

∥∥ = o
(√

(ψλ, [T + λT ′ − E(λ)]ψλ)
)
, (7.11.4)

then the eigenvalue of T + λT ′ which converges to E(0) is

E(λ) =
(
ψλ, [T + λT ′]ψλ

)
+ O

(∥∥[T + λT ′ − E(λ)]ψλ

∥∥2) . (7.11.5)

In a one-dimensional example, hereafter chosen for simplicity, let the
full Hamiltonian be H0 + λV , where

H0 ≡ − d2

dx2
+ x2, (7.11.6)
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and

V (x) ≡ x−α. (7.11.7)

If α = 4, on denoting by ui the unperturbed eigenfunctions, a trial func-
tion can be chosen in the form

ψ(x) = W (x;λ)ui(x), (7.11.8)

where (inspired by the JWKB approximation)

W (x;λ) = N(λ)exp
(
−
∫ ∞

x

√
λV (ξ) dξ

)
= N(λ)exp

(
−
√
λ

x

)
,

(7.11.9)
with N(λ) a normalization factor that approaches 1 as λ tends to 0. One
then finds the formula

[H0 − Ei + λV ]Wui = 2W

√
λ

x2

(
1
x
− d

dx

)
ui. (7.11.10)

By virtue of Eq. (7.11.10) and of the Lemma at the beginning of this
section one obtains the following formula for the energy eigenvalues of
the spiked harmonic oscillator in one dimension with α = 4:

Ei(λ) = Ei(0) + 2
(
ui, x

−2
(

1
x
− d

dx

)
ui

)√
λ + O(λ). (7.11.11)

When α 	= 4, one can use the identity (hereafter Wα replaces W )

d2

dx2
(Wαui) = Wαu

′′
i + 2W ′

αu
′
i + W ′′

αui, (7.11.12)

which implies

(H0 − Ei + λV )Wαui =

(
−d2Wα

dx2
− 2

dWα

dx
d
dx

+ λVWα

)
ui. (7.11.13)

The idea is now to choose Wα in such a way that the action of (H0 −
Ei +λV ) on Wαui again involves the action of the operator

(
1
x − d

dx

)
on

ui (see Eq. (7.11.10)). For this purpose, Harrell imposed the differential
equation (

d2

dx2
+

2
x

d
dx

− λ

xα

)
Wα = 0, (7.11.14)

so that Eq. (7.11.13) reduces indeed to (cf. Eq. (7.11.10))

(H0 − Ei + λV )Wαui = 2
dWα

dx

(
1
x
− d

dx

)
ui. (7.11.15)
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On defining

ν ≡ 1
(α− 2)

, (7.11.16)

the solution of Eq. (7.11.14) can be expressed in the form

Wα(x;λ) =
2ννλν/2

Γ(ν)
x−1/2Kν(2ν

√
λx−1/2ν). (7.11.17)

The energy eigenvalues of the spiked oscillator in one dimension with
α ≥ 4 are then found to be

Ei(λ) = Ei(0) + 2
Γ(1 − ν)
Γ(1 + ν)

ν2ν
(
ui, x

−2
(

1
x
− d

dx

)
ui

)
λν + O(λ2ν).

(7.11.18)

7.11.2 Extension to other singular potentials

When the perturbation potential is not an inverse power, Eq. (7.11.14)
is replaced by an equation which cannot generally be solved. Harrell has
however shown that, if V is bounded away from x = 0 and lies in between
x−α and x−β, with 0 < α < β, then the effect of V on the eigenvalues is
not essentially different.

It therefore appears to be of interest to study cases in which V is not
(a pure) inverse power, but does not obey the restrictions considered in
section 5 of Harrell (1977). For this purpose, we assume that (cf. Eq.
(7.11.7))

V (x) ≡ x−α + κx. (7.11.19)

By doing so we study a model that reduces to the spiked oscillator in
the neighbourhood of the origin, whereas at large x it approaches an
oscillator perturbed by a ‘Stark-like’ term. The two terms in (7.11.19)
are separately well studied in the literature, so that their joint effect
provides a well-motivated departure from the scheme studied in Harrell
(1977).

For this purpose we study an integral equation, the construction of
which is as follows. On assuming the validity of Eq. (7.11.19) for the
perturbation potential, Eq. (7.11.14) is replaced by the inhomogeneous
equation

LWα(x;λ) = fα(x;λ), (7.11.20)

where

L ≡ d2

dx2
+

2
x

d
dx

− λ

xα
, (7.11.21)

fα(x;λ) ≡ λκxWα(x;λ). (7.11.22)
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Since V (x) approaches x−α as x → 0, we require again the boundary
condition studied in Harrell (1977), i.e.

Wα(0) = 0. (7.11.23)

In our problem, we study one-dimensional Schrödinger operators with
Dirichlet boundary conditions at 0 only on the space L2([0,∞)), to re-
move the degeneracy resulting from the decoupling of the two half-lines
(−∞, 0) and (0,∞) (only odd eigenfunctions of the ordinary harmonic
oscillator obey the Dirichlet condition at 0). Moreover, to be able to use
all known results on one-dimensional boundary-value problems on closed
intervals of the real line, we first work on the interval (0, b) and then take
the limit as b → ∞. More precisely, we start from a problem for which
the Green function G(x, ξ;λ) satisfies the equation

LG = 0 for x ∈ (0,∞) and ξ ∈ (0,∞), (7.11.24)

the boundary condition
G(0, ξ;λ) = 0, (7.11.25)

the summability condition (in that the integral of G over a closed interval
of values of λ yields a square-integrable function of x)

G(x, ξ;λ) ∈ L
(c)
2 (0,∞), (7.11.26)

the continuity condition

lim
x→ξ+

G(x, ξ;λ) = lim
x→ξ−

G(x, ξ;λ) (7.11.27)

and the jump condition

lim
x→ξ+

∂G

∂x
− lim

x→ξ−

∂G

∂x
= 1. (7.11.28)

As one knows from the general theory, G(x, ξ;λ) is recovered on first
studying the Green function Gb(x, ξ;λ) for a regular problem on the in-
terval (0, b), and then taking the limit as b → ∞, i.e.

lim
b→∞

Gb(x, ξ;λ) = G(x, ξ;λ). (7.11.29)

Such a relation holds independently of the boundary condition imposed
on Gb(x, ξ;λ) at x = b (Stakgold 1979). With this understanding, the full
solution of the inhomogeneous equation (7.11.20) with boundary condi-
tion (7.11.23) is given by (γ being a constant)

Wα(x;λ) = γ
2ννλν/2

Γ(ν)
x−1/2Kν(2ν

√
λx−1/2ν)

+ lim
b→∞

λκ

∫ b

0
Gb(x, ξ;λ)ξWα(ξ;λ) dξ, (7.11.30)
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where the first term on the right-hand side of (7.11.30) is the regular
solution (7.11.17) of the homogeneous equation LWα = 0. The Green
function Gb(x, ξ;λ) has to obey the differential equation

LGb = 0 for x ∈ (0, ξ) and x ∈ (ξ, b), (7.11.31)

the homogeneous boundary conditions

Gb(0, ξ;λ) = 0, Gb(b, ξ;λ) = 0, (7.11.32)

the continuity condition

lim
x→ξ+

Gb(x, ξ;λ) = lim
x→ξ−

Gb(x, ξ;λ), (7.11.33)

and the jump condition

lim
x→ξ+

∂Gb

∂x
− lim

x→ξ−

∂Gb

∂x
= 1. (7.11.34)

To obtain the explicit form of Gb(x, ξ;λ) one has to consider a non-trivial
solution u0(x;λ) of the homogeneous equation Lu = 0 satisfying u(0) = 0,
and a non-trivial solution ub(x;λ) of Lu = 0 satisfying u(b) = 0. By virtue
of (7.11.31) and (7.11.32) one then finds

Gb(x, ξ;λ) = A(ξ;λ)u0(x;λ) if x ∈ (0, ξ), (7.11.35)

Gb(x, ξ;λ) = B(ξ;λ)ub(x;λ) if x ∈ (ξ, b), (7.11.36)

where u0 and ub are independent. The conditions (7.11.33) and (7.11.34)
imply that A(ξ;λ) and B(ξ;λ) are obtained by solving the inhomogeneous
system

A(ξ;λ)u0(ξ;λ) −B(ξ;λ)ub(ξ;λ) = 0, (7.11.37)

B(ξ;λ)u′b(ξ;λ) −A(ξ;λ)u′0(ξ;λ) = 1, (7.11.38)

which yields

A(ξ;λ) =
ub(ξ;λ)

Ω(u0, ub; ξ;λ)
, (7.11.39)

B(ξ;λ) =
u0(ξ;λ)

Ω(u0, ub; ξ;λ)
, (7.11.40)

where Ω is the Wronskian of u0 and ub. We now recall the Abel formula
for Ω, according to which

Ω(u0, ub;x;λ) = C(λ)e−v(x), (7.11.41)

where C(λ) is a constant and, for the operator L in (7.11.21), v is a
particular solution of the equation dv

dx = 2
x , that is,

v(x) = log x2, (7.11.42)
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which implies

Ω =
C

x2
. (7.11.43)

Thus, on defining as usual x< ≡ min(x, ξ), x> ≡ max(x, ξ), the formu-
lae (7.11.35), (7.11.36), (7.11.39), (7.11.40) and (7.11.43) imply that the
Green function is expressed by

Gb(x, ξ;λ) =
ξ2

C(λ)
u0(x<;λ)ub(x>;λ). (7.11.44)

The integral equation (7.11.30) for Wα therefore becomes

Wα(x;λ) = γ
2ννλν/2

Γ(ν)
x−1/2Kν(2ν

√
λx−1/2ν)

+ lim
b→∞

λκ

C

[
ub(x;λ)

∫ x

0
u0(ξ;λ)ξ3Wα(ξ;λ) dξ

+ u0(x;λ)
∫ b

x
ub(ξ;λ)ξ3Wα(ξ;λ) dξ

]
. (7.11.45)

In Eq. (7.11.45), u0(x;λ) and ub(x;λ) can be chosen to be of the form

u0(x;λ) = C0(ν)x−1/2Kν(2ν
√
λx−1/2ν), (7.11.46)

ub(x;λ) = x−1/2
[
C

(1)
b (ν)Iν(2ν

√
λx−1/2ν)

+ C
(2)
b (ν)Kν(2ν

√
λx−1/2ν)

]
, (7.11.47)

in agreement with the homogeneous Dirichlet conditions at 0 and at b,
respectively. Before taking the limit as b → ∞ in Eq. (7.11.45) we can now
regard the perturbation parameter λ as an eigenvalue. We are therefore
studying, for finite b, a Fredholm integral equation of second kind, for
which the general form is (the parameter a vanishes in our problem)

ϕ(s) = f(s) + λ

∫ b

a
K(s, t)ϕ(t) dt. (7.11.48)

If λ is an eigenvalue, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
of solutions of Eq. (7.11.48) is that, for any solution χ of the equation

χ(s) = λ

∫ b

a
K(t, s)χ(t) dt, (7.11.49)

the known term f(s) should satisfy the condition∫ b

a
f(s)χ(s) ds = 0. (7.11.50)
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In our problem, f is the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (7.11.45),
the kernel K is given by Gb in (7.11.44), and Eq. (7.11.50) provides a
powerful operational criterion. Indeed, one might try to use the theory of
integral equations directly on the interval (0,∞) instead of the limiting
procedure in Eq. (7.11.45), but the necessary standard of rigour goes
beyond our purposes.

7.11.3 Concluding remarks

We have exploited the fact that if a spiked harmonic oscillator is modified
by the addition of a linear term, the full perturbation potential may be
seen as consisting of an inverse power plus a term linear in the indepen-
dent variable. It is then possible to evaluate the function W (x;λ) occur-
ring in the trial function (7.11.8) by solving the inhomogeneous equation
(7.11.20), which leads to the integral equation (7.11.45). This is involved,
but leads in principle to a complete calculational scheme. Note that, if one
tries to combine the term x2 in the unperturbed Hamiltonian with the
linear term in the perturbation potential (7.11.19), one eventually moves
the singular point away from the origin, whereas the spiked oscillator is
(normally) studied by looking at the singular point at the origin.

It would be rather interesting, as a subject for further research, to con-
sider suitable changes of the independent variable in the investigation of
non-Fuchsian singularities. For example, given the Hamiltonian operator

H ≡ − d2

dr2
+

b

r2
+

a

rp
, (7.11.51)

if one defines the new independent variable

ρ ≡ rγ , (7.11.52)

for a suitable parameter γ, the stationary Schrödinger equation becomes[
d2

dρ2
+
(

1 − 1
γ

)
1
ρ

d
dρ

+
1

γ2ρ2

(
Eρ2/γ − aρ(2−p)/γ − b

)]
ϕ(ρ) = 0.

(7.11.53)
By construction, the larger γ is, the more Eq. (7.11.53) tends to its Fuch-
sian limit,[

d2

dρ2
+
(

1 − 1
γ

)
1
ρ

d
dρ

+
(E − a− b)

γ2

1
ρ2

]
ϕ(ρ) = 0, (7.11.54)

for all values of ρ. This remark can be made precise by defining

ε ≡ 1
γ
, (7.11.55)
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F (ε) ≡ ε2
[
Eρ2ε − aρ(2−p)ε − b

]
, (7.11.56)

and considering the asymptotic expansion at small ε (and hence large γ)

F (ε) ∼ ε2
{
E − a− b + ε[2E − (2 − p)a] log ρ + O(ε2)

}
. (7.11.57)

The first ‘non-Fuchsian correction’ of Eq. (7.11.54) is therefore{
d2

dρ2
+ (1 − ε)

1
ρ

d
dρ

+
1
ρ2

[
ε2 {(E − a− b)

+ ε[2E − (2 − p)a] log ρ}
]}

ϕ(ρ) = 0. (7.11.58)

Interestingly, logarithmic terms in the potential can therefore be seen
to result from a sequence of approximations relating Eq. (7.11.53) to its
Fuchsian limit (7.11.54). Moreover, all equations with Fuchsian singulari-
ties such as Eq. (7.11.54) might be seen as non-trivial limits of stationary
Schrödinger equations with non-Fuchsian singular points. It remains to
be seen whether such properties can be useful in the investigation of the
topics discussed in the previous sections.

Another topic for further research is the Schrödinger equation for per-
turbed stationary states of an isotropic oscillator in three dimensions
written in the form[

d2

dr2
+ k2 − µ2r2 − l(l + 1)

r2
− S(r)

]
ϕ(r) = 0, (7.11.59)

where, having set (here µ ≡ mω
h̄ )

V (r) ≡ 2m
h̄2 U(r) = µ2r2 + S(r), (7.11.60)

the function S represents the ‘singular’ part of the potential according to
our terminology. We look for exact solutions of Eq. (7.11.59), which can
be written as

ϕ(r) = A(r)eB(r)e−µr2/2. (7.11.61)

The second exponential in (7.11.61) takes into account that, at large r,
the term µ2r2 dominates over all other terms in the potential (including,
of course, l(l+1)

r2
), and has not been absorbed into B(r) for later conve-

nience. It is worth stressing that Eq. (7.11.61) is not a JWKB ansatz but
rather a convenient factorization of the exact solution of Eq. (7.11.59).
We determine B(r) from a non-linear equation by straightforward inte-
gration (see below), while the corresponding second-order equation for A
is rather involved.
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Indeed, insertion of (7.11.61) into Eq. (7.11.59) leads to{
d2

dr2
+ 2(B′ − µr)

d
dr

+
[
k2 − µ− l(l + 1)

r2

− 2µrB′ + B′′ + B′2 − S(r)
]}

A(r) = 0. (7.11.62)

To avoid having coefficients of this equation which depend in a non-linear
way on B we choose the function B so that

B′2 − S(r) = 0, (7.11.63)

which implies (up to a sign, here implicitly absorbed into the square root)

B(r) =
∫ √

S(r) dr. (7.11.64)

Hence one finds the following second-order equation for the function A:{
d2

dr2
+ 2(

√
S − µr)

d
dr

+
[
k2 − µ− l(l + 1)

r2

− 2µr
√
S +

S′

2
√
S

]}
A(r) = 0. (7.11.65)

It should be stressed that the step leading to Eq. (7.11.63) is legitimate
but not mandatory. For each choice of B(r) there will be a different
equation for A(r), but in such a way that ϕ(r) remains the same (see Eq.
(7.11.61)). Unfortunately, Eq. (7.11.65) remains too difficult, as far as we
can see.

7.12 Problems
7.P1.Consider the matrix E1 0 a

0 E1 b
a∗ b∗ E2

 ,

which represents the Hamiltonian operator of a physical system. Compute the eigenvalues to second
order in perturbation theory and compare with the exact result, assuming that

E2 > E1, |a|, |b| � |E2 − E1|.

7.P2. A particle of mass m and charge e oscillates in a harmonic potential in one dimension with
angular frequency ω.

(i) Compute, to first and second order in perturbation theory, the effect on the energy levels resulting
from a constant electric field.

(ii) Compare with the predictions resulting from the classical analysis.
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7.P3. A particle of mass m is subject to a one-dimensional harmonic potential V (0) = 1
2Kx2, with

angular frequency ω =
√

k
m . A small perturbative term V (1) = 1

2 (δk)x2 is added to V (0). Compute
the first- and second-order corrections to the ground-state energy.

7.P4. Consider the Hamiltonian operator H0 ≡ σ · p in the Hilbert space C
2 of spin 1

2 , and a
perturbation εV = εσz . Compute eigenvectors and eigenvalues of H0 and of H0 + εV . Then apply
perturbation theory to the first non-trivial order and compare the results.

7.P5. Compute the first-order Stark effect on the n = 2 states of the hydrogen atom, when a constant
electric field is applied along the z-axis. After this, consider the first-order Stark effect on the n = 3
states of the hydrogen atom. Bearing in mind the properties of the matrix elements of the ẑ operator,
pick out the non-vanishing contributions to the first-order calculation.

7.P6. Compute the first-order Stark effect on the n = 2 states of the hydrogen atom, in the three
cases of uniform electric field along the x-, y- and z-axes, respectively.

7.P7. An isotropic harmonic oscillator in three dimensions is subject to a constant electric field along
the z-axis. Compute the first- and second-order corrections to the first excited level, and interpret
the result.

7.P8. A one-dimensional harmonic oscillator of mass m is given.

(i) Compute, to first order in perturbation theory, the correction to the ground-state energy resulting
from the following perturbation term in the Hamiltonian operator: − 1

8
p̂4

m3c2
, on assuming that h̄ω

is much smaller than mc2.

(ii) Compute the matrix elements 〈k|p̂2|r〉.

7.P9. A one-dimensional harmonic oscillator is subject to the perturbation

V̂ (t) = ax̂
3 + bx̂

4 if t ∈ [0, T ], (7.12.1a)

V̂ (t) = 0 if t > T. (7.12.1b)

(i) Compute, to the first non-vanishing order in perturbation theory, the transition probability from
the first excited level to the ground state. What is the role played by the term bx̂4 in such an
approximation?

(ii) On considering perturbations of stationary states, determine the relation between the dimen-
sionful parameters a and b that is necessary to ensure that the sign of the energy eigenvalues is not
affected by the perturbation, after including second-order effects.

(iii) If a = 0 and b �= 0, discuss the properties of the perturbative series for the energy eigenvalues
in the stationary theory. How should one interpret the calculation if, instead, a �= 0 and b = 0?

7.P10. A particle of spin J is subject to a static magnetic field B parallel to the z-axis, and to
another one of magnitude B1, orthogonal to B, and rotating with frequency ω. The spin part of the
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Hamiltonian operator reads as

H(t) = −γBJz − γB1

[
Jx cos(ωt) + Jy sin(ωt)

]
, (7.12.2)

where γ is a constant, and h̄ is set to 1 for convenience.

(i) Prove that the corresponding propagator can be written as

U(t) = e−iωJzt e−iAt
, (7.12.3)

where
A ≡ ω1Jx + (ω0 − ω)Jz, (7.12.4)

having defined ω0 ≡ −γB and ω1 ≡ −γB1.

(ii) Compute the transition probability from the initial state ϕJ,J to the final state ϕJ,−J after a
time t (see, if necessary, the work in Balasubramanian (1972)).

7.P11. Consider a spin- 1
2 particle in a magnetic field having the form

B(t) =
(
B1 cos(ωt), B1 sin(ωt), 0

)
. (7.12.5)

The Hamiltonian operator of this system is

H(t) = −γs · B(t), (7.12.6)

where γ is a constant. Compute, in the adiabatic approximation, the probability that at time T = π
ω

the spin lies along the x-axis, assuming that this was also its initial location. Compare the result
with the exact calculation.

7.P12. Consider the following Hamiltonian operator in one spatial dimension (with x ∈ R):

Ĥ ≡ − h̄2

2m
d2

dx2
+ γx

4
, (7.12.7)

where the parameter γ is taken to be positive. On using the variational method, give an estimate of
the ground-state energy.

Appendix 7.A
Convergence in the

strong resolvent sense

One of the main technical difficulties with unbounded operators is that they are only densely defined.
This is especially serious when one tries to define the convergence of a sequence {An} of unbounded
operators, since the domains of the operators An may have no vector in common. For example, if
(Reed and Simon 1980)

An ≡
(
1 − 1

n

)
x (7.A.1)

on L2(R), it is clear that, in a suitable sense, {An} tends to the operator A of multiplication by x.
Still, it is possible to give domains D(An) and D(A) of essential self-adjointness for these operators
which have no non-zero eigenvector in common (Reed and Simon 1980). Indeed, in this simple case
the closures of An and A all have the same domain, but in general this is not the case, and one is
often forced to deal with domains of essential self-adjointness, since closures of operators may be
difficult to compute. The basic idea is that self-adjoint operators are ‘close’ if some bounded functions
of such operators are close. For our purposes, we only need to recall the following definitions.
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D.1 Let T be a closed operator on a Hilbert space H. A complex number λ is in the resolvent set,
ρ(T ), if λ1I − T is a bijection of D(T ) onto H, with a bounded inverse. If λ ∈ ρ(T ), then

Rλ(T ) ≡ (λ1I − T )−1 (7.A.2)
is called the resolvent of T at λ.

D.2 Let An, n = 1, 2, . . . , and A be self-adjoint operators. Then An is said to converge to A in the
norm resolvent sense if

Rλ(An) −→ Rλ(A) in norm, ∀λ : Im(λ) �= 0. (7.A.3)

D.3 The sequence {An} is said to converge to A in the strong resolvent sense if
Rλ(An) −→ Rλ(A) strongly, ∀λ : Im(λ) �= 0. (7.A.4)

D.4 If a family Hn of self-adjoint operators tends to H in a strong resolvent sense, with {Sn} and T
subsets of R, one says that the part of the spectrum of Hn in T is asymptotically in Sn if and only
if

strong − lim
n→∞

Pn(T/Sn) = 0, (7.A.5)

where {Pn} is the family of spectral projections of Hn.



8
Scattering theory

Scattering theory studies the behaviour of (quantum) systems over time
and length scales which are very large, compared with the time or length
that are characteristic of the interaction which affects them. The chapter
begins with an outline of the basic problems of scattering theory, i.e. the
existence of scattering states, their uniqueness, weak asymptotic com-
pleteness the existence of the scattering transformation, S, the reduction
of S due to symmetries, the analyticity of S, asymptotic completeness
and the existence of wave operators.

After considering the Schrödinger equation for stationary states, the
integral equation for scattering problems is derived and studied. The
Born approximation and the Born series are presented, and the conditions
which ensure convergence of the Born series are also discussed. Further
topics are partial wave expansion, its convergence and the uniqueness of
the solution satisfying the asymptotic condition, the Levinson theorem.
Lastly, in the first part of the chapter, scattering theory from singular
potentials is introduced, with emphasis on the polydromy of the wave
function, following early work in the literature, and the general problems
in the theory of resonances are studied.

In the second part, we examine in detail a separable potential model,
the occurrence of bound states in the completeness relationship, an ex-
citable potential model and the unitarity of the Möller wave operator.
Lastly, we study the survival amplitude associated with quantum decay
transitions.

8.1 Aims and problems of scattering theory

Scattering theory is the branch of physics that is concerned with interact-
ing systems on a scale of time and/or distance that is large compared with
the scale of the interaction itself, and it provides the most powerful tool
for studying the microscopic nature of the world. In quantum mechanics,

297
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a typical scattering process involves a beam of particles prepared with
a given energy and with a more or less well-defined linear momentum.
One then studies either the collision with a similar wave packet, or the
collision of the given wave packet against a fixed target. In particular,
for a two-body elastic scattering problem with conservative forces, one
works in the centre of mass frame, hence reducing the original problem
to the analysis of a particle in an external field of forces. Indeed, in sec-
tion 5.5 we have already used such a technique in the investigation of
the hydrogen atom. The crucial difference with respect to section 5.5 is
that, in scattering problems, one studies the continuous spectrum and its
perturbations, whereas the Balmer formula has to do with bound states.

The dynamics we are interested in is given by a set of transformations
acting on physical states, and we consider some maps Tt describing the
interacting dynamical transformations, and other maps T

(0)
t correspond-

ing instead to a comparison (free) dynamical transformation. All of these
maps act on the set Σ of states, where Σ may represent points in phase
space, or vectors in a Hilbert space, or Cauchy data for acoustic and op-
tical problems. The basic problems of scattering theory can therefore be
described as follows (Reed and Simon 1979, Berezin and Shubin 1991).

(i) Existence of scattering states. The interacting system is prepared
in such a way that some of its constituents are so far from each other
that their interaction is negligible. At this stage the interacting dynamics
is allowed to act upon the system for a sufficiently long time, and after
this process one tries to understand what happened. One expects that
any free state can be prepared, i.e. ∀ρ− ∈ Σ, there should exist a ρ ∈ Σ
such that

lim
t→−∞

(
Ttρ− T

(0)
t ρ−

)
= 0. (8.1.1)

The problem is to prove that this is the case. Note that such a weak limit
does not preserve normalization in the presence of bound states (Chiu
et al. 1992, Varma and Sudarshan 1996).

(ii) Uniqueness of scattering states. To describe the state prepared in
terms of free states, one has to make sure that every free state corresponds
to a unique interacting state, i.e. ∀ρ− ∈ Σ, there exists, at the very best,
one element ρ ∈ Σ such that

lim
t→−∞

(
T

(0)
t ρ− − Ttρ

)
= 0. (8.1.2)

Thus, the free states should be isospectral with respect to the interacting
states.
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(iii) Weak asymptotic completeness. One deals with an interacting
state, ρ, and one requires that this should approximate a free state both
for t → −∞ and t → ∞. One then has to prove that the following subsets
of Σ:

Σin ≡
{
ρ ∈ Σ : ∃ρ− ∈ Σ : lim

t→−∞

(
T

(0)
t ρ− − Ttρ

)
= 0

}
, (8.1.3)

Σout ≡
{
ρ ∈ Σ : ∃ρ+ ∈ Σ : lim

t→+∞

(
T

(0)
t ρ+ − Ttρ

)
= 0

}
, (8.1.4)

do actually coincide. If this is the case, so that Σin = Σout, one says
that the physical system under consideration is weakly asymptotically
complete. This presupposes that there are no unstable particles in the
problem.

(iv) The S transformation. Suppose one has a pair of dynamical sys-
tems for which existence and uniqueness of scattering states can be proved
both for t → −∞ and t → +∞, and for which weak asymptotic com-
pleteness holds. The existence and uniqueness of scattering states implies
that

∃Ω−ρ ∈ Σin : lim
t→−∞

(
Tt(Ω−ρ) − T

(0)
t ρ

)
= 0, (8.1.5)

∃Ω+ρ ∈ Σout : lim
t→+∞

(
Tt(Ω+ρ) − T

(0)
t ρ

)
= 0. (8.1.6)

Note that the generic Ω± are not norm preserving. Hereafter, the maps
Ω− and Ω+ work as follows:

Ω− : Σ → Σin, (8.1.7)

Ω+ : Σ → Σout. (8.1.8)

In other words, let H,H0 be self-adjoint operators in the Hilbert space
H, and let D+ and D− be linear sub-manifolds of H such that D+ (re-
spectively, D−) consists of those vectors ψ+ (respectively, ψ−) in H for
which there exists a vector ψ ∈ H fulfilling the condition

e−itHψ = e−itH0ψ± + ξ±(t), (8.1.9)

where the norm of ξ± tends to 0 as t → ±∞. The wave operators
Ω+(H,H0) and Ω−(H,H0) are operators with domains D+ and D−, re-
spectively, defined by the conditions (cf. Möller 1945)

Ω±ψ± = ψ, (8.1.10)

where ψ± and ψ are related by Eq. (8.1.9). This means that

Ω±ψ± = lim
t→±∞

eitHe−itH0ψ±, (8.1.11)
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which is also expressed, using s-lim for the limit in strong operator topol-
ogy,

Ω± = s− lim
t→±∞

eitHe−itH0 . (8.1.12)

Note that H0 is no longer the free Hamiltonian but a free Hamiltonian
isospectral with H. By virtue of Eq. (8.1.9), the limits in (8.1.11) exist
exactly on D±. Moreover, the wave operators Ω± are isometric (i.e. they
preserve distances) since they are strong limits of unitary operators. The
scattering operator defined by

S ≡ (Ω+)−1 Ω− (8.1.13)

converts the vector ψ− into the vector ψ+, and it is an isometric operator
defined on vectors ψ− ∈ D−. Moreover, the operator S is unitary if and
only if

D+ = D− = H, Ω+D+ = Ω−D−. (8.1.14)

The idea behind the introduction of the scattering operator is as follows.
The scattering operator, which converts ψ− into ψ+, determines how the
interaction V affects the evolution of a particle. If we are only interested
in the time evolution from −∞ to +∞, we can first consider the motion
of a free particle in the time interval (−∞, 0), then apply the scattering
operator to the state obtained, and eventually, again regard the particle
as free for t ∈ (0,+∞). The whole interaction with an external field of
forces can therefore be replaced by the action of the scattering operator
at t = 0 (or, more generally, at any t = t0), which relates the past and
future asymptotics of ‘interacting histories’.

(v) Reduction of S due to symmetries. In several problems, both
the free and the interacting dynamics possess an underlying symmetry.
This makes it possible to conclude, a priori, that S has a special form,
without any detailed calculation.

(vi) Analyticity of S. The operator S, or the kernel of some integral
operator related to it, can be realized as the boundary value of an analytic
function. Schematically, S describes the reaction R of a system to some
input in the following form:

R(t) =
∫ t

−∞
f(t− y)I(y) dy. (8.1.15)

Thus, R(t) is invariant under temporal translations, because f depends
only on the difference t−y. Moreover, causality holds, since R(t) depends
on I(y) only for y ≤ t, which means that f is defined on [0,∞[, and
hence its Fourier transform is the boundary value of an analytic function.
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This causality argument is always present in our mind, when we discuss
analytic properties.

(vii) Asymptotic completeness. Consider a system with forces among
its components which decay when such constituents are moved away from
each other. On physical grounds, one expects that a state of such a sys-
tem can decay in freely moving clusters or, otherwise, is going to remain
bound. In several cases, there exists a natural set of bound states, in that
Σbound ⊂ Σ. Usually, one manages to prove that Σbound has an empty
intersection with Σin, and one has

Σbound ⊕ Σin = Σ = Σbound ⊕ Σout, (8.1.16)

where the symbol ⊕ denotes a direct sum of Hilbert spaces. The equality
(8.1.16) is said to express the condition of asymptotic completeness. The
states just mentioned are not states of the free Hamiltonian, but of a
modified Hamiltonian H ′

0 isospectral with H. This H ′
0 should be used in

computing the limit (8.1.12). A number of remarks are now in order.

(R1) The condition (8.1.16) does not always hold. For example, in
deuteron–proton scattering, the continuum state contains d − p states
that violate (8.1.16). More precisely, one deals with a state which is in
Σin,out but the deuteron itself is not! The d − p state suffers a process
which is omitted in the ‘axiomatic’ discussion.

(R2) Of course, if asymptotic completeness holds, the condition of weak
asymptotic completeness is also respected.

(R3) The S-matrix can also be defined when the condition of weak asymp-
totic completeness fails to hold.

(R4) There exist physical theories which have no unperturbed dynamics
that can be compared with the interacting dynamics. In such cases, one
first picks out some especially simple solutions of the interacting system.
The interactions among such simple solutions are then used to describe
the asymptotic behaviour of the full interacting system.

(viii) Existence of wave operators. Let e−iAt and e−iBt be unitary
groups such that e−iAt describes an interacting dynamics, and e−iBt cor-
responds instead to a free dynamics. The state e−iAtϕ is said to be asymp-
totically free as t → −∞ if there exists a ϕ− such that

lim
t→−∞

‖e−iBtϕ− − e−iAtϕ‖ = 0, (8.1.17a)
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where the norms of ϕ and ϕ− need not be equal. Such a condition may
be re-expressed in the form

lim
t→−∞

‖e−iAt
(
ϕ− eiAte−iBtϕ−

)
‖ = 0, (8.1.17b)

which implies
lim

t→−∞
‖eiAte−iBtϕ− − ϕ‖ = 0. (8.1.18)

Thus, one has to prove the existence of such strong limits. One should
stress that all of this is only valid for two particles interacting through
a potential. In several applications, B has only an absolutely continuous
spectrum; if this is not the case, however, one has to choose ϕ− in such a
way that it lies in the absolutely continuous subspace of B. For example,
if ϕ+ is an eigenvector of B, then the strong limit exists only if ϕ+ is also
an eigenvector of A with the same eigenvalue. Thus, the wave operators
are defined by first projecting on the absolutely continuous subspace of B.
More precisely, if A and B are self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space
H, and if Pac(B) denotes the projection on the absolutely continuous
subspace of B, the generalized wave operators Ω±(A,B) are said to exist
if the strong limits (see Eq. (8.1.12))

Ω±(A,B) ≡ s− lim
t→±∞

eiAte−iBtPac(B) (8.1.19)

turn out to exist. When Ω±(A,B) exist, one defines

Hin ≡ Ran(Ω−) ≡ H−, (8.1.20)

Hout ≡ Ran(Ω+) ≡ H+. (8.1.21)

Nature is in general more complicated. For example, condition (8.1.19)
is not satisfied for deuteron–proton states. However, wave operators can
be defined unitarily if all states are involved (Sudarshan 1962, Jordan
et al. 1964).

8.2 Integral equation for scattering problems

We now specialize the generic considerations of the previous section to
an important class of special problems, i.e. the scattering of a particle
by a (time-independent) potential. For this purpose, we focus on a wave
packet ψ(�x, t) that is strongly peaked about the value �p = h̄�k in the space
of momenta. We assume that it interacts with a short-range potential
with compact support, and we analyse the motion of the packet in terms
of stationary solutions. Indeed, after setting (recall that, in scattering
problems, E is always positive)

k ≡ |�k| ≡
√

2mE

h̄
, (8.2.1)
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U(�x) ≡ 2m
h̄2 V (�x), (8.2.2)

φk(�x) ≡ U(�x)ψk(�x), (8.2.3)

the Schrödinger equation for stationary states reads(
� + k2

)
ψk(�x) = φk(�x). (8.2.4)

The full integral of Eq. (8.2.4) consists of the general integral of the
homogeneous equation (

� + k2
)
ψk(�x) = 0,

i.e. ψk(�x) = e±i�k·�x, plus a particular solution of Eq. (8.2.4). For this
purpose, we need to invert the operator

(
� + k2

)
, so that ψk(�x) may

be expressed by an integral operator acting on φk(�x). This is achieved
by first finding the Green function Gk of Eq. (8.2.4). For this purpose,
we may introduce polar coordinates, assuming that Gk depends only on
the modulus r = |�x|. In other words, we first consider, for simplicity of
notation, the problem of finding a Gk(r) such that(

d2

dr2
+

2
r

d
dr

+ k2

)
Gk(r) = 0 ∀r > 0, (8.2.5)

with the understanding that, in the integral equation we are going to
derive, we shall replace r by the modulus

|�x− �x′| ≡
√
x2 + x′2 − 2xx′ cosα,

where α is the angle between the vectors �x and �x′. The solution of Eq.
(8.2.5) is found to be

Gk(r) =
eiεkr

βr
, (8.2.6)

where ε = ±1, and β takes the value −4π, which is fixed by the well-
known property of the Laplace operator

�(r−1) = 0 ∀r > 0, (8.2.7)

jointly with the condition∫
A
�(r−1) d3x = −4π, (8.2.8)

if the origin lies in A. The formula (8.2.6) is obtained by re-expressing
the Helmholtz equation (8.2.5) for the Green function in the form(

d2

dr2
+ k2

)
(rG) = 0 ∀r > 0, (8.2.9)
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which is solved by

G = A
eikr

r
+ B

e−ikr

r
,

for some constants A and B.
Hence we obtain the integral equation for the continuous spectrum

ψ±
k (�x) = e±i�k·�x − 1

4π

∫ e±ik|�x−�x′|

|�x− �x′| U(�x′)ψ±
k (�x′) d3x′. (8.2.10)

The structure of this integral equation is quite general, and can be used
in all cases where, to the free Hamiltonian H0, an interaction term V is
added. The advantages of the integral formulation are twofold:

(i) the boundary conditions on the scattering solution are automatically
encoded;

(ii) a series solution can be found (see section 8.3).

An equivalent way to express Eq. (8.2.10) is

ψ±
E = ψE + G±

EV ψ±
E , (8.2.11)

which is called the Lippmann–Schwinger equation (Lippmann and Sch-
winger 1950).

If one deals with a short-range potential, one can approximate

|�x− �x′| ∼ r − �ex · �x′, (8.2.12)

where �ex is the unit vector �x
|�x| , and hence the integral on the right-hand

side of Eq. (8.2.10) can be approximated, for ψ+
k (�x), by

eikr

r

∫
e−i�κ·�x′U(�x′)ψ+

k (�x′) d3x′,

where we have defined �κ ≡ k�ex. One then finds for the first set of solu-
tions, at large distances from the scattering centre,

ψ+
k (�x) ∼ ei�k·�x + fkκ

eikr

r
, (8.2.13)

where

fkκ ≡ − 1
4π

∫
e−i�κ·�x′U(�x′)ψ+

k (�x′) d3x′. (8.2.14)

This describes the joint effect of a plane wave, and of a spherical wave
modulated by the factor fkκ. To recover the time-dependent formulation,
one has to build the wave packet

ψ(�x, t) =
∫

C(k)ψ+
k (�x)e−i h̄k2

2m t d3k, (8.2.15)
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where C is a function with compact support. Thus, on applying the sta-
tionary phase method (see appendix 5.A) one finds that, when t < 0, the
spherical wave term does not contribute, whereas, for t > 0, it plays a
crucial role, and represents a spherical wave propagating from the centre
with amplitude depending on fkκ. The term ei�k·�x represents, instead, the
motion of a free wave packet.

It should be stressed that the solutions ψ−
k can be legitimately consid-

ered, from a purely mathematical point of view. However, on applying
the stationary-phase method, they give rise to a wave packet which, for
t → −∞, consists of a plane wave and a wave directed towards the cen-
tre, whereas, for t → ∞, they give rise to a plane wave propagating in
the direction −�k. It remains unclear how to realize such a situation in
the actual experiments, since the coherence properties of the wave func-
tion are required to hold on macroscopic length scales. Thus, on physical
grounds, the stationary states ψ−

k are discarded, and one works with the
states ψ+

k only (they are in an extended space which spans the Hilbert
space) to build a scattered wave packet. Of course, the full Hilbert space
of the problem might include bound states as well.

8.3 The Born series and potentials of the Rollnik class

After having decided that we only consider scattering with mutual inter-
action in a two-particle system, we focus on the stationary states ψ+

k , for
which the Lippmann–Schwinger equation (8.2.11) can be written in the
form

ψ+
E = ψE + G+

EV ψ+
E , (8.3.1)

which implies (
1I −G+

EV
)
ψ+
E = ψE , (8.3.2)

and hence, upon using the inverse operator
(
1I −G+

EV
)−1

,

ψ+
E =

(
1I −G+

EV
)−1

ψE . (8.3.3)

This applies only to the continuous spectrum (more generally for states
labelled by the same labels as for the ‘free’ system). To lowest order, one
has ψ+

E ∼ ψE , and the resulting scattering amplitude is the one of the
Born approximation, i.e. (cf. Eq. (8.2.14))

fBorn
kκ = − m

2πh̄2

∫
ei(�k−�κ)·�xV (�x) d3x, (8.3.4)

which is proportional to the Fourier transform of the potential, evaluated
for �q = �κ− �k.
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In general, one can try to express the inverse operator
(
1I − G+

EV
)−1

as a (formal) series (
1I −G+

EV
)−1

∼
∞∑

n=0

(G+
EV )n, (8.3.5)

where the right-hand side is called the Born series. There exist, actually,
some rigorous results which provide sufficient conditions for the conver-
gence of the Born series. They are as follows (Reed and Simon 1979).

Theorem 8.1 Let V be Lebesgue-summable on R3:∫
R3

|V (�x)|d3x < ∞ (8.3.6)

and in the Rollnik classR, i.e. such that (Rollnik 1956)

‖V ‖2
R ≡

∫ ∫
R6

|V (�x)||V (�y)|
|�x− �y|2 d3xd3y < ∞. (8.3.7)

Under such conditions, there exists an energy E0 such that the Born series
is convergent ∀E > E0.

Theorem 8.2 If the assumptions of theorem 8.1 hold, and the Rollnik
norm of V satisfies the inequality

‖V ‖R < 4π, (8.3.8)

the Born series converges ∀E > 0.
For the detailed proof of such theorems we refer the reader to Reed

and Simon (1979). However, we remark that, if both V and V −1 are
bounded functions, the integral operator G+

EV is related by the following
transformation to

G̃ ≡
√
V G+

E

√
V . (8.3.9)

One then uses the property

‖G̃‖2
= (4π)−2‖V ‖2

R (8.3.10)

to prove theorem 8.2, because the maximal eigenvalue of G+
EV is smaller

than 1 if (8.3.8) is satisfied, by virtue of (8.3.9) and (8.3.10).
Potentials V that belong to L1(R3) and are in the Rollnik class play

an important role in proving uniqueness of the solution of the Lippmann–
Schwinger equation. More precisely, if H0 = −� on L2(R3), and if H =
H0 + V , with V satisfying (8.3.6) and (8.3.7), one can prove that there
exists a subset E of R+, closed and with zero Lebesgue measure such
that, if k2 �∈ E , there exists a unique solution of Eq. (8.2.11) (Reed and
Simon 1979).
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8.4 Partial wave expansion

As we know from section 5.6, in a central potential the self-adjoint oper-
ators Ĥ, L̂2, L̂z have common eigenfunctions un,l,m(r, θ, ϕ) (the effects of
spin are neglected here). Moreover, one can arrange the z-axis along the
direction of the incoming beam. Such a beam has, in general, cylindrical
symmetry about the propagation direction, which implies we are eventu-
ally dealing with eigenfunctions of L̂z belonging to the eigenvalue m = 0.
Thus, bearing in mind that the spherical harmonic Y 0

l is proportional to
the Legendre polynomial Pl(cos θ), one can write the stationary states in
the form

ψ+
k (�x) =

∞∑
l=0

ClRkl(r)Pl(cos θ). (8.4.1)

If the potential has compact support:

V (r) = 0 ∀r > a, (8.4.2)

one finds
Rkl(r) = Aljl(kr) + Blnl(kr) ∀r > a, (8.4.3)

in terms of the spherical Bessel functions (see appendix 5.B). Thus, by
virtue of the well-known asymptotic formulae valid as r → ∞,

jl(kr) ∼
1
kr

sin
(
kr − lπ

2

)
, (8.4.4)

nl(kr) ∼ − 1
kr

cos
(
kr − lπ

2

)
, (8.4.5)

and defining
Bl

Al
≡ − tan(δl), (8.4.6)

Al

cos(δl)
≡ al, (8.4.7)

one finds

Rkl(r) = al
[
cos(δl)jl(kr) − sin(δl)nl(kr)

]
∼ al

kr
sin

(
kr − lπ

2
+ δl

)
. (8.4.8)

The insertion of (8.4.8) into the expansion (8.4.1) therefore yields the
asymptotic formula

ψ+
k (r) ∼

∞∑
l=0

al(k)
kr

Pl(cos θ) sin
(
kr − lπ

2
+ δl

)
. (8.4.9)
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On the other hand, from Eq. (8.2.13) one finds another useful formula for
ψ+
k (r), i.e. (with z ≡ r cos θ)

ψ+
k (r) ∼ eikz + fk(θ)

eikr

r
. (8.4.10)

Further progress is made using the expansion of a plane wave, in spherical
coordinates, in terms of Legendre polynomials, i.e.

eikr cos θ =
∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)il
sin (kr − lπ/2)

kr
Pl(cos θ). (8.4.11)

The next step is now to compare the asymptotic formulae (8.4.9) and
(8.4.10), and re-express the sin functions with the help of the identity
eix = cos(x) + i sin(x). This leads to the equation

fk(θ)
eikr

r
+

∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)
il

2ikr
e−ilπ/2Pl(cos θ)eikr

+
∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)
il

2kr
ieilπ/2Pl(cos θ)e−ikr

=
∞∑
l=0

al(k)
1

2ikr
e−ilπ/2eiδlPl(cos θ)eikr

+
∞∑
l=0

al(k)
i

2kr
eilπ/2e−iδlPl(cos θ)e−ikr. (8.4.12)

This can be re-expressed in the form

T1,ke−ikr + T2,keikr = 0, (8.4.13)

which is satisfied ∀r if and only if

T1,k = 0, T2,k = 0. (8.4.14)

Now from (8.4.12) and (8.4.14) one finds

al(k) = (2l + 1)ileiδl , (8.4.15)

fk(θ) =
∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)
k

eiδl sin(δl)Pl(cos θ). (8.4.16)

Thus, the phase shifts δl(k) determine the scattering amplitude com-
pletely, and one finds, for the total cross section,

σ =
∫

|fk(θ)|2 dΩ =
4π
k2

∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1) sin2 δl(k). (8.4.17)
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A number of rigorous results exist on the partial wave expansion. In
particular, we would like to emphasize what follows (Reed and Simon
1979).

Theorem 8.3 Let V be a central potential with eα|�x|V ∈ R, for some
α > 0. Given E ∈ R+/E , the partial wave expansion

F (E, cos θ) =
∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)fl(E)Pl(cos θ) (8.4.18)

converges uniformly for θ ∈ [0, 2π].

Theorem 8.4 Let V (r) be a central potential, piecewise continuous on
[0,∞[. Suppose that∫ 1

0
r|V (r)|dr < ∞,

∫ ∞

1
|V (r)|dr < ∞. (8.4.19)

Let E be positive and l ≥ 0. If these conditions hold, there exists a unique
function ϕl,E(r) on (0,∞), which is of class C1, piecewise C2, and which
satisfies the equation[

− d2

dr2
+ Vl(r)

]
ϕl,E(r) = Eϕl,E(r), (8.4.20)

where

Vl(r) ≡ V (r) +
l(l + 1)

r2
, (8.4.21)

jointly with the boundary conditions

lim
r→0

ϕl,E(r) = 0, (8.4.22a)

lim
r→0

r−l−1ϕl,E(r) = 1. (8.4.22b)

Moreover, there exists a constant b such that

lim
r→∞

[
bϕl,E(r) − sin

(
kr − lπ

2
+ δl(E)

)]
= 0. (8.4.23)

Note that we are concerned with ϕl,E(r), which is obtained from the
radial wave function by the relation (cf. Eq. (5.4.37) and the discussion
thereafter) Rl,E(r) = ϕl,E(r)

r . We should also acknowledge that the condi-
tion (8.4.22a) is implied by the limit (8.4.22b), whereas the converse does
not hold. They are both written explicitly to make it easier to perform
a comparison with other kinds of boundary-value problems occurring in
theoretical physics.
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8.5 The Levinson theorem

Here we depart from the previous restriction to the continuous spectrum
and deal with possible discrete states. For convenience, only bound states
with E < 0 are considered, although discrete normalizable states with
E > 0 are possible (Simon 1969). All of these satisfy the homogeneous
Lippmann–Schwinger equation.

Consider the stationary Schrödinger equation for a central potential
in R3, here written in the form (with y(r) corresponding to ϕl,E(r) in
(8.4.20))  d2

dr2
+ k2 −

(
λ2 − 1

4

)
r2

− V (r)

 y(r) = 0, (8.5.1)

where k2 ≡ 2mE
h̄2 , λ ≡ l + 1

2 , V (r) ≡ 2m
h̄2 U(r), and the potential is taken

to satisfy the conditions ∫ r0

0
r|V (r)|dr < ∞, (8.5.2)

∫ ∞

r0

r2|V (r)|dr < ∞, (8.5.3)

which are automatically satisfied by potentials with compact support and
everywhere finite. If the logarithmic derivative of y(r) at r0 is continuous
at a definite energy E < 0, there is a bound state with this energy.
Moreover, the logarithmic derivative y′

y is monotonic with respect to the
energy (see below), and hence the continuity of the logarithmic derivative
at zero energy determines whether there are bound states or not. On the
other hand, the logarithmic derivative for E ≥ 0 determines the phase
shift at zero energy δl(0). The Levinson theorem shows the link between
δl(0) and the number nl of bound states (Levinson 1953).

In our proof we assume, for simplicity, that condition (8.5.3) is fulfilled
by a potential with compact support:

V (r) = 0 ∀r ≥ r0. (8.5.4)

First, we introduce a real parameter µ for which one can write

V (r, µ) = µV (r). (8.5.5)

The idea is that, as µ ranges from 0 to 1, the rescaled potential V (r, µ)
ranges from 0 to the original value V (r). The radial equation (8.5.1) is
hence replaced by[

∂2

∂r2
+ k2 − (λ2 − 1

4)
r2

− V (r, µ)

]
yk,λ(r, µ) = 0. (8.5.6)
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We now consider Eq. (8.5.6) for two different values, e.g. k (with solution
yk,λ) and k (with solution yk,λ), and multiply the equations for yk,λ(r, µ)
and yk,λ(r, µ) by yk,λ(r, µ) and yk,λ(r, µ), respectively. On taking the
difference of the resulting equations, one finds

∂

∂r

(
yk,λ

∂

∂r
yk,λ − yk,λ

∂

∂r
yk,λ

)
+

(
k
2 − k2

)
yk,λ yk,λ = 0. (8.5.7)

Since, by regularity, both yk,λ and yk,λ have a vanishing limit as r → 0,
the integration of Eq. (8.5.7) over the interval [0, r0] yields[

yk,λ(r, µ)
∂

∂r
yk,λ(r, µ) − yk,λ(r, µ)

∂

∂r
yk,λ(r, µ)

]
r=r−0

+
(
k
2 − k2

) ∫ r0

0
yk,λ(r′, µ)yk,λ(r′, µ) dr′ = 0, (8.5.8)

where r−0 denotes limε→0(r0 − ε). Since k �= k by hypothesis, we can
multiply both sides of (8.5.8) by 1

yk,λ(r0,µ)yk,λ(r0,µ)
1

(k
2−k2)

, which yields

1

(k
2 − k2)

[
1

yk,λ(r0, µ)
∂

∂r
yk,λ(r, µ)

∣∣∣
r0

− 1
yk,λ(r0, µ)

∂

∂r
yk,λ(r, µ)|r0

]

= −
∫ r0

0

yk,λ(r′, µ)
yk,λ(r0, µ)

yk,λ(r′, µ)
yk,λ(r0, µ)

dr′. (8.5.9)

At this stage, on taking the limit of both sides of (8.5.9) as k → k, one
finds

∂

∂E

[
1

yE,λ(r, µ)
∂

∂r
yE,λ(r, µ)

]
r=r−0

= −y−2
E,λ(r0, µ)

∫ r0

0
y2
E,λ(r′, µ) dr′ < 0, (8.5.10)

where the subscript k for y(r, µ) has been replaced by E = h̄2

2mk2, which
is more convenient from now on. Similarly, one finds

∂

∂E

[
1

yE,λ(r, µ)
∂

∂r
yE,λ(r, µ)

]
r=r+0

= y−2
E,λ(r0, µ)

∫ ∞

r0

y2
E,λ(r′, µ) dr′ > 0, (8.5.11)

where r+
0 means limε→0(r0 + ε). Equations (8.5.10) and (8.5.11) prove

that, as the energy increases, the logarithmic derivative of the radial
function at r−0 decreases monotonically, whereas that at r+

0 increases
monotonically. This expresses the Sturm–Liouville theorem (cf. Sturm
1836).
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The matching condition at r0 for the logarithmic derivative of the radial
function is, of course,

Aλ(E, µ) ≡
[

1
yE,λ(r, µ)

∂

∂r
yE,λ(r, µ)

]
r=r−0

=

[
1

yE,λ(r, µ)
∂

∂r
yE,λ(r, µ)

]
r=r+0

. (8.5.12)

Some limiting cases of Eq. (8.5.6) are easily dealt with. For example, for
a free particle, which corresponds to a vanishing value of µ, one finds (Jλ
being the Bessel function of first kind and order λ)

yE,λ(r, 0) =

√
1
2
πkr Jλ(kr), (8.5.13a)

when E > 0, and

yE,λ(r, 0) = e−iλπ/2

√
1
2
πκr Jλ(iκr), (8.5.13b)

with κ ≡
√
−2mE
h̄ , if E ≤ 0.

In the interval [r0,∞[ the potential V vanishes, and for positive values
of E two oscillating solutions of Eq. (8.5.6) exist, so that the general
solution reads

yE,λ(r, µ) =

√
1
2
πkr

[
Jλ(kr) cos δλ(k, µ) −Nλ(kr) sin δλ(k, µ)

]
, (8.5.14)

where δλ(k, µ) is the phase shift and Nλ is the Neumann function of order
λ. The matching condition (8.5.12) leads to a very useful formula for the
phase shift, upon using the result (8.5.14), i.e.

tan δλ(k, µ) =
Jλ(kr0)
Nλ(kr0)

[
Aλ(E,µ) − k

J′
λ(kr0)

Jλ(kr0) − 1
2r0

]
[
Aλ(E, µ) − k

N ′
λ
(kr0)

Nλ(kr0) − 1
2r0

] . (8.5.15)

Equation (8.5.15) provides the key tool for proving the Levinson theo-
rem, jointly with a careful analysis of matching conditions. Here we shall
require that the phase shift is determined with respect to the phase shift
δλ(k, 0) for a free particle, where, by definition, one chooses δλ(k, 0) = 0.
With such a convention, the phase shift is determined completely as µ
increases from 0 to 1.

If E ≤ 0, the only square-integrable solution of Eq. (8.5.6) is

yE,λ = ei(λ+1)π/2

√
1
2
πκr H

(1)
λ (iκr), (8.5.16)
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where H
(1)
λ is the standard notation for Hankel functions of first kind

and order λ. Thus, the right-hand side of the matching condition (8.5.12)
reads as[

1
yE,λ(r, 0)

∂

∂r
yE,λ(r, 0)

]
r=r+0

=
iκH(1)

λ

′
(iκr0)

H
(1)
λ (iκr0)

+
1

2r0
. (8.5.17)

As E → 0−, the right-hand side of (8.5.17) reduces to(
−λ +

1
2

)
1
r0

≡ ρλ, (8.5.18)

whereas it tends to −κ as E → −∞. Moreover, the solution (8.5.13b)
satisfies the condition[

1
yE,λ(r, 0)

∂

∂r
yE,λ(r, 0)

]
r=r−0

=
iκJ ′

λ(iκr0)
Jλ(iκr0)

+
1

2r0
, (8.5.19)

for which the right-hand side tends to(
λ +

1
2

)
1
r0

≡ ρ̃λ as E → 0−. (8.5.20)

Thus, no bound state exists when µ = 0.
If Aλ(0, µ) decreases across the value ρλ as µ increases, an overlap

between two ranges of variation of the logarithmic derivative on the two
sides of r0 occurs. Bearing in mind the Sturm–Liouville theorem expressed
by (8.5.10) and (8.5.11), such an overlap means that the matching condi-
tion (8.5.12) can only be satisfied by one particular value of the energy,
and hence a scattering state is turned into a bound state. In general, as
µ increases from 0 to 1, each time Aλ decreases across ρλ, a scattering
state is turned into a bound state for the above reasons. In contrast, each
time Aλ(0, µ) increases across ρλ, a bound state is turned into a scatter-
ing state. The number of bound states is then equal to the number of
times that Aλ(0) decreases across ρλ as µ ranges from 0 to 1, minus the
number of times that Aλ(0) increases across the value ρλ. The next task
is now to prove that this difference equals δλ(0), the phase shift at zero
momentum, divided by π.

For this purpose, we have to evaluate tan δλ(k, µ) when k � 1
r0

,
because

δλ(0, µ) = lim
k→0

δλ(k, µ).
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By virtue of the exact result (8.5.15) and of the limiting behaviour of
Bessel functions at small argument, one finds, to lowest order in kr0,

tan δλ(k, µ) ∼ − π(kr0)2λ

22λλΓ2(λ)

[
Aλ(0, µ) − (λ + 1

2) 1
r0

]
[
Aλ(0, µ) + (λ− 1

2) 1
r0

]
= − π(kr0)2λ

22λλΓ2(λ)

[
Aλ(0, µ) + (ρλ − 1

r0
)
]

[Aλ(0, µ) − ρλ]
, (8.5.21)

where we have neglected, for simplicity, higher-order terms in kr0 in the
denominator.

Note that tan δλ(k, µ) tends to 0 as k → 0 (since λ ≥ 0), and hence
δλ(0, µ) is always equal to an integer multiple of π. This means that the
phase shift changes discontinuously. Besides, the exact formula (8.5.15)
can be used to prove that the phase shift increases monotonically as the
logarithmic derivative Aλ(E,µ) decreases. Thus, δλ(0, µ) jumps by π if,
for k sufficiently small, tan δλ(k, µ) changes sign as Aλ(E,µ) decreases. In
summary, when µ ranges from 0 to 1, whenever Aλ(0, µ) decreases from
near and larger than the value ρλ to smaller than ρλ, the denominator
in (8.5.21) changes sign from positive to negative, leading to a jump of
δλ(0, µ) equal to π. In contrast, whenever Aλ(0, µ) increases across ρλ,
δλ(0, µ) jumps by −π. Bearing in mind what we said after Eq. (8.5.20),
we conclude that δλ(0) divided by π is indeed equal to the number nλ of
bound states:

δλ(0) = nλ π, (8.5.22)

which is the form of the Levinson theorem for central potentials in R3

obeying (8.5.2) and (8.5.3) (Ma 1985).

8.6 Scattering from singular potentials

The consideration of singular potential scattering equations was moti-
vated, in the 1960s, by the need to obtain new ideas and techniques that
could be extended to quantum field theory (Bastai et al. 1963, Khuri and
Pais 1964, De Alfaro and Regge 1965, Calogero 1967, Frank et al. 1971,
Graeber and Dürr 1977, Enss 1979, Dolinszky 1980), especially for the
case of field theories where conventional perturbative methods fail to pro-
vide a consistent picture. Our reader, however, is not assumed to know
quantum field theory, and he/she will not need it to understand what we
are going to say.

The remarkable feature of singular potentials (which can be used to
define them) is that they lead to differential equations with non-Fuchsian
singularities (cf. appendix 5.B) both as r → 0 and as r → ∞. We are
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concerned with a Schrödinger equation for stationary states in a central
potential in two spatial dimensions, which therefore reads as(

d2

dr2
+

1
r

d
dr

− λ2

r2
+ k2

)
ψ(r) = V (r)ψ(r). (8.6.1)

Equation (8.6.1) can also be obtained from the stationary Schrödinger
equation in three dimensions, after a suitable rescaling of the radial part
of the wave function (Frank et al. 1971). What is crucial is the study
of the polydromy (i.e. many-valuedness) of the wave function in the r
variable. Interestingly, both singular and regular potentials have very
simple and general features within this framework (Fubini and Stroffolini
1965, Stroffolini 1971, Esposito 1998a). Indeed, if the potential V (r) is a
single-valued function of r, one can find two independent solutions

ψ1(r) = rγχ1(r), (8.6.2)

ψ2(r) = r−γχ2(r), (8.6.3)

where χ1 and χ2 are single-valued functions of r, and γ is a (complex)
parameter, the fractional part of which can be determined from an eigen-
value problem (see below). Note also that the operator (in h̄ = 1 units)

M ≡ exp(−2π�x · �p) = exp
(

2πir
∂

∂r

)
(8.6.4)

performs a rotation of 2πi in the r-space, and hence its eigenfunctions of
the form (8.6.2) and (8.6.3) have well-defined many-valuedness properties.
If V (r) is single-valued, the operator M commutes with the Hamiltonian,
and Eqs. (8.6.2) and (8.6.3) simply state that the solutions of Eq. (8.6.1)
can be classified by means of the operator M . The general solution of Eq.
(8.6.1) is therefore of the form

ψ(r) = α1ψ1(r) + α2ψ2(r). (8.6.5)

Remarkably, one can compute directly χ1(r) and χ2(r) and study their
behaviour as r → 0 and as r → ∞. For this purpose, the following Laurent
expansions are used:

W (r) ≡ r2
[
V (r) − k2

]
=

∞∑
n=−∞

wnr
n r ∈ ]0,∞[, (8.6.6)

χ(r) =
∞∑

n=−∞
cnr

n r ∈ ]0,∞[. (8.6.7)

These expansions hold because V (r) is assumed to be an analytic function
in the complex-r plane, with singularities only at infinity and at the origin
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(Forsyth 1959). The Laurent series (8.6.6) and (8.6.7) are now inserted
into Eq. (8.6.1), which is equivalent to the differential equation[

r2 d2

dr2
+ (2γ + 1)r

d
dr

+ (γ2 − λ2)

]
χ(r) = W (r)χ(r). (8.6.8)

One thus finds the following infinite system of equations for the coeffi-
cients (Stroffolini 1971):[

(γ + n)2 − λ
2
]
cn =

∞∑
m=−∞

un−mcm, (8.6.9)

where

λ
2 ≡ λ2 + w0, (8.6.10)

un ≡ wn − w0δn,0. (8.6.11)

To solve the system (8.6.9) one first writes an equivalent system for which
the determinant of the matrix of coefficients is well defined. Such a new
system is obtained from (8.6.9) by dividing the nth equation by (γ+n)2−
λ

2
. The resulting matrix of coefficients has elements

Hn,m = δn,m − un−m

[(γ + n)2 − λ
2
]
, (8.6.12)

where det(H) exists since the double series∑
n,m

un−m

[(γ + n)2 − λ
2
]

converges for all values of γ that do not correspond to zeros of the de-
nominator. At this stage one can appreciate the substantial difference
between regular and singular potentials. In the former case, un is non-
vanishing only for positive n. In the singular case, however, the presence
of negative powers in the Laurent series (8.6.6) gives γ as the solution of
a transcendental equation, i.e. (the vanishing of det(H) being necessary
to find non-trivial solutions of the system (8.6.9))

F (γ) ≡ det(H) = 0, (8.6.13)

which can be cast in the form (Stroffolini 1971)

cos(2πγ) = 1 − F (0)[1 − cos(2πλ)]. (8.6.14)

The work in Stroffolini (1971) provides a detailed application of such
a technique to the analysis of potentials of the form g

rq with q even, or
consisting of finitely many terms proportional to r−q with q even and odd.
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(To deal with them, one can take the limiting case of a Dirac-δ potential
(Gottfried 1966), using the continuity of the probability density.)

In fairly recent times, very important results in scattering theory are
as follows.

(i) A proof of asymptotic completeness for two-body quantum scattering,
and extension to three-body quantum scattering (Enss 1978, 1983).

(ii) The first general proof of asymptotic completeness for short-range
potentials (Sigal and Soffer 1987).

(iii) Asymptotic completeness for long-range potentials falling off as r−µ,
with µ >

√
3 − 1 (Derezinski 1993).

Yet other developments deal with scattering from potentials involving the
Dirac delta functional and its first derivative (Boya and Sudarshan 1996).

8.7 Resonances

There exist physical systems where it is not only true that there is no
perturbed eigenvalue (see the Stark effect in section 7.5), but where the
unperturbed eigenvalue is not isolated. For example, for the helium atom
(subsection 14.9.1), the majority of the eigenvalues of the unperturbed
Hamiltonian H0 (which is the sum of two hydrogen-like Hamiltonians)
are in the continuous spectrum. When the perturbation V is turned on,
the very concept of perturbed eigenvalues becomes meaningless (Reed and
Simon 1978), and the eigenvalues in the continuous spectrum are found to
‘dissolve’. However, a ‘memory’ of the eigenvalues of H0 is observed in the
physics of the helium atom. In the scattering of electrons off helium ions,
one observes ‘bumps’ in the scattering cross section for total He+ + e−

energies near the unperturbed energies (see figure 8.1). Similar bumps are
found in the absorption of light by helium, i.e. at frequencies of incident
light for which the energy of a light quantum is near the difference of a
given unperturbed eigenvalue and the energy of the ground state.

Not only are the bumps, called Auger or autoionizing states, observed,
but their widths are fairly well described by the Fermi golden rule (7.8.30).
We are now aiming to isolate the mathematical quantity corresponding
to the widths of the bumps, following Simon (1973b) and Reed and Si-
mon (1978). First, we say that the scattering amplitude can be shown to
be a complex-valued function of the energy and scattering angle, and is
typically an analytic function of energy in a cut plane C/σ(H), where H
is the Hamiltonian of the interacting quantum system. Suppose now that
the scattering amplitude f(E) has an analytic continuation onto a second
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0

Fig. 8.1. Schematic elastic scattering cross section for the process e− + He+ →
e− + He+. The quantity on the abscissa is the total kinetic energy.

sheet and that there is a simple pole on the second sheet at a position
Er − iΓ2 very near the real axis. We are thus assuming that

f(E) =
C

(E − Er + iΓ2 )
+ fb(E), (8.7.1)

where the background fb is analytic at E = Er − iΓ2 . If the pole is very
near the real axis and if |fb(Er)| is not too large, then

|f(E)|2 =
|C|2

(E − Er)2 + Γ2/4
+ R, (8.7.2)

where the remainder R is small near E = Er. The so-called Breit–Wigner
resonance shape (Breit and Wigner 1936) has the exact form (see figure
8.2)

|fBW(E)|2 =
|C|2

(E − Er)2 + Γ2/4
, (8.7.3)

which holds only for E > 0. Its width at half-maximum is Γ. The pole in
f(E) is called a resonance pole and Γ is called the width of the resonance.
If the pole term is much larger than the background term for E = Er, Γ
approximates the width of a bump in |f(E)|2.

We should now use a technical result, which states that the scattering
amplitude is related to the boundary values of the resolvent (H −E1I)−1

as E approaches the real axis from the upper half-plane. We therefore
look for a method of continuing the expectation value

Rψ(E) ≡
(
ψ, (H − E1I)−1ψ

)
(8.7.4)
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Fig. 8.2 A Breit–Wigner resonance shape.

to the second sheet. If we find that such a continuation is possible for a
dense set of ψ ∈ H and that for this dense set, the function Rψ(E) has
a pole at E = Er − iΓ2 , we will associate E with a resonance pole and Γ
with a resonance width. Of course, a reason is needed to think that the
pole should be associated with H rather than the particular dense set of
ψ, and hence only those ψ are considered for which

R
(0)
ψ (E) ≡

(
ψ, (H0 − E1I)−1ψ

)
(8.7.5)

also has a continuation to the second sheet but without a pole at Er− iΓ2 .
We are now in a position to give a rigorous definition of resonance poles
(Reed and Simon 1978).

Definition 8.1. Suppose that there is a dense set of vectors D ⊂ H such
that for all ψ ∈ D, both Rψ(E) and R

(0)
ψ (E) have analytic continuations

onto the second sheet across the real axis from the upper half-plane of
the first sheet. If R(0)

ψ (E) is analytic at E0 ≡ Er − iΓ2 and Rψ(E) has a
pole at E0 for some ψ, the point E0 is said to be a resonance pole. Γ is
then called the width of the resonance.

Work in Fonda and Newton (1959, 1960) and Newton and Fonda (1960)
has shown remarkable behaviour in multichannel processes. It should be
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stressed that Γ is not necessarily the width of a bump (see the above
papers by Fonda and Newton). It may indeed happen that the formula
relating the scattering amplitude to the resolvent does not involve expec-
tation values of vectors ψ ∈ D. Moreover, the background term in (8.7.1)
may not be negligible.

Interestingly, Ma and Ter Haar have shown that for certain potentials
one can have redundant poles not corresponding to bound states or res-
onances (Ter Haar 1946, Ma 1952).

8.8 Separable potential model

Now we consider a number of explicitly solvable model quantum systems,
which illustrate the behaviour of a system with a continuous spectrum
undergoing perturbation. This was first encountered by Dirac (1927) in
his development of semiclassical theory of spontaneous radiative transi-
tions in atoms. The excited atomic state is metastable and undergoes
decay. Under suitable approximations he was able to derive a constant
transition rate so that the survival probability is exponential in time.
Heitler showed that radiation damping was a consequence of the decay
process. The perturbation of a continuous spectrum was studied with
mathematical rigour by Friedrichs (1948). Formation of bound states in
the interaction between two particles was studied in terms of separable
potentials in Yamaguchi (1954), Yamaguchi and Yamaguchi (1954), Ernst
et al. (1973), and was applied systematically to nuclear physics in Mitra
(1961).

The use of perturbation theory carried out to all orders can obtain the
exact results when there are no new bound states or metastable states.
But even when this is the case, the perturbation calculations carried
out in the complex energy plane can be used even where metastable
states are included. These explicit model solutions are used as a test
of standard scattering theories. The ‘asymptotic condition’ postulated
in these formulations is found to be incorrect when composite particles
occur. Suitable amendments are suggested.

We begin by studying the stationary Schrödinger equation for scatter-
ing problems, with the Hamiltonian operator

Hωω′ = ωδ(ω − ω′) + ηG(ω)G(ω′), (8.8.1)

with G real and η = ±1. To find the improper eigenfunctions φλ of H we
must solve ∫

H(ω, ω′)φλ(ω′) dω′ = λφλ(ω), (8.8.2)
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which implies

(λ− ω)φλ(ω) = ηG(ω)
∫

G(ω′)φλ(ω′) dω′ = ηG(ω)g(λ), (8.8.3)

the last equality defining g(λ). The eigenvalue equation in this last form
can be solved immediately to give

φλ(ω) =
ηG(ω)
(λ− ω)

g(λ), (8.8.4)

but the problem remains of making φλ(ω) well defined for ω → λ. This can
be done by adding the proper multiple of the solution of the homogeneous
equation to obtain

φλ(ω) =
ηG(ω)

(λ− ω − iε)
g(λ) + δ(λ− ω), (8.8.5)

which represents a plane wave plus incoming spherical waves. The func-
tion g can be found from

g(λ) =
∫

G(ω)φλ(ω) dω = η

∫
G2(ω) dω

(λ− ω − iε)
g(λ) + G(λ), (8.8.6)

which yields

g(λ) =
G(λ)
β−(λ)

, (8.8.7)

where

β−(λ) ≡ 1 − η

∫
G2(x)

(λ− x− iε)
dx. (8.8.8)

With our notation, β−(λ) = β(λ− iε), where

β(z) ≡ 1 − η

∫ ∞

1

G2(x)
(z − x)

dx, (8.8.9)

and φλ reads eventually

φλ(ω) = δ(λ− ω) +
ηG(λ)G(ω)

β−(λ)(λ− ω − iε)
. (8.8.10)

The lower limit of integration in Eq. (8.8.9) is the energy of the lowest-
energy state of the continuum allowed by the unperturbed Hamiltonian
H0. That this lower limit is unchanged by the interaction is a result of
theorems proved by Riesz and Nagy. It is clear from (8.8.9), assuming G
becomes zero sufficiently rapidly at ∞, that β is analytic in the whole
complex plane except for one branch point at z = 1 from which there is
a cut running along the positive real axis. Thus,

β(λ + iε) − β(λ− iε) = 0 if λ < 1,
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and

β(λ + iε) − β(λ− iε) = η2πiG2(λ) (8.8.11)

if λ > 1, where we have used the identity

1
(λ− ω ± iε)

=
P

(λ− ω)
∓ iπδ(λ− ω). (8.8.12)

The function β is therefore real analytic, i.e. β(z∗) = β∗(z). For real
λ < 1 one has

dβ
dλ

= η

∫ ∞

1

G2(x)
(λ− x)2

dx, (8.8.13)

which is positive or negative according to the sign of η. Note also from
the definition (8.8.9) that β(−∞) = 1.

These two facts imply that β can have a real zero for λ < 1 only if
η < 0, corresponding to an attractive interaction. There can be at most
one such zero since by (8.8.13) β is monotonic and continuous for λ < 1.
Furthermore, the existence of the zero depends on G being large enough
so that

η

∫ ∞

1

G2(x)
(1 − x)

dx > 1. (8.8.14)

We now show that a zero of β at some real Λ < 1 corresponds to a bound-
state solution of (8.8.2), i.e. a discrete eigenstate with eigenvalue Λ. If
such a state exists the general solution (8.8.5) reduces to the particular
solution (8.8.4) since (Λ − ω) is never zero for Λ < 1 and 1 ≤ ω ≤ ∞.

The definition of g(λ) requires that

g(Λ) =
∫

G(ω′)φΛ(ω′) dω′ = g(Λ)η
∫ ∞

1

G2(ω′)
(Λ − ω′)

dω′

or

g(Λ)

[
1 − η

∫ ∞

1

G2(ω)
(Λ − ω)

dω

]
= g(Λ)β(Λ) = 0, (8.8.15)

which implies that either β has a zero or else g and hence φ are zero
and there is no discrete solution. We now check the orthonormality of the
solutions of (8.8.2) found above. First, we look at the normalization of
the bound state: ∫ ∞

1
|φΛ(ω)|2 dω = 1 (8.8.16a)

implies

η2g2(Λ)
∫ ∞

1

G2(ω)
(Λ − ω)2

dω = 1, (8.8.16b)
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hence the condition

g(Λ) =
1√
β′(Λ)

. (8.8.17)

Thus, the bound-state wave function is

φΛ(ω) =
η√
β′(Λ)

G(ω)
(Λ − ω)

. (8.8.18)

Secondly, the bound state is orthogonal to all continuum states:

(φλ, φΛ) =
G(λ)

(Λ − λ)
+ η

G(λ)
β+(λ)

∫ ∞

1

G2(ω) dω
(λ + iε− ω)(Λ − ω)

=
G(λ)

(Λ − λ)
+ η

G(λ)
β+(λ)

1
η

β+(λ)
(λ− Λ)

= 0, (8.8.19)

where we have exploited Eq. (8.8.11), the residue theorem and suitable
integration contours in the complex plane (see problem 8.P6). Similarly,
one finds

(φλ, φλ′) = δ(λ− λ′). (8.8.20)

8.9 Bound states in the completeness relationship

Having demonstrated orthonormality it is now natural to prove the dual
relationship of completeness. Without considering, for the moment, the
possible existence of a bound state we look at the integral∫

φ∗
λ(ω′)φλ(ω) dλ =

∫
dλ

[
δ(λ− ω′) +

ηG(λ)G(ω′)
β+(λ)(λ− ω′ + iε)

]
×

[
δ(λ− ω) +

ηG(λ)G(ω)
β−(λ)(λ− ω − iε)

]
= δ(ω − ω′) +

ηG(ω′)G(ω)
β−(ω′)(ω′ − ω − iε)

+
ηG(ω)G(ω′)

β+(ω)(ω − ω′ + iε)

+ η2G(ω′)G(ω)
∫

dλ
G2(λ)

β+(λ)β−(λ)(λ− ω′ + iε)(λ− ω − iε)
.

(8.9.1)

Using (8.8.11) to rewrite G2(λ) in terms of β+ and β−, the last term in
(8.9.1) becomes

−ηG(ω′)G(ω)
2πi

∫ ∞

1
dλ

[
1

β+(λ)
− 1

β−(λ)

]
1

(λ− ω′ + iε)(λ− ω − iε)
.

Two cases may now occur depending on whether there is, or is not, a
bound state; which is to say whether there is, or is not, a zero in β.
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If there is no zero of β, the right-hand side of Eq. (8.9.1) reduces to
δ(ω − ω′) (Sudarshan 1962). On the other hand, if there is a zero of β,
for λ < 1 the zero must be a first-order one since β′(λ) is positive for
λ < 1. One then finds that the right-hand side of (8.9.1) does not reduce
to δ(ω−ω′), and the scattering solutions are not complete. This, however,
should be expected since in the sum over all states the bound state should
be included, leading to the ‘amended’ completeness relation∫

φ∗
λ(ω′)φλ(ω) dλ + φ∗

Λ(ω′)φΛ(ω) = δ(ω − ω′), (8.9.2)

where the second term on the left-hand side of (8.9.2) appears only if the
solution φΛ(ω) exists. In other words, just when the physics of the model
changes in such a way that a bound-state contribution must be added,
the mathematics of the model also changes, through the introduction of
a pole, in such a way that the completeness relation holds in the form
(8.9.2). If we were forgetting about the bound state, the completeness
requirement would tell us that we cannot do so.

8.10 Excitable potential model

Consider now a Hamiltonian which, in matrix form, reads as

H =
(

M F (ω′)
F (ω) ωδ(ω − ω′)

)
. (8.10.1)

We are aiming to solve the eigenvalue equation

Hφλ = λφλ. (8.10.2)

From the form of (8.10.1) we see that the solution of Eq. (8.10.2) looks
like

φλ =
(

φM
λ

φλ(ω)

)
. (8.10.3)

Inserting (8.10.3) and (8.10.1) in (8.10.2) and taking components gives
the equations

(λ−M)φM
λ =

∫
φλ(ω′)F (ω′) dω′, (8.10.4)

(λ− ω)φλ(ω) = F (ω)φM
λ . (8.10.5)

There are two cases according to whether (λ− ω) can, or cannot, have a
zero. If it cannot vanish one can write immediately

φλ(ω) =
F (ω)φM

λ

(λ− ω)
(8.10.6)
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and

(λ−M)φM
λ =

∫
F (ω′)φM

λ

(λ− ω′)
dω′, (8.10.7)

which can be rewritten as[
λ−M −

∫
F 2(ω′)
(λ− ω′)

dω′
]
φM
λ = 0, (8.10.8)

i.e.

α(λ)φM
λ = 0, (8.10.9)

where the function α is defined by

α(z) ≡ z −M −
∫ ∞

1

F 2(ω′)
(z − ω′)

dω′. (8.10.10)

In analogy to (8.8.11) we note

α(λ + iε) − α(λ− iε) = 2πiF 2(λ), (8.10.11)

if 1 < λ < ∞. There will thus be a solution for λ = Λ < 1 if and only if
α(z) has a zero on the real axis at an energy less than that of the start of
the continuum. To see whether such a bound state exists we notice that
λ < 1 implies

dα
dλ

= 1 +
∫ ∞

1

F 2(ω′)
(λ− ω′)2

dω′ > 1, (8.10.12)

so that α is strictly increasing for λ < 1. Furthermore, from the definition
one finds α(−∞) = −∞. There can therefore be at most one zero (Λ)
and it may or may not occur, according to the sizes of F and M . The
process of increasing (decreasing) F and decreasing (increasing) M makes
the zero in α more (less) ‘likely’ to appear.

The physics is as follows (Sudarshan 1962): we are considering the
scattering of a particle of mass µ from one of mass 1−µ; before we ‘turn
on’ the interaction there is a particle of mass M , which may be greater or
less than 1, with the same quantum numbers as the system with mass 1.
After the interaction is turned on there is a change in the energy of the
particle M to an energy Λ. If Λ < 1 it appears as a bound state of the
particles 1 − µ and µ and we have a model analogous to the Lee model
(Lee 1954). Otherwise we have the Lee model with unstable V particle.

Here we assume that there is a zero in α for some Λ < 1. Then, letting
φM

Λ = C we have φΛ(ω) = CF (ω)
(Λ−ω) and we normalize using

1 = (φΛ, φΛ) = |φM
Λ |2 +

∫
|φΛ(ω)|2 dω
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= C2 + |C|2
∫

F 2(ω)
(Λ − ω)2

dω = |C|2α′(Λ), (8.10.13)

so that, if a real phase is chosen for C, one finds

C =
1√
α′(Λ)

. (8.10.14)

Thus, the bound-state solution is

φM
Λ =

1√
α′(Λ)

, (8.10.15)

φΛ(ω) =
F (ω)√
α′(Λ)

1
(Λ − ω)

. (8.10.16)

Moreover, we choose

φλ(ω) =
F (ω)φM

λ

(λ− ω − iε)
+ δ(λ− ω), (8.10.17)

and substituting in (8.10.4)

(λ−M)φM
λ =

∫
F (ω′)

[
δ(λ− ω′) +

F (ω′)φM
λ

(λ− ω′ − iε)

]
dω′ (8.10.18)

or

F (λ) =

[
λ−M −

∫
F 2(ω′)

(λ− ω′ − iε)
dω′

]
φM
λ = α−(λ)φM

λ , (8.10.19)

where α−(λ) = α(λ− iε) and α(z) is defined by (8.10.10) from which it is
apparent that α−(λ) �= 0 for 1 < λ < ∞ since, in particular, Im α−(λ) =
−πF 2(ω) �= 0. Therefore we may divide by α−(λ) and our solution is

φM
λ =

F (λ)
α−(λ)

, (8.10.20)

φλ(ω) = δ(λ− ω) +
F (λ)F (ω)

α−(λ)(λ− ω − iε)
. (8.10.21)

It is possible to verify, as in the separable potential model, that the so-
lutions (8.10.15), (8.10.16) and (8.10.20), (8.10.21) form an orthonormal
and complete set.
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8.11 Unitarity of the Möller operator

The orthonormality relations∫
φ∗
λ(ω)φλ′(ω) dω + φ∗

λ(0)φλ(0) = δ(λ− λ′), (8.11.1)

∫
φ∗
M (ω)φλ′(ω) dω + φ∗

M (0)φλ(0) = 0, (8.11.2)

∫
φ∗
λ(ω)φM (ω) dω + φ∗

λ(0)φM (0) = 0, (8.11.3)

∫
φ∗
M (ω)φM (ω) dω + φ∗

M (0)φM (0) = 1, (8.11.4)

and completeness relations∫ ∞

0
φλ(ω)φ∗

λ(ω′) dλ + φM (ω)φ∗
M (ω′) = δ(ω − ω′), (8.11.5)

∫ ∞

0
φλ(ω)φ∗

λ(0) dλ + φM (ω)φ∗
M (0) = 0, (8.11.6)

∫ ∞

0
φλ(0)φ∗

λ(ω′) dλ + φM (0)φ∗
M (ω′) = 0, (8.11.7)

∫ ∞

0
φλ(0)φ∗

λ(0) dλ + φM (0)φ∗
M (0) = 1, (8.11.8)

are precisely the condition that the operator

Ω ≡
(

Ω(λ, ω) Ω(λ, 0)
Ω(M,ω) Ω(M, 0)

)
(8.11.9)

is unitary. This is the extended Möller wave operator, for which

Ω†Ω = ΩΩ† = 1I. (8.11.10)

Note that, depending on whether α(M) = 0 for M < 0, the ‘matrix’ has
a discrete row. But in all cases this matrix is unitary.

The wave operator Ω has the remarkable property that it intertwines
the fully interacting Hamiltonian H and a comparison Hamiltonian Hc.
The comparison Hamiltonian is the same as the free Hamiltonian except
for the replacement m → M . Hence both H and Hc have the same spec-
trum (while H0 does not). By no asymptotic limit does H go into H0. One
can explicitly verify the unitary equivalence of H and Hc by computing
integrals such as ΩHΩ† and Ω†HcΩ to obtain Hc and H, respectively.
The interacting system appears as a ‘free’ comparison Hamiltonian in a
canonically transformed system.
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8.12 Quantum decay and survival amplitude

The time development of a quantum system with an analytic Hamiltonian
is now studied with special reference to decays and resonances. The use of
complex contours to evaluate survival probability is exhibited (Sudarshan
et al. 1978). For every allowed contour there is a vector space but the
spaces for different contours are not isomorphic to that for another, but
any one relative to the other is dense. Point eigenvalues in the complex
plane can be made to correspond to an extended contour by deforming
the Cauchy circle around the point.

We also study several solvable models in which not only the scattering
amplitude but also the ‘in’ and ‘out’ state vectors can be evaluated. It is
shown that these are analytically continuable and survival and scattering
amplitudes may be computed for any contour. The Möller matrices can
also be analytically continued and they are unitary in all cases whether
bound states or unstable states exist. A generalized perturbation theory is
developed and used to find exact solutions by summing the perturbation
series.

The ‘decay’ is the decrease of the survival amplitude as the time dif-
ference increases. The vectors at each time are normalized. Finally, no
irreversibility is implied since the same decrease of the ‘survival’ proba-
bility is also obtained for negative times. A detailed study of the survival
amplitude shows Zeno and Khalfin modifications for all systems.

8.12.1 Law of radioactive decay: Poisson distribution

If we have a number N of radioactive atoms of a particular kind, the
probability that one particle would decay in a small time δt is γNδt so
that

dN
dt

= −γN(t). (8.12.1)

The solution of this differential equation is

N(t) = N(0)e−γt. (8.12.2)

Since γ is independent of time we have a pure death process. Given this
we can find the probability of n decays in a time interval T . These prob-
abilities may be derived by considering the probabilities for T1 and T2

with T = T1 + T2:

Πn(T1 + T2) =
n∑

m=0

Πm(T1)Πn−m(T2). (8.12.3)

The solution of this functional equation is unique:

Πn(T ) = e−γT (γT )n

n!
, (8.12.4)
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except for the parameter γ of decay. This probability distribution is called
the Poisson distribution. It may be verified by inspection that

∞∑
n=0

Πn(T ) = 1, Πn(T ) ≥ 0. (8.12.5)

The average number of decays is

〈n〉 =
∞∑

n=0

nΠn(T ) = γT, (8.12.6)

and the ‘mean squared’ decay is

〈n2〉 =
∞∑

n=0

n2Πn(T ) =
∞∑

n=0

e−γT n(n− 1) + n

n!
(γT )n

= (γT )2 + γT = 〈n〉2 + 〈n〉. (8.12.7)

Hence the mean square fluctuation is given by the mean

〈n2〉 − 〈n〉2 = 〈n〉. (8.12.8)

This is a characteristic property of the Poisson distribution. In deriving
these results we have assumed that the decay constant γ is a definite
constant value. But there are processes in which one could consider a
probabilistic version where γ itself is distributed according to some law.
One particular distribution is the Rayleigh distribution that gives the
probability of a value of γ between γ and γ + δγ is

(δγ)α−1
0 e−γT/α0 ,

which is non-negative and normalized. Then the average of Πn(T ) over
the Rayleigh distribution of parameters is

pn(T ) =
1
α0

∫ ∞

0
e−γT/α0

γnTn

n!
dγ = αn

0 (1 − α0). (8.12.9)

Again pn ≥ 0,
∑

n pn = 1 assuming that pn(T ) is a probability distribu-
tion. It is called the Bose distribution. For this case

〈n〉 = 〈n2〉 = 2〈n〉2 + 〈n〉,
so that

〈n2〉 − 〈n〉2 = 〈n〉(1 + 〈n〉). (8.12.10)

This excess fluctuation is characteristic of waves. The Rayleigh distri-
bution is appropriate to describing the ensemble of complex wave fields,
which are Gaussian distributed. Then the intensity (which is the absolute
value of the wave amplitude) for a wave ensemble obtained by a very large
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number of independent sources contributing incoherently is Rayleigh dis-
tributed. Thus, the photoelectric counts for an intensity which is Rayleigh
distributed obey the Bose distribution (Mandel et al. 1964, Klauder and
Sudarshan 1968).

8.12.2 Quantum decay transitions. The survival amplitude

The rate of decay of a metastable quantum system was first used by
Gamow (1928) for α radioactivity; and it was derived for radiative transi-
tions in atoms using time-dependent perturbation theory by Dirac; many
years later Fermi renamed the transition rate formula the ‘Golden Rule’ in
terms of the square of the transition matrix element. In quantum theory
the quantity that obeys the linear equation of motion is the amplitude.
The transition from the excited state to the ground state for the ampli-
tude is proportional to t. Therefore the probability is proportional to t2.
By integrating over a set of extremely close final states, Dirac was able
to approximate the decay rate to be proportional to t and the density
of levels. However the approximation fails for very short times when the
probability goes as t2 and hence the rate itself tends to zero as t. Thus,
repeated observations on a metastable state make the decay go to zero.
This is the quantum Zeno effect (Misra and Sudarshan 1977).

To describe decay we need to compute the ‘survival amplitude’, i.e. the
overlap between a state |ψ(t1)〉 and its evolute |ψ(t2)〉:

A(t1, t2) ≡ 〈ψ(t1)|ψ(t2)〉 = 〈ψ(0)|eiHt1e−iHt2 |ψ(0)〉. (8.12.11)

By introducing a complete set {|λ〉} of eigenstates of the total Hamilto-
nian H one can write

A(t1, t2) = A(0, t2 − t1)

=
∫ ∞

0
〈ψ(0)|λ〉e−iλ(t2−t1)〈λ|ψ(0)〉dλ

=
∫ ∞

0
|c(λ)|2e−iλ(t2−t1) dλ. (8.12.12)

The expectation values of H and H2 in the state |ψ〉 are

〈ψ|H|ψ〉 =
∫ ∞

0
|c(λ)|2λ dλ = ε, (8.12.13)

〈ψ|H2|ψ〉 =
∫ ∞

0
|c(λ)|2λ2 dλ = D2 + ε2, (8.12.14)

which may or may not be finite. If H|ψ〉 is in the Hilbert space, such
expectation values are finite. From the expression for the amplitude A
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one can recognize that A(t2 − t1) is analytic in (t2 − t1) and can be
expanded in a power series

A(t) = 1 − iεt− t2

2

(
ε2 + D2

)
+ · · · . (8.12.15)

The resulting squared modulus is

|A(t)|2 = 1 − t2
(
ε2 + D2

)
+ · · · . (8.12.16)

Therefore

|A(t/N)|2N =

[
1 − t2

N2

(
ε2 + D2

)
+ · · ·

]N

= 1 − t2

N

(
ε2 + D2

)
+ · · · , (8.12.17)

which tends to reduce to unity as N → ∞. Hence one may say that ‘a
watched pot never boils’.

We already saw that the survival amplitude is the Fourier transform of
the spectral density. Since the spectral density |c(λ)|2 integrates to unity,
the survival amplitude is the characteristic function. It is analytic in the
whole complex plane for t. We saw that at small times its power-series
expansion leads to a survival probability, which goes as 1− βt2 for small
values of t. The analyticity of A(t) implies that (except for the zeros of
A(t)) logA(t) is also analytic. The Paley–Wiener criterion then demands
that ∫ log |A(t)|

1 + t2
dt < ∞. (8.12.18)

But for an exponential law

|A(t)| = e−γt/2 (8.12.19)

this integral diverges. Thus, for long times one cannot have an exponential
law (Khalfin 1958).

From the formula for A(t) we can see that for large values of t the
integral depends only on |c(λ)|2 for small λ. With a three-dimensional
space |c(λ)|2 dλ = |b(λ)|2

√
λ dλ, and therefore

A(t) ≈
∫ ∞

0
e−iλt

√
λ dλ =

√
π

2
i−3/2t−3/2. (8.12.20)

So this dependence is purely kinematic.
The generic forms of the survival probability over the whole range

of t may be studied using complex variable integration techniques. For
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intermediate times the behaviour of the survival amplitude is exponential.
It is as if the state had a unique complex energy (see section 8.7)

Er = E − i
γ

2
, (8.12.21)

so that the state vector has the non-unitary evolution

ψ(t) ≈ e−iErte−γt/2ψ(0). (8.12.22)

The ‘resonance line shape’ reads, with the present notation,

|c(λ)|2 =
1

(λ− Er)2 + γ2/4
. (8.12.23)

Such a state, however, cannot occur physically since the energy is boun-
ded from below, and we must develop a formalism in which complex en-
ergy states arise naturally. Since the Hamiltonian is self-adjoint in Hilbert
space its spectrum in this space must be real. Hence we must go beyond
the Hilbert space formalism.

Digression. The process of quantum decay contains some curious results.
The normal expectation is that the decay product of one atom cannot
excite another atom a distance D away until a time D

c has elapsed (c
being the velocity of light). But Hegerfeldt has shown that the excitation
amplitude for the second atom to be excited is non-zero for any interval
t > 0 (Hegerfeldt 1994). This is a consequence of the analyticity of the
amplitude in (complex) time stemming from the energy being bounded
from below.

Some authors have treated decay phenomenologically using a state of
complex energy (8.12.21) and then argued that there is such a state and
its probability decreases exponentially. This is absurd in a theory with a
self-adjoint time-independent Hamiltonian. If we must treat generaliza-
tion to complex energies by analytic continuation, any discrete complex
energy state must be supplemented by a complex background integral
that restores the long- and short-time modifications. When this is prop-
erly carried out, the normalization of the state does not change in time
but the survival amplitude decreases with time.

The error comes in when one takes the analytic continuation of the wave
function ψ(ω) to complex values of ω. The dual to ψ(ω) for a complex
argument is not ψ∗(ω), which is not an analytic function of ω but rather
ψ∗(ω∗). Once this is properly taken care of, the norm of the state

‖ψ‖2 =
∫

ψ∗(ω∗)ψ(ω) dω

remains constant in time (for a time-independent Hamiltonian), but the
survival amplitude (and hence the probability) has the expected ‘decay’
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form:

A(t) =
∫

ψ∗(ω∗)e−iHtψ(ω) dω.

The quantity
∫
ψ∗(ω)ψ(ω) dω is an improper choice which then leads

to the absurd conclusion that ‖ψ(t)‖ decreases with time. The unstable
(resonant) state corresponds to a pole of ψ(ω) (and hence of ψ∗(ω∗))
in the lower half-plane and the contour involves a small circle around it
when the complex contour snags this pole.

8.12.3 Decay amplitude under a Lorentz transformation

Let |M〉 be a discrete normalized state (the eigenfunction of the un-
perturbed Hamiltonian, the ‘unstable particle’) and let H be the exact
Hamiltonian. Let H have only a continuous spectrum (bounded from
below): 0 < λ < ∞. Then,

|M〉 =
∫
〈λ|M〉|λ〉dλ =

∫
a(λ)|λ〉dλ.

The time dependence of this state gives

e−iHt|M〉 =
∫

a(λ)e−iλt|λ〉dλ.

Hence the survival amplitude A(t) is

A(t) = 〈M |e−iHt|M〉 =
∫

|a(λ)|2e−iλt dλ.

If we observe the ‘decaying particle’ from a moving Lorentz frame, we
find |M〉 → B(γ)|M〉, where B(γ) is the boost operator which is unitary.
Hence the new survival amplitude Aγ(t) is

Aγ(t) = 〈M |B†e−iHtB|M〉 = 〈M |e−iHt/γ |M〉,

since B† = B−1, B−1e−iHtB = e−iHt/γ . Consequently Aγ(t) ≡ A(t/γ).
In the approximation of an exponential decay, i.e. A(t) ∼= e−iE0t−Γ

2 t, we

obtain Aγ(t) ∼= e−i
E0
γ t− Γ

2γ t. The lifetime is extended by a factor of γ, so
that

P (t) = |A(t)|2 = e−t/τ ,

Pγ(t) = |Aγ(t)|2 = e−t/γτ .
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8.12.4 Quantum mechanics in dual spaces

Let a quantum system be labelled in terms of energy eigenstates (includ-
ing the continuous spectrum). We represent the state |ψ〉 by the distri-
bution ψ(ω) with ω real and∫

ψ∗(ω)ψ(ω) dω = 1. (8.12.24)

The integration over the energy is a real contour along the real line with
a lower limit ω0, and without loss of generality we may choose ω0 to be
zero. The Hamiltonian operator H is represented by a Hermitian kernel
H(ω, ω′). Then the time development gives

ψ(ω, t) =
∫

[exp(−iHt)]ωω′ψ(ω′) dω′. (8.12.25)

We may approximate ψ(ω) arbitrarily closely by an analytic function in
ω. That is to say analytic vectors ψ(ω) are dense in the Hilbert space
of square-integrable functions. If in addition H(ω, ω′) is analytic in ω
and in ω′ then analytic vectors are taken into analytic vectors under
time displacement. We may then define the analytic state vector ψ(z)
and analytic Hamiltonian H(z, z′) with the integration contour entirely
in the domain of analyticity:

ψ(z, t) =
∫

C

(exp−iHt)z,z′ψ(z′, 0) dz′. (8.12.26)

Then, ∫
R

ψ∗(ω)φ(ω) dω = (ψ, φ) =
∫

C

ψ∗(z∗)φ(z) dz, (8.12.27)

where ψ(ω) is expressed in terms of the spectral resolution of the Hamil-
tonian. In particular, the survival amplitude reads as

A(t) =
∫

C

ψ∗(z∗)e−iztψ(z) dz. (8.12.28)

The time-evolved state |ψ(t)〉 has the representative ψ(z)e−izt, while the
survival amplitude is an open contour integral∫

C

ψ∗(z∗)ψ(z)e−izt dz. (8.12.29)

If it turns out that beyond the domain of analyticity the quantity

ψ∗(z∗)ψ(z)

has an isolated pole but is otherwise analytic, we can use a new contour
C′ provided we draw a mini-circle contour C′′ around the pole, and hence
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(by evaluating residua)

A(t) =
∫

C′∪C′′
ψ∗(z∗)ψ(z)e−izt dz

= 2πiae−iat +
∫

C′
ψ∗(z∗)ψ(z)e−izt dz. (8.12.30)

Thus, we now have a discrete ‘resonance’ contribution to the survival
amplitude. Note that since a = Er − iγ2 lies in the lower half-plane we
have a decreasing amplitude as time goes forward. However, we must
include the integral along the contour C′ to recover the correct survival
amplitude. The integrand along C′ also has a decreasing dependence on
time. If we had deformed into the upper half-plane and located a pole
at a∗ = Er + iγ2 , its contribution would have increased for t increasing,
but so would the contribution from the contour, and they would together
give the same result as the contours in the lower half-plane.

Can we take the calculations for t < 0? This also decreases with in-
creasing |t|. Hence the ‘decay’, unlike the classical ‘death process’ implies
no irreversibility. Note also that the contour integral should be included
along with the pole in all cases.

The vector space of functions analytic in a domain around the real axis
form a vector space but it is not complete since the limit of a sequence
of analytic functions need not be analytic. But analytic square-integrable
functions are dense in the set of all square-integrable functions. The eigen-
value equations have right eigenvectors and distinct left eigenvectors, and
they are pairwise orthogonal. The vector ψ∗(z∗) is the dual to the vectors
ψ(z), and they obey products that are defined as between vectors in the
space of analytic functions f(z) and their duals g∗(z∗).

8.13 Problems
8.P1. Prove that the wave operators satisfy the following equations (Berezin and Shubin 1991):

Ω+eitH0 = eitHΩ+, Ω−eitH0 = eitHΩ−, (8.13.1)

for all real values of t.

8.P2. In the analysis of scattering from singular potentials in an arbitrary number n of spatial
dimensions, start from the form (4.10.3) of the Schrödinger equation for stationary states.

(i) Looking for solutions in the form (8.6.2), prove that one obtains an equation formally analogous
to Eq. (8.6.8), but with γ replaced by (Esposito 1998a)

γ̃ ≡ γ +
1
2
(n − 2), (8.13.2)

and λ equal to

λ ≡ l +
1
2
(n − 2). (8.13.3)
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(ii) Prove that the matrix elements (8.6.12) now read

Hs,m = δs,m − us−m[
(s + γ̃)2 − λ̃2

] , (8.13.4)

where
us ≡ ws − w0δs,0, (8.13.5)

λ̃
2 ≡ λ

2 + w0. (8.13.6)

(iii) Prove that the resulting Hill-type equation which leads, in principle, to the evaluation of the
fractional part of the polydromy parameter γ, involves an even periodic function of the parameter γ̃
defined in Eq. (8.13.2).

8.P3. On studying again Eq. (4.10.3), look for solutions in the form

ψ(r) = r
β
y(r). (8.13.7)

(i) Find how β should depend on n to get a second-order differential equation for y(r) where the
coefficient of the first derivative vanishes (Esposito 1998b).

(ii) Prove that on defining λ as in (8.13.3) the resulting equation for stationary states reads (Esposito
1998b) [

d2

dr2
+ k

2 − (λ2 − 1
4 )

r2
− V (r)

]
y(r) = 0. (8.13.8)

(iii) Write the form of the two fundamental solutions ϕ1(r) and ϕ2(r) of Eq. (8.13.8) in the neigh-
bourhood of the Fuchsian singularity at r = 0.

(iv) Taking into account that the operator in Eq. (8.13.8) is even in λ, write ϕ(λ, k, r) and ϕ(−λ, k, r)
in place of ϕ1(r) and ϕ2(r), where λ is allowed to be freely specifiable in the complex plane. Prove
that ϕ(λ, k, r) is entire (i.e. analytic in the whole complex plane) in k2 and analytic in the domain
Re(λ) > 0 (De Alfaro and Regge 1965).

8.P4. Consider a singular potential with a δ or δ′ singularity. Using the continuity of the probability
density and the probability current compute the reflection and transmission coefficients and also the
phase shifts (Boya and Sudarshan 1996).

8.P5. Evaluate the partial wave series for the Coulomb scattering amplitude in three dimensions in
spherical coordinates, following the method in Lin (2000).

8.P6. Prove Eq. (8.8.19) by choosing a contour C and adding to it the negative of suitable contours
C′,Γ and B in such a way that the result is equivalent to integrating over the boundary of a simply
connected region inside which the integrand is analytic (Sudarshan 1962).
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9
Weyl quantization

The commutator of position and momentum operators is first consid-
ered in the coordinate and momentum representations, and then in an
abstract Hilbert space. The reader is then introduced to canonical oper-
ators with the associated canonical quantization of commutation rules,
which consists of maps defined on a symplectic space and taking values
in the set of unitary operators on a Hilbert space. If the symplectic space
is finite-dimensional, all of its irreducible representations are unitarily
equivalent. The Weyl exponentiated form of the commutation relations is
described and investigated. One then arrives at the definition of Weyl sys-
tems, and it is shown how to recover from them the formulation in terms
of self-adjoint operators which satisfy a generalized form of commutation
relations.

Further topics are the Heisenberg representation for temporal evolution
and the generalized uncertainty relations. Unitary operators associated
with symplectic linear transformations are then considered, and, within
this framework, translations, rotations and the harmonic oscillator are
considered. The Weyl programme is then reassessed.

Lastly, the basic postulates of modern quantum theory are eventually
studied: the probabilistic nature of the predictions of results of measure-
ments; the correspondence between observables and self-adjoint opera-
tors on Hilbert spaces; the expected result of measuring an observable
quantity; and the evolution of the state vector in systems which are not
affected by any external influence. The chapter ends with an outline of
rigged Hilbert space formalism and its applications.

9.1 The commutator in wave mechanics

In the first part of this book we studied wave mechanics within the
framework of the Schrödinger equation. The reader is therefore familiar,
from chapter 4, with the coordinate representation in which the position

339
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operator acts as a multiplication on square-integrable functions:

x̂ϕ(x) = xϕ(x),

and the momentum operator is a first-order differential operator on such
functions:

p̂ϕ(x) =
h̄

i
grad ϕ(x).

Moreover, one may equally well consider the momentum representation,
where the roles of x̂ and p̂ are interchanged: x̂ acts as a first-order operator
on square-integrable functions with respect to the p variable, i.e.

x̂φ(p) = ih̄
∂

∂p
φ(p),

while p̂ acts as a multiplication operator on this class of functions:

p̂φ(p) = pφ(p).

In both representations, one finds

x̂ p̂− p̂ x̂ = ih̄1I, (9.1.1)

which is an operator equation where both sides are meant to act on a
suitable class of functions.

9.2 Abstract version of the commutator

We may first have in mind a concrete realization, where x̂ and p̂ act on
functions ϕ : x → ϕ(x) ∈ L2(R3), or on φ : p → φ(p) ∈ L2(R3). However,
we may take a more abstract point of view, where we refrain ourselves
from considering a particular realization of either x̂ or p̂ as differential
operators, and in which they act on elements of an abstract Hilbert space
H. We still require, however, that the commutator defined by

[x̂, p̂] ≡ x̂ p̂− p̂ x̂ (9.2.1)

should satisfy the fundamental condition (9.1.1), where 1I should be vie-
wed as the identity in H. Equation (9.1.1) is then the defining relation
of the Heisenberg algebra AH of the position operator x̂, momentum
operator p̂ and unity 1I. The work in Heisenberg (1925), Dirac (1926a)
led eventually to the postulate Eq. (9.1.1), and its extension to systems
with n position and momentum coordinates:

x̂r p̂s − p̂s x̂
r = ih̄δrs 1I, (9.2.2)

for r, s ∈ 1, . . . , n.
Here we do not follow the historical path, but we stress that it would

be desirable to have the abstract operators x̂ and p̂ acting on a normed
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vector space. It is not necessary to choose coordinate or momentum repre-
sentations. If the phase space is a vector space endowed with a symplectic
structure ω, the commutation relations can be written for any u, v with
the symplectic form ω(u, v):

û v̂ − v̂ û = ih̄ω(u, v), (9.2.3)

where û and v̂ are the operators corresponding to elements in the linear
phase space. If ω(u1, u2) vanishes, then u1 and u2 are in a Lagrangian
sub-space and the operators associated with them commute. We can take
any even-dimensional space for the phase space. The quantization for
finitely many degrees of freedom is structurally similar and leads again
to Eq. (9.2.3). It has been demonstrated in von Neumann (1931) that
the operator algebra so defined is unique within isomorphism, and its
implementations on any phase space are unitarily equivalent. When the
number of degrees of freedom is (countably) infinite the quantization
can again be carried out with ω(u, v) being the symplectic form on this
infinite-dimensional space. This implementation is called second quanti-
zation (the first quantization obtains by equipping the space of u, v with
a positive-definite sesquilinear form, the symplectic form being the anti-
symmetric imaginary part of the scalar product). However, in this case
there are many distinct representations that are not unitarily equivalent.

9.3 Canonical operators and the Wintner theorem

Now we begin a more accurate analysis of the mathematical foundations
of the quantization procedure from the point of view of canonical quanti-
zation. The first step begins with the commutation relations for position
and momentum operators.

If P and Q are operators satisfying the canonical commutation relations
(unlike Eq. (9.1.1), here we work in h̄ = 1 units)

Q P − P Q = i1I, (9.3.1)

they cannot both be bounded. Indeed, what happens is that repeated
application of (9.3.1) yields, for any positive integer n,

Qn P − P Qn = inQn−1. (9.3.2)

Thus, if both P and Q were bounded, one could write (Reed and Simon
1980)

n‖Q‖n−1 = n‖Qn−1‖ ≤ 2‖P‖ ‖Q‖n, (9.3.3)

which implies that

‖P‖ ‖Q‖ ≥ n

2
, (9.3.4)
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for all n. Condition (9.3.4) therefore proves that P or Q are not bounded,
contrary to the hypothesis. This result is also known as the Wintner
theorem (Wintner 1947).

We can now use this property to gain a proper understanding of Eq.
(9.3.1). The right-hand side is a multiple of the identity and therefore is
defined over the whole Hilbert space; on the other hand, the commutator
on the left-hand side is not defined over the whole Hilbert space, hence
it cannot be meaningful without further qualifications. To avoid these
problems resulting from domains of unbounded operators, Weyl suggested
replacing Eq. (9.3.1) with its ‘exponentiated version’, so that one deals
with unitary operators defined over all of H.

In other words, the identification of momentum and position with dif-
ferential operators acting on complex-valued functions (e.g. with domain
the C∞ functions on (−∞, 0) or (0,∞) with compact support away from
the origin, or the absolutely continuous functions on the closed interval
[0, 1], with suitable boundary conditions) leads to the commutation rela-
tions (9.3.1), where h̄ = 1 units are used as we just mentioned (such a
choice is more convenient if one is interested in the general mathematical
structures, and provided that one has a good understanding of physical
dimensions). Even if P and Q are realized as self-adjoint operators on a
Hilbert space, the outstanding technical problem remains to make sense
of the commutator (9.3.1), since one is dealing with unbounded operators.
For this purpose, one considers the one-parameter groups (see section 9.4)

U(s) ≡ eisP , V (t) ≡ eitQ, (9.3.5)

subject to the relation

U(s)V (t) = eist V (t)U(s). (9.3.6)

Equation (9.3.6) does not express a generic property of continuous one-
parameter unitary groups, but only holds for groups generated by canon-
ical operators (i.e. operators satisfying Eq. (9.3.1)). If both P and Q were
bounded operators, one could express the one-parameter groups U(s) and
V (t) in terms of their Taylor series, and the insertion into (9.3.6) enables
one to recover the ‘ill-defined’ commutation relations (9.3.1). However, if
one takes Eq. (9.3.6) as the starting point of our formulation of commu-
tation relations, the resulting analysis is not affected by the operators P
or Q being unbounded, and the reduction to the form (9.3.1) has only
a heuristic value. To understand this last point, we need the material
discussed in the following section.
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9.4 Canonical quantization of commutation relations

The exponentiated version of the canonical commutation relations pro-
posed in Weyl (1927) relies on the following theorem in Stone (1932),
which relates a one-parameter group of unitary transformations (see
below) with its infinitesimal generator, to give back, under the appropri-
ate conditions, the canonical commutation relations proposed by Dirac.
To obtain a precise formulation of these concepts we begin by giving
the following definition of strong continuity: if H is a Hilbert space, the
operator-valued function U : R → U(H) satisfying the following condi-
tions:

(i) ∀t ∈ R, U(t) is a unitary operator, and U(t+s) = U(t)U(s), ∀s, t ∈ R;

(ii) ∀ϕ ∈ H, if t → t0, then U(t)ϕ → U(t0)ϕ;

is called a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group. For those
vectors ψ such that the following limit exists:

lim
t→0

U(t)ψ − ψ

t
≡ iAψ,

one defines the ‘infinitesimal generator’ A of the one-parameter group of
unitary transformations under consideration. The set of all ψ for which
the limit exists is the domain of A. Within this domain, A turns out to
be essentially self-adjoint (Stone theorem).

We now assume that a symplectic space (V, ω) is given. For the time
being, V is not necessarily finite-dimensional. By definition, the canonical
quantization of commutation relations consists of the maps

U : V −→ U(H),

where U(H) is the set of unitary operators on a Hilbert space H, and
the maps are strongly continuous on all finite-dimensional sub-spaces of
V and are such that

U(X + Y ) = eiω(X,Y ) U(X)U(Y ) = U(Y + X)

= eiω(Y,X) U(Y )U(X), (9.4.1)

for all X,Y ∈ V . With our notation, ω(X,Y ) is the quadratic form on V
associated with the symplectic structure ω.

An alternative formulation relies on the possibility of decomposing V
as the direct sum of closed Lagrangian sub-spaces

V = V1 ⊕ V2, (9.4.2)

i.e. sub-spaces V1 and V2 such that the symplectic form vanishes on them
(section 2.3). This operation is well defined in the case of a finite num-
ber of degrees of freedom, which is the case studied in ordinary quantum
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mechanics, and may be extended, with some care, to an infinite num-
ber. As we just mentioned, the sub-spaces V1 and V2 are such that the
Lagrangian requirement

ω|V1 = 0, ω|V2 = 0, (9.4.3)

is satisfied, and these properties correspond to the vanishing Poisson
brackets of positions among themselves and momenta among themselves,
respectively. One then looks for the unitary representations U1 : V1 −→
U(H), U2 : V2 −→ U(H), strongly continuous on all finite-dimensional
sub-spaces, and such that (cf. Eq. (9.3.7))

U1(x1)U2(x2) = eiB(x1,x2) U2(x2)U1(x1), (9.4.4)

where we have defined

B(x1, x2) ≡ −ω[(x1, 0), (0, x2)]. (9.4.5)

This setting can be modified by requiring that an isomorphism F :
V1 → V2 should exist such that

ω[(x, 0), (0, F (x))] 
= 0, ∀x ∈ V1, x 
= 0. (9.4.6)

For all x ∈ V1, let P (x) and Q(x) be the self-adjoint infinitesimal gen-
erators of the one-parameter groups t → U(tx), and t → U(tF (x)). The
operators

a(x) ≡ 1√
2

[
Q(x) + iP (x)

]
, (9.4.7)

a†(x) ≡ 1√
2

[
Q(x) − iP (x)

]
, (9.4.8)

are then said to be the annihilation and creation operators, respectively,
associated with the specific decomposition of V into V1 ⊕ V2.

If the symplectic vector space (V, ω) is endowed with a symplectic basis
e1, e2, . . . , e

′
1, e

′
2, . . . , which implies that (see Eq. (9.4.3))

ω(en, ep) = ω(e′n, e
′
p) = 0, (9.4.9)

ω(en, e′p) = δnp, (9.4.10)

the problem of canonical quantization may be formulated in a way that
resembles Eq. (9.3.1), i.e. it becomes the problem of finding a family of
unitary operators U1,j and U2,j such that

U1,j U1,k = U1,k U1,j , (9.4.11)

U2,j U2,k = U2,k U2,j , (9.4.12)

U1,j U2,k = e−iδjk U2,k U1,j . (9.4.13)
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The corresponding annihilation (aj) and creation (a†j) operators satisfy
the relations [

aj , ak
]

=
[
a†j , a

†
k

]
= 0, (9.4.14)[

aj , a
†
k

]
= δjk. (9.4.15)

A fundamental theorem due to von Neumann states that the irreducible
representations of (V, ω) are all unitarily equivalent, if the symplectic
space under consideration is finite-dimensional. Within this framework,
one deals with Weyl quantization, which is studied in detail in the fol-
lowing sections.

9.5 Weyl quantization and Weyl systems

This section defines the concept of Weyl quantization and Weyl systems.
The key logical steps are as follows.

9.5.1 Representations

Let G be a topological group (appendix 2.B), and let V be a topological
vector space. A representation T of G on V is a continuous map

T : G → Aut(V) : a → T (a),

which associates to every element of G a continuous linear operator T (a)
on V, and such that

T (ab) = T (a)T (b), (9.5.1)

T (e) = 1I, (9.5.2)

for all a, b ∈ G, where e is the identity element of G. If V is a Hilbert space
H, and if T (a) is unitary ∀a ∈ G, our continuous representations will be
taken to be strongly continuous (cf. section 9.4). We further assume that
T is unitary, and we then say that T is a unitary representation.

9.5.2 Unitary equivalence

If T and T ′ are representations of G on the Hilbert spaces H and H′, T
and T ′ are said to be unitarily equivalent if a unitary map U from H into
H′ exists such that, for all a ∈ G,

UT (a) = T ′(a)U. (9.5.3)

The statement of formula (9.5.3) is often rephrased by saying that the
map U interwines the action of G on the two Hilbert spaces. A contin-
uous unitary representation T is irreducible if no non-empty sub-spaces
of H exist that are invariant under the action of the whole set of T (a)
transformations.
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9.5.3 Weyl quantization

We are now going to define the Weyl (exponentiated) form of the com-
mutation relations (Weyl 1931). For this purpose, let us try to be more
precise about the geometrical objects occurring in our analysis. We con-
sider a finite-dimensional vector space L, and a representation of L in
terms of unitary operators on a Hilbert space H:

U : L −→ U(H).

Moreover, we also consider the representation

V : L∗ −→ U(H),

L∗ being the dual of L. Here, both U and V are continuous unitary
representations of L and L∗, respectively, on the set U(H). We say that
the pair (U, V ) represents a Weyl system (cf. Dubin et al. 2000) if

V (f)U(x) = eif(x) U(x)V (f), x ∈ L, f ∈ L∗, (9.5.4)

and
U(x)U(x′) = U(x′)U(x), (9.5.5)

V (f)V (f ′) = V (f ′)V (f). (9.5.6)

Note that the direct sum of L and its dual carries a natural symplectic
structure, for if (x, f) and (x′, f ′) are any two elements of L ⊕ L∗, one
finds

ω
(
(x, f), (x′, f ′)

)
= f(x′) − f ′(x). (9.5.7)

It is now convenient to set z ≡ (x, f) and z′ ≡ (x′, f ′). We can then
consider a unitary representation of the symplectic vector space in the
form

W (z) ≡ e
i
2f(x) U(x)V (f), (9.5.8)

which implies that

W (z)W (z′) = e
i
2f(x) U(x)V (f) e

i
2f

′(x′) U(x′)V (f ′). (9.5.9)

On the other hand, the evaluation of W (z+z′) yields (by virtue of (9.5.4)–
(9.5.8))

W (z + z′) = e
i
2 (f+f ′)(x+x′) U(x + x′)V (f + f ′)

= e
i
2 (f+f ′)(x+x′) U(x)U(x′)V (f)V (f ′)

= e
i
2 (f+f ′)(x+x′) U(x) e−if(x′) V (f)U(x′)V (f ′)

= e
i
2 (f ′(x)−f(x′))

×
[
e

i
2f(x) U(x)V (f)

][
e

i
2f

′(x′) U(x′)V (f ′)
]
. (9.5.10)
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A comparison of (9.5.9) and (9.5.10) yields (see Eq. (9.5.7))

W (z + z′) = e−
i
2ω(z,z′) W (z)W (z′). (9.5.11)

Note that we might have started from a symplectic space S to define a
Weyl system, without using the decomposition of S into L ⊕ L∗ (Segal
1959). It would have then been possible to re-obtain the representations
of L and L∗, respectively, by setting

U ≡ W |L, V ≡ W |L∗, (9.5.12)

where L is a Lagrangian sub-space and L∗ is defined using ω evaluated
on vectors of L, i.e. ∀u ∈ L, ω(u) ∈ L∗. In general, a Weyl system is then
a continuous, unitary representation of a symplectic space:

W : S → U(H),

such that

(i) W is strongly continuous as a function of z;

(ii) W (z + z′) = e−
i
2ω(z,z′) W (z)W (z′).

The scheme described is due to Irving Segal (1959).

9.6 The Schrödinger picture

If one considers a split of the symplectic space S into L ⊕ L∗, it is pos-
sible to give a realization of H and of the unitary operators acting on it,
associated with L and L∗. Let H be the Hilbert space L2(L), and let us
consider the unitary operators associated with L and L∗, respectively:

U : L −→ U(L2(L)) : x → eixP ,(
eixPψ

)
(y) ≡ ψ(y + x), (9.6.1)

and
V : L∗ −→ U(L2(L)) : f → eifQ,(

eifQψ
)
(y) ≡ eif(y) ψ(y). (9.6.2)

To check the understanding of the rules given above, it is instructive
to perform the following calculation:(

eifQeixPψ
)
(y) = eif(y)

(
eixPψ

)
(y) = eif(y)ψ(y + x). (9.6.3)

On the other hand, on inverting the order of the operations, one finds(
eixP eifQψ

)
(y) =

(
eifQψ

)
(y + x) = eif(y+x)ψ(y + x). (9.6.4)
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In other words, one has[(
eifQeixP e−ifQe−ixP

)
ψ

]
(y) = eif(y)

[(
eixP e−ifQe−ixP

)
ψ

]
(y)

= eif(y)
(

e−ifQe−ixPψ

)
(y + x)

= eif(y)e−if(y+x)
(

e−ixPψ

)
(y + x)

= e−if(x)ψ(y). (9.6.5)

In the following section we will state and discuss a fundamental theorem
of von Neumann, which clarifies why the Schrödinger picture defined here
can be regarded as the ‘prototype’ realization in quantum mechanics.
(Dirac points out that in the explicit operator representation, one could
either use the Heisenberg ‘picture’ or the Schrödinger ‘picture’. Picture
therefore corresponds to protocol.)

9.7 From Weyl systems to commutation relations

Given a Weyl system, our problem is now to recover the formulation in
terms of self-adjoint operators which satisfy a generalized form of commu-
tation relations (cf. Cavallaro et al. (1999)). Indeed, the Stone theorem
described in section 9.4 makes it possible to consider the self-adjoint op-
erator R(z) in H such that

W (z) = eiR(z). (9.7.1)

By virtue of the requirements in the definition of a Weyl system, R(z) is
found to depend linearly on z ∈ S in that

R(tz) = tR(z), ∀t ∈ R,∀z ∈ S. (9.7.2)

For the linear combination of z and z′ one finds from (9.5.11)

eiR(αz+βz′) = eiR(αz) eiR(βz′) e−
i
2αβω(z,z′). (9.7.3)

Since tz + t′z′ is the same as t′z′ + tz, one has

W (tz + t′z′) = W (t′z′ + tz). (9.7.4)

By virtue of (9.5.11) and (9.7.1), this implies

eitR(z) eit′R(z′) = e−itt′ω(z′,z) eit′R(z′) eitR(z). (9.7.5)

The series expansion of both sides of (9.7.5) up to second order yields[
R(z), R(z′)

]
= −iω(z, z′), (9.7.6)
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bearing in mind that
[
R(z), R(z′)

]
≡ R(z)R(z′) − R(z′)R(z), and the

antisymmetry of ω(z, z′).
A careful statement of the von Neumann theorem (von Neumann 1931,

1955) is now in order. In the language of functional analysis, such a
theorem states that, if U(α) and V (β) are continuous, one-parameter
unitary groups on a separable Hilbert space H, and satisfy the Weyl
relations (9.3.6), there exist closed sub-spaces such that:

(1) H = ⊕N
l=1Hl, N > 0, N ≤ ∞;

(2) each Hl is invariant under U(α) and V (β), ∀α, β ∈ R, i.e. U(α) :
Hl → Hl, V (β) : Hl → Hl;

(3) for all l, there exists a unitary operator Tl : Hl → L2(R) such that
TlU(α)T−1

l is translation to the left by α, and TlV (β)T−1
l is multiplica-

tion by eiβx.

Then, if P and Q are the infinitesimal generators of U(α) and V (β),
respectively (see Eq. (9.3.5)), one can prove, as a corollary, that there
exists a dense domain D ⊂ H such that:

(i) both P and Q act as maps D → D;

(ii) QPϕ− PQϕ = iϕ, ∀ϕ ∈ D;

(iii) P and Q are essentially self-adjoint on D.

This means that each solution of the Weyl relations has infinites-
imal generators satisfying the canonical commutation relations in the
form specified by conditions (i)–(iii). The converse, in general, does not
hold. In the applications, whenever one writes commutators, it should
be clear that, strictly, they only hold on a dense domain of a separa-
ble Hilbert space, and involve the infinitesimal generators of continuous,
one-parameter unitary groups which satisfy the Weyl relations (9.3.6).

In the language of the previous sections, the von Neumann theorem
states that any irreducible representation of (S, ω) is unitarily equivalent
to the Schrödinger representation.

Weyl quantization is extended to all functions on V by using the Fourier
transform F̃ of F , for which

F (q, p) =
∫

R2n
F̃ (x, f)ei

(xp+fq)
h̄ dx df, (9.7.7)

and associating with it the following operator:

F (Q̂, P̂ ) =
∫

R2n
F̃ (x, f)ei(xP̂+fQ̂) dx df. (9.7.8)
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The resulting formulation of quantum mechanics will be outlined in sub-
section 15.5.1.

9.8 Heisenberg representation for temporal evolution

If one is given the Schrödinger equation for the state vector, which is a
first-order differential equation on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space
(see Eq. (7.8.2)), we know from (7.8.4) that its solution may be expressed
in the form ψ(t) = U(t, t0)ψ(t0), where the unitary operator U satisfies
the first-order equation

ih̄
d
dt

U(t, t0) = HU(t, t0), (9.8.1)

with the initial condition

U(t0, t0) = 1. (9.8.2)

This is sharply different from the ‘space–time picture’ associated with
the Schrödinger equation for the wave function, which is instead a par-
tial differential equation, the solution of which is defined over the whole
Minkowski space–time.

The mean value of the observable A in the state ψ is

〈A〉ψ ≡ (ψ,Aψ)
(ψ,ψ)

, (9.8.3)

but if one considers a new state vector (where V (t) is a suitably chosen
operator)

Φ(t) ≡ V (t)ψ(t), (9.8.4)

its mean value becomes

〈A〉ψ =
(Φ, V AV −1Φ)

(Φ,Φ)
. (9.8.5)

One is thus led to define

A(t, t0) ≡ V (t)AV −1(t), (9.8.6)

and in the Heisenberg picture one chooses

V (t) ≡ U−1(t, t0), (9.8.7)

which implies

A(t, t0) = U−1(t, t0)A(t0)U(t, t0), (9.8.8)

Φ(t) = U−1(t, t0)U(t, t0)ψ(t0) = ψ(t0). (9.8.9)
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Remarkably, this means that in the Heisenberg picture the operators
evolve in time, whereas the state vectors remain fixed. Moreover, by virtue
of Eq. (9.8.1) and of its conjugate equation,

ih̄
d
dt

U†(t, t0) = −U−1(t, t0)H, (9.8.10)

one finds

ih̄
d
dt

A(t, t0) = U−1(t, t0)(AH −HA)U(t, t0) =
[
A(t, t0), H

]
. (9.8.11)

This makes it clear that the operator A(t, t0) is a constant of motion if
and only if it commutes with the Hamiltonian. At a deeper mathemat-
ical level, we should stress that Eq. (9.8.1) is written on the automor-
phism group of an Hilbert space (see appendix 4.A), whereas the Heisen-
berg equation (9.8.11) is written on the algebra of the automorphism
group.

9.9 Generalized uncertainty relations

In the introductory presentations of quantum mechanics, emphasis is put
on the uncertainty relations for position and momentum operators. We
are now going to derive a general result which includes, as a particular
case, the formula involving position and momentum operators.

Let A and B be two self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H, with
domains D(A) and D(B), respectively, and satisfying the commutation
relation

AB −BA = iC. (9.9.1)

Note that

(iC)† = −iC† = (AB)† − (BA)† = B†A† −A†B†

= BA−AB = −(AB −BA) = −iC, (9.9.2)

and hence C† = C. However, such operations do not consider domains
and therefore do not prove self-adjointness of C. Now bearing in mind
the Schwarz inequality (see Eq. (4.A.6))

|(f, g)|2 ≤ ‖f‖2‖g‖2, (9.9.3)

one can apply it to the vectors defined by

f ≡
(
A− 〈A〉

)
ψ, (9.9.4)

g ≡
(
B − 〈B〉

)
ψ, (9.9.5)
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for ψ ∈ H. One thus finds that

α ≡ |((A− 〈A〉)ψ, (B − 〈B〉)ψ)|2

= |(ψ, (A− 〈A〉)(B − 〈B〉)ψ)|2 ≤ (�A)2ψ(�B)2ψ. (9.9.6)

On the other hand, by adding and subtracting the same operator, one
finds a useful identity for the operator occurring on the second line of
(9.9.6):

(A− 〈A〉)(B − 〈B〉) =
1
2

[
(A− 〈A〉)(B − 〈B〉) + (B − 〈B〉)(A− 〈A〉)

]
+

1
2

[
(A− 〈A〉)(B − 〈B〉) − (B − 〈B〉)(A− 〈A〉)

]
= F +

i
2
C, (9.9.7)

where we have defined

F ≡ 1
2

[
(A− 〈A〉)(B − 〈B〉) + (B − 〈B〉)(A− 〈A〉)

]
. (9.9.8)

In the light of all of these properties, one finds the inequality

(�A)2ψ(�B)2ψ ≥
∣∣∣∣(ψ, Fψ) +

i
2
(ψ,Cψ)

∣∣∣∣2, (9.9.9)

and hence

(�A)2ψ(�B)2ψ ≥ 〈F 〉2ψ +
1
4
〈C〉2ψ ≥ 1

4
〈C〉2ψ, (9.9.10)

which leads to the weaker condition

(�A)ψ(�B)ψ ≥ 1
2
〈C〉ψ. (9.9.11)

This represents the generalized uncertainty principle. For the position and
momentum operators satisfying the commutation relation

xkpl − plxk = ih̄δkl, (9.9.12)

it reduces to

(�xk)ψ(�pl)ψ ≥ h̄

2
δkl. (9.9.13)

This minorization is not canonically invariant. Lack of canonical invari-
ance of (9.9.13) prompts us to obtain the stronger Robertson–Schrödinger
inequality (Robertson 1930, Sudarshan et al. 1995)

(�x)2ψ(�p)2ψ −�2
ψ(xp) ≥ h̄2

4
, (9.9.14)
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where

�ψ(xp) ≡
〈
xp + px

2

〉
ψ
− 〈x〉ψ〈p〉ψ. (9.9.15)

The relation (9.9.14) is canonically invariant and is the only quadratic
symplectic invariant. It should be stressed that the generalized uncer-
tainty relations (9.9.11) only hold if Aψ ∈ D(B) and Bψ ∈ D(A). More
precisely, the domain of AB is given by

D(AB) = {ψ ∈ D(B) : Bψ ∈ D(A)} , (9.9.16)

and the domain of BA consists of

D(BA) = {ψ ∈ D(A) : Aψ ∈ D(B)} . (9.9.17)

Thus, the commutator [A,B] is defined on

D(AB) ∩D(BA) ⊂ D(A) ∩D(B).

The commutator [A,B] is usually not closed, and its domain need not be
dense in H (it may even be the empty set!).

If the above conditions are not satisfied, one can find counterexamples.
For this purpose, let us consider the position and momentum operators
on the space L2(S1) (i.e. on the space of square-integrable functions on
the circle):

p : f → h̄

i
df
dx

,

q : f → xf,

for x ∈ [0, 2π[. But then xf(x) does not belong to the domain of p, be-
cause p is self-adjoint only upon requiring proportionality of the boundary
values via a phase factor: f(2π) = eiαf(0), α ∈ R. Thus, the commuta-
tor [q, p] is not defined on the eigenfunctions of p, and no contradiction
is obtained upon remarking that, for such eigenfunctions, �p vanishes,
whereas �q is finite by construction (see problem 9.P1). One should also
bear in mind that, in (9.9.11), (�A)ψ and (�B)ψ refer to the dispersion
of the measured values of A and B in sequences of identical and inde-
pendent experiments. During such experiments, the system is prepared in
the same state, described by the vector ψ, and hence a measurement is
performed of A, or B, or i[A,B] (but not of A and B simultaneously!).

The inequality (9.9.11) reduces to an equality (so that A and B have
the minimal dispersion) if the following two conditions hold.

(i) There exists λ ∈ C such that

λ(A− 〈A〉)ψ = (B − 〈B〉)ψ. (9.9.18)
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(ii) The operator F annihilates ψ:

Fψ = 0. (9.9.19)

By imposing Eqs. (9.9.18) and (9.9.19), and using the definition (9.9.8),
one finds

λ(�A)2ψ +
1
λ

(�B)2ψ = 0. (9.9.20)

On the other hand, by evaluating the operator identity (9.9.1) on the
vector ψ, one finds

λ(�A)2ψ − 1
λ

(�B)2ψ = i〈C〉ψ. (9.9.21)

On adding to each other Eqs. (9.9.20) and (9.9.21) one finds

λ =
i
2

〈C〉ψ
(�A)2ψ

. (9.9.22)

In the particular case when A is the position operator x, and B is the
momentum operator h̄

i
∂
∂x in one-dimensional problems, the normalized

solution of Eq. (9.9.18) turns out to be (by separation of variables and
subsequent integration)

f(x) =
1√

2π(�x)2
exp

[
−(x− 〈x〉)2

4(�x)2
+

i
h̄
〈px〉x

]
, (9.9.23)

i.e. a Gaussian. This was already found in Eq. (4.2.7).

9.9.1 Time–energy uncertainty relation

In the literature, the so-called time–energy uncertainty relation is also
discussed:

(�E)(�t) ≥ h̄

2
. (9.9.24)

This inequality, however, should be handled with great care. The rea-
son is, that the time variable in (relativistic or non-relativistic) quantum
mechanics should be viewed as a parameter and not as an operator, so
that it does not correspond to any observable. One can however define a
‘time operator’ from the dynamical variables in the Heisenberg picture of
section 9.8. This operator is ‘dynamic’ rather than ‘kinematic’ in that it
depends on the interaction (and hence the Hamiltonian). This time op-
erator τ(p, q) is defined almost everywhere and is canonically conjugate
to the Hamiltonian. For this variable one has the uncertainty relation
(9.9.24) with t replaced by τ . For a non-relativistic free particle τ = m�q·�p

p2

(cf. subsection 2.3.2).
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The interpretation of (9.9.24) is suggested by the analysis of unstable
systems that decay with a certain mean lifetime, here denoted by τ ; one
can then set �t = τ for an unstable system. In such a state, E is not well
defined, but it only makes sense as a parameter belonging to an energy
band

E ∈
[
E0 −�E,E0 + �E

]
. (9.9.25)

One can think, for example, of an excited atom which decays by emitting
electromagnetic radiation: the corresponding spectral line is never abso-
lutely monochromatic, but it has a certain ‘line width’ determined by the
dispersion of the energy of the atomic levels. On denoting by Γ the width
of the energy band of the unstable state, Γ ≡ 2 �E, one has

τΓ ∼= h̄. (9.9.26)

A method for the derivation of the inequality (9.9.24) is as follows. Let
ψ be a normalized physical state which is not an energy eigenstate. One
then has the expectation value E0 = (ψ,Hψ) with indeterminacy

�E =
(
〈H2〉ψ − 〈H〉2ψ

)1/2
. (9.9.27)

Let now F be a generic physical observable that does not depend explicitly
on time. The mean value of F in the state ψ evolves in time according to
the equation

d
dt

〈F 〉ψ =
1
ih̄

(ψ, [F,H]ψ). (9.9.28)

The mean quadratic deviation for the observation of F in the state ψ is

�F =
(
〈F 2〉ψ − 〈F 〉2ψ

)1/2
, (9.9.29)

and one has

(�E)(�F ) ≥ 1
2
|(ψ, [F,H]ψ)| . (9.9.30)

By virtue of Eq. (9.9.28), the inequality (9.9.30) can be re-expressed in
the form

(�E)(�F ) ≥ h̄

2

∣∣∣∣ d
dt

〈F 〉ψ
∣∣∣∣ . (9.9.31)

If one denotes by �t the time interval during which the mean value of F
changes by the amount �F , one can write the formula

�t =
�F∣∣∣ d

dt〈F 〉ψ
∣∣∣ = τψ(F ), (9.9.32)
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which, upon insertion into (9.9.31), yields the desired proof of the inequal-
ity (9.9.24). Such a τψ(F ) provides the time that should elapse, starting
from t, for the average of distribution of values of F to change by the
amount �ψ(F ). With this understanding, one can view τψ(F ) as a time
interval that is characteristic of the evolution of the system. Of course, if
F is a constant of motion, one has∣∣∣∣ d

dt
〈F 〉ψ

∣∣∣∣ = 0 =⇒ τψ(F ) = ∞.

One has to assume that τψ(F ) becomes infinite to interpret the above
operations correctly. By considering the family {F} of all observables
which do not depend explicitly on time, one can define

τψ ≡ infF∈{F} {τψ(F )} . (9.9.33)

In such a way τψ becomes a characteristic time interval for the evolution of
the system, independently of the observable that is under consideration.
This implies that (9.9.31) reads as

τψ �ψH ≥ h̄

2
. (9.9.34)

For example, for a two-level system with state vector initially equal to

ψ(t0) = c1ϕ1 + c2ϕ2, (9.9.35)

with ϕ1 and ϕ2 eigenstates of the Hamiltonian with eigenvalues E1 and
E2, respectively, one has the time evolution

ψ(t) = c1e−iE1(t−t0)/h̄ϕ1 + c2e−iE2(t−t0)/h̄ϕ2. (9.9.36)

The corresponding quadratic deviation of the Hamiltonian in the state ψ
reduces to |E1 − E2| if |c1| and |c2| are nearly equal, otherwise

�ψH = |c1c2||E1 − E2|.
The probability of finding the value fn ∈ σp(F ) in the measurement of
F on the state ψ reads (in the absence of degeneracy)

PF,ψ(fn; t) = |(fn, ψ(t))|2

= |c1|2|(fn, ϕ1)|2 + |c2|2|(fn, ϕ2)|2

+ 2Re
[
c1c

∗
2e

−i(E1−E2)(t−t0)/h̄(fn, ϕ1)(fn, ϕ2)∗
]
. (9.9.37)

Such a probability oscillates between two extremal values with frequency
|E1−E2|

h̄ . The characteristic interval for the evolution of the observable is

τψ ≡
∫ ∞

0
|(ψ(0), ψ(t))|2 dt, (9.9.38)
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and it satisfies the minorization

τψ ≥ h̄

|E1 − E2|
. (9.9.39)

9.10 Unitary operators and symplectic linear maps

In this section we are going to recover the Dirac prescription (9.2.2) for
linear and quadratic functions. To begin, if the map W : S → U(H) is a
Weyl system, then for any linear map T : S → S one can write that

W (T (z + z′)) = e−
i
2ω(Tz,Tz′)W (Tz)W (Tz′), (9.10.1)

by virtue of (9.5.11). Moreover, if the map T is also symplectic, one has

W (T (z + z′)) = e−
i
2ω(z,z′)W (Tz)W (Tz′), (9.10.2)

since ω(Tz, Tz′) = ω(z, z′) for symplectic maps. The above equation
suggests associating to the Weyl system W a new map

WT : S → U(H) : z → W (Tz). (9.10.3)

Then with T we associate an automorphism

νT : U(H) → U(H)

by setting
W (Tz) ≡ νT (W (z)). (9.10.4)

This automorphism can be written in the form

νT (W (z)) = U−1
T W (z)UT , (9.10.5)

with UT being a unitary transformation acting on H.
For any symplectic linear transformation T : S → S we therefore define

WT (z) ≡ W (Tz), (9.10.6)

with the associated definition for generators, i.e.

RT (z) ≡ R(Tz). (9.10.7)

We are going to consider symplectic linear transformations on S and
derive the corresponding transformations on U(H) or on their infinites-
imal generators (observables). Using the von Neumann theorem on the
uniqueness of the commutation relations up to unitary equivalence, when-
ever useful we shall perform computations in the Schrödinger picture. In
particular, we require that T maps L into itself and is a canonical trans-
formation such that T ∗(θ) − θ = dFT , and hence(

UTψ
)
(y) = eiFT (y) ψ(Ty),
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which defines a unitary operator if T preserves the Lebesgue measure on
L. Moreover, we shall look for implementations of symplectic transfor-
mations in terms of unitary operators, by solving the equation (see Eq.
(9.10.5))

U−1
T W (z)UT = W (Tz), (9.10.8)

or also

U−1
T R(z)UT = R(Tz) = RT (z) = xPT + fQT . (9.10.9)

Note that RT (z) defines xPT + fQT as a ‘whole’; whether or not we
may consider it as a sum of operators defined autonomously is a different
matter. Very often, it is convenient to consider one-parameter groups of
symplectic transformations and to solve for UT using the corresponding
linear differentiated version. We shall consider three relevant cases: (i)
translations; (ii) rotations; (iii) linear dynamical evolution.

9.10.1 Translations

Here we use the Schrödinger picture, with Hilbert space H = L2(L), as we
know from section 9.6. The unitary operator associated with translations
is defined by (

Uaψ
)
(y) ≡ ψ(y + a). (9.10.10)

From the Weyl quantization one finds (hereafter, position and momentum
operators are written without the ‘hat’ symbol for simplicity of notation)

Ua = eiaP . (9.10.11)

Let us look at the induced transformations on observables (see Eq. (9.10.8))

U−1
a W (z)Ua = W (z + a) = Wa(z), (9.10.12)

along with (see Eq. (9.10.9))

iU−1
a (xP + fQ)Ua = i

(
xPa + fQa

)
. (9.10.13)

One therefore finds

P = Pa, Q = Qa + a. (9.10.14)

9.10.2 Rotations

We are already familiar with the concept of rotations from appendix 2.B
and chapter 5. In the present framework, rotations are maps of S into S:
R : S → S, such that

R RT = 1I. (9.10.15)
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We look for
U−1
R W (z)UR = W (Rz) = WR(z), (9.10.16)

and we consider the transformation

xα = Rαx, fα ≡
(
R−1

α

)T
f = Rαf. (9.10.17)

Of course, such a transformation is symplectic, because

ω
(
(xα, fα), (yα, gα)

)
= ω((x, f), (y, g)), (9.10.18a)

i.e.
fα(yα) − gα(xα) = f(y) − g(x), (9.10.18b)

as follows from (9.10.17). To find the associated unitary transformation,
one has to solve the equation

U−1
α R̂(z)Uα = R̂α(z) = xPα + fQα = xαP + fαQ. (9.10.19)

On taking the derivative with respect to the parameter α one finds

x
dPα

dα
+ f

dQα

dα
=

dxα
dα

P +
dfα
dα

Q, (9.10.20)

and also [
R̂(z),

dUα

dα

]
α=0

=
dxα
dα

∣∣∣∣
α=0

P +
dfα
dα

∣∣∣∣
α=0

Q, (9.10.21)

which should be considered as an equation for dUα
dα

∣∣∣
α=0

. Now restricting
to rotations in a plane:(

x1α

x2α

)
=

(
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα

) (
x1

x2

)
, (9.10.22)

(
f1α

f2α

)
=

(
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα

) (
f1

f2

)
, (9.10.23)

for which
dxα
dα

∣∣∣∣
α=0

=
(

0 −1
1 0

)
x0, (9.10.24a)

dfα
dα

∣∣∣∣
α=0

=
(

0 −1
1 0

)
f0, (9.10.24b)

one finds from (9.10.21)

i
[
x1P1 + x2P2 + f1Q1 + f2Q2, R̂α

]
α=0

= (P1, P2)
(

0 −1
1 0

) (
x1

x2

)
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+ (Q1, Q2)
(

0 −1
1 0

) (
f1

f2

)
. (9.10.25)

We look for a solution R̂α by writing the most general quadratic operator
in Pj and Qk. It has to be quadratic because the bracket is homogeneous
of degree −2, i.e. with P,Q it associates a multiple of the identity. Indeed,
Eq. (9.10.25) leads to

P2 = i
[
P1, R̂α

]
α=0

, (9.10.26)

−P1 = i
[
P2, R̂α

]
α=0

, (9.10.27)

Q2 = i
[
Q1, R̂α

]
α=0

, (9.10.28)

−Q1 = i
[
Q2, R̂α

]
α=0

. (9.10.29)

By virtue of the irreducibility of the canonical commutation relations,
one finds

R̂α=0 = Q1P2 −Q2P1 + λ1I. (9.10.30)

In the coordinate representation on R3, one usually denotes by �L the
orbital angular momentum, and one has

�L ≡ �Q ∧ �P . (9.10.31)

Here, in analogy, we have found the quantum-mechanical angular momen-
tum as the generator of rotations in the space of operators. The following
commutation relations are easily checked (with T = L,P,Q, without ‘hat’
symbols as before): [

Lm, Ts

]
= iεmsrTr, (9.10.32)

[
Lm, L2

]
= 0, (9.10.33)

[
Lm, Q2

]
= 0, (9.10.34)

[
Lm, P 2

]
= 0. (9.10.35)

Within the framework of Weyl quantization, one can also study the
parity operator P , which relates the two connected components of O(3),
with an action defined by the equation (Thirring 1981)

P−1W (z)P ≡ W (−z). (9.10.36)
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The operator P is sometimes fixed in the literature by imposing the con-
dition

(Pψ)(x) = ψ(−x), ψ ∈ L2(L). (9.10.37)

Hence one finds
P 2 = 1I, (9.10.38)

P−1 = P ∗ = P. (9.10.39)

Remark. The choice (9.10.38) is not good on real (Majorana) spinor wave
functions (nor on pseudoscalar particles where there is an additional odd
intrinsic parity), nor is (9.10.39), since

(Pψ)(x) = iβψ(−x), β2 = 1I, β∗ = −β.

The phase factor is the intrinsic parity ηP and hence P is fixed by (Mar-
shak and Sudarshan 1962)

(Pψ)(x) = ηPψ(−x), ψ ∈ L2(L).

The parity operator commutes with �L, i.e.

P �L P−1 = �L, (9.10.40)

and can be expressed in the form (Thirring 1981)

P = ηeiπ
(√

L2+1
4−1

2

)
. (9.10.41)

9.10.3 Harmonic oscillator

To study the harmonic oscillator, which, unlike translations and rotations,
does not preserve the split L⊕L∗, we take S = R2 (which coincides with
C = T ∗R), with

ω
(
(α, β); (α′, β′)

)
≡ −αβ′ + α′β, (9.10.42)

R(α, β) ≡ αP + βQ. (9.10.43)

The classical Hamiltonian

H =
β2

2m
+

m

2
ω2x2, (9.10.44)

by evolution on α and β, induces a one-parameter group of automor-
phisms on the observables Pt, Qt which is found to be

Pt ≡ P cos(ωt) −Qmω sin(ωt), (9.10.45)

Qt ≡
P

mω
sin(ωt) + Q cos(ωt), (9.10.46)
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resulting from the action of νt(W (z)) ≡ W (Ttz) on R(α, β). Specifically,

νt(R(α, β)) = αPt + βQt

=
[
α cos(ωt) +

β

mω
sin(ωt)

]
P+

[
−mωα sin(ωt) + β cos(ωt)

]
Q

= R(αt, βt), (9.10.47)

where (
αt

βt

)
≡

(
cos(ωt) 1

mω sin(ωt)
−mω sin(ωt) cos(ωt)

) (
α
β

)
. (9.10.48)

In other words, one has

νt(R(α, β)) = αPt + βQt = αtP + βtQ = U−1
t R(α, β)Ut. (9.10.49)

Formulae (9.10.45) and (9.10.46) for the evolution of P and Q are solu-
tions of the Heisenberg equations of motion:

ih̄
d
dt

At =
[
At, H

]
, (9.10.50)

with the Hamiltonian H taking the form P 2

2m + m
2 ω

2Q2 + λ1I.
The induced automorphism reads

νt(A) = At = eiHt A e−iHt, (9.10.51)

and Tt preserves the complex structure (i.e. a map for which the square
is minus the identity)

J =
(

0 1
mω

−mω 0

)
. (9.10.52)

It is also possible to give a deep formula for the annihilation and creation
operators, introduced in (9.4.7) and (9.4.8) (here J |V1

= F ), as

a(z) ≡ 1√
2

[
R(z) + iR(Jz)

]
, (9.10.53)

a†(z) ≡ 1√
2

[
R(z) − iR(Jz)

]
. (9.10.54)

It should be stressed that the Schrödinger picture depends on the direct-
sum decomposition S = L⊕L∗, with Hilbert space H = L2(L), whereas,
if the definitions (9.10.53) and (9.10.54) are used, we only rely on the
complex structure J , which is a map J : S −→ S such that J2 = −1I.
Once that (9.10.53) and (9.10.54) are given, one can obtain the Weyl
system

W (z) ≡ ezâ
†−z∗â, (9.10.55)

which will be studied in detail in section 10.4.
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9.11 On the meaning of Weyl quantization

In his development of quantum mechanics, Heisenberg insisted on having
quantum mechanical equations of motion in complete formal analogy with
the equations of classical mechanics, and Dirac obtained his ‘quantum
Poisson brackets’ after a careful examination of the properties of Poisson
brackets in classical mechanics. Both Heisenberg and Dirac were therefore
led by taking account of classical mechanics.

The Weyl programme studied in this chapter leads to a deep conceptual
revolution, because the emphasis on group-theoretical methods provides
a scheme where Weyl systems are considered in the first place, and clas-
sical mechanics is eventually recovered. Unlike what we say in the title of
the present monograph, the modern point of view might therefore take
quantum mechanics as the starting point, and investigate the conditions
under which classical physics on the macroscopic scale is recovered. It is
still too early, for the general reader, to elaborate on this point, but a
summary of the whole Weyl programme can be quite appropriate. Fol-
lowing Mackey (1998) and our previous presentation, the key elements
can be summarized as follows (at the risk of slight repetition).

It is well known in mathematics that a one-to-one correspondence ex-
ists between self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space H and the unitary
representations of the additive group of the real line in the same Hilbert
space. If H is finite-dimensional, the representation t → UA

t correspond-
ing to the self-adjoint operator A is given by the formula

UA
t = eiAt =

∞∑
n=0

(iAt)n

n!
, (9.11.1)

where the series on the right-hand side converges uniformly. The one-to-
one correspondence is readily established and one can show that 1

i
d
dtU

A
t

is equal to A when t is set to zero. Weyl conjectured that Hilbert’s spec-
tral theorem would soon be used to extend this correspondence to the
general case, including unbounded self-adjoint operators, and proceeded
as though this was done (such a task was accomplished in Stone (1930)).

It is also well known that two self-adjoint operators Q and P commute
with one another if and only if the associated strongly continuous one-
parameter unitary groups satisfy Eq. (9.3.6). Since the operators eisP

and eitQ are everywhere defined bounded operators for all s and t, they
are easier to work with in a rigorous manner than P and Q, which are
always unbounded and only densely defined. Weyl accordingly proposed
that one should take the unitary representations of the real line s → eisP

and t → eitQ as the fundamental objects, instead of the operators P and
Q. Within this framework the Heisenberg commutation relations for a
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system with N coordinates and momenta can be written in the form

eitQkeisQj − eisQjeitQk = 0 = eisPkeitPj − eitPjeisPk , (9.11.2)

eisPkeitQj = eisth̄ δij eitQjeisPk , (9.11.3)

for all s, t, i, j, k. At this stage, Weyl pointed out that the various eisPk

can be combined together into a single unitary representation U of the
commutation group RN of all N -tuples of real numbers under addition,
i.e.

Us1,s2,...,sN ≡ eis1P1eis2P2 · · · eisNPN , (9.11.4)

and similarly with eitQj , i.e.

Vt1,t2,...,tN ≡ eit1Q1eit2Q2 · · · eitNQN . (9.11.5)

More significantly, Weyl defined a unitary operator-valued function of
the additive group of R2N by the formula

Ws1,s2,...,sN ,t1,t2,...,tN ≡ Us1,s2,...,sN Vt1,t2,...,tN . (9.11.6)

He realized that, although W is not a representation of R2N , it is ‘almost’
a representation in that, for any two elements x and y of R2N , Wx+y

differs from WxWy only by a multiplicative factor depending on x and y.
More precisely, one has

Wx+y = σ(x, y)WxWy, (9.11.7)

where the map σ : R2N → C has unit modulus. This means that W is a
projective representation with multiplier σ. In the construction (9.11.6),
the associated multiplier σ is defined by the equation

σ
(
(s1, s2, . . . , sN , t1, t2, . . . , tN )(s′1, s

′
2, . . . , s

′
N , t′1, t

′
2, . . . , t

′
N )

)
≡ e

i
h̄ (t1s

′
1+t2s

′
2+···+tNs′N ). (9.11.8)

This picture was extended by I. E. Segal, by replacing R2n with a com-
plex Hilbert space, while σ(x, y) is replaced by the exponential of the
antisymmetric part of 〈x|y〉.

The global form of the Heisenberg commutation relations is therefore
equivalent to the statement that W is a projective unitary representa-
tion with multiplier σ defined in Eq. (9.11.8). Weyl then pointed out
that σ is the only possible non-degenerate multiplier for R2N , and pre-
sented a heuristic argument in support of the conjecture that, for each
non-degenerate σ, there exists within equivalence a unique irreducible
projective unitary representation of R2N with the multiplier σ. These
remarks by Weyl were possibly the first step in the programme of deriv-
ing fundamental principles in quantum mechanics from group-theoretical
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symmetry principles. For an account of modern developments, the reader
is referred again to Mackey (1998). We note that any symplectic struc-
ture on R2n invariant under given translations of R2n on itself reduces
to the standard one. However, there might be alternative realizations of
the translation group.

9.12 The basic postulates of quantum theory

We now present the basic postulates of quantum mechanics. For this pur-
pose, we first state the four rules that deal with the mathematical frame-
work within which all quantum-mechanical systems can be described (but
the reader should be aware that the scheme is, by no means, unique. There
exist yet other mathematical frameworks for the development of quantum
theory, while some early attempts of applying it to the whole universe are
described in DeWitt and Graham (1973)). The four basic postulates are
as follows (Bohm 1958, Mackey 1963, Beltrametti and Cassinelli 1976,
1981, Prugovecki 1981, Varadarajan 1985, Weinberg 1989, Peres 1993,
Isham 1995, Klauder 1997, Auletta 2000).

(i) To each physical system S there corresponds a suitable Hilbert space
HS . Every state of S is represented by a normalized vector ψ ∈ HS , called
the state vector, which contains all possible informations on the system
(see, however, remark 1 following Eq. (9.12.6)). The time evolution of ψ
is ruled by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (see Eqs. (7.8.2) and
(7.8.3))

ih̄
dψ
dt

= Ĥψ, (9.12.1)

where Ĥ is an essentially self-adjoint operator in HS .

(ii) To each observable quantity A there corresponds a self-adjoint opera-
tor Â in HS . The discrete spectrum σd(Â) and the continuous spectrum
σc(Â) of Â represent the set of all possible values taken by A (see com-
ments concerning the singular spectrum made after Eq. (4.4.23)). Given
the eigenvalue equations

Âϕru = αrϕru, (9.12.2)

Âϕαu = αϕαu, (9.12.3)

where ϕru and ϕαu are the proper and improper eigenvectors, respec-
tively, so that the state vector can be expanded in the form

ψ(t) =
∑
r,u

cru(t)ϕru +
∑
u

∫
σc

cu(α, t)ϕαu dα, (9.12.4)
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the probability that an observation of A at time t yields the value αr ∈ σd

or a value lying in the interval (α, α + dα) ⊂ σc, is given by

P (A = αr|t) =
∑
u

|cru(t)|2 =
∑
u

|(ϕru, ψ)|2, (9.12.5)

P (α ≤ A ≤ α + dα|t) =
∑
u

|cu(α, t)|2 dα =
∑
u

|(ϕαu, ψ)|2 dα. (9.12.6)

With our notation, the summation over u takes into account that de-
generacies may occur, i.e. several eigenvectors belonging to the same
eigenvalue.

Remark 1. This implies that the physical predictions of the theory re-
main unaffected if the state vector ψ is multiplied by an arbitrary complex
number µ such that |µ| = 1, i.e. µ = eiρ, with ρ ∈ R, and ψeiρ leads to
the same physics. By virtue of this invariance property, one might choose
to deal with a space of rays. Note, however, that the sum of state vectors
ψ1 = ρ1eiϕ1 and ψ2 = ρ2eiϕ2 obeys the law

ψ1 + ψ2 = eiϕ1
[
ρ1 + ei(ϕ2−ϕ1)ρ2

]
,

and hence is more convenient if one wants to describe interference experi-
ments, where the relative phase (ϕ2 − ϕ1) plays a role (Man’ko
et al. 2000). In contrast, all phases are factored out in the space of rays
and the sum of two rays is not defined, which makes it more difficult to
account for interference.

Remark 2. By virtue of the postulate (ii), if, for t = t0, the state vector
is a proper eigenvector of Â corresponding to the eigenvalue αr, i.e. if

ψ(t0) =
∑
u

cuϕru, (9.12.7)

one finds

P (A = αr|t0) = 1. (9.12.8)

This is why the proper eigenvectors of Â are also called the eigenstates
of A. The postulate (ii) is a non-trivial generalization to any observable
of what is known from wave mechanics about energy measurements on a
given quantum state.

Remark 3. It is physically impossible to measure with absolute accuracy
an observable C having a continuous spectrum. However, one can measure
such an observable with an arbitrarily good accuracy. For this purpose, it
is sufficient to choose a step function θ, which approximates the function
f with the desired accuracy, and measure θ(C), which is an observable
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with a discrete spectrum. It should be stressed that the introduction of
θ(C) is not a mathematical trick, but is essential for reasons of principle
(Daneri et al. 1962).

(iii) Any two compatible observables A,B are represented by the self-
adjoint operators Â, B̂ with a complete orthonormal set of common eigen-
vectors, and the probability of finding in the simultaneous measurement
of A and B the result A = αr, B = βs is expressed by

P (A = αr, B = βs|t) =
∑
u

|crsu(t)|2 =
∑
u

|(ϕrsu, ψ)|2. (9.12.9)

Remark 4. The postulate (iii) can be generalized to any number of
compatible observables.

Remark 5. One can prove that a necessary and sufficient condition for
two self-adjoint operators Â and B̂ to have a complete set of common
eigenvectors is that Â and B̂ commute.

Remark 6. If Â and B̂ are unbounded operators, which is quite often
the case, the expression [Â, B̂] for their commutator should be replaced
by the group ‘commutator’

Cg(Â, B̂) ≡ eitÂ eisB̂ e−itÂ e−isB̂. (9.12.10)

Here we are using the Stone theorem (Stone 1932) already introduced,
according to which, given a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary
group on a Hilbert space H, there exists a self-adjoint operator Â on H
so that U(t) = eitÂ.

To state the following postulate, we have to define what we mean by
observations of the first or second kind (a classification due to Pauli).

Definition 1. An observation of the first kind perturbs an observed quan-
tity by an amount which is either negligible (from the experimental point
of view) or well known, in that, upon repeating the measurement im-
mediately afterwards, one finds the same result, or the outcome of the
second measurement is exactly predictable. This is indeed the case for
energy measurements in a bubble chamber, performed by measuring the
curvature of part of the path of the particle.

Definition 2. An observation of the second kind perturbs the observed
quantity in a way which is both substantial and unpredictable. This is
where a stochastic element enters. The phenomenon occurs, for example,
when a photon is detected in a photomultiplier, because in such a device
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the photon is completely absorbed, so that no further measurements can
be performed.

We are now in a position to state the projection postulate, which plays a
crucial role in quantum mechanics.

(iv) Suppose that, at t = t0, an observation of the first kind is performed
on the system, consisting of the measurement of a certain set of compat-
ible observables A and B, and leading to the result A = αr, B = βs. If
ψ(t0) is the state vector of the system immediately prior to the obser-
vation, then the state vector immediately after the observation, denoted
by ψ(t0 + τ), is given by the projection of ψ(t0) on the eigenspace corre-
sponding to the pair of eigenvalues αr, βs. Thus, on expressing ψ(t0) as
the linear combination

ψ(t0) =
∑
r,s,u

crsuϕrsu, (9.12.11)

one should find

ψ(t0 + τ) =
∑

u crsuϕrsu√∑
u |crsu|

2
. (9.12.12)

Remark 7. This means that, at the moment when the observation of
the first kind is performed, the state vector undergoes a change which is
both discontinuous and irreversible (often called the ‘collapse’ of the state
vector), unlike the undisturbed evolution described by the Schrödinger
equation. This property becomes acceptable if one bears in mind that
the state vector is just a mathematical tool to formulate predictions of
a statistical nature. However, one should acknowledge that a very rich
literature exists on the applications and on the ultimate meaning of the
projection postulate (D’Espagnat 1976, Wheeler and Zurek 1983, Isham
1995).

With hindsight, we should also say that two interpretations of the state
vector have emerged in the literature. They are as follows (Isham 1995).

(i) Minimal, pragmatic approach: the state vector refers only to a large
collection of suitably prepared systems, on which repeated measurements
are performed. Any actual collection of copies of a system on which mea-
surements are made is always finite in number, and hence the relative
frequencies of the outcomes can only approximate the theoretical prob-
abilities. Repeated measurements may be made on many copies of the
same system, which are all measured at (essentially) the same time; or
the copies may be measured sequentially; or the experiment may be re-
peated several times, using the same system suitably prepared on each
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occasion. It is then crucial to understand how many times an experiment
should be repeated, for the measured relative frequencies of different out-
comes to be an acceptable approximation of the theoretically predicted
probabilities. Moreover, one has to make sure that the appropriate copy
of the system is in the ‘correct state’ when a repeated measurement is
performed. In the pragmatic approach, quantum theory is viewed as a
scheme aimed at predicting the probabilistic distribution of results of
measurements performed on copies of a suitably prepared physical sys-
tem. To emphasize the measurement aspect, the term ‘physical quantity’
is replaced by ‘observable quantity’ or ‘observable’. Probabilities are in-
terpreted in a statistical way, by referring to relative frequencies with
which the various results are obtained, if measurements are repeated a
sufficiently large number of times.

(ii) State vectors of individual systems: the state vector refers to a single
system, and it leads to probabilistic predictions of the results of repeated
measurements. Indeed, the actual state preparations are almost always
performed on individual systems. To say that a system is in a certain
state means that it has been subjected to a preparation procedure, and
hence it is quite natural to associate a state with an individual system.
However, one should then bear in mind that physical quantities do not
necessarily have values for each such system. In other words, even if a
quantum state is associated to an individual system, it is impossible to
assign definite values to all physical quantities.

We have adopted the latter point of view, interpretation (ii) above,
because it makes it possible to deal properly with many experimental sit-
uations where individual systems are actually studied and their quantum
states are prepared and manipulated.

9.12.1 Rigged Hilbert spaces

A Hilbert space has all vectors in it of finite norm. For a finite-dimensio-
nal space all vectors with finite components have finite length. But when
the number of dimensions is (countably) infinite we may have vectors of
infinite length, which can have all components in a suitable basis being
finite. For example a vector

V = v1e1 + · · · + vnen + · · · (9.12.13)

has length squared

|v1|2 + |v2|2 + · · · + |vn|2 + · · · .

Even such vectors with infinite length are useful; and with the components
{v1, v2, . . .} in the basis {e1, e2, . . .} all finite the vector is well defined.
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But even though the vector is outside the Hilbert space there are a subset
of vectors

U = u1e1 + · · · + unen + · · · (9.12.14)

that have finite scalar products with the vector V provided

u∗1v1 + u∗2v2 + · · · + u∗nvn + · · · < ∞. (9.12.15)

The vectors V form a vector space H′ that is larger than H and the
vectors U form a vector space H′′ such that

H′′ ⊂ H ⊂ H′. (9.12.16)

The spaces H′ and H′′ are dual to each other; the space H is self-dual.
For function spaces the L2 functions over any suitable interval consti-

tute (on completion) a Hilbert space. The functions which increase no
faster than ex

2/2 constitute a bigger space, but most of them are not L2

functions. In contrast if one takes functions that fall off faster than e−x2/2

they form a sub-space of the Hilbert space. The functions increasing no
faster than ex

2/2 constitute H′, while the functions falling off faster than
e−x2/2 constitute H′′. This triple of vector spaces H′′,H,H′ was intro-
duced by Gel’fand and are called Gel’fand triples or rigged Hilbert spaces.
In the rigged Hilbert space formalism there are eigenvectors for a con-
tinuous spectrum, but these are in the space H′ though not in H. Note
that a vector in H′ can be completely characterized by its scalar products
with all members of a basis, for which all of the unit vectors lie in H.

Position and momentum operators

Another important example of an eigenvalue problem that leads to the
analysis of Gel’fand triples is the eigenvalue problem for position and mo-
mentum operators, because the eigenvalue equations for Q and P admit
weak (distributional) solutions. For example, the Dirac generalized func-
tion (distribution) with support in x0, i.e. δx0(x) ≡ δ(x− x0), is a weak
solution of the eigenvalue equation

(Qψx0)(x) = x0ψx0(x), (9.12.17)

as is shown by the following smeared relation with a test function ϕ ∈
S(R):∫

R

dxxδx0(x)ϕ(x) = x0ϕ(x0) =
∫

R

dxx0δx0(x)ϕ(x). (9.12.18)

The Dirac generalized function and the generalized function xδx0 do not
belong to the domain of definition S(R) of Q; rather they belong to its
dual space, i.e.

S ′(R) ≡ {ω : S(R) → C linear and continuous} , (9.12.19)
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which is the space of tempered distributions on R. Their rigorous defini-
tion is expressed by

δx0 : S(R) → C, ϕ → δx0(ϕ) = ϕ(x0), (9.12.20)

jointly with

xδx0 : S(R) → C, ϕ → (xδx0)(ϕ) = δx0(xϕ) = x0ϕ(x0). (9.12.21)

The accurate form of Eq. (9.12.17) is therefore

(xδx0)(ϕ) = (x0δx0)(ϕ), ∀ϕ ∈ S(R). (9.12.22)

Thus, the eigenvalue equation for the position operator Q admits a dis-
tributional solution ψx0 for every value x0 ∈ R and the spectrum of Q is
purely continuous.

In analogous way, the function ψp(x) = 1√
2πh̄

eipxh̄ defines a distribution
lp according to

lp : S(R) → C, (9.12.23)

ϕ → lp(ϕ) =
∫

R

dx ψ∗
p(x)ϕ(x) ≡ (Fϕ)(p), (9.12.24)

where Fϕ denotes the Fourier transform of ϕ. The distribution lp repre-
sents a solution of the eigenvalue equation Plp = plp.

In summary, the eigenvalue problem for the operators Q and P which
admit a continuous spectrum suggests considering the following Gel’fand
triple:

S(R) ⊂ L2(R,dx) ⊂ S ′(R). (9.12.25)

Here, S(R) is a dense sub-space of L2(R,dx), and every function ψ ∈
L2(R,dx) defines a distribution ωψ ∈ S ′(R) according to

ωψ : S(R) → C, ϕ → ωψ(ϕ) =
∫

R

dx ψ∗(x)ϕ(x). (9.12.26)

Note that S ′(R) also contains distributions such as the Dirac distribution
δx0 or the distribution lp, which cannot be represented by means of a
function ψ ∈ L2(R,dx) according to (9.12.26). The procedure of smearing
out with a test function ϕ ∈ S(R) corresponds to the formation of wave
packets studied in chapters 4 and 5.

In general, one can study a self-adjoint operator A on the Hilbert space
H. The improper eigenfunctions associated with elements of the con-
tinuous spectrum of A do not belong to the Hilbert space H: one has
then to equip H with an appropriate dense sub-space Ω and its dual Ω′,
which contains the generalized eigenfunctions of A so that one can write
Ω ⊂ H ⊂ Ω′. One has to choose the space Ω in a maximal way so as
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to ensure that Ω′ is as ‘close’ as possible to H; this provides the clos-
est possible analogy with the finite-dimensional case, where Ω,H and Ω′

coincide. For further details, we refer the reader to the work in Gieres
(2000) and de la Madrid et al. (2002).

Remark 8. Since the spectrum of the self-adjoint operator A continues
to be the set of singular points of the resolvent of A, there are no com-
plex eigenvalues or corresponding generalized eigenfunctions in Ω′. This
formalism, like the heuristic extension by Dirac, cannot therefore deal
with decaying states or complex resonance energies. One can introduce a
family of vector spaces associated with an analytic self-adjoint operator
A (with real spectrum). A family of analytic continuations exists that
introduce vector spaces in which the analytically continued operator A
has a complex spectrum, which is possibly continuous.

It should be emphasized that this process is defined only for analytic
Hamiltonians that can be analytically continued from the Hilbert space.
Any vector in the Hilbert space can be approximated by an analytically
continuable function arbitrarily closely. But the correspondence is only
between dense subsets of vectors. In particular, a discrete complex eigen-
value has an eigenfunction in the extended space which cannot be made
to correspond to any vector in Hilbert space.

It would therefore be inconsistent to treat ‘decaying states’ using rigged
Hilbert spaces. The ‘decaying states’ do not have a decreasing norm: that
would be inconsistent with a time-independent Hamiltonian. What is
involved is the survival amplitude (section 8.12) and ‘survival probability’,
which decrease with time. Hence we must go beyond the rigged Hilbert
space to deal with these states. The use of dual spaces for these problems
is available in the literature, where both right and left eigenvectors are
introduced and their scalar products used (Sudarshan 1994).

9.13 Problems

9.P1. Let H be the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions on [0, 1], and consider the operator
A such that

Af ≡ i
∂f

∂x
(9.13.1)

on the domain of all absolutely continuous functions f on [0, 1] such that f ′ ∈ L2[0, 1] and f(0) =
f(1). Moreover, let B be the operator defined by

Bf(x) ≡ xf(x), (9.13.2)

with the domain being the whole Hilbert space H.

(i) Prove that the commutator [A,B] is a multiple of the identity on the domain of all absolutely
continuous functions such that f ′ ∈ L2[0, 1] and f(0) = f(1) = 0.

(ii) Bearing in mind that the above domain is dense in H and [A,B] is bounded, prove that C ≡ [A,B]
equals i1I on H.
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(iii) Now take a constant function u, for which Au = 0. Evaluate the modulus of the expectation
value (u,Cu), compare with the generalized uncertainty relations of section 9.9 and interpret the
result.

9.P2. Consider the position and momentum operators with the associated maximal domains of
definition on the real line. Prove that symmetry of Q and P implies that the operator

A ≡ Q
3
P + PQ

3 (9.13.3)

is symmetric as well. Next, consider the square-integrable function f defined by

f(x) =
1√
2
|x|−3/2 exp

(
− 1

4x2

)
for x �= 0, f(0) = 0. (9.13.4)

(i) Does f belong to the domain of A?

(ii) Compute Af and try to interpret the result (Gieres 2000).

9.P3. For a quantum-mechanical problem studied with spherical coordinates in R
3, let ϕ̂ be the

operator of multiplication of the wave function by ϕ ∈ [0, 2π], and let L̂z be the z-component of the
orbital angular momentum, realized as the first-order differential operator L̂z ≡ h̄

i
∂
∂ϕ .

(i) Do the eigenfunctions of L̂z belong to the domain of the commutator [ϕ̂, L̂z ]?

(ii) Prove the inequality

(	ψL̂z)(	ψϕ̂) ≥ h̄

2
|1 − 2πψ(2π)|2 ∀ ψ ∈ D(L̂z) ∩ D(ϕ̂) (9.13.5)

(Gieres 2000).

9.P4. Consider a particle of mass m in the one-dimensional infinite potential well of Eq. (4.6.27),
with Hamiltonian H. Let

ψ(x, 0) =
√

15
4a5/2

(a2 − x
2) if x ∈ [−a, a] (9.13.6)

be the normalized wave function of the particle at t = 0, which vanishes outside the interval [−a, a].

(i) Compute the average value of the squared Hamiltonian H2 in the state ψ.

(ii) Find under which boundary conditions the operators H and H2 are self-adjoint (Gieres 2000).

9.P5. Let M be the Riemann surface of the square root function, and let H be the Hilbert space of
square-integrable functions on M . Consider the operators (Reed and Simon 1980)

P ≡ −i
∂

∂x
, (9.13.7)

Q ≡ x − i
∂

∂y
, (9.13.8)

on the domain D of all C∞ functions with compact support not containing the origin.

(i) Prove that P and Q satisfy all properties (i)–(iii) listed in section 9.7.

(ii) Do the groups generated by P and Q satisfy the Weyl relations?
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9.P6. Solve, with given initial conditions, the Heisenberg equations of motion for a one-dimensional
harmonic oscillator with position operator qH(t) and momentum operator pH(t). Evaluate the com-
mutators at different times[

qH(t1), qH(t2)
]
,

[
qH(t1), pH(t2)

]
,

[
pH(t1), pH(t2)

]
,

and interpret the result.

9.P7. By independently varying the wave function ψ(q′, t) = 〈q′, t|ψ〉 and its complex conjugate ψ†,
prove that the action

S ≡
∫

dt
∫

dq′ L, (9.13.9)

with dq′ ≡
∏n

i=1 dq′i, and L the Lagrangian

L ≡ i
2

(
ψ

†
ψ̇ − ψ̇

†
ψ

)
− ψ

†
Hq′ (t)ψ, (9.13.10)

leads to the Schrödinger equation for a system having n degrees of freedom (DeWitt 1965). Recall that
Hq′ (t), the Hamiltonian operator in the coordinate representation, is obtained from the Hamiltonian
operator H(t) in the Heisenberg representation by means of

Hq′ (t)〈q
′
, t|ψ〉 = 〈q′, t|H(t)|ψ〉. (9.13.11)

9.P8. Canonical symmetries are maps that preserve the canonical commutation relations. Prove that
there exist canonical symmetries which are not expressed by unitary operators. Try to interpret this
class of symmetries.



10
Harmonic oscillators
and quantum optics

Starting from the definition of annihilation and creation operators, the
basic properties of harmonic oscillators in quantum mechanics are first
derived with algebraic methods: the existence of the ground state, the
discrete nature of the spectrum of the Hamiltonian and extension to
higher dimensions. A thorough investigation of the infinite degeneracy of
Landau levels is then performed.

In the second part, emphasis is put on the applications to the anal-
ysis of coherent states. These are an overcomplete and non-orthogonal
system of Hilbert-space vectors, which are very useful for describing co-
herent laser beams within the framework of quantum theory. They are
also studied, here, from the point of view of the general theory of Weyl
systems, defining eventually the Bargmann–Fock representation, which
leads to a realization of the Hilbert space of states as a space of entire
functions. Two-photon coherent states, which are a generalized form of
coherent states relevant for the analysis of two-photon lasers, are also
studied.

10.1 Algebraic formalism for harmonic oscillators

A one-dimensional harmonic oscillator of mass m and frequency ω has a
classical Hamiltonian

H =
p2

2m
+

m

2
ω2x2. (10.1.1)

In section 4.7 we have performed the quantum analysis within the frame-
work of wave mechanics. Now we are going to follow a more abstract
path.

In quantum mechanics, according to the rules of section 9.11 for the
observables, one wants to realize x and its conjugate momentum as self-
adjoint operators, denoted by x̂ and p̂, respectively, and obeying the
commutation relations (9.1.1), and then investigate the properties of the

375
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operators defined by the linear combinations

â ≡ 1√
2mh̄ω

(
mωx̂ + ip̂

)
, (10.1.2)

â† ≡ 1√
2mh̄ω

(
mωx̂− ip̂

)
. (10.1.3)

Note that, so far, â† is only the formal adjoint of â. We need to determine
whether it really is the adjoint. For this purpose, we have to introduce
a Hilbert space and a realization of our operators on it. We can use the
approach of the previous chapter and look for a realization in terms of
differential operators on square-integrable functions on a Lagrangian sub-
space. It is now convenient to introduce dimensionless units, which lead,
eventually, to the operator

T ≡ ξ +
d
dξ

, (10.1.4)

for â. On defining the scalar product (thus, the definition depends ulti-
mately on the metric)

(u, v) ≡
∫ ∞

−∞
u∗(ξ)v(ξ) dξ, (10.1.5)

one finds, after integration by parts,

(Tu, v) =
∫ ∞

−∞
u∗(ξ)

(
ξ − d

dξ

)
v(ξ) dξ + [u∗(ξ)v(ξ)]∞−∞. (10.1.6)

Thus, the operator ξ − d
dξ is the adjoint T † of T provided that, for u ∈

D(T ) and v ∈ D(T †), the following boundary term vanishes:

u∗(∞)v(∞) − u∗(−∞)v(−∞) = 0. (10.1.7)

This means that one has to look for functions that are absolutely con-
tinuous on the whole real line and vanish at ±∞. The former condition
ensures that such functions are at least of class C1, and their weak deriva-
tives are Lebesgue summable on R. More precisely, one has to look for u
and v in the Schwarz space of C∞ functions with rapid decrease (Reed
and Simon 1980).

Starting from the definitions (10.1.2) and (10.1.3), we re-express the
operators x̂ and p̂:

x̂ =

√
h̄

2mω

(
â + â†

)
, (10.1.8)

p̂ = i

√
mh̄ω

2

(
â† − â

)
. (10.1.9)
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The Hamiltonian operator

Ĥ ≡ p̂2

2m
+

m

2
ω2x̂2 (10.1.10)

is thus found to be

Ĥ =
1
2
h̄ω

(
ââ† + â†â

)
. (10.1.11)

Moreover, by virtue of (9.1.1), one has[
â, â†

]
= 1I, (10.1.12)

and hence Ĥ takes the form

Ĥ = h̄ω
(
â†â +

1
2
1I
)
. (10.1.13)

The form (10.1.13) of the Hamiltonian suggests defining the operator

N̂ ≡ â†â. (10.1.14)

By construction, the operator N̂ commutes with Ĥ, and hence its eigen-
states are also eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. Moreover, the property
(10.1.12) implies that [

N̂ , â
]

= −â, (10.1.15)

[
N̂ , â†

]
= â†. (10.1.16)

Another key property of the operator N̂ is that it is positive-definite.
Indeed, given a generic ket vector |f〉, one has

〈f |N̂ |f〉 = 〈f |â†â|f〉 = 〈âf |âf〉 = ‖â|f〉‖2, (10.1.17)

which proves that the spectrum of N̂ consists of non-negative eigenvalues
λ:

N̂ |v〉 = λ|v〉. (10.1.18)

Moreover, by virtue of (10.1.15) and (10.1.16), one finds

N̂ â|v〉 = (λ− 1)â|v〉, (10.1.19)

N̂ â†|v〉 = (λ + 1)â†|v〉, (10.1.20)

and, by repeated application of this property,

N̂ ân|v〉 = (λ− n)ân|v〉, (10.1.21)

N̂(â†)s|v〉 = (λ + s)(â†)s|v〉, (10.1.22)
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where n and s are non-negative integers. This means that the sequence
of eigenvectors

|v〉, â|v〉, . . . , ân|v〉

cannot continue for ever, but an integer n0 exists such that

ân0 |v〉 �= 0, (10.1.23)

ân0+1|v〉 = 0, (10.1.24)

since otherwise (10.1.21) would lead, after a finite number of steps, to
negative eigenvalues, which is impossible by virtue of (10.1.17). It follows
from (10.1.23) and (10.1.24) that

N̂ ân0 |v〉 = 0, (10.1.25)

whereas Eq. (10.1.21) implies that

N̂ ân0 |v〉 = (λ− n0)ân0 |v〉. (10.1.26)

Comparison of (10.1.25) and (10.1.26) therefore yields

λ = n0 ≥ 0, (10.1.27)

i.e. the spectrum of N̂ consists of non-negative integers (hence N̂ is called
the number operator), and the spectrum of Ĥ has the form

En = h̄ω
(
n +

1
2

)
, ∀n ≥ 0. (10.1.28)

Hereafter, the eigenstates of N̂ and Ĥ will therefore be denoted by |n〉.
If κ is a constant, one can define the ket

|0〉 ≡ κ ân0 |v〉, (10.1.29)

which, by virtue of (10.1.24), has the property of being annihilated by
the operator â:

â|0〉 = 0. (10.1.30)

The properties (10.1.19) and (10.1.20) may now be expressed in the form

â|n〉 = cn|n− 1〉, (10.1.31)

â†|n〉 = bn|n + 1〉, (10.1.32)

where cn and bn are some numbers which can be determined by the
following argument. The evaluation of 〈n|â†â|n〉 yields

〈n|â†â|n〉 = n〈n|n〉. (10.1.33)
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On the other hand, by virtue of (10.1.31), one also has

〈n|â†â|n〉 = |cn|2〈n− 1|n− 1〉. (10.1.34)

By comparison of (10.1.33) and (10.1.34), and imposing the normalization
condition

〈r|r〉 = 1 ∀r ≥ 0, (10.1.35)

one finds
cn =

√
n ei2kπ, (10.1.36)

for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . We have exploited the fact that, since the eigen-
states are defined only up to a phase factor, they can all be chosen so
that eiϕ = 1. Similarly, one finds

〈n|ââ†|n〉 = (n + 1)〈n|n〉 = |bn|2〈n + 1|n + 1〉, (10.1.37)

which implies
bn =

√
n + 1 ei2kπ, (10.1.38)

for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . It is therefore clear from the rules

â|n〉 =
√
n|n− 1〉, (10.1.39)

â†|n〉 =
√
n + 1|n + 1〉, (10.1.40)

that â maps an eigenstate of the number operator belonging to the eigen-
value n into an eigenstate of the number operator belonging to the eigen-
value n − 1. The operator â† maps instead |n〉 into an eigenstate of N̂
belonging to the eigenvalue n + 1. This is why they are called the an-
nihilation and the creation operator, respectively (the above equations
were already obtained, in the Schrödinger picture, in section 4.7). The
eigenstate (â†)n|0〉 therefore belongs to the eigenvalue λ = n of N̂ . To
obtain the appropriate normalization coefficient, we have to evaluate

‖(â†)n|0〉‖2
= 〈(â†)n0|(â†)n0〉 = 〈0|ân(â†)n|0〉. (10.1.41)

For this purpose, we need the identity

â(â†)n − (â†)nâ = n(â†)n−1. (10.1.42)

This is proved by repeated application of (10.1.12), i.e.

â(â†)n = aâ†(â†)n−1 = â†â(â†)n−1 + (â†)n−1

= â†(â†â + 1)(â†)n−2 + (â†)n−1

= (â†)2ââ†(â†)n−3 + 2(â†)n−1

= (â†)3ââ†(â†)n−4 + 3(â†)n−1

= ··· = (â†)nâ + n(â†)n−1. (10.1.43)
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The action of the operator ân(â†)n on the ket |0〉 in (10.1.41) is then
found to be

ân(â†)n|0〉 = ân−1â(â†)n|0〉
= ân−1(â†)nâ|0〉 + nân−1(â†)n−1|0〉
= nân−1(â†)n−1|0〉. (10.1.44)

Repeated application of this algorithm therefore yields

〈0|ân(â†)n|0〉 = n!〈0|0〉 = n!, (10.1.45)

which implies that the normalized eigenstates we are looking for are
(â†)n√

n!
|0〉. By construction, we only need to solve the differential equation

for |0〉. Working in the Schrödinger representation, where

x̂|ψ〉 = x|ψ〉, (10.1.46)

p̂|ψ〉 =
h̄

i
d
dx

|ψ〉, (10.1.47)

one finds

â =
1
2σ

(
x + 2σ2 d

dx

)
, (10.1.48)

where σ ≡
√

h̄
2mω . Since the annihilation operator is realized here as

a first-order differential operator, we should consider its action on the
stationary state 〈x|0〉, i.e.(

x + 2σ2 d
dx

)
〈x|0〉 = 0. (10.1.49)

Equation (10.1.49) is solved by

〈x|0〉 = C e−mωx2/2h̄, (10.1.50)

where C is determined by the normalization condition:

〈x|0〉 =
(
mω

πh̄

)1/4

e−mωx2/2h̄. (10.1.51)

Combining (10.1.51) with the previous analysis, one finds

|n〉 =
1√
n!

[
1√
2

(
ξ − d

dξ

)]n
|0〉 ∀n ≥ 0. (10.1.52)

After this explicit construction is performed, one can take a different
point of view, and start from an abstract Hilbert space H with a complete
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orthonormal set |ψn〉. The annihilation and creation operators are then
defined axiomatically by the conditions

â|ψn〉 =
√
n|ψn−1〉, (10.1.53)

â†|ψn〉 =
√
n + 1|ψn+1〉, (10.1.54)

with a ground state such that

â|ψ0〉 = 0, (10.1.55)

and Hamiltonian operator (10.1.13). These newly defined operators will
satisfy the commutation relations of the oscillator algebra. The term h̄ω

2
plays a key role in the quantum theory of the electromagnetic field. If this
is viewed as an infinite set of harmonic oscillators, one faces the prob-
lem of an infinite value of the zero-point energy, i.e. the energy obtained
when all number operators for the various oscillators have a vanishing
eigenvalue. What really matters, however, are differences in zero-point
energies. These are finite (upon making suitable definitions) and produce
measurable effects. The investigation of these problems goes well beyond
the aims of our monograph, but the reader should be aware that many
fascinating problems lie behind the zero-point energy h̄ω

2 (Casimir 1948,
Grib et al. 1994).

In more than one degree of freedom, one deals with the commutation
rules [

âr, â
†
s

]
= δrs,

[
âr, âs

]
= 0,

[
â†r, â

†
s

]
= 0. (10.1.56)

For each r, one can define a generalized ‘number’ operator

N̂r ≡ â†r âr, (10.1.57)

and the rule for a matrix representation of the annihilation and creation
operators is expressed by(

â†r
)
Nr,N ′

r

=
√
Nr if Nr = N ′

r + 1, 0 otherwise, (10.1.58)

(
âr

)
Nr,N ′

r

=
√
Nr + 1 if Nr = N ′

r − 1, 0 otherwise. (10.1.59)

These rules give rise to the matrix form of â, â† written in the eigenstates
of the number operator:

â =




0
√

1 · · ·
· 0

√
2 · ·

· · 0
√

3 ·
· · · 0 ·
· · · · ·


 , (10.1.60)
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â† =




0 · · · ·√
1 0 · · ·
·

√
2 0 · ·

· ·
√

3 · ·
· · · · ·


 . (10.1.61)

In the case of a system with many degrees of freedom, one has a Hilbert
space which consists of the tensor product (see appendix 4.A) of the
various Hilbert spaces:

H = H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H3 ⊗ · · · . (10.1.62)

A multi-particle state is then expressed as

|n1, n2, . . . , nk〉 = |n1〉 ⊗ |n2〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |nk〉
= |n1〉 |n2〉 · · · |nk〉. (10.1.63)

Moreover, the associated bras are of the form

〈x| = 〈x1| ⊗ · · · ⊗ 〈xk|, (10.1.64)

so that

〈x|n〉 = ψn1(x1)ψn2(x2) · · ·ψnk
(xk). (10.1.65)

The Hamiltonian of the system is then expressed by the sum

Ĥ =
∑
α

h̄ωα

(
â†αâα +

1
2
1I
)

=
∑
α

1
2mα

(
p̂2
α + m2

αω
2
αx̂

2
α

)
, (10.1.66)

and the ground state is defined by the condition

âα|0〉 = 0 ∀α. (10.1.67)

A normalized state is obtained according to the algorithm

|n1, n2, . . . , nk〉 =
(â†1)

n1 (â†2)
n2 . . . (â†k)

nk

√
n1!n2! · · ·nk!

|0〉, (10.1.68)

which results from (10.1.63) and from the properties

|nr〉 =
(â†r)

nr

√
nr!

|0r〉 ∀r = 1, . . . , k,

|0〉 = |01〉 |02〉· · · |0k〉.

By construction, this state contains n1 excitations of the first oscillator,
n2 excitations of the second oscillator, up to nk excitations of the kth
oscillator.
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10.2 A thorough understanding of Landau levels

We are now in a position to obtain a proper understanding of the result
concerning Landau levels derived in section 6.5. For this purpose, we
consider the following formulation of the problem. The electron moves in
the whole xy plane, with Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
1

2m

[(
p̂x − e0B

2c
ŷ
)2

+
(
p̂y +

e0B

2c
x̂
)2

]
+

e0B

2mc
σ̂z, (10.2.1)

because Âx = −Bŷ
2 , Ây = Bx̂

2 . This form of the Hamiltonian makes it
possible to define two sets of operators (hereafter Ω ≡ e0B

c ):

b̂1 ≡ p̂x +
Ω
2
ŷ, b̂2 ≡ p̂y −

Ω
2
x̂, (10.2.2)

π̂1 ≡ p̂x − Ω
2
ŷ, π̂2 ≡ p̂y +

Ω
2
x̂, (10.2.3)

which satisfy the commutation relations[
b̂1, b̂2

]
= ih̄Ω 1I, (10.2.4)

[
π̂1, π̂2

]
= −ih̄Ω 1I. (10.2.5)

One can now take linear combinations of the operators defined in (10.2.2)
and (10.2.3) to obtain yet new operators which satisfy the commutation
relations for annihilation and creation operators. For this purpose, denot-
ing by N a constant, we define

Â ≡ N
(
π̂1 − iπ̂2

)
, Â† ≡ N

(
π̂1 + iπ̂2

)
, (10.2.6)

F̂ ≡ N
(
b̂1 + ib̂2

)
, F̂ † ≡ N

(
b̂1 − ib̂2

)
. (10.2.7)

By virtue of (10.2.2)–(10.2.7), one finds[
Â, Â†

]
=

[
F̂ , F̂ †

]
= 2N 2Ωh̄ 1I. (10.2.8)

Thus, the value of N for which
[
Â, Â†

]
=

[
F̂ , F̂ †

]
= 1I is

N =
1√
2Ωh̄

, (10.2.9)

which implies that the Hamiltonian operator takes the form

Ĥ = h̄Ω
[

1
2m

(
ÂÂ† + Â†Â

)
+

1
2m

σ3

]
. (10.2.10)
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The infinite degeneracy of the spectrum of Ĥ results from the commuta-
tion property of both F̂ and F̂ † with Ĥ:[

F̂ , Ĥ
]

=
[
F̂ †, Ĥ

]
= 0. (10.2.11)

What happens is that the sub-space corresponding to a given energy level
is invariant under the action of both F̂ and F̂ †. On the other hand, these
operators satisfy the commutation relations[

F̂ , F̂ †
]

= 1I. (10.2.12)

As we know from section 9.3, this implies that the operators F̂ and F̂ †

cannot be both bounded, and hence the sub-space invariant under their
action cannot be finite-dimensional.

To prove the result (10.2.11), note that[
F̂ , Ĥ

]
=

h̄

m
Ω

[
F̂ , Â†Â

]
, (10.2.13)

where [
F̂ , Â†Â

]
= N 3

[
b̂1 + ib̂2, π̂2

1 + π̂2
2

]
. (10.2.14)

By virtue of (10.2.2) and (10.2.3), one can re-express π̂1 and π̂2 in terms
of b̂1 and b̂2:

π̂1 = b̂1 − Ωŷ, (10.2.15)

π̂2 = b̂2 + Ωx̂, (10.2.16)

which implies[
F̂ , Â†Â

]
= N 3

[
b̂1+ib̂2, b̂21+b̂22+Ω2

(
x̂2+ŷ2

)
−2Ωb̂1ŷ+2Ωb̂2x̂

]
. (10.2.17)

The non-vanishing commutators occurring in (10.2.17) are found to be[
b̂1, b̂

2
2

]
= 2ih̄Ωb̂2,

[
b̂1, x̂

2 + ŷ2
]

= −2ih̄x̂, (10.2.18)

[
b̂1, b̂2x̂

]
= −ih̄p̂y +

3
2
ih̄Ωx̂,

[
b̂2, b̂

2
1

]
= −2ih̄Ωb̂1, (10.2.19)

[
b̂2, x̂

2 + ŷ2
]

= −2ih̄ŷ,
[
b̂2, b̂1ŷ

]
= −ih̄p̂x − 3

2
ih̄Ωŷ. (10.2.20)

Collecting together all terms, one thus finds[
F̂ , Â†Â

]
= N 3Ω

[
2h̄(b̂1+ib̂2)+ih̄Ω(x̂+iŷ)−2h̄(p̂x+ip̂y)

]
= 0. (10.2.21)

The validity of (10.2.11) is therefore proven.
We would like to conclude this section by emphasizing that a deeper

and more systematic way of deriving the various Landau levels actually
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exists, and this relies on the operator Â just introduced (see Eq. (10.2.6)).
For example, the first Landau level is, by definition, a solution of the
equation

Â ψ = 0. (10.2.22)

This leads to the first-order partial differential equation(
h̄

i
∂

∂x
− Ω

2
y − h̄

∂

∂y
− i

Ω
2
x

)
ψ(x, y) = 0, (10.2.23)

which implies(
∂

∂x
− i

∂

∂y

)
ψ(x, y) = − Ω

2h̄
(x− iy)ψ(x, y), (10.2.24)

and hence (
∂

∂x
− i

∂

∂y

)
logψ(x, y) = − Ω

2h̄
(x− iy). (10.2.25)

This form of the equation suggests considering the complex variables
ζ ≡ x − iy and ζ ≡ x + iy. On taking into account the transformation
rules for derivatives,

∂

∂x
=

∂

∂ζ
+

∂

∂ζ
, (10.2.26)

∂

∂y
= −i

∂

∂ζ
+ i

∂

∂ζ
, (10.2.27)

Eq. (10.2.25) is found to take the form

∂

∂ζ
logψ = − Ω

4h̄
ζ, (10.2.28)

which is solved by

logψ = − Ω
4h̄

|ζ|2 + κ, (10.2.29)

where κ is independent of ζ: ∂κ
∂ζ

= 0. This makes it possible to express
the first Landau level in the form

ψ(x, y) = f(x− iy) exp
[
−e0B

4h̄c
(x2 + y2)

]
, (10.2.30)

where f is an analytic function of the complex variable ζ.
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10.3 Coherent states

Many important applications of the formalism of harmonic oscillators
deal with the concept of coherent states. The key points are as follows.

(i) Coherent states are an overcomplete and non-orthogonal system of
Hilbert-space vectors (Schrödinger 1926, Glauber 1963, Sudarshan 1963,
Perelomov 1986). This means that at least one vector exists in the system
which can be removed, while the system remains complete. A system of
non-orthogonal wave functions to describe non-spreading wave packets for
quantum oscillators was indeed first introduced in Schrödinger (1926).

(ii) In von Neumann (1955), an important subset of such wave functions
was considered, related to the regular cell partition of the phase plane of
a one-dimensional dynamical system. The aim of von Neumann was to
study the position and momentum measurement processes in quantum
mechanics.

(iii) In Glauber (1963), the author tried to apply the formalism of quan-
tum theory to problems relevant for optics. For this purpose, he needed
states which reduce the correlation functions of the electric field to fac-
torized form, i.e. a product of eigenvalues for negative- and positive-
frequency parts of the electric field. Such states were the coherent states,
and turned out to be very useful for describing coherent laser beams
within the framework of quantum theory (Klauder and Sudarshan 1968,
Squires 1995, Scully and Zubairy 1997). However, one does not need a
large number of photons to be able to apply the coherent-state formalism
(Sudarshan 1963, Klauder and Sudarshan 1968).

(iv) Coherent states provide relevant applications of the formalism of
Weyl systems (see section 10.4) and make it possible to realize the Hilbert
space of states as a space of entire functions (i.e. functions analytic in the
whole complex plane). This property leads, in turn, to simpler solutions
of a number of problems, by exploiting the theory of entire functions
(Perelomov 1986).

(v) Further developments deal with problems where it is necessary to min-
imize the quantum noise, while keeping fixed the product (�q)ψ(�p)ψ.
This is achieved with the help of the so-called two-photon coherent states,
also called squeezed states (section 10.5).

Since the general reader is not necessarily familiar with the items men-
tioned above, we begin our analysis in a simplified (but correct) way, i.e.
by defining coherent states as a subset of the general set of quantum states
of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. This means that our definition
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should give rise to square-integrable functions on the real line, with some
peculiar properties. The latter result from the fact that, although it is im-
portant in quantum mechanics to have a theory of self-adjoint operators,
the spectral theory of non-self-adjoint operators (for which eigenvalues
are, in general, complex) plays an important role. Within this framework,
we are interested in the annihilation operator for harmonic oscillators. Let
us study a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator with mass m and angular
frequency ω = 2πν. Suppose that at time t = 0 the wave function ψ(x, t)
of the oscillator is an eigenfunction of the annihilation operator â with
complex eigenvalue µ:

âψ(x, 0) = µ ψ(x, 0). (10.3.1)

We want to express ψ(x, 0) in terms of eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian,
and show that ψ(x, t) is an eigenfunction of â with eigenvalue µe−iωt.
Moreover, we are going to prove that the square of the modulus of ψ is
a Gaussian that undergoes harmonic motion, and its shape remains the
same.

To begin our analysis, since the Hamiltonian operator is self-adjoint,
we expand the initial condition ψ(x, 0) as an infinite sum of normalized
eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian with quantum number n (the conver-
gence of the sum being in the L2 norm):

ψ(x, 0) =
∞∑

n=0

cnun. (10.3.2)

Since here we consider the realization of â and â† as first-order differential
operators, it is convenient to use a notation which refers to wave func-
tions acted upon by operators on a Hilbert space, rather than the Dirac
notation of section 10.1. The well-known property (10.1.31) of annihila-
tion operators, jointly with Eq. (10.3.1), leads to the equation (Squires
1995)

∞∑
n=1

√
ncnun−1 =

∞∑
n=0

µcnun. (10.3.3)

Comparison of coefficients of the un shows that
√
ncn = µcn−1, (10.3.4)

from which it follows that

cn =
µn

√
n!
c0, (10.3.5)
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which implies (see Eq. (10.3.2))

ψ(x, 0) =
∞∑

n=0

µn

√
n!
c0un. (10.3.6)

As we know from section 4.4, the wave function at time t is obtained
by applying the time-evolution operator to the initial condition:

ψ(x, t) = e−iHt/h̄ ψ(x, 0), (10.3.7)

which implies (see Eq. (10.1.28))

ψ(x, t) =
∞∑

n=0

µn

√
n!
c0une−i(n+1/2)ωt

= e−iωt/2
∞∑

n=0

(µe−iωt)n√
n!

c0un. (10.3.8)

The interpretation of this simple calculation is that, up to the inessen-
tial phase factor e−iωt/2, ψ(x, t) and ψ(x, 0) have the same functional
form. This property leads in turn to the conclusion that ψ(x, t) is an
eigenfunction of the annihilation operator, with eigenvalue µe−iωt.

Let us now use the expression (10.1.2) of the annihilation operator in
terms of the position and momentum operators. In terms of the parameter
σ ≡

√
h̄

2mω , this reads (see Eq. (10.1.48))

â =
1
2σ

x̂ + σ
d
dx

, (10.3.9)

and from the previous analysis we know that such an operator possesses
the eigenvalue equation

âψ(x, t) = γψ(x, t). (10.3.10a)

Moreover, we have shown above that the complex eigenvalue γ is µe−iωt.
Thus, writing µ = λeiρ, where λ is real, γ reads λeiθ, with θ = ρ− ωt. In
the light of (10.3.9), Eq. (10.3.10a) can be written in the form

dψ
ψ

=
(
γ

σ
− x

2σ2

)
dx. (10.3.10b)

The left-hand side of (10.3.10b) is the logarithmic derivative of ψ, and
hence one finds, by integration and subsequent exponentiation,

ψ = C exp
(
− x2

4σ2
+

γ

σ
x

)
, (10.3.11)

where C is a constant. It is therefore possible to express the square of the
modulus of ψ(x, t) as

|ψ(x, t)|2 = |C|2e−G, (10.3.12)
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where, completing the square, one finds

G =
x2

2σ2
− x

σ
(γ + γ∗) =

1
2σ2

(
x− 2σλ cos θ

)2
− 2λ2 cos2 θ. (10.3.13)

This leads in turn to the result

|ψ(x, t)|2 = |C|2 e2λ2 cos2 θ e−(x−x0)2/2σ2
, (10.3.14)

where we have defined

x0 ≡ 2σλ cos θ = 2σλ cos(ρ− ωt). (10.3.15)

Of course, the constant C can be evaluated from the normalization con-
dition ∫ ∞

−∞
|ψ|2 dx = 1. (10.3.16)

This method yields the simple but fundamental result (Squires 1995)

|ψ|2 =
1√

2πσ2
e−(x−x0)2/2σ2

. (10.3.17)

Such a formula shows that |ψ(x, t)|2 is a Gaussian that performs harmonic
motion. The corresponding plot is a sequence of Gaussian curves with the
same standard deviation σ and the same amplitude 2σλ (see Eq. (10.3.15)
and figure 10.1).

The eigenfunction ψ(x, t) described so far is known as a coherent state.
The annihilation operator â does not correspond to any physical observ-
able and is not self-adjoint. Hence its eigenvalues are in general complex.
Another important property is that eigenfunctions corresponding to dif-
ferent eigenvalues µ and µ′ are not orthogonal (see Eq. (10.4.11)). It
should also be stressed that, unlike â, the creation operator â† does not
have eigenfunctions belonging to L2(R,dx), because the solutions of the
equation

â†ψ = ρψ,

Fig. 10.1. Motion of a coherent state. The Gaussian wave packet undergoes
harmonic motion while its shape remains unchanged.
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which reads, upon realizing â† as a differential operator,

dψ
dx

=
(
ρ

σ
+

x

2σ2

)
ψ,

increase exponentially at large x, unlike the case of Eq. (10.3.11).
Coherent states are well known to be minimum-uncertainty states, and

this is clear in the light of Eq. (10.3.11) and of the result (9.9.21) on the
general form of minimal uncertainty states.

10.4 Weyl systems for coherent states

On using the Dirac notation for ‘ket’ and ‘bra’ vectors, the eigenvalue
equation for coherent states reads

â|z〉 = z|z〉 z ∈ C, (10.4.1)

and the result (10.3.8) takes the form

|z〉 = e−
1
2 |z|

2
∞∑

n=0

zn√
n!
|n〉. (10.4.2)

Bearing in mind the special case of the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff for-
mula when the commutator [A,B] commutes with both A and B (Baker
Jr 1958, Moyal 1949, Glauber 1963):

eA+B = eA eB e−
1
2 [A,B], (10.4.3)

we are now led to consider the operator

D(z) ≡ ezâ
†−z∗â. (10.4.4)

This operator provides a relevant application of the formalism of section
9.5, where we have studied the Weyl quantization and Weyl systems, and
hence we have considered unitary representations of symplectic vector
spaces. The explicit calculation shows, indeed, that

D(z + w) = e−
i
2ω(z,w)D(z)D(w), (10.4.5)

where

ω(z, w) ≡ i(wz∗ − w∗z). (10.4.6)

In our case, we go from position and momentum operators to annihilation
and creation operators. This is why, in (10.4.4), â and â† are weighted by
complex coefficients. The corresponding symplectic space is C ∼= R2.

The operator D(z) is a unitary operator, since one finds

D†(z) = ez
∗â−zâ†

, (10.4.7)
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and the formula (10.4.3) yields

D(z)D†(z) = D†(z)D(z) = 1I, (10.4.8)

as may be verified by direct computation. A further consequence of
(10.4.3) is that the operator D(z) takes the form

D(z) = e−
1
2 |z|

2
ezâ

†
e−z∗â. (10.4.9)

This formula can be used to obtain the action of D(z) on the ground
state as follows:

D(z)|0〉 = e−
1
2 |z|

2
ezâ

† |0〉 = e−
1
2 |z|

2
∞∑

n=0

(zâ†)n

n!
|0〉

= e−
1
2 |z|

2
∞∑

n=0

zn√
n!
|n〉 = |z〉, (10.4.10)

where we have used the property

e−z∗â |0〉 = |0〉,

which results from the Taylor expansion of e−z∗â, jointly with the defini-
tion of the annihilation operator. Interestingly, the result (10.4.10) shows
that D(z) is a unitary operator which turns the ground state into an
eigenfunction of the annihilation operator. More generally,

D(z)|z1〉 = |z1 + z〉, D†(z)|z1〉 = |z1 − z〉

apart from phase factors.
The lack of orthogonality of coherent states is easily proved, and one

finds

〈z|z′〉 = e−
1
2 |z|

2−1
2 |z

′|2
∞∑

n,r=0

(z∗)n(z′)r√
n!r!

〈n|r〉

= e−
1
2 |z|

2−1
2 |z

′|2+z∗z′

= e−
1
2 |z−z′|2 . (10.4.11)

This scalar product never vanishes exactly (but tends to 0 if |z−z′| → ∞).
Despite the lack of orthogonality, coherent states obey a remarkable

‘completeness relation’, in that (Glauber 1963)

1
π

∫
d2z |z〉〈z| =

∞∑
n=0

|n〉〈n| = 1. (10.4.12)

For advanced applications of this overcompleteness relation, we refer the
reader to the work in Mehta and Sudarshan (1965). Now let |ψ〉 be an
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arbitrary normalized vector in the Hilbert space of the theory. By virtue
of (10.3.2) and (10.4.10), one finds

〈z|ψ〉 = e−
1
2 |z|

2
ψ(z∗), (10.4.13)

where

ψ(z) ≡
∞∑

n=0

cnun(z), (10.4.14)

un(z) ≡ zn√
n!
. (10.4.15)

The series in (10.4.14) converges uniformly in any compact domain of the
z-plane because of the normalization condition for |ψ〉:

∞∑
n=0

|cn|2 = 1. (10.4.16)

Thus, ψ(z) is an entire function in the complex-z plane (i.e. analytic over
the whole complex plane), and

‖ψ‖2 = 〈ψ|ψ〉 =
∫

e−|z|2 |ψ(z)|2 d2z < ∞, (10.4.17)

with the measure e−|z|2 . The scalar product of two entire functions of z,
with finite norm so that it is of growth order less than e−|z|2/2, is defined
by

〈ψ1|ψ2〉 ≡
∫

e−|z|2 ψ∗
1(z)ψ2(z) d2z. (10.4.18)

It was Bargmann who proved that the resulting functional space is a
Hilbert space (Bargmann 1961).

One is thus led to a concrete realization of the Hilbert space as a space
of entire functions of z, with finite norm. A physical interpretation as
suggested, for example, in Perelomov (1986), regards Eq. (10.4.17) as a
statistical average of the function ψ(z) over the classical phase space,
with z ≡ q + ip, for a classical oscillator Hamiltonian

H =
1
2
(q2 + p2) =

1
2
|z|2

at β = 1
KT = 2, with the distribution being given by e−βH (cf. chapter

14).
Fock was actually the first to propose the above realization of the

Hilbert space, motivated by his interest in finding an operator solution
of the Heisenberg commutation relations. In the modern literature, equa-
tions (10.4.13)–(10.4.18) describe the Bargmann–Fock representation, fre-
quently used because it makes it possible to find simpler solutions of a
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number of problems, by exploiting the theory of entire functions, as we
anticipated at the beginning of section 10.3.

10.5 Two-photon coherent states

The present section is the counterpart of section 9.10 when Weyl systems
are considered on Cn ≡ R2n.

In the applications to quantum optics, it is of considerable interest
to construct the so-called two-photon coherent states, first introduced
by Yuen (1976). For this purpose, one begins by studying the following
linear combination of annihilation and creation operators (this is called
the Bogoliubov–Valatin transformation of â, â†):

b̂ ≡ µâ + νâ†, (10.5.1)

where µ and ν are complex coefficients. Equation (10.5.1) corresponds
to (9.10.9) when the realization of the Heisenberg algebra in terms of
Q,P is replaced with that in terms of â, â†. On requiring that b̂ and its
formal adjoint, b̂†, should obey the standard commutation property for
annihilation and creation operators, i.e.

[b̂, b̂†] = 1I, (10.5.2)

one finds that µ and ν are restricted by the condition

|µ|2 − |ν|2 = 1. (10.5.3)

Equations (10.5.1) and (10.5.3) therefore describe an automorphism for
the Heisenberg algebra. By definition, a two-photon coherent state is a
solution of the eigenvalue equation for the operator b̂ once that this is
realized as a differential operator:

b̂ψ = β ψ. (10.5.4)

Yuen was led to the analysis of this equation in his investigation of the
possible ways to generate minimum-uncertainty states. He then discov-
ered a broad class of radiation states which include, in particular, the
coherent states, which are recovered on setting µ = 1 and ν = 0 in Eq.
(10.5.1). These states are the vacuum states for the squeezed operators
q → λq, p → λ−1p.

For example, if â and â† are the annihilation and creation operators
of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, Eq. (10.5.4) takes the form, at
t = 0,

(µ− ν)
dψ
dx

=
β

σ
ψ − (µ + ν)

2σ2
xψ, (10.5.5)
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where σ ≡
√

h̄
2mω as in Eq. (10.3.10). Thus, denoting by γ a constant

that can be fixed by a normalization condition (see below), one finds, by
separation of variables and integration, the solution

ψ(x) = γ exp

[
β

(µ− ν)σ
x− (µ + ν)

(µ− ν)
x2

4σ2

]
. (10.5.6)

Interestingly, this solution is normalizable provided that the condition
(10.5.3) holds, because one then finds

(µ + ν)
(µ− ν)

=
(µ + ν)(µ∗ − ν∗)
(µ− ν)(µ∗ − ν∗)

=
1 + (νµ∗ − µν∗)

|µ− ν|2
, (10.5.7)

where νµ∗ − µν∗ is purely imaginary:

νµ∗ − µν∗ = 2i
[
Re(µ)Im(ν) − Im(µ)Re(ν)

]
. (10.5.8)

Hence one finds that the real part of the coefficient of x2 in the exponen-
tial of Eq. (10.5.6) is always negative, which ensures that the condition
(10.3.16) is fulfilled. Two-photon coherent states, often denoted by |β〉g,
obey a completeness relation analogous to Eq. (10.4.12) (being canonical
operators by construction):

1
π

∫
d2β |β〉g 〈β|g = 1, (10.5.9)

and, similarly to Eq. (10.4.10), one finds

|β〉g = Dg(β)|0〉g, (10.5.10)

where the unitary operator Dg(β) takes the form

Dg(β) = eβb̂
†−β∗b̂, (10.5.11)

and the ground state, |0〉g, can be defined by the condition

Ng|0〉g = 0, (10.5.12)

where the number operator reads

Ng ≡ b̂†b̂. (10.5.13)

This is obvious since b̂, b̂† satisfy the same commutation rules of â, â†.
We stress that any realization of the Heisenberg algebra will give rise
to a displacement operator Dg(β) and hence to the associated coherent
states. Such a situation is analogous to classical mechanics, where each
symplectic chart makes it possible to define a harmonic oscillator.

If one looks for a unitary operator U that maps â, â† into b̂, b̂†, i.e.

UâU† = b̂ = µâ + νâ†, (10.5.14)
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one finds that, for a quadratic Hamiltonian

Ĥ = h̄
(
f1â

†â + f∗
2 â

2 + f2â
†2 + f∗

3 â + f3â
†
)
, (10.5.15)

such an operator reads (Yuen 1976)

U = exp
(
γ1â

†2 + γ2â
†â + γ3â

2 + γ4â
† + γ5â

)
, (10.5.16)

where the γ-coefficients are c-numbers, i.e. they belong to an algebra of
commuting variables. Now for radiation–matter interactions responsible
for two-photon transitions, where two photons of the same frequency from
the same radiation mode can be absorbed in a single atomic transition
between two levels, the Hamiltonian reads

ĤI = h̄
(
pM̂â†2 + p∗M̂†â2

)
. (10.5.17)

In Eq. (10.5.17) p is a coupling coefficient and M̂ is an operator which
flips the state of the atom. Interestingly, when a two-photon laser oper-
ates far above threshold, M̂ can be approximated by a c-number, and in
this limit the Hamiltonian (10.5.17) reduces to a particular case of the
Hamiltonian (10.5.15), for which the operator U mapping â, â† into b̂, b̂†

can be constructed. This is why the eigenfunctions of b̂ are called two-
photon coherent states. In other words, physical arguments and some
mathematical properties suggest that the output radiation of an ideal,
monochromatic two-photon laser is in the state we therefore called a
two-photon coherent state, following Yuen (1976).

10.6 Problems

10.P1. For an isotropic harmonic oscillator in three dimensions, the radial part of the stationary
Schrödinger equation reads, in spherical coordinates (here n is an integer ≥ 0),[

− h̄2

2m
d2

dr2
+

l(l + 1)h̄2

2mr2
+

m

2
ω

2
r
2

]
ynl =

(
n +

3
2

)
h̄ωynl, (10.6.1)

after rescaling the radial wave function as in Eq. (5.4.38).

(i) On defining

α ≡
√

mω

h̄
, (10.6.2)

εn ≡ 2n + 3, (10.6.3)

ξ ≡ αr, (10.6.4)

check that the eigenvalue equation (10.6.1) may be cast in the form[
d2

dξ2
− l(l + 1)

ξ2
+ εn − ξ

2

]
ynl = 0. (10.6.5)
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(ii) Bearing in mind that ξ = 0 is a Fuchsian singularity of the eigenvalue equation, look for a solution
in the form

ynl = e−ξ2/2
ξ
ρ

∞∑
p=0

apξ
p
, (10.6.6)

and prove that (10.6.5) and (10.6.6) lead to the equation
∞∑

p=0

[(p + ρ)(p + ρ − 1) − l(l + 1)]apξ
p+ρ−2

+
∞∑

p=0

[εn − 1 − 2(p + ρ)]apξ
p+ρ = 0. (10.6.7)

(iii) Use Eq. (10.6.7) to prove that the regular solution of Eq. (10.6.5) is obtained when ρ = l + 1 if
a0 �= 0 and a1 = 0, and when ρ = l if a0 = 0 and a1 �= 0. Therefore,

l = n, n − 2, . . . , 0, if n is even, (10.6.8)

l = n, n − 2, . . . , 1, if n is odd. (10.6.9)
Can the series in (10.6.6) contain infinitely many non-vanishing terms?

10.P2. Consider a perturbation of the three-dimensional harmonic oscillator, in the isotropic case,
with a term β

ξ4
having β > 0, in the dimensionless units of Eq. (10.6.5).

(i) Find the appropriate boundary condition at ξ = 0.

(ii) Find the limit of the perturbed Hamiltonian as β → 0.

10.P3. An electron is subject to a constant magnetic field, so that the effective Hamiltonian takes
the form (10.2.1).

(i) Find the operators A and A† such that (use, for simplicity, h̄ = 1 units)

H =
eB

2mc

(
A†A + AA† + σz

)
. (10.6.10)

(ii) Find the pair of operators F and F† which commute with H, and investigate their effect on the
degeneracy of the energy levels of the Hamiltonian.

(iii) By definition, the first Landau level is the solution of the equation
A ψ = 0. (10.6.11)

Find the form taken by ψ, and interpret the result.

10.P4. Consider a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. When t = 0, consider the eigenvalue equation
for the annihilation operator, and find the explicit form of its normalized eigenfunctions. For positive
values of the time variable, find the time dependence of the eigenvalues of â, and the formula for
the square of the modulus of the eigenfunctions of â. Interpret the result. As a next step, one wants
to build the unitary operator D(z) that relates the ground state to the eigenfunctions of â. What
is the relation between D(z + w) and D(z)D(w)? Try to interpret this formula. Lastly, consider the
eigenvalue problem for the creation operator. Can one find normalizable eigenfunctions? Why? What
is the role played by the measure (if any) in the course of performing this investigation?

10.P5. Consider the following linear combination of annihilation and creation operators for a one-
dimensional harmonic oscillator: b̂ ≡ µâ + νâ†, where the parameters µ and ν are, in general,
complex.
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(i) Find for which values of µ and ν the operator b̂ satisfies, jointly with the operator b̂† ≡ µ∗â†+ν∗â,
the commutation relations of annihilation and creation operators:[

b̂, b̂
†
]

= 1I. (10.6.12)

(ii) Consider now the realization of the momentum operator as a first-order differential operator:

p : f → h̄

i
df
dx

, (10.6.13)

and of the position operator as the operator which multiplies by x. At this stage the operators
â, â†, and hence b̂, b̂†, become first-order differential operators. Study the eigenvalue equation for the
operator b̂. Does it have solutions in L2(R, dx)? In the affirmative case, find their explicit form.

10.P6. Prove that the ground state of the harmonic oscillator is a cyclic vector (see the definition
of cyclic vector in appendix 4.A).

10.P7. Let

H(t) ≡ −1
2

d2

dx2
+

x2

2
− f(t)x (10.6.14)

be the Hamiltonian operator of a forced harmonic oscillator. On denoting by U(t, t0) the associated
propagator, prove that

U(t, t0)|z(0)〉 = eiϕ(t)|z(t)〉, (10.6.15)
where |z(t)〉 is a coherent state, and find how ϕ(t) and |z(t)〉 depend on time. (The case when f(t)
is periodic in time with a pure harmonic dependence is an important physical Hamiltonian.)



11
Angular momentum operators

The general formalism of angular momentum operators is developed.
The basic elements are an abstract Hilbert space on which a triple of
self-adjoint operators is given, with assigned commutation relations. The
spectra of the operators J2 and J3 are derived in detail, after the intro-
duction of the raising and lowering operators. The latter turn out to be
the building blocks of the analysis, and their matrix elements are also
obtained. The spectrum of J2 is of the form j(j + 1)h̄2, where j is ei-
ther an integer or a half-odd. Matrix representations are described when
j = 1

2 , 1,
3
2 . Applications presented here deal with a two-dimensional har-

monic oscillator, and with the analysis of lossless devices with two input
ports and two output ports. One then finds that such devices may be
viewed as measuring rotations of the angular momentum operators.

In the second part, Clebsch–Gordan coefficients, general properties of
quantum mechanics including spin, the formulation of spin within the
framework of Weyl systems and the theory of monopole harmonics are
presented.

11.1 Angular momentum: general formalism

Section 5.6 has developed an introduction to angular momentum in quan-
tum mechanics. Now we are ready for a more advanced treatment. In the
general formulation of angular momentum operators, one deals with an
abstract Hilbert space H on which three self-adjoint operators J1, J2, J3

are given, which satisfy the commutation relations[
Jk, Jl

]
= ih̄εklmJm. (11.1.1)

Note that hat symbols for operators are omitted in this chapter for sim-
plicity. These rules are fulfilled, for example, by the operator version of
the orbital angular momentum �L ≡ �r × �p. However, the framework that

398
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we are studying is more general, and we will see that (11.1.1) leads to
many non-trivial properties.

11.1.1 Algebraic method for the spectrum

First, note that, defining

J2 ≡
3∑

i=1

J2
i , (11.1.2)

one finds [
J2, Ji

]
= 0 ∀i = 1, 2, 3, (11.1.3)

and hence one may consider ket vectors which are simultaneous eigen-
states of J2 and J3. Furthermore, one may define the operators

J+ ≡ J1 + iJ2, (11.1.4)

J− ≡ J1 − iJ2. (11.1.5)

By virtue of the Hermiticity of J1, J2 and J3, one finds(
J+

)†
= J−,

(
J−

)†
= J+. (11.1.6)

Moreover, like J1, J2, J3, the operators J+ and J− do not commute, and
one has

J+J− = J2 − J2
3 + h̄J3, (11.1.7)

J−J+ = J2 − J2
3 − h̄J3, (11.1.8)

which implies
J+J− − J−J+ = 2h̄J3. (11.1.9)

Further non-trivial properties are the commutators of J3 with J+ and
J−, respectively: [

J3, J+

]
= h̄J+,

[
J3, J−

]
= −h̄J−. (11.1.10)

Following previous remarks, let |a, b〉 denote the eigenstates of both J2

and J3:
J2|a, b〉 = a|a, b〉, (11.1.11)

J3|a, b〉 = b|a, b〉, (11.1.12)

where a and b are the eigenvalues that we are going to determine. The
operators J+ and J− have a peculiar action on such eigenstates, because,
by virtue of (11.1.10), one finds

J3J±|a, b〉 = (b± h̄)J±|a, b〉. (11.1.13)
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This means that J+ raises the eigenvalue b of J3 by 1 in h̄ units, while
J− lowers the eigenvalue of J3 by 1 in h̄ units. Thus, hereafter, we will
call them the raising operator and the lowering operator, respectively. In
contrast, they do not affect the eigenvalue a in (11.1.11), since (11.1.3)
implies that [

J+, J
2
]

=
[
J−, J

2
]

= 0. (11.1.14)

Another useful identity holds, i.e.

J2 − J2
3 = J2

1 + J2
2 =

1
2

(
J+J− + J−J+

)
, (11.1.15)

which completes the construction of all the original operators in terms of
J+ and J− only. Note that, by virtue of (11.1.15), the matrix element

〈a, b|J2 − J2
3 |a, b〉

is positive. On the other hand, one also has

〈a, b|J2 − J2
3 |a, b〉 = a− b2, (11.1.16)

and hence a cannot be negative, since b is real, J3 being self-adjoint by
hypothesis: a ≥ b2 ≥ 0.

The property (11.1.13) may be expressed in the form

J+|a, b〉 = C+|a, b + h̄〉, (11.1.17)

J−|a, b〉 = C−|a, b− h̄〉, (11.1.18)

where the numbers C+ and C− will be determined up to a phase factor.
First, we prove that the raising and lowering actions performed by J+

and J− do not go on for ever, but finite values bmax and bmin exist such
that

J+|a, bmax〉 = 0, (11.1.19)

J−|a, bmin〉 = 0. (11.1.20)

Indeed, by virtue of (11.1.6), one has

〈a, b|J+J−|a, b〉 ≥ 0. (11.1.21)

On the other hand, Eq. (11.1.7) leads to

〈a, b|J+J−|a, b〉 =
(
a− b2 + bh̄

)
〈a, b|a, b〉. (11.1.22)

Hence one finds the inequality a − b2 + bh̄ ≥ 0, which, adding and sub-
tracting 1

4 h̄
2, can be written in the form

a +
1
4
h̄2 ≥

(
b− 1

2
h̄
)2

≥ 0. (11.1.23)
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Now let k be the parameter, depending on a, such that

k +
1
2
h̄ ≡

(
a +

1
4
h̄2

)1/2

. (11.1.24)

This definition makes it possible to re-express (11.1.23) in the form k +
1
2 h̄ ≥

∣∣∣b− 1
2 h̄

∣∣∣ . Thus, when b − 1
2 h̄ > 0, one finds k + h̄ ≥ b, whereas, if

b− 1
2 h̄ < 0, one has

b ≥ −k. (11.1.25)

Combining the above inequalities one finds

k + h̄ ≥ b ≥ −k. (11.1.26)

Similarly, from the property

〈a, b|J−J+|a, b〉 =
(
a− b2 − bh̄

)
〈a, b|a, b〉, (11.1.27)

one finds

k ≥ b ≥ −k − h̄. (11.1.28)

The joint effect of (11.1.26) and (11.1.28) is that

k(a) ≥ b ≥ −k(a), (11.1.29)

where the equalities hold for bmax and bmin, respectively. Hence the se-
quence of eigenvalues

b, b + h̄, b + 2h̄, . . .

has an upper bound, and b takes all values in between bmax and −bmax.
The result according to which bmax = −bmin is proved, bearing in mind
(11.1.19) and (11.1.20), and imposing the conditions

J−J+|a, bmax〉 = 0, (11.1.30)

J+J−|a, bmin〉 = 0, (11.1.31)

which hold as a corollary. One then finds by comparison that

a = bmax

(
bmax + h̄

)
= bmin

(
bmin − h̄

)
, (11.1.32)

which implies

bmax = −bmin. (11.1.33)

On the other hand, Eq. (11.1.17) implies that, for some n ∈ Z+, one
should have

bmax = bmin + nh̄. (11.1.34)
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This result, combined with (11.1.33), leads to

bmax =
n

2
h̄, (11.1.35)

and hence

j ≡ bmax

h̄
=

n

2
. (11.1.36)

Note that (11.1.36) is not necessarily an integer value. It is either an
integer, if n = 2p for some integer p, or a half-odd, if n = 2q+ 1 for some
integer q. One can thus label the eigenstates of J2 and J3 in terms of j
and m, where j is given in (11.1.36) and m = −j,−j+1, . . . , j−1, j. The
eigenvalue equations for J2 and J3 now read

J2|j,m〉 = j(j + 1)h̄2|j,m〉, (11.1.37)

J3|j,m〉 = mh̄|j,m〉, (11.1.38)

and the matrix elements of these operators are

〈j′,m′|J2|j,m〉 = j(j + 1)h̄2 δj,j′ δm,m′ , (11.1.39)

〈j′,m′|J3|j,m〉 = mh̄ δj,j′ δm,m′ . (11.1.40)

From these matrix elements, with the help of (11.1.8), one finds

〈j,m|(J+)†J+|j,m〉 = 〈j,m|J−J+|j,m〉
= h̄2

(
j(j + 1) −m2 −m

)
= |C+

j,m|2〈j,m + 1|j,m + 1〉, (11.1.41)

which implies (the eigenstates being normalized)

C+
j,m = eiϕh̄

√
j(j + 1) −m2 −m. (11.1.42)

Setting ϕ = 0 (mod 2π), adding and subtracting mj in the square root,
one obtains

J+|j,m〉 = h̄
√

(j −m)(j + m + 1)|j,m + 1〉

= h̄
√
j(j + 1) −m(m + 1)|j,m + 1〉. (11.1.43)

A similar analysis of 〈j,m|J+J−|j,m〉 yields

J−|j,m〉 = h̄
√

(j + m)(j −m + 1)|j,m− 1〉

= h̄
√
j(j + 1) −m(m− 1)|j,m− 1〉. (11.1.44)
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The matrix elements of J1 and J2 are thus, from (11.1.4) and (11.1.5):

〈j′,m′|J1|j,m〉 =
h̄

2

√
(j −m)(j + m + 1) δj,j′δm′,m+1

+
h̄

2

√
(j + m)(j −m + 1) δj,j′δm′,m−1, (11.1.45)

〈j′,m′|J2|j,m〉 =
h̄

2i

√
(j −m)(j + m + 1) δj,j′δm′,m+1

− h̄

2i

√
(j + m)(j −m + 1) δj,j′δm′,m−1. (11.1.46)

The matrix elements

〈j,m′|J±|j,m〉 = h̄
√

(j ∓m)(j ±m + 1) δm′,m±1

≡ D
(j)
mm′(J±), (11.1.47)

〈j,m′|J3|j,m〉 = mh̄δm′m ≡ D
(j)
mm′(J3), (11.1.48)

define the (2j + 1)-dimensional representation of J1, J2, J3 in terms of
Hermitian matrices. This is called the weight-j or spin-j representation,
and is denoted by D(j). We are clearly dealing with an irreducible rep-
resentation, since the (2j + 1)-dimensional vector space formed by all
linear combinations of the vectors |j,m〉 does not contain any sub-space
invariant under the action of J± and J3. To sum up, by restricting to
each invariant sub-space we are dealing with linear operators acting on
a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. Thus, on these sub-spaces they are
represented as matrices.

11.1.2 Representations

On passing from the Hermitian matrices D(j)(Jk) which represent Jk,
for k = 1, 2, 3, to their exponentiation, one obtains the weight-j unitary
irreducible representation of the universal cover of SO(3), i.e. the group
SU(2) (recall section 5.7). For any element u of SU(2), such a represen-
tation is denoted again by D(j):

u → D(j)(u) ≡ exp
[
−iα�n ·D(j)( �J)

]
. (11.1.49)

If j is an integer, D(j) is a representation (in the usual sense) of SO(3),
whereas if j = (2k+1)

2 , D(j) is a representation of SU(2), but a two-valued
representation of SO(3). With this understanding, in section 11.4 we shall
also use the notation

R → D(j)(R)
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when j = (2k+1)
2 .

It is useful to give a matrix representation of the angular momentum
operators in some simple cases. For example, when j = 1

2 , one has the
raising and lowering operators

J+ = h̄

(
0 1
0 0

)
, (11.1.50)

J− = h̄

(
0 0
1 0

)
. (11.1.51)

Equations (11.1.4), (11.1.5), (11.1.47) and (11.1.48) enable one to recon-
struct the angular momentum operators, which are found to coincide with
the spin operators for spin 1

2 in section 6.2, i.e.

Jk =
h̄

2
σk, ∀k = 1, 2, 3,

with σk given by the Pauli matrices (5.7.10)–(5.7.12).
When j = 1, one has from (11.1.43) and (11.1.44) (where the kets on

the first row are |1, 1〉, |1, 0〉 and |1,−1〉, respectively)

J+ = h̄
√

2


 0 1 0

0 0 1
0 0 0


 , J− = h̄

√
2


 0 0 0

1 0 0
0 1 0


 , (11.1.52)

and the corresponding angular momentum operators are found to be

J1 =
h̄√
2


 0 1 0

1 0 1
0 1 0


 , J2 =

h̄√
2


 0 −i 0

i 0 −i
0 i 0


 , (11.1.53)

J3 = h̄


 1 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 −1


 , J2 = 2h̄2


 1 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 1


 . (11.1.54)

Similarly, if j = 3
2 , one has

J+ = h̄




0
√

3 0 0
0 0 2 0
0 0 0

√
3

0 0 0 0


 , (11.1.55)

J− = h̄




0 0 0 0√
3 0 0 0

0 2 0 0
0 0

√
3 0


 , (11.1.56)
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which imply that

J1 =
h̄

2




0
√

3 0 0√
3 0 2 0

0 2 0
√

3
0 0

√
3 0


 , (11.1.57)

J2 =
i
2
h̄




0 −
√

3 0 0√
3 0 −2 0

0 2 0 −
√

3
0 0

√
3 0


 , (11.1.58)

J3 =
h̄

2




3 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −3


 . (11.1.59)

While j = 1 yields a representation of SO(3), the values j = 1
2 ,

3
2 apply

only for SU(2).

11.1.3 Hilbert space

A crucial question is how to actually realize the angular momentum op-
erators as differential operators with the general properties we have just
derived. An enlightening example is indeed provided by the operators of
orbital angular momentum. More precisely, let us consider a spherically
symmetric potential on Rn (see also section 5.4 for the case n = 3). One
may regard each ϕ ∈ L2(Rn) as a function of r and n− 1 variables ξ on
the sphere Sn−1, and one can exploit the decomposition

L2(Rn) = L2(R+, r
n−1 dr) ⊗ L2(Sn−1,dΩ), (11.1.60)

where dΩ is the usual area measure on the sphere. On functions of the
form f(r)g(ξ), the operator −� + V (r) acts by (Reed and Simon 1975)

[
−� + V (r)

]
f(r)g(ξ) =

[
− d2

dr2
+ V (r) − (n− 1)

r

d
dr

]
f(r)g(ξ)

− 1
r2

f(r)Bg(ξ), (11.1.61)

where

B ≡ 1√
det g

∂i
(√

det g gij∂j
)

(11.1.62)

is the Laplace–Beltrami operator on L2(Sn−1), written therefore in the
spherical coordinates appropriate for this geometry with metric g. The
operator B turns out to be essentially self-adjoint and negative-definite
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on C∞(Sn−1), it only has a point spectrum of finite multiplicity, and
the corresponding eigenfunctions are of class C∞. On denoting by Kl the
eigenspace corresponding to the lth eigenvalue κl, one finds the direct-
sum decomposition (Reed and Simon 1975)

L2(R+, r
n−1 dr) ⊗ L2(Sn−1,dΩ) = ⊕∞

l=0Ll, (11.1.63)

where
Ll ≡ L2(R+, r

n−1 dr) ⊗Kl. (11.1.64)

The result (11.1.63) has an analogue for functions over more general Lie
groups (Peter and Weyl 1927). In particular, when n = 3, the group SO(3)
of rotations, acting on L2(S2,dΩ), induces a decomposition of L2(S2,dΩ)
into a direct sum ⊕∞

l=0Hl, where Hl is the (2l+1)-dimensional sub-space
spanned by the spherical harmonics of degree l. Each sub-space remains
invariant under SO(3), and the restriction of the action of SO(3) to Hl

is an irreducible representation. The representations are inequivalent for
distinct l.

11.2 Two-dimensional harmonic oscillator

The angular momentum operators can be described in terms of a two-
dimensional harmonic oscillator (for simplicity, here we are concerned
with the isotropic case only). Indeed, in two dimensions, one has two
sets of annihilation and creation operators, which obey the commutation
relations [

a1, a1

]
=

[
a†1, a

†
1

]
= 0,

[
a1, a

†
1

]
= 1I, (11.2.1)

[
a2, a2

]
=

[
a†2, a

†
2

]
= 0,

[
a2, a

†
2

]
= 1I. (11.2.2)

One can thus define the operators (hereafter we set h̄ = 1)

J+ ≡ a†1a2, (11.2.3)

J− ≡ a†2a1, (11.2.4)

J3 ≡ 1
2

(
J+J− − J−J+

)
=

1
2

(
a†1a1 − a†2a2

)
, (11.2.5)

N ≡ a†1a1 + a†2a2. (11.2.6)

Their action on a multiparticle state (cf. Eq. (10.1.63)) is given by

N |n1, n2〉 = (n1 + n2)|n1, n2〉, (11.2.7)

J+|n1, n2〉 =
√

(n1 + 1)n2|n1 + 1, n2 − 1〉, (11.2.8)
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J−|n1, n2〉 =
√
n1(n2 + 1)|n1 − 1, n2 + 1〉, (11.2.9)

J+J−|n1, n2〉 =
√
n1(n2 + 1)J+|n1 − 1, n2 + 1〉

= n1(n2 + 1)|n1, n2〉, (11.2.10)

J−J+|n1, n2〉 =
√

(n1 + 1)n2J−|n1 + 1, n2 − 1〉
= (n1 + 1)n2|n1, n2〉, (11.2.11)

J3|n1, n2〉 =
1
2

[
n1(n2 + 1) − n2(n1 + 1)

]
|n1, n2〉

=
1
2

(
n1 − n2

)
|n1, n2〉. (11.2.12)

Thus, after defining

j ≡ 1
2

(
n1 + n2

)
, m ≡ 1

2

(
n1 − n2

)
, (11.2.13)

where j(j + 1) are the eigenvalues of J2, the ket vectors for this two-
dimensional system can be written as |j,m〉, and represent eigenstates of
the J2 and J3 operators, according to the rules of section 11.1. They can
be obtained from the ground state as follows:

|j,m〉 =
(a†1)

j+m(a†2)
j−m√

(j + m)!(j −m)!
|0〉. (11.2.14)

11.2.1 Introduction of different bases

One can also consider the operators

A± ≡ 1√
2

(
a1 ∓ ia2

)
, (11.2.15)

A†
± ≡ 1√

2

(
a†1 ± ia†2

)
, (11.2.16)

which satisfy the commutation relations[
Am, An

]
=

[
A†

m, A†
n

]
= 0, (11.2.17)

[
Am, A†

n

]
= δm,n. (11.2.18)

If we introduce ‘quanta of type + or −’, the operators A+ and A†
+ turn

out to be annihilation and creation operators of quanta of type +, while
A− and A†

− are annihilation and creation operators of quanta of type −.
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The introduction of the operators

N ≡ N+ + N− (11.2.19)

and

L ≡ N+ −N−, (11.2.20)

which form a complete set of commuting observables, makes it possible
to consider a different basis of eigenstates. Let us point out that the
following commutation relations hold:[

L,A†
±

]
= ±A†

±, (11.2.21)

[
L,A±

]
= ∓A±. (11.2.22)

Thus, on the eigenstates of L, the operators A†
+ and A− raise by one the

eigenvalues, while A†
− and A+ lower by one unit the eigenvalues. Various

interpretations of this property are possible. In the theory of charged
fields, where the field is described by a set of isotropic oscillators in two
dimensions, N+ is the number of particles with positive charge, and N− is
the number of particles with negative charge. The operator L represents
(up to a constant) the total charge. According to this interpretation, the
operator A†

+ creates a positive charge while A− absorbs a negative charge,
and they both increase the charge by one unit. By analogy, the operators
A†

− and A+ are viewed as reducing the charge by one unit.
In the theory of lattice vibrations the displacements of the lattice are

equally represented by a set of isotropic two-dimensional oscillators, and
the oscillation quanta are called phonons. The representation in terms of
phonons of type 1 and 2 provides a classification in stationary waves. The
use of phonons of type + and − corresponds instead to progressive waves
that propagate in a given direction or in the opposite direction.

Similarly, in three dimensions one can define the operators

A1 ≡ 1√
2

(
ax − iay

)
, (11.2.23)

A0 ≡ az, (11.2.24)

A−1 ≡ 1√
2

(
ax + iay

)
, (11.2.25)

which, jointly with their Hermitian conjugates, obey canonical commuta-
tion relations analogous to (11.2.17) and (11.2.18), but bearing in mind
that m and n range now from 1 to 3. These operators can again be
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interpreted as annihilation and creation operators of quanta of type
−1, 0, 1. The corresponding number operators are

N−1 ≡ A†
−1A−1, (11.2.26)

N0 ≡ A†
0A0, (11.2.27)

N1 ≡ A†
1A1, (11.2.28)

which form a maximal set of commuting observables. The Hamiltonian
therefore reads as

H =
(
N1 + N0 + N−1 +

3
2

)
h̄ω, (11.2.29)

and the full number operator is

N = N1 + N0 + N−1. (11.2.30)

To each triple of eigenvalues (n−1, n0, n1) there corresponds an eigenvec-
tor for the three observables given by

|n1, n0, n−1〉 = (n1!n0!n−1!)−1/2
(
A†

1

)n1 (
A†

0

)n0 (
A†

−1

)n−1 |0〉,
(11.2.31)

and one has

H|n1, n0, n−1〉 =
(
n1 + n0 + n−1 +

3
2

)
h̄ω|n1, n0, n−1〉. (11.2.32)

The eigenvectors obtained in this way are not eigenvectors of L2, but are
eigenvectors of Lz, which takes the form

Lz = (N1 −N−1)h̄, (11.2.33)

and hence the eigenvalues of Lz are m ≡ n1 − n−1. The whole triple
(Lx, Ly, Lz) = �L of angular momentum operators can be obtained from
the equation �L = A†�SA, where �S denotes the 3 × 3 spin-1 matrices.

11.3 Rotations of angular momentum operators

The theoretical investigation of interferometers shows the existence of
a further deep link between the formalism of annihilation and creation
operators and that for angular momentum (Yurke et al. 1986). Here we
are interested in lossless devices with two input ports and two output
ports. Let a1 and a2 be the annihilation operators for two light beams,
e.g. the two light beams entering a beamsplitter, or the two light beams
leaving such a device. The corresponding creation operators are denoted
by a†1 and a†2. All of these operators obey the commutation relations[

ai, aj
]

= 0 ∀i, j = 1, 2, (11.3.1)
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[
a†i , a

†
j

]
= 0 ∀i, j = 1, 2, (11.3.2)

[
ai, a

†
j

]
= δij1I. (11.3.3)

One can now define the operators (cf. Eqs. (11.2.5)–(11.2.7))

Jx ≡ 1
2

(
a†1a2 + a†2a1

)
, (11.3.4)

Jy ≡ − i
2

(
a†1a2 − a†2a1

)
, (11.3.5)

Jz ≡ 1
2

(
a†1a1 − a†2a2

)
. (11.3.6)

Moreover, a ‘number’ operator can also be defined as in (11.2.6). One
can check, by repeated application of (11.3.1)–(11.3.3), that the following
formulae hold:[

Jx, Jy
]

= iJz,
[
Jy, Jz

]
= iJx,

[
Jz, Jx

]
= iJy, (11.3.7)

J2 ≡ J2
x + J2

y + J2
z =

N

2

(
N

2
+ 1

)
. (11.3.8)

In the course of deriving these identities, besides the many cancellations
that occur, one has to re-express any term such as aia

†
i as a†iai + 1I,

using (11.3.3). One thus finds that (11.3.4)–(11.3.6) are indeed angular
momentum operators.

Let a1 and a2 be the annihilation operators for incoming light, while
b1 and b2 denote the annihilation operators for the outgoing light. The
scattering matrix for our interferometric device is defined by the equation
(Yurke et al. 1986) (

b1
b2

)
=

(
U11 U12

U21 U22

) (
a1

a2

)
. (11.3.9)

If the commutation relations (11.3.1)–(11.3.3) are required to hold for
both the ingoing and outgoing annihilation and creation operators, one
finds that

U U† = U† U = 1I, (11.3.10)

i.e. the scattering matrix should be a unitary matrix. At a deeper level,
the matrix U preserves both the symplectic and the complex structure,
and hence it can only be unitary.

For example, a beamsplitter for which the scattering matrix takes the
form

U =
(

cos α
2 −i sin α

2
−i sin α

2 cos α
2

)
, (11.3.11)
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leads to 
 Jx
Jy
Jz




out

=


 1 0 0

0 cosα − sinα
0 sinα cosα





 Jx
Jy
Jz




in

, (11.3.12)

by virtue of Eqs. (11.3.4)–(11.3.6), (11.3.9) and (11.3.11). Equation
(11.3.12) shows that the abstract angular momentum operators are ro-
tated by an angle α about the x-axis. This result can be re-expressed in
the form 

 Jx
Jy
Jz




out

= eiαJx


 Jx
Jy
Jz




in

e−iαJx . (11.3.13)

This corresponds to a Heisenberg-like picture. However, one can also work
in a Schrödinger-like picture, where Jx, Jy and Jz remain fixed, while the
state vector, after interacting with the beamsplitter, is turned into

|out〉 = e−iαJx |in〉. (11.3.14)

With our notation, |in〉 is the state vector for light before it interacts with
the beamsplitter.

Another relevant example of scattering matrix is given by

U =

(
cos β

2 − sin β
2

sin β
2 cos β

2

)
, (11.3.15)

which leads to a change of the angular momentum operators according
to 

 Jx
Jy
Jz




out

=


 cosβ 0 sinβ

0 1 0
− sinβ 0 cosβ





 Jx
Jy
Jz




in

. (11.3.16)

This means that a rotation by an angle β about the y-axis is performed:
 Jx
Jy
Jz




out

= eiβJy


 Jx
Jy
Jz




in

e−iβJy . (11.3.17)

In the corresponding Schrödinger picture, the state vector for light is
turned into

|out〉 = e−iβJy |in〉. (11.3.18)

Lastly, if the light beams incur the phase shifts γ1 and γ2 respectively,
the scattering matrix reads

U = ei
γ1+γ2

2

(
ei

γ1−γ2
2 0

0 e−i
γ1−γ2

2

)
, (11.3.19)
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so that a rotation by an angle γ2 − γ1 about the z-axis is performed:
 Jx
Jy
Jz




out

= ei(γ2−γ1)Jz


 Jx
Jy
Jz




in

e−i(γ2−γ1)Jz . (11.3.20)

In the Schrödinger picture, one writes

|out〉 = ei
(γ1+γ2)N

2 e−i(γ2−γ1)Jz |in〉. (11.3.21)

These fairly simple equations express a deep property: a lossless device
with two input ports and two output ports may be viewed as the process
of measuring rotations of angular momentum operators. These (abstract)
operators are defined in terms of annihilation and creation operators for
incoming and outgoing light beams.

11.4 Clebsch–Gordan coefficients and the Regge map

Recall, from section 6.2, that the mathematical problem of adding angu-
lar momentum operators finds its motivation in the physical problem of
studying particles possessing both orbital and spin angular momentum.
Moreover, multiparticle states involving two spins and one relative angu-
lar momentum may also be relevant. Here we are interested in a more
advanced treatment. Of course, we start with two angular momentum
operators, JA and JB, [

JA,k, JA,l

]
= ih̄εklpJA,p, (11.4.1)

[
JB,k, JB,l

]
= ih̄εklpJB,p, (11.4.2)

which commute: [
JA,k, JB,l

]
= 0, ∀k, l = 1, 2, 3, (11.4.3)

so that the total angular momentum

J ≡ JA + JB (11.4.4)

generates a representation of rotations which is the direct product of the
representations generated by JA and JB:

U(R) = UA(R)UB(R). (11.4.5)

By hypothesis, UA(R) and UB(R) define two irreducible representations
D(j1) and D(j2):

UA(R) = D(j1)(R) ⊗ 1I, (11.4.6)

UB(R) = 1I ⊗D(j2)(R). (11.4.7)
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The representation

R → U(R) = D(j1)(R) ⊗D(j2)(R)

is reducible, and the problem arises to decompose it into irreducible rep-
resentations. The corresponding complete set of commuting observables
is

{
J2
A, J

2
B, J

2, Jz
}
. The operators U(R) act on the (2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1)-

dimensional space, linearly generated by the simultaneous eigenvectors
of J2

A, J
2
B, JA,z, JB,z, i.e.

|j1,m1〉 ⊗ |j2,m2〉.

The operator Jz ≡ JA,z + JB,z is diagonal in this basis, with eigenvalues
m = m1 + m2. Each eigenvalue m has its own degeneracy. Only the
eigenvector |j1, j1; j2, j2〉 has the eigenvalue m = j1 + j2, whereas there
exist two eigenvectors with eigenvalue m = j1 + j2−1, three eigenvectors
with eigenvalue m = j1 + j2 − 2, . . . , up to m = |j1 − j2|, for which there
are two min(j1, j2) eigenvectors. This is the maximal degeneracy, which
remains constant until m reaches the negative value −|j1 − j2|. For lower
values of m, the degeneracy starts decreasing until m reaches the lowest
value, −j1 − j2, for which only one eigenvector exists: |j1,−j1; j2,−j2〉.

Our task is now to develop a technique to express the common eigenvec-
tors of J2

A, J
2
B, J

2, Jz in terms of the common eigenvectors of J2
A, JA,z, J

2
B

and JB,z. For this purpose, we denote the former by

|j1, j2; j,m〉,

and the latter by

|j1,m1; j2,m2〉 = |j1,m1〉 ⊗ |j2,m2〉 = |j1,m1〉 |j2,m2〉,

and we point out that these two sets of eigenvectors are related by an
orthogonal transformation (Srinivasa Rao and Rajeswari 1993),

|j1, j2; j,m〉 =
∑

m1,m2

〈j1,m1; j2,m2|j,m〉 |j1,m1; j2,m2〉, (11.4.8)

where the coefficients

〈j1,m1; j2,m2|j,m〉 ≡ Cj1,m1,j2,m2
j,m

are the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients (after the work of Clebsch (1872) and
Gordan (1875) on the invariant theory of algebraic forms). By construc-
tion, they are non-vanishing if and only if

m1 + m2 = m,

j ∈ {j1 + j2, . . . , |j1 − j2|} .
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A set of recurrence relations for the evaluation of all Clebsch–Gordan
coefficients is obtained on applying the raising and lowering operators to
Eq. (11.4.8). This yields

J±|j1, j2; j,m〉 =
√

(j ∓m)(j ±m + 1)|j1, j2; j,m± 1〉

=
∑

m1,m2

(√
(j1 ∓m1)(j1 ±m1 + 1) |j1,m1 ± 1; j2,m2〉

+
√

(j2 ∓m2)(j2 ±m2 + 1) |j1,m1; j2,m2 ± 1〉
)
Cj1,m1,j2,m2
j,m .

(11.4.9)

At this stage, it is convenient to set

m′
1 ≡ m1 ± 1, m′

2 ≡ m2 ± 1. (11.4.10)

On the right-hand side of Eq. (11.4.9) one can then express, for k = 1, 2,

jk ∓mk = jk ∓ (m′
k ∓ 1) = jk ∓m′

k + 1, (11.4.11)

jk ±mk = jk ± (m′
k ∓ 1) = jk ±m′

k − 1. (11.4.12)

Thus, bearing in mind that summation over all values of m′
1 and m′

2
makes it possible to re-label them, one finds from (11.4.8) and (11.4.9)
the very useful formula∑
m1,m2

√
(j ∓m)(j ±m + 1)Cj1,m1,j2,m2

j,m±1 |j1,m1; j2,m2〉

=
∑

m1,m2

√
(j1 ∓m1 + 1)(j1 ±m1)C

j1,m1∓1,j2,m2
j,m |j1,m1; j2,m2〉

+
∑

m1,m2

√
(j2 ∓m2 + 1)(j2 ±m2)C

j1,m1,j2,m2∓1
j,m |j1,m1; j2,m2〉.

(11.4.13)

This leads in turn to the desired recursive algorithm:√
(j ∓m)(j ±m + 1)Cj1,m1,j2,m2

j,m±1

=
√

(j1 ∓m1 + 1)(j1 ±m1)C
j1,m1∓1,j2,m2
j,m

+
√

(j2 ∓m2 + 1)(j2 ±m2)C
j1,m1,j2,m2∓1
j,m . (11.4.14)

Interestingly, the orthogonal transformation (11.4.8) can be inverted, in
the form

|j1,m1; j2,m2〉 =
∑
j,m

Cj1,m1,j2,m2
j,m |j1, j2; j,m〉, (11.4.15)
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by virtue of the orthogonality properties satisfied by the Clebsch–Gordan
coefficients (Srinivasa Rao and Rajeswari 1993):∑

m1,m2

Cj1,m1,j2,m2
j,m Cj1,m1,j2,m2

j′,m′ = δj,j′ δm,m′ (11.4.16)

and ∑
j,m

Cj1,m1,j2,m2
j,m C

j1,m
′
1,j2,m

′
2

j,m = δm1,m′
1
δm2,m′

2
. (11.4.17)

In 1940, Wigner defined the 3-j symbol as(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3

)
≡ (−1)j1−j2−m3

[j3]
Cj1,m1,j2,m2
j3,−m3

, (11.4.18)

where

[j3] ≡
√

2j3 + 1, (11.4.19)

and the mk quantum numbers in the 3-j coefficients satisfy the condition

m1 + m2 + m3 = 0. (11.4.20)

In the current literature, the 3-j coefficient is defined as(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3

)
≡ δm1+m2+m3,0(−1)j1−j2−m3f(j1, j2, j3)

×
∑
t

(−1)t
[
t!

2∏
k=1

(t− αk)!
3∏

l=1

(βl − t)!

]−1

×
3∏

i=1

√
(ji + mi)!(ji −mi)!, (11.4.21)

where t ∈
[
tmin, tmax

]
, and

tmin ≡ max(0, α1, α2), tmax ≡ min(β1, β2, β3), (11.4.22)

α1 ≡ j1 − j3 + m2 = (j1 −m1) − (j3 + m3), (11.4.23)

α2 ≡ j2 − j3 −m1 = (j2 + m2) − (j3 −m3), (11.4.24)

β1 ≡ j1 −m1, β2 ≡ j2 + m2, β3 ≡ j1 + j2 − j3, (11.4.25)

f(x, y, z) ≡
√

(−x + y + z)!(x− y + z)!(x + y − z)!
(x + y + z + 1)!

. (11.4.26)

The function f vanishes unless

|j1 − j2| ≤ j ≤ j1 + j2.
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Further details can be found in Biedenharn and Louck (1981).
Major progress in the understanding of the symmetries of the 3-j coef-

ficients began when Regge (1958) arranged the nine non-negative integer
parameters:

−j1 + j2 + j3, j1 − j2 + j3, j1 + j2 − j3,

j1 −m1, j2 −m2, j3 −m3, j1 + m1, j2 + m2, j3 + m3,

into a 3 × 3 square symbol and represented the 3-j coefficient as(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3

)
→ (aik) i, k = 1, 2, 3, (11.4.27a)

where

(aik) ≡

−j1 + j2 + j3 j1 − j2 + j3 j1 + j2 − j3

j1 −m1 j2 −m2 j3 −m3

j1 + m1 j2 + m2 j3 + m3


 , (11.4.27b)

and noted that
3∑

k=1

aik = j1 + j2 + j3 ∀i = 1, 2, 3, (11.4.28)

3∑
i=1

ail = j1 + j2 + j3 ∀l = 1, 2, 3. (11.4.29)

Regge concluded that the 3-j coefficient has 72 symmetries, being invari-
ant under 3! column permutations, 3! row permutations and a reflection
about the diagonal of the 3 × 3 square symbol.

11.5 Postulates of quantum mechanics with spin

We can now give a thorough formulation of quantum mechanics when
the effects of spin are included. To begin, note that the Pauli matrices
(5.7.10)–(5.7.12) provide a particular example of a Clifford algebra. Their
basic properties are as follows (hereafter we replace x, y, z by 1, 2, 3 re-
spectively).

(i) They form an algebra.

(ii) They obey the property

σj σk = δjk1I + iεjkl σl, (11.5.1)

which implies
σj σk − σk σj = 2iεjkl σl, (11.5.2)

σj σk + σk σj = 2δjk1I. (11.5.3)
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(iii) The triple
(
σ1, σ2, σ3

)
≡ �σ is an operator with vector-valued expec-

tation values.

(iv) One finds by direct calculation(
�a · �σ

)(
�b · �σ

)
=

(
�a ·�b

)
1I + i

(
�a ∧�b

)
· �σ. (11.5.4)

Thus, if one considers the rotation through an angle ω about a generic
axis �n, which is image of

U�n(ω/2) ≡ e−i(�σ·�n)ω/2, (11.5.5)

one finds

U�n(ω/2) = cos
ω

2
1I − i sin

ω

2

(
�σ · �n

)
. (11.5.6)

Since double-valued representations of the rotation group exist, the
next step is to consider the class of all projective transformations (i.e. up
to a phase):

D(R)D(S) = ω(R,S)D(RS), (11.5.7)

where

|ω(R,S)| = 1. (11.5.8)

Denoting by S1, S2 and S3 the generators of R → D(R), one can write

D(n, α) ≡ D(R(n, α)) = e−iα�n·�S . (11.5.9)

By virtue of (11.5.7), one recovers from (11.5.9) the commutation rules
for angular momentum operators, i.e.[

Sj , Sk

]
= ih̄εjklSl. (11.5.10)

We are thus led to say that the spin of a (quantum) particle behaves like
an angular momentum. Note that spin does not result from the trans-
lational motion of the particle, and its magnitude can only take a fixed
value. The basic postulates of a formalism which incorporates spin are
thus as follows.

(a) Besides the orbital angular momentum �L, a spin angular momentum
exists with components S1, S2, S3. Such operators commute with position
and momentum.

(b) The operator

�J ≡ �L + �S (11.5.11)
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plays the role of total angular momentum, and hence, by definition, com-
mutes with all the operators invariant under rotations. Within this frame-
work, wave functions are complex-valued maps

ψ : R3 ×C2s+1 → C

which are linear in the second argument. Therefore we may consider maps

ψ : R3 → C2s+1,

where C2s+1 is identified with its dual vector space. Moreover, the oper-
ators become matrix-valued:

x̂k ψ =


 xk . . . 0
. . . . . . . . .
0 . . . xk





 ψ1

. . .
ψ2s+1


 , (11.5.12)

p̂k ψ =




h̄
i

∂
∂xk

. . . 0
. . . . . . . . .
0 . . . h̄

i
∂

∂xk





 ψ1

. . .
ψ2s+1


 , (11.5.13)

Ŝk ψ =


 (Sk)1,1 (Sk)1,2 . . . (Sk)1,2s+1

. . . . . . . . .
(Sk)2s+1,1 (Sk)2s+1,2 . . . (Sk)2s+1,2s+1





 ψ1

. . .
ψ2s+1


 .

(11.5.14)
In other words, the wave function ψ is a column vector of functions

belonging to L2(R3), since the Hilbert space of quantum mechanics in-
corporating spin is isomorphic to the direct product of L2(R3) with a
finite-dimensional Hilbert space. If ψ undergoes a linear transformation
under a rotation R, i.e.

ψ′(x′) = D(R)ψ(x) x′ = Rx, (11.5.15)

then, on setting ψ′ = U(R)ψ, one obtains the overall transformation law

(U(R)ψ)(x) = D(R)ψ(R−1x), (11.5.16)

and the composition of two rotations yields

(U(R1)U(R2)ψ)(x) = (D(R1)D(R2)ψ)((R1R2)−1x). (11.5.17)

Nothing prevents us from fulfilling Eq. (11.5.17) with the help of pro-
jective transformations defined by (11.5.7) and (11.5.8). For the group
SO(3), the analysis of section 5.7 shows that the phase factor σ(R1,
R2) = ±1. The overall representation R → U(R) obeys the composition
law

U(R1R2) = σ(R1, R2)U(R1)U(R2), (11.5.18)
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with exponentiated form

U(n, α) = e−iα�n· �J , (11.5.19)

where �J is given by (11.5.11). Once again, we stress that S1, S2, S3 are
the generators of the projective representation R → D(R), which maps
the rotation R into the matrix

D(n, �α) ≡ D(R(n, α)) = e−iα�n·�S . (11.5.20)

11.6 Spin and Weyl systems

Recall from section 9.5 that a Weyl system is a continuous unitary map
of a symplectic space into the set of unitary operators on a Hilbert space
such that Eq. (9.5.11) holds, with W a strongly continuous function of
z. It is clear that there we had a projective unitary representation of the
Abelian group S ≡ R2n with multiplier σ associated with the symplectic
structure on S:

σ(x, y) = e
i
h̄ω(x,y). (11.6.1)

For the case of quantum mechanics with spin we consider the semi-
direct group structure SU(2) ⊗ρ S where ρ is the action of SU(2) on S
preserving the symplectic structure. Moreover, the multiplier is provided
by the one of S plus the σ(R1, R2) of the previous section. The Hilbert
space H carries a projective representation of the group SU(2) ⊗ρ S.
A specific realization is obtained by selecting any Lagrangian sub-space
left invariant by the SU(2)-action and building on it square-integrable
functions with values in C2s+1. A particular realization of H is therefore
provided by

H ≡ L2(R3) ⊗C2s+1. (11.6.2)

For one-parameter groups one can always write

σ(R1, R2) = eiΩ(R1(s),R2(t)), (11.6.3)

where R1(s) and R2(t) are such that

U(R1(s)) = e−isJ1 , U(R2(t)) = e−itJ2 . (11.6.4)

On writing the generators in the form

J1 = λ k
1 jk, J2 = λ l

2 jl, (11.6.5)

one obtains

U(R1(s)) = e−isλ k
1 jk , (11.6.6)

U(R2(t)) = e−itλ l
2 jl . (11.6.7)
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For the rotation group, however, the phase factor reduces to ±1 as we
mentioned after Eq. (11.5.17).

11.7 Monopole harmonics

Recall from appendix 6.B that, in his attempt to understand the quanti-
zation of the electric charge, Dirac was led to assume that particles have
both magnetic and electric charge, with corresponding magnetic and elec-
tric currents (Dirac 1931). The resulting macroscopic Maxwell equations
would therefore read as

curl �E +
1
c

∂ �B

∂t
= −4π

c
�Jm, (11.7.1)

div �B = 4πρm, (11.7.2)

curl �H − 1
c

∂ �D

∂t
=

4π
c

�Je, (11.7.3)

div �D = 4πρe. (11.7.4)

Note now that under the duality transformations, defined by (with ξ ∈ R)(
�E
�H

)
=

(
cos ξ sin ξ
− sin ξ cos ξ

) (
�E′
�H ′

)
, (11.7.5)

(
�D
�B

)
=

(
cos ξ sin ξ
− sin ξ cos ξ

) (
�D′
�B′

)
, (11.7.6)

(
ρe
ρm

)
=

(
cos ξ sin ξ
− sin ξ cos ξ

) (
ρ′e
ρ′m

)
, (11.7.7)

(
�Je
�Jm

)
=

(
cos ξ sin ξ
− sin ξ cos ξ

) (
�J ′
e

�J ′
m

)
, (11.7.8)

the Maxwell equations for the transformed fields �E′, �D′, �B′, �H ′, with
charge densities ρ′e, ρ

′
m and current densities �J ′

e, �J
′
m, remain formally anal-

ogous to Eqs. (11.7.1)–(11.7.4). Thus, what is really crucial is that for all
particles the ratio of magnetic to electric charge is the same. If this is
the case, one can perform a duality transformation to obtain vanishing
values for the magnetic charge density ρm and magnetic current density
�Jm (Jackson 1975).

Note also that, by virtue of Eq. (11.7.2), one can no longer describe
�B as the curl of a vector potential �A on the whole of R3. The correct
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mathematical description is instead obtained by considering a vector �B
such that

div �B = 0 in R3 − {0} , (11.7.9)

i.e. in a space where not all closed surfaces can be shrunk continuously
to a point without passing outside. The integer that classifies solutions
of the Maxwell equations in R3 − {0} is called the magnetic charge. An
example of monopole solution with charge n is given below, with the
notation of differential geometry:

F = dA =
n

2r3

(
xdy ∧ dz + y dz ∧ dx + z dx ∧ dy

)
, (11.7.10)

�B =
n

2r3
�r, (11.7.11)

where r ≡
√
x2 + y2 + z2. Dirac pointed out that if magnetic monopoles

exist, their charge is inversely proportional to the electric charge. It fol-
lows that, if monopoles exist, we can understand charge quantization!

The occurrence of monopoles, well defined mathematically, but for
which the experimental evidence is still lacking, makes it possible to in-
troduce the corresponding monopole harmonics. They are the next logical
step after the spherical harmonics of section 5.6, and hence we focus on
them hereafter. For this purpose, we study the wave function of a charged
particle in the field of a magnetic monopole. Our presentation follows the
work of Wu and Yang (1976), whereas, for further developments, the
reader is referred to the work by Kazama et al. (1977), Dray (1985) and
Weinberg (1994).

First it should be remarked that, since the space around a monopole is
spherically symmetric and singularity-free, the wave function of a charged
particle should also be singularity-free. On the other hand, cusps and
discontinuities are found to occur because any choice of the vector poten-
tial �A around the monopole must have singularities. One can overcome
this difficulty after a careful consideration of a simpler problem, i.e. the
choice of a coordinate system on the surface of a sphere. It is indeed
well known that all possible choices have some singularities, whereas the
geometry of the sphere is, clearly, singularity-free. To avoid introduc-
ing (fictitious) singularities in the coordinate system one can divide the
sphere into more than one overlapping region, defining a singularity-free
coordinate system in each region. Moreover, in the overlap one has a
singularity-free coordinate transformation between the different coordi-
nate
systems.

Similarly, one can divide the space outside a magnetic monopole into
two regions R1 and R2, and define a vector potential A(1)

k in R1 and a
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vector potential A(2)
k in R2. On using spherical coordinates r, θ, ϕ with

the monopole at the origin, one takes

θ ∈ [0,
π

2
+ δ[, r > 0, ϕ ∈ [0, 2π[ in R1, (11.7.12)

θ ∈ ]
π

2
− δ, π], r > 0, ϕ ∈ [0, 2π[ in R2, (11.7.13)

θ ∈ ]
π

2
− δ,

π

2
+ δ[, r > 0, ϕ ∈ [0, 2π[ in R1 ∩R2, (11.7.14)

where δ is chosen to lie in the interval ]0, π2 ]. The components of the vector
potential are then assumed to be (g being the strength of the monopole)

A(1)
r = A

(1)
θ = 0, (11.7.15)

A(1)
ϕ =

g

r sin θ
(1 − cos θ), (11.7.16)

A(2)
r = A

(2)
θ = 0, (11.7.17)

A(2)
ϕ = − g

r sin θ
(1 + cos θ), (11.7.18)

where, as usual, Ar ≡ �A·�er, Aθ ≡ �A·�eθ, Aϕ ≡ �A·�eϕ denote the projections
of �A in the three orthogonal directions. Such components in the two
regions are related by the transformation formula

A
(1)
k = A

(2)
k +

i
Ze

S
∂S−1

∂xk
, (11.7.19)

where Ze is the charge of the particle and S = e2iqϕ is called the transition
function, with q = Zeg. Remarkably, S is the gauge-transformation phase
factor for changing from A

(2)
k to A

(1)
k in the overlap R1 ∩R2:

ψ(1) = Sψ(2), (11.7.20)

where ψ(1) and ψ(2) are the wave functions of a particle of charge Ze in
the regions R1 and R2, respectively. In general, a function ξ taking the
values ξ1 in R1 and ξ2 in R2, respectively, and satisfying the relation

ξ1 = Sξ2 = e2iqϕξ2 in R1 ∩R2, (11.7.21)

is called a section. Thus, at a deeper level, the wave function of a charged
particle in the field of a magnetic monopole is a section (more precisely,
a section of a complex line bundle).
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The potential V in the Schrödinger equation for stationary states is
taken to be spherically symmetric, and singularity-free for r > 0. Thus,
on neglecting the effects of spin, one deals with the pair of equations

1
2m

(
�p− Ze �A(1)

)
ψ(1) + V ψ(1) = Eψ(1) in R1, (11.7.22)

1
2m

(
�p− Ze �A(2)

)
ψ(2) + V ψ(2) = Eψ(2) in R2. (11.7.23)

Equations (11.7.22) and (11.7.23) are compatible with the transformation
rule (11.7.20), by virtue of (11.7.21).

If ξ is a section, then xξ and
(
�p − Ze �A

)
ξ are also a section. One can

thus regard �r and �p−Ze �A as operators on the Hilbert space of sections,
with a scalar product of sections defined by

(η, ξ) ≡
∫

η∗ξ d3r. (11.7.24)

This is consistent with the previous rules, because

η∗2ξ2 = η∗1ξ1 in R1 ∩R2, (11.7.25)

by virtue of (11.7.21). Of course, both �r and �p−Ze �A are Hermitian oper-
ators, but the non-trivial step is to build angular momentum operators.
For this purpose, following Fierz (1944), one defines (cf. section 12.5)

�G ≡ �r ∧
(
�p− Ze �A

)
− q

�r

r
, (11.7.26)

the components of which are Hermitian operators on the Hilbert space of
sections and obey the commutation relations[

Gj , Gk

]
= ih̄εjklGl. (11.7.27)

Thus, Gx, Gy and Gz are, indeed, the angular momentum operators for a
charged particle in the field of a magnetic monopole, with the monopole
at the origin of the coordinate system. It should be stressed that both
the Hilbert space of sections and the angular momentum operators are
singularity-free.

Since r2 commutes with Gx, Gy and Gz, one can diagonalize r2 and
study angular momentum operators for fixed r2. Thus, one eventually
studies sections of the form δ(r2 − r2

0)ξ, where, hereafter, ξ is a section
depending only on the angular coordinates θ and ϕ. Bearing in mind
the general theory developed in section 11.1 we study, in our case, the
functions Yq,l,m such that

G2Yq,l,m = l(l + 1)Yq,l,m, (11.7.28)
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GzYq,l,m = mYq,l,m, (11.7.29)

with the understanding that one deals with functions Y
(1)
q,l,m in R1 and

Y
(2)
q,l,m in R2. These functions, together, make up what is called a monopole

harmonic Yq,l,m. They are, therefore, eigensections with

l = |q|, |q| + 1, |q| + 2, . . . m = −l,−l + 1, . . . , l,

and subject to the normalization condition∫ π

0
sin θ dθ

∫ 2π

0
|Yq,l,m|2 dϕ = 1. (11.7.30)

In R1 ∩R2, one has |Y (1)
q,l,m|

2
= |Y (2)

q,l,m|
2
. Moreover, for a fixed value of q,

different monopole harmonics are orthogonal. The phases are chosen in
such a way that Eq. (11.1.43) holds, i.e.

(Gx + iGy)Yq,l,m =
√

(l −m)(l + m + 1) Yq,l,m+1. (11.7.31)

The harmonics Y
(1)
q,l,m are analytic in R1, and the harmonics Y

(2)
q,l,m are

analytic in R2.
To obtain the explicit form of the monopole harmonics, one can use

the definition (11.7.26) to find

G2 =
[
�r ∧ (�p− Ze �A)

]2
+ q2, (11.7.32)

mY
(1)
q,l,m = GzY

(1)
q,l,m =

(
−i

∂

∂ϕ
− q

)
Y

(1)
q,l,m in R1, (11.7.33)

mY
(2)
q,l,m = GzY

(2)
q,l,m =

(
−i

∂

∂ϕ
+ q

)
Y

(2)
q,l,m in R2. (11.7.34)

This implies that

Y
(1)
q,l,m = Θ(1)

q,l,m(θ)ei(m+q)ϕ in R1, (11.7.35)

Y
(2)
q,l,m = Θ(2)

q,l,m(θ)ei(m−q)ϕ in R2. (11.7.36)

By virtue of (11.7.21), one finds Θ(1)
q,l,m(θ) = Θ(2)

q,l,m(θ) in R1 ∩R2. They
are, in fact, the same function (Wu and Yang 1976). The explicit evalu-

ation of the operator
[
�r ∧ (�p− Ze �A)

]2
acting on Yq,l,m yields

[l(l + 1) − q2]Θq,l,m

=
[
− 1

sin θ

∂

∂θ
sin θ

∂

∂θ
+

1
sin2 θ

(m + q cos θ)2
]
Θq,l,m.

(11.7.37)
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On defining w ≡ cos θ, this leads to (cf. Eq. (5.4.27))

[l(l + 1) − q2]Θ = −(1 − w2)Θ′′ + 2wΘ′ +
(m + qw)2

(1 − w2)
Θ, (11.7.38)

where w ∈ [−1, 1], and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to
w.

Note now that, since Yq,l,m is single-valued in each region, Eq. (11.7.36)
implies that m − q is an integer, and hence also l − q is an integer. The
function Θq,l,−l can be written as

Θq,l,−l = Nq,l

√
1 − w

l−q √
1 + w

l+q
, (11.7.39)

with l − |q| an integer ≥ 0, and

Nq,l ≡
√

(2l + 1)!
4π 22l(l − q)!(l + q)!

. (11.7.40)

This property is easily checked by insertion of (11.7.40) into Eq. (11.7.38),
whereas the factor (11.7.40) is obtained from the normalization condition
(11.7.30) for Yq,l,−l. As a next step, one has to apply repeatedly the spin-
raising operator (Gx + iGy) onto the monopole harmonics Yq,l,−l. Hence
one finds

Y
(1)
q,l,m = Mq,l,m(1 − w)α/2(1 + w)β/2Pα,β

n (w)ei(m+q)ϕ, (11.7.41)

Y
(2)
q,l,m = Y

(1)
q,l,m e−2iqϕ, (11.7.42)

where
α ≡ −q −m, β ≡ q −m, n ≡ l + m, (11.7.43)

Mq,l,m ≡ 2m
√

2l + 1
4π

(l −m)!(l + m)!
(l − q)!(l + q)!

, (11.7.44)

and Pα,β
n (w) are the Jacobi polynomials:

Pα,β
n (w) ≡ (−1)n

2nn!
(1 − w)−α(1 + w)−β dn

dwn

[
(1 − w)α+n(1 + w)β+n

]
.

(11.7.45)
These polynomials are defined if n, n+α, n+β, n+α+β are all integers
≥ 0. Further technical details can be found in the appendices A–C of Wu
and Yang (1976).

Remark. From an abstract viewpoint we can say, to sum up some fea-
tures of our chapter, that in terms of any realization of the Heisenberg
algebra we construct realizations of any sub-algebra of the symplectic
algebra. At the group level, the symplectic group is the automorphism
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group of the Heisenberg algebra. When the above sub-algebras correspond
to compact groups, it is possible to realize the corresponding sub-algebras
in terms of matrices. We deal then with finite-level quantum systems, i.e.
quantum mechanics with a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. The Weyl
map, considered as a projective unitary representation of the ‘symplectic’
vector group with the rotation group can be constructed, and a general-
ized version of the von Neumann theorem can be given. An instance of
alternative realization of the angular momentum algebra is provided by
the monopole harmonics.

11.8 Problems
11.P1. In spherical coordinates, the component of the orbital angular momentum along the z-axis
takes the form h̄

i
∂
∂ϕ . Study its eigenfunctions with

(i) Periodic boundary conditions:
u(0) = u(2π), (11.8.1)

(ii) Anti-periodic boundary conditions:

u(0) = −u(2π). (11.8.2)

Find the spectrum in these two cases, and interpret the result in the light of the general theory of
angular momentum operators.

11.P2. Could we have values of the z-component of angular momentum which are not integers or
half-odd? What would then be the expression for e2πiJ3?

11.P3. Consider an isotropic harmonic oscillator in two dimensions. It is therefore possible to define
two pairs of annihilation and creation operators, hereafter denoted by (a1, a

†
1) and (a2, a

†
2). These

pairs can be used, in turn, to define the operators (11.2.3), (11.2.4) and (11.2.6).

(i) On using the operators J+ and J−, reconstruct the angular momentum operators J1, J2, J3.

(ii) Derive the action of J+, J− and J3 on the multiparticle states |n1, n2〉.

(iii) Evaluate the commutator [Jk, Jl], for all k, l = 1, 2, 3, and re-express J2 ≡
∑3

i=1 J2
i by means

of the number operator N .

(iv) On denoting by |j,m〉 the eigenstates of J2 and J3, re-express the quantum numbers j and m
in terms of n1 and n2.

(v) Bearing in mind that the oscillator is taken to be isotropic, compute the eigenvalues of the
Hamiltonian and their degeneracy.

11.P4. Consider a device with two input ports and two output ports, which interacts with elec-
tromagnetic radiation. One thus deals with ‘input’ pairs of annihilation and creation operators,(
a1, a

†
1

)
,

(
a2, a

†
2

)
, jointly with corresponding ‘output’ pairs of annihilation and creation operators:(

b1, b
†
1

)
and

(
b2, b

†
2

)
.
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(i) On defining the scattering matrix U by means of Eq. (11.3.9), derive the properties of the matrix
U by imposing the commutation relations[

ai, aj

]
=

[
bi, bj

]
= 0, (11.8.3)

[
a
†
i , a

†
j

]
=

[
b
†
i , b

†
j

]
= 0, (11.8.4)

[
ai, a

†
j

]
=

[
bi, b

†
j

]
= δij . (11.8.5)

(ii) In the particular case when U takes the form (11.3.11), derive the transformation properties of
the angular momentum operators Jx, Jy and Jz , obtained from J+ ≡ a†

1a2 and J− ≡ a†
2a1.

(iii) Repeat the analysis (ii) when U is given by (11.3.15).

(iv) Use the above properties to describe in what sense such devices make it possible to measure
rotations of angular momentum operators.

11.P5. Given a system with two input ports and two output ports, upon which an electromag-
netic radiation is falling, one can associate to it annihilation operators a1, a2 in the input, with
corresponding creation operators a†

1 and a†
2, and annihilation operators b1, b2 in the output, with

corresponding creation operators b†1 and b†2. Consider now, in h̄ = 1 units, the raising and lowering
operators defined by

K+ ≡ a
†
1a

†
2 ≡ K1 + iK2, (11.8.6)

K− ≡ a1a2 ≡ K1 − iK2. (11.8.7)
On requiring that [

K−, K+

]
= 2K3, (11.8.8)

find the form of the operators K1, K2, K3, of the commutators[
K1, K2

]
,

[
K2, K3

]
,

[
K3, K1

]
,

[
K3, K+

]
,

[
K3, K−

]
,

[
J3, K1

]
,

[
J3, K2

]
,

[
J3, K3

]
,

and of the Casimir invariant K2 ≡ K2
3 − K2

1 − K2
2 .

As a next step, assuming that a device exists which transforms the modes according to the
equation (

b1
b†2

)
=

(
S11 S12
S21 S22

) (
a1
a†
2

)
, (11.8.9)

find all the equations obeyed by the elements of such matrix, by imposing the commutation relations[
ai, aj

]
=

[
a
†
i , a

†
j

]
= 0,

[
ai, a

†
j

]
= δij , (11.8.10)

[
bi, bj

]
=

[
b
†
i , b

†
j

]
= 0,

[
bi, b

†
j

]
= δij . (11.8.11)

Is it possible to satisfy such conditions if S takes the form

S =
(

cosh(β/2) −i sinh(β/2)
i sinh(β/2) cosh(β/2)

)
. (11.8.12)

In the affirmative case, find the transformation law Kout = A Kin for the triple

K ≡


K1

K2
K3




of Hermitian operators. Is it possible to pick out, in the matrix A, a Lorentz boost?
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11.P6. Prove that [
J

2
x, J

2
y

]
=

[
J

2
y , J

2
z

]
=

[
J

2
z , J

2
x

]
, (11.8.13)

and that these commutators vanish upon the states with j = 0, 1
2 , 1. When j = 1, find the basis

which achieves simultaneous diagonalization of the operators J2
x, J

2
y , J

2
z .

11.P7. On using the representation D(1), compute the rotation operators

R(�n, θ) = e−i(�n·�j)θ/h̄
. (11.8.14)

11.P8. Let |ψ〉 be a spherically symmetric state for a particle. Prove that (x1 + ix2)l|ψ〉 is an
eigenstate of L2 and Lz with eigenvalues l(l + 1) and l, respectively, in h̄ = 1 units.

11.P9. Let S1, S2, S3 be the spin operators for j = 1. Show that they satisfy the Duffin–Kemmer
commutation relations:

SiSjSk + SkSjSi = (δijSk + δjkSi)h̄2
. (11.8.15)

Is this relation satisfied by the angular momentum operators
J1, J2, J3

for j = 3
2 ? From the characteristic equation(

J
2
j − 9

4
h̄
2
) (

J
2
j − 1

4
h̄
2
)

= 0 (11.8.16)

try to deduce a fourth degree equation for the operators J1, J2, J3.

11.P10. Use the identity

(2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1) =
j1+j2∑
j=jmin

(2j + 1) (11.8.17)

to prove that, in the addition of two triples of angular momentum operators, jmin = |j1 − j2|.

11.P11. On using lowering and raising operators, compute all Clebsch–Gordan coefficients for the
addition of two triples of angular momentum operators having quantum numbers j1 = 1, j2 = 1

2 .
Try to repeat the calculation for larger values of j1 and j2.
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Algebraic methods for
eigenvalue problems

Quasi-exactly solvable differential operators are introduced. By defini-
tion, these operators can be written as a polynomial in the basis of a
finite-dimensional Lie algebra. The concepts of equivalent operators and
of conjugations which preserve the spectral problem are also introduced.
The algebraic analysis of the Hamiltonians occurring in the hydrogen
atom is then performed. This is obtained by means of a set of transfor-
mation operators. The general formalism of transformation operators, for
which the action generates a family of isospectral Hamiltonians, follow-
ing Darboux, is constructed in detail in one-dimensional problems. The
Riccati equation emerges naturally within this framework. After this,
the formalism of operators satisfying the su(1, 1) algebra is used to solve
the Schrödinger equation in a central potential in the s-wave case. This
yields yet another derivation of the Balmer formula, and points out a deep
link with the formalism of SU(1, 1) interferometers. Last, the Runge–Lenz
vector is introduced and used to derive the su(2) × su(2)/Z2 symmetry
algebra of the Hamiltonian of the hydrogen atom.

12.1 Quasi-exactly solvable operators

In previous chapters we have considered finite-dimensional Lie algebras
built out of creation and annihilation operators. In mathematical lan-
guage they are finite-dimensional Lie algebras in the enveloping algebra
(appendix 2.C) of the Heisenberg algebra (section 9.1). One may how-
ever consider situations where the starting algebra is not the Heisenberg
algebra.

The von Neumann theorem (see chapter 9) makes it possible to consider
quantum systems on the Hilbert space H = L2(R), with the operators
realized as differential operators on R. Indeed, the algebra of differential

429
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operators is generated by operators of the kind

T ≡ f(x)
∂

∂x
+ η(x), (12.1.1)

i.e. a vector field, jointly with an operator acting as multiplication by a
function η. Our algebra is clearly associative, and hence the commutator
defines a Lie algebra.

Once that quantization is carried out, with the differential operators
being of any order, one deals with the eigenvalue problem

H|ψ〉 = λ|ψ〉. (12.1.2)

The problem of finding eigenvalues and eigenfunctions can be solved for a
very limited number of systems (i.e. the harmonic oscillator, the hydrogen
atom and a few more). As shown in chapter 7, one has to resort, in general,
to perturbative methods. There exist, however, some operators which
lie in between: they describe the so-called quasi-exactly solvable systems
(Turbiner 1988, Ushveridze 1994). For these particular systems, a finite
part of the spectrum can be determined by means of purely algebraic
methods. In general, one studies a set of first-order differential operators:

Ja ≡
d∑

i=1

ξai(x)
∂

∂xi
+ ηa(x), (12.1.3)

where a ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and the coefficients ξai, ηa are smooth functions of
x. The operators Ja make it possible to build higher-order operators:

−T ≡
∑
a,b

CabJ
aJb +

∑
a

CaJ
a + C0, (12.1.4)

for some constants Cab, Ca, C0. The crucial requirement is that

JaJb − JbJa = Cab
m Jm, (12.1.5)

where Cab
m are the structure constants of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra.

A Lie algebra of first-order differential operators is said to be quasi-
exactly solvable if it is endowed with a finite-dimensional representation
space (or module), here denoted by W ⊂ C∞. In other words, for all
ψ ∈ W , one should find

Jaψ ∈ W. (12.1.6)

A differential operator is then said to be quasi-exactly solvable if it can be
written as a polynomial in the base elements of the original Lie algebra.

By construction, T (W ) ⊂ W , and hence the operator T reduces, on
W , to a numerical matrix. Of course, it is not easy to determine whether
a differential operator T can be expressed as a polynomial of generators
of a Lie algebra. The naturally occurring problem is therefore that of
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reducing T to its ‘normal form’. For this purpose, one has to give a precise
definition of what is meant by equivalence of two differential operators.

Two differential operators T (x) and T (x) are said to be equivalent if there
exists a C∞ change of coordinates

x = ϕ(x), (12.1.7)

and a conjugation

T (x) ≡ ef(x) T (x) e−f(x), (12.1.8)

which transform T into T . Such a transformation has two key properties.

(i) It is canonical, in that it preserves the Lie-algebra structure. Thus,
if the original Lie algebra AL is finite-dimensional, the transformed Lie
algebra AL should be isomorphic to AL:

AL
∼= AL. (12.1.9)

Moreover, if W is a finite-dimensional module, then the set

W ≡
{
ef(x)ψ(x)|x=ϕ−1(x) ψ ∈ W

}
(12.1.10)

should be a module for AL. This means that we are considering trans-
formations which preserve the property of the Lie algebra and of the
operators of being quasi-exactly solvable.

(ii) The rule (12.1.8) preserves the spectral problem associated with the
differential operator T , i.e. if

Tψ = λψ, (12.1.11)

one then finds

T ψ = λ ψ. (12.1.12)

Indeed, one may check that (12.1.8) and (12.1.10) lead to

T ψ = ef(x)T e−f(x) ef(x)ψ = ef(x)Tψ = λef(x)ψ = λψ,

and hence the operators T and T have the same eigenvalues, provided
that the eigenfunctions are transformed according to the rule ψ = ef(x)ψ.
Note, however, that canonical transformations do not preserve the norm
of wave functions.

The problem of reduction to the normal form can thus be formulated
by fixing some normal forms we are interested in. For example, one may
fix the Hamiltonian to be of the form

H ≡ −� + V (x), (12.1.13)
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and try to determine the class of operators equivalent to that defined in
(12.1.13). For second-order differential operators on the real line:

D ≡ g(x)
d2

dx2
+ h(x)

d
dx

+ K(x), (12.1.14)

it can be proved that any operator of this form is equivalent to that
occurring in (12.1.13).

In one dimension, there is an essentially unique quasi-exactly solvable
Lie algebra, in terms of first-order differential operators (n being an in-
teger):

ĝn ≡
{
∂x, x∂x, x

2∂x − nx, 1
}
∼= gl(2). (12.1.15)

For ĝn, the corresponding module W = Pn consists of polynomials of
degree m ≤ n.

If one takes the basis

J− = J−
n ≡ d

dx
, (12.1.16)

J0 = J0
n ≡ x

d
dx

− n

2
, (12.1.17)

J+ = J+
n ≡ x2 d

dx
− nx, (12.1.18)

these operators can be shown to act as the generators of the sl(2) algebra.
The most general form of second-order operator obeying (12.1.4) is

−T ≡ P (x)
d2

dx2
+ Q(x)

d
dx

+ R(x), (12.1.19)

where P (x), Q(x) and R(x) are algebraic polynomials of degree 4, 3 and
2, respectively, the explicit expression of which depends on the constants
Cab, Ca and C0 (see Eq. (12.1.4)).

12.2 Transformation operators for the hydrogen atom

In the course of studying bound states for the hydrogen atom in section
5.5, we arrived at a Hamiltonian operator which can be cast in the form

Hl ≡ p2
ρ +

l(l + 1)
ρ2

− 2
ρ
. (12.2.1)

Here, we have rescaled the independent variable by considering the pa-
rameters

a0 ≡ h̄2

µe2
, α ≡ Z

a0
, (12.2.2)
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and hence
ρ ≡ αr, (12.2.3)

pρ ≡ 1
h̄α

pr =
1
i

(
∂

∂ρ
+

1
ρ

)
. (12.2.4)

The operators ρ and pρ obey the commutation rule[
ρ, pρ

]
≡ ρpρ − pρρ = i. (12.2.5)

We now consider the first-order operator

dl ≡ ipρ +
l

ρ
− 1

l
, (12.2.6)

and its Hermitian conjugate

d†l ≡ −ipρ +
l

ρ
− 1

l
. (12.2.7)

One thus finds

dl d
†
l = p2

ρ +
l2

ρ2
− 2

ρ
+

1
l2

+ il
(
pρ

1
ρ
− 1

ρ
pρ

)
. (12.2.8)

By virtue of (12.2.4) one finds, for any function f ,

pρ
1
ρ
f = − i

ρ

∂f

∂ρ
, (12.2.9)

il
[
pρ

1
ρ
− 1

ρ
pρ

]
f = − lf

ρ2
. (12.2.10)

These identities, combined with (12.2.1) and (12.2.8), lead to

dl d
†
l = Hl−1 +

1
l2
. (12.2.11)

Moreover, the evaluation of d†l dl leads to a second-order operator that
differs from (12.2.8) for the sign multiplying the term in square brackets
(see also Eq. (12.2.10)), i.e.

d†l dl = Hl +
1
l2
. (12.2.12)

The identities (12.2.11) and (12.2.12) can be used to derive some very
useful formulae relating Hl to Hl−1. Indeed, one finds

Hld
†
l =

(
d†l dl −

1
l2

)
d†l = d†l

(
Hl−1 +

1
l2

)
− 1

l2
d†l = d†lHl−1, (12.2.13)

Hl−1dl =
(
dld

†
l −

1
l2

)
dl = dlHl. (12.2.14)
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This means that the operators dl and d†l act as transformation operators
(see section 12.3) between the eigenfunctions of Hl and the eigenfunctions
of Hl−1, and vice versa.

If we now denote by |n, l〉 the eigenfunctions of Hl belonging to the
(negative) eigenvalue εn:

Hl|n, l〉 = εn|n, l〉, (12.2.15)

we find from (12.2.14) that

Hl−1dl|n, l〉 = dlHl|n, l〉 = εndl|n, l〉. (12.2.16)

In other words, |n, l〉 is an eigenstate of Hl belonging to the eigenvalue
εn, and dl|n, l〉 is an eigenstate of Hl−1 belonging to the same eigenvalue.
Furthermore, if we write, from (12.2.15), the eigenvalue equation

Hl−1|n, l − 1〉 = εn|n, l − 1〉, (12.2.17)

we find, by comparison with (12.2.16), that dl acts as a lowering operator,
in that one can write

dl|n, l〉 = Cnl|n, l − 1〉. (12.2.18)

The constant Cnl in (12.2.18) is evaluated by taking the norm of the
vector dl|n, l〉:

0 ≤ 〈n, l|d†l dl|n, l〉 = 〈n, l|Hl +
1
l2
|n, l〉

=
(
εn +

1
l2

)
〈n, l|n, l〉 =

(
εn +

1
l2

)
= |Cnl|2, (12.2.19)

which implies

Cnl =

√
εn +

1
l2

eiγ =

√
− 1
n2

+
1
l2

eiγ . (12.2.20)

Hereafter we set γ = 2nπ, with n = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
The lowering action (12.2.18) does not go on forever. Indeed, if one

takes the norm of the vector

|Vn,l,k〉 ≡ d†l+k d†l+k−1 . . . d
†
l+2 d†l+1|n, l〉, (12.2.21)

which belongs to the eigenvalue εn of Hl+k, one finds the product[
εn +

1
(l + k)2

] [
εn +

1
(l + k − 1)2

]
· · ·

[
εn +

1
(l + 1)2

]
≥ 0. (12.2.22)

It is now clear that an integer k ≥ 1 exists such that the inequality
(12.2.22) is saturated, since otherwise one would find at some stage

− 1
(l + k0)2

< εn < − 1
(l + k0 + 1)2

, (12.2.23)
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which implies that the product in (12.2.22) would contain at least one
negative factor. This is impossible, since the norm of the vector (12.2.21)
can never become negative.

Bearing in mind (12.2.18), jointly with the orthogonality properties
of the eigenvectors |n, l〉, the only non-vanishing matrix elements of the
operators dl and d†l are found to be

〈n, l − 1|dl|n, l〉 = 〈n, l|d†l |n, l − 1〉 =
√
n2 − l2

nl
. (12.2.24)

When l = n− 1, one finds

d†n|n, n− 1〉 = 0. (12.2.25)

This is the equation which defines the state belonging to εn = − 1
n2 and

to l = lmax = n− 1. Starting from the vector |n, n− 1〉, one can generate
all states of the form |n, n− k〉, which correspond, for a given value of n,
to the positive values of l which remain ≤ n − 1. By virtue of (12.2.18)
and (12.2.20), one finds

|n, l − 1〉 =
nl√

n2 − l2
dl|n, l〉, (12.2.26)

which leads to

|n, n− 2〉 =
n(n− 1)√

2n− 1
dn−1|n, n− 1〉, (12.2.27)

|n, n− 3〉 =
n(n− 2)√
4(n− 1)

dn−2|n, n− 2〉, (12.2.28)

and hence, by induction, to the general formula

|n, n−k−1〉 =
nk(n− 1) · · · (n− k)√
k!(2n− 1) · · · (2n− k)

dn−k · · · dn−1|n, n−1〉. (12.2.29)

12.3 Darboux maps: general framework

The calculations of the previous section are a particular case of a more
general problem: how to generate families of isospectral Hamiltonians?
For this purpose, one may apply the Darboux method (Darboux 1882),
the foundations of which (Moutard 1875) are given by a theorem which,
in modern language, can be stated as follows (Luban and Pursey 1986).
Let ψ be the general solution of the Schrödinger equation

Hψ ≡
[
− d2

dx2
+ V (x)

]
ψ(x) = Eψ(x). (12.3.1)
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If ϕ is a particular solution of Eq. (12.3.1) corresponding to an energy
eigenvalue ε �= E, then

ψ̃ ≡ 1
ϕ

(
ψ

dϕ
dx

− dψ
dx

ϕ

)
(12.3.2)

is the general solution of the Schrödinger equation

H̃ ψ̃(x) = E ψ̃(x), (12.3.3)

where

H̃ ≡ − d2

dx2
+ Ṽ (x), (12.3.4)

Ṽ (x) ≡ V (x) − 2
d2

dx2
logϕ(x). (12.3.5)

In other words, if two Hamiltonian operators HA and HB are given,
one looks for a differential operator D, such that (Levitan 1987, Carinena
et al. 1998)

HB D = D HA. (12.3.6)

This makes it possible, in turn, to relate the eigenfunctions of HA and
HB through the action of D. Here, we focus on one-dimensional problems,
with

HA = H0 ≡ − d2

dx2
+ V0, (12.3.7)

HB = H1 ≡ − d2

dx2
+ V1, (12.3.8)

D ≡ d
dx

+ G, (12.3.9)

where V0 and V1 are the ‘potential’ functions which are assumed to be
given, and G is a function the form of which will be determined by im-
posing the condition (12.3.6). In our case, this reads as(

− d2

dx2
+ V1

) (
d
dx

+ G

)
f =

(
d
dx

+ G

) (
− d2

dx2
+ V0

)
f, (12.3.10)

for all functions f which are at least of class C3. On imposing (12.3.10),
one finds exact cancellation of the terms −d3f

dx3 and −Gd2f
dx2 , since they

occur on both sides with the same sign. Hence one finds, for all f ,[(
−2G′ + V1 − V0

) d
dx

+
(
−G′′ − V ′

0 + (V1 − V0)G
)]

f = 0, (12.3.11)
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which implies
2G′ = V1 − V0, (12.3.12)

−G′′ − V ′
0 + (V1 − V0)G = 0, (12.3.13)

by virtue of the arbitrariness of f . Note that, by virtue of Eq. (12.3.12),
Eq. (12.3.13) takes the form

−G′′ + 2G′G = V ′
0 . (12.3.14)

Both sides of Eq. (12.3.14) are total derivatives, i.e.

d
dx

(
−G′ + G2

)
=

d
dx

V0, (12.3.15)

and this leads to

G2 −G′ = V0 + C, (12.3.16)

for some constant C. Thus, the desired function G is a solution of the sys-
tem (12.3.12) and (12.3.16), where Eq. (12.3.16) is known as the Riccati
equation (Riccati 1724, Carinena et al. 2000). To solve such an equation,
it is convenient to consider a function ϕ with the property that

G = −ϕ′

ϕ
. (12.3.17)

What happens is that non-linear differential equations are, in general,
very difficult to solve, and Eq. (12.3.17) provides an example of a trans-
formation that reduces a non-linear problem to the solution of a linear
equation. Indeed, from Eqs. (12.3.16) and (12.3.17) one finds

G2 −G′ =
ϕ′′

ϕ
= V0 + C, (12.3.18)

which implies

H0 ϕ = −C ϕ. (12.3.19)

This is a simple but deep result: one first has to find the eigenfunctions ϕ
of H0. After doing this, the desired function G is obtained from (12.3.17),
and hence the transformation operator is

D =
d
dx

− ϕ′

ϕ
. (12.3.20)

From Eq. (12.3.12), the potential term for the Hamiltonian H1 is then

V1 = V0 + 2

(
ϕ′2

ϕ2
− ϕ′′

ϕ

)
. (12.3.21)
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The transformations (12.3.21) are known as the Darboux maps, and
agree, of course, with Eq. (12.3.5). An equivalent form of the Riccati
equation is then

G2 + G′ = V1 + C. (12.3.22)

For example, if

H0 = − d2

dx2
, (12.3.23)

its eigenfunctions are ϕ0 = cosh kx, from which G is obtained as

G = −ϕ′
0

ϕ0
= −k tanh kx. (12.3.24)

In the Hamiltonian H1, the potential is then

V1 = 2G′ = − 2k
(cosh kx)2

, (12.3.25)

and the eigenfunctions of H1 are obtained by applying the transformation
operator,

D =
d
dx

− k tanh kx, (12.3.26)

to the eigenfunctions of H0.
Note also that, in terms of the formal adjoint of D:

D† ≡ − d
dx

+ G, (12.3.27)

one finds, in general (cf. problem 6.P4),

D D† = H1 + C, (12.3.28)

D† D = H0 + C. (12.3.29)

It should be stressed that our analysis remains incomplete. In particular,
a rigorous analysis of the self-adjointness problem for our operators, for
a given form of the potentials, is completely lacking. For details and
relations with old results by S. Lie, we refer the reader to the work in
Carinena et al. (2000).

12.4 SU(1, 1) structures in a central potential

This section studies the deep link between the Schrödinger equation in
a central potential, and the formalism of su(1, 1) algebras and SU(1, 1)
interferometers. For simplicity, we study the s-wave case for a particle of
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unit mass in a Coulomb-like potential: V (r) = −α
r . The corresponding

Hamiltonian reads, in h̄ = 1 units:

H =
1
2
p2 − α

r
. (12.4.1)

We now introduce the following operators:

K1 ≡ 1
2

(
rp2 − r

)
, (12.4.2)

K2 ≡ rp, (12.4.3)

K3 ≡ 1
2

(
rp2 + r

)
. (12.4.4)

Bearing in mind that [r, p] ≡ rp − pr = i, one finds that our operators
obey the commutation relations[

K1,K2

]
= −iK3, (12.4.5)

[
K2,K3

]
= iK1, (12.4.6)

[
K3,K1

]
= iK2. (12.4.7)

For example, the explicit calculation of
[
K1,K2

]
yields[

K1,K2

]
=

1
2

[
rp2rp− rp(pr + i)p

]
− i

2

[
r(pr + i) − rpr

]
= − i

2

(
rp2 + r

)
= −iK3.

This is the first time that we meet the algebra defined by (12.4.5)–(12.4.7),
which is called the su(1, 1) algebra. Our aim is to prove that it provides
powerful tools for an elegant derivation of the energy spectrum. For this
purpose, we point out that the stationary Schrödinger equation can be
written as

r(H − E)ψ = 0, (12.4.8)

where, from (12.4.2) and (12.4.4), one has

K3 + K1 = rp2, K3 −K1 = r.

Hence one finds the eigenvalue equation (we are interested in bound states
only) [(1

2
− E

)
K3+

(1
2

+ E
)
K1 − α

]
ψ = 0. (12.4.9)
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Remarkably, the operator r(H −E) turns out to be a linear combination
of operators obeying the commutation rules of the su(1, 1) algebra. We
now try to transform Eq. (12.4.9) in such a way that it leads to a new
eigenvalue equation involving the K3 operator only. As a first step, we
define a transformed ‘wave function’ (cf. section 12.1):

ψ ≡ e−iθK2 ψ, (12.4.10)

where θ is a real-valued function of E, the form of which will be deter-
mined later. We now re-express ψ as eiθK2 ψ, and the resulting form of
Eq. (12.4.9) is multiplied on the left by the operator e−iθK2 . This leads to[(1

2
− E

)
e−iθK2K3eiθK2+

(1
2

+ E
)
e−iθK2K1eiθK2 − α

]
ψ = 0.

(12.4.11)
At this stage, we consider the Taylor series defining the operators e−iθK2

and eiθK2 , and take into account the commutation rules (12.4.5) and
(12.4.6). One thus finds (cf. section 11.3)

e−iθK2 K3 eiθK2 = (cosh θ)K3 + (sinh θ)K1, (12.4.12)

e−iθK2 K1 eiθK2 = (cosh θ)K1 + (sinh θ)K3. (12.4.13)

Equation (12.4.11) now reads (since 1
2 − E �= 0)[(

cosh θ + β sinh θ
)
K3+

(
sinh θ + β cosh θ

)
K1

− α

(1
2 − E)

]
ψ = 0, (12.4.14)

where

β ≡

(
1
2 + E

)
(

1
2 − E

) . (12.4.15)

On imposing that the function multiplying K1 should vanish, one finds

β = − tanh θ, (12.4.16)

which implies [
K3 −

α cosh θ

(1
2 − E)

]
ψ = 0. (12.4.17)

Bearing in mind the identity (cosh θ)2 − (sinh θ)2 = 1, one can re-express
cosh θ as cosh θ = 1√

1−(tanh θ)2
. This, jointly with the definition (12.4.15),

makes it possible to express the coefficient in (12.4.17) as

γ ≡ α cosh θ(
1
2 − E

) =
α√
−2E

. (12.4.18)
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On the other hand, one can prove that, for any triple of Hermitian opera-
tors satisfying the su(1, 1) algebra, the K3 operator obeys the eigenvalue
equation

K3 ψ = m ψ, (12.4.19)

where m is an integer. Combining (12.4.17)–(12.4.19) one thus arrives
at the following formula for the spectrum of bound states in the s-wave
sector:

Em = − α2

2m2
. (12.4.20)

At a deeper level, the formulae (12.4.12) and (12.4.13) correspond to
the transformation formulae for K1,K2,K3 in an SU(1, 1) interferometer
(cf. the SU(2) case in section 11.3), which is a device with two input
ports and two output ports, relating ingoing and outgoing annihilation
and creation operators according to the rule (cf. Eq. (11.3.9))(

b1
b†2

)
=

(
S11 S12

S21 S22

) (
a1

a†2

)
. (12.4.21)

The 2 × 2 matrix in (12.4.21), which is called, once again, the scatter-
ing matrix, can be chosen in such a way that ingoing and outgoing Ki

operators get transformed indeed asK1

K2

K3


out

= e−iθK2

K1

K2

K3

 eiθK2

=

 cosh θ 0 sinh θ
0 1 0

sinh θ 0 cosh θ

 K1

K2

K3

 . (12.4.22)

The expert reader can recognize the occurrence of a Lorentz boost along
the x-axis, if K1 is viewed as the Kx operator.

12.5 The Runge–Lenz vector

The Hamiltonian of the hydrogen atom (hereafter, we use Cartesian co-
ordinates):

H =
1

2m

(
p2
x + p2

y + p2
z

)
− e2

r
, (12.5.1)

has a large symmetry algebra. In addition to the conserved angular mo-
mentum: [H, �L] = 0, there is also the Runge–Lenz vector �R, i.e. the
Hermitian operator

�R ≡ 1
2m

(
�p× �L− �L× �p

)
− e2

r
�r. (12.5.2)
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One thus finds (cf. Rabin 1995)

Rk =
1
m

(
rkplpl − rlplpk + ih̄pk

)
− e2

rk
r
, (12.5.3)

where we have used the identities(
�A× �B

)
k

= εkij AiBj , (12.5.4)

εijk εkln = δil δjn − δin δjl, (12.5.5)

and the canonical commutation relations

rkpl − plrk = ih̄ δkl, (12.5.6)

with r1 = x, r2 = y, r3 = z. The explicit calculation shows that [H, �R] =
0. Note that, in classical mechanics, the electron would follow an elliptic
orbit with the origin at one focus, and the vector �R points from the
origin to the nearer vertex of the ellipse. Its length is proportional to the
eccentricity of the orbit.

Other useful identities involving the Runge–Lenz vector are as follows
(hereafter, we set h̄ = 1):

�R · �L = �L · �R = 0, (12.5.7)[
Lj , Rk

]
= iεjklRl, (12.5.8)

|�R|2 = e4 +
2
m
H

(
|�L|2 + 1

)
, (12.5.9)

[
Rj , Rk

]
= − 2i

m
HεjklLl. (12.5.10)

Now, denoting by D ⊂ L2(R3) the span of the eigenvectors of H having
negative eigenvalues, one can define a Hermitian operator �K with domain
D by setting

�K ≡
√
− m

2H
�R. (12.5.11)

At this stage, one can also define the operators

�M ≡ 1
2
(�L + �K), �N ≡ 1

2
(�L− �K), (12.5.12)

which obey the commutation relations[
Mj ,Mk

]
= iεjklMl, (12.5.13)[

Nj , Nk

]
= iεjklNl, (12.5.14)
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Mj , Nk

]
= 0, (12.5.15)

and the identities

| �M |2 = | �N |2 =
1
4

(
|�L|2 + | �K|2

)
, (12.5.16)

H = − me4

2(4| �M |2 + 1)
. (12.5.17)

This means that the operators �M and �N acting in D generate a repre-
sentation of the Lie algebra su(2) × su(2). Suppose now we decompose
D as the direct sum of irreducible representations of this algebra. The
Casimir operators | �M |2 and | �N |2 commute with the generators:

[M2,Mk] = [M2, Nk] = [N2, Nk] = [N2,Mk] = 0,

and are hence constant on each irreducible representation, by virtue of
the Schur lemma. Thus, by virtue of Eq. (12.5.17), H is also constant
on each irreducible representation, so these are the eigenspaces of H.
Only those irreducible representations having | �M |2 = | �N |2 occur, and
the value of each of these Casimir operators is j(j + 1) in the (2j + 1)-
dimensional irreducible representation of su(2) having highest weight j =
0, 1

2 , 1,
3
2 , . . . . The su(2) × su(2) symmetry of the hydrogen atom can be

enlarged to so(4, 2) by means of suitable raising and lowering operators.
For a detailed proof, we refer the reader to Wybourne (1974). The work in
Sudarshan et al. (1965), Musto (1966) has studied the O(4, 1) symmetry
for the hydrogen atom. In this as well as the treatment of O(4, 2) for
hydrogen, one goes beyond the symmetries of the Hamiltonian.

12.6 Problems
12.P1. Consider a problem in a central potential in the s-wave case. Setting to 1, for simplicity,
the reduced mass of the problem (think, for example, of the relative nucleus–electron motion in the
hydrogen atom), the Hamiltonian takes the form

H =
1
2
p
2
r − α

r
. (12.6.1)

(i) Express H as a linear combination of the operators K1, K2, K3, which obey the commutation
rules (12.4.5)–(12.4.7).

(ii) Consider the transformation ψ ≡ e−iθK2 ψ on the wave function, where θ is an unknown function
(for the time being) of the eigenvalues E of H, and derive the Schrödinger equation for ψ.

(iii) Find for which form of θ(E) the new Schrödinger equation reduces to

K3 ψ = f1(α,E)ψ, (12.6.2)

and find the explicit form of f1(α,E) and of the eigenvalues of the original problem.
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(iv) Find for which form of θ(E) the new Schrödinger equation becomes

K1 ψ = f2(α,E) ψ. (12.6.3)
How does f2 depend on α and E?

12.P2. Try to use the transformation operators of section 12.3 to study scattering from singular
potentials in a central field. For this purpose, write D in the form

D =
d
dr

+ G(r), (12.6.4)

where, for r ∈ ]0,∞[, G(r) admits a Laurent expansion

G(r) =
∞∑

p=−∞
bpr

p
, (12.6.5)

and the potential V1 is expressed by a Laurent series

V1(r) =
∞∑

n=−∞
anr

n
. (12.6.6)

(i) By insertion of (12.6.5) and (12.6.6) into Eq. (12.3.22), prove that the coefficients bp obey the
non-linear algebraic system (Esposito 1998a)

(n + 1)bn+1 +
∞∑

p=−∞
bpbn−p = an + Cδn,0. (12.6.7)

(ii) If also V0(r) is represented by a Laurent expansion for r ∈ ]0,∞[:

V0(r) =
∞∑

n=−∞
fnr

n
, (12.6.8)

prove that

fn = −(n + 1)bn+1 +
∞∑

p=−∞
bpbn−p − Cδn,0. (12.6.9)

(iii) In the particular case when C = 0 and, for some real k,

V1(r) =
k2

r4
− 2k

r3
, (12.6.10)

V0(r) =
k2

r4
+

2k
r3

, (12.6.11)

find G(r).



13
From density matrix
to geometrical phases

The density matrix ρ is defined and its basic properties are derived in
detail: ρ is a Hermitian non-negative operator with unit trace, its eigen-
values are non-negative and lie in the closed interval [0, 1]; if ρ is a projec-
tor, it projects onto a one-dimensional sub-space, the trace of ρ2 is ≤ 1,
the equality holding only if ρ is a projector. A necessary and sufficient
condition for ρ to be a projector is that all vectors in its definition are
identical up to a phase. Pure cases are sets that can be described by a
state vector, unlike mixtures. The density matrix of a mixture is not a
projection operator, and this may be viewed as its distinguishing feature
with respect to pure cases. The mean value of an observable can be re-
expressed with the help of the density matrix, and a Schrödinger equation
for density matrices holds. Last, but not least, pure cases cannot unitarily
evolve into mixtures.

The applications of the formalism presented in this chapter deal with
orientation of spin-1

2 particles, polarization of pairs of photons, thermal-
equilibrium states. In the second part, quantum entanglement is pre-
sented, with emphasis on the existence of state vectors for entangled pairs
of particles that belong to the tensor product of Hilbert spaces H1 ⊗H2,
but are not of the simple product form ψ1 ⊗ ψ2. The only correct inter-
pretation of such states has a statistical nature, associated to series of
repeated measurements performed by two observers on the constituents
of the entangled pair. Hidden-variable theories, with the associated Bell
inequalities, are introduced, and a way of using entangled quantum states
is described which makes it possible to transfer the polarization state of
a photon to another photon. This property provides the foundation
of the modern investigations of quantum teleportation. The production
of statistical mixtures is also studied in detail. The chapter ends with an
analysis of geometrical phases and the Wigner theorem on symmetries in
quantum mechanics.

445
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13.1 The density matrix

Let E1, . . . , Eα, . . . , Eµ be µ sets of physical systems of the same type,
and let us denote by Nα the number of elements of Eα and by Ê the set
of all the

N = N1 + · · · + Nα + · · · + Nµ

systems. Each Eα is described by a normalized ket vector |Φα〉, for which
therefore 〈Φα|Φα〉 = 1, where such vectors are not necessarily orthogonal
to each other. One then defines

ρ ≡
µ∑

α=1

|Φα〉
Nα

N
〈Φα| (13.1.1)

as the statistical operator of the set Ê, also called (hereafter) the density
matrix associated to Ê. Its basic properties are as follows (Gottfried 1966,
D’Espagnat 1976).

(i) ρ is Hermitian.

(ii) ρ is non-negative:

〈u|ρ|u〉 ≥ 0 ∀ |u〉. (13.1.2)

(iii) ρ has unit trace. Indeed, by direct calculation one finds

Tr(ρ) =
∑
α,n

Nα

N
〈Φα|n〉〈n|Φα〉 =

∑
α

Nα

N
〈Φα|

∑
n

|n〉〈n|Φα〉

=
∑
α

Nα

N
〈Φα|Φα〉 = 1. (13.1.3)

(iv) Each diagonal element of ρ, in every matrix representation, is non-
negative. In particular, the eigenvalues of ρ are all non-negative.

(v) The eigenvalues pn of ρ lie in the closed interval [0, 1]. This can
be proved by pointing out that, if there were an m such that pm > 1,
the property of ρ of having unit trace would be violated, since all the
eigenvalues of ρ are non-negative.

(vi) If ρ is a projection operator, it projects onto a one-dimensional sub-
space. Indeed, if ρ is a projector, so that ρ2 = ρ, one has p2

n = pn with
pn = 0, 1. On the other hand, the property of unit trace implies that

∞∑
n=1

pn = 1,
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with pn = 0, 1 ∀n. Thus, only one eigenvalue equals 1, and all the others
vanish, which implies

ρ =
∞∑

n=1

|n〉pn〈n| = |q〉 pq 〈q|. (13.1.4)

(vii) The trace of ρ2 satisfies the inequality Tr(ρ2) ≤ 1, where the equality
holds only if ρ is a projection operator. To prove it, note first that no
point of the hyperplane defined by the condition

∑∞
n=1 pn = 1, with non-

negative coordinates pn, lies outside the hypersphere Tr(ρ2) =
∑∞

n=1 p
2
n =

1. One then finds, by subtracting the equations that define the hyperplane
and the hypersphere,

∞∑
n=1

pn(1 − pn) = 0. (13.1.5)

On the other hand, it is clear that

pn ∈ [0, 1] =⇒ pn(1 − pn) ≥ 0, (13.1.6)

and hence Eq. (13.1.5) is only satisfied if

pn(1 − pn) = 0 ∀n. (13.1.7)

On the other hand, the condition of unit trace for ρ, jointly with Eq.
(13.1.7), implies that there exists only one m such that pm = 1, whereas
pn = 0, ∀n 
= m. This completes the proof of our statement.

(viii) When ρ is written in the form (13.1.1), a necessary and sufficient
condition for it to be a projection operator is that all ket vectors |Φα〉 are
identical up to a phase factor, which implies that the summation defining
ρ reduces to one term only. The sufficiency of the condition is obvious,
and hence we focus on the proof of its necessity. For this purpose, we
compute

Tr(ρ2) = Tr


 µ∑
α=1

|Φα〉
Nα

N
〈Φα|

µ∑
β=1

|Φβ〉
Nβ

N
〈Φβ|




= Tr


∑
α,β

NαNβ

N2
〈Φα|Φβ〉|Φα〉 〈Φβ|




=
∑

α,β,n

NαNβ

N2
〈n|Φα〉 〈Φα|Φβ〉 〈Φβ|n〉

=
∑

α,β,n

NαNβ

N2
〈Φα|Φβ〉 〈Φβ|n〉 〈n|Φα〉
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=
∑
α,β

NαNβ

N2
〈Φα|Φβ〉 〈Φβ|

∑
n

|n〉 〈n|Φα〉

=
∑
α,β

NαNβ

N2
〈Φα|Φβ〉 〈Φβ|Φα〉

=
∑
α,β

NαNβ

N2
|〈Φα|Φβ〉|2. (13.1.8)

But then, since we know that ρ2 has a unit trace if it is a projector, we
find from Eq. (13.1.8) the condition∑

α,β

NαNβ|〈Φα|Φβ〉|2 = N2 =
∑
α,β

NαNβ,

and hence ∑
α,β

NαNβ

[
1 − |〈Φα|Φβ〉|2

]
= 0. (13.1.9)

This implies that one can write

|Φα〉 = λαβ |Φβ〉 with |λαβ| = 1, (13.1.10)

because then

|〈Φα|Φβ〉|2 = |λαβ|2|〈Φβ|Φβ〉|2 = |λαβ|2 = 1. (13.1.11)

By definition, a set E, which can be described by a single state vector
|ψ〉 is called a pure case. The deep property is that, instead of describing
E by means of the normalized ket |ψ〉, one can describe it equally well
by means of the density matrix

ρ = |ψ〉 〈ψ|. (13.1.12)

If A is an observable, one finds

Tr(ρA) =
∑
n

〈n|ψ〉 〈ψ|A|n〉 =
∑
n

〈ψ|A|n〉 〈n|ψ〉

= 〈ψ|A
∑
n

|n〉 〈n|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|A|ψ〉, (13.1.13a)

or, in other words, the mean value of the observable A is given by

A = Tr(ρA). (13.1.13b)

The projector onto the sub-space determined by the eigenvectors of A
corresponding to the eigenvalue αk reads as

P (αk) =
∑
r

|αk, r〉 〈αk, r|. (13.1.14)
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Moreover, one finds

Tr
[
ρP (αk)

]
=

∑
n,r

〈n|ψ〉 〈ψ|αk,r〉 〈αk,r|n〉

=
∑
r

〈ψ|αk,r〉 〈αk,r|
∑
n

|n〉 〈n|ψ〉

=
∑
r

〈ψ|αk,r〉 〈αk,r|ψ〉 =
∑
r

|〈αk,r|ψ〉|2, (13.1.15)

which implies that Tr
[
ρP (αk)

]
is the statistical frequency wk with which

one predicts that a measurement of A will give as a result the value αk

(see Eq. (9.11.5)).
On combining together all elements of a number of subsets Eα one can

think of obtaining a mixture. However, this definition is a bit too vague.
More precisely, if each Eα can be described by a state vector |Φα〉, and if
the various |Φα〉 are not all identical up to a phase factor, the resulting
mixture is not a pure case. Hereafter, we shall talk of mixtures only when
they do not reduce to pure cases. Remarkably, one finds

A =
1
N

∑
α

NαAα =
1
N

∑
α

NαTr(ραA)

=
1
N

∑
α

NαTr
(
|Φα〉 〈Φα|A〉

)
= Tr(ρA). (13.1.16)

Moreover, it remains true that

wk = Tr
[
ρP (αk)

]
. (13.1.17)

However, for mixtures,

ρ2 
= ρ. (13.1.18)

One has, in fact, to bear in mind that, by virtue of (viii), the density
matrix is a projector if and only if all ket vectors |Φα〉 are identical up
to a phase factor. But we have taken as a definition of mixtures just the
case when the state vectors are not all identical up to a phase.

Last, but not least, a differential equation for density matrices can be
derived. For this purpose, we rely on Eqs. (9.8.1) and (13.1.1), which
imply that, by writing the time evolution of state vectors in the form (t0
being the instant of time corresponding to the assignment of initial data)

|Φα(t)〉 = U(t, t0)|Φα(t0)〉, (13.1.19)

one finds

ρ(t) = U(t, t0)ρ(t0)U†(t, t0), (13.1.20)
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and hence

ih̄
dρ
dt

= ih̄

[
∂U(t, t0)

∂t
ρ(t0)U†(t, t0) + U(t, t0)ρ(t0)

∂U†(t, t0)
∂t

]

=
[
HU(t, t0)ρ(t0)U†(t, t0) − U(t, t0)ρ(t0)U†(t, t0)H

]

=
[
Hρ(t) − ρ(t)H

]
=

[
H, ρ(t)

]
. (13.1.21)

This is called the quantum Liouville equation for the density matrix, and
it holds in the Schrödinger picture for state vectors. Note that if one deals
with a pure case, so that the corresponding density matrix is initially a
projector:

ρ2(t0) = ρ(t0),

such a property is preserved by the time-evolution, because, by virtue of
Eq. (13.1.20), one finds

ρ2(t) = U(t, t0)ρ(t0)U†(t, t0)U(t, t0)ρ(t0)U†(t, t0)

= U(t, t0)ρ2(t0)U†(t, t0) = U(t, t0)ρ(t0)U†(t, t0)
= ρ(t). (13.1.22)

The derivation of this result is, as we have seen, quite simple, but its
relevance is so great that we stress it again: in quantum mechanics of a
closed system, pure cases cannot unitarily evolve into mixtures.

The advantage of formulating the rules of section 9.11 in terms of den-
sity matrices (rather than state vectors and their refinement, i.e. the
space of rays in a Hilbert space), lies in the possibility of applying them
directly not only to pure cases, but also to mixtures. Moreover, quantum
statistical mechanics relies heavily on the density-matrix formalism.

13.2 Applications of the density matrix

This section outlines three of the many relevant applications of the den-
sity-matrix formalism. They are as follows (Fano 1957).

(i) Orientation of spin-1
2 particles. The orientation of spin is repre-

sented by a density matrix with two rows and two columns, corresponding
to two pure states with opposite spin orientation (e.g. ‘spin up’ and ‘spin
down’). In a generic state, the degree and direction of spin orientation
are indicated by the magnitude and direction of the vector

�P ≡ 〈�σ〉 = Tr(ρ�σ), (13.2.1)

whose components are the mean values of the operators represented by
the three Pauli matrices σx, σy and σz. A pure state with definite spin
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orientation has P = 1, a state with random orientation has P = 0.
Particles with magnetic moment �µ in a magnetic field �H, have

�P =
µ �H
1
2KT

, (13.2.2)

under conditions of paramagnetic polarization. The knowledge of �P is
sufficient to determine the density matrix, because:

(1) As we know from section 5.7, every 2 × 2 Hermitian matrix can be
expressed as a linear combination of σx, σy, σz and of the unit matrix 1I.

(2) The Pauli matrices have the properties

Tr(σi) = 0, (13.2.3)

Tr(σiσk) = 2δik. (13.2.4)

(3) The density matrix and the unit matrix have traces equal to 1 and 2,
respectively, and hence

ρ =
1
2

(
1I + Pxσx + Pyσy + Pzσz

)
=

1
2

(
1I + �P · �σ

)

=
1
2

(
1 + Pz Px − iPy

Px + iPy 1 − Pz

)
. (13.2.5)

(ii) Polarization of pairs of photons. In the mutual annihilation of
positrons and electrons by means of two-photon processes, the emitted
γ-rays exhibit a polarization only when the two photons of a pair are
annihilated simultaneously, but not when the photons are observed sep-
arately. The experimental results can be described in terms of the mean
value 〈D(A)D(B)〉, where the operators D represent polarization analy-
sers, which detect two photons A and B in coincidence, but not necessarily
simultaneously. The matrix D(A) or D(B) is given by

D(A,B) ≡ 1
2

[
(εM + εm)1I + (εM − εm) �Q · �σ

]A,B
, (13.2.6)

where �Q is a unit vector, εM is the maximal efficiency and εm is the mini-
mal efficiency. More precisely, �Q is a vector of the Poincaré representation
of polarizations.

The statement ‘the photons of a pair have opposite polarizations’ means
that, for perfect analysers with εm = 0, one would find

〈D(A)D(B)〉 =
1
4
ε

(A)
M ε

(B)
M

[
1 − �Q(A) · �Q(B)

]
, (13.2.7)
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which vanishes when �Q(A) = �Q(B), and equals 1
2ε

(A)
M ε

(B)
M when �Q(A) =

− �Q(B), independent of the states of linear, circular or elliptic polarization
corresponding to �Q(A). In a realistic application, with imperfect analysers,
one finds instead

〈D(A)D(B)〉 =
1
4

[
(εM + εm)(A)(εM + εm)(B)

− (εM − εm)(A)(εM − εm)(B) �Q(A) · �Q(B)
]
. (13.2.8)

The polarization state of the pairs of photons is represented by a density
matrix ρ(AB) with four rows and four columns, which can be always
expressed as a linear combination of the 16 matrices

1I(A)1I(B), 1I(A)σ(B)
x , . . . σ(A)

z σ(B)
z .

The requirement that

Tr
(
ρ(AB)D(A)D(B)

)
= 〈D(A)D(B)〉 ∀�ε and ∀ �Q (13.2.9)

implies that

ρ(AB) =
1
4

[
1I(A)1I(B) − �σ(A) · �σ(B)

]
. (13.2.10)

This matrix represents the situation in a very condensed form, without
referring to any specific type of polarization. The negative sign corre-
sponds to the case when the photons have opposite polarizations. The
density matrix for a single photon is obtained as a particular case, i.e.

ρ(A) = TrBρ(AB) =
1
2
1I(A). (13.2.11)

(iii) Thermal-equilibrium states. It is well known from statistical me-
chanics that the state of a system at temperature T is represented by an
incoherent mixture of states with (unnormalized) statistical weights pro-
portional to the Boltzmann distribution factor e−Em/KT . To make sure
that the sum of the weights for all the eigenstates equals 1, the weight
of each state has to be equal to the factor e−Em/KT , divided by the
normalization factor (cf. Eq. (14.4.8))

Z(T ) =
∑
l

e−El/KT . (13.2.12)

In other words, the density matrix is diagonal when the energy eigenstates
are considered, and is given by

ρmm′ =
e−Em/KT

Z(T )
δmm′ , (13.2.13)
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in such a scheme. On using operator notation one can also write, in such
a case,

ρ =
e−H/KT

Z(T )
=

e−H/KT

Tr(e−H/KT )
. (13.2.14)

13.3 Quantum entanglement

Let U and V be two quantum systems with Hilbert spaces HU and HV ,
respectively, and let us assume that a system of type U and a system of
type V collide for a time �t. The preparation can be such that, before
the collision, one has a state vector |fi〉 ∈ HU and a ket |ϕ0〉 ∈ HV ,
and after the collision the ket |fi〉 still lies in HU whereas one deals with
a state vector |ϕi〉 in HV . We are thus considering a process such that
(D’Espagnat 1976)

|fi〉 |ϕ0〉 → |fi〉 |ϕi〉, (13.3.1)

or, more generally, (collision) processes for which

|fi〉 |ϕ0〉 → |f ′
i〉 |ϕi〉, (13.3.2)

where |f ′
i〉 differs from |fi〉, and the state vector of the composite system

belongs to the tensor product HU ⊗HV .
However, among the phenomena of temporary interaction between

quantum systems, those for which the property (13.3.2) holds consti-
tute a very particular subset. For example, by virtue of the linearity of
temporal evolution, one may consider processes such that(

|fi〉+ |fk〉
)
|ϕ0〉 = |fi〉 |ϕ0〉+ |fk〉 |ϕ0〉 → |fi〉 |ϕi〉+ |fk〉 |ϕk〉. (13.3.3)

In other words, quantum mechanics allows for state vectors of entangled
systems which are not tensor products of state vectors. From a purely
mathematical point of view, the concept is not so abstract, but has far
reaching consequences for our understanding of the physical world. This is
a first, clear indication that, when two quantum systems have interacted
with each other in the past, one cannot ascribe to each of them any single
state vector.

Indeed, several efforts have been produced, in the literature, to un-
derstand whether alternative descriptions exist of the final state of the
two systems, which are compatible with the assignment of a state vector
(and/or a well-defined set of physical properties) either of the systems U
or V separately. According to the quantum-mechanical rules that we are
teaching (cf. section 9.12), it is impossible to consider each component,
either U or V, as a system with a complete set of well-defined properties.
If we fail to take this into account we may, following Einstein, Podolsky
and Rosen (hereafter called EPR) argue that, if it is possible to predict
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with certainty, without affecting the system in any way, the value of a
physical quantity, then there exists an element of physical reality which
corresponds to this quantity (Einstein et al. 1935). An enlightening exam-
ple of what this would imply is provided by the Bohm version of the EPR
argument, which is as follows. A particle decays, producing two spin-1

2
particles, for which the total spin angular momentum Stot vanishes. These
particles then move away from each other, and two observers, A and B,
measure the components of their spins along various directions. Since
Stot = 0, if both observers measure the spin along a particular direc-
tion �u, and if the measurement performed by A yields + h̄

2 , then B must
necessarily find − h̄

2 , and vice versa.
To recover the correct quantum-mechanical description of the phe-

nomenon, let us assume, for simplicity, that the measurements are per-
formed along the z-axes of the two observers, and let us recall that the
spin part of the state vector of the two particles is the antisymmetric
combination

ψ1,2 =
1√
2

(
ψu

1 ⊗ ψd
2 − ψd

1 ⊗ ψu
2

)
, (13.3.4)

where ψu
1 ⊗ ψd

2 is a state having spin h̄
2 for particle 1 and spin − h̄

2 for
particle 2, and ψd

1 ⊗ ψu
2 is a state having spin − h̄

2 for particle 1 and spin
h̄
2 for particle 2. The up and down states therefore obey the eigenvalue
equations

Szψ
u =

h̄

2
ψu, (13.3.5)

Szψ
d = − h̄

2
ψd, (13.3.6)

for particles 1 and 2. The state (13.3.4) is therefore an entangled state, the
statistical interpretation of which is as follows (Isham 1995). If, in a series
of repeated measurements performed by observer A, the pairs of particles
are selected for which the measurement of his particle yields ‘spin up’,
then, with probability equal to 1, a series of measurements performed by
B on his particle in this pair will yield ‘spin down’. Similarly, if A finds
‘spin down’, then, with probability equal to 1, B will find ‘spin up’. One
then says that the measurements performed by A, the effect of which is
evaluated with the operator Sz⊗1I, lead to a reduction of the state vector
(13.3.4) into either ψu

1 ⊗ ψd
2 or ψd

1 ⊗ ψu
2 , depending on whether spin up

or spin down is selected. This new state is an eigenstate of the operator
1I ⊗ Sz associated to the second particle, with an eigenvalue which is
minus that found by A.

Even apart from arguing for definite values for the sub-systems, if we
tried to assign probabilities we could do so. Both of the spins 1 and 2
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have an equal probability of being up or down. But even such a prob-
abilistic statement can be consistently made for any generic system for
several successive times: in other words, generic quantum systems have
no ‘histories’ for which we can assign probabilities. The kind of special
histories for which we can assign probabilities consistently are called ‘de-
coherent histories’ (Gell-Mann and Hartle 1993) and may be used to have
a classical statistical picture emerge for the quantum system. The generic
class of consistent histories are very limited if we consider projection to
well-defined states (one-dimensional projections).

13.4 Hidden variables and the Bell inequalities

After the paper of Einstein et al. (1935), several authors have considered
the possibility that the standard quantum formalism is incomplete, and
that the probabilistic nature of the results of measurements arises from
the existence of some hidden variables. A common feature of the various
hidden-variable theories is that, in any given quantum state ψ, any ob-
servable A possesses an objectively existing value determined by ψ and
by the values of a set of hidden variables {λ1, . . . , λn} belonging to some
space Λ. One then writes, for this objective value,

A(ψ, λ1, . . . , λn).

Moreover, the existence of a probability density µψ on Λ is assumed, such
that the expected value of A in the state ψ reads

〈A〉ψ =
∫
Λ
µψ(λ1, . . . , λn)A(ψ, λ1, . . . , λn) dλ1 · · ·dλn. (13.4.1)

One then has to find the space Λ, the probability density µψ and the
value function A such that Eq. (13.4.1) may reproduce the predictions of
standard quantum theory.

Within this framework, the Bell inequalities (Bell 1964, 1987) express
some properties of a quantum theory where it would be meaningful to
say that observables have a definite value. To obtain such a characteriza-
tion, Bell studied what happens if two observers measure the spin of two
particles along different axes. One observer has to consider unit vectors
�a and �a′, and the other observer deals with unit vectors �b and �b′. A series
of repeated measurements is made on a collection of systems for which
the quantum state is described by the vector ψ in Eq. (13.3.4). Two key
assumptions are made (Isham 1995).

(i) Each particle has a definite value of the projection of spin �S along any
direction at all times.
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(ii) The value of any physical quantity is not affected by altering the
position of remote measuring equipment.

For directions characterized by �a and �b, the correlation between measure-
ments performed by the two observers is defined by

C(�a,�b) ≡ lim
N→∞

1
N

N∑
n=1

anbn, (13.4.2)

where an (respectively bn) is 2
h̄ times the value of �a · �S (respectively

�b · �S) possessed by particle 1 (respectively 2) in the nth element of the
collection. Now consider the quantity (Isham 1995)

gn = anbn + anb
′
n + a′nbn − a′nb

′
n. (13.4.3)

Since an = ±1 if �a · �S = ±1
2 h̄, and the same holds for bn, each term in

gn takes the value +1 or −1. If an = bn = ±1 = a′n = b′n, then gn = 2. If
an = −bn = ±1 = a′n = −b′n, then gn = −2. Thus, by construction, gn
can only take two values: ±2, and one can write for its average value∣∣∣∣∣ 1
N

N∑
n=1

gn

∣∣∣∣∣ =
1
N

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

n=1

anbn +
N∑

n=1

anb
′
n +

N∑
n=1

a′nbn −
N∑

n=1

a′nb
′
n

∣∣∣∣∣ . (13.4.4)

Assumption (ii) plays a crucial role in Eq. (13.4.4), because it implies
that an is the same independently of being multiplied by bn or b′n, i.e. in-
dependently of the direction along which the other observer is measuring
the spin of particle 2. By virtue of (13.4.2) and (13.4.4) one obtains, in
the limit as N → ∞, the Bell inequality∣∣∣C(�a,�b) + C(�a,�b′) + C(�a′,�b) − C(�a′,�b′)

∣∣∣ ≤ 2. (13.4.5)

On the other hand, according to ‘orthodox’ quantum mechanics, the
correlation between spin measurements along axes with unit vectors �a

and �b is

C(�a,�b) ≡

(
ψ,�a · �S(1) ⊗�b · �S(2)ψ

)
(h̄/2)2

, (13.4.6)

where �S(1) and �S(2) are the spin operators for particles 1 and 2, respec-
tively, and the tensor product of operators on Hilbert spaces is defined
according to the rule(

A1 ⊗A2

)
ψ1 ⊗ ψ2 ≡ (A1ψ1) ⊗ (A2ψ2). (13.4.7)

Since the correlation C(�a,�b) can only depend on cos θab = �a ·�b, one can
assume that �a points along the z-axis and that �b lies in the x–z plane.
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Then Eq. (13.4.6) leads to

C(�a,�b) =
(
ψ, σ1z ⊗ (σ2z cos θab + σ2x sin θab)ψ

)
, (13.4.8)

where

σiz =
(

1 0
0 −1

)
i = 1, 2, (13.4.9)

σix =
(

0 1
1 0

)
i = 1, 2, (13.4.10)

and ψ is given by Eq. (13.3.4), with

ψu
i =

(
1
0

)
i = 1, 2, (13.4.11)

ψd
i =

(
0
1

)
i = 1, 2. (13.4.12)

Therefore, the basic properties

σiz ψu
i = ψu

i , (13.4.13)

σiz ψd
i = −ψd

i , (13.4.14)

imply that

C(�a,�b) =
1
2

cos θab
(
(ψu

1ψ
d
2 − ψd

1ψ
u
2 ), (σ1zψ

u
1σ2zψ

d
2 − σ1zψ

d
1σ2zψ

u
2 )

)
= −1

2
cos θab

(
(ψu

1ψ
d
2 − ψd

1ψ
u
2 ), (ψu

1ψ
d
2 − ψd

1ψ
u
2 )

)
= −cosθab. (13.4.15)

In particular, if one further assumes that the unit vectors �a,�b,�a′,�b′ all lie
in the same plane, with �a and�b parallel to each other, and θab′ = θa′b = ϕ,
the Bell inequality is satisfied provided that (Isham 1995)

|1 + 2 cosϕ− cos 2ϕ| ≤ 2. (13.4.16)

The left-hand side of such a condition, however, is larger than 2 when
ϕ ∈ ]0, π2 [. The resulting contradiction shows that the idea of systems
possessing individual values for observables is incorrect, unless one is
ready to accept the existence of a non-locality for which the formulation
is indeed unclear and questionable (cf. Peres 1993, Isham 1995).

A new interpretation of the Bell inequalities has been proposed in
Sudarshan and Rothman (1993). They stress that such inequalities are
always derived assuming that local hidden-variable theories give a set of
positive-definite probabilities for detecting a particle with a given spin
orientation, while it is claimed that quantum mechanics cannot produce
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a set of such probabilities. However, they show that this is not the case if
one allows for generalized, non-positive-definite ‘master probability distri-
butions’. Quantum mechanics and hidden-variable theories are therefore
placed on a nearly equal footing, and the usual hidden-variable result
might be viewed as merely the wrong answer to a quantum-mechanical
problem; it is then not surprising that a set of non-quantum-mechanical
rules gives a non-quantum-mechanical result.

Major progress in the experimental work on Bell inequalities began
with the work of Alain Aspect and his collaborators, who studied the
correlation between photons in a variety of configurations (Aspect et
al. 1981, 1982a,b). Photons are much easier to use experimentally than
electrons as they pass through air. The counterpart of electron spin
along a particular axis are the polarization states of the photon. Details
and implications of these experiments are discussed in Hughes (1989),
Redhead (1989) and Peres (1993). Very recent experimental work on the
Bell inequalities is described in Weihs et al. (1998), where the authors
have observed a strong violation of a Bell inequality in an Einstein–
Podolsky–Rosen-type experiment with independent observers.

It is usually accepted that probabilities are measures and therefore are
normalized and non-negative. If we retain the normalization but relax the
positivity of the probabilities it is indeed possible to give ‘probabilities’
to every history, be it decoherent or otherwise (Sudarshan and Rothman
1993). The use of even more general probabilities such as complex (or
quaternionic) probabilities have been advanced in the literature. One can
ask what to make of a negative probability or a complex probability.
The traditional way of understanding probabilities is in terms of relative
frequencies or of a quantification of prior knowledge. Neither of these al-
low negative, let alone complex probabilities. Neither sense of probability
is appropriate for quantum mechanics. There is a third way of under-
standing probability as a distribution given its characteristic function.
If x1, x2, . . . are random variables, the expectation value of any func-
tion of these variables is expressed in terms of the statistical state as
a linear valuation on the function. Of these valuations the valuation of
ei(λ1x1+λ2x2+···) is special and is called the characteristic function

χ(λ1, λ2, . . .) ≡ 〈ei(λ1x1+λ2x2+···)〉. (13.4.17)

The probability is defined as the inverse Fourier transform

P (x1, x2, . . .) = (2π)−Nχ(λ1, . . . , λN )

× e−i(λ1x1+···+λNxN ) dλ1 · · ·dλN . (13.4.18)

This concept was used by Wigner and more systematically by Moyal (see
section 15.5).
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13.5 Entangled pairs of photons

A highly non-trivial application of entangled quantum states has been
studied recently in experiments involving three photons (see, in partic-
ular, Bouwmeester et al. 1997). The problem is so enlightening and so
deep that we find it appropriate to describe its theoretical aspects here.
In the experiment, a photon F1 carries the polarization that one wants
to transfer, and the other two photons, F2 and F3, form a pair which is
in an entangled state (cf. Eq. (13.3.4)). The photons F1 and F2 are then
subject to a measurement in such a way that F3 acquires the polarization
of the photon F1. This is obtained as follows.

Observer A has a particle in a certain quantum state ψ, and he wants
to transfer to the particle of observer B the same quantum state. In gen-
eral, their communication channel might not be good enough to preserve
quantum coherence, or it might take too long a time for the particle to
travel from A to B. Thus, one looks for a mechanism which makes it
possible to transfer the quantum state of particle A, but not the particle
itself. For example, a single photon might be polarized horizontally, with
state vector ψH, or vertically, with state vector ψV, or might be, more
generally, in a superposition of these two polarization states, i.e.

ψ = α ψH + β ψV, (13.5.1)

with |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. Even more generally, for any two-state quantum
system, one could have

ψ = α ψ0 + β ψ1. (13.5.2)

If we were to limit ourselves to let the photon pass through a beamsplitter
that reflects horizontally or transmits vertically, the photon would be
found in the reflected or transmitted beams with probabilities |α|2 and
|β|2, respectively. In such a case, the measurement process only has the
effect of projecting the initial linear combination onto either ψH or ψV.
This is not quite what we want to obtain, but a more appropriate use of
the projection postulate can be made to transfer the initial polarization
state of a photon (Bennett et al. 1993). For this purpose, the key idea
is to use the initial photon jointly with an entangled pair of photons,
which are shared by the observers A and B. The photon F1, for which
the polarization state is to be transferred, is in the initial state

ψ1 = α ψH
1 + β ψV

1 , (13.5.3)

whereas the pair of photons F2 and F3, shared by A and B, are in the
entangled state

ψ−
2,3 =

1√
2

[
ψH

2 ⊗ ψV
3 − ψV

2 ⊗ ψH
3

]
. (13.5.4)
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As should be clear from section 13.3, the entangled state ψ−
2,3 does not

contain any information on the individual particles which are its con-
stituents, and it only shows that the photons F2 and F3 will be found in
opposite polarization states. It has, however, the important property ac-
cording to which, as soon as a measurement on F2 or F3 projects it onto
the state ψH, the state of F3 is forced to be ψV, or vice versa. Thus, the
quantum state of the other photon of the entangled pair is immediately
determined, even though the two photons are separated by a very large
distance.

At this stage, the crucial step consists in performing a measurement
on the photons F1 and F2, in such a way that they are projected onto
the entangled state

ψ−
1,2 =

1√
2

[
ψH

1 ⊗ ψV
2 − ψV

1 ⊗ ψH
2

]
. (13.5.5)

Note that this is only one of the four possible entangled states into which
any state of two photons can be decomposed. Its peculiar feature is the
antisymmetry upon interchanging the photons F1 and F2 (hence the
superscript (−) is used to denote it). But then the desired phenomenon
actually occurs. In other words, since the photons F1 and F2 are observed
in the entangled state ψ−

1,2 we know that, whatever the state of F1, the
photon F2 must be in the state orthogonal to that of photon F1. On
the other hand, since photons F2 and F3 had been initially prepared
in the entangled state ψ−

2,3 of Eq. (13.5.4), the state of photon F2 is
also orthogonal to the state of photon F3. Thus, since the state of F2
is orthogonal to the states of both F3 and F1, the quantum state of F3
coincides, eventually, with the quantum state (13.5.3) of F1, in that

ψ3 = α ψH
3 + β ψV

3 . (13.5.6)

It should be stressed that this result has been achieved at the price of
destroying the quantum state (13.5.3), because photon F1 has become
entangled with photon F2 by virtue of the measurement performed upon
them. Some remarks are now in order.

(i) The transfer of quantum information from a particle P1 to a parti-
cle P3 (not necessarily photons) can take place over arbitrary distances.
Hence it is called quantum teleportation. The work in Boschi et al. (1998)
has realized quantum teleportation of unknown pure quantum states, ob-
taining results for the teleportation of a linearly polarized state and of
an elliptically polarized state.

(ii) So far, on experimental grounds, quantum entanglement is known to
survive over distances of the order of 10 kilometres.
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(iii) It is not necessary for observer A to know where observer B is.

(iv) The initial quantum state of particle P1 can be completely unknown
both to observer A and to anyone else. For example, particle P1 might
be, itself, the member of an entangled pair of particles. In other words,
it is now possible, at least in principle, to transfer quantum entanglement
among particles.

(v) It is thus possible to test the Bell inequalities on particles that have
not shared any common past.

(vi) It is also possible to test the local realistic nature of the physical world,
by generating quantum entanglement between more than two particles
which are spatially separated.

(vii) When the quantum state has been teleported from P1 to P3, the
quantum state of P1 is no longer the same (this is the ‘no cloning’ re-
striction).

13.6 Production of statistical mixtures

After the analysis of entangled pairs of photons, it is now appropriate to
study in more detail the quantum-mechanical description of composite
systems. One then deals with a system S interacting with a system S′,
so that the Hilbert space of the composite system S ∪ S′ is the tensor
product

HS∪S′ = HS ⊗HS′ . (13.6.1)

One may assume that the initial state in the tensor product of HS with
HS′ is a pure state with density matrix |ψ〉 〈ψ|, although complete knowl-
edge about it is not available. The situation is analogous to that encoun-
tered in the classical description: if enough information is not available,
one has to use a statistical approach relying on a probability distribution
in phase space. In a classical system in any pure state of the composite
S ∪ S′ the states in S and S′ must be pure. The specific physical system
under examination, however, occupies a definite point of phase space with
definite values of coordinates and momenta.

On considering two orthonormal bases {|φj〉} and
{
|φ′

j〉
}

in HS and
HS′ , respectively, one can always express a normalized state vector as the
double sum

|ψ〉 =
∑
i,j

Cij |φi〉 |φ′
j〉. (13.6.2)
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On the other hand, for the mean value of any observable A of S one
obtains the formula

〈A〉ψ ≡ 〈ψ|A|ψ〉 =
∑
i,j

〈φi|A|φj〉
∑
k

C∗
ikCjk, (13.6.3)

since A acts as the identity on HS′ , and the basis
{
|φ′

j〉
}

is orthonormal
by hypothesis. Moreover, by virtue of Eq. (13.1.13b), one can express the
statistical matrix on HS in the form

ρ =
∑
i,j

|φi〉 Pij 〈φj |, (13.6.4)

where
Pij =

∑
k

C∗
ikCjk. (13.6.5)

The statistical matrix ρ is found to obey all properties defining a density
matrix (see section 13.1).

Thus, insofar as only the observables of S are of interest, the pure
state with density matrix |ψ〉 〈ψ| behaves as a statistical mixture ρ for
S′. This effect is due to our ignorance, complete and well acknowledged,
concerning the part of S′ upon the Hilbert space of which we therefore
have to evaluate a trace. This is a partial trace TrS′ as far as the whole
Hilbert space HS∪S′ is concerned:

ρ = TrS′ |ψ〉 〈ψ| ≡
∑
j

〈φ′
j |ψ〉 〈ψ|φ′

j〉. (13.6.6)

In general, such an operation does not completely get rid of the quantum
coherence of the pure state in HS∪S′ , which becomes manifest through
the occurrence of cross-terms (with i 
= j) in the expression (13.6.4). This
happens because the basis {|φj〉} is not, in general, a basis of eigenvectors
of ρ. Nor can one think of being able to choose it in such a form a priori,
i.e. before taking the partial trace over HS′ . At the very beginning there
is not in fact any state, neither pure nor mixed, relative to the system S
alone, but only a pure state |ψ〉 of the composite system S ∪ S′.

Of course, once the partial trace over HS′ has been taken so that the
density matrix ρ on HS has been obtained, it is always possible to diag-
onalize ρ, which therefore reads as

ρ =
∑
j

wjpj =
∑
j

|ψj〉 wj 〈ψj |. (13.6.7)

The Pij coefficients of the diagonal terms (i.e. with i = j) in Eq. (13.6.4),
which are, by construction, non-negative and properly normalized, i.e.∑

j

Pjj =
∑
i,j

|Cij |2 = 1, (13.6.8)
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are called the populations of pure states (with density matrix |φj〉 〈φj |),
whereas the coefficients Pij of mixed terms (i.e. with i 
= j) are called
residual coherences. Note that the Schwarz inequality leads to

|Pij |2 ≤ PiiPjj , (13.6.9)

and hence Pii = 0 implies that Pij = 0 for all i and j, i.e. unoccupied
states (with vanishing population) cannot give rise to interference phe-
nomena with any other quantum state.

At the risk of repeating ourselves, let us look in greater detail at the
previous properties. The general framework is a statistical ensemble (pos-
sibly inhomogeneous) of composite systems S = S1∪S2. Let ρ(1,2) be the
statistical operator associated with the ensemble, and let us assume we
are only interested in the physics of one of the two constituents, e.g. S1.
This means that only the observables of S1 are taken into account. Let
A(1) be an observable belonging to the algebra of observables of S1, and
let 1I(2) be the identity operator for the algebra of observables of S2. The
mean value of A(1) is then obtained as

〈A(1)〉ρ = Tr(1,2)
[(

A(1) ⊗ 1I(2)
)
ρ(1,2)

]
. (13.6.10)

Since the trace is independent of the basis chosen, we may choose a factor-
ized basis. For a given basis {|ϕi〉} in the Hilbert space H(1) and {|χj〉} in
the Hilbert space H(2), the basis chosen in H(1) ⊗ H(2) therefore reads as

{|ϕi〉 ⊗ |χj〉} .

This is why the formula (13.6.10) for the mean value of A(1) leads to

〈A(1)〉ρ =
∑
i,j

(
〈ϕ(1)

i | ⊗ 〈χ(2)
j |

)
|
(
A(1) ⊗ 1I(2)

)
ρ(1,2)

(
|ϕ(1)

i 〉 ⊗ |χ(2)
j 〉

)

=
∑
i

〈ϕ(1)
i |A(1)

∑
j

〈χ(2)
j |ρ(1,2)|χ(2)

j 〉2|ϕ(1)
i 〉1

=
∑
i

〈ϕ(1)
i |A(1)ρ(1)|ϕ(1)

i 〉1 = Tr(1)
[
A(1)ρ(1)

]
, (13.6.11)

where we have used the definition

ρ(1) ≡ Tr(2)
[
ρ(1,2)

]
=

∑
r

〈χ(2)
r |ρ(1,2)|χ(2)

r 〉, (13.6.12)

and ρ(1) turns out to be a statistical operator even when ρ(1,2) is a pro-
jection.

The analysis we have just performed becomes of particular interest
when a homogeneous quantum ensemble of composite systems is con-
sidered. The homogeneity means that all members of the system are
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associated with the same state vector ψ(1,2). In such a case, ρ(1,2) co-
incides with the projector Pψ(1,2) onto the one-dimensional sub-space
associated with ψ(1,2), and hence turns out to be an idempotent opera-
tor. However, if we were interested in the physics of the sub-system S1

only, we should use the reduced statistical operator, hence obtaining the
partial trace of ρ(1,2) over H(2). For example, let us assume that the state
ψ(1,2) has the form (see Eq. (13.6.2))

ψ(1,2) =
∑
i,j

Cij |ϕ(1)
i 〉 ⊗ |χ(2)

j 〉, (13.6.13)

where the coefficients Cij obey the condition∑
i,j

CijC
∗
ij = 1. (13.6.14)

On choosing the basis
{
χ

(2)
r

}
to evaluate the trace Pψ(1,2) one then finds

ρ(1) = Tr(2)
[
Pψ(1,2)

]
=

∑
k

〈χ(2)
k |Pψ(1,2) |χ(2)

k 〉

=
∑
k

〈χ(2)
k |ψ(1,2)〉 〈ψ(1,2)|χ(2)

k 〉

=
∑
k

∑
i,j,l,m

CijC
∗
lm〈χ(2)

k |χ(2)
j 〉 〈χ(2)

m |χ(2)
k 〉 |ϕ(1)

i 〉 〈ϕ(1)
l |

=
∑
k

∑
i,j,l,m

CijC
∗
lmδkjδkm|ϕ(1)

i 〉 〈ϕ(1)
l |

=
∑
i,l

∑
k

CikC
∗
lk|ϕ

(1)
i 〉 〈ϕ(1)

l | =
∑
i,l

|ϕ(1)
i 〉 Pil 〈ϕ(1)

l |

=
∑
i

( ∑
j

|Cij |2
)
|ϕ(1)

i 〉 〈ϕ(1)
i | =

∑
i

wiPi, (13.6.15)

where wi ≡ ∑
j |Cij |2 and Pi ≡ |ϕi〉 〈ϕi|, where |ϕi〉 are normalized.

We have therefore obtained a statistical mixture for S(1) even though we
started from a pure state of the composite system.

13.7 Pancharatnam and Berry phases

Given a wave function, by virtue of its physical interpretation as a prob-
ability amplitude, we may associate with it a ray in Hilbert space, and
all bilinear quantities obtained from the wave function are independent
of the absolute phase. If we consider a closed curve along which the wave
function is evaluated, the phase of the wave function may or may not
return to the original value. While the change of phase dθ for an element
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of path is well defined, there is no unique θ of which dθ is the differential.
Whenever dθ is a closed but not exact form, it may be referred to as
a non-integrable phase. The most familiar case is the phase of a spinor
wave function on rotation through a simple closed loop.

When there is a charged particle moving in a field-free region and we
take it around a closed loop linked with a non-vanishing magnetic flux, the
phase change is proportional to the flux. Pancharatnam discovered the
contribution from such a phase in the passage of light along a closed
triangle, and gave its geometrical interpretation.

Berry showed that non-integrable phases occur in composite systems
in which one motion is ‘fast’ and the other one is ‘slow’ (Berry 1984).
In such cases for the fast motion the slow variables may be considered
in a quasistatic approximation to provide an effective potential. This
potential can be a velocity-dependent vector potential. More generally
if we consider a time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t) and the corresponding
Schrödinger equation

ih̄
dψ
dt

= H(t)ψ(t) = E(t)ψ(t),

then ψ(t) has the formal expression

ψ(t) =
[
exp− i

h̄

∫ t

0
H(t′) dt′

]
ψ(0)

where the exponential is time ordered. We can write this in a more sug-
gestive form using the following:

E(t) = (ψ(t), H(t)ψ(t)),

ψ∗ dψ = ψ∗ψ̇ dt =
dψ
ψ

= i dϕ,

where dϕ = (dϕ)† = 1
i d(logψ) is the differential of a pure phase. The

Schrödinger equation does not specify the phase of ψ(t) apart from a
dynamical factor e−iE(t). Using the construction of dϕ we can obtain an
additional contribution∫

φ∗ dφ =
∫

φ∗(t)φ̇(t) dt,

where (in h̄ = 1 units)

ψ(t) = e−itE(t)φ(t).

Consequently, the total phase change between ψ(0) and ψ(t0) is θ(0, t0)
given by

e−iθ(0,t0) = e−
∫

E(t) dt e−
∫

φ∗ dφ.
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The first contribution

θD ≡
∫

E(t) dt

is dynamical in that it depends on the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian; for
a time-independent Hamiltonian it is simply Et. The other contribution
is dependent on the manner in which the wave functions are chosen to
have phases (note that the Schrödinger equation does not tell the absolute
phase of the wave function). The second contribution

θB ≡
∫

φ∗ dφ =
∫

φ∗φ̇dt

depends on the manner in which the phases are chosen and is called the
Berry phase. The total phase is the sum of these two, i.e.

θ = θD + θB,

and may be called the Pancharatnam phase (Pancharatnam 1956).
Berry originally defined the phase for the cyclic situation H(t0) =

H(0) and the phase was associated with the closed curve ψ(t), 0 < t <
t0, ψ(t0) = ψ(0), and he also assumed that the evolution is adiabatic so
that a ‘fast’ sub-system may be treated using a time-dependent Hamilto-
nian. For example, for the electronic states in a molecule, the molecular
motion is ‘slow’ and the fast electronic motion may be considered as being
in a slowly varying ‘external’ potential.

However, as Aharonov and Anandan showed, we could dispense with
the adiabaticity requirement but still require a cyclic evolution (Aharonov
and Anandan 1987). The question arises: is cyclicity really necessary? In
other words, can one define the total Pancharatnam phase for an open
sequence of evolutions? This is easily done using the tools furnished above:

ψ(t)
|ψ(t)| = e−iα(t) = e−i

∫ t

0
E(t′) dt′ e

∫ t

0
ψ∗(t′)ψ̇(t′) dt′ ,

which equals

e−iαD(t)−iαG ,

where αD is the dynamical phase
∫
E(t′) dt′, while the ‘geometrical phase’

contribution αG is the generalization of Berry’s phase for non-cyclic evo-
lution. Note that αG (and hence ϕG) is unaffected by a local phase change

φ(t) → eipφ(t),

since this additional factor cancels in the computations; therefore it is
called ‘geometric’. Note also that αG or ϕG depend only on the path in
the Hilbert space of vectors φ(t), and not on the Hamiltonian. From its
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construction it is clear that local phase transformations on φ(t) do not
affect αG. So they depend only on the rays of φ(t).

Here the geometry alluded to is that of ‘curves’ in Hilbert space, and
the independence of αG from local phase changes shows that it depends
only on the sequence of rays in Hilbert space. If we take

φ∗
1φ2 · φ∗

2φ3 · φ∗
3φ4 · · ·φ∗

nφ1

this is an invariant under local phase transformations of φ1, φ2, . . . and
gives a phase factor. When we take φ(t) continuously and multiply by
dt, on integrating we obtain the ‘geometrical phase’. This is a generalized
Bargmann geometrical invariant (Bargmann 1964, Rabei et al. 1999).

13.7.1 More concerning non-integrable phases

We have come across a number of special instances where the manifold
over which the Schrödinger equation is constructed may have non-trivial
homotopy, i.e. when not all closed paths are contractible continuously to a
point. If we consider two closed paths (loops) we could define the ordered
product of these loops as the successive paths. This multiplication is
associative, there is the trivial loop (which can be contracted to a point),
and the inverse of a loop is the same loop traversed in the opposite sense.
Thus, the loops fall into classes and these classes may be thought of as
constituting a group. This is the fundamental group of the manifold. As an
example, the homotopy group for spinors in R3 is Z2. So is the homotopy
of the complex-energy plane in which the momentum of a particle is
considered. The first homotopy group need not be Abelian nor finite. On
the other hand, if the orientation of an ellipsoid in R3 is considered as the
configuration space, the homotopy group is the group of symmetries of
the ellipsoid, which is finite but non-commutative. The homotopy group
for the orientation of a generic rigid body is Z2.

There are non-kinematic aspects inducing a non-trivial homotopy; the
most familiar is the case of wave functions defined on R3 for a charged
particle in a magnetic field. In this case any loop that encloses a magnetic
flux acquires a phase depending on the number of times it loops around
the magnetic flux and in which sense. The path does not have to be in any
region where there is a magnetic flux! This startling conclusion follows
from the gauge-invariant coupling of a charged particle to an external
field:

H =
1

2m
(�p− e �A)2 − eA0.

Then the wave function changes by the phase
∮
�A · d�s. Although �A is

undefined up to a gauge, this loop integral is gauge-invariant. By virtue
of the Stokes theorem it can be converted into a surface integral of the
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magnetic field, the flux. The phase would be unobservable if it were a
multiple of 2π, and this leads to the notion of flux quantization. The
non-trivial phase acquired by alternative paths for the wave function of
a charged particle is called the Aharonov–Bohm effect (Aharonov and
Bohm 1959).

In an apparently different context involving both nuclear and electron
motion the electronic energy is so much more than the energy of the
nuclear (ion) motion that the electronic energy levels can be computed
considering the ion to be fixed. For the fast motions (of the electron) the
energy depends on the position and momentum of the ion. Thus, when
the electronic motions are integrated out, the ions find an additional po-
tential energy, and the ion motion should be evaluated with this effective
potential included. It turns out that the induced potentials involve a vec-
tor potential in addition to a scalar potential (Mead 1987). Whenever
there is a vector potential there is the chance of an additional phase, and
this in turn affects the energy of ion motion. Berry recognized that this
is a situation in all complex-system periodic motions, and such a generic
phase is the Berry phase previously introduced.

Independent of these developments, Pancharatnam investigated the
phases of a light beam in a crystal that is transmitted from point A
to point B directly or by an indirect route from A to C and from C to
B. He found that there is a phase difference between the paths apart
from the optical path length-caused phase difference. The Pancharatnam
phase in a crystal can be made to modulate the frequency of light when
the crystal undergoes rapid rotations around the beam axis.

13.8 The Wigner theorem and symmetries

In the course of investigating symmetries in quantum mechanics it be-
comes of crucial importance to understand the mathematical nature of
the relationship between two descriptions used by two experimenters O
and O′ using differently oriented coordinate frames with a common ori-
gin. Let us assume that O uses the state vectors ϕα and ϕβ to describe
a pair of states with certain properties, while O′ associates ϕα′ and ϕβ′

with states which, according to his description, have identical properties.
Moreover, we assume that an invertible map θ exists between state vec-
tors used by O and O′, so that, if c1ϕ1 + c2ϕ2 is a state vector describing
some state prepared by O, the corresponding state vector according to O′

is θ(c1ϕ1 + c2ϕ2), and hence ϕα′ = θϕα, ϕβ′ = θϕβ. We assume that if O
finds the value α for the observable Â in the state ϕα, the probability of
finding the value β immediately afterwards for the observable B̂ in the
state ϕβ coincides with the corresponding probability evaluated by O′,
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i.e.

|(ϕβ, ϕα)|2 = |(θϕβ, θϕα)|2, (13.8.1a)

where unprimed observables Â and B̂ for O take the same values as
primed observables Â′ and B̂′ for O′ in the transformed states θϕα and
θϕβ, respectively. Equation (13.8.1a) describes a one-to-one correspon-
dence between rays for O and O′, and hereafter we use it in the form

|(ϕα, ϕβ)| = |(θϕα, θϕβ)| . (13.8.1b)

Let {un} be an orthonormal basis prepared by O, while the equivalent
orthonormal basis prepared by O′ is denoted by {u′n}. By hypothesis, the
following completeness relations hold:

∞∑
n=1

un(un, ·) =
∞∑

n=1

u′n(u′n, ·) = 1I. (13.8.2)

The phases of these sets are completely arbitrary. If ϕα and its coun-
terpart for O′ are expanded according to Eq. (13.8.2), we are also free
to choose the overall phases of ϕα and θϕα, since this does not affect
the map between the ray containing ϕα and the ray containing θϕα.
The Wigner theorem states that the phases can be chosen in such a way
that the map θ is either unitary or anti-unitary. The former requirement
means that θ preserves the scalar product and is linear (recall that our
convention for the scalar product is anti-linear in the first argument, i.e.
(ϕ,ψ) ≡

∫
R3 ϕ∗ψ d3x), i.e.

(ϕα, ϕβ) = (θϕα, θϕβ), θ
N∑

k=1

ckϕk =
N∑

k=1

ckθϕk, (13.8.3)

while anti-unitarity changes the order of arguments in the scalar product
and means anti-linearity, i.e.

(ϕα, ϕβ) = (θϕα, θϕβ)∗, θ
N∑

k=1

ckϕk =
N∑

k=1

c∗kθϕk. (13.8.4)

Proof. We rely in part on the presentation in Gottfried (1966), and we
first consider the state vector ϕn ≡ u1 +un. Under the action of the map
θ, it becomes

θϕn =
∞∑

m=1

u′m(u′m, θϕn)

=
∞∑

m=1

u′m
[
(u′m, θu1) + (u′m, θun)

]
, (13.8.5a)
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where
(u′m, θu1) = eiτm(um, u1) = eiτmδm1,

(u′m, θun) = eiτm(um, un) = eiτmδmn,

and hence
θϕn = eiτ1u′1 + eiτnu′n. (13.8.5b)

The phases of the basis {u′n} can be now redefined so as to absorb the
phase factors eiτn , and eventually θϕn =u′1 + u′n. Consider now the ex-
pansions of ϕα and θϕα, which imply

|cn| = |c′n| (13.8.6)

by virtue of (13.8.1b). We can also obtain equations for the modulus of
c1 + cn and c′1 + c′n, because

(ϕn, ϕα) =
∞∑

m=1

cm[(u1, um) + (un, um)] = c1 + cn, (13.8.7)

and similarly, (θϕn, θϕα) = c′1 +c′n. We therefore have the chain of equal-
ities

|(ϕn, ϕα)| = |(θϕn, θϕα)| = |c1 + cn| = |c′1 + c′n|
and squaring up the modulus and choosing c1 = c′1 we obtain the equation

(c1 + cn)(c∗1 + c∗n) = (c1 + c′n)(c∗1 + c′n
∗), (13.8.8)

where the squared modulus of c1 and cn occurs on both sides upon ex-
ploiting (13.8.6). In the resulting equation we multiply both sides by
x ≡ c′n and obtain the algebraic equation

c∗1x
2 − (c1c∗n + c∗1cn)x + c1|cn|2 = 0, (13.8.9)

the roots of which are

x+ =
c1c

∗
n + c∗1cn +

√
(c1c∗n − c∗1cn)2

2c∗1
=

c1
c∗1

c∗n, (13.8.10)

x− =
c1c

∗
n + c∗1cn −

√
(c1c∗n − c∗1cn)2

2c∗1
= cn. (13.8.11)

The phase of the state vector ϕα can be now redefined so that c1 be-
comes real-valued, and Eq. (13.8.10) eventually reads as c′n = c∗n, which
corresponds to an anti-unitary map θ, for which

θϕα =
∞∑

n=1

c∗nu
′
n, (13.8.12)
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while Eq. (13.8.11) corresponds to unitary transformations of ϕα.
Consider now another state vector

ϕβ =
∞∑

n=1

dnun. (13.8.13)

If both ϕα and ϕβ are acted upon by a unitary map θ one finds

(θϕβ, θϕα) =
∞∑

m,n=1

d∗ncm(u′n, u
′
m) = (ϕβ, ϕα), (13.8.14)

in agreement with (13.8.1b), whereas if ϕα and ϕβ were undergoing uni-
tary and anti-unitary transformations, respectively, one would find

(θϕβ, θϕα) =
∞∑

n=1

dncn 
= (ϕβ, ϕα), (13.8.15)

which violates the fundamental requirement (13.8.1b). Lastly, if both ϕα

and ϕβ undergo an anti-unitary transformation, one finds

(θϕβ, θϕα) =
∞∑

m,n=1

dnc
∗
m(u′n, u

′
m) = (ϕβ, ϕα), (13.8.16)

which again agrees with (13.8.1b). The desired proof is therefore com-
pleted (Wigner 1932a, 1959).

Note that an anti-unitary map θ can always be cast in the form

θ = U K, (13.8.17)

where U is a unitary operator, for which

UU† = U†U = 1I, (13.8.18)

and K denotes complex conjugation:

Kϕα ≡ ϕ∗
α. (13.8.19)

Indeed, these formulae show that

(θϕβ, θϕα) =
∫

R3
(UKϕβ)∗UKϕα d3x

=
∫

R3
ϕβU

†Uϕ∗
α d3x = (ϕα, ϕβ). (13.8.20)

Anti-unitary symmetries are realized in nature by inversion of motion,
more frequently called time reversal (Wigner 1932a). Let us assume that
a physical system is described by the state vector ϕα at t = 0. After a
short time interval δt it therefore evolves into

ϕα(δt) =
(

1I − iH
h̄
δt

)
ϕα(0), (13.8.21)
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where H is the time-independent Hamiltonian operator. However, we
can also apply the time-reversal operator T at t = 0 and then let the
system evolve under the action of H. After the interval δt we then obtain
the state vector

(
1I − iH

h̄ δt
)
Tϕα(0). If motion is symmetric under time

reversal, such a state should coincide with Tϕα(−δt), i.e. we expect, for
all ϕα(0), the condition(

1I − iH
h̄
δt

)
Tϕα(0) = T

(
1I − iH

h̄
(−δt)

)
ϕα(0), (13.8.22)

which leads to the operator equation

−iHT = T iH. (13.8.23)

If T were unitary, one would have T iH = iHT , and Eq. (13.8.23) would
imply that T anti-commutes with the Hamiltonian. But this would allow
for a negative energy spectrum for a free particle, whereas we know its
energy spectrum is continuous and ranges over R+ ∪ {0}. Under time
reversal one finds that the momentum operator satisfies the condition

(ϕα, p̂ϕα) = −(Tϕα, p̂Tϕα), (13.8.24a)

which can also be expressed in the form

T p̂T−1 = −p̂. (13.8.24b)

The position operator is instead even under time reversal, in that

(ϕα, x̂ϕα) = (Tϕα, x̂Tϕα), (13.8.25a)

which implies
T x̂T−1 = x̂. (13.8.25b)

The anti-unitary nature of T makes it possible to preserve the canonical
commutation relations, because position and momentum are even and
odd as we just stated, while T ih̄1I = −ih̄T1I.

Discrete symmetries described by unitary operators are instead parity,
on the one hand, and translation on a lattice or finite rotations for a
spherically symmetric problem, on the other hand.

13.9 A modern perspective on the Wigner theorem

We are now going to see that the geometrical phase introduced in section
13.7 makes it possible to gain a better understanding, and a more elegant
proof, of the Wigner theorem. For this purpose, we begin by describing
some aspects of ray space and its geometry.

Recall that rays of a Hilbert space H are equivalence classes of nor-
malizable states of H, differing only by multiplication by a non-vanishing
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complex number. The equivalence relation therefore states that two states
|ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 ∈ H − {0} are equivalent:

|ψ1〉 ∼ |ψ2〉
if there exists α ∈ C − {0} such that |ψ1〉 = α|ψ2〉. The ray space R is
the quotient of H− {0} by this equivalence relation:

R ≡ H− {0} / ∼ . (13.9.1)

With the help of the natural projection Π : H − {0} → R, one can map
each normalizable state |ψ〉 to the ray ψ on which it lies. The concepts of
overlap and distance of rays are quite important. The former is defined
by

|ψ1 · ψ2|2 ≡ 〈ψ1|ψ2〉〈ψ2|ψ1〉
〈ψ1|ψ1〉〈ψ2|ψ2〉

. (13.9.2)

By construction, the overlap takes values ≤ 1, and equals 1 if and only if
ψ1 = ψ2. The distance is instead the map δ such that the square root of
the overlap equals cos δ(ψ1,ψ2)

2 , i.e.

|ψ1 · ψ2| ≡ cos
δ

2
. (13.9.3)

It is built in such a way that δ(ψ1, ψ2) = 0 if and only if ψ1 = ψ2.
Given two non-orthogonal vectors |A〉 and |B〉, they are in phase if the

inner product 〈A|B〉 is real and positive. Given a vector |A〉 and a ray B,
there is a unique vector |B〉 that is in phase with |A〉 and has the same
size: 〈B|B〉 = 〈A|A〉. The vector |B〉 is said to be the Pancharatnam
lift of the ray B, with the vector |A〉 as reference. Given three pairwise
non-orthogonal rays A,B,C one can define the complex number

δABC ≡ 〈A|B〉〈B|C〉〈C|A〉
〈A|A〉〈B|B〉〈C|C〉 = ρeiβ, (13.9.4)

which depends only on the rays A,B,C and not on the representative
vectors |A〉, |B〉 and |C〉. The phase β is the Pancharatnam excess phase,
which is defined up to integer multiples of 2π.

An isometry of the ray space is a map T : R → R, which preserves
distances. On writing ψ′ = T ψ for the rays, the map T is an isometry if
the overlaps are equal, i.e.

|A′ · B′| = |A · B|. (13.9.5)

The cosine of the Pancharatnam phase is an isometry invariant (Samuel
1997), and hence one can prove that

δ′A′B′C′ = χ(δABC), (13.9.6)
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where the function χ is defined by χ(α) = α or α∗. The following analysis
depends crucially on the property (13.9.6).

Given a ray-space isometry T, we now consider a map

T : H− {0} → H− {0}
such that

Π(T |ψ〉) = T(Π|ψ〉). (13.9.7)

The map T is called the lift of the ray-space isometry T. In general there
are many such lifts, and one can make suitable requirements to pick out
a relevant subset of the general set of lifts. For example, one may require
continuity of T , but at that stage one is free to impose further restrictions
on T . The Wigner theorem does just that. With the language of ray space,
it can be stated as follows (Samuel 1997).

Wigner theorem. There exists a lift T of a given ray-space isometry T
such that

(i) The inner product of vectors is preserved, i.e. 〈ψ′|ψ′〉 = 〈ψ|ψ〉.

(ii) When extended to the Hilbert space H by T |0〉 = |0〉, it preserves
superpositions, i.e.

T
(
|A〉 + |B〉

)
= T |A〉 + T |B〉. (13.9.8)

The lift T is unique up to an overall phase.
Thus, all ray-space isometries can be realized by maps on H satisfying

the conditions (i) and (ii). To prove the Wigner theorem one has therefore
to construct explicitly the map T , which we now do following the work
in Samuel (1997). To begin, let |u〉 be any fixed vector in H− {0}, u its
ray with image

u′ = T u. (13.9.9)

Let |u′〉 be an arbitrary vector corresponding to the ray u′ and satisfying
〈u′|u′〉 = 〈u|u〉, and define T |u〉 ≡ |u′〉. Such a vector is arbitrary up to a
phase. This is the only arbitrariness in the Samuel construction. Let

P ≡ {|ψ〉 ∈ H : 〈u|ψ〉 = 0} (13.9.10)

be the set of elements in H orthogonal to |u〉. We also have to consider
its complement Pc, i.e. the set of elements in H that are not orthogonal
to |u〉:

Pc ≡ {|ψ〉 ∈ H : 〈u|ψ〉 
= 0} . (13.9.11)

The idea is now to define the action of T on all elements of Pc by
using the Pancharatnam lift. Let |ψ〉 ∈ Pc be such an element. From
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(13.9.5) it follows that |(ψ′. u′)| 
= 0. The vector |ψ〉 is mapped to the
unique vector |ψ′〉, which satisfies the two conditions below. The first, i.e.
〈ψ′|ψ′〉 = 〈ψ|ψ〉, determines the amplitude of |ψ′〉. The phase of |ψ′〉 can
be chosen to satisfy the second condition, i.e.

〈u′|ψ′〉 = χ(〈u|ψ〉), (13.9.12)

since |〈u′|ψ′〉| = |〈u|ψ〉|.
Equation (13.9.6), rewritten here in the form

〈u′|A′〉〈A′|B′〉〈B′|u′〉
〈u′|u′〉〈A′|A′〉〈B′|B′〉 = χ

(〈u|A〉〈A|B〉〈B|u〉
〈u|u〉〈A|A〉〈B|B〉

)
, (13.9.13)

implies that if |A〉 and |B〉 are any two vectors in Pc, the vectors |A′〉
and |B′〉 satisfy

〈A′|B′〉 = χ(〈A|B〉). (13.9.14)

The lift of the isometry T so realized preserves superpositions, because
if |ψ〉 = |A〉 + |B〉 (with all vectors in Pc), the norm of the vector |φ′〉 ≡
|ψ′〉 − |A′〉 − |B′〉 vanishes. Indeed, one has

〈φ′|φ′〉 = 〈ψ′|ψ′〉 + 〈A′|A′〉 + 〈B′|B′〉 + 〈A′|B′〉 + 〈B′|A′〉
− [〈ψ′|A′〉 + 〈A′|ψ′〉] − [〈ψ′|B′〉 + 〈B′|ψ′〉], (13.9.15)

where the three diagonal terms can be replaced by their unprimed ver-
sions, and the same can be done with the off-diagonal terms by exploiting
(13.9.14). One then deals with the terms recombining into 〈φ|φ〉 which
vanishes (we are indebted to J. Samuel for correspondence concerning
his calculation). This leads to |ψ′〉 = |A′〉 + |B′〉, since the Hilbert space
norm is positive-definite. Moreover, if |A〉 + |B〉 = |C〉 + |D〉, again with
all vectors in Pc, one can show that

|A′〉 + |B′〉 = |C′〉 + |D′〉, (13.9.16)

by computing the norm of the difference of both sides and again using
Eq. (13.9.14).

It should be remarked that the sum |A〉 + |B〉 need not be in Pc, and
hence the action of T on elements of P can be defined by superposition.
Any vector |Φ〉 of P can be written as sum of elements in Pc. For instance,

|Φ〉 =
(
|Φ〉 − |u〉

)
+ |u〉. (13.9.17)

There are indeed many ways to express the vector |Φ〉 as sum of ele-
ments of Pc, and it does not matter which of these ways one chooses. We
have thus extended T on the whole Hilbert space H in such a way that
conditions (i) and (ii) hold.

In the Samuel construction just outlined one first proves Eq. (13.9.6) as
a geometric identity on the ray space. This result is then used as an input
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for constructing the lift T of the ray-space isometry T and showing that
it does have the desired properties (i) and (ii). The proof of the Wigner
theorem is then considerably simplified and acquires geometric nature.
The Pancharatnam excess phase can either be preserved or reversed under
isometries. The lift T is accordingly unitary or anti-unitary, respectively.

13.10 Problems
13.P1. Prove that the correlation defined in Eq. (13.4.6) can only depend on cos θab.

13.P2. Prove that any state of two photons can be expressed as a linear combination of the four
maximally entangled states

ψ
+
12 ≡ 1√

2

(
ψ

H
1 ⊗ ψ

V
2 + ψ

V
1 ⊗ ψ

H
2

)
, (13.10.1)

ψ
−
12 ≡ 1√

2

(
ψ

H
1 ⊗ ψ

V
2 − ψ

V
1 ⊗ ψ

H
2

)
, (13.10.2)

φ
+
12 ≡ 1√

2

(
ψ

H
1 ⊗ ψ

H
2 + ψ

V
1 ⊗ ψ

V
2

)
, (13.10.3)

φ
−
12 ≡ 1√

2

(
ψ

H
1 ⊗ ψ

H
2 − ψ

V
1 ⊗ ψ

V
2

)
. (13.10.4)

The projection of an arbitrary state of two photons onto such a basis is called a Bell-state measure-
ment.

13.P3. In the experiment of section 13.5 on entangled pairs of photons, show how a three-photon
state is related to the basis defined in (13.10.1)–(13.10.4).

13.P4. Try to apply the ideas of section 13.5 to give a theoretical description of an experiment where
entangled states are transferred by means of quantum teleportation.

13.P5. Suppose that quantum information is passed from P1 to P3 to P4. Prove that such a
‘teleportation’ changes the original quantum states of P1 and P3.

13.P6. Prove that, for a spin- 1
2 system, the time-reversal operator (Wigner 1932a) can be written

in the form (η being an arbitrary phase factor)

T = η e−iπSy/h̄
K, (13.10.5)

and hence its square is minus the identity. In the case of angular momentum quantum number j,
prove that the eigenvalue of T 2 is (−1)2j (Sakurai 1985).
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From classical to quantum

statistical mechanics

Classical statistical mechanics tries to derive the macroscopic properti-
es of matter starting from the mechanical laws that rule the behaviour
of single particles. To describe equilibrium states, only observables ac-
counting for correlations among states are considered, and only systems
consisting of a large number of particles are taken into account. The ob-
servables are described by continuous functions on phase space, and the
states are represented by linear assignments of a number to each observ-
able. Within the framework of the canonical ensemble, one deals with
mechanical systems in thermal equilibrium with a thermal reservoir, and
the equilibrium state is reached as a result of the interaction with the
external world. The external world may be really external, or equally
well, the unrecognized internal degrees of freedom, like in the calcula-
tion of viscosity or thermal conductivity. If really only the external world
is the cause we may expect some surface dependence while an internal
unrecognized degree of freedom would have a volume effect, unless the
interactions are long range. The microcanonical ensemble is instead in-
troduced to study isolated mechanical systems, and the equilibrium is
viewed as a temporal average, rather than as a limit. Attention is then
focused on partition functions, the theorem of equipartition of energy and
an elementary theory of specific heats.

In the second part, the Planck derivation of the law of black-body radia-
tion is analysed, presenting in chronological order the Kirchhoff theorem,
the Stefan law, the Wien displacement law, the Rayleigh–Jeans formula
and the Planck hypothesis. Further topics discussed are the Einstein and
Debye quantum models for specific heats of solids. These topics prepare
the ground for the introduction of quantum statistical mechanics.

The third part is, in fact, devoted to the analysis of identical par-
ticles in quantum mechanics. Their distinguishing feature is the fact
that they agree in all their intrinsic properties (i.e. all properties which

479
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are independent of the quantum state). Bose–Einstein and Fermi–Dirac
statistics are studied in some detail. The former can be used to obtain
a more fundamental derivation of the Planck radiation formula, and this
task is accomplished in the last section.

14.1 Aims and main assumptions

The aim of statistical mechanics (e.g. Münster 1969, Morandi 1995) is to
deduce the macroscopic properties of matter, e.g. those studied in ther-
modynamics, starting from the mechanical laws which rule the behaviour
of single particles (material points possibly endowed with internal struc-
ture). Within this framework one has thus to pick out the dynamical
quantities (described by functions on the phase space) which correspond
to thermodynamical variables, and then check that the familiar laws of
thermodynamics are indeed satisfied. One can also consider statistical
states of ‘small’ systems realized by density matrices and then consider
dynamical maps induced by outside systems. Stochastic evolution is nat-
ural for large systems but is by no means restricted to them. The basic
and as yet not completely solved problem for non-equilibrium processes
is to derive irreversible statistical processes from a reversible mechanics,
which distinguish between the past and the future.

Some simple criteria can be easily stated. If the number N of elemen-
tary components is very large, the description of the system should not
change in any essential way if the state of a relatively small number of
components is altered (for example, when N is large,

√
N is small com-

pared with N). The resulting description of the state has a probabilistic
nature, and a ‘typical’ sentence is the one according to which ‘almost all
configurations of elementary components studied so far have a given prop-
erty’. For a system which is in a state of thermodynamical equilibrium,
the same thermodynamical description should hold both for the whole
system and for any ‘sufficiently large’ part of it. This leads to restrictions
on the statistical distributions which can be used in statistical mechan-
ics to describe states of thermodynamical equilibrium. Non-equilibrium
thermodynamics can also be developed, and the basic problem is then to
derive the irreversible statistical mechanics from a Hamiltonian descrip-
tion.

Starting from a Hamiltonian formalism, however, we will be interested
in deriving a description of equilibrium states only. For this purpose, three
fundamental assumptions are made.

(i) Only observables of a particular kind are taken into account, i.e. ob-
servables that elucidate only correlations among the states (position and
momentum) of material points separated by a small distance. An example
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is provided by

FN (q1, . . . , qN ; p1, . . . , pN ) ≡ 1
N

N∑
i=1

f(qi, pi). (14.1.1)

(ii) Only systems consisting of a large number N of particles are consid-
ered. Whenever appropriate, terms of order O(1/N) will be neglected in
the calculations. The thermodynamic limit is then taken, for which both
the number of particles, N , and the volume, V , tend to ∞, while the
ratio V

N remains finite.

(iii) Only equilibrium states are studied. A state of the system is identified
with a distribution on the phase space.

The observables are meant to be continuous functions on phase space,
and states are linear assignments to each observable of a number, i.e. the
result of the measurement of that particular observable in the given state
(one can thus say that states are linear functionals). To the observables
described by positive functions (called, hereafter, positive observables),
the state ρ associates a non-negative number ρ(f); in particular, to the
observable represented by the function f(q, p) = 1, one associates 1. The
states are also required to be regular, in that

|fn(z)| ≤ 1, ∀z, lim
n→∞

sup
z

|fn(z) − f(z)| = 0

=⇒ lim
n→∞

ρ(fn) = ρ(f). (14.1.2)

States of a system can be thus identified with a regular (Borel) measure
on phase space, normalized in such a way that the measure of the whole
phase space is 1. Hence one deals with probability measures.

It should be stressed that the measures of statistical mechanics do not
pick out a state characterized by the knowledge of positions and momenta
of all its components, nor even a projection to a sub-space of the phase
space. This is why the measures are actually called statistical ensembles
(or, simply, ensembles). The measure of an open set O of phase space,
describes the percentage of systems represented by points in O when one
considers a collection of systems obtained by identical operations from
the thermodynamical point of view (e.g. by heating up a gas under the
same conditions of pressure and volume).

14.2 Canonical ensemble

Suppose one has a mechanical system, for which the Hamiltonian de-
scribes the interactions among the various parts of the system and with
the external world. A measure is an equilibrium measure if it describes
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the state of the system at the end of an evolutionary process. Since one
would like it to arrive at reasonable assumptions from which to derive an
operational definition of an equilibrium state of a mechanical system, it
is necessary to assume the existence of suitable mechanisms leading to
‘equilibrium’. For this purpose, two schemes receive particular attention.
The first goes under the name of canonical ensemble.

Within the framework of the canonical ensemble, the idea is to deal with
a mechanical system in thermal equilibrium with a thermal reservoir. The
equilibrium state is reached after a sufficiently long time, as a result of
the interaction with the external world. However, although the external
interaction is necessary for the system to reach equilibrium, one assumes
that the measure representing such an equilibrium state depends on the
interaction only through parameters of a thermodynamical nature and
through the Hamiltonian. Moreover, the resulting measure µ should be
such that, when restricted to thermodynamical functions depending only
on M of the N points of the given system, it yields a state represented
by a measure having the same form of µ, up to terms of order M−1. This
measure considered as a phase space density does not change with time
for equilibrium states.

Under the above assumptions one can pick out, in simple cases, a mea-
sure on phase space which is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Liouville measure, and having the form

µT (z) = C eH(z)/T , (14.2.1)

where C is a normalization constant and T is the temperature of the ther-
mal reservoir. Such a measure is called the Gibbs measure, it is nowhere
vanishing in phase space and the corresponding ensemble is, by definition,
the canonical ensemble. This concept is only of interest when N is very
large.

14.3 Microcanonical ensemble

In the case of the microcanonical ensemble one studies isolated mechanical
systems (hence the energy is constant), and the equilibrium is viewed as
a temporal average (rather than as a limit). The underlying idea is that
a thermodynamical process is quasi-static, and hence the measurements
of quantities of physical interest take place over very long times (e.g. as
compared with the mean time after which the position and momentum
of a material point change by a considerable amount).

Thus, the values taken by the observables of the theory should be
viewed as mean values (with respect to the time variable). If the mea-
surement time T is very large, the mean value of the observable f
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corresponding to the initial data

z0 ≡
(
q1
0, . . . , q

N
0 , p0

1, . . . , p
0
N

)
can be identified with

f(z0) ≡ lim
T→∞

1
T

∫ T

0
f(φ(t, z0)) dt, (14.3.1)

where φ(t, ·) is the evolution described by the given Hamiltonian. If the
surface ΣE corresponding to the energy E is compact, and if the system is
ergodic (a system which does not admit Lebesgue-measurable constants
of motion besides the energy is called ergodic; an equivalent definition
of ergodicity demands that the energy surface cannot be split into two
positive-measure regions that are invariant under the temporal evolution),
with equilibrium measure µ, for almost all the initial data one has

f(z0) =
∫
ΣE

f dµ. (14.3.2)

The equilibrium state is thus described by the measure µ. Nevertheless,
it remains unknown whether the systems of material points of physical
interest are ergodic. In other words, the choice of the measure µ as a mea-
sure describing thermodynamical equilibrium for a system of N material
points with total energy EN should be viewed as an assumption.

For mechanical systems which are ergodic, the equilibrium measure
turns out to be the Lebesgue measure on ΣE . The state described by
such a measure is called the microcanonical state (or microcanonical en-
semble). From the physical point of view, this represents what we can
know, at a microscopic level, about the position and the momentum of a
system of N particles of the same kind, when this is viewed as an isolated
thermodynamical system, in equilibrium, with total energy EN .

14.4 Partition function

Let us consider a system of N elements in the space ΩN . Its energy is the
extensive function

H(ω̃) ≡
N∑

n=1

h(ωn), ω̃ ≡ {ω1, . . . , ωN} , (14.4.1)

where h is a bounded and continuous function on Ω. One then has

h(µ) =
∫
Ω
h(ω) dµ(ω), (14.4.2)

and hence, for large values of N , the average energy HN
N is very likely to

take the value h(µ).
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If one wants to study the behaviour of the system when the average
energy has a fixed value h1 different from h(µ), one has to build, in Ω, a
measure µ′ that differs from µ, and such that

h1 =
∫
Ω
h(ω) dµ′(ω), (14.4.3)

and then build on ΩN the corresponding measure (µ′)N , and take the
limit N → ∞. The Gibbs formalism for canonical ensembles provides a
systematic way to obtain this result.

Let us assume that all measures introduced on Ω are absolutely contin-
uous with respect to the reference measure µ (in the physical applications,
µ is the Liouville measure on phase space). Indeed, every probability mea-
sure ν which is absolutely continuous with respect to µ can be written in
the form

ν dω = e−φ(ω) µ(dω), (14.4.4)

where φ(ω) is a measurable function, and∫
Ω

e−φ(ω) µ(dω) = 1. (14.4.5)

In the mathematical literature, the function e−φ(ω) is called the Radon–
Nykodim derivative of the measure ν with respect to the measure µ. The
measure νN on ΩN , obtained as a product of the measures ν, reads as

νN = e−
∑N

n=1 φ(ωn) µN . (14.4.6)

The logarithm of the proportionality factor is hence an extensive vari-
able. Since we want to vary the mean value of the energy by varying the
function φ, we are led to take φ itself as being proportional to the energy,
and we consider variations of the proportionality factor. Thus, for β a
positive real number, one can write

µβ(dω) ≡ e−βh(ω)

Z(β)
µ(dω), (14.4.7)

where

Z(β) ≡
∫
Ω

e−βh(ω) µ(dω). (14.4.8)

It is assumed that h(ω) is bounded from below. If h(ω) is also bounded
from above β may also take negative values. The function Z is called the
partition function, and turns out to provide a normalization factor which
ensures that the measure µβ is a probability measure. We note that β is
the modulus of a distribution (Haas 1925, chapter 16) and is conjugate
to the energy; it can be introduced as a Lagrange multiplier (negative
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values of β corresponding to negative temperatures) for the constant of
energy conservation.

The probability measure µN
β in ΩN , given by the product of N copies

of µβ, is called the canonical measure for the system of N elements, with
the Hamiltonian

HN ≡
N∑

k=1

h(ωk)

and absolute temperature β−1 (the identification of β with 1
KT is actually

a non-trivial step; only plausibility arguments can be given to justify this
property).

14.5 Equipartition of energy

If a system of N material points is described by the canonical distribution,
with Hamiltonian H(q1, . . . , qN , p1, . . . , pN ), and if one assumes that, for
each value of the index n, one has

lim
|qn|→∞

|qn|e−βH = 0, (14.5.1)

lim
|pn|→∞

|pn|e−βH = 0, (14.5.2)

one finds, for all integer n ∈ [1, N ], and ∀k = 1, 2, 3,∫
dq1 · · ·dqN dp1 · · ·dpN qn,ke−βH(q,p) ∂H

∂qn,k

=
∫

dq1 · · ·dqN dp1 · · ·dpN pn,ke−βH(q,p) ∂H

∂pn,k

=
1
β

= KT. (14.5.3)

To prove the equality (14.5.3) one has to bear in mind the identity

e−βH(q,p) ∂H

∂qn,k
= − 1

β

∂

∂qn,k
e−βH(q,p), (14.5.4)

integrate by parts and then use (14.5.1) and (14.5.2). The result (14.5.3)
expresses the generalized energy equipartition law.

In particular, if the Hamiltonian is a quadratic function of a set of (q, p)
coordinates, with coefficients depending on the remaining coordinates,

H =
N∑

k=1

(
Eq,k + Ep,k

)
, (14.5.5)

Eq,k ≡ 1
2
bkq

2
k, (14.5.6)
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Ep,k ≡ 1
2
akp

2
k, (14.5.7)

one finds

Eq,k = Ep,k =
1
2
KT. (14.5.8)

Equation (14.5.8) expresses the energy equipartition law. Note that the
scheme described by (14.5.5)–(14.5.7) is verified, for example, if qk repre-
sents the displacement from an equilibrium position of a molecule acted
upon by an elastic force, and if pk is a component of the corresponding
momentum. Note also that the assumption (14.5.1) may be replaced by
the condition that the system should be confined in a cubic box with
periodic boundary conditions. The explicit calculation shows indeed that
such periodic boundary conditions are enough to ensure the vanishing of
all terms resulting from the integration by parts.

14.6 Specific heats of gases and solids

The generalized equipartition law (14.5.3) can be used to evaluate the
specific heats of perfect gases and solids. The resulting scheme is as fol-
lows.

(i) Monatomic perfect gas. Each molecule has an energy

h(q, p) =
1

2m

(
p2
x + p2

y + p2
z

)
, (14.6.1)

and hence

h =
3
2
KT, (14.6.2)

and the average energy of a mole of the gas is

E =
3
2
RT, (14.6.3)

where R = KN and N is the Avogadro number. If the gas is taken to
be macroscopically at rest, the energy can be identified with the internal
energy. The specific heat at constant volume V is then, per mole,

CV ≡ dE
dT

=
3
2
R. (14.6.4)

(ii) Biatomic perfect gas. Each molecule may be viewed as consisting of
two material points of equal mass, linked by a rigid rod. Denoting by p
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the momentum of the centre of gravity and by I the principal moment
of the molecule with respect to the centre of gravity, one now has for the
energy

h =
1

2m

(
p2
x + p2

y + p2
z

)
+

1
2I

(
p2
θ +

1
sin2 θ

p2
φ

)
. (14.6.5)

By virtue of Eq. (14.5.3), this leads to

E =
5
2
RT, (14.6.6)

CV =
5
2
R. (14.6.7)

(iii) Solids. An useful model of a solid consists of N material points, with
potential energy U(x1, . . . , xN ). Let

{
x0
n

}
be an equilibrium configura-

tion (e.g. the points of a crystal lattice). If the system performs small
displacements from the equilibrium configuration, one can express the
Hamiltonian as

H =
1
2

N∑
n=1

3∑
k=1

p2
n,k +

1
2

N∑
n,m=1

3∑
k,j=1

(
∂2U

∂xn,k∂xm,j

)
x=x0

× (xn,k − x0
n,k)(xm,j − x0

m,j). (14.6.8)

The resulting average energy is

E =
6
2
(N − 1)KT, (14.6.9)

where the degrees of freedom of the centre of gravity have been ruled out.
Thus, for sufficiently large values of N , one finds the Dulong and Petit
law

CV = 3R. (14.6.10)

14.7 Black-body radiation

In this section, relying in part on Born (1969), we are aiming to derive
the law of heat radiation, following Planck’s method. We think of a box
for which the walls are heated to a definite temperature T . The walls of
the box send out energy to each other in the form of heat radiation, so
that within the box there exists a radiation field. This electromagnetic
field may be characterized by specifying the average energy density u,
which in the case of equilibrium is the same for every internal point; if we
split the radiation into its spectral components, we denote by uν dν the
energy density of all radiation components for which the frequency falls
in the interval between ν and ν + dν. (The spectral density is not the
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only specification; we need to know the state of the entire radiation field
including the photon multiplicity). Thus, the function uν extends over
all frequencies from 0 to ∞, and represents a continuous spectrum. Note
that, unlike individual atoms in rarefied gases, which emit line spectra,
the molecules, which consist of a limited number of atoms, emit narrow
‘bands’, which are often resolvable. A solid represents an infinite number
of vibrating systems of all frequencies, and hence emits an effectively con-
tinuous spectrum. But inside a black cavity all bodies emit a continuous
spectrum characteristic of the temperature.

The first important property in our investigation is a theorem by Kirch-
hoff (1860), which states that the ratio of the emissive and absorptive
powers of a body depends only on the temperature of the body, and not
on its nature (recall that the emissive power is, by definition, the radiant
energy emitted by the body per unit time, whereas the absorptive power
is the fraction of the radiant energy falling upon it that the body ab-
sorbs). A black body is meant to be a body with absorptive power equal
to unity, i.e. a body that absorbs all of the radiant energy that falls upon
it. The radiation emitted by such a body, called black-body radiation, is
therefore a function of the temperature alone, and it is important to know
the spectral distribution of the intensity of this radiation. Any object in-
side the black cavity emits the same amount of radiant energy. We are
now aiming to determine the law of this intensity, but before doing so it
is instructive to describe in detail some arguments in the original paper
by Kirchhoff (cf. Stewart 1858).

14.7.1 The Kirchhoff laws

The brightness B is the energy flux per unit frequency, per unit surface,
for a given solid angle per unit time. Thus, if dE is the energy incident
on a surface dS with solid angle dΩ in a time dt with frequency dν, one
has (θ being the incidence angle)

dE = B dν dS dΩ cos θ dt. (14.7.1)

The brightness B is independent of position, direction and the nature of
the material. This is proved as follows.

(i) B cannot depend on position, since otherwise two bodies absorbing
energy at the same frequency and placed at different points P1 and P2

would absorb different amounts of energy, although they were initially at
the same temperature T equal to the temperature of the cavity. One would
then obtain the spontaneous creation of a difference of temperature, which
would make it possible to realize a perpetual motion of the second kind.
However, this is forbidden by thermodynamics.
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(ii) B cannot depend on direction either. Let us insert into the cavity a
mirror S of negligible thickness, and imagine we can move it along a direc-
tion parallel to its plane. In such a way no work is performed, and hence
the equilibrium of radiation remains unaffected. Then let A and B be two
bodies placed at different directions with respect to S and absorbing in
the same frequency interval. If the amount of radiation incident upon B
along the BS direction is smaller than that along the AS direction, bod-
ies A and B attain spontaneously different temperatures, although they
were initially in equilibrium at the same temperature! Thermodynamics
forbids this phenomenon as well.

(iii) Once equilibrium is reached, B is also independent of the material
the cavity is made of. Let the cavities C1 and C2 be made of different
materials, and suppose they are at the same temperature and linked by
a tube such that only radiation of frequency ν can pass through it. If B
were different for C1 and C2 one would therefore obtain a non-vanishing
energy flux through the tube. Thus, the two cavities would change their
temperature spontaneously, against the second law of thermodynamics.

By virtue of (i)–(iii) equation (14.7.1) reads, more precisely, as

dE = B(ν, T ) dν dS dΩ cos θ dt. (14.7.2)

Moreover, the energy absorbed by the surface element dS of the wall once
equilibrium is reached is

dEabs = am(ν, T, x) dE, (14.7.3)

while the emitted energy is

dEem = em(ν, T, x) dν dS dΩ cos θ dt. (14.7.4)

Under equilibrium conditions, the amounts of energy dEem and dEabs

are equal, and hence

em(ν, T, x)
am(ν, T, x)

= B = B(ν, T ). (14.7.5)

Thus, the ratio of emissive and absorptive powers is equal to the bright-
ness and hence can only depend on frequency and temperature, although
both em and am can separately depend on the nature of materials.

As far as the production of black-body radiation is concerned, it has
been proved by Kirchhoff that an enclosure (typically, an oven) at uni-
form temperature, in the wall of which there is a small opening, behaves
as a black body. Indeed, all the radiation which falls on the opening from
the outside passes through it into the enclosure, and is, after repeated re-
flection at the walls, completely absorbed by them. The radiation in the
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interior, and hence also the radiation which emerges again from the open-
ing, should therefore possess exactly the spectral distribution of intensity,
which is characteristic of the radiation of a black body.

14.7.2 Stefan and displacement laws

Remaining within the framework of thermodynamics and the electro-
magnetic theory of light, two laws can be deduced concerning the way in
which black-body radiation depends on the temperature. First, the Ste-
fan law (1879) states that the total emitted radiation is proportional to
the fourth power of the temperature of the radiator. Thus, the hotter the
body, the more it radiates. Secondly, Wien found the displacement law
(1893), which states that the spectral distribution of the energy density
is given by an equation of the form

uν(ν, T ) = ν3F (ν/T ), (14.7.6)

where F is a function of the ratio of the frequency to the temperature, but
cannot be determined more precisely with the help of thermodynamical
methods. This formula can be proved by considering the radiation field
in a volume V in the shape of a cube of edge length L with reflecting
walls. The equilibrium radiation field will then consist of standing waves,
and the condition that the electric field should vanish at the walls leads
to the following relation for the frequency:(

νL

c

)2

= l2 + m2 + n2, (14.7.7)

where l,m, n are integers. If an adiabatic change of volume is performed,
the quantities l,m and n being integers and hence unable to change in-
finitesimally will remain invariant. Under an adiabatic transformation the
product νL is therefore invariant, or introducing the volume V instead of
L:

ν3V = invariant (14.7.8)

under adiabatic transformation. The result can be proved to be indepen-
dent of the shape of the volume.

However, it is more convenient to have a relation between ν and T ,
and for this purpose one has to consider the entropy of the radiation
field. Classical electrodynamics tells us that the radiation pressure P is
one-third of the total radiation energy density u(T ):

P =
1
3
u(T ). (14.7.9)
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On combining Eq. (14.7.9) with the thermodynamic equation of state(
∂U

∂V

)
T

= T

(
∂P

∂T

)
V
− P, (14.7.10)

and the relation U = uV , one obtains the differential equation

u =
1
3
T

du
dT

− 1
3
u, (14.7.11)

which is solved using the Stefan law:

u(T ) = aT 4. (14.7.12)

Equations (14.7.9) and (14.7.12), when combined with the thermody-
namic Maxwell relation (

∂S

∂V

)
T

=
(
∂P

∂T

)
V
, (14.7.13)

yield

S =
4
3
aT 3V. (14.7.14)

By virtue of (14.7.8) and (14.7.14) one finds that, under an isentropic
transformation, the ratio ν

T must be invariant. Moreover, since the res-
olution of a spectrum into its components is a reversible process, the
entropy s per unit volume can be written as the sum of contributions
sν(T ) corresponding to different frequencies. Each of these terms, being
a function of ν and with the entropy density corresponding to the specific
frequency ν, can depend on ν and T only through the adiabatic invariant
ν
T , or (Ter Haar 1967)

s =
∑
ν

s(ν/T ). (14.7.15)

Also the total energy density can be expressed by a sum:

u(T ) =
∑
ν

Uν(T ), (14.7.16)

and Eqs. (14.7.12) and (14.7.14) show that

s =
4
3
u

T
, (14.7.17)

and hence
Uν(T ) = Tf1(ν/T ) = νf2(ν/T ), (14.7.18)

so that

u(T ) =
∑
ν

νf2(ν/T ) =
∫ ∞

0
νZ(ν)f2(ν/T ) dν. (14.7.19)
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Such an equality is simple but non-trivial: summation over ν should be
performed with the associated ‘weight’, and it should reduce to an integral
over all values of ν from 0 to ∞ to recover agreement with the formula
u(T ) =

∫ ∞
0 uν(ν, T ) dν, so that we write

∑
ν

· →
∫ ∞

0
Z(ν) · dν.

This implies the following equation for the spectral distribution of energy
density:

uν(ν, T ) = νZ(ν)f2(ν/T ), (14.7.20)

where Z(ν) dν is the number of frequencies in the radiation between ν
and ν + dν. By virtue of Eq. (14.7.7), this is proportional to the number
of points with integral coordinates within the spherical shell between the
spheres with radii νL/c and (ν + dν)L/c, from which it follows that

Z(ν) = Cν2, (14.7.21)

for some parameter C independent of ν. The laws expressed by (14.7.20)
and (14.7.21) therefore lead to the Wien law (14.7.6) (Ter Haar 1967).

At this stage, however, it is still unclear why such a formula is called
the ‘displacement law’. The reason is as follows. It was found experimen-
tally by Lummer and Pringsheim (see figure 14.1) that the intensity of
the radiation from an incandescent body, maintained at a definite tem-
perature, was represented, as a function of the wavelength, by a curve
such that the product of the temperature T and the wavelength λmax for
which the intensity attains its maximum, is constant:

λmaxT = constant. (14.7.22)

The Wien law makes it possible to understand why Eq. (14.7.22) holds.
Indeed, so far we have referred to the energy distribution as a function
of the frequency ν, with uν representing the radiation energy in the fre-
quency interval dν. The displacement law, however, refers to a graph
showing the intensity distribution as a function of λ, so that we now deal
with uλ, representing the energy in the wavelength interval dλ. Of course,
one has to require that

uν dν = uλ dλ. (14.7.23)

Moreover, since λν = c, one has, for the relation between dν and λ,

|dν|
ν

=
|dλ|
λ

. (14.7.24)
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Fig. 14.1. Distribution of the intensity of thermal radiation as a function of
wavelength according to the measurements of Lummer and Pringsheim. The
y-axis corresponds to u(λ, T )× 10−11 in CGS units (Born 1969, by kind permis-
sion of professor Blin-Stoyle).

Thus, for the spectral distribution of energy expressed as a function of
the wavelength, one finds

uλ =
c4

λ5
F

(
c

λT

)
. (14.7.25)

We are now in a position to prove the displacement law at once, by
evaluating the wavelength for which uλ is a maximum. For this purpose,
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we set to zero the derivative of uλ with respect to λ. This eventually
yields the equation

c

λT
F ′

(
c

λT

)
+ 5F

(
c

λT

)
= 0. (14.7.26)

This is an equation in the variable c/λT , the solution of which (we know it
exists from the experimental data) of course has the form λT = constant.
Thus, the theorem concerning the displacement of the intensity maximum
with temperature follows immediately from Wien’s law. The value of the
constant, however, cannot be determined until the special form of the
function F is known.

14.7.3 The Planck model

As far as the function F is concerned, thermodynamics is, by itself, un-
able to determine it. Still, it is clear that the form of the law given by
the function F should be independent of the special mechanism. Thus,
as the simplest model of a radiating body, Planck chose a collection
of linear harmonic oscillators of proper frequency ν (Planck 1900). For
each oscillator, one can, on the one hand, determine the energy radi-
ated per second, this being the radiation emitted by an oscillating dipole,
given by

δε =
2e2(r̈)2

3c3
=

2e2

3mc3
(2πν)2ε, (14.7.27)

where ε is the energy of the oscillator, and the bars denote mean val-
ues over times which, although great in comparison with the period of
vibration, are yet sufficiently small to allow us to neglect the radiation
emitted. By virtue of the equation of motion one has r̈ = −(2πν)2r,
and

εkin =
1
2
mṙ2 =

1
2
m(2πνr)2 = εpot =

1
2
ε. (14.7.28)

On the other hand, it is well known from classical electrodynamics that
the work done on the oscillator per second by a radiation field with the
spectral energy density uν is (see appendix 14.A)

δW =
πe2

3m
uν . (14.7.29)

When energy balance is achieved, these two amounts of energy should be
equal. Hence one finds

uν =
8πν2

c3
ε. (14.7.30)
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It is thus clear that, if we know the mean energy of an oscillator, we also
know the spectral intensity distribution of the cavity radiation.

The value of ε, as determined by the theorem of equipartition of en-
ergy of classical statistical mechanics (section 14.5), would be ε = KT .
This happens because, according to a classical analysis, any term in the
Hamiltonian that is proportional to the square of a coordinate or a mo-
mentum, contributes the amount 1

2KT to the mean energy. For the har-
monic oscillator there are two such terms, and hence ε equals KT . Now if
the classical mean value of the energy of the oscillator, as just determined,
is inserted into the radiation formula (14.7.30), one obtains

uν =
8πν2

c3
KT. (14.7.31)

This is the Rayleigh–Jeans radiation formula proposed in Rayleigh (1900)
and Jeans (1905) (actually Rayleigh forgot the polarization while Jeans
corrected this). Some remarks are now in order.

(i) The Rayleigh–Jeans formula agrees with the Wien displacement law.
This was expected to be the case, since the Wien law is deduced from
thermodynamics, and hence should be of universal validity.

(ii) For long-wave components of the radiation, i.e. for small values of the
frequency ν, the Rayleigh–Jeans equation reproduces the experimental
intensity distribution very well.

(iii) For high frequencies, however, the formula (14.7.31) is completely
wrong. It is indeed known from experiments that the intensity function
reaches a maximum at a definite frequency and then decreases again. In
contrast, Eq. (14.7.31) fails entirely to show this maximum, and instead
describes a spectral intensity distribution that becomes infinite as the
frequency ν tends to infinity. The same is true of the total energy of
radiation, obtained by integrating uν over all values of ν from 0 to ∞:
the integral diverges. We are facing, here, what is called in the literature
the ultraviolet catastrophe.

To overcome this serious inconsistency, Planck assumed the existence
of discrete, finite quanta of energy, here denoted by ε0. According to this
scheme, the energy of the oscillators can only take values that are integer
multiples of ε0, including 0. We are now going to see how this hypothesis
leads to the so-called Planck radiation law. The essential point is, of
course, the determination of the mean energy ε. The derivation differs
from that resulting from classical statistical mechanics only in replacing
integrals by sums. The individual energy values occur again with the
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‘weight’ given by the Boltzmann factor, but one should bear in mind
that only the energy values nε0 are admissible, n being an integer greater
than or equal to 0. In other words, the Planck hypothesis leads to the
following expression for the mean energy (the parameter β being equal
to 1/KT ):

ε =
∑∞

n=0 nε0e
−βnε0∑∞

n=0 e−βnε0
= − d

dβ
log

∞∑
n=0

e−βnε0 . (14.7.32)

At this stage, we recall an elementary property that follows from the
analysis of the geometrical series:

∞∑
n=0

e−βnε0 = lim
N→∞

N∑
n=0

(e−βε0)n

= lim
N→∞

1 − (e−βε0)N+1

1 − e−βε0
=

1
1 − e−βε0

. (14.7.33)

The joint effect of Eqs. (14.7.32) and (14.7.33) is thus

ε =
ε0e−βε0

1 − e−βε0
=

ε0
eβε0 − 1

. (14.7.34)

Equations (14.7.30) and (14.7.34) therefore lead to the radiation formula

uν =
8πν2

c3
ε0

eε0/KT − 1
. (14.7.35)

To avoid obtaining a formula that is inconsistent with the Wien displace-
ment law, which, being derived from thermodynamics alone, is certainly
valid, we have to assume that (the temperature being forced to appear
only in the combination ν/T )

ε0 = hν, (14.7.36)

where h is the Planck constant that we know from chapter 1. Hence one
eventually obtains the fundamental Planck radiation law:

uν =
8πhν3

c3
1

ehν/KT − 1
. (14.7.37)

Bose gave an independent derivation of the Planck formula by consid-
ering photons as strictly identical particles (Bose 1924a). This quantum
derivation in 1924 before quantum theory was properly formulated (by
Schrödinger, Heisenberg and Dirac) required a new method considering
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combinations of strictly interacting particles. This is the integer-spin ana-
logue of the Pauli principle (section 14.9) and referred to as Bose statis-
tics.

The radiation formula (14.7.37) is in very good agreement with all
experimental results (see figure 14.2). In particular, for low values of the
frequency, it reduces to the Rayleygh–Jeans formula (14.7.31), whereas,

Fig. 14.2. Spectral distribution of the intensity of thermal radiation according
to Planck, for temperatures between 2000 and 4500 K. The abscissa corresponds
to wavelength. The lowest curve is obtained for T = 2000 K, and the following
curves correspond to values of T equal to 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000 and 4500 K,
respectively. There is full agreement with the experimental results shown in
figure 14.1.
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as ν tends to ∞, it takes the approximate form

uν ∼ 8πhν3

c3
e−hν/KT , (14.7.38)

which agrees with a formula first derived, empirically, in Wien (1896), in
the attempt to account for measurements in this region of the spectrum.

However, the derivation of the Planck radiation law given so far, follow-
ing Planck’s argument, is heuristic and unsatisfactory, since it does not
provide deep reasons for the existence of discrete, finite quanta of energy.
What was truly lacking, at the beginning of the twentieth century, was a
consistent framework for a quantum statistical mechanics, from which the
result (14.7.37) should follow without ad hoc assumptions. History tells
us that the Planck hypothesis met, at first, with violent opposition, and
was viewed as a mathematical artifice, which might be interpreted with-
out going outside the framework of classical physics. But the attempts to
preserve the laws of classical physics failed. Instead it became clear that
one has to come to terms with a new constant of nature, h, and build
a new formalism which, in particular, accounts for the Planck radiation
law. More precisely, the following remarks are in order.

(i) The Planck assumption according to which the energy of the oscil-
lator can only take values that are integer multiples of ε0 contradicts
completely what was known from classical electrodynamics. Although
his argument clearly had a heuristic value, it nevertheless had the merit
of showing that the theory of radiation–matter interactions based upon
Maxwell’s electrodynamics was completely unable to account for the law
of heat radiation. At a classical level there is, in fact, no obvious link
between the energy of the oscillator and its frequency. Another ‘merit’ of
the Planck analysis was that of arriving at the result (14.7.37) by using a
very simple assumption (among the many conceivable procedures leading
to Eq. (14.7.37)).

When Planck studied the interaction of the radiation field with matter
and represented matter by a set of resonators (i.e. damped harmonic os-
cillators) of frequency ν, he assumed that resonators absorb energy in a
continuous way from the electromagnetic field and they change their en-
ergy in a continuous way. The resonators would emit a radiation equal to
En =nhν only when their energy is exactly equal to En, in this way per-
forming a discontinuous transition to the state of zero energy. Although,
with hindsight, we know that such a model is incorrect, we should ac-
knowledge that it contains ideas which had a deep influence. (I) The
different orbits (with H = En) divide phase space into regions of area h.
(II) The average energy of a quantum state turns out to be

(
n + 1

2

)
hν,

hence leading to the concept of zero-point energy for the first time. (III)
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The emission of radiation is viewed, for the first time, as a probabilistic
process (Parisi 2001).

Planck did not realize that at equilibrium, in classical mechanics, the
properties of the resonators do not affect the black-body radiation, but he
had the merit of isolating the physically relevant points, where progress
could be made, not paying attention to the possible contradictions (Parisi
2001).

(ii) Since the electromagnetic field inside the box interacts with a very
large number of oscillators, it was suggested for some time that the partic-
ular ‘collective’ properties of matter, rather than energy exchanges with
a single atom, can account for the Planck hypothesis without making it
mandatory to give up the classical theory of electromagnetic phenomena.
However the work in Einstein (1905, 1917), see below, proved that the en-
ergy of the electromagnetic field (and the associated linear momentum)
is localized, and hence radiation–matter interactions are localized, and
cannot be understood by appealing to collective properties of material
media.

(iii) It should be stressed that no thermal equilibrium can ever be reached
within a box with reflecting walls. The single monochromatic components
of the electromagnetic field do not interact with each other, and hence
no process can lead to thermal equilibrium in such a case. Fortunately,
there are no perfect reflectors.

(iv) As far as the emission of radiation is concerned, all energy-balance
arguments should take into account both induced emission and spon-
taneous emission. The former results from the interaction with an ex-
ternal field, whereas the latter may be due to energy acquired during
previous collisions, or to previous interactions with an electromagnetic
field.

14.7.4 The contributions of Einstein

In Einstein (1905) the author found that, in the region where the Wien
law is valid, one can say that thermodynamically speaking monochro-
matic radiation consists of independent energy quanta of magnitude hν.
To prove this, he applied thermodynamical concepts to the electromag-
netic radiation, starting from the definition of temperature

1
T

≡
(
∂S

∂U

)
V

=
∂σ

∂uν
, (14.7.39)
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where the entropy density σ refers to a constant volume, and the same
holds for uν . If the Wien law holds, i.e. for hν >> KT :

uν = bν3e−hν/KT , (14.7.40)

Eq. (14.7.39) leads to

∂σ

∂uν
= −K

hν
log

(
uν
bν3

)
, (14.7.41)

which is solved by

σ(ν, T ) = −Kuν
hν

[
log

(
uν
bν3

)
− 1

]
. (14.7.42)

Thus, the entropy S in a volume V reads as

S = σV = −KuνV

hν

[
log

(
uνV

bV ν3

)
− 1

]
= −KE

hν

[
log

(
E

bV ν3

)
− 1

]
,

(14.7.43)
where E = uνV is the total energy of monochromatic radiation in a
volume V . If the energy is kept fixed while the volume is expanded from
V0 to V , the resulting variation of entropy is

S − S0 =
KE

hν
log

(
V

V0

)
. (14.7.44)

On the other hand, if the radiation is treated as an ideal gas undergoing an
isothermal expansion, one can write for the variation of entropy another
formula, i.e.

S − S0 =
1
T

∫ V

V0

dQ = NK

∫ V

V0

dy
y

= NK log
V

V0
. (14.7.45)

Equations (14.7.44) and (14.7.45) express the same variation of entropy
at fixed energy, and tell us that monochromatic radiation of frequency
ν >> KT

h behaves as a gas of N particles for which the total energy

E = Nhν. (14.7.46)

Thus, each particle can be thought of as a photon of energy hν.
In Einstein (1917), the author obtained a profound and elegant deriva-

tion of the Planck radiation formula by considering the canonical dis-
tribution of statistical mechanics for molecules which can take only a
discrete set of states Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn, . . . with energies E1, E2, . . . , En, . . . :

Wn = pne−En/kT , (14.7.47)
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where Wn is the relative occurrence of the state Zn, pn is the statisti-
cal weight of Zn and T is the temperature of the gas of molecules. On
the one hand, a molecule might perform, without external stimulation, a
transition from the state Zm to the state Zn while emitting the radiation
energy Em − En of frequency ν. The probability dW for this process of
spontaneous emission in the time interval dt is

dW = Am→n dt, (14.7.48)

where Am→n denotes a constant.
On the other hand, under the influence of a radiation density uν , a

molecule can make a transition from the state Zn to the state Zm by
absorbing the radiative energy Em−En, and the probability law for this
process is

dW = Bn→muν dt. (14.7.49)

Moreover, the radiation can also lead to a transition of the opposite kind,
i.e. from state Zm to state Zn. The radiative energy Em − En is then
freed according to the probability law

dW = Bm→nuν dt. (14.7.50)

In these equations, Bn→m and Bm→n are yet other constants.
Einstein then looked for that particular radiation density uν which

guarantees that the exchange of energy between radiation and molecules
preserves the canonical distribution (14.7.47) of the molecules. This is
achieved if and only if, on average, as many transitions from Zm to Zn

take place as of the opposite type, i.e.(
Bm→nuν + Am→n

)
pme−Em/KT = Bn→muνpne−En/KT . (14.7.51)

Einstein also assumed that the B constants are related by

pmBm→n = pnBn→m, (14.7.52)

to ensure that as the temperature tends to infinity uν also tends to infin-
ity, and hence found

uν =
Am→n/Bm→n

e(Em−En)/KT − 1
, (14.7.53)

which reduces to the Planck radiation formula (14.7.37), by virtue of the
Wien displacement law (14.7.6), which implies

Am→n

Bm→n
= α1ν

3, (14.7.54)

Em − En = α2ν, (14.7.55)
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where α1 and α2 are constants, which cannot be fixed at this stage (Ein-
stein 1917).

14.7.5 Dynamic equilibrium of the radiation field

While spontaneous emission was known for a long time in atomic physics,
it was Einstein who emphasized its role and derived the Planck distribu-
tion of spectral energy on a dynamic basis as we have just seen, in contrast
with the original Planck derivation. Einstein considered a two-level atom
and monochromatic radiation of frequency ν = (E2−E1)

h . But in actual
fact there are many frequencies, many species of atoms and many energy
levels (and populations of these levels). This generic problem was posed
and solved by Bose. In the briefest outlook his derivation observes that,
like in Maxwell’s derivation of the velocity distribution in kinetic theory,
the various populations enter through appropriate Lagrange multipliers.
Dynamic balance of the entire complex demands that for every frequency
we have the law (14.7.37). In both Einstein’s and Bose’s derivations the
atomic population in each level was proportional to the Boltzmann factor
e−En/KT . Other important work on black-body radiation can be found
in Mandel (1963) and Mandel et al. (1964).

14.8 Quantum models of specific heats

As we know from (14.6.10) it is a well-established experimental property
that, at high temperatures, a law holds, called the Dulong and Petit law,
according to which the specific heat per mole is approximately 6 cal K−1

for all solids. The classical interpretation of such a property is as follows.
In a solid, every atom may be viewed as a three-dimensional harmonic
oscillator, since one thinks of the atom as quasi-elastically bound to a
certain position of equilibrium. By virtue of the theorem of equipartition
of energy of section 14.5, their mean total energy is hence 3KT , so that
a mole of the given substance possesses the energy U = 3N0KT = 3RT .
The specific heat at constant volume is therefore

CV =
∂U

∂T
= 3R. (14.8.1)

The experiments, however, show deviations from this classical formula,
and the more firmly the atoms are bound to their equilibrium positions,
the greater are the deviations.

The first attempt to overcome this inconsistency was due to Einstein.
For this purpose, he proposed applying the expression obtained by Planck
for the mean energy of a quantized oscillator. His idea was to consider
a model of independent oscillators, all of the same frequency. This was
unfortunate since it gave an exponentially decreasing specific heat. The
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resulting mean energy per mole should be

U =
3N0hν

ehν/KT − 1
= 3RT

hν/KT

ehν/KT − 1
. (14.8.2)

At high temperatures, when the ratio hν/KT is much smaller than 1,
one finds

U ∼ 3RT
[
1 + O(hν/KT )

]
, (14.8.3)

and hence one recovers agreement with the property expressed by (14.8.1).
However, the assumption that the same frequency can be used for all

oscillators is an extreme mathematical idealization, and the low-tempe-
rature behaviour of the resulting specific heat was incorrect. A first im-
provement is obtained by taking into account that the atoms in a lattice
are very strongly coupled together. Thus, one cannot claim that the N0

atoms in a crystal perform oscillations of the same frequency. One has
instead to deal with a coupled system of 3N0 vibrations (corresponding
to the 3N0 degrees of freedom of the N0 atoms per mole). According to
this improved scheme, one should express the energy in the form

U =
3N0∑
r=1

hνr
ehνr/KT − 1

, (14.8.4)

where νr is the frequency corresponding to an individual vibration.
But such a description is still inappropriate. As pointed out by Debye,

the frequencies νr are not the proper vibrations of the atom, but they
correspond to the frequencies of elastic waves in the body (this implies
that only waves for which the wavelength is much larger than the atomic
separations are considered). The number dN of such vibrations in the
frequency interval in between ν and ν + dν in the volume V is

dN = 4πV

(
2
c3t

+
1
c3l

)
ν2 dν, (14.8.5)

because both transverse waves (with speed ct) and longitudinal waves
(with speed cl) can propagate in a crystal, the former having two degrees
of freedom (two propagation directions exist, orthogonal to each other).
Thus, on defining an average speed c by the equation

1
c3

≡ 2
c3t

+
1
c3l

, (14.8.6)

one can write down for the mean energy the formula (Born 1969)

U =
∫ νm

0

hν

ehν/KT − 1
4πV
c3

ν2 dν. (14.8.7)
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At low temperature this gives a T 3 law for specific heat, which is the
same law as for Planck’s theory (which was formulated 16 years earlier!).
What is non-trivial, here, is the existence of the maximum frequency νm,
which is defined by the equation

3N0 =
4πV
3c3

ν3
m, (14.8.8)

obtained upon integration of Eq. (14.8.5).
The mean energy, U , is eventually found to take the form

U = 3RT
3
x3

m

∫ xm

0

x3

ex − 1
dx, (14.8.9)

where we have used Eqs. (14.8.7), (14.8.8), and the definition

xm ≡ hνm

KT
. (14.8.10)

Equation (14.8.9) is known as the Debye formula (Debye 1912), and gives
a vastly better fit (see figure 14.3) than the Einstein model with a single
frequency. We may also recognize that for xm >> 1 the Debye formula
gives the same T 3 law as for the black body. It took two decades before
this simple similarity was appreciated!

14.9 Identical particles in quantum mechanics

One knows from the work of Wigner, who studied the representations of
the Poincaré group on a Hilbert space, that elementary particles can be
identified with unitary irreducible representations of the Poincaré group,
for which the Casimir operators (see appendix 2.B) represent the mass
and spin of all known particles. The same result holds for projective
irreducible representations of the Galilei group (Sudarshan and Mukunda
1974).

Now we study the problem of understanding under which conditions
two elementary particles can be identified. This is part of a more gen-
eral problem, aimed at understanding how to distinguish two physical
systems. For this purpose, one might be tempted to measure the proper-
ties of the two systems. However, from what is known from measurement
theory in quantum mechanics, it is clear that two systems cannot give
the same results for all measurable properties if they are not in the same
state. In other words, only identical states for the two systems can lead to
identical results. This simple remark leads, therefore, to a deep distinc-
tion between extrinsic properties, which depend on the state, and intrin-
sic properties, which are independent of the state (Jauch 1973). Within
this framework, it is therefore quite natural to say that two elementary
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Fig. 14.3. Specific heat at low temperatures according to Debye. Small circles
correspond to the observed points, whereas the continuous curve results from
the Debye model (Born 1969, by kind permission of Professor Blin-Stoyle).
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particles are identical if they agree in all their intrinsic properties (Jauch
1973). Such intrinsic properties are, for example, their charge, spin, mass,
lifetime and magnetic moment. It is legitimate to ask the question of
whether unstable particles obey the same identity relation.

It should be emphasized that, although classical particles may be iden-
tical in the sense just specified, they can still be distinguished by paying
attention to the initial conditions at a given instant t0. This happens be-
cause, in classical mechanics, the evolution of states is such that, at any
later time t > t0, one can keep track of a particle with given initial condi-
tions by following it along a continuous path in phase space. In contrast,
in the investigation of quantum systems, there is no orbit which could
be retraced by continuity to some initial value, and no initial state exists
that distinguishes particles.

After this qualitative discussion, we are ready to introduce the appro-
priate mathematical formalism in the case of two particles. Let S1 be the
set of observables for the particle P1, i.e. a family of self-adjoint opera-
tors in a Hilbert space H1. To the second particle, P2, there corresponds
another set S2 of observables in a second Hilbert space H2. By hypoth-
esis, S1 and S2 are two copies of the same set of observables. For the
joint system, one has a set S of self-adjoint operators in the Hilbert space
H1⊗H2. If the two particles are identical, we start from the tensor prod-
uct H1 ⊗H1, and we have to select a Hilbert sub-space of such a tensor
product for which the vectors are the only states of the system that can
be realized (see below). To begin, consider in H1⊗H1 the linear operator
UP defined by

UP fn1 ⊗ fn2 ≡ fn2 ⊗ fn1 , (14.9.1)

where 1 ≤ n1, n2 ≤ ∞ and {fn} is an orthonormal basis in H1. Since the
operator UP is taken to be linear, it is completely defined by (14.9.1). For
a generic vector v ∈ H1⊗H1, UP v is obtained after expanding v in terms
of the basis {fn}. The definition of UP is actually basis-independent, and
we are dealing with a Hermitian operator, for which the domain coincides
with the whole of H1 ⊗ H1 and is therefore self-adjoint. Moreover, the
definition (14.9.1) leads to

U2
P = 1I, U†

P = UP , (14.9.2),

which implies

UPU
†
P = U†

PUP = 1I. (14.9.3)

Thus, UP is unitary and has the spectrum ±1. Since identical particles are
indistinguishable, a vector ξ ∈ H1⊗H1 is a possible state of the composite
system only if it is an eigenvector of the exchange operator UP :

UP ξ = c(ξ)ξ, c(ξ) = ±1. (14.9.4)
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The state vectors of a system of two indistinguishable particles, with the
corresponding Hilbert sub-space, are therefore restricted by the condition
(14.9.4). Since the sum of eigenvectors belonging to different eigenvalues
is no longer an eigenvector of a given linear operator, one finds that a
sub-space H of H1 ⊗ H1 can be the Hilbert space of state vectors for a
system of two identical particles only if it coincides with the eigenspaces
H+ and H− of UP belonging to the eigenvalues +1 and −1, respectively.
It should be stressed that there are no a priori theoretical reasons for
choosing H+ rather than H−.

The projectors onto the sub-spaces H+ and H− are given by

Π+ ≡ 1
2

(
1I + UP

)
, Π− ≡ 1

2

(
1I − UP

)
, (14.9.5)

respectively. By virtue of (14.9.2) they are orthogonal:

Π+Π− = 0 = Π−Π+, (14.9.6)

and hence H+ and H− are orthogonal sub-spaces. Furthermore, they
satisfy the completeness condition

Π+ + Π− = 1I, (14.9.7)

which implies that
H+ ⊕H− = H1 ⊗H1. (14.9.8)

An orthonormal basis in H+ is given by the vectors

g+
n1,n2

≡ 1√
2

(
fn1 ⊗ fn2 + fn2 ⊗ fn1

)
if n1 < n2, (14.9.9a)

g+
n1,n2

≡ fn1 ⊗ fn1 if n1 = n2, (14.9.9b)

whereas the orthonormal basis in H− reads

g−n1,n2
≡ 1√

2

(
fn1 ⊗ fn2 − fn2 ⊗ fn1

)
. (14.9.10)

For the time being, we ask ourselves how self-adjoint operators in H1⊗
H1 are related to observables of a system of two identical particles. Indeed,
a self-adjoint operator in H1 ⊗H1 defines, by restriction to H = H+ or
H−, an observable of the system if and only if H remains unaffected. If
Q denotes the projector onto H, such a condition reads

AQv = QAQv, ∀v ∈ H1 ⊗H1, (14.9.11)

which implies the operator identity AQ = QAQ. Since both Q and A are
Hermitian, the Hermitian conjugate of this identity leads to QA = QAQ,
and hence

AQ = QA. (14.9.12)
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This is called the commutation property of A with Q. In other words, a
self-adjoint operator in H1 ⊗H1 defines, by restriction, an observable of
the system of two identical particles if and only if it commutes with the
projector onto H. Moreover, since we are considering a composite system
of two particles only, Q reduces to Π+ or Π− (see Eq. (14.9.5)), and hence
Eq. (14.9.12) leads to

AUP = UPA, (14.9.13)

which implies (see Eq. (14.9.2))

U2
PA = A = UPAUP . (14.9.14)

To interpret the condition (14.9.14), let us write A in the form

A =
∑

A1,A2

A1 ⊗A2, (14.9.15)

with A1 and A2 being self-adjoint operators in the Hilbert space H1 of
single-particle state vectors. Hence one finds, from the definition (14.9.1),

UP (A1 ⊗A2)UP ξ1 ⊗ ξ2 = UP (A1 ⊗A2)ξ2 ⊗ ξ1

= UP (A1ξ2) ⊗ (A2ξ1) = (A2ξ1) ⊗ (A1ξ2)
= (A2 ⊗A1)ξ1 ⊗ ξ2. (14.9.16)

Eventually this yields

UP (A1 ⊗A2)UP = A2 ⊗A1, (14.9.17)

since the set of vectors of the kind ξ1 ⊗ ξ2 is dense in H1 ⊗H1. Thus, the
condition (14.9.14) expresses the symmetry of the self-adjoint operator A
as a function of the single-particle observables.

On experimental grounds one knows that two identical particles are
described by the Hilbert space H+ (Bose–Einstein statistics) if their spin
is integer, and by the Hilbert space H− (Fermi–Dirac statistics) if their
spin is half-odd. This is the symmetrization principle, and can be ex-
tended to N identical particles. In particular, the state vector of N iden-
tical fermions is antisymmetric with respect to the exchange of any two
arguments ni and nj , which implies that no non-trivial state vector ex-
ists if ni = nj . In other words, the Pauli exclusion principle is found to
hold: in a quantum system, two identical fermions cannot share the same
single-particle state (Pauli 1925).

In the case of several identical particles, it is convenient to denote by
S1 the observables for any one of the single particles. These are operators
in the Hilbert space H1. For a system of n identical particles, the Hilbert
space is then the n-fold tensor product

Hn ≡ H1 ⊗H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H1. (14.9.18)
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The set S of observables is a set of self-adjoint operators in the space
Hn. Since the particles are assumed to be identical, the elements of S are
restricted to those particular linear operators that are symmetric under
permutation of the n-particle variables. A general permutation changes
1 into i1, 2 into i2, . . . , and hence can be represented by

P =
(

1 2 . . . . . . n
i1 i2 . . . . . . in

)
.

To any permutation one associates a unitary operator UP operating in
Hn. Its action on a vector f of the form

f = f1 ⊗ f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn (14.9.19)

is given by (cf. Eq. (14.9.1))

UP f ≡ fi1 ⊗ fi2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fin . (14.9.20)

The operator UP is then extended by linearity to the whole Hilbert space
Hn, hence leading to a unitary representation of the permutation group.

A vector f is symmetric if

UP f = f ∀P, (14.9.21)

and it is antisymmetric if, instead,

UP f = δP f ∀P, (14.9.22)

where δP is the signature of the permutation P :

δP = 1 if P is even, (14.9.23a)

δP = −1 if P is odd. (14.9.23b)

It is then clear that the projection Π+ on the symmetric sub-space is
defined by (cf. first operator in (14.9.5))

Π+ ≡ 1
n!

∑
P

UP , (14.9.24)

whereas the projection on the antisymmetric sub-space reads (cf. the
second operator in (14.9.5))

Π− ≡ 1
n!

∑
P

δPUP . (14.9.25)

For identical particles, following what one knows in the two-particle case,
one requires (see Eq. (14.9.13))

AUP = UPA, ∀A ∈ S, ∀UP . (14.9.26)
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Thus, the projections Π± defined in (14.9.24) and (14.9.25) commute with
the observables, in that

Π±A−AΠ± = 0, ∀A ∈ S. (14.9.27)

Every kind of particle falls either into the class characterized by

Π+ = 1I, Π− = 0,

or into the class having

Π+ = 0, Π− = 1I.

This means that the observables can only operate in one of the two spaces

H±
n ≡ Π±Hn. (14.9.28)

The former corresponds to the Bose–Einstein statistics, and the latter
to the Fermi–Dirac statistics. Without giving further details, we should
however warn the general reader that the mathematical formalism allows
for yet other statistics.

14.9.1 An application: helium atom

In a neutral helium atom, an electron is in the 1s ground state, while the
other electron is in an excited state, with quantum numbers n ≥ 2 and
l ≥ 1. Our aim is to evaluate the ionization energy for the (n, l) electron
by making suitable approximations. The ideas and the various steps are
as follows.

If the 1s electron is exposed to the full nuclear charge 2e, but the
(n, l) electron only interacts with the screened charge e, one can describe
the two one-electron states by the solutions of the differential equations
(Flügge 1971) (

−1
2
1 −

2
r1

)
u(r1) = E1 u(r1), (14.9.29)

(
−1

2
2 −

1
r2

)
vn,l,m(r2) = En vn,l,m(r2), (14.9.30)

where r1 and r2 are distances from the origin of the 1s and (n, l) electrons,
respectively. In our problem, the bound states can be thus written as

u(r) =

√
8
π

e−2r, (14.9.31)

vn,l,m(r) = Rn,l(r)Yl,m(θ, ϕ), (14.9.32)

with energy eigenvalues
E1 = −2, (14.9.33)
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En = − 1
2n2

. (14.9.34)

The states u and v are the building blocks in solving the Schrödinger
equation for the two-electron problem:(

−1
2
1 −

1
2
2 −

2
r1

− 2
r2

+
1
r12

)
ψ = Eψ, (14.9.35)

where r12 is the distance among the two electrons. The main idea is to
find approximate solutions of Eq. (14.9.35) by taking the symmetrized
wave function

ψ = u(r1)vn,l,m(r2) + εvn,l,m(r1)u(r2). (14.9.36)

The choice ε = 1 corresponds to para-helium, for which the spins of
the two electrons are antiparallel, so that the total spin s vanishes. The
case ε = −1 corresponds instead to ortho-helium, for which the spins are
parallel, so that s = 1. The states u and vn,l,m obey the normalization
conditions (u, u) = (vn,l,m, vn,l,m) = 1, and the orthogonality condition
(u, vn,l,m) = 0. One thus finds (omitting, for simplicity of notation, the
quantum numbers)(

u(r1)v(r2),
(
−1

2
1 −

1
2
2 −

2
r1

− 2
r2

+
1
r12

)
ψ

)
= E(u(r1)v(r2), ψ), (14.9.37)

where, bearing in mind (14.9.36), one has(
u(r1)v(r2),

(
−1

2
1 −

2
r1

)
u(r1)v(r2)

)
= E1, (14.9.38)

(
u(r1)v(r2),

(
−1

2
1 −

2
r1

)
v(r1)u(r2)

)
= 0, (14.9.39)

(
u(r1)v(r2),

(
−1

2
2 −

2
r2

)
v(r1)u(r2)

)
= En −

(
v(r2),

1
r2

v(r2)
)
,

(14.9.40)(
u(r1)v(r2),

(
−1

2
2 −

2
r2

)
v(r1)u(r2)

)
= 0. (14.9.41)

Now one can show that, for all one-electron states, a theorem fixes the
value of the potential energy to be twice that of the total energy. More
precisely, the virial theorem states that, if the potential of a system of
particles is a homogeneous function of degree p, the temporal averages of
the kinetic and position energies are related by the equation 2T = pU . In
particular, the position energy of a system of particles interacting through
Coulomb forces is a homogeneous function of degree −1, and hence one
finds 2T = −U .
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This makes it possible to evaluate the integral on the right-hand side
of (14.9.40) as (

v(r2),
1
r2

v(r2)
)

= −2En =
1
n2

. (14.9.42)

At this stage, to complete the evaluation of (14.9.37) we have to work
out in detail the following integrals:

F ≡
(
u(r1)v(r2),

1
r12

u(r1)v(r2)
)
, (14.9.43)

G ≡
(
u(r1)v(r2),

1
r12

v(r1)u(r2)
)
. (14.9.44)

The integral G is usually referred to as the exchange integral of the
electron–electron interaction. In terms of these integrals, the energy eigen-
value of the symmetrized wave function reads

E = E1 + En − (−2En) + F + εG = −2 − 3
2n2

+ F + εG. (14.9.45)

The exchange integral G contributes a negative term (see below) by virtue
of the antisymmetry of the two-electron wave function. The next step is
therefore the expansion in spherical harmonics of 1

r12
, denoting by θ12

the angle between the position vectors �r1 and �r2 of the two electrons:

1
r12

=
1
r2

∞∑
j=0

(r1
r2

)j
Pj(cos θ12) if r1 < r2, (14.9.46a)

1
r12

=
1
r1

∞∑
j=0

(r2
r1

)j
Pj(cos θ12) if r1 > r2. (14.9.46b)

In the angular integration for F and G, one deals with

Fang =
∮

dΩ2 |Yl,m(θ2, ϕ2)|2
∮

dΩ1 Pj(cos θ12), (14.9.47)

Gang =
∮

dΩ2 Y
∗
l,m(θ2, ϕ2)

∮
dΩ1 Yl,m(θ1, ϕ1)Pj(cos θ12), (14.9.48)

because

(u(r1)v(r2))ang = Yl,m(θ2, ϕ2), (14.9.49)

(u∗(r1)v∗(r2))ang = Y ∗
l,m(θ2, ϕ2), (14.9.50)

(v(r1)u(r2))ang = Yl,m(θ1, ϕ1). (14.9.51)
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One thus finds that Fang = 4πδ0,j , which implies

F = 4π
∫ ∞

0
dr2 r2

2|u(r2)|2
{∫ r2

0
dr1

r2
1

r2
|Rn,l(r1)|2

+
∫ ∞

r2

dr1 r1|Rn,l(r1)|2
}
. (14.9.52)

In the integration (14.9.48), it is appropriate to use the addition theo-
rem for spherical harmonics:

Pj(cos θ12) =
4π

(2j + 1)

j∑
µ=−j

Y ∗
j,µ(θ1, ϕ1)Yj,µ(θ2, ϕ2). (14.9.53)

This leads to∮
dΩ1 Yl,m(θ1, ϕ1)Pj(cos θ12) =

4π
(2j + 1)

δl,j

j∑
µ=−j

δm,µYj,µ(θ2, ϕ2)

=
4π

(2l + 1)
δl,jYl,m(θ2, ϕ2), (14.9.54)

and hence

Gang =
4π

(2l + 1)
δl,j , (14.9.55)

G =
4π

(2l + 1)

∫ ∞

0
dr2 r2

2u(r2)Rn,l(r2)

×
[

1
r2

∫ r2

0
dr1 r2

1

(r1
r2

)l
u(r1)Rn,l(r1)

+
∫ ∞

r2

dr1 r1
(r2
r1

)l
u(r1)Rn,l(r1)

]
. (14.9.56)

Now we set n = 2 and l = 1, and we note that the term in curly
brackets in (14.9.52), which is a function of r2, can be written as

1
24

1
r2

A +
1
24

B,

where

A ≡
∫ r2

0
y4e−y dy, B ≡

∫ ∞

r2

y3e−y dy. (14.9.57)

Repeated integration by parts yields

A = −r4
2e−r2 − 4r3

2e−r2 − 12r2
2e−r2 − 24r2e−r2 − 24e−r2 + 24, (14.9.58)

B = r3
2e−r2 + 3r2

2e−r2 + 6r2e−r2 + 6e−r2 . (14.9.59)
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After the insertion of (14.9.58) and (14.9.59) into (14.9.52), some cancel-
lations and simplifications occur, and one finds

F =
4
3

5∑
i=1

Fi, (14.9.60)

where

F1 ≡ −
∫ ∞

0
y4e−5y dy = − 24

3125
, (14.9.61)

F2 ≡ −6
∫ ∞

0
y3e−5y dy = − 36

625
, (14.9.62)

F3 ≡ −18
∫ ∞

0
y2e−5y dy = − 36

125
, (14.9.63)

F4 ≡ −24
∫ ∞

0
ye−5y dy = −24

25
, (14.9.64)

F5 ≡ 24
∫ ∞

0
ye−4y dy =

3
2
. (14.9.65)

Hence one obtains

F =
778
3125

. (14.9.66)

Moreover, if n = 2 and l = 1, the similar term in (14.9.44) can be
written as √

8
π

1
24

(
1
r2
2

Ã + r2B̃

)
,

where

Ã ≡
∫ r2

0
y4e−

5
2y dy, B̃ ≡

∫ ∞

r2

ye−
5
2y dy. (14.9.67)

Repeated integration by parts yields

Ã = − 2
5
r4
2e−

5
2r2 − 16

25
r3
2e−

5
2r2 − 96

125
r2
2e−

5
2r2

− 384
625

r2e−
5
2r2 − 768

3125
e−

5
2r2 +

768
3125

, (14.9.68)

B̃ =
2
5
r2e−

5
2r2 +

4
25

e−
5
2r2 , (14.9.69)

and hence G can be written in the form

G =
4
9

5∑
i=1

Gi, (14.9.70)
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where

G1 ≡ −12
25

∫ ∞

0
y4e−5y dy = −288

25
1

3125
, (14.9.71)

G2 ≡ − 96
125

∫ ∞

0
y3e−5y dy = −576

25
1

3125
, (14.9.72)

G3 ≡ −384
625

∫ ∞

0
y2e−5y dy = −768

25
1

3125
, (14.9.73)

G4 ≡ − 768
3125

∫ ∞

0
ye−5y dy = −768

25
1

3125
, (14.9.74)

G5 ≡ 768
3125

∫ ∞

0
ye−

5
2y dy =

3072
25

1
3125

. (14.9.75)

One thus finds

G =
896
75

1
3125

. (14.9.76)

The results (14.9.45), (14.9.66) and (14.9.76) lead to

E = −2.126 04 + ε× 0.00382, (14.9.77)

in atomic units. The ionization energy is the difference of E and the
energy E+ = −2 of He+ in the ground state (in this case, one electron is
still in the 1s state, and the other is removed):

I ≡ E+ − E = 0.126 04 − ε× 0.00382. (14.9.78)

This result may be re-expressed in electron volts:

I =
(
3.429 − ε× 0.104

)
eV. (14.9.79)

The agreement between these theoretical values and the experiment is
quite good. Interestingly, the ionization energy of para-helium turns out
to be smaller than the ionization energy of ortho-helium. In physical
terms, what happens is that the exchange integral, which results from
the mutual repulsion of the two electrons, is positive, and is hence re-
sponsible for the state with space-symmetric wave function lying above
the antisymmetric ortho-state:

Iε=1 = 3.325 eV, (14.9.80)

Iε=−1 = 3.533 eV, (14.9.81)

Iε=1 − Iε=−1 = −0.208 eV. (14.9.82)

Thus, even though the potential has no explicit dependence on the spins,
there is a different energy for the two spin orientations.
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14.10 Bose–Einstein and Fermi–Dirac gases

A system consisting of n identical non-interacting particles satisfying the
Bose–Einstein statistics is called, hereafter, a free Bose–Einstein gas (cf.
Jauch 1973). We know from section 14.9 that its Hilbert space is H+

n ≡
Π+Hn. Let {ϕr} be a complete orthonormal system of vectors in H1,
with a corresponding complete system in Hn of the form

ϕr1 ⊗ ϕr2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕrn .

On acting upon it with Π+, such a system is mapped into the sub-space
H+

n with vectors

ϕ[r1 · · · rn] ≡ Π+ϕr1 ⊗ ϕr2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕrn . (14.10.1)

Such vectors, however, do not have a unit norm. On denoting by n1 the
number of indices among the r1 . . . rn which are equal to 1, by n2 the
number of indices equal to 2, . . . , one finds that

‖ϕ[r1 · · · rn]‖2 =
1
n!

∑
P

δr1ri1 δr2ri2 · · · δrnrin

=
n1!n2! · · ·nr! · · ·

n!
, (14.10.2)

with n = n1 +n2 + · · ·+nr + · · ·. Thus, the complete orthonormal system
of vectors in Hn consists of

ϕ(n1n2 · · ·nr · · ·) ≡
ϕ[r1 · · · rn]
‖ϕ[r1 · · · rn]‖ = ϕn

=

√
n!

n1! · · ·nr! · · ·
Π+ϕr1 ⊗ ϕr2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕrn .

(14.10.3)

A representation of observables in the system described by (14.10.3) is
called an occupation-number representation. The state ϕ(n1n2 · · ·nr · · ·)
has to satisfy the condition

∑
i ni < ∞. Without this the space is not

separable.
If the total number of particles is not fixed, the physical system can

be described in a direct sum of Hilbert spaces called a Fock space (Fock
1932). By definition, a vector

F ∈ H+
0 ⊕H+

1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ H+
n ⊕ · · ·

is a finite or infinite sequence of vectors fn ∈ H+
n , subject to the condition

of finite norm

‖F‖2 ≡
∞∑

n=0

‖fn‖2 < ∞. (14.10.4)
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The scalar product of two vectors F = {fn} and G = {gn} is then defined
by

(F,G) ≡
∞∑

n=0

(fn, gn). (14.10.5)

Addition of vectors is defined by

F + G ≡ {fn + gn} , (14.10.6)

and multiplication with scalars is obtained as

λF ≡ {λfn} . (14.10.7)

By virtue of (14.10.4)–(14.10.7), the set of all such sequences F = {fn}
have the structure of a Hilbert space. In particular, the vector in the
space H0 represents the system in the state with no particle, called the
vacuum state and taken to be non-degenerate. The vectors defined in
(14.10.3) may be considered as vectors in the Fock space F = {fk}, with

fk = 0 if k �= n, fk = ϕn if k = n. (14.10.8)

One can introduce a set of annihilation and creation operators in the Fock
space, which make it possible to describe a Bose–Einstein gas in terms of
harmonic oscillators:

ârϕ(n1 · · ·nr · · ·) ≡
√
nr ϕ(n1 · · ·nr − 1 · · ·), (14.10.9)

â†rϕ(n1 · · ·nr · · ·) ≡
√
nr + 1 ϕ(n1 · · ·nr + 1 · · ·). (14.10.10)

One then finds that a free Bose–Einstein gas is kinematically indistin-
guishable from an independent collection of distinct harmonic oscillators.
The Hamiltonian operator for a state in Hn is given by an operator of
the form

H = H1 + H2 + · · · + Hn + · · · , (14.10.11)

where
Hr ≡ I ⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗H0 ⊗ · · · . (14.10.12)

The operator H0 refers to a single boson, and is here taken to have a
discrete spectrum only, with eigenvectors ϕr:

H0ϕr = εrϕr. (14.10.13)

One then finds

Hϕ(n1 · · ·nr · · ·) =
(
n1ε1 + · · · + nrεr + · · ·

)
ϕ(n1 · · ·nr · · ·). (14.10.14)

This means that the dynamical structure of a free Bose–Einstein gas is
identical to that of a collection of harmonic oscillators. The result can
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be extended to a system of interacting identical bosons, which are put
in correspondence with a system of interacting and distinct harmonic
oscillators (cf. the Planck assumption in section 14.7).

A free Fermi–Dirac gas is, instead, a collection of n identical non-
interacting particles satisfying the Fermi–Dirac statistics (Dirac 1926b,
Fermi 1926). The Hilbert space for such systems is H−

n ≡ Π−Hn. For
any complete orthonormal system {ϕn} ∈ H1, one defines another such
system in H−

n from the vectors (cf. Eq. (14.10.1))

ϕ[r1 · · · rn] ≡ Π−ϕr1 ⊗ ϕr2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕrn . (14.10.15)

The natural basis in the occupation-number representation is now given
by (cf. Eq. (14.10.3))

ϕ(n1n2 · · ·nr · · ·) ≡
ϕ[r1 · · · rn]
‖ϕ[r1 · · · rn]‖

=
√
n! Π−ϕr1 ⊗ ϕr2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕrn , (14.10.16)

because all the occupation numbers nr are equal to 0 or 1 for fermionic
particles. Unless the wave functions are antisymmetric this restriction is
mode-dependent. The Fock space can be built in complete formal analogy
to what has been done for bosonic particles, but bearing in mind that each
fn now belongs to H−

n . Annihilation and creation operators are instead
defined by the rules (cf. Eqs. (14.10.9) and (14.10.10))

ârϕ(n1 · · ·nr · · ·) ≡ (−1)Srnrϕ(n1 · · ·nr − 1 · · ·), (14.10.17)

â†rϕ(n1 · · ·nr · · ·) ≡ (−1)Sr(1 − nr)ϕ(n1 · · ·nr + 1 · · ·), (14.10.18)

where

Sr ≡
r−1∑
k=1

nk. (14.10.19)

Such operators obey anticommutation relations:

{âr, âs} =
{
â†r, â

†
s

}
= 0, (14.10.20){

âr, â
†
s

}
= δrs, (14.10.21)

where the anticommutator is defined by the relation (we here omit any
discussion of domains and of unbounded operators)

{A,B} ≡ AB + BA. (14.10.22)

The energy eigenvalues of a free Fermi–Dirac gas are formally analogous
to what one finds in Eq. (14.10.14):

E = n1ε1 + n2ε2 + · · · + nrεr,
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where nr = 0, 1 ∀r, and
∑

r nr = n. However, unlike a Bose–Einstein gas,
the lowest eigenvalue is not simply E0 = nε1, but is given by the finite
sum

E0 =
n∑

k=1

εk. (14.10.23)

This form of the ground-state energy is responsible for the shell structure
of the periodic system.

14.11 Statistical derivation of the Planck formula

We are now in a position to derive the Planck radiation formula (14.7.37)
by assuming that light quanta are completely indistinguishable. At the
mathematical level, the problem is therefore that of finding the number
of distinguishable arrangements of Bose–Einstein particles in a sheet. The
individual cells of the sheet may be denoted by z1, z2, . . . , zgs , where
gs is the weight factor of the sheet. Moreover, we assume there are ns

particles in the sheet, denoted by P1, P2, . . . , Pns . These particles should
be distributed among the gs cells of the sheet, and we may consider the
elements zi and Pj in an arbitrary order (Bose 1924a,b), e.g.

z1P1P2 z2P3 z3P4P5P6 z4 z5P7 . . . .

Following Born (1969), the particles standing in between two z′s are in
each case assumed to be in the cell to their left in the sequence. Thus, in
the above sequence, the particles P1 and P2 are in the cell z1, the particle
P3 in the cell z2, the particles P4, P5 and P6 in the cell z3, no particle
is in z4, whereas the particles P7 . . . are in the cell z5, and so on. This
means that, to obtain all possible arrangements, we first set a zk at the
head of the sequence, which can be done in gs different ways, and then
write down the remaining gs − 1 + ns letters in arbitrary order one after
the other. The total number of such arrangements is

Ns = gs(gs + ns − 1)!. (14.11.1)

However, Ns is not yet the quantity we are interested in, because distri-
butions derived from one another by merely permuting the cells among
themselves, or the particles among themselves, do not represent different
states, but one and the same state. The number of these permutations is

Ps = gs!ns!. (14.11.2)

Thus, if the Bose–Einstein statistics can be applied, the number of dis-
tinguishable arrangements in the sheet s is

As ≡
Ns

Ps
=

gs(gs + ns − 1)!
gs!ns!

=
(gs + ns − 1)!
(gs − 1)!ns!

. (14.11.3)
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Lastly, one has to evaluate the number of distinguishable arrangements
when there are nk particles in the kth sheet with k = 1, 2, . . .. This is
equal to the product of the various As, i.e.

W =
∏
s

As =
∏
s

(gs + ns − 1)!
(gs − 1)!ns!

, (14.11.4)

which is the probability of distribution of the particles among the various
sheets. The counting scheme is due to Bose (1924a,b).

We now determine the most probable distribution, subject to the sup-
plementary condition which fixes the total energy of the set of light
quanta: ∑

s

nsεs = h
∑
s

nsνs = E. (14.11.5)

No restriction is instead put on the number of light quanta, since their
number does not remain constant. We therefore require that

∂

∂nk

[
log(W ) − βE

]
= 0, (14.11.6)

where β is a multiplier (see below). If the numbers gs and ns are both
large, one can use the Stirling formula

log Γ(z) ∼ z log(z) − z +
1
2

log(2π) +
1
12

1
z
− 1

360
1
z3

+ O(z−5), (14.11.7)

which holds, in particular, if z is an integer, so that Γ(z) = Γ(n) = (n−1)!.
On neglecting 1 with respect to gs and ns, as well as the constant and
the negative powers and linear term in the asymptotic formula (14.11.7),
one finds from (14.11.4) the expression

log(W ) ∼
∑
s

[
(gs + ns) log(gs + ns)− gs log(gs)− ns log(ns)

]
. (14.11.8)

By virtue of (14.11.5), (14.11.6) and (14.11.8), the problem of finding the
maximum of log(W ) is solved by the system of equations

log(gk + nk) + 1 − log(nk) − 1 = βεk, (14.11.9)

which implies

log
(
gk
nk

+ 1
)

= βεk, (14.11.10a)

and, eventually,

nk =
gk

eβεk − 1
. (14.11.10b)
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We can now omit, for simplicity of notation, the label k, and find the
spectral distribution of energy density in the form

uν dν =
1
c3

8πhν3 dν
eβhν − 1

. (14.11.11)

So far, the parameter β remains undetermined. We can, however, use
the fundamental equation for the entropy, S, in terms of the probability
distribution, i.e.

S = K log(W ), (14.11.12)

which, jointly with the equations

dQ =
∑
s

εs dns, (14.11.13)

d log(W ) = β
∑
s

εs dns = β dQ, (14.11.14)

dS =
1
T

dQ, (14.11.15)

leads to

dS = K d log(W ) = Kβ dQ =
1
T

dQ, (14.11.16)

and hence

β =
1

KT
. (14.11.17)

In these formulae, dQ is the infinitesimal heat provided to the system
by the variation of internal energy resulting from the new distribution
of atoms in the various states, due to quantum transitions, and 1

T , the
inverse of the temperature, is the familiar integrating factor for dQ.

We have thus put on solid ground the derivation of the Planck radiation
formula, which relies on the Bose–Einstein statistics for light quanta (the
above computation is indeed due to Bose (1924a,b), while Einstein’s work
was merely a follow up in this respect), rather than a mixture of classi-
cal and quantum arguments, as in the original derivation of Planck (cf.
section 14.7 and Planck 1991). It should be stressed, however, that the
Planck contribution remains absolutely outstanding, even in hindsight:
he (only) knew thermodynamics, classical electrodynamics, classical me-
chanics and the experimental properties of heat radiation. No quantum
theory of harmonic oscillators was available, no quantum statistics, nor
was the concept of photons well developed. The analysis of section 14.7
therefore shows that new physical ideas arise after quite a struggle, and
rely on assumptions which are sometimes ad hoc, if not unjustifiable from
the known physical principles. The present section is instead an example
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of how the moment frequently comes when the original results are derived
from new general principles, which, in the meantime, have become well
established, thanks to theoretical and experimental work.

14.12 Problems

14.P1. In the universe there exists a background electromagnetic radiation which is isotropic and
the spectrum of which is similar to black-body radiation at a temperature T ∼= 3 K. Find the density
of photons and their mean energy.

14.P2. Write a short essay to describe how the specific heats of solids are measured in the laboratory.

Appendix 14.A
Towards the Planck formula

In section 14.7, we have made use of the formula (14.7.29) for the work δW done per second by
a radiation field on an oscillator. Now we are going to prove it. For this purpose, we first perform
a Fourier analysis of the electric field, from which we derive a relation for the spectral density of
radiation. On the other hand, by studying the equation of motion of the oscillator subject to a
time-varying electric field, one can derive a formula for the work δW . In comparison, one finds Eq.
(14.7.29). The details are as follows. Usually Fourier transformations can be carried out for only
absolutely integrable functions. In the case of a stationary situation (such as black-body radiation)
the ‘signal’ Ex(t) is not absolutely integrable since it is integrated over an infinite time. To deal with
such cases Wiener (1930) introduced generalized harmonic analysis. The main idea is to evaluate the
autocorrelation function

C(t − t
′) ≡ 〈E(t)E(t′)〉

and take its Fourier transform. This spectrum is called the ‘power spectrum’ of the stationary process.
The radiation field is defined by specifying how the electric field depends on time. To ensure the

convergence of the integrals that we are going to use, we assume that the radiation field is a function
with compact support, and hence is non-vanishing only in the closed time interval [0, T ]. The limit
T → ∞ may be taken eventually. The Fourier analysis of the x-component of the electric field is

Ex(t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
f(ν)e2πiνt dν, (14.A.1)

where the amplitudes f(ν) are determined by (the field having compact support)

f(ν) ≡
∫ T

0
Ex(t)e−2πiνt dt. (14.A.2)

By virtue of the reality of Ex, one has f∗(ν) = f(−ν), and an analogous analysis may be performed
for the y- and z-components. Thus, the total energy of the radiation field is given by

u =
1
8π

(
E2 + H2

)
=

1
4π

E2 =
3
4π

E2
x, (14.A.3)

because the time averages (see the comments after (14.A.6b)) have the property

E2
x = E2

y = E2
z .

Now we can compute these time averages, starting from the identity
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E2
x =

1
T

∫ T

0
E

2
x dt =

1
T

∫ T

0
Ex dt

∫ ∞

−∞
f(ν)e2πiνt dν (14.A.4)

and changing the order of integration. This yields

E2
x =

1
T

∫ ∞

−∞
f(ν) dν

∫ T

0
Exe2πiνt dt =

1
T

∫ ∞

−∞
f(ν)f∗(ν) dν

=
2
T

∫ ∞

0
|f(ν)|2 dν. (14.A.5)

Equations (14.A.3) and (14.A.5) imply that the total density of radiation reads as

u =
∫ ∞

0
uν dν =

3
2πT

∫ ∞

0
|f(ν)|2 dν, (14.A.6a)

so that the spectral density is

uν =
3

2πT
|f(ν)|2. (14.A.6b)

So far, we have presented the simplified argument given by Born in his book on atomic physics.
However, the averaging process is a crucial point, and a number of comments are in order before we
can continue our investigation. The calculation of the averages 〈Ek(t)〉, 〈Hk(t)〉, where the integer
k = 1, 2, . . . , makes it necessary to use the theory of electromagnetic signals. The physical problem
consists of several atoms, which emit electromagnetic radiation over the whole range of frequencies
ν ∈ ]−∞,∞[. The results that we need are as follows.

(i) Denoting by N the average number of events per unit time, and by [0, T ] the time interval during
which the observations are performed, one finds

〈E(t)〉 = N

∫ T

0
E(τ) dτ = NT

∫ T

0

E(τ)
T

dτ = 0. (14.A.7)

One then says that the mean value of the electric field is equal to the product of the average number
of events per unit time, N , with the time integral of E, or, equivalently, to the product of the average
number of events, NT , with the temporal average of E. This mean value vanishes, because E is a
rapidly varying function, represented, hereafter, by the infinite sum

∞∑
i=−∞

ε(t − ti),

where each ε is non-vanishing only in a finite interval.

(ii) In general, in the interval [0, T ] one detects a number M of distinct signals. Thus, for each
component of the electric field, the mean value of E2(t) turns out to be (the index for the component
is omitted, for simplicity of notation)

〈E2(t)〉 =
M∑
i=1

Ni

∫ ∞

−∞
ε
2(τ) dτ =

M∑
i=1

Ni

∫ ∞

−∞
|ε̃(ν)|2 dν, (14.A.8)

where the Parseval formula has been used to obtain the second equality. The integrals in (14.A.8) do
not exist for a steady beam, but following Norbert Wiener the ‘power spectrum’ can be obtained from
the autocorrelation function which is square-integrable. Now although the atoms emit at different
frequencies, one finds that, for all of them, ε(ν) may be approximated by a curve having the shape
of a bell. More precisely, the behaviour of ε(ν) is well approximated by a curve which changes
rapidly in the neighbourhood of some value νi, where it attains its maximum: ε(ν) = ε(|ν − νi|).
Bearing in mind that the atoms may emit over the whole range of frequencies, so that, in (14.A.8),
the sum

M∑
i=1

Ni
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should be replaced by the integral
∫ ∞
−∞ N(ν′) dν′, one finds that

〈E2(t)〉 =
∫ ∞

−∞
N(ν)e0(ν) dν =

∫ ∞

−∞
e(ν) dν = 2

∫ ∞

0
e(ν) dν, (14.A.9)

where N(ν) is the average number of events per unit time:

N(ν) ≡
∫ ∞
−∞ N(ν′)|ε̃(|ν − ν′|)|2 dν′∫ ∞

−∞ |ε̃(|ν − ν′|)|2 dν′
, (14.A.10)

and e0(ν) is the total energy of the signal corresponding to the frequency ν:

e0(ν) ≡
∫ ∞

−∞
|ε̃(|ν − ν

′|)|2dν′
. (14.A.11)

It is thus crucial to appreciate, hereafter, that all mean values we refer to should be obtained, strictly,
by combining the operation of a statistical average with the temporal average of the function under
investigation. It is only upon considering the joint effect of these two operations that one obtains
mean values that are independent of the instant of time when the measurements begin.

To complete our analysis, we have now to consider the vibrations of the linear harmonic oscillator
under the action of the electric field. One can assume, for simplicity, that the oscillator vibrates only
in the x-direction (Born 1969):

mẍ + ax = eEx(t), (14.A.12)

where a ≡ 4π2ν2
0m. The general solution of Eq. (14.A.12) consists of the general solution of the

homogeneous equation plus a particular solution of the full equation. The former reads as

x1(t) = x0 sin(2πν0t + φ), (14.A.13)

with x0 and φ being arbitrary constants, while the latter is

x2(t) =
e

2πν0m

∫ t

0
Ex(τ) sin[2πν0(t − τ)] dτ, (14.A.14)

if the initial conditions are x(0) = ẋ(0) = 0. Of course, to derive Eq. (14.A.14) one has to apply
the method of ‘variation of parameters’. This requires that one should look for the solution of
Eq. (14.A.12) in the form (here ω ≡ 2πν)

x2(t) = A1(t) cos(ωt) + A2(t) sin(ωt), (14.A.15)

where A1 and A2 are two functions of the time variable subject to the conditions

Ȧ1 cos(ωt) + Ȧ2 sin(ωt) = 0, (14.A.16)

−ωȦ1 sin(ωt) + ωȦ2 cos(ωt) =
e

m
Ex, (14.A.17)

the solution of which is, by elementary integration,

A1(t) = − e

mω

∫ t

0
Ex(τ) sin(ωτ) dτ + A

0
1, (14.A.18)

A2(t) =
e

mω

∫ t

0
Ex(τ) cos(ωτ) dτ + A

0
2. (14.A.19)

The initial conditions x2(0) = 0, ẋ2(0) = 0, imply that both A0
1 and A0

2 should vanish, and hence
Eqs. (14.A.15), (14.A.18) and (14.A.19) lead to the result in the form (14.A.14).

We are now in a position to evaluate the work done by the field on the oscillator. More precisely,
we are interested in the work per unit time (here x(t) = x1(t) + x2(t))

δW =
e

T

∫ T

0
ẋ(t)Ex(t) dt. (14.A.20)
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By construction, the contribution of x1 to the integral (14.A.20) vanishes, and one finds

δW =
e

T

e

m

∫ T

0
Ex(t) dt

∫ t

0
Ex(τ) cos[2πν0(t − τ)] dτ. (14.A.21)

The integrand in (14.A.21) is a symmetric function of t and τ , and hence one finds

δW =
e2

mT

∫ T

0
Ex(τ) dτ

∫ T

τ

Ex(t) cos[2πν0(t − τ)] dt, (14.A.22a)

which is re-expressed, after interchanging t and τ , as

δW =
e2

mT

∫ T

0
Ex(t) dt

∫ T

t

Ex(τ) cos[2πν0(t − τ)] dτ. (14.A.22b)

The comparison of Eqs. (14.A.21) and (14.A.22b) leads to the formula

δW =
e2

2mT

∫ T

0
Ex(t) dt

(∫ t

0
+

∫ T

t

)
Ex(τ) cos[2πν0(t − τ)] dτ. (14.A.23)

Note that the cosine function is conveniently re-expressed in the form

1
2

[
e2πiν0(t−τ) + e−2πiν0(t−τ)

]
,

and hence the work per unit time turns out to be

δW =
e2

4mT

∫ T

0
Ex(t)e2πiν0t dt

∫ T

0
Ex(τ)e−2πiν0τ dτ

+
e2

4mT

∫ T

0
Ex(t)e−2πiν0t dt

∫ T

0
Ex(τ)e2πiν0τ dτ

=
e2

4mT

[
f
∗(ν0)f(ν0) + f(ν0)f∗(ν0)

]

=
e2

2mT
|f(ν0)|2. (14.A.24)

By virtue of Eqs. (14.A.6b) and (14.A.24) one finds the desired result,

δW =
e2

2mT

2πT
3

uν =
πe2

3m
uν . (14.A.25)



15
Lagrangian and phase-

space formulations

We begin with a presentation of the Schwinger variational principle in
quantum mechanics. In the second part, after a re-assessment of the prob-
lem of motion in quantum mechanics, it is shown that the Green kernel,
which represents the probability amplitude of finding a particle in space
at a given time, once its location at another time is known, can be repre-
sented by a sum over ‘space–time paths’. According to this interpretation,
one integrates the exponential of i times the classical action divided by
h̄, with a (formal) measure over all space–time paths matching the initial
location xi at time ti and the final location xf at time tf . Such a way of
evaluating the Green kernel is applied to any quadratic Lagrangian for a
generic quantum system including, in particular, the harmonic oscillator
and the free particle.

Lastly, we outline a formalism which involves ordinary functions of
commuting variables, and exactly reproduces ordinary quantum mechan-
ics. It works with a phase space endowed with commuting coordinates,
so that one is dealing with quantum mechanics in phase space.

15.1 The Schwinger formulation of quantum dynamics

In both the Schrödinger formulation in terms of wave functions (with
associated state vectors) and the Heisenberg formulation in terms of non-
commuting matrices (with corresponding linear operators) the dynamical
evolution is specified in terms of the Hamiltonian. This has motivated
our presentation of classical dynamics, but is in marked contrast with
the view according to which the Lagrangian and the action specify the
dynamics. Hamilton’s principle is formulated in terms of the action, the
time integral of the Lagrangian. Why not in quantum mechanics?

This is what was formulated in Dirac (1933), where Dirac pointed out
that in quantum mechanics the q, p variables at time t are still connected
with the q, p variables at any other time T by a canonical transformation,

526
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and that a transformation function 〈qt|qT 〉 exists connecting the two rep-
resentations in which the qt and qT are diagonal respectively. He went on
to show that

〈qt|qT 〉 corresponds to exp
(

i
∫ t

T
Ldt/h̄

)
,

where L is the Lagrangian. In case T differs only infinitely little from t,
he therefore obtained the result according to which

〈qt+dt|qt〉 corresponds to exp(iLdt/h̄).

In other words, Dirac showed that the transformation function connecting
the states at t and at t + �t may be viewed as

〈βt|α, t + �t〉 = i〈β| � A/h̄|α〉. (15.1.1)

Moreover this transformation is transitive, i.e.∑
β

〈αt|βt1〉〈βt1|αt0〉 = 〈αt|αt0〉. (15.1.2)

Starting with this Feynman developed a formalism leading to the transi-
tion amplitude

〈t|t0〉 = 〈βt|αt0〉 = 〈β| exp
(

i
∫ t

t0

L(t′) dt′/h̄
)
|α〉, (15.1.3)

which is the path integral formulation. We describe this in detail in the
following, but we first need to discuss the quantum action principle, which
is central to the Schwinger approach to quantum mechanics (including
quantum field theory).

If in classical dynamics we consider the Hamilton action principle,
variations of dynamical variables and the time labels vanishing at the
boundaries we obtain the Hamilton equations of motion. But what if
extra variations were allowed? For this purpose, P. Weiss invented the
extended action principle for classical dynamical systems (Weiss 1938).
He considered general variations which do not vanish at the boundaries,
while the time at the end point is also varied. Weiss demonstrated that
the change in the action contains a surface term in terms of the changes
of q and t, while the volume term gives the equations of motion. More
precisely, the variation of the action is expressed in general by (the nota-
tion � is quite standard for total variations, but should not be confused
with the Laplacian)

�A =
∫ t2

t1

∑
s

(
∂L
∂qs

− d
dt

∂L
∂vs

)
δqs(t) dt

+
[ ∑

s

ps �qs −H �t
]t2
t1
, (15.1.4)
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where the total variation of position variables at the endpoints reads

�qs(ti) ≡ δqs(ti) + vs(ti) � ti, i = 1, 2. (15.1.5)

If the path of integration is an actual dynamical path, the integral in
(15.1.4) vanishes by virtue of the Euler–Lagrange equations and the vari-
ation of the action functional under general variations is not necessarily
zero and reduces to

�A =
[
−H � t +

∑
s

ps � qs
]t2
t1
. (15.1.6)

The variation (15.1.6) of the action depends only on the endpoints, and
the coefficients of the variations are the canonical conjugates to t and
q, respectively. In this Lagrangian formulation of the action principle,
the dynamical path of a system is that path ‘general variations’ about
which produce only endpoint contributions to �A according to (15.1.6).
Moreover, we may write

δF = {F, δA} . (15.1.7)

In this computation the variations of q and t are treated as numbers
which have vanishing Poisson brackets with all dynamical variables.

In the hands of J. Schwinger the quantum action principle took the form
of the variation of a matrix element in terms of the quantum variation
δA (Schwinger 1951b):

δ〈Φ1|Φ2〉 =
i
h̄
〈Φ1|δA|Φ2〉. (15.1.8)

This is a succinct but powerful condensation of quantum dynamics. Sch-
winger then goes on to show that the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian equa-
tions are consistent, and the generator of changes in the field quantities
is the change in the action. Since the dynamical variables in quantum
theory do not commute with each other we must designate how the vari-
ations commute with the dynamical variables. For Bose field quantities
Schwinger requires the variations δψ to commute with all variables. For
Fermi field quantities the variations δψ anticommute with all fields.

Schwinger prefers to consider Lagrangians linear in the velocities, which
give rise to first-order equations. For Bose or Fermi fields the kinematic
terms in the Lagrangian are bilinear of the form

Lkin = ψTΓ0
∂

∂t
ψ; Akin =

∫
Lkin dt. (15.1.9)

Then the field variations are generated by δA:

δψ =
[
ψTΓ0δψ, ψ

]
. (15.1.10)
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For Bose fields δψ commutes and we obtain the commutator relations[
ψT(x),Γ0ψ(y)

]
= δ(x− y). (15.1.11)

For Fermi fields δψ anticommutes to yield the anticommutation relations{
ψT(x),Γ0ψ(y)

}
+

= δ(x− y). (15.1.12)

Since the kinematic terms must be a scalar and since ∂
∂t is an antisym-

metric operation, we find that the matrix Γ0 must be antisymmetric for
Bose fields and symmetric for Fermi fields. But since the scalar prod-
uct of two tensor quantities is symmetric and of two spinor quantities is
antisymmetric we immediately obtain the spin-statistics relation: tensor
fields are Bose fields and spinor fields are Fermi fields. This fundamental
connection is thus directly related to the geometry of spinors and tensors
for rotations in three dimensions. Relativistic invariance is welcome but
not necessary to deduce this relation (Duck and Sudarshan 1997).

When dynamical constraints obtain for singular Lagrangians the vari-
ations are not independent, and this lack of independence is to be taken
into account to obtain the correct implementation of the Schwinger action
principle.

15.2 Propagator and probability amplitude

We are familiar, from section 4.4, with the notion of the Green kernel
of the Schrödinger equation. In general, this makes it possible to express
the wave function in the form (see Eq. (4.4.25))

ψ(�x, t) =
∫

G(�x− �x′, t− t′)ψ(�x′, t′) d3x′. (15.2.1)

It is of course possible to formulate the problem of integrating the equa-
tions of motion by taking Eq. (15.2.1) as the starting point.

Indeed, let us consider a particle described by the wave function ψ(x, t)
(hereafter the arrows for vectors are omitted for simplicity of notation).
The Schrödinger equation makes it possible to evaluate ∂

∂tψ(x, t), i.e. the
way in which the wave function varies in time. The equation therefore
provides the temporal evolution of the wave function by using a differen-
tial point of view. It is, however, possible to adopt a more ‘global’ point of
view that leads to the direct evaluation of ψ(x̃, t) starting from the knowl-
edge of the wave function ψ(x, t′) at a previous time t′, not necessarily
close to t.

The consideration of this possibility can be suggested by electromag-
netism. It is, in fact, possible to rely on the Maxwell equations, i.e. the
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Σ

Fig. 15.1. According to a global viewpoint in electromagnetism, when a mono-
chromatic field is known on a surface Σ, the field at any point m ∈ M can be
obtained by adding the fields propagated from all fictitious secondary sources
located on Σ.

differential viewpoint, or the Huygens principle, and hence the global
viewpoint, which makes it possible to evaluate directly, when a monochro-
matic field is known on a surface Σ, the field at any point of the manifold
M (see figure 15.1). One then adds the fields propagated to the point
m ∈ M from the fictitious secondary sources N1, N2, . . . located on the
surface Σ, for which the amplitudes and phases are determined from the
values of the field at N1, N2, . . .. It is therefore clear that an expression
of the kind

ψ(x̃, t2) =
∫

G(x̃, t2;x, t1)ψ(x, t1) d3x (15.2.2)

for t2 > t1 translates exactly the idea we have described. The possible
physical interpretation is that the probability amplitude of finding the
particle at m at time t2 is obtained by adding all amplitudes ‘propa-
gated’ from the secondary sources located on the surface Σ (having equa-
tion t = t1) in space-time. The kernel G is the Green kernel (also called
the Green function) of the Schrödinger equation, and it is possible to
formulate the whole of quantum mechanics in terms of G.

Recall from section 9.8 that the propagator is the unitary operator
U(t, t0) mapping the state vector at time t0 into the state vector at time t.
This operator obeys the first-order equation (9.8.1) with initial condition
(9.8.2). This is equivalent to studying the integral equation

U(t, t0) = 1I − i
h̄

∫ t

t0

H(t′)U(t′, t0) dt′. (15.2.3)

On iterating the equation for |ψ(t)〉, i.e.

|ψ(t)〉 = U(t, t′)|ψ(t′)〉 = U(t, t′)U(t′, t′′)|ψ(t′′)〉, (15.2.4)

we obtain

U(tn, t1) = U(tn, tn−1)U(tn−1, tn−2) · · ·U(t2, t1). (15.2.5)
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By working at the ‘infinitesimal level’ we can write that

d|ψ(t)〉 = |ψ(t + dt)〉 − |ψ(t)〉 = − i
h̄
H(t)|ψ(t)〉dt. (15.2.6)

The state vector at time t + dt is thus given by

|ψ(t + dt)〉 =
[
1I − i

h̄
H(t) dt

]
|ψ(t)〉, (15.2.7)

which implies, for the propagator,

U(t + dt, t) = 1I − i
h̄
H(t) dt. (15.2.8)

Starting from Eq. (15.2.4), here rewritten in the form

|ψ(t2)〉 = U(t2, t1)|ψ(t1)〉, (15.2.9)

we can determine the wave function ψ(x2, t2) by evaluating (see Eq.
(7.8.3))

ψ(x2, t2) = 〈x2|ψ(t2)〉, (15.2.10)

which leads to

ψ(x2, t2) =
∫
〈x2|U(t2, t1)|x1〉〈x1|ψ(t1)〉d3x1. (15.2.11)

By comparison of (15.2.2) and (15.2.11), the Green kernel is therefore
found to be

G(x2, t2;x1, t1) = 〈x2|U(t2, t1)|x1〉. (15.2.12)

This formula is of fundamental importance and specifies how to obtain
the Green kernel from the propagator. Sometimes, in the terminology, one
does not distinguish between the two, and it is precisely the previous set
of equations which suggests calling G itself ‘the propagator’. Following the
ideas in Schwinger (1951a) such a formula has been extended to systems
with an infinite number of degrees of freedom by obtaining various Green
kernels as matrix elements of suitably defined operators between vectors
of an abstract Hilbert space.

If we are only interested in the Green kernel for t2 > t1 we can write

G(x2, t2;x1, t1) ≡ 〈x2|U(t2, t1)|x1〉θ(t2 − t1), (15.2.13)

where θ is the Heaviside ‘step function’:

θ(t2 − t1) = 1 if t2 > t1, (15.2.14a)

θ(t2 − t1) =
1
2

if t2 = t1, (15.2.14b)

θ(t2 − t1) = 0 if t2 < t1. (15.2.14c)
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The introduction of the Heaviside function takes into account that the
surface Σ propagates to the future only, and G is the ‘retarded’ Green
kernel. The derivative of θ is a Dirac delta functional (see below).

15.2.1 Physical interpretation

The Green kernel G(x2, t2;x1, t1) provides the probability amplitude that
the particle starts at the point with coordinates (x1, t1) and arrives at
(x2, t2). If one takes as an initial state at time t1 a state localized at the
point x1:

|ψ(t1)〉 = |x1〉, (15.2.15)

the state vector at time t2 becomes

|ψ(t2)〉 = U(t2, t1)|ψ(t1)〉 = U(t2, t1)|x1〉. (15.2.16)

The probability amplitude of finding the particle at point x2 at time t2
is therefore

〈x2|ψ(t2)〉 = 〈x2|U(t2, t1)|x1〉. (15.2.17)

15.2.2 Green kernel in the energy representation

Let us assume that the Hamiltonian operator does not depend explicitly
on time and has a purely discrete spectrum with eigenvectors ϕn. We are
now going to consider again the analysis of section 4.4, but with the ‘ket’
and ‘bra’ notation and a more frequent use of Dirac delta functionals.

By virtue of the completeness relation
∞∑

n=0

|ϕn〉〈ϕn| = 1I, (15.2.18)

the propagator can be written as

U(t2, t1) = e−iH(t2−t1)/h̄ =
∞∑

n=0

|ϕn〉e−iH(t2−t1)/h̄〈ϕn|. (15.2.19)

The right-hand side of Eq. (15.2.17) is hence equal to

〈x2|U(t2, t1)|x1〉 =
∞∑

n=0

〈x2|ϕn〉e−iH(t2−t1)/h̄〈ϕn|x1〉

=
∞∑

n=0

ϕ∗
n(x1)ϕn(x2)e−iH(t2−t1)/h̄, (15.2.20)

and the Green kernel is obtained from (15.2.13) as

G(x2, t2;x1, t1) = θ(t2 − t1)
∞∑

n=0

ϕ∗
n(x1)ϕn(x2)e−iH(t2−t1)/h̄. (15.2.21)
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Since ϕn(x2)e−iEnt2/h̄ is a solution of the Schrödinger equation[
ih̄

∂

∂t2
−H

(
x2,

h̄

i
grad2

)]
ϕn(x2)e−iEnt2/h̄ = 0, (15.2.22)

we can use the identity

∂

∂t2
θ(t2 − t1) = δ(t2 − t1) (15.2.23)

and hence write[
ih̄

∂

∂t2
−H

(
x2,

h̄

i
grad2

)]
G(x2, t2;x1, t1)

= ih̄
∞∑

n=0

ϕ∗
n(x1)ϕn(x2)e−iEn(t2−t1)/h̄δ(t2 − t1)

= ih̄
∞∑

n=0

ϕ∗
n(x1)ϕn(x2)δ(t2 − t1)

= ih̄
∞∑

n=0

〈x2|ϕn〉〈ϕn|x1〉δ(t2 − t1)

= ih̄〈x2|x1〉δ(t2 − t1)

= ih̄δ(x2 − x1)δ(t2 − t1). (15.2.24)

Thus, the Green kernel obeys the equation (see Eq. (4.4.16a))[
ih̄

∂

∂t
−H

(
x,

h̄

i
gradx

)]
G(x, t;x0, t0) = ih̄δ(x−x0)δ(t−t0). (15.2.25)

15.3 Lagrangian formulation of quantum mechanics

Let us consider a partition of the time interval [t1, t2] into sub-intervals
(see figure 15.2)

[t1, tα1 ], [tα1 , tα2 ], . . . , [tαN , t2],

in such a way that, by virtue of Eq. (15.2.5), the propagator U(t2, t1) can
be expressed in the form

U(t2, t1) =
∏

U(tα, tβ)

= U(t2, tαN )U(tαN , tαN−1) · · ·U(tα1 , t1). (15.3.1)

We now consider the right-hand side of Eq. (15.2.17), with the integration∫
d3xαN |xαN 〉〈xαN |
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Fig. 15.2. In the analysis of a space-time path, the time interval [t1, t2] is par-
titioned into sub-intervals.

to be inserted in between adjacent products.
Hereafter we shall need the formula

〈q|p〉 =
1√
2πh̄

eipq/h̄. (15.3.2)

If we regard the Hamiltonian operator as depending on all position and
momentum operators, with all momenta to the left and all positions to
the right (this is called the standard ordering prescription), we can write

〈p|H|q〉 = h(p, q)〈p|q〉 =
1√
2πh̄

e−ipq/h̄h(p, q). (15.3.3)

We must use this mixed version so that H can be replaced by h(p, q), as-
suming that the Hamiltonian is already standard ordered. If the Hamilto-
nian is independent of time, the propagator depends only on the difference
t2 − t1, and hence

〈q2|U(t2 − t1)|q1〉 = 〈q2|e−iH(t2−t1)/h̄|q1〉 = 〈q2, t2|q1, t1〉. (15.3.4)

On the other hand, if t2 − t1 = �t, we have

〈p|U(t1 + �t, t1)|q1〉 ∼=
1√
2πh̄

e−ipq1/h̄
[
1 − i

h̄
h(p, q1)�t

]
. (15.3.5)

We can now insert the resolution of the identity∫
dp |p 〉〈p| = 1I (15.3.6)
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into the matrix element (15.3.4), so that

〈q2|U(t2 − t1)|q1〉 =
∫

dp 〈q2|p〉〈p|U(t2 − t1)|q1〉

∼= 1
2πh̄

∫
dp e

i
h̄p(q2−q1)

[
1 − i

h̄
h(p, q1)�t

]
∼= 1

2πh̄

∫
dp e

i
h̄p(q2−q1) e−

i
h̄h(p,q1)�t. (15.3.7)

Note that we must use the standard ordering (with p to the left and q to
the right) so that 〈p|H|q〉 can be replaced by h(p, q) which is essential in
(15.3.3) and (15.3.5). On the other hand, if �t = t2−t1

n , we can express
the propagator as (see appendix 15.A)

U(t2 − t1) =
(
e−

i
h̄H�t

)n
, (15.3.8)

and inserting repeatedly the resolution of the identity with respect to
position improper eigenfunctions:∫

dq |q〉〈q| = 1I, (15.3.9)

we find

〈q2|U(t2 − t1)|q1〉 =
∫

dq̃1 · · ·
∫

dq̃n−1〈q̃n|e−
i
h̄H�t|q̃n−1〉

〈q̃n−1|e−
i
h̄H�t|q̃n−2〉 · · · 〈q̃1|e−

i
h̄H�t|q̃0〉, (15.3.10)

where q̃0 ≡ q1 and q̃N ≡ q2. Finally, repeated insertion of (15.3.6) into
Eq. (15.3.10) yields∫ dpn

2πh̄

n−1∏
k=1

dpk dqk
2πh̄

e
i
h̄

∑n

k=1[pk(qk−qk−1)−h(pk,qk)�t]

= 〈q2|U(t2 − t1)|q1〉. (15.3.11)

On taking the limit as n → ∞, the exponent in Eq. (15.3.11) becomes

i
h̄

∫ t2

t1

dt [p(t)q̇(t) − h(p, q)] =
i
h̄

∫ t2

t1

Ldt.

Moreover, the corresponding measure can be (formally) written as

dp2

2πh̄

∏
t

dp(t) dq(t)
2πh̄

,

with q(t1) = q1 and q(t2) = q2. The factor dp2
2π occurs because there are

n − 1 integrations with respect to q̃1, . . . , q̃n−1 and n integrations with
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respect to p1, . . . , pn. The final result is normally written as

〈q2|U(t2 − t1)|q1〉 =
∫

Dq Dp e
i
h̄

∫ t2
t1

L dt
, (15.3.12)

where, in three dimensions,

Dq Dp = (2πh̄)−3n
n∏

k=1

dqk
n∏

k=0

dpk. (15.3.13)

This is called the Feynman formula (Feynman 1948) for the probability
amplitude. Note that

e
i
h̄

∫
L dt = e

i
h̄Scl ,

and the stationarity points of the action clearly provide the dominant
contribution to the integral.

One of the most interesting advantages of this Lagrangian formulation
is the possibility of obtaining a relativistic generalization (since the La-
grangian is Lorentz invariant though the Hamiltonian is not), but we can-
not present such a topic in a monograph mainly devoted to non-relativistic
quantum theory. The Lagrangian approach is due to Feynman, who was
inspired by early work in Dirac (1933), who pointed out the importance of
the Lagrangian in quantum mechanics, and who also demonstrated the
group property of the evolution operator. In Feynman (1948), the two
basic postulates of a space-time approach to non-relativistic quantum
mechanics were as follows.

(i) The probability that the path of a particle lies in a space-time region
is the square of the modulus of a sum of contributions, each of which
results from all possible paths in that region.

(ii) Every path has a phase proportional to the classical action for that
path in h̄ units: ϕ(x(s)) ∝ e

i
h̄S . The paths summed over in the expression

of the Green kernel are all paths such that q(t1) = q1 and q(t2) = q2.
Interestingly, the path-integral approach also has a counterpart in clas-

sical mechanics, for which we refer the reader to the work in Gozzi and
Regini (2000).

15.4 Green kernel for quadratic Lagrangians

It would now be instructive to see how the previous formulae lead to
powerful tools for the evaluation of the Green kernel of the Schrödinger
equation. For this purpose, we consider quadratic Lagrangians in one spa-
tial dimension (in this case a term like bxẋ would be a total time deriva-
tive and therefore re-absorbed in the wave function). For any quadratic
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Lagrangian

L =
1
2
mẋ2 − 1

2
cx2, (15.4.1)

Eq. (15.3.11) makes it possible to express the corresponding Green kernel
as the limit for N → ∞ of(

m/2πih̄ε
)N/2

∫ z,t

y,t0

dx1 · · ·dxN−1

× exp

iε
h̄

N−1∑
j=0

[m
2

(xj+1 − xj
ε

)2
− 1

2
c(tj)x2

j

].

To evaluate such a Green kernel, we now set x(s) = x(s) + r(s), where
x(s) represents the classical path and r(s) is a fluctuation around x(s).
Each point xi can be thus expressed as

xi = xi + ri, (15.4.2)

where xi is the classical position at the time ti. This leads to a Taylor
expansion of the sum in the argument of the exponential in the form

N−1∑
j=0

S(xj+1, xj) =
N−1∑
j=0

S(xj+1, xj)

+
1
2

N∑
k,l=0

∂2

∂xk∂xl

N−1∑
j=0

S(xj+1, xj)|xk,xl
rkrl

=
N−1∑
j=0

S(xj+1, xj)

+
N−1∑
j=0

[
m

2ε
(rj+1 − rj)2 −

1
2
c(tj)r2

j

]
. (15.4.3)

Note that terms involving the first derivatives of S at xl vanish, since this
is exactly the condition for these points to solve the classical equations of
motion. Moreover, since S is a quadratic functional of the xl variables, no
higher-order derivatives contribute to the expansion (15.4.3). This implies
that the Green kernel G(z, t; y, t0) reads

e
i
h̄S(x) lim

N→∞

(
m/2πih̄ε

)N/2

×
∫

dr1 · · ·drN−1 exp

 iε
h̄

N−1∑
j=0

[m
2

(rj+1 − rj
ε

)2
− 1

2
c(tj)r2

j

].
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With our notation, r0 = rN = 0, since all paths have the endpoints
x(t0) = y and x(t) = z. Hence one can write

G(z, t; y, t0) = e
i
h̄S(x)G̃(0, t; 0, t0). (15.4.4)

Denoting by η the column vector η =


r1
·
·

rN−1

, the exponent in the

Green kernel G̃ can be written as −ηT σ η, where σ is the matrix (here-
after c(tj) ≡ cj)

σ =
m

2εh̄i



2 −1 · · · · ·
−1 2 −1 · · · ·
· −1 2 −1 · · ·
· · · · · · ·
· · · · · · ·
· · · · · 2 −1
· · · · · −1 2


+

iε
2h̄

diag
(
c1, . . . , cN−1

)
. (15.4.5)

It is now possible to show that

G̃(0, t; 0, t0) = lim
N→∞

(
m/2πih̄ε

)N/2
∫

dη e−ηT σ η

= lim
N→∞

[(
m/2πih̄ε

)N πN−1

det σ

]1/2

. (15.4.6)

What happens is that σ is the sum of a Hermitian matrix and a diagonal
matrix. One can then put σ in diagonal form by means of a unitary matrix
W :

σ = W † σdiag W.

By further setting Z ≡ Wη, the integral with respect to η in (15.4.6)
coincides with the integral with respect to Z, with σ replaced by σdiag,
i.e. ηTση = ZTWσW †Z = ZTσdiagZ.

It is now useful to define

f(t, t0) ≡ lim
N→∞

[
ε(2ih̄ε/m)N−1det σ

]
= lim

N→∞

(
ε det σ′

N−1

)
. (15.4.7)

This leads to (cf. Eq. (15.4.6))

G̃(0, t; 0, t0) =
[

m

2πih̄
1

f(t, t0)

]1/2

. (15.4.8)
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Let us now consider those sub-matrices in ε σ′
N−1 with only j rows and

j columns, for which the determinant is denoted by ϕ(tj). They satisfy
the recursive relation (hereafter ϕ(t0) = ε)

ϕ(tj+1) − 2ϕ(tj) − ϕ(tj−1)
ε2

= − 1
m
cj+1ϕ(tj). (15.4.9)

The limit as ε → 0 of Eq. (15.4.9) implies

d2ϕ

ds2
= − 1

m
c(s)ϕ, (15.4.10)

and hence f(t, t0) obeys the equation[
m

∂2

∂s2
+ c(s)

]
f(s, t0) = 0, (15.4.11)

subject to the initial conditions

f(t0, t0) = 0, (15.4.12)

∂f

∂s
(s = t0) = 1. (15.4.13)

15.4.1 Harmonic oscillator

Now we can solve in a few lines the problem for the harmonic oscillator.
Indeed, the Lagrangian for a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator is a
particular case of Eq. (15.4.1):

L =
m

2

(
ẋ2 − ω2x2

)
. (15.4.14)

In the previous equations one should thus insert c(s) = ω2m, and the
solution of (15.4.11)–(15.4.13) reads

f(s, t0) =
1
ω

sin[ω(s− t0)]. (15.4.15)

Hereafter we set s ≡ t and T ≡ t− t0. By virtue of Eqs. (15.4.4), (15.4.8)
and (15.4.15) one finds

G(z, t; y, t0) =
[

mω

2πih̄(sinωT )

]1/2

e
i
h̄Sclassical(y,t0;z,t). (15.4.16)

It is also instructive to evaluate the classical action by integration of
(15.4.14) from t0 to t. To simplify the calculation, we introduce

x ≡ A ei(ωs+ϕ), (15.4.17)
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where A is real-valued. Hence one finds
S

m
=

i
2
ωA2

[
cos 2(ωt + ϕ) + i sin 2(ωt + ϕ)

− cos 2(ωt0 + ϕ) − i sin 2(ωt0 + ϕ)
]
. (15.4.18)

This implies

Re
S

m
= ωA

[
y sin(ωt0 + ϕ) − z sin(ωt + ϕ)

]
, (15.4.19)

where

y = A cos(ωt0 + ϕ), (15.4.20)

z = A cos(ωt + ϕ). (15.4.21)

We now use (15.4.20) and (15.4.21) to express

tanϕ =

(
cosωt0 − y

z cosωt
)

(
sinωt0 − y

z sinωt
) . (15.4.22)

Equations (15.4.22) and (15.4.19), jointly with the identity

tan(α + β) =
(tanα + tanβ)

[1 − (tanα)(tanβ)]
, (15.4.23)

lead to

S =
mω

sinωT

[(
y2 + z2

)
(cosωT ) − 2yz

]
. (15.4.24)

This formula for the classical action should be inserted in Eq. (15.4.16)
for the Green kernel.

15.4.2 Free particle

For a free particle, c vanishes in Eq. (15.4.1), and hence one should take
the limit as ω → 0 in Eq. (15.4.16). For this purpose, we multiply and
divide by T within the square root and use the well-known limit

lim
ω→0

sin(ωT )
ωT

= 1

to find

G(z, t; y, t0) =
(

m

2πih̄T

)1/2

e
i
h̄Sclassical , (15.4.25)

for the Green kernel of a free particle in one dimension (see Eq. (4.7.26)).
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15.5 Quantum mechanics in phase space

Quantum mechanics in the Schrödinger picture is formulated in terms
of (suitable, square-integrable) functions on the configuration space. The
operators of configuration space are represented by the same functions
on the state space. On the other hand, the conjugate momentum vari-
ables are linear differential operators. Note that we could rewrite the
Schrödinger picture in momentum space, and now the role of positions
and momenta would be exchanged. In general, the Schrödinger pic-
ture requires a polarization of the dynamical variables into transversal
Lagrangian sub-spaces. In contrast the Heisenberg picture formulation
treats the whole set of dynamical variables but it makes use of a non-
commutative algebra of operators. It would be desirable to have a formal-
ism involving ordinary functions on phase space that faithfully reproduces
quantum mechanics (not approximately but exactly). Such a formalism
was initiated by Wigner and developed systematically by Moyal. It works
with functions on phase space, hence we are dealing with quantum me-
chanics in phase space.

Wigner proposed the following question: is there a probability distri-
bution in phase space which correctly deduces the expectation values for
functions of coordinates and momenta? Since the operators of quantum
mechanics do not commute one has to have a protocol in expressing such
functions. Wigner chose the Weyl ordering in which pmqn is made to cor-
respond to the symmetrized product of m p-factors and n q-factors: that
is as the coefficient of λmµn(m+n)!

m!n! in (λp + µq)m+n. (For example, p2q3

when Weyl symmetrized denotes the terms which are the coefficients of
λ2µ3 in the expansion of (λp+µq)5.) This could be more elegantly written
using the power-series expansion for exp(iλp + iµq), the Weyl operator
that we have discussed extensively in chapter 9. We recall that unlike the
monomials in p and q, which are unbounded operators, the Weyl opera-
tors are unitary and hence well defined. Wigner gave the formula (Wigner
1932b)

〈pmqnWeyl ordered〉 =
∫ ∫

W (q, p)pmqn dp dq. (15.5.1)

The distribution function W here has a characteristic function χ (see Eq.
(13.4.17)) given by the expectation value of the Weyl operator ei(λp̂+µq̂)

in the state described by ψ, and in h̄ = 1 units

W (q, p) ≡ 1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
ψ∗

(
q +

y

2

)
eipyψ

(
q − y

2

)
dy. (15.5.2)
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At this stage, the distribution W is introduced as a generalization of the
position probability distribution

P (x) = ψ∗(x)ψ(x)

and the momentum probability distribution

Q(p) = ϕ∗(p)ϕ(p).

In fact, ∫
W (q, p) dp = P (q), (15.5.3)

∫
W (q, p) dq = Q(p). (15.5.4)

Wigner introduced W (q, p) for a wave function, but from its bilinearity
in the wave function it is clear that instead of treating this as the dis-
tribution for a state, represented by the wave function ψ(x), we could
easily extend it to any density matrix ρ =

∑
n λnψnψ

†
n with the Wigner

distribution

W =
∑
n

λnWn. (15.5.5)

These distribution functions thus constitute a convex set and the pure
state distributions form the extremal ones. The Wigner distribution func-
tion is integrable and square-integrable, and is analytic in p and q. But
it is not non-negative for almost all wave functions. For example, only
the ground state of the harmonic oscillator has a positive-definite Wigner
distribution; all the excited states have an indefinite distribution.

The extension for the extremal distribution to convex linear combina-
tions not only generalizes the distribution function to mixed states but it
also enables us to look at it as a candidate to represent operators. This
point was realized by Moyal in a fundamental contribution (Moyal 1949),
who introduced a new calculus for these phase-space representatives for
the operators, which relies upon the bracket

[f(q, p), g(q, p)] ≡ ih̄ {f, g} +
∞∑
k=2

(
ih̄
2

)k [Dk(f, g) −Dk(g, f)]
k!

, (15.5.6)

where

Dk(f, g)(q, p) ≡
∂kf

∂qk
∂kg

∂pk
−

(
k
1

)
∂kf

∂qk−1∂p

∂kg

∂pk−1∂q
+· · ·+(−1)k

∂kf

∂pk
∂kg

∂qk
.

(15.5.7)
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The bracket (15.5.6) has come to be known as the Moyal bracket (we have
indicated its explicit dependence on h̄). This bracket is bilinear, antisym-
metric and satisfies the Jacobi identity. The usual derivation property

[f, g ∗ h] = [f, g] ∗ h + g ∗ [f, h] (15.5.8)

holds for the Moyal bracket provided f ∗ g is not the pointwise product
of f(q, p) with g(q, p), but the Moyal product

(f ∗ g)(q, p) ≡ fg +
ih̄
2
{f, g} +

∞∑
k=2

(
ih̄
2

)k 1
k!
Dk(f, g). (15.5.9)

At a deeper level, Eq. (15.5.9) is found to be the asymptotic expansion of
an integral formula for f ∗g, for which we refer the reader, for example, to
the appendix of the work in Gracia-Bondia et al. (2002). This ∗-product
is bilinear and associative but not commutative. In fact, the Moyal com-
mutator bracket is the commutator of this associative product, i.e. (cf.
Simoni et al. 1971)

[f, g]Mb = (f ∗ g − g ∗ f). (15.5.10)

The resulting equations of motion with Hamiltonian H(q, p) can be cast
in the form

∂

∂t
f(q, p) = [f(q, p), H(q, p)]Mb. (15.5.11)

For any two functions f and g in which one function is quadratic or
linear in (q, p), the Moyal bracket coincides with their Poisson bracket,
but otherwise the two brackets are inequivalent.

With this formalism, states are described by functions on phase space
that are projectors, i.e.

ρ ∗ ρ = ρ, (15.5.12)

the eigenvalue problem for the Hamiltonian H reads

H ∗ ρE = EρE , (15.5.13)

and H admits the decomposition

H =
∑
E

EρE , (15.5.14)

where

E =
1

2πh̄

∫
(H ∗ ρE)(q, p) dq dp =

1
2πh̄

∫
H(q, p)ρE(q, p) dq dp.

(15.5.15)
The time evolution is ruled by the first-order differential equation

ih̄
d
dt

eHt = H ∗ eHt, (15.5.16)
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where

eHt =
∞∑

n=0

1
n!

(
− it
h̄

)n

(H∗)n, (15.5.17)

having defined

(H∗)n ≡ H ∗H ∗ · · · ∗H (n factors). (15.5.18)

The operator eHt is then expressed through the Fourier–Dirichlet expan-
sion

eHt =
∑
E

ρEe−
iEt
h̄ . (15.5.19)

The notion of the Wigner–Moyal bracket and the Moyal dynamical
equations can be employed for more than one degree of freedom in a
straightforward manner. It can also be applied to systems with a finite-
dimensional state space, such as for example for spin systems. It should be
emphasized that the Wigner–Moyal scheme is not a classical approxima-
tion but an exact transcription of quantum mechanics. The infinite series
of derivatives in the Moyal associative product and in the Moyal bracket
shows the sense in which quantum mechanics is non-local. In particular,
a wave function at a point away from a potential is nevertheless affected
by the potential, so that a potential acts not only within its support but
elsewhere also.

15.5.1 Operators vs. phase-space functions

The Weyl expansion of a classical phase-space function A(q, p) into a
Fourier integral reads, in h̄ = 1 units (see Eq. (9.7.7)),

A(q, p) =
∫

dλ
∫

dµ χ(λ, µ)ei(λq+µp). (15.5.20)

Weyl then defines the operator which corresponds to the exponential in
the integrand of (15.5.20) as ei(λq̂+µp̂). The operator which corresponds
to A(q, p) is then given by (Hillery et al. 1984)

A(q̂, p̂) =
∫

dλ
∫

dµ χ(λ, µ)ei(λq̂+µp̂). (15.5.21)

If the classical phase-space function A goes over to the quantum operator
A, then the relation between them is that given by Wigner:

A(q, p) =
∫

dz eipz〈q − z

2
|A|q +

z

2
〉. (15.5.22)

Moreover, the expectation value of the result of the measurement of the
operator A, if carried out on a system in the state |ψ〉, is equal to the
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expectation value of the classical function A(q, p), i.e.

〈ψ|A|ψ〉 =
∫

dq
∫

dp W (q, p)A(q, p), (15.5.23)

assuming that the system is described by the distribution function W(q, p),
which corresponds to the density matrix ρ.

The Moyal exponential bracket is the phase-space image of the usual
ordered multiplication. It then follows that this Moyal multiplication is
associative, and the phase-space functions now behave as the images of
non-commuting quantum operators. A positive (non-negative) operator
may be written as the positive linear combination of a number of Moyal
sequences:

A(q, p) =
∑
α

µαFα(q, p) ∗ Fα(q, p). (15.5.24)

Alternatively, we may start by considering an even polynomial P, which
may be written in the form

P =
∑
α

µαQα ∗Qα, (15.5.25)

with associated

P (q, p) =
∑
α

µαQ(q, p) ∗Q(q, p). (15.5.26)

A is a positive operator if and only if

tr(PA) ≥ 0. (15.5.27)

The pointwise positivity of A(q, p) is not a guarantee of A being positive.
If A(q, p) ≥ 0 for all q, p but the support of A(q, p) is smaller than h̄

2 then
A is not non-negative.

Given that A is an operator with image A(q, p), we can look for its
spectral decomposition. In particular, for the harmonic oscillator Hamil-
tonian in dimensionless form

H(q̂, p̂) =
q̂2 + p̂2

2
, (15.5.28)

the corresponding phase-space function is given by

H(q, p) =
q2 + p2

2
. (15.5.29)

This function has an integral representation of the kind

q2 + p2

2
=

∞∑
n=0

(
n +

1
2

)
φn(q, p) ∗ φn(q, p). (15.5.30)
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Thus, the Hamiltonian operator must also satisfy (π̃n being projection
operators)

H(q̂, p̂) =
∞∑

n=0

(
n +

1
2

)
π̃n, (15.5.31)

which is the required spectral resolution.
We therefore see that the Moyal programme is a complete alternati-

ve treatment of quantum mechanics in terms of functions of commuting
phase-space variables. The lack of commutation obtains from the asso-
ciative non-commutative scalar product

(AB)(q, p) ≡ A(q, p) ∗B(q, p). (15.5.32)

Similarly, positivity is defined by the projections πn(q, p) such that

πn(q, p) ∗ πn(q, p) = πn(q, p), (15.5.33)∫ ∫
πn(q, p) dq dp = 1, (15.5.34)

πn(q, p) ∗ πm(q, p) = δmnπn(q, p). (15.5.35)

15.5.2 Quantum tomograms

The Wigner–Moyal distribution is not positive-definite, and several au-
thors would like a way of expressing the content of the Wigner–Moyal
distribution in terms of non-negative probability distributions. This is
done in terms of quantum tomograms. For this purpose one makes use of
the Radon transform of a planar distribution (cf. Radon 1917):

τρ(l, u, v) =
∫

dq ∧ dp ρ (q, p) δ (l − uq − vp). (15.5.36)

Given τρ(l, u, v) we can recover the distribution ρ(q, p) by means of the
following formulae:

τρ(l, u, v) =
∫

dq ∧ dp
∫ dζ

2π
ρ (q, p) ei(uq+vp−l)ζ , (15.5.37)

ρ(q, p) =
∫ du ∧ dv

(2π)2

∫
dl τρ(l, u, v)ei(uq+vp−l). (15.5.38)

The remarkable property of quantum tomograms is they are all non-
negative, stemming from the positivity of the marginal distribution of
Wigner–Moyal distribution with respect to any canonical variable. The
transformation

p → p′ ≡ u′p− v′q, q → q′ ≡ vp + uq (15.5.39)
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is canonical, hence the marginal distribution is positive. This is the quan-
tum tomogram.

By the way this gives another way of stating the difference between
classical and quantum mechanics: while the first is described by a sin-
gle probability distribution ρ(q, p) in phase space, quantum mechanics
needs all tomograms Q(l, u, v) to give a characterization in terms of only
(positive) probability distributions.

There are yet other presentations of quantum theory. In particular, by
virtue of the overcompleteness of coherent states studied in chapter 10,
every density matrix

ρ =
∞∑

n=0

∞∑
m=0

ρ(n,m)|n〉〈m| (15.5.40)

can be expressed in the form of the ‘diagonal’ representation (Sudarshan
1963)

ρ =
∫

d2z φ(z)|z〉〈z|. (15.5.41)

Equation (15.5.41) does not determine φ(z) uniquely, which is not neces-
sarily an ordinary function (i.e. it may have a distributional nature), but
it has a Fourier transform in the complex plane given by

N(ζ) ≡
∫

φ(z)eζz
∗−ζ∗z d2z. (15.5.42)

Interestingly, a distribution function K may be defined which, unlike
the distribution function φ, is always an ordinary function. It can be
defined as the expectation value of the density matrix in the state |z〉,
i.e. (Husimi 1940, Kano 1965)

K(z) ≡ 1
π
〈z|ρ|z〉 =

1
π

∑
n,m

ρ(n,m)e−|z|2 (z∗)nzm√
n!m!

. (15.5.43)

The function K satisfies the conditions

K(z) ≥ 0,
∫

K(z) d2z = 1, (15.5.44)

and is particularly interesting since formally it plays the same role as a
classical probability distribution function, when the expectation value of
an operator given by an anti-normal ordered product of annihilation and
creation operators is evaluated (see below). The Husimi–Kano distribu-
tion function K(z) is the boundary value of the distribution function

R(z, z′) ≡ 1
π
〈z|ρ|z′〉, (15.5.45)
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in that K(z) = R(z, z). The latter distribution function makes it possible
to express the expectation value of a normal-ordered operator A according
to

tr(ρA) =
1
π

∫
d2z′

∫
d2z R(z, z′)〈z′|A|z〉. (15.5.46)

If any operator is expressed in the ‘normal-ordered’ form FN(a†, a), in
which all annihilation operators come to the extreme right, one has

〈FN〉z =
∫

φ(z)FN(z∗, z) d2z, (15.5.47)

in contrast to the expectation value of any anti-normal ordered form
FA(a, a†) with all the creation operators to the right:

〈FA〉z =
∫

K(z)FA(z, z∗) d2z. (15.5.48)

These representations are important in quantum-optics descriptions of
coherence and interference. We also note that φ(z) is the anti-normal-
ordered form for the density matrix ρ. (The discussion of the dynam-
ics re-expressed in terms of coherent states is beyond the scope of this
book.)

15.6 Problems

15.P1. Write an essay on the implementation of canonical transformations in the path-integral
approach to non-relativistic quantum mechanics.

15.P2. Try to evaluate the path integral expressing the Green kernel of the Pauli equation.

15.P3. Find the relation between the Fourier transforms of the Husimi–Kano and φ(z) distribution
functions (see Eqs. (15.5.42) and (15.5.43)).

Appendix 15.A
The Trotter product formula

The limit as n → ∞ in Eq. (15.3.11) relies on a highly non-trivial result proved by Trotter according
to which, if A and B are self-adjoint operators with domains D(A) and D(B), and if A + B is
essentially self-adjoint on the domain D(A) ∩ D(B), one has (Trotter 1959)

ei(A+B)t = lim
n→∞

(
e

it
n

A e
it
n

B

)n

, (15.A.1)
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where the limit in (15.A.1) is a strong limit. Recall that, for maps T : X → Y , with X and Y Banach
spaces, the strong topology is that for which each map Ex : T → Tx ∈ Y is continuous for all x ∈ X.
A sequence {Tα} then converges uniformly to the operator T if and only if

‖Tαx − Tx‖ → 0 ∀x ∈ X. (15.A.2)
By virtue of (15.A.1), one can ‘split’ the kinetic (i.e.T) and potential (i.e.V) terms in the Hamil-

tonian operator, on taking the limit as n → ∞ in Eq. (15.3.10), without relying on the approximate
formula (15.3.7). In other words, one deals with infinitely many terms of the form

〈qj+1|e−
i

h̄n
Tt e−

i
h̄n

V t|qj〉 =
∫

dp 〈qj+1|e−
i

h̄n
Tt|p〉〈p|e−

i
h̄n

V t|qj〉

= e−
i

h̄n
V (qj)t

∫
dp 〈qj+1|e−

i
h̄n

p2
2mt|p〉〈p|qj〉.



16
Dirac equation and

no-interaction theorem

The requirement of relativistic invariance is first used to derive the Dirac
wave equation for the electron, with the associated γ-matrix formalism.

Relativistic invariance may indeed involve two different theoretical pos-
tulates: symmetry of the theory under the relativistic transformation
group, and explicit transformation properties or manifest invariance of
certain quantities. For a classical mechanical theory of a fixed number
of particles, the Lorentz transformation formula can be assumed for the
coordinates of the space-time events that comprise the world lines of the
particles as defined by their positions as a function of time. The assump-
tion of manifest invariance is expressed in terms of equations involving the
Poisson brackets of the canonical position coordinates with the generators
of the Lorentz group. For a theory of two particles, the only generators
satisfying these latter equations jointly with the Poisson-bracket equa-
tions characteristic of Lorentz symmetry are those describing free-particle
motion. In other words, the combined assumptions of Lorentz symmetry
and Lorentz transformation of particle positions rule out any interaction.
The need for a quantum theory of fields is therefore discussed, and im-
portant topics in the (relativistic) theory of spinor fields are eventually
introduced.

16.1 The Dirac equation

In searching for relativistically invariant equations with the requirement
that they should be of first order in time, it is crucial to realize that
relativistic invariance requires that time and other coordinates should
be treated on the same footing. Thus, to have a first-order differential
operator in the time variable, the desired equation should also be of first
order in the space coordinates. Moreover, our previous experience with
the Pauli equation has shown that the expression �σ · �p is invariant under
rotations if �p transforms like a vector and �σ as the infinitesimal generators

550
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of SU(2). It is therefore natural to look for an expression like (Dirac 1928,
1958)

γ0p0 + γ1p1 + γ2p2 + γ3p3,

where (p0, �p) is a 4-momentum and (γ0, γ1, γ2, γ3) is a 4-vector, the com-
ponents of which are matrices. γ transform like a vector under Poincaré
transformations in such a way that the above symbol is Poincaré invari-
ant, because (p0, p1, p2, p3) transforms like a covector.

Furthermore, invariance under translations on R4, which are the in-
homogeneous part of the Poincaré group, requires that the components
γ0, γ1, γ2 and γ3 should be independent of position. Lastly, the additional
requirement we impose is that the square of the above expression should
provide us with the symbol of the Klein–Gordon equation, motivated by
analogy with the three-dimensional case, where (�σ · �p)2 yields the Lapla-
cian in three dimensions. All of this leads to the equation

(γ0)2p2
0 + (γ1)2p2

1 + (γ2)2p2
2 + (γ3)2p2

3

+ (γ0γ1 + γ1γ0)p0p1 + (γ0γ2 + γ2γ0)p0p2

+ (γ0γ3 + γ3γ0)p0p3 + (γjγk + γkγj)pjpk
= p2

0 − p2
1 − p2

2 − p2
3, (16.1.1)

which implies the conditions

(γ0)2 = I, (γj)2 = −I (j = 1, 2, 3), (16.1.2)

γ0γj + γjγ0 = 0, (16.1.3)

γjγk + γkγj = 0, j �= k. (16.1.4)

In looking for solutions of these equations in terms of matrices, one finds
that they must have as order a multiple of 4, and that there exists a
solution of order 4. In terms of Pauli matrices, one can write

γ0 =
(

1I 0
0 −1I

)
, (16.1.5)

γj =
(

0 σj
−σj 0

)
. (16.1.6)

Therefore the ‘square root’ of the symbol of the Klein–Gordon equation
becomes the symbol (here pµ ≡ i ∂

∂xµ )

σ(pµ) = γ0p0 + γ1p1 + γ2p2 + γ3p3 (16.1.7)

of the Dirac equation(
γ0

∂

∂x0
+ γ1

∂

∂x1
+ γ2

∂

∂x2
+ γ3

∂

∂x3

)
ψ = imψ, (16.1.8)
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where we have used the relations γ0 = −γ0, γ
j = γj , p

j = pj , which result
from the convention ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) for the Minkowski metric. As
a by-product, one finds that the wave functions acted upon by this oper-
ator should have four components, a further generalization with respect
to the Pauli equation where the wave function had two components to ac-
commodate the spin. Unlike the non-relativistic formalism with spin, one
has two extra components which reflect the ability of the Dirac equation
to describe negative-energy states (Dirac 1928, 1958).

Remark. The (γµ) are generators of an algebra called a Clifford algebra.
Equations (16.1.2)–(16.1.4) define the structure constants and make it
possible to express any product of a finite number of matrices in the form

a01I +
∑
j

ajγ
j +

∑
j<k

ajkγ
jγk +

∑
j<k<l

ajklγ
jγkγl + a0123γ

0γ1γ2γ3.

16.1.1 Non-relativistic limit of the Dirac equation and antiparticles

The Dirac equation (16.1.8) for the spinor amplitude ψ(�x, t) can be re-
expressed in the more convenient form (note that h̄ = c = 1 units are
used)

iγ0∂ψ

∂t
= (�γ · �p + m1I)ψ. (16.1.9)

This equation has four solutions for each momentum �p, two with positive
energy E =

√
p2 + m2 and two with negative energy −E = −

√
p2 + m2.

For either sign of the energy there are two orthogonal spin states, which
are best described in terms of the helicities �σ·�p

|�p| . The ‘negative energy’
solutions should be identified with the complex conjugates of positive
energy solutions of the ‘antiparticle’, the positron for the electron.

Various representations of the γ-matrices are relevant for emphasiz-
ing different aspects. For very high energies or for theoretical considera-
tions of higher dynamical structures the chiral representation (in which
γ5 ≡ iγ0γ1γ2γ3 is diagonal and all γ matrices are off-diagonal) is the most
appropriate. In nuclear β-decay, for example, the positive chiral (negative
helicity) parts of the various Fermi fields are coupled. Both electrodynam-
ics and the kinematics of the field are most naturally described in this
representation. On the other hand, the simplest representation for the
discussion of particle–antiparticle conjugation is the Majorana represen-
tation in which all γ matrices are pure imaginary; the Dirac equation is
thus real. If we need to have distinct antiparticles we may take a complex
field obeying real equations (much as we would do for a spinless particle).

But for discussing the non-relativistic limit it is best to use the choice
Dirac originally made in which γ0 is real and diagonal while the γi
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matrices (with i = 1, 2, 3) are off-diagonal with Pauli matrices in the
off-diagonal blocks. The Dirac equation now reads as

i
∂

∂t

(
ψI

ψII

)
=

(
0 �σ · �p

�σ · �p 0

) (
ψI

ψII

)
+

(
1I 0
0 −1I

)
m

(
ψI

ψII

)
. (16.1.10)

In the limit �p → �0 we obtain simply

i
∂ψI

∂t
= mψI, i

∂ψII

∂t
= −mψII. (16.1.11)

One could go to the next approximation. Without approximation one has
indeed

i
∂ψI

∂t
= �σ · �pψII + mψI, (16.1.12)

i
∂ψII

∂t
= �σ · �pψI −mψII, (16.1.13)

or

ψII =
�σ · �p

(E + m)
ψI, (16.1.14)

so that

i
∂ψI

∂t
= EψI. (16.1.15)

This is called the Pauli form, where only the two-component spinor ψI

and the Pauli matrices appear. We may then say that the Pauli equation
has only positive energies and two spin (or helicity) states. In this sense
the Pauli equation for spin 1

2 does not differ from the Schrödinger–Klein–
Gordon equation for spin 0:

i
∂ψ

∂t
= (m2 −�)1/2ψ, (16.1.16)

i
∂ψ∗

∂t
= −(m2 −�)1/2ψ∗. (16.1.17)

A more systematic method of arriving at a two-component positive-
energy relativistic amplitude was discovered by Foldy and Wouthuysen.
One makes the canonical transformation (Foldy and Wouthuysen 1950,
Tani 1951)

ψ →
{

exp
[
− i

2
�γ · �p
|�p| tan−1

( |�p|
m

)]}
ψ = ψ̃ (16.1.18)

to obtain

i
∂

∂t
ψ̃ = γ0

√
p2 + m2 ψ̃. (16.1.19)
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In this case

ψ̃†ψ̃ = ψ†ψ, (16.1.20)

unlike for the Pauli equation, since ψ̃ is related by a unitary transforma-
tion to ψ. The Pauli equation is an approximation working with only two
components. The Foldy–Wouthuysen form still has four components with
two helicities for either sign of the energy. If ψ were essentially complex
we could have distinct antiparticles.

The kinematic term of the Lagrangian is now still ψ̃† ∂
∂tψ which is

symmetric, and by the Schwinger action principle (see Eq. (15.1.10)) we
obtain {

ψ†
r, ψs

}
+

= δrs. (16.1.21)

So the spinstatistics relation (see subsection 16.7.2) still obtains. But
since the Hamiltonian is only a function of p2 there is no obvious need
for ψ̃(p) → βηψ̃(−p), but it is consistent (η is a unimodular phase factor
which is usually chosen to be ±1, but for the Majorana representation
η2 = −1 to preserve the reality of the spinor amplitude). (Unless ψ(p) →
βηψ(−p), omitting β would not satisfy a local transformation on ψ in the
covariant form.) Therefore while the antiparticles with the same mass
and opposite charge are obtained, the antiparticle–particle complex does
not have intrinsic negative parity. Time reversal of the non-relativistic
limit of the Foldy–Wouthuysen form is immediate.

When considering electromagnetic or other interactions, the Dirac e-
quation allows simple forms like the gauge-invariant electromagnetic cou-
pling. This same coupling appears extremely complicated with non-linear
and derivative terms in the coupling. However, the Foldy–Wouthuysen
form of the interacting neutron or proton gives an understanding of the
anomalous moment, the Darwin term (proportional to div �E, which af-
fects the s-states only) and the neutron–electron interaction which ap-
pears from the anomalous magnetic moment of the neutron when tran-
scribed to the Foldy–Wouthuysen form, which has been clearly elucidated
in Foldy (1950). In contrast, the Pauli reduction to two-component form
gives confusing results such as an imaginary electric moment for the non-
relativistic electron. We must therefore avoid considering the Pauli re-
duction of the non-relativistic Dirac electron wave equation as a valid
framework.

16.2 Particles in mutual interaction

By and large we have described quantum particles which are free or inter-
acting with an external potential (which may even be velocity dependent
for charged particle in an electromagnetic field). We have not considered
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mutual interaction between particles. A mutual interaction potential be-
tween two particles in the non-relativistic case can be reduced to the
motion of one particle (with reduced mass) moving in a potential, and
the centre of mass moves with a constant total momentum (section 5.5).
This is action-at-a-distance rather than action-by-contact. The only ex-
amples we have of action-by-contact is the coupling of particles with a
field, say charged particles with an electromagnetic field or neutrons with
lattice vibrations of a solid.

For classical non-relativistic (Galilean) mechanics, invariance of the po-
tential under full Galilei transformation requires that the potential be a
scalar made up of the relative coordinates and relative velocities. Simi-
larly, for velocity-dependent vector potentials we expect it to transform
as a vector coupled to the relative velocity, or as a suitable tensor in the
relative variables for non-linear velocity-dependent interactions.

For quantum mechanics of interacting particles similar considerations
obtain. We see that the Galilean group is realized projectively so that
there is a superselection about the sum of the masses remaining invari-
ant for any reaction, including those that change the particles like in
nuclear β-decay. For the restrictions on interactions of spinning particles
see Eisenbud and Wigner (1947) and Okubo and Marshak (1958).

16.3 Relativistic interacting particles. Manifest covariance

As soon as we consider relativistic systems, the problem is entirely dif-
ferent. Dirac defines a theory to be relativistically invariant if the ten
generators furnish a representation of the Poincaré group (inhomoge-
neous Lorentz group). This is not difficult to do; but if we look at the
commutation rules we see that, since the commutator of a boost and a
displacement along the same axis gives the Hamiltonian, either the boost
or the displacement should contain interaction terms.

For relativistic classical mechanics there is another property that is
natural. This is the imposition of the world line conditions: according
to this the trajectory should be a world line: (q(t), t) transform as four
coordinates under Lorentz transformations. If the boost generators are
written �K, translations �P then in a Hamiltonian theory the world-line
condition demands that

{Kj , qk} = qj {H, qk} .
This is automatically satisfied for free particles since

Kj = qjH.

Currie et al. (1963) have analysed this world-line condition together with
the Poincaré group commutation relations in a Hamiltonian theory, that
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is all the ten generators �K, �J, �P ,H are functions of p and q at the same
time. They arrive at the startling conclusion that such theories contain no
interaction. An outline of this ‘no-interaction theorem’ is given below for
the case of two particles. It has been extended to an arbitrary number of
particles by Leutwyler (1965). A Lagrangian proof of the no-interaction
theorem has been furnished by Marmo et al. (1984).

16.4 The no-interaction theorem in classical mechanics

Classical dynamics contains as an idealization the concept of a spinless
and structureless mass point. In the relativistic framework this may be
viewed as an irreducible representation of the Poincaré group, the mass
of the particle being the only non-trivial Casimir invariant of the rep-
resentation. In the formulation of this point of view one works at the
Hamiltonian level, exploiting the Poisson bracket structure to image the
Lie algebra of the Poincaré group, and canonical transformations to im-
age group elements. One can however start, equally well, with the notion
of a one-parameter family of space-time points describing a straight-line
world trajectory, with Newton’s first law of motion obeyed.

On passing from a single free particle to a collection of free particles
the Hamiltonian description remains valid, with the Poisson bracket re-
alization of the Lie algebra of the Poincaré group using the sums of the
individual particle contributions. The question we now consider is: can
the particle world lines or space-time trajectories be made to transform
properly under frame changes although influencing each other due to mu-
tual interaction? If this were the case, we would say that the scheme can
accommodate interactions.

The requirements of Poincaré invariance on the one hand, and the geo-
metrical world-line transformation property on the other hand
are distinct, and their joint effect leads to rather stringent limitations
on the admissible dynamics. It may well happen that the individual re-
sponse to a change of reference frame by each particle without reference
to the overall system destroys any cohesion of the system.

The work in Currie et al. (1963) was the first to prove the no-interaction
theorem of relativistic particle mechanics by relying on the phase-space
formalism and Poisson brackets, whereas we are aiming to give a more
intrinsic derivation, relying on the work in Marmo et al. (1984). One then
finds that it is not the phase-space formulation which lies at the heart of
the theorem, but the real cause resides in the geometric structures and
the conflicting conditions formulated in terms of them.

In dealing with particle dynamics in a geometric framework, the carrier
space is usually chosen to be either the tangent bundle TQ (as in the
Newtonian and the Lagrangian formalism) or the cotangent bundle T ∗Q
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(as in the Hamiltonian formalism) on the configuration space Q. While the
latter is suited for the study of canonical aspects of dynamics, the former,
with the Lagrangian formalism, is more appropriate for the expression of
relativistic invariance. The cotangent bundle is geometrically relevant by
virtue of the existence of the natural 1-form θ ≡ pr dqr on it. On the
tangent bundle TQ, however, there is no natural 1-form. One then tries
to define a 1-form on TQ if a Lagrange function L is given on TQ. By
exploiting the replacement (q, v being local coordinates on TQ) pr → ∂L

∂vr ,
the natural 1-form is pulled back from the cotangent bundle to the tangent
bundle of configuration space, in that one defines

θL ≡ ∂L
∂vr

dqr. (16.4.1)

By analogy with the passage from θ to ω on T ∗Q, one obtains on TQ the
2-form

ωL = dθL =
∂2L

∂vr∂vs
dvs ∧ dqr +

1
2

(
∂2L

∂vr∂qs
− ∂2L

∂vs∂qr

)
dqs ∧ dqr.

(16.4.2)

Thus, the 2-form ωL is invertible if and only if

det

(
∂2L

∂vr∂vs

)
�= 0. (16.4.3)

There are, however, physically relevant cases where the non-degeneracy
condition (16.4.3) is violated. They will not be considered here both for
simplicity and to avoid introducing the theory of constrained systems,
which goes beyond the aims of the present monograph.

For our specific problem, the independent coordinates of configuration
space are written as qaj , where the indices a, b, c, ... range from 1 to N
and play the role of particle labels, while the indices j, k, l,m, ... range
from 1 to 3 and are Cartesian vector indices. Repeated indices are not
summed over here, and every summation is explicitly indicated. Whenever
we use the symbol vaj for velocities, these are obtained in a second-order
formalism by the derivative of position with respect to the physical time
of an inertial observer. By virtue of (16.4.2), one has the relations

ωL(∂/∂vaj , ∂/∂vbk) = 0, (16.4.4)

ωL(∂/∂vaj , ∂/∂qbk) = ωL(∂/∂vbk, ∂/∂qaj) = ∂2L/∂vaj∂vbk, (16.4.5)

ωL(∂/∂qaj , ∂/∂qbk) =
1
2
(∂2L/∂qaj∂vbk − ∂2L/∂qbk∂vaj). (16.4.6)
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The dynamical vector field Γ, which obeys the Euler–Lagrange equations
of motion, is a vector field on the tangent bundle of configuration space.
It is given by the sum Γ =

∑
a Γ(a), where each term takes the form

Γ(a) =
∑
j

(
vaj

∂

∂qaj
+ Aaj

∂

∂vaj

)
, (16.4.7)

which is why Γ is said to take a second-order form. With our notation,
Aaj are the accelerations. On defining the energy function on TQ:

EL ≡ iΓθL − L, (16.4.8)

the equations of motion become algebraic conditions on the dynamical
vector field Γ, i.e.

iΓωL = −dEL. (16.4.9)

For simplicity, we assume that the Lagrangian is non-singular, which
implies that the accelerations Aaj are uniquely determined functions on
TQ, and the dynamics expressed by Γ exists unambiguously all over TQ.
Moreover, every point of TQ is allowed to be chosen as a possible ini-
tial condition, which is necessary for a system of N particles. Equation
(16.4.9) implies that LΓωL = 0. We similarly assume that the whole Lie
algebra of the Poincaré group P is represented by vector fields on TQ
obeying the equation LXωL = 0. Thus, we assume the existence of vec-
tor fields XPj , XJj , XKj generating spatial translations, spatial rotations
and pure Lorentz transformations, respectively, and obeying

LXPj
ωL = LXJj

ωL = LXKj
ωL = 0. (16.4.10)

The 10 vector fields Γ, XPj , XJj , XKj have to obey commutation relations
corresponding to the Lie algebra of P; of all these relations, the only ones
needed explicitly in proving the no-interaction theorem are[

XKj ,Γ
]

= XPj . (16.4.11)

The forms of XPj and XJj are immediately obtained and read as

XPj = −
∑
a

∂

∂qaj
, (16.4.12)

XJj = −
∑
akl

εjkl

(
qak

∂

∂qal
+ vak

∂

∂val

)
. (16.4.13)

The structure of XKj will be derived shortly.
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While translations and rotations have associated vector fields XPj and
XJj which have the free-particle form, the vector field Γ for time trans-
lations must be different to account for interaction. The as yet undeter-
mined boost vector fields should satisfy the commutation relations[

XKj , XPk

]
= δjkΓ, (16.4.14)

by virtue of the Poincaré algebra. Thus, if Γ includes an interaction con-
tribution and XPk

does not, then XKj must have an interaction contri-
bution. This implies that the particle trajectories cannot transform by
the familiar free-particle formulae, and the Lorentz transformation law is
itself determined by the dynamics.

In the Hamiltonian formalism on T ∗Q, a canonical transformation de-
scribing a symmetry of a system maps a state at a certain time into
another state at the same time so as to preserve the equations of motion.
For a relativistic system the pure Lorentz or boost generator gives rise
to a canonical transformation mapping physical conditions at a certain
time in one inertial frame onto physical conditions at the same value of
time but in a Lorentz-transformed frame. It is on these grounds that, in
the instant form of relativistic dynamics, the world-line condition was
originally derived. In the language of the tangent bundle of configuration
space, the world-line condition is the requirement that

LXKj
qak = qajvak. (16.4.15)

This equation fixes the part of XKj involving ∂
∂q . To fix the remaining

∂
∂v part, we apply LΓ to Eq. (16.4.15) and use the commutation relation
(16.4.11) and the forms of Γ and XPj :

LXKj
vak = LXKj

LΓqak = LXPj
qak + LΓ(qajvak)

= −δjk + vajvak + qajAak. (16.4.16)

By virtue of (16.4.15) and (16.4.16), XKj takes the form

XKj =
∑
ak

[
qajvak

∂

∂qak
+ (vajvak − δjk + qajAak)

∂

∂vak

]
. (16.4.17)

Bearing in mind the decomposition of the dynamical vector field, the
previous formula becomes (see Eq. (16.4.7))

XKj =
∑
a

qajΓ(a) +
∑
ak

(vajvak − δjk)
∂

∂vak
. (16.4.18)

Hence the boost generator is determined by the equations of motion to the
same extent that the accelerations Aaj are. The three steps in the proof
of the no-interaction theorem are now as follows (Marmo et al. 1984).
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Step I. Application of the Lie derivative along XKm to the identity
(16.4.4) and use of the properties (16.4.10) and (16.4.17) yields

(qam − qbm)
∂2L

∂vaj∂vbk
= 0. (16.4.19)

This means that for distinct particles, for which a �= b, the second deriva-
tive of the Lagrangian in Eq. (16.4.19) has to vanish, leading to the de-
composition

L(q; v) =
∑
a

L(a)(q; va). (16.4.20)

Step II. To the result of step I we apply first the operator LY , then LXKm
,

compare the results, and derive some properties of the components of
the 2-form ωL in Eq. (16.4.6). Since Eq. (16.4.19) is more conveniently
expressed in the form

ωL

(
∂

∂qaj
,

∂

∂vbk

)
= 0, a �= b, (16.4.21)

we therefore find that

(qam − qbm)ωL

(
∂

∂qaj
,

∂

∂qbk

)
= 0. (16.4.22)

Hence the components of ωL in this equation should vanish whenever
a �= b. By exploiting Eq. (16.4.6) and the decomposition of the Lagrangian
obtained in step I, we find the restriction

∂2L(a)(q; va)
∂qbk∂vaj

=
∂2L(b)(q; vb)
∂qaj∂vbk

, a �= b. (16.4.23)

Thus, in any non-linear dependence of L(a) on va, the position qb for
b �= a cannot occur, while in any linear dependence of L(a) on va we have
conditions imposed by Eq. (16.4.23). The only admissible linear terms in
the Lagrangian would therefore read as∑

j

∂f(q)
∂qaj

vaj ,

and are here dropped because they amount to a total time derivative
which does not affect the equations of motion. Step II then reduces the
Lagrangian to the form

L(q; v) =
∑
a

L(a)
nl (qa; va) − V (q), (16.4.24)
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where the subscript ‘nl’denotes non-linear functions of va and V is a sum
of terms V (a)(q). The resulting decomposition of the 2-form ωL reads as
ωL =

∑
a ω

(a)
L , where

ω
(a)
L =

∑
j

d

(
∂L(a)

nl

∂vaj

)
∧ dqaj . (16.4.25)

Step III. To the result (16.4.22) of step II we apply LΓ and LXKm
and

compare the results. This yields

(qam − qbm)
∑
l

ω
(a)
L

(
∂

∂qaj
,

∂

∂val

)
∂Aal

∂qbk
= 0, (16.4.26)

which eventually leads to

∂

∂qbk

∑
l

ω
(a)
L

(
∂

∂qaj
,

∂

∂val

)
Aal = 0, a �= b. (16.4.27)

Such an equation makes it possible for the sum over l therein to depend
on qa, va, and possibly on qb for b �= a through the accelerations Aal. It
does not directly give us some conditions on the potential V (q) in the
Lagrangian, but this task is accomplished when we bear in mind that
the dynamical equation (16.4.9) is taken to be solvable all over TQ. That
equation now reads, in local coordinates,

− ∂L(a)
nl

∂qaj
(qa; va) +

∑
k

[
∂2L(a)

nl (qa; va)
∂vaj∂vak

Aak +
∂2L(a)

nl (qa; va)
∂vaj∂qak

vak

]

= −∂V (q)
∂qaj

. (16.4.28)

Since the left-hand side of Eq. (16.4.28) is independent of qb for b �= a,
while all positions and velocities can be treated as independent variables
because solutions Aaj exist all over the tangent bundle of configuration
space, the potential V is forced to be separable, i.e. V (q) =

∑
a V

(a)(qa).
The Lagrangian now takes the completely separated form

L(q; q̇) =
∑
a

L(a)
nl (qa; va) − V (a)(qa), (16.4.29)

and the no-interaction theorem is proved, since we have assumed non-
singularity of L, and Eq. (16.4.28) shows that each particle moves inde-
pendently of the others. By requiring Poincaré invariance, each V (a) is
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indeed found to vanish, while each L(a)
nl has to take the form (Balachan-

dran et al. 1982b)

L(a)
nl (qa; va) = −ma

√
1 −

∑
j

vajvaj . (16.4.30)

For singular Lagrangians, some extra work is necessary, for which we
refer the reader once more to the work in Marmo et al. (1984). In the
course of arriving at the completely separated form of the Lagrangian,
only the following features play an explicit role in the calculations: (i)
the world-line condition (16.4.15); (ii) the form (16.4.12) for the trans-
lation generator XPj ; (iii) the commutation relation (16.4.11); (iv) the
annihilation of ωL by LΓ and LXKm

. The original proof of the theorem
for any finite number of particles, used as an essential assumption the
existence of a Hamiltonian obtained from a non-singular Lagrangian. If
this is the case, the proof presented here is much simpler than that relying
on phase-space methods. On the other hand, we should stress that the
separability of the Lagrangian can be proved without having to assume
its non-singularity at all. It is then necessary to assume that the second-
order dynamics described by the vector field Γ does exist everywhere on
the tangent bundle of configuration space (Marmo et al. 1984), or, with
the Bergmann language, that there are no secondary constraints.

Digression. In the proof of the no-interaction theorem the principle of
manifest covariance and, hence, of a world line for each particle has been
exploited. If this is relaxed it is very easy to construct relativistic inter-
actions. In fact, Eddington attempted such constructions with particular
reference to binary stars, but Pryce gave a more satisfactory formula-
tion (Pryce 1948). It was revived in the context of quantum mechanics in
Bakamjian and Thomas (1953) and by the work in Currie et al. (1963),
Jordan et al. (1964). In this case the reduced mass is replaced by a scalar
function of the relative coordinates. These satisfy the criterion set down
by Dirac in his celebrated paper on forms of relativistic dynamics (Dirac
1949).

However, we are used to associating a world line with the trajectory of
each particle which transforms in a geometric fashion when one changes
observation from one frame to another. Though the manifest geometrical
transformation has been demonstrated and applied to the free motion of
a particle, we think it would be convenient if it held even under interac-
tion. This geometric transformation law is given in its differential form in
(16.4.16). What we find is that this requirement together with canonical
dynamics constrain the dynamics to be trivial.

The way out of this difficulty is to weaken the constraints. Houtappel
et al. (1965) formulated a scheme in which each particle interacts with
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every other particle lying inside its space-like region. In such a model we
cannot set initial conditions and ask for the dynamical development nor
can we assure energy–momentum conservation without including a ‘field’
energy and momentum which resides in space between particles. The
same comments apply for the imaginative but largely incomplete formu-
lation of action-at-a-distance theory in Wheeler and Feynman (1949). It
can be shown that any such action-at-a-distance theory is best under-
stood as a theory of particles interacting with fields locally (Sudarshan
1972).

16.5 Relativistic quantum particles

For a manifestly covariant treatment of quantum particles we must con-
sider a relativistic wave equation. The Dirac equation (section 16.1) is
the easiest and best known of these, though Schrödinger had considered
the second-order differential equation, which is now called the Klein–
Gordon equation. The Dirac equation describes particles with spin 1

2 ; the
Klein–Gordon equation describes spinless particles. For spin 1 we have the
Duffin–Kemmer–Petiau first-order equation with 10 components (Petiau
1936, Duffin 1938, Kemmer 1939, Fischbach et al. 1973). For still higher
spin we have complicated equations that contain second-class constraints
and therefore create difficulties with describing interactions.

Even at the level of free particles, all of these relativistic wave equa-
tions contain the anomaly of having both positive- and negative-energy
solutions. We can see this independently of the details of the equation by
recognizing that any manifestly relativistic wave equation with finitely
many components is automatically invariant under the complex Lorentz
group. But if so the strong reflection �x → −�x, t → −t is a real Lorentz
transformation contained in the complex Lorentz group and it is con-
nected with the identity in the complex group. But this purely geometric
transformation takes positive energies to negative energies while the wave
equation is invariant.

The existence of the negative-energy branch shows that such energies
are unbounded from below. If these states are freely accessible the seco-
nd law of thermodynamics would be violated. In the case of the Dirac
equation, Dirac proposed the idea that the negative-energy states are
all filled: by virtue of the Pauli exclusion principle no positive-energy
electron can go to a negative-energy state. On the other hand, if there is
an unoccupied level of negative energy (‘holes in the physical vacuum’)
this would move like a bubble in water in a pond in the opposite direction
to a pebble which goes down. In an electric field the hole would move like
a particle of positive charge, now identified with the positron.
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There are two points about this method of avoiding negative-energy
particles: it takes us from the one-particle theory into a many particles
(actually an infinite number) which can be created or annihilated. This
would suggest that we should deal with the processes of creation and
destruction of particles. Such a theory is the quantum theory of fields.
We are thus driven to quantum fields rather than particles.

The other point is that a negative branch of the energy spectrum ob-
tains for spin-0 and spin-1 particles, including the photon. No Pauli exclu-
sion principle is available to invoke a negative-energy sea. The negative-
energy sea is not the solution. Further, as noted by Friedrichs, the physical
vacuum with all the negative-energy states filled is not Lorentz invariant
(Friedrichs 1953).

16.6 From particles to fields

The correct interpretation of positive- and negative-energy states is that
the positive-energy states have this wave function but the negative ‘en-
ergy’ states are the complex conjugate (or more generally the adjoint)
of an anti-particle wave function. This does not discriminate between in-
teger and half-odd spins. Rather, the information about the symmetry
type of the many-particle wave functions is contained in the commuta-
tion properties of the operator coefficients, the creation and annihilation
operators in the expansion of the relativistic amplitudes. Rather than
being wave function expansion coefficients, they are operators which de-
crease (or increase) the number of particles. We have thus been tricked
into a quantum theory of fields (Itzykson and Zuber 1985, Weinberg 1996,
Wightman 1996).

What is inevitable, we must accept, and find merit in it. This is the
situation in the quantum theory of fields, which becomes a quantum sys-
tem with an infinite number of degrees of freedom. The investigation of
‘radiative’ corrections in quantum electrodynamics and the processes in
particle physics have shown that correct and unambiguous predictions
are obtained in agreement with experimental findings. This is all the
more remarkable since in the process of calculating we encounter infini-
ties which we have to sidestep skilfully. While the majority of physicists
are resigned to this, Dirac makes the startling and unambiguous assertion
that the theory must be fundamentally wrong (Dirac 1981).

Apart from such a judgement, the number of particle species has now
grown so fast that perhaps we should attempt a new kind of theory which
will give all the particles. But we are unable to even outline them in this
basic text.
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16.7 The Kirchhoff principle, antiparticles and QFT

In the study of the thermodynamics of radiation in equilibrium, the dy-
namic approach incorporates the continual emission and absorption of
radiation by matter. Recall from section 14.7 that there is a connection
between the emissivity and absorptivity of any material: when we see in-
side a cavity all materials glow equally when radiation is in equilibrium.
This implies that the emissivity and absorptivity are proportional: this
is the Kirchhoff principle, and it is an essential link in the demonstration
that the radiation content in the interior of any cavity depends only on
the temperature and is independent of the matter within the cavity. This
in turn leads to the Wien displacement law which prescribes the scaling
of the spectral distribution in black-body radiation.

When we study this problem with the quantum theory of light we have
the emission and absorption within the eigenmodes of the electromagnetic
field in the cavity. The standing modes of the electromagnetic field now
become harmonic variables with well-defined frequencies. We have seen
earlier that the coordinates and momenta of a quantum oscillator both
contain the creation and annihilation operators in such a manner that we
cannot separate the two parts in a ‘local’ manner. This, in turn, allows
the probability of emission and absorption to be proportional to n+1 and
n, respectively, where n is the number of photons of the corresponding
eigenmode. In addition to the theory of the black-body spectrum, this
principle is relevant for such topics as the Saha ionization law where
atoms may partially ionize in the presence of radiation, such as in the
mantle of a star.

The coupling of a harmonic oscillator to other degrees of freedom is in
terms of the coordinate q; but the creation and annihilation operators are
not separately and independently coupled. Such a coupling is also used in
other contexts such as the coupling of cold neutrons to lattice vibrations.

When we come to relativistic quantum theory, the dynamical variables
are relativistic fields: for the Dirac wave function we saw that there are
positive- and negative-frequency solutions, and to consistently interpret
these we must interpret the ‘negative-energy’ solutions as the complex
conjugates of the wave functions with ‘positive energy’. But this situa-
tion is not restricted to the Dirac equation. Both the Schrödinger–Klein–
Gordon equation for spin-0 particles or the electromagnetic Maxwell equa-
tions also have both signs for the energy. (In fact, from the invariance of
such wave equations under the complex Lorentz group we see that the
operation of strong reflection which inverts both time and space is a
symmetry of these equations. But the strong reflection takes a positive-
energy solution to a negative-energy solution and vice versa: this is true
of any relativistic wave equation with finite component wave functions.)
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Thus, in complete analogy to the harmonic oscillator coordinate

q =
ae−iωt + a†eiωt

√
2ω

, (16.7.1)

we expand a scalar field in the manner

φ(�x, t) =
∫ d3k√

2ω

[
a(k)ei�k·�x−iωt + a†(k)e−i�k·�x+iωt

]
, (16.7.2)

with ω = +
√
k2 + m2 the energy of the mode with momentum �k. The

corresponding expansion of the conjugate field π(�x, t), which is the time
derivative of φ(�x, t), reads as

π(�x, t) =
∫

d3k

√
ω

2
i
[
a†(k)e−i�k·�x+iωt − a(k)ei�k·�x−iωt

]
, (16.7.3)

and the associated commutation law at equal times can be written in the
form

[φ(�x, t), π(�y, t)] = iδ(�x− �y). (16.7.4)

The breakup of either the field or its time derivative into creation and an-
nihilation operators is non-local: similar comments apply to the Maxwell
field. For the Dirac field, with first-order equation in the spinor field
ψr(�x, t) we have to use the anticommutation rule:{

ψr(�x, t), ψ†
s(�y, t)

}
+

= δ(�x− �y). (16.7.5)

Again, locality demands that we do not break up ψ into creation and an-
nihilation parts and couple them independently. Thus, locality of the rel-
ativistic fields automatically incorporates the Kirchhoff principle, which
asserts that emissivity and absorptivity should be proportional.

For the electromagnetic field there are both left and right circularly
polarized photons, and the Hermitian fields �E, �B, �A,A0 create and de-
stroy the same particle. There are no distinct antiparticles. The photon
is its own antiparticle. Similarly for the neutral scalar field (appropriate
for the neutral pion) the particles and antiparticles are the same. If we
want particle and antiparticles to be distinct we take two neutral scalar
fields φ1(�x, t) and φ2(�x, t) and consider the complex field

φ(�x, t) =
1√
2
[φ1(�x, t) + iφ2(�x, t)]. (16.7.6)

If the quanta of the complex field φ(�x, t) are identified as the particle,
they will have a distinct antiparticle.

Similar considerations apply for the Dirac fields: we can have a spinor
field for which the particles and antiparticles are the same. This is some-
times called the Majorana field. To get a familiar Dirac field with distinct
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particles and antiparticles we need a combination of two Majorana fields.
This simple fact is often obscured by the freedom to choose different rep-
resentations of the Dirac matrices. The spinor in Minkowski space-time
is essentially real (that is the complex conjugate transforms in the same
way as the original) in contrast to spinors in three dimensions. In the
Majorana representation the γ matrices are all pure imaginary as we said
before, and hence the Dirac equation becomes a purely real differential
equation. Other representations of the γ matrices express the reality of
the Majorana field in a more involved fashion.

The existence of distinct antiparticles implies that one is dealing with
a symmetry group SO(2) for which the covering group is the Abelian
translation group. These transformations are called gauge transforma-
tions. For ‘real’ fields this degenerates into the two-element group Z2,
which has two representations. Some neutral fields transform by ±1 un-
der this; these are said to have particle conjugation parity ±1. When
the fields are complex, whether spin 0, spin 1

2 or spin 1 the kinematic
structure allows the symmetry of particle conjugation

φ1 → +φ1, φ2 → −φ2, φ → φ†.

Any phase factor may be absorbed into the redefinition of the field.
There is an intimate connection between particle conjugation (C) and

the selection of space (P) and time (T): the combined operation TCP is
an invariance of any local relativistic theory, not only of its kinematics,
since it is a real element of the complex Poincaré group. The breaking
up of the field into creation and annihilation parts requires the use of
projection operators that involve the energy E =

√
p2 + m2 and which

is therefore highly non-local.

16.7.1 Time and space inversions in quantum mechanics

We know from chapter 9 that space inversion, or parity, is the coordinate
transformation

�x → −�x, t → t.

A scalar field under this transformation must be

φ(�x, t) → φ′(�x, t) = φ(−�x, t). (16.7.7)

If the field is pseudo-scalar one has instead

φ(�x, t) → −φ(−�x, t). (16.7.8)

For the Schrödinger amplitude for a particle

�p → −�p, �q → �q, E → E, �J → �J,
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so that

ψ(�x, t) → ηψ(−�x, t), (16.7.9)

where η = ±1 is the intrinsic parity. For a spinor field

ψr(�x, t) → ηβrsψs(−�x, t) = ψ′
r(�x, t), (16.7.10)

with β being introduced to guarantee that the transformed field also
obeys the same equation. For a Majorana (real) particle we must choose
η = ±i since βrs is pure imaginary. For a Dirac particle the choice of η is
wider. It could be (Yang and Tiomno 1950)

η = ±i, ±1,

where the ±1 phase does not retain the reality properties of ψ. In the
non-relativistic two-component form the wave function is automatically
a complex spinor but the wave functions can transform as

ψa(�x, t) → ηψa(−�x, t). (16.7.11)

For the electromagnetic field one has the transformation laws

�E(�x, t) → − �E(−�x, t), �B(�x, t) → + �B(−�x, t),

�A(�x, t) → − �A(−�x, t), A0(�x, t) → +A0(−�x, t). (16.7.12)

The Maxwell equations are invariant under (16.7.12).
The possibility of defining a space inversion transformation and the fact

that the kinematics and equal-time anticommutation rules are invariant
does not guarantee that parity is conserved in all interactions. In fact,
for zero mass the Dirac equation splits into two parts, the right and left
chiral components. The field must be complex since the chirality trans-
formation involves an imaginary matrix (in the Majorana representation)
and hence the chiral eigenstates are essentially complex. The same com-
ment applies to the decomposition of the Maxwell field. It should also
be recognized that the Poincaré group does not involve space inversion.
Such a transformation is an extension of the Poincaré group.

The time inversion transformation is more subtle. If we merely change
t to −t the Schrödinger equation is not preserved. Moreover, we would
like the following physical transformations:

�p → −�p, �q → �q, �E → �E, �J → − �J.

These transformations are not canonical; consequently the corresponding
time inversion cannot be a unitary transformation. The Wigner (weak)
time inversion is the following anti-unitary transformation:

ψ(�x, t) → ψ∗(�x,−t). (16.7.13)
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Under this transformation the Schrödinger equation is preserved. For the
various relativistic equations one has

φ(�x, t) → φ∗(�x,−t), ψ(�x, t) → ψ∗(�x,−t),

�E(�x, t) → �E(�x,−t), �B(�x, t) → − �B(�x,−t).

Once more, any phase factor ηT can be absorbed by a redefinition of the
fields. For the non-relativistic two-component spinor

σ2σ
∗
kσ2 = −σk, (16.7.14)

so that the time reversal transformation is

ψ(�x, t) → exp
(

iπ
σ2

2

)
ψ(�x,−t). (16.7.15)

Just as for parity, time inversion is a kinematic symmetry which holds
but this does not imply that it will be a symmetry of the dynamics. The
strong reflection which involves �x → −�x, t → −t and particle conjugation
is equivalent to the real element

�x → −�x, t → −t

of the complex Poincaré group, provided that the equations are manifestly
covariant. On one-particle wave functions T and C are anti-unitary, so
the combination TCP is a unitary operation. But on quantized fields the
particle conjugation is a unitary operation, so TCP is anti-unitary. TCP
is automatically valid in any relativistic field theory.

16.7.2 The spin-statistics connection

In nature we observe that identical particles are really identical, and hence
the interchange of any two of them should not change the density matrix.
But on the wave functions this allows for the possibility of symmetry or
antisymmetry:

Ψ(�x1, ...; t) → P12Ψ(�x1, �x2, ..., �xN ; t) = ±Ψ(�x2, �x1, ..., �xN ; t). (16.7.16)

The antisymmetric choice is appropriate for electrons and nucleons so
as to satisfy the Pauli exclusion principle. For photons they obey Bose
statistics. It is easy to see that the Michel identity (Michel 1964) holds,
i.e.

P12 = (−1)2s. (16.7.17)

Bose particles have integer spin and Fermi particles (obeying the exclusion
principle) have half-odd spin. This connection is usually deduced from
relativistic quantum field theory, but we shall discover that it is already
true in non-relativistic quantum mechanics.
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As a preliminary let us note that the configuration space of N identical
particles is a multiply connected manifold. The point (xj , xk) and the
point (xk, xj) are identified, so we find the space

R × R × · · · × R/SN ,

where R is the manifold on which one-particle wave functions are defined.
Unfortunately RN/SN is not a manifold, since two or more points x1 to
xN may coincide. So the proper manifold is defined as(

R × R × · · · × R −D
)
/SN ,

where D is the set of points at which two or more of the points coincide.
Indeed, D is precisely the subset of those points in the product that are
fixed under the action of some element of SN . This is a manifold. This
manifold is multiply connected and the wave functions may acquire phase
factors in going around a non-contractible loop. While these considera-
tions tell us that wave functions may acquire phase factors, they do not
tell us which species of particles prefer which phase (±1).

To find a more restrictive result we consider the equations for the quan-
tum field (not necessarily relativistic) expressed as first-order equations
for several components. We therefore write the kinematic part of the La-
grangian in the form

Lkin =
1
2

(
ψrΓrs

∂ψs

∂t
− ∂ψr

∂t
Γrsψs

)
. (16.7.18)

We want this term to be a scalar under rotations in three-dimensional
space. The operation of time differentiation is anti-symmetric. But this
term should be a scalar, bilinear in ψ. We know that the scalar product of
two scalars (or two vectors or two tensors) is symmetric in the factors, but
the scalar product of two spinors is anti-symmetric. So we deduce that
Γrs is anti-symmetric for tensor fields and symmetric for spinor fields.
This is already evident from the spin 0, 1

2 and 1 equations that we have
considered.

If the components of ψ were to commute and Γrs was symmetric the La-
grangian density would reduce to a number; similarly if they were to anti-
commute and Γrs was anti-symmetric. So we conclude that tensor fields
alone can obey (equal-time) commutation relations, while spinor fields
must obey (equal-time) anti-commutation relations. (If there is kinematic
degeneracy we may be tempted to evade these restrictions by having Γrs

anti-symmetric in the internal symmetry labels. But this is inconsistent
since if we were to diagonalize an anti-symmetric matrix the trace would
still be zero, and inconsistent with a Hilbert space realization.)
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absorption spectrum, 22
absorptive power, 488
adjoint, 169
Airy function, 189
algebra, 76
alpha-rays, 160
analytic family of type (A), 281
angular momentum operators, 398
anharmonic oscillator, 252
annihilation operator, 379
Aristotelian setting, 50
asymptotic expansion, 174
asymptotic perturbation theory, 281
asymptotically free, 301
Auger states, 317
automorphism group, 168
automorphism of a Hilbert space, 168
azimuth quantum number, 163

Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula,
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Balmer formula, 199
Bargmann–Fock representation, 392
Barnes, Brascamp and Lieb, 268
beamsplitter, 410
Bell inequalities, 455

Berry phase, 466
Bessel

equation, 224
function of first kind, 224
functions of second kind, 224

black body, 488
black-body radiation, 488
Bloch theorem, 219
Bohr magneton, 227
Bohr–Sommerfeld conditions, 30
Borel transform, 282
Born approximation, 305
Born series, 306
Bose–Einstein statistics, 508
boundary conditions, 147
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Bragg reflection, 31
Breit–Wigner resonance, 318

canonical
commutation relations, 341
ensemble, 482
operators, 342
quantization, 343
transformation, 48

Cartan identity, 81
Casimir
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operators, 82
centre of an algebra, 77
characteristic function, 64, 458
chiral representation, 552
classical electron radius, 17
Clebsch–Gordan coefficients, 413
closable operator, 169
closure, 169
coherent state, 389
compact operator, 170
compatible observables, 367
complete set of common eigenvectors,

367
completely canonical transformations,

54
Compton effect, 12
confluent hypergeometric equation,

198
confluent hypergeometric functions,

198
constant of motion in wave mechanics,

128
constants of motion, 84
continuity equation, 118
creation operator, 379
cyclic operator, 171
cyclic vector, 171

Darboux method, 435
Davisson and Germer, 33
de Broglie hypothesis, 30
Debye formula, 504
deficiency indices, 169
deficiency sub-spaces, 169
density matrix, 446
differential viewpoint, 529
diffraction of electrons, 7
Dirac

notation, 172
representation, 552

direct sum of Hilbert spaces, 168
dispersion relation, 94
displacement law, 490

distance of rays, 473
double-slit experiment, 21
duality transformations, 420
Dulong and Petit law, 502
dynamical path, 528
Dyson series, 271

Ehrenfest theorem, 127
eikonal equation, 107
Einstein model of specific heats, 502
Einstein setting, 50
emission spectrum, 22
emissive power, 488
energy bands, 217
enveloping algebra, 82
ergodic, 483
Euclidean group, 77
Euler–Lagrange equations, 84
exchange integral, 512
experiment of Phipps and Taylor, 229
extrinsic properties, 504

Fermat principle, 69
Fermi golden rule, 274
Fermi–Dirac statistics, 508
Feynman formula, 536
first Landau level, 385
first-order pseudo-eigenvalue, 283
first-order pseudo-eigenvector, 283
flow of a dynamical system, 84
Fock space, 516
Fourier–Dirichlet expansion, 544
Franck and Hertz, 26
Fredholm equation, 290
free Bose–Einstein gas, 516
free Fermi–Dirac gas, 518
Fresnel biprism, 17
Fuchs theorem, 223
Fuchsian singularity, 187

Galilean setting, 50
Galilei transformations, 132
Gamma-function, 224
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gauge invariance, 241
Geiger and Nuttall, 160
Gel’fand triple for the position and

momentum observables, 371
Gel’fand triples, 370
generalized energy equipartition law,
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geometrical optics, 68
Gibbs measure, 482
global conservation property, 118
global viewpoint, 529
graph, 169
Green function, 139
ground state, 152

of harmonic oscillator, 381
group, 77
group velocity, 102, 108, 112

physical meaning, 103
gyromagnetic ratio, 227

Hamilton–Jacobi equation, 52
harmonic oscillator, 375
harmonic polynomials, 205
Heisenberg

algebra, 340
equations of motion, 362
microscope, 37
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Helmholtz equation, 104
Hermite polynomials, 153
Hermitian, 169
hidden variables, 455
Hilbert space, 168
homomorphism of two groups, 211
Hulthén potential, 144
Husimi–Kano distribution function,
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hydrogen atom, 196

identical particles, 506
inner product, 168

space, 168
interference, 4

intrinsic properties, 504
isometry of ray space, 473
isospectral Hamiltonians, 435

Jacobi identity, 44
Jacobi polynomials, 425
JWKB solutions, 167

Kato–Rellich theorem, 281
ket, 172
Kirchhoff theorem, 488
Kummer equation, 211

Lagrangian for the Schrödinger
equation, 374

Landau levels, 383
Lebesgue decomposition of a measure,

140
Levinson theorem, 310
Lie algebra, 76

structure, 44
Lie derivative, 81
Lie group, 77
lift of a ray-space isometry, 474
linear potential, 186
Lippmann–Schwinger equation, 304
local conservation law, 118
Lorentz group, 79
lowering operator, 400

Majorana representation, 552
Maupertuis principle, 69
mean value of the wavelength, 111
mean values, 125
microcanonical ensemble, 482
mixture, 449
modified Bessel functions, 225
momentum representation, 119
monopole harmonic, 424
Moyal bracket, 543
Moyal product, 543

Newton equations, 84
norm resolvent sense, 296
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number operator, 378

observable quantity, 365
observation

first kind, 367
second kind, 367

ortho-helium, 511
overlap of rays, 473

Pancharatnam excess phase, 473
Pancharatnam lift, 473
para-helium, 511
parity operator, 360
Parseval lemma, 119
partial wave expansion, 309
partition function, 484
Paschen–Back effect, 266
Pauli

equation, 235
exclusion principle, 508
matrices, 213

perturbation theory for stationary
states, 244

phase 1-form, 42
phase shifts, 308
phase velocity, 101
phonons, 408
photoelectric effect, 7
photons, 5
Planck radiation law, 496
Poincaré group, 79
Poincaré lemma, 46
point transformations, 85
Poisson bracket, 44
Poisson manifold, 44
polarization of light, 5
polydromy of the wave function, 315
populations, 463
principal function, 52
probability current, 118
projection postulate, 368
propagator, 139
pure case, 448

quantum entanglement, 460
quantum teleportation, 460
quantum tomogram, 547
quasi-exactly solvable systems, 430

radial quantum number, 164
Radon transform, 546
Radon–Nykodim derivative, 484
raising operator, 400
Rayleigh–Jeans radiation formula, 495
Rayleigh–Ritz method, 266
reduced action, 72
reflection, 31, 176
Regge map, 416
regular perturbation theory, 280
residual coherences, 463
resolution of unity, 171
resolvent, 172, 296

set, 172, 296
resonance pole, 318, 319
resonant absorption, 272
resonant emission, 272
restricted three-body problem, 74
Riccati equation, 437
rigged Hilbert spaces, 370
Ritz combination principle, 25
Rollnik class, 306
rotation, 212, 358
Runge–Lenz vector, 441

scattering matrix, 410
scattering operator, 300
Schrödinger equation, 113, 116
Schrödinger kernel, 138
Schwarz inequality, 168
Schwarz space, 376
semi-classical approximation, 160
singular perturbations, 284
singular potentials, 314

scattering, 314
spectral concentration, 283
spectral decomposition of a

self-adjoint operator, 171
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spectral
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measure, 171
representation, 140
resolution, 170

spherical harmonics, 207
spin, 417
spin-j representation, 403
spreading in time, 142
standard deviations, 125
standard ordering, 534
Stark effect, 259
stationary phase method, 221
Stefan law, 490
step-like, 181
Stern and Gerlach, 227
Stirling formula, 520
Stone theorem, 343
strong continuity, 343
strong resolvent sense, 296
strongly asymptotic series, 281
strongly continuous one-parameter

unitary group, 343
Sturm–Liouville theorem, 311
SU(2) interferometer, 410
symbol, 93
symmetric, 169
symmetrization principle, 508
symplectic form, 46
symplectic manifold, 46

tensor product, 168
theory of electromagnetic signals, 523
Thomson scattering, 17

time reversal, 471
time-dependent formalism in

perturbation theory, 269
time–energy uncertainty relation, 354
topological group, 77
transformation operator, 437
translations, 358
transmission, 176
tunnelling effect, 184
two-photon coherent states, 393

uncertainty relations, 128, 351
unitary equivalence, 345
unitary transformation, 357
universal enveloping algebra, 82

vector field, 74, 75
vectors in phase, 473
virial theorem, 511
virtual state, 276
von Neumann theorem, 349

wave function vs. state vector, 269
wave operators, 302
weakly asymptotically complete,
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width of a resonance, 318, 319
Wien, 490
Wigner distribution, 542
Wigner theorem, 469
Wintner theorem, 342
work done by a radiation field, 522

Zeeman effect, 266




